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 SYRA
(A TRANSMITTED REMINISCENCE.)

Fleeing from Scio’s smouldering vines
(Where when the sword its work had done
The Turk applied the torch) the Greek
Came here, a fugitive stript of goods,
Here to an all but tenantless isle,
Nor here in footing gained at first,
Felt safe. Still from the turbaned foe
Dreading the doom of shipwrecked men
Whom feline seas permit to land
Then pounce upon and drag them back,
For height they made, and prudent won
A cone-shaped fastness on whose flanks
With pains they pitched their eyrie camp,
Stone huts, whereto they wary clung;
But, reassured in end, come down))

Multiplied through compatriots now,
Refugees like themselves forlorn))

And building along the water’s verge
Begin to thrive; and thriving more
When Greece at last flung off the Turk,
Make of the haven mere a mart.

I saw it in its earlier day))

Primitive, such as isled resort
As hearthless Homer might have known
Wandering about the Ægean here.
Sheds ribbed with wreck-stuff faced the sea
Where goods in transit shelter found;
And here and there a shaty-shop
Where Fez-caps, swords, tobacco, shawls
Pistols, and orient finery, Eve’s))

(The spangles dimmed by hands profane)
Like plunder on a pirate’s deck
Lay orderless in such loose way
As to suggest things ravished or gone astray.

Above a tented inn with fluttering flag
A sunburnt board announced Greek wine
In self-same text Anacrean knew,
Dispenced by one named “Pericles.”
Got up as for the opera’s scene,
Armed strangers, various, lounged or lazed,
Lithe fellows tall, with gold-shot eyes.
Sunning themselves as leopards may.

Off-shore lay xebecs trim and light,
And some but dubious in repute.
Bur on the strand, for docks were none,
What busy bees! no testy fry;
Frolickers, picturesquely odd,
With bales and oil-jars lading boats,
Lighters that served an anchored craft,
Each in his tasseled Phrygian cap,
Blue Eastern drawers and braided vest;
As Proserpine’s upon the coin.
Such chatterers all! like children gay
Who make believe to work, but play.

I saw, and how help musing too.
Here traffic’s immature as yet:
Forever this juvenile fun hold out
And these light hearts? Their garb, their glee,
Alike profuse in flowing measure,
Alike inapt for serious wirk,
Blab of grandfather Saturn’s prime
When trade was not, not toil, nor stress,
But life was leisure, merriment, peace,
And lucre none and love was righteousness.

Herman Melville
The Collected Poems (Chicago, 1996), 250-52.
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Preface

Ever since the discovery and the subsequent publication of finds from the cemetery at
Chalandriani it has played an important role in the development of our knowledge of the
prehistoric cultures in the Cyclades and in the Aegean world as a whole. Directly after the

first reports on ancient graves found in the northeastern part of the the island of Syros many
antiquarians and archaeologists have taken this site into their itineraries through the Aegean or have
studied the objects found in the graves. References to this cemetery and the finds are found in nearly
every textbook on the Aegean prehistory. Unfortunately, these studies are all, by necessity, based on
an incomplete picture of the cemetery, since no study of all the excavations results has yet appeared.
In the present study we will present a detailed summary of all available information regarding the
cemetery at Chalandriani, and of all the finds from the tombs known today. 

Every study using results of older excavations faces a number of specific problems. First, the
views, goals, and methods of the excavator may differ from those of the person who completes the
study. This is all the more likely when a very long period passed between the excavation and its final
publication. Examples of similar studies of older excavations, which have inspired me to continue
when it seemed almost hopeloss to do so, are Hodson’s treatment of the Hallstatt burial site in
Austria, and Chapman’s study of the Los Millares cemetery in Southeast Spain. Unfortunately, in
such cases many insights and questions in modern archeology cannot be investigated since no
account was given to such aspects during the time of excavation. Secondly, there may be many
practical or logistical problems. The documentation of the excavation (e.g. notes, daybooks,
drawings, field maps, photographs) may have become incomplete or even missing. But also finds
may have become misplaced or even lost. These problems should be anticipated when research is
carried out which involves the use of results from older excavations. In order to be able to merit this
kind of research it is necessary to present a detailed account of the relevant events which have
interferred with the data over the period between the excavation and the final publication. This kind
of account may be called the post-excavation history. Unfortunately it appears all to often that not
all lacunae and hiatuses in the available documentation may thus be explained. Specially when the
period between the excavation and the time of its final publication amounts to more than one
hundred years. 

In her book on the history of archeological research of the Greek Bronze Age , J. Lesley Fitton
observed that “... it is, for example, a melancholy possibility that all, or almost all, Early Cycladic
cemetery sites have been discovered, and in many cases despoiled, so that we may never have further
Cycladic figurines from excavated contexts to explain the many uncertainties surrounding their use
and meaning.” (page 193). To advance our knowledge of the Cycladic culture in the Early Bronze
Age one might wish to excavate an unspoiled large cemetery or settlement. However, this action
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inevitably also involves its destruction, besides the fact that modern standards of excavation involve
many specialists and generally take years to complete, whereby only a small part of the site will be
fully excavated. This is not to mention the fact that archeological excavations have become a very
expensive tool for archeologists. Illicit ‘excavations’ and destructions of many archaeological sites
in the Cycladic islands was to a large degree fuelled by the demand for Early Cycladic stone
figurative art. In this quest for commercial spoils much important information is lost. The possibility
of finding a large cemetery such as Chalandriani still lying somewhere undetected is extremely small.
This is a further incentive to return to older excavations and see whether we can add from these
sources to our knowledge of the Cycladic culture. One way of advancing our knowledge of any
culture is by critically studying the results of previously executed excavations, and specially those
which have not yet been fully investigated or published. In doing so we may gain much new
information at relatively low cost and in addition fulfill a promise of completing work once started.
Moreover, it has the advantage of giving finds which may have been stored in museum depots for
years or put on display without proper background a more considered provenance and context.
Essentially this has been the case for the work I undertook with the results from the excavations
carried out by Christos Tsountas at Chalandriani.

The Cycladic culture of the Early Bronze Age has partly become a victim of its aesthetic succes.
The stylized marble figurines have attracted the attention of many people who give no qualms about
their provenance or legitemacy of the appearence of such objects on the art market. Archaeologists
cannot abscond themselves completely as a partner in this proces. Publications and exhibitions of
the Early Cycladic Culture have wetted the interest of the collectioneurs. However, this is an
inevitable development that occurs within any domain of scholarly and scientific research. Scientists
and scholars must accept that any advancement of knowledge also brings about negative side-effects.
This, however, should not prevent any researcher from continuing his work, albeit within a socially
accepted ethical framework.

From the start the research of the excavation results from Chalandriani aimed at four general
goals. The first involved a detailed study and reconstruction of the location and dispersal of the
cemetery at Chalandriani in northeast Syros. Secondly, the research aimed at carefully documenting
the archeological remains still visible at the site of the cemetery and specially the location and
construction of the tombs. This would include carrying out fieldwork at the area of the site. The
third aim involved the study of all available finds from the Tsountas and Stephanos excavations at
Chalandriani. These finds are for the most part in the Prehistoric Collection of the National
Archaeological Museum in Athens. Small groups of finds are located in the Archaeological Museum
in Ermoupolis on Syros, and in a number of different museum in western Europe. The aim of
studying all these finds would be the construction of a typological classification of the variations
observed in these finds. From these observations we can determine the chronological position of
the cemetery and perhaps its period of use could be established. Finally, the fourth aim of this
research was directed at the study of the inventories of the tombs as they were excavated. Through
careful analysis of the variations and similarities between different tomb inventories it would be
possible to formulate inferences about the social background of the people who buried their dead
at Chalandriani.

The results of the various activities are presented in the chapters below. The first chapter
recapitulates our knowledge of the Cycladic culture in the Early Bronze Age with particular attention
to the various interpretations proposed to explain its origins and development. Furthermore, this
chapter deals with physical and social geographical background of the island of Syros. In the second
chapter the results of the fieldwork carried out at Chalandriani in the summer of 1991 are presented
and discussed. Both the lay-out of the original cemetery and the description of its typical type of
tombs are discussed. Chapter three discusses the problems involved in studying the finds from the
excavations. The detailed descriptions of each individual object are presented in the first two
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appendices (1 and 2). Also, each object that was available for study is illustrated in drawing at the
end of the book. A typological classification of all these finds is presented in chapter four together
with the chronological placing of the cemetery in the wider context of the Early Bronze Age in the
Aegean. Finally, chapter five presents various analyses of the variations between tomb inventories
and their interpretation. Based on the recontruction of a large number of tomb inventories a number
a specific aspects regarding the mortuary practices at Chalandriani are investigated. The scope of
these aspects not as wide as one would wish. The chapter concludes with an estimation of the
population of the community living at the settlement at Chalandriani and its implications for its
social organisation. The remainder of this book is formed by a bibliogaphy and a Dutch summary
after wich several appendices present detailed and additional information on the tomb inventories
and other aspects of the research. Finally at the end all available objects from the tombs are
presented in illustrations.
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1 A good example is the Dutch colonel B.E.A. Rottiers, who travelled through the Aegean on a mission for King
Willem I of The Netherlands in search of antiquities to be transported to the newly founded Museum of Antiquities
in Leiden. On Mykonos he acquired a group of marble objects, which were clearly from a destroyed prehistoric
grave. The objects are described in Bastet (1982), I, 4-5, nos, 9-13, pls. 2-3. For details concerning Rottiers’ travels
in the Cyclades, see Bastet and Brunsting (1987).
2 Ross (1840-43); (1855); Dümmler (1886); Bent (1884). 

Chapter one

INTRODUCTION

Of all the Cyclades none is so bleak and barren as Syra,
yet this island possesses an attraction of her own,
and a curious history of modern development;
future ages will quote this little spot as the
brightest specimen of activity produced by the revival
of the long dormant spirit of independence in Greece.
J.T. Bent (1884, p. 304)

For centuries antiquarians and archaeologists have travelled through the Aegean studying its
ancient remains. Although in the periods before the twentieth century such visitors were
mostly interested in inscriptions and antiquities from the Classical era, some travellers also

collected prehistoric finds.1 Among these earlier scholarly visitors, who travelled extensively in the
Cycladic archipelago and who showed an interest in its earlier history, we mention Ludwig Ross,
Fernand Dümmler, and James Theodor Bent.2 In various publications, both as articles in learned
journals and in books, they presented a wealth of information on the earlier periods of these islands.
Their topographical manner of collecting and of presenting numerous details present a real Fundgrube
for any modern archaeologist investigating the ancient regions of the Greek and Roman world.
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3 See in general Eisner (1991), Kefallimiades (1989); Spencer (1986); Tselikas (1990); Tsgakou (1981; Van der Vin
(1980)).
4 Schibly (1986) has collected all references in ancient literary sources regarding the Archaic philosopher
Pherekydes. Other references to Syros are found in Strabo X, 5, 8; Pliny NH IV, 67; Ovid, Metamorphoses VII, 563-
64; Ptolemy, Geographia III, 15; schol. Dionysios, Per. 525; schol. Aristophanes, Eirnini, 363; see also RE s.v. Syros
(by W. Zschietzschmann). The identification of the island of Syrie mentioned in Homer, Od. XV, 403-404 (GLD\0)
with Syros is not accepted by most recent scholars, see Heubeck and Hoekstra (1989), 257. 

2

Figure 1. View of the medieval town of Ano Syros in 1776 (after Choiseul-Gouffier, 1782)

Always lacking, however, in these publications are modern standards of critical analysis and a firm
understanding of the finer chronological details. Following in the footsteps of these historic
topographers, many archaeologists and prehistorians have undertaken fieldwork on the Cycladic
islands. Together these studies and researches yield an impressive database of the prehistoric and
ancient periods in the Cyclades. Besides large scale archaeological projects, such as on Delos and
Thera, many smaller investigations and field studies have also contributed to our present knowledge
of the prehistoric and ancient periods in the Cyclades. 

In travel books or antiquarian studies on Greece from before the early nineteenth century,
references to Syros are generally rare, or at most extremely brief.3 One of the reasons for this  may
be the fact that Syros is only scarcely referred to in ancient literary sources. Nearly all these
references only mention Syros as the birthplace of the famous Archaic philosopher Pherekydes. The
few other passages are very short and never mention specific historical or cultural topics.4 In
addition, there were no famous ancient monuments that were imperative to visit for those travelling
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5 Abbé Della Rocca (1790), volume I. A xerox copy is kept in the library of the church of Ayios Georgios in Ano
Syros. I thank the bishop of Ano Syros, Monsiegneur Fr. Papamanolis, for allowing me to make a copy of the first
volume of this work containing a history of Syros.

3

Figure 2. Map of Syros in the eigthteen century (after Tournefort, 1717)

in the Aegean. Syros lay more or less literally in the shadow of the more widely known and much
visited island of Delos with its extensive antiquities. An exception to this general neglect is found
in a book on the practice of beekeeping by the Syriote bishop Della Rocca; the first part contains
an extensive history of the island, including descriptions of some of its ancient remains.5 A few
scholars of the eighteenth century visited Syros and described its ancient remains or natural
characteristics in their publications. Among these rare occasions are the visits by the Italian monk
Christofo Buondelmonti, the French antiquarian comte Choiseul-Gouffier, the French botanist
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6 For the description of Syros by Buondelmonti, see Legrand (1897); Tournefort (1717); Pasch van Krienen (1773),
but see also Ross (1860); other 18th and early 19th-century scholarly travels in the Aegean which included Syros are
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Joseph Pitton de Tournefort, and the Dutch adventurer Pasch van Krienen.6 This situation changed
in the second quarter of the nineteenth century. The number of visitors, both with commercial and
archaeological interests, increased considerably. The main reason for this growth lies in the fact that
the newly founded town of Ermoupolis rapidly became one of the main ports in the Aegean. Its
thriving harbour was at the crossroads of East-West and North-South trade routes in the eastern
Mediterranean world.7 In the trail of all these merchants, sea captains, and other entrepreneurs, came
a large number of scholars interested in ancient remains. Traces of the ancient town of Syros were
regularly encountered during the building activities of Ermoupolis. Several foreign visitors mention
in their publications  the presence of ancient remains.8 Nowadays nearly all these are lost or built
over.9 Only a few finds from this late Classical to Roman town are exhibited in the local museum
which was founded in 1843, one of the first of its kind in Greece. Besides archaeological finds from
the island itself, this museum served as a depository for antiquities from other islands in the Cyclades
(e.g. Amorgos, Thera, and Keos). A few other archaeological sites besides the ancient town of Syros
were known on the island at that time. References to some of these appear sporadically in studies
by scholars such as Ludwig Ross and K.G. Fiedler.10 The attention of most foreign archaeologists
in the second half of the nineteenth century was directed towards the major Classical sites on Thera,
Delos, and Melos. Large-scale French, German, and British excavations were undertaken, some of
which, as on Delos, continue up to the present day. 

1.1. Prehistoric Cyclades

Prehistoric sites and finds were only occasionally studied during the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. Hence the chronology from this time was largely incomplete. The extent of archaeological
finds and scholarship was summarized at the end of the nineteenth century in several extensive
studies, such as Histoire de l’Art by Perrot and Chipiez (1894) and the itemized lists of prehistoric
finds in Greece by Blinkenberg (1896).11 Pre-Hellenic ceramics from the Cyclades were also included
in the studies on prehistoric and Mycenaean pottery by Furtwängler and Loeschcke.12 The study of
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the prehistoric period in the Cyclades gained a more solid footing in the final decade of the
nineteenth century. After having worked for many years at various sites in Mainland Greece, both
Classical and prehistoric, the Greek archaeologist Christos Tsountas turned his attention to the
Cyclades. On the mainland, Tsountas had worked as ephoros of antiquities at Salamis, Eretria,
Tanagra, Vapheio and other sites in Lakonia, Tyrins, and most importantly at Mycenae. In 1892 he
published one of the first comprehensive surveys of the Mycenaean civilisation, later translated in
an English edition with J.I. Mannatt.13 Between 1894 and 1898 he excavated a large number of
prehistoric sites on various Cycladic islands. Nearly all of these sites were cemeteries. In 1894 he
went to Amorgos were he also excavated a number of cemeteries. A few years later he undertook
two major campaigns on different islands. In 1897 he excavated on Paros, Antiparos, and
Despotikon, and one year later on the islands of Siphnos and Syros. His report of these excavations
constitutes the starting point of the study of the Early Cycladic culture. After his ‘Cycladic
campaigns’ Tsounta directed his attention to the Neolithic sites in Thessaly. Here he undertook
extensive excavations of the two key-sites of Sesklo and Dimini. Because of his still important
publications and the systematic and thorough methods of his excavations in many parts of the Greek
world he ranks as one of the founders of the study of Greek prehistory.

Since the time of the excavations by Tsountas in the Cyclades, over one hundred years ago, our
knowledge and insightst into the Early Cycladic culture has considerably grown. Both large-scale
excavations and many smaller field studies have contributed to a better understanding of the cultural
relations, chronology, and cultural development of this part of the prehistoric Greek world. A few
important contributions to the growth of scholarship of prehistoric archaeology may be singled out
in order to understand current debates on cultural developments in the Cyclades.14 For more than
a century the British School at Athens has been conducting field work on the island of Melos. In the
final years of the nineteenth century excavations were carried out at the Early Bronze Age cemetery
at Pelos and at the later Bronze Age settlement of Phylakopi. At the latter site extensive settlement
traces were encountered and investigated. The stratigraphic sequence of this site, in which several
of the cultural phases of the earlier Bronze Age can be tied to specific superimposed layers, remains
one of the few temporal anchors for further chronological analyses. At various times  British
archaeologists have returned to Melos to investigate its prehistoric remains.15 

In the early years of the twentieth century the anthropologist Klon Stephanos, who first
undertook archaeological research on Syros (see chapter 2), excavated many prehistoric graves on
Naxos. He published only some sketchy descriptions of the graves and the finds. These grave groups
were reconstructed and extensively published by G.A. Papathanasopoulos in 1961.16 
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In 1906 and later in 1914, R. Dussaud published extensive accounts of the prehistoric cultures
of the Aegean world. A large part of his work was taken up by discussions of various aspects of the
Early Cycladic culture.17 Almost at the same time U. Kahrstedt published a study on the Early
Cycladic culture in which he distinguished between two major cultural phases, based mainly on
ceramic finds. The first, named after the cemetery at Pelos on Melos, was followed by a more
developed phase named after the island of Syros with material from the cemetery at Chalandriani
and the settlement at Kastri.18 Several years later C. Dugas published two studies of the prehistoric
and later ceramics from the Cyclades. He added another cultural phase to the two already identified
by Kahrstedt and other. It consisted of types of artefacts associated with the first town at Phylakopi
on Melos.19 In a broad ranging series of studies on the prehistoric cultures of Greece and Italy, the
Swedish archaeologist N. Åberg dealt extensively with the archaeological evidence from the
Cyclades. On the basis of the available material, mostly pottery from excavated graves, he
distinguished two main cultural phases in the Early Cycladic culture: an earlier Pelos phase and a
later Syros phase.20 These cultural phases remain an essential element in descriptions of cultural
developments in the Cycladic Early Bronze Age up to the present day.

During 1930s to 1960s numerous prehistoric graves were excavated in the Cycladic islands, but
also innumerable sites were destroyed by illicit digging, especially during the 1960s when Cycladic
marble figurative art was highly desired among collectors. The destruction of the important Early
Cycladic site on Keros is a sad example of this widespread loss of much archaeological informa-
tion.21 During the second half of the century, several influential excavations were carried out on a
number of islands. Major Neolithic sites were excavated on two islands in the 1960s. On Keos J.L.
Caskey and J.E. Coleman revealed the existence of a large Neolithic settlement and cemetery lying
on the promontory Kephala, just north of the major settlement of Ayia Irini.22 The site is one of the
rare examples in which both the settlement and its cemetery have been excavated. The material
culture displays many similarities with sites in Attica. The period of occupation at Kephala falls in
the beginning of the fourth millennium BC. A small Neolithic settlement or campsite was excavated
in 1964 and 1965 by J.D. Evans and C. Renfrew on the islet of Saliagos, lying between the coasts
of Paros and Antiparos.23 On account of both chronometric datings and typological parallels with
similar ceramic types found elsewhere in the Aegean, the site is set in a period around the turn of
the fifth to fourth millennium BC. Its characteristic material culture has also been found on several
other locations in the Cyclades (e.g. Paros, Antiparos, Mykonos, and Melos). During successive years
in the sixties and early seventies extensive excavation campaigns were carried out at the prehistoric
settlement of Ayia Irini in northern Keos. Large parts of settlements from different periods were
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investigated. Although the site was certainly inhabited during much of the Early Bronze Age, the
most important remains date from the Middle and Late Bronze Age.24 

In recent years several new investigations and excavations were started. On Amorgos
excavations continue at the site of Markiani on the southwestern coast of the island. Here remains
of an Early Bronze Age settlement have been revealed which include possible fortification walls.
Another Early Bronze Age settlement is currently being excavated at Skarkou on the island of Ios.25

This island is generally not well known for its prehistoric remains, although some prehistoric finds
were reported in the beginning of this century.26 A site which promises to add much detail to the
inadequately understood chronology of the Late Neolithic-Early Bronze Age transition is located
in the cave of Zas on Naxos.27 All three sites have not yet been substantially published as
investigations are still in progress. A few details are presented in a number of reports and articles.
Another project which is expected to present important additions to our knowledge of the
chronology and the culture of the Early Cycladic period is being carried out at the site of Daskalio
Kavos on the small island of Keros. The island is well known as the findspot of the so-called ‘Keros-
hoard’ of several hundreds of fragments of marble figurative art and two small excavated cemeteries.
The context of these numerous marble objects still remains much of a mystery. Proposed
interpretations range from disturbed graves to a (possibly Pan-Cycladic) sanctuary-site, all however
without any substantiation from systematic fieldwork. These current investigations are therefore of
great importance.28

Besides new excavations and studies of material from previous excavations, archaeological
surveys have also added much detail to our knowledge of the prehistoric Cyclades. In the seventies
a systematic survey was conducted on the island of Melos. In addition to a long list of new sites that
were found, specific analyses of many kinds of evidence, both from the survey finds and from other
sources, resulted in an integrated account of the socio-economic and political developments on
Melos during the several millennia it has been inhabited up to the present day.29 Another systematic
archaeological survey was recently executed in the northern part of Keos. It comprised much of the
hinterland of the major Bronze Age settlement of Ayia Irini.30 The diachronic pattern of habitation
in this area showed some contrasts with that derived from the survey on Melos. Whereas on Melos
settlement numbers oscillated from few (nucleation) to many (dispersion) in different periods, in
northern Keos settlement numbers were at almost all periods relatively sparse. The fact that both
islands had an important and large central settlement during much of the prehistoric (and later)
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periods suggests that other (external) factors may have carried a strong influence on the observed
settlement patterns. Relative proximity to the Greek mainland and differing opportunities for
external trade were probably factors that resulted in variations in the settlement history in the
Cycladic islands.31 

Recent years have brought a number of important publications on aspects of the Aegean
prehistory as well as several reviews of the current state of knowledge. From these studies we can
list a number of the main topics of archaeological research in the Cyclades that are being pursued
today. Though the basic framework of the Cycladic culture remains widely accepted, many scholars
strive to add more detail, resolve ill known aspects, or propose refinements of cultural and social
processes of the Early Bronze Age in the Cyclades. The following list of research topics is not meant
to be exhaustive, but merely serves to suggest recent trends and focal points within Cycladic
archaeology. In a review of the state of research in Aegean prehistory, J.L. Davis highlights two
major research themes in need of more detailed attention.32 The first concerns the Neolithic
colonisation of the Aegean islands. Neolithic presence and settlement is attested for a number of
islands (in the Cyclades these include Keos, Naxos, Thera, Amorgos, Paros, Saliagos, Siphnos, and
possibly Mykonos). Although three horizons of Neolithic colonisations of the islands are now
recognized, they are still more or less isolated, both temporally and spatially, and not yet connected
in a continuous chronological sequence. General patterns and processes of human settlement on the
islands have been discussed by J.F. Cherry33 and more recently by C. Broodbank.34 The first two
horizons are characterized by two distinct cultures: the Saliagos phase in the fifth millennium BC
and the Kephala phase in the fourth millennium BC. The third and last horizon lies at the transition
of the Late Neolithic to the Early Bronze Age, roughly dated at the turn of the third millennium BC.
This transition remains largely unclear and may even be largely non-existent in any real sense. The
most promising site in the Cyclades that perhaps may shed some light on this formative period is
the Zas cave on the island of Naxos. Preliminary reports of the excavations which were recently
begun here suggest the existence of continuous occupation from the Late Neolithic period through
most of the Early Bronze Age periods.35 

In general, material of the Early Bronze Age 1 period is relatively rare in the Cyclades. Four
recurring associations of artefact types, or material groups (named after type sites - all cemeteries)
are identified: Lakkoudes, Pelos, Plastiras, Louros.36 Most of the sites with finds from these groups
are small cemeteries consisting of only a few cist graves. Settlement remains are extremely rare.  

It is during the Early Bronze Age 2 that the Cycladic culture or civilisation was blooming. The
origins and relative speed of this process of cultural growth is still a matter of serious debate. Two
aspects are central to any discussion of this process. First, the widespread use of metals in many
areas of the Greek world. Secondly, what has been called the 'international spirit' which characterises
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this period. Extensive exchange networks are considered to have been operating at this time
stretching over much of the Aegean and the Greek mainland, and occasionally even beyond. Any
combination of raw materials, finished goods, people, and ideas may have circulated through these
networks. It has become clear that any explanation of the cultural and economic expansion of the
Cyclades during the Early Bronze Age 2 must heavily rely on the position it held within the extensive
exchange patterns throughout the Aegean. The extent of the key role played by the inhabitants of
(some of) the Cycladic islands in this process is still a matter of debate. At the end of this period the
Cyclades, as well as the Aegean in general, underwent some far-reaching changes. The precise
chronological developments are not completely clear. Some scholars have advocated a gap or period
of intense social and inter-regional stress, accompanied by abandonment of settlements, change in
burial programs, and even warfare.37 

Two material groups, the Kastri-group and the Amorgos-group, fall largely in this period
following the time of the extensive cultural contacts of the Early Bronze Age 2.38 A notable
Anatolian influence is witnessed in several northern Cycladic and Attic-Euboean sites during this
phase. Weapons appear for the first time prominently in grave inventories, possibly suggesting more
militant or competitive relations between communities. During this period we can see a change in
the main locus of cultural developments towards Crete and the most southern Cycladic islands (e.g.
Thera, Melos). In the northern Cyclades only Ayia Irini on Keos remains occupied, developing into
a town-like settlement. It seems that the role of the Cycladic seafaring middlemen declined during
this last phase in the Early Bronze Age. 

The Middle Bronze Age is the context of the second of Davis’ research topics that is subject to
much scholarly debate. It involves a process sometimes described as the Minoan thalassocracy, or
the ‘minoanisation’ of the Aegean during the Middle and early part of the Late Bronze Age.39 Two
aspects are of special interest and are the subject of much discussion. In the first place is the
question of the extent of political dominance of Minoan Crete over the islands in the central Aegean.
Some suggest that Minoan ‘colonies’ were established on several islands or coasts. In the second
place is the question of the wider extent and intensity of Minoan contacts. These are especially
noticeable in the southern Aegean and the western line of Cycladic islands. However, the present
picture of Minoan contacts may be an artefact of limited archaeological research in many of the
northern Cycladic islands (e.g. Andros, Tenos, Syros, Mykonos).40 

Other current research topics in Cycladic archaeology that are being investigated by various
specialists include categorical studies of the material culture, such as obsidian41, frying pans42, and
marble figurative art.43 Furthermore, scientific characterisation and provenance studies of some
materials are also in progress. Ceramic studies for the EBA Aegean are underway on the so-called
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Talc-Ware.44 A number of specialized studies has been directed to the analysis of a selection of metal
artefacts from Aegean Bronze Age sites.45 Topics which have also received attention in recent years
involve the publication of older excavations, such as of the Pelos cemetery on Melos, Ayia Irini on
Keos, and Chalandriani.46 The problems of the relative chronology have been a subject of strong
debate in recent years. Various studies have proposed additions and alterations to the general
chronological scheme. A growing number of absolute datings from various sites in the Aegean are
beginning to clear up many previously fiercely debated aspects of the chronology.47 Finally, attention
to the practice and technology of seafaring, inter-island trade, and geographical knowledge is a recent
subject of scholarly research in the Aegean.48

This summary of current research topics is by no means complete, various other aspects of the
cultural and social life of the peoples of the Early Bronze Age are under investigation. This review
is only a selection of those topics which are more or less of relevance to the study presented below.
Several of these aspects will come up during the discussion of the finds from the cemetery at
Chalandriani. 

1.2. ‘The Emergence of Civilisation’

An important turning point in studies of Early Cycladic culture came with the publication in 1972
of the influential book The Emergence of Civilisation by C. Renfrew. It can be regarded as a synthesis
of archaeological knowledge of the Early Cycladic culture up to the early seventies. At the same time
it also laid down the foundations for much of the subsequent archaeological research carried out
since. Furthermore, because of its sound theoretical base the study broadened interest in the
Cycladic culture history beyond the small group of experts into a wider arena of archaeological
debate. Although the theoretical base of the book and some of its discussions on the material culture
are now considered with some scepticism, no major shift of its general perspective on the Early
Cycladic culture has appeared. 

One aspect subject to much debate concerns the relative and absolute chronological placing of
identified culture groups and phases. Although these socio-cultural entities are sometimes addressed
with new labels, they generally remain in use. The most important contribution of the analysis by
Renfrew, however, is his rejection of the principle of culture diffusion and large-scale migrations of
population from the Near East as the explanation of the cultural growth in the Aegean during the
later fourth and third millennium BC.49 According to him the origins of the cultural developments
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during the Late Neolithic and Early Bronze Age should instead be sought within the particular local
situations. This perspective of autochthonous cultural development does not exclude occasional
contacts with cultures and civilisations in the wider area of the eastern Mediterranean.50 Indeed,
ideas, goods, and people will have entered the Cycladic world at different times during these periods,
but they completely integrated into the existing local cultures of the Cyclades. The existence of such
contacts between the Orient and the Aegean is not in itself an explanation for the form and develop-
ment of the local Cycladic cultural trajectory. Secondly, Renfrew further rejects any monocausal
explanation of the observed phenomena. Instead a multivariate model based on the General Systems
Theory is advocated. Although the model may be criticised on many of its details (choice of sub-
systems, nature of the connections between them, not accounting for the role of individual human
agency as a force in cultural change, and overstressing the importance of metallurgical
developments) it certainly elevated the study of the Aegean prehistory above the traditional material
or artefact oriented studies. In the period since its appearance in 1972 no other encompassing model
has yet been proposed to replace it, although many archaeologists studying the Aegean prehistory
are no longer explicitly working within a systems approach paradigm. 

Because of the far reaching influence of the book by Renfrew on subsequent research in the
Cyclades and the Aegean in general, it is necessary to look into its theory in more detail. Not satisfied
with the traditional cultural-historic accounts of cultural change in the earlier prehistory of the
Aegean, Renfrew sets out to study the observed features within a more rigorous and explicit
framework. For this he makes use of the General Systems Theory. This systems approach aims to
present a coherent model for studying complex structures, such as a society and its interrelating
parts. However, a system is only a model or heuristic device designed to represent complex data into
a more manageable and clear form. 

In designing a model, three main steps may be identified. First we need to choose the variables
or components which constitute the system. Also, we need to define the scale of these components
according to a hierarchy of increasing complexity. Components may be at the atomic level or on the
level of larger aggregates or units combining several lower order elements. The selected components
are called the sub-systems within the overall system. Each sub-system corresponds with a particular
network of relations. The second step involves setting the boundaries of the system, both in time
and space. These boundaries may be arbitrarily set by the investigator in accordance with convenient
criteria taken from the regional geography and chronology. Finally, the relations between the various
sub-systems must be defined. Theoretically  an infinite number of possible connections between the
components of a system may exist. A choice should be made of those connections which are
relevant to the research question at hand. Thus, systems approach enables a complex system to be
understood in broad outline as a conceptual tool. Besides these elements and relations, certain basic
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system parameters may be defined. In the case of analyzing archaeological cultures these may include
the population level, settlement pattern, and the type of subsistence economy. Essential to the
systems approach is the fact that systems constantly seek to retain a stable situation (homeostasis
or equilibrium). Whenever some internal or external action or condition upsets the system’s stable
state, it takes the appropriate counteraction to retain its stability. Three kinds of disturbances are
identified by Renfrew regarding cultures and societies: fluctuations in the natural environment
(specially in subsistence produce); outside human agencies; and innovation within society. These
disturbances are counteracted through appropriate actions in order to maintain its stable state, or
homeostasis. The mechanisms through which the system maintains its equilibrium are either
negative or positive feedback. Counteractions which do not affect or change the overall system, are
called negative feedback. They ensure that the system continues in its current situation. However,
when changes in one sub-system are amplified and affect other sub-systems, the overall system may
diverge or deviate from its initial condition. This kind of change is called positive feedback, and is
a key process in understanding progressive growth. Renfrew further introduces a special kind of
positive feedback called the multiplier effect. It comes into operation when change in at least two
sub-systems further induces changes in the size and structure of the overall system. Its effect is a
situation of rapid and sustained cultural growth. In order to understand the reason why the
multiplier effect comes into active operation we must study the initial conditions of the system prior
to the observed change. It involves detailed knowledge of the so-called threshold situation in the
process of change. This situation is what Renfrew calls the “emergence of civilisation”. In this way
cultural change is described as a process in which certain changes within sub-systems are amplified
through others, thereby upsetting the original homeostasis. It causes the system to seek a new level
of stability. Over time such successive adaptations to new system states establish a cultural trajectory
within a certain region and period.51 

In bringing the theoretical basis to the concrete situation of the archaeological record of the
Cyclades in the third millennium BC, Renfrew's book has shed much light on the processes which
contributed to the observed cultural developments. With regard to the Aegean world in the third
millennium BC, Renfrew identified five or six sub-systems. Each sub-system focuses on a particular
aspect of the society, and each can be followed over time more or less in isolation from the others.
Renfrew first distinguished the subsistence sub-system. Here the relationship between man and the
natural environment  is investigated in terms of exploited or available food sources. Second is the
technological sub-system. Its elements are man, material resources and finished products as well as
the technological knowledge and particular craft techniques that are available to the society. This
social sub-system is focused on the relationships between people, both as individuals and in groups.
This sub-system is difficult to separate from others since all human actions are primarily social.
Everyone comes into the world as a member of a group. Next is the projective and symbolic sub-
system, which consists of all actions relating to religion, art, language, and science. Its involves all
cognitive aspects of society. Finally, the trade and communications sub-system combines all activities
in which ideas, information, commodities, raw materials, and people are relocated from one
settlement to an other, usually over some distance. It also includes the study of land and sea travel,
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transport capabilities, and facilities for moving materials over land or sea (e.g. carts, boats). In
addition Renfrew identified in the final chapter of his book an extra separate sub-system. It
comprises all activities related to the use and processing of metals. 

From this complex web of sub-systems and their connections, Renfrew distilled two specific
processes which describe the evolving social-economic and political complexity of the third and
second millennia BC. Both present a systemic trajectory toward the emergence of complex social
hierarchies and social organisation in the second millennium BC. Each of these two models will
critically be discussed below in the light of information that has become available since the time they
were first proposed by Renfrew. Various later elaborations on the ideas presented by Renfrew help
us in determining the validity and applicability of the two systemic models of culture change in the
Aegean region during the third millennium BC. 

The first model, the subsistence/redistribution model, starts out by stressing the effect of
changes in the subsistence sub-system. The introduction of new crops in the third millennium BC,
the domesticated vine and olive, presented the communities in southern Greece opportunities to
exploit parts of the landscape which were not previously brought under cultivation. An increase in
local subsistence production allowed for a rise in population and the development of an economic
system based on crop diversification and redistribution of foods by emerging local chiefs. The
increase in subsistence production and population also made room for craft specialists who worked
under the authority of these local chiefs. The key role in this explanation of cultural growth is played
by the two newly introduced cultivars, the olive and the grape.52 Together with cereals (especially
barley and wheat) these formed the traditional triad of the Mediterranean polyculture.53 Critical to
an evaluation of the feasibility of this model is the dating of the domestication and widespread
cultivation of the grape and olive. So far, the indications for widespread cultivation of both plants
is largely restricted to secondary evidence, such as olive wood found at Myrtos, Knossos, and
Lebena in Crete.54 Olive pollen dating to the fourth and third millennium BC can be found in a
number of cores from various areas in the Aegean.55 Although the differences between domestic and
wild specimens of grapes or olives are difficult to recognise, there seems to be a growing basis
supporting the view that both were cultivated during the Early Bronze Age.56 The rise, both in
absolute numbers as well as in typological variety, of ceramic vessels designed for use of liquids in
the Early Bronze Age 2 period may equally indicate an increasing importance of the grape and olive.
Furthermore, vine leafs impressed on the base of ceramic vases are regularly found in several Early
Bronze Age sites in the Cyclades and beyond, especially on simple drinking vessels, such as conical
cups (see below chapter 4). Cups such as these may well have functioned as wine beakers with an
image of a wine leaf impressed on their base. 
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The step from the introduction of new crops in the subsistence agriculture to the establishment
of a complex social hierarchy or even social stratification involves several intermediate stages. It is
dependent on several factors which can only be monitored within the perspective of archaeological
reconstructions on a regional level. A redistributive system entails that one person or a small group
take control over the agricultural production produced by others. This control may even go as far
as complete ownership. Part of the production will be used by the chief to support specialised
craftsmen or for maintaining external relations with other communities. Most of the produce will
be redistributed among the dependents of the chief. This process of control over the subsistence
production resembles the model of patron-client associations. The emergence of these stratified
societies is not based on the control, management and monopoly of material wealth, but rather the
control of human labour. The conditions favouring the development of stratified societies in
prehistoric Europe are found in the particular circumstances of certain kinds of regional environ-
ments. Gary Webster identified four such criteria which are essential for understanding the
development of patron-client associations: diversity of natural environment (e.g. soils types and their
workability, temperature and rainfall patterns), circumscription (intensification and/or diversification
instead of fission or out-migration), productive potential to allow for population growth (through
indigenous increases and immigration), and finally, agricultural uncertainty leading to risk-reducing
strategies and economic diversification.57 Competition between neighbouring communities over
limited available resources may have accompanied this process of formation of patron-client
associations.

The evidence from the Cyclades in the Early Bronze Age is not conclusive of a development
towards stratification or elites. Although some kind of ranking is certainly visible in the burial
evidence, complex social hierarchy is found only in those areas in the Aegean which possess large
continuous tracks of arable land and hill slopes for olives and vines, such as Crete and the Argolid.
In other words, in areas where the socio-environmental circumstances comply with the four criteria
mentioned above. The possibilities for diversification and intensification of agricultural production
probably lead to an overall increase in population numbers, and by extension in a growth of
settlement numbers. The next step towards increasing social complexity and larger socio-economic
structures could only be made in those areas with potential for sustained growth. Thus, the subsis-
tence/redistribution model may explain the development of increased social and economic
complexity in the second millennium BC. It is less suitable in explaining the so-called ‘international
spirit’ of the third millennium BC in the Aegean. For this the second model also proposed by
Renfrew in his book may be more appropriate. 

In addition to the subsistence/redistribution model, Renfrew proposed the craft
specialisation/wealth model. It is composed of another set of factors which are primarily centred
around another innovation, namely the growing use of metals. A number of causal factors changed
the original situation of the mid-fourth millennium into a totally different social order by the second
millennium BC. The steps in this causal chain include the mastering of the production of tin-bronze,
the proliferation of metal weapons and fortifications, the spread of advanced metallurgical
techniques over much of the Aegean through maritime contact, intensification of subsistence
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production in order to produce a surplus, specialisation of crafts controlled by local chiefs, a growing
competition between local communities for scarce resources, such as metal, and the emergence of
a stratified society in which wealth differences were expressed in elaborate grave inventories. Central
to this model are the effects of the introduction of metallurgy on the societies of the Late Neolithic
and Early Bronze Age. The cultural growth of the third and second millennia results from changes
in the technology/metallurgy sub-system and the trade sub-system. These in turn induce change in
the other subsystems (subsistence, social, and symbolic sub-systems). 

Both scenarios are nevertheless limited in their explanatory power. The trigger which sets the
causal chain in motion is either the introduction of new cultivated species or the technology of
metalworking. Although both models follow different paths, after several steps they reach the same
place. They are also not exclusive, but are rather complementary, both may be equally valid and
mutually influential. Several other causal chains could also be developed to explain the cultural
changes in the period under study. By studying the observed changes within the context of the
multiplier effect, a more complete and general explanation of culture change in the prehistoric
Aegean can be set up, without relying on external factors. For this Renfrew presented a matrix of
positive interactions between the various sub-systems of the overall culture system. The specific
nature of the matrix determines the nature and speed in which the complex web of positive feedback
relations govern sustained cultural growth of the society. Thus the systems theory is applied to the
study of the cultural changes observed in the Aegean during the third and second millennia BC. The
resulting model is restricted to this particular instance in human history, but may be applied to other
contexts in order to understand the development of complex societies and cultural growth. 

1.3. Beyond the ‘Emergence’

In the years following its publication, Renfrew’s book had an effect on general theoretical
perspectives in archaeology and on the reconstructions of Aegean prehistory. Furthermore, the
addition of large quantities of new data makes the development of new models not only possible,
but also imperative. Various studies in the last decade have led to a number of alternative models
seeking to explain the cultural and socio-economic changes in the third and second millennia BC.
Each of these recent theories focuses on a different aspect considered crucial to the understanding
of the observed changes. Several alternative models have received wider attention in the
archaeological literature of other parts of prehistoric Europe. 

Two of these models are also based on the particular characteristics of the natural environment
and subsistence economy of the Mediterranean or southern Aegean during the later prehistoric
period. Antonio Gilman stresses the importance of the new cultivars, olive and grape, as the basis
for the development of control and power over these long-term agricultural investments by an
emerging local elite.58 Growing dependence on these agricultural products, both for local use and
as exchange products, tied the people firmly to the land, making them more vulnerable to a political
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dominance (or ‘protection racket’) by the local elites or by other dominant communities.59 Further
steps in this model are closely parallel to the subsistence/redistribution model by Renfrew (see
above), with a local chief controlling a redistribution economy accompanied by specialisation and
division of labour beyond the level of the household. 

Fluctuations in the inter-annual agricultural production due to variations in temperature and
rainfall, and topographic diversity in the local environment, form the basis of another model
explaining the process of emerging complex societies. This model is generally known as the ‘social
storage’ model advocated by Paul Halstead and John O’Shea.60 In coping with these fluctuations,
the year to year agricultural production communities have in general four possible responses:
mobility; diversification; storage of surplus; and reciprocal exchange. Because of the long-term
investments in agricultural facilities (e.g. terracing) and tree-crops, such as the olive, and the relative
scarcity of new areas for cultivation to move to, mobility is not a viable option for these sedentary
farming communities. The other options, diversification, storage, and exchange, are considered
especially suitable strategies for the more marginal areas in the southeastern part of Greece,
including the Cyclades. Through the mixed farming economy of  cultivated crops and husbandry
of sheep and goats, communities in this area spread the risk of climatically induced crop failure.
Fluctuations in crop yields are counteracted through producing a surplus for storage, diversifying
the range of cultivated species, and the practice of inter-cropping (cultivating two different crops
on the same plots). Crops are cultivated in different locations scattered over the territory. Diversity
in the local topography and micro-climatic variations may result in fluctuations in the yield for each
of the different locations where a certain species is cultivated.61 Part of the surplus in production is
‘stored’ or converted in the form of animals, such as sheep, which can be slaughtered in times of
need. The maximum quantity of livestock which can be kept is proportional to the extent of grazing
land available, such as uncultivated hill slopes and fallow fields. Part of the surplus may also be
exchanged with other communities for valuables or needed resources. Thus a system of surplus
production and exchanges develops in which favourably located communities may attain wealth and
power and attract other farmers. They grow in population to a level where the social organisation
of the community develops into a stratified system. Control over production and labour comes into
the hands of a local elite or chief. The agricultural economy grows in scale from the household
subsistence level to one with a redistributive system, as can be seen in the Minoan and Mycenaean
palaces.

Another scenario explaining the emergence of civilisation in the Aegean is proposed by Tjeerd
van Andel and Curtis Runnels.62 It uses elements of several of the above described models. The
locus of change, however, is moved to the domain of geography, technology, and trade. Instead of
the subsistence/redistribution model or the craft specialisation/wealth model, they propose instead
a more critical role for trade interactions in valuable goods, cementing a widespread network of elite
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alliances throughout the southern Aegean. The antecedents of such a trade network lie in the
millennia-old networks of exchanges built up during much of the Neolithic periods.63 In fact, their
model extends the initial ‘threshold situation’ of the model by Renfrew back by a thousand years.
Three crucial developments or innovations occurring during the fourth millennium in the Aegean
created conditions favourable for a ‘take-off’ in economic and social organisation. The first involves
the introduction of traction animals, the plough and animal fertilizers which allowed the Neolithic
farmers to exploit new kinds of terrain previously not feasible. Secondly, the so-called ‘secondary
products revolution’, first proposed by Andrew Sherratt, added new and profitable products to the
local agricultural economy in the way of wool, milk, and cheese.64 The mixed economy of crop
cultivation and small-scale pastoralism becomes the prevailing economic strategy in many areas of
the Mediterranean during the Early Bronze Age. Thirdly, new developments in shipbuilding and
navigational skills greatly improved the capacity to move bulk goods over larger distances. In
combination these processes allowed people to move to the Cycladic islands and settle permanent
communities. In order to overcome temporal shortages in agricultural production these communities
were obliged to take part and maintain a distribution network. Through this network of regular
contacts and exchanges, both foodstuffs, raw materials and finished goods changed hands, arriving
at locations sometimes far removed from their origins.65 A major part of the commodities traded
did not enter the archaeological record, such as “salt, clay, colouring matter, domesticated plants and
animals, wool and hair, honey, cheese, textiles, hides, and perhaps dried or salted fish”.66 Other items
that were exchanged in these networks include metals, flint, obsidian, marble, millstones, ornaments,
pottery, shells, stone vases and figurines. Settlements located at favourable nodes of the widespread
network could develop into centres where increased wealth in the hands of successful traders (and
raiders?) brought about social ranking expressed in elaborate burial rituals, such as in the cemetery
at Chalandriani on Syros. 

A further elaboration of this model can be seen in the two papers by Cyprian Broodbank.67 He
persuasively argues that the long boat played an important role in Cycladic cultural developments
of the third millennium. Interactions within the trade network became not a means, but rather a goal
in itself. Knowledge of foreign lands and the capacity of initiating long distance sea voyages formed
an important power base for local chiefs in Cycladic communities, such as Chalandriani, Keros, and
Ayia Irini. Emphasis is given to the far-reaching influence of exotic contacts within the local social
and ideological context. Status could be attained through tales of exotic lands and people, in short
those who went the furthest gained the highest praise.

In a recent paper on the development and decline of Early Bronze Age cultures in the Cyclades
and Crete, Sturt Manning stresses the “very small scale nature of Cycladic society in the EBA
period”.68 Although his paper does not present a true model of socio-cultural developments in the
third millennium Aegean, it underscores the differences between the developments on Crete and
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in the Cyclades during this period. The central question of his interpretation focuses on the problem
of how the marginal environments of the islands, with their small populations, could have played
such an important role in the development of what Renfrew has called the ‘international spirit’ of
the Early Bronze Age 2 phase. However, Manning warns against overrating this ‘international spirit’
since only a few sites in the Cyclades probably played a role in the network of inter-regional contacts.
A few communities would have the opportunity of becoming major settlements in the Early Bronze
Age. Critical factors why some communities attained prominent positions are the availability of local
arable land resources and their position vis-à-vis communications lines, favouring coastal locations
with good natural harbours placed at nodal points within the wider Aegean communication and
trade routes. An essential element of all communities in the Cyclades is the fact that none, not even
the largest settlements, had a population large enough to be completely endogamous. Contacts with
other communities on other islands or coasts were indispensable in order to meet suitable partners.
The widespread distribution of typical Cycladic artefacts may be the material residue of such a
network of exogamous communities. The same network may also have ensured the supply of
foodstuffs in times of need when local agricultural production failed (social storage model). The
regular social interactions between scattered settlements throughout the Aegean (mainly the Cycladic
islands and the adjacent coastal areas) were accompanied by exchanges of basic commodities,
subsistence goods, raw materials, ideas, technological skills, prestige objects, and styles of decoration.
Certain artefacts suggest a system of gift-exchange of prestige items between chiefs and possible
inter-communal feasting (e.g. marble figurines, metal ornaments, ceramic drinking assemblages).
Local social inequality (or small-scale ranking) was expressed in differential access to exotic items
or commodities, which entered graves through the mechanisms of burial rites. Status expression was
predominantly through burial variability, at least in sofar as it involves the use of durable materials.
Although a few settlements are known, compared to the many burial sites, it seems clear that social
differences were probably less marked in terms of the architecture of settlements. 

In general there seems to be a some kind of consensus on several aspects of the cultural develop-
ments during the fourth and third millennia BC in the Aegean. Although different scholars stress
different aspects within these broadly sketched cultural processes, most would agree on a number
of crucial innovations which started off the cultural growth. Changes in the agricultural economy
of the Final Neolithic initiated a chain reaction of subsequent changes in all other fields of human
existence in the Early Bronze Age (e.g. the plough, animal traction, wider use of secondary animal
products). Whether these changes or innovations in the subsistence subsystem triggered a rise in
population or were themselves a result of population growth, is still a matter of debate. 

Essential in many of the previously mentioned models and scenarios is a perspective on the
cultural development that is eloquently expressed in the title of the book by Renfrew: the emergence
of civilisation. This perspective views the developments in the Aegean world as a uni-linear and
evolutionary process of increasing cultural complexity starting in the fourth millennium and
culminating in the early states of the Minoan and Mycenaean civilisations of the second millennium.

Held against these different views is the idea that there are fundamental differences between the
cultures of the Early Bronze Age, including the ‘Cycladic civilisation’, and those of the Middle and
Late Bronze Age periods. What we observe during the Early Bronze Age seems much more at home
within the Neolithic world than in the palatial redistributive societies of the later Bronze Age. The
cultural and social organisations in these two periods are of a completely different scale of
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complexity. Instead of viewing the cultures of the Early Bronze Age as forerunners of the later
complex societies, it seems more appropriate to stress the fundamental differences between these
two periods. A number of aspects can be presented which argue that, although certain features and
innovations will certainly have continued and developed into an evolutionary scheme of cultural
growth, there does appear to be a radical break between the Final Neolithic and Early Bronze Age
on the one hand and the Middle and Late Bronze Age on the other hand.69 A similar distinction is
expressed by Mark Patton recently where he describes the Aegean Early Bronze Age as ‘exchange-
oriented’ societies, while the Middle and Late Bronze are characterized by ‘monument-oriented’
societies.70 The main problem seems to lie in determining the evolutionary relationship between
these two types of societies. Are the cultures of the Early Bronze Age to be viewed as forerunners
of the more complex societies of the later Bronze Age, or can we observe a break or caesura
between them. In general, the Early Bronze Age cultures in the Cyclades and on the Greek Mainland
are much better understood when seen as the culmination of cultural and socio-economic processes
which started in the later Neolithic periods. The use of such terms as Neolithic and Bronze Age is
not very helpful in this sense. They suggest a transition towards a new era when in many areas of
the Aegean there is clear continuity in settlement patterns and cultural assemblages between them.
Also, metallurgy already began in the Final or Late Neolithic period, and became only widespread
during the second phase of the Early Bronze Age. This Neolithic way of life, based mainly on an
‘exchange-oriented’ model, ended in the still confused period following the second phase of the
Early Bronze Age. During this intermediate period the number of sites drops dramatically in many
regions. Of the extensive settlement pattern of the preceding phase, only a handful of settlements
were still occupied in the Early Bronze Age 3. Many settlements were abandoned, most of the larger
settlements were destroyed, and many sites were simply not re-occupied in later periods. A sharp
drop in population numbers can be deduced from this decrease in settlement numbers. Small
fortified hill-top sites appear for the first time, indicating a time of insecurity. Most if not all of the
cemeteries in the Cyclades and elsewhere were no longer used. There are indications that people
from outside the immediate region arrived and possibly settled in several areas, sometimes on sites
not previously inhabited. New types of artefacts enter the Aegean assemblages, especially pottery
and metal objects. In general, there appears to be an overall breakdown of the previous Early Bronze
Age cultural pattern. 

During the Middle Bronze Age a new type of settlement evolves in the Cyclades as well as
elsewhere, which resembles that of a town or central place with associated satellite villages and
hamlets, such as Phylakopi on Melos, Ayia Irini on Keos and Akrotiri on Thera. How are we to
interprete these new features? Do they result from local developments, or are they the effect of
changes elsewhere in the Aegean? On the evidence available today there seems to be no basis for
arguing that the development of large settlements in the Cyclades was the result of strictly local
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processes. Outside influences are too strong, for instance in the growth of Minoan imports found
at these sites. Some scholars have suggested the development of larger settlements in a few Cycladic
islands the result of Minoan colonists. Minoan elites undertook a deliberate policy of securing the
flow of resources from different parts of the Aegean to Crete. Such a core-periphery  model can also
be postulated for the Mycenaean palace civilization in the Late Bronze Age. Whatever the strength
of these interpretations it seems clear that the Early Bronze Age differed fundamentally from the
later prehistoric periods. In Greece and on Crete cultures developed during the Middle and Late
Bronze Age were built on radically different socio-economic and political systems. They are located
in areas with large stretches of good arable soils and develop into polities with central places
surrounded by many smaller satellite settlements in the vicinity. There is for the first time evidence
of special religious architecture both inside these larger settlements and separate from it in certain
chosen locations. The internal architectural organisation of the larger settlements is more complex
with buildings of different functions and uses. New elements in cultural and social life appear, such
as written language or notational systems, religious systems, political organisation, elaborate burial
monuments for elites or kings. Some of these developments may have been influenced by contacts
with cultures in the Near East. There also seems to be a break between the Neolithic world of the
Final Neolithic and the Early Bronze Age and later periods in terms of the mythological recollection
in much later times. None of the myths which involve the ‘pre-Hellenic’ world seems to extend
beyond the Middle or Late Bronze Age.71 

Instead of viewing the Cycladic culture of the Early Bronze Age as a forerunner of the later
cultures of the Middle and Late Bronze Age, it can be argued that the Early Bronze Age culture
reached the full potential of the Neolithic way of life. Following the apex of that development, a
system collapse began which may have been caused by the complete exhaustion of the available
resources and the upsetting of traditional trade routes. Although many innovations and cultural
achievements remained in use, the locus and momentum of cultural development was taken over
by other, more suitable, regions in the Aegean, which had more potential for growth. During the
later Bronze Age, a radically different kind of society developed, based on a new social order. It was
largely land-based, ‘monument-oriented’, with larger political aggregates in which ideology became
a much more integrating factor.

Although certain elements (e.g. social  ranking, technological skills) in the Cycladic culture of the
Early Bronze Age were conducive to the formation of an early state or a civilisation (in the true
sense), the particular constraints of the physical and the social environment inhibited  this culture
from crossing that threshold. These constraints are mainly ecological and geographical in nature. No
island in the Cyclades possesses tracts of rich arable soils large enough to sustain an ample
population. Most islands have only small isolated pockets of arable land with additional areas for a
pastoral economy. Climatic conditions are such that local communities remained highly susceptible
to fluctuations in subsistence production. Secondly, although the sea was an important factor which
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facilitated contact between equal communities on various islands (most within viewing distance of
each other) it was an impediment for the construction of politically integrated and stable larger social
aggregates where daily dominance by an elite is essential. The Cycladic islands remained a loose
network of connected communities without any unifying political organisation. Both these
constraints were not operating on Crete or parts of the southern Greek Mainland. There we see
enough continuous areas of good arable land and possibilities for more intense policing of the
various communities, allowing for the formation of larger political units which developed into early
states. 

Thus as more details are made available of the Cycladic culture of the third millennium, the
particular parameters of that culture are becoming more and more clear. What remains to be
understood are the particular conditions and circumstances which enabled the Cycladic communities
to grow from the initial Neolithic situation into the highly elaborate culture of the Early Bronze Age.
An example from a much late period may perhaps shed some light on this question. During all of
the history of human settlement in the Cyclades and the other Aegean islands we can recognise two
periods when they played a disproportionately large role in cultural and economic affairs of the wider
Aegean world. First, during the third millennium BC and, much later, in the decades following the
establishment of an independent Greek State in 1832. During both periods it was trade and shipping
which allowed these island communities to grow in wealth and populations above and beyond their
normal situation.72 The Greek, and especially the Aegean, commercial fleet showed a remarkable
growth in numbers of tonnage and ships during the later  eighteenth century. In the aftermath of
both the Russian involvement in the Aegean world and the Napoleonic Wars, Greek merchants
became fierce competitors of the English and French fleets. In the decades following the
establishment of Greek independence, a truly explosive growth was witnessed in the Greek
merchant marine. A large number of Aegean islands became major ports, and trade relations
flourished. Among the ports most frequently mentioned during this period, many were in the
Cyclades (e.g. Syros, Tenos, Santorini, Mykonos, Keos, Ios, Andros, Siphnos, Melos, and Naxos).
The island of Syros alone was involved in nearly 40 per cent of all sea trade in the middle decades
of the nineteenth century.73 At least four factors contributed to this exceptionally strong increase in
Greek shipping. First, we see a strong growth in East-West trading relations in the eastern
Mediterranean in the early nineteenth century which was mainly concentrated in a few Greek island
ports. Quarantine regulations in trading with the Levantine world prohibited ships to freely sail from
eastern ports to Europe. Goods, and sometime people, had to disembark in certain Greek ports after
which the goods were reloaded into Greek or European ships for transportation to the European
markets. This gave the insular Greeks almost total control of trading relations with the Levant.
Second, this period sees a growing interest in trading relations with southern Russia and the grain
trade from the Black Sea. These commercially profitable enterprises were practically a Greek
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monopoly, and involved a large number of ships. Third, the new Greek government had a keen eye
for promoting Greek trade and shipping interests through economic policies and laws ensuring
commercial development in many ports in the Aegean. At this time Piraeus was still a minor port
in terms of the number of calling ships and tonnage. Many islands, such as Hydra, Spetses, Syros,
and Psara, developed into prosperous communities with numerous insurance companies, foreign
banks, and shipping agents. Finally, Greek merchants living in Greece kept in close contact with
their compatriots abroad within a widespread network of mutual assistance and commercial
cooperation in the wider Mediterranean region.

During the nineteenth century some of the Aegean islands reached astounding population,
wealth, and trade figures. Even small islands, such as Psara and Spetses, contributed a
disproportional part of the annual Greek trade income. Its settlements became adorned with richly
decorated stately houses of the wealthy ship owners. Later, with the growth of Piraeus as the main
port in Greece, many of these islands again tumbled into oblivion or were nearly completely
deserted. This example from a much later period is included here to show that only in times of
exceptional conditions do we see that the islands rise to prominent positions. Settlements which
developed into prosperous communities were not located in areas with extensive tracts of arable
lands or valuable resources to be exploited, but at certain cross-roads in the international sea traffic.
In all other periods the majority of Aegean islands remained in the margins of cultural and economic
life in the eastern Mediterranean.

The decline of Aegean island shipping prosperity began with the growing importance of the port
of Piraeus following the opening of the Corinth Canal in 1893. Within a few decades nearly all sea
trade moved to the Piraeus at the expense of many of the smaller island communities, such as Syros
and Psara, which lost their once prominent positions. In general, trade with the Levant became less
important in the later part of the nineteenth century. The widespread change from sail to steam
powered ships in the second half of the nineteenth century was taken up relatively late by the Greek
merchants. The conversion to steam was most actively pursued by the Athenian shipowners who
thereby secured prominent positions in Greek shipping during the final decades of the nineteenth
century, partly at the cost of the insular shipowners who continued to use sailing ships. Although
the Greek merchant marine gradually lost its top position in terms of tonnage and number of ships
in the Mediterranean trade, it successfully adapted to new areas of shipping in the twentieth century.
Today Greece still ranks among the top in worldwide tonnage and ships registered under its flag.74

1.4. Natural environment and social geography of present day Syros

Syros lies in the midst of the northern part of the Cyclades and is surrounded by the islands of
Andros, Tenos, Mykonos and Delos, Paros, Antiparos, Seriphos, Kythnos, Keos and Gyaros. All
lie within a range of 50 km (see figs. 3-4). The distance to the modern harbour of Piraeus is
approximately 122 kilometres or 83 nautical miles, and it takes the ferry some four hours to cover
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this distance. Syros belongs together with other islands to a geographical unit, the Cyclades (or the
Archipelago, as they were called during the early modern period), in the southern Aegean Sea.

The Cyclades consist of a group of islands including both larger ones, such as Naxos, and
smaller ones, such as Herakleia or Keros.75 These islands lie roughly along an axis stretching from
the north-west to the south-east: from the southern coasts of Attica and Euboea towards the eastern
tip of Crete and the islands of the Dodecanese. The total land surface of the Cycladic islands
amounts to approximately 2,700 km2, which is nearly 2 % of the total surface of Greece. The
Cycladic archipelago measures 220 km along the north-south axis and 150 km from east to west.
Wide expanses of open sea lie on the northeastern and southwestern sides of the Cycladic islands,
while on the southeastern side they are less clearly separated from other groups of islands. Modern
administrative divisions may hide ancient systems of interactions. These are especially difficult to
understand in the southeastern part of the Aegean. The geological situation, however, is much
clearer. The Cycladic islands are the upper part of a submerged landmass or platform which is rarely
deeper than 200 m. Deeper channels separate this landmass from surrounding islands and coasts on
nearly all sides. The Aegean is a relatively young formation. Around 170 million years ago, during
the Neozoïcum, the plates of the Balkan and Asia Minor moved closer towards each other and
created the mountain ridges in the western part of Greece and Crete. The Cycladic massif broke
away and became submerged below the surface of the sea, leaving only its highest peaks dry. Most
islands are made up of metamorphic rocks (granite, gneiss, marble and schist); only two are volcanic
in origin (Melos and Thera). Tectonically the area is unstable and earthquakes occur regularly. One
of the most recent large earthquakes took place in 1956, during which the island of Tenos was
severely effected. Most islands are below 500 m in altitude. The two highest peaks are found on
Andros (Mount Petalon, 994 m) and Naxos (Mount Zas, 1004 m). The islands of Ikaria, Astypalaea
and the Dodecanese do not belong, according to these strict geological terms, to the same unit as
the Cyclades. 

In total 39 islands belong to the Cycladic island group, 24 of which are inhabited today, in
addition to a large number of uninhabited small rocks and islets.76 The occupation history of the
islands does not show a uniform pattern.77 Some islands have been continually inhabited for several
thousand years, while others were only occupied for certain periods of time and were otherwise left
alone. In general we can distinguish three patterns of settlement histories in the Aegean. The
variations in these patterns are closely related to the relative size of the individual islands.78 The first
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Satires 1, 73 and 10, 1709; Cicero, Att., 5, 12. During the Roman Empire it was used as a place of exile, which
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Figure 3. Aegean world with the island of Syros

category consists of those islands which have continuously been inhabited from the prehistoric
period onwards; Rhodes, Crete, and possibly Naxos are such islands. The second category, the
middle-large islands, such as Syros, Andros, Paros, are abandoned only in times of widespread
political and social instability. The presence of military installations and fortifications also reflect
their precarious situation in such times. The third category includes islands which are only settled
in times of peaceful and prosperous relations in the Aegean world as a whole. Otherwise they were
not inhabited and were only occasionally visited by fishermen or shepherds tending their flocks. In
most cases these smaller islands are part of the political territory of larger islands and are under their
control. Examples are Gyaros, Epano and Kato Kouphonisia, Keros, Antimelos. On Gyaros, 15 km
northwest of Syros, a few artefacts and a Roman inscription testify that this otherwise deserted
island was settled during the Roman Imperial period.79 
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punishment was considered to be the equivalent of the death penalty. A marble slab with a Roman iscription is
published in the Inscriptiones graecae XII, 10, 651. Gyaros has received a bitter name during the recent history of
Greece, when it served as a place of exile for many political prisoners during the civil war, and during the military
dictatorship between 1967 and 1974. Today the island is practically deserted save for an occasional visiting
fisherman or shepherd attending his flock of sheep. See also Tournefort (1717), I, 344; Kolodny (1974), 447-49;
Meynaud  (1965), 177; Le Monde, (29/6/1967).
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Figure 4. The Cycladic archipelago

 The islands in the southern Aegean are generally considered as a distinct geographical unit. One
of the chief aspects they have in common is their relative proximity to each other. On most islands
it is possible to see several surrounding islands on all sides, especially during the summer months
when the sky is sunny and clear. From Syros there is a clear view of the islands Andros and Tenos,
Mykonos and Rheneia on the eastern horizon, and Seriphos, Kythnos and Gyaros on the western
horizon. During optimal weather conditions the northern tip of Naxos and the island of Paros may
also be observed. A similar situation is found on many other islands. Intervisibility may be under-
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stood as an important unifying aspect in the socio-political and cultural cohesion of the Cyclades
during various periods in history. The seas surrounding each island in the southern Aegean Sea
should not be regarded as an isolating factor or  boundary, but rather as a network of sealanes
facilitating communication and regular contacts. It is within this context of tightly knit islands and
adjacent coastal areas bound together by the sea that we must examine the island of Syros. Although
each island, especially the larger ones, will have particular local cultural histories, all are in varying
degrees part of a maritime world which, depending on the prevalent political situation, was closely
interconnected by the sea.

In the modern era Syros belongs to the administrative district of the Cyclades and forms
together with the islands of Mykonos, Rineia, Delos and Gyaros the eparchy of Syros. The town of
Ermoupolis on Syros is the seat of the nomarch of the Cyclades and also of the eparch of Syros.
Ano Syros, the medieval village of Syros, is the seat of the Roman Catholic bishop of Syros, Melos
and Santorini. The metropolitan bishop of the Greek Orthodox Church of the Cyclades resides in
Ermoupolis. The present population on Syros numbers approximately 17,000 people, of which a
large percentage follow the Roman Catholic rite, making Syros one of the few places in Greece with
a large minority of non-Orthodox inhabitants. The island of Tenos is the foremost Roman Catholic
island in the Cyclades, while important minorities of Catholics live on Naxos and Santorini, other
islands of the Cyclades.80 The origins of this unusual situation go back to the long period of Venetian
and Frankish rule of many of the islands during the 13th to 17th centuries.81 

1.4.1. Climate and water supply

The climate of the Cyclades resembles that of the eastern regions of Greece, modified by insularity.
Syros lies within the Mediterranean climate region dominated by dry warm summers and mild rainy
winters. Three seasons may be distinguished in this climatic zone: a mild spring season of flowering
and ripening from March to June, followed by a dry, hot summer from June until October, and a
wet, cold winter season from October to March. The annual precipitation amounts to 487.4 mm
spread over 64.8 rainy days. Most of the rainwater falls during the winter months (January - 102 mm,
and 11.6 rainy days). During the three summer months only 8 mm falls, with July as the most arid
month (0.8 mm and 0.3 rainy days). The average monthly temperature is 18.5 degrees Celsius,
varying between 26.6 degrees Celcius in the summer months and 11.4 degrees Celcius during the
winter months. 

Record extremes in these temperatures were - 2.0 degrees Celcius for January and 40.0 degrees
Celcius for July. The total number of sun hours is 2,817 hours a year, of which 410 are in the month
July alone. On average there are about 1.3 days per year of frost, and slightly over 1.6 days of snow.
The mean annual relative humidity throughout Greece lies between 60% and 75%, but there are
strong seasonal and diurnal variations. On Syros the relative humidity has an average percentage of
68.8, ranging from 72.9 in December to 52.4 in July. Thunderstorms occur mainly during the winter
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months, mostly accompanied with heavy torrential rainfall.82 Climatic data for Syros are presented
in table 1, based on the information in the British Admiralty Handbook on Greece (1944). The
period of observation falls between 1894 and 1929. All data were taken from the meteorological
station based on Syros. 

The marked relief of many Cycladic islands have strong effects on local climatic variations in
temperature, rainfall, and wind. Duration, force, direction, and regularity of winds are important
factors in local agrarian economies. Especially the strong, dry etesian winds blowing from the North,
make cultivation in certain exposed areas almost impossible. These etesian winds blow regularly
from the colder areas of the Black Sea and the Asian continent. They bring cooler air into the
Aegean area. From May to August the strong Meltemi blows, sometimes with very high velocities
in the Cyclades. These winds can seriously hinder modern sea traffic, forcing even larger ferries to
stay in the ports for some days. The winds usually begin in the morning, increasing in force in the
afternoon, and dying down again in the early evening. The average annual wind force is about 3.0
Beaufort.

Most of the islands in the southern Aegean are fairly rich in water springs of varying quality and
quantity. Some are used as spas or health sources (e.g. Loutra on NE Kythnos). The water supply
on Syros is mainly fed through three means. First the periodic rainfall during the winter months.
Most of this rainwater flows through streambeds to the sea. Only a small amount is contained in the
soils, mainly in the relatively flat areas in the southern part of the island. There are no perennial
streams on Syros. During the long arid periods of the year these streambeds are dry. A second means
of supply comes from the few water sources which are either seasonal or all year round. Most of the
water sources are in the southern part of the island. The water was until recently hauled up from
wells by animal driven pumps; today motorised pumps are used instead. A large perennial spring of
good quality lies in the Syringas hills in the northeast. Today this water is brought to the town of
Ermoupolis and sold in bulk to households and restaurants. Another famous spring lies on the lower
northern slope of the hill of Ano Syros. The Agios Athanasios spring was visited by many travellers
staying on Syros in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Several old engravings show the
picturesque setting of this spring which was the main water supply for the inhabitants of the old
village of Ano Syros during the Medieval and early modern periods. A third source of water in
modern times (and possibly also in previous periods) comes from cisterns in which rainwater is
collected during the winter months. Most of these open basins of collected rainwater can be found
in the coastal areas in the south. Although Syros has some good water sources there are not enough
for the present population and the growing numbers of tourists in the summer months. Moreover,
the increasing practice of pumping up water from deep sources for irrigation in agriculture results
in a lowering of the water table in southern Syros. In some areas (e.g. Galissas) this causes severe
problems of salination of coastal arable fields.83
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1.4.2. Geology

The geology of Syros has been investigated by a number of researchers from the mid-nineteenth
century onwards.84 A summary of these studies is found in the comprehensive account of the
geology of Greece by Volker Jacobshagen.85 There are some differences in the various published
geological studies and descriptions of Syros, as well as in the geological maps and sketches. Most
publications agree, however, on the general aspects of the geological formation and structure (fig.
5). The main body of the island consists of hard limestones, marble and metamorphic schists in
alternating sequences, with in between metabasic gneiss, metamorphosed magnetic breccia and
serpentine.86 Stogiannis lists as the main rocks found in Syros hard limestone, amphibolite,
glauconite and few soft limestone.87 Melidonis and Konstantinides recognise three major successive
layers or groups in the geological structure of Syros.88 The lower two, the metamorphic group and
the (meta)magmatic group, comprise about 90 per cent of the total landmass. These are divided into
three series: lower, intermediate, and upper. The third group, the younger sediments, consists of
beds of marl and of sand, and recent alluvial deposits. These are mainly found in the south. The
tectonic structure of Syros consists of faults, folds and a few overthrusts. The directions of the major
fault lines are northwest and northeast. The axes of the folds in the southern part run East-West and
towards the north they change in a fan-shaped order, and turn North-South in the upper northwest
part. The island is geologically famous for its glaucophane schists (glauconite). It was first described
by Hausmann in 1845, and Syros is considered its locus typicus.89 

The geological structure of the southern part is somewhat different from that of the northern
part. Below an imaginary line drawn from Ermoupolis on the east coast to Galissas on the west
coast, the land mass primarily made up of Glimmerschiefern, Glaukophanschiefergneiss-Gneiss and Schiefer-
gneissen, with lenses of eclogite, gabbro, epidote, chlorite and serpentine. Over these formations lie
partly dolomitised marbles. North of the line Ermoupolis-Galissas an alternating sequence of
crystalline schists and marbles lies across the schist lower structure. The limestone-marble
formations are of great importance for the understanding of the morphogenesis of the landscape
in both northern and southern Syros. The geomorphological processes in both parts of the island
have resulted in different landscape formations, and in the way human inhabitants have made use
of these different landscapes. Thus, the present-day landscape of Syros is the result of the particulars
of the relationship between the geological structure and geomorphological processes. Human
interference, such as agriculture and the construction of roads, also have a strong influence on these
landscape formation processes. The basic fact which structured human settlement in the island
landscape lies in the difference between the northern and the southern morphology of the island.
Each has a particular geological structure and is accompanied by characteristic geomorphological
processes. In general terms we may state that the southern part is more suitable for human
occupation and intensive land use than the northern part. Nevertheless, we can observe a large
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Figure 5. The geology of Syros: 1. Alluvuim undifferentiated; 2. Scree (debris from marbles and schists); 3. Schists of Sikaminia; 
4. Marble-Schist sequence of Palos-Payavles; 5. Schists of Kampos-Vaporia-Manna-Charassonas; 6. Metabasic schists of Kampos-
Vaporia-Manna-Charassonas; 7. Metagabbrio; 8. Magmatic braccia; 9. Serpentine or chlorite schists; 10. Metamorphic conclomerate
of Palos; 11. Meta-arkosic gneisses of Palos; 12. Marbles; 13. Schists of Syros; 14. Green schists and amphibolites; 15. Gneisses of
Mavra Vounakia; 16. Gneisses of Vari (after IGME, 1985)   
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number of major sites dating from the prehistoric periods in both the northern and the southern
part. The locational choices of prehistoric inhabitants of Syros were thus not completely constrained
by landscape characteristics. 

Syros is not rich in mineral resources. Mineralised outcrops are found in the areas of Komito,
Tourlos, Rozos, Vari, Azolimnos in the southern part, and near Agios Dimitrios and Armeno, north
of Ermoupolis on the east coast. Both primary ore minerals (mainly pyrite, sphalerite, galena), and
supergene minerals are found in these different areas. Various iron ores have been occasionally
exploited in recent times. Most were not abundant enough for continued commercial exploitation.90

Galena mines were opened for tests in the present century in the area of Komito in southwestern
part, but were of limited economic interest.91 A natural resource which has been exploited commer-
cially is the marbles from the hill at Kastri.92 

1.4.3. Soils

The soil mantle on Syros, as on many other Aegean islands, is rather thin, with few isolated pockets
of soil on an otherwise rocky base of bedrock (fig. 6). More extensive stretches of deeper soil are
only found in the southern part of the island. Four main soil groups are identified on Syros:
Mediterranean Brown soils, Mediterranean Red soils (terra rossa), Alluvial soils, and Rendzina soils.93

Within each group several variations occur, according to local circumstances (mainly the level of
acidity). The Mediterranean Brown soils can be subdivided into the soils containing traces of CaCO3

from the asbestite of the Glauconite, and Calcic Mediterranean Brown soils enriched with CaCO3

through the precipitation of circulating hard waters. Terra Rossa is formed in small spots, such as
clefts, in the hard limestone formations. Rendzina developed on soft limestone and also on some
of the slopes and foothills. In southern Syros, especially in ravines and along the coastal areas,
alluvial soils are formed. Near the shores these soils are heavily salinated through recent low ground
water levels. These low lying stretches of arable land in the central area and the alluvial coastal valleys
on the eastern and western coasts have been exploited by humans from the prehistoric period
onwards. 

In the northern part the practice of terracing has substantially enlarged the area of cultivable soils
available. As of yet, the dates of the formation of these terraces in the north have not yet been
researched. Some areas may well have undergone major geomorphological changes through human
activities in the (pre)historic periods (e.g. the area of Lychero, Chalandriani and San Michalis in the
northern part of the island). 
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Figure 6. The soils of Syros: 1. Mediterranean brown soils free of CaCO3, slightly acid or neutral; 2. Mediterranean brown soils with
traces of CaCO3; 3. Calcic Mediterannean brown soils; 4. Mediterranean brown soils free and with traces of CaCO3; 5. Red
Mediterranean soils (terra rossa); 6. Alluvial soils with CaCO3; 7. Alluvial soils saline and alkali; 8. Rendzina soils; 9. Rendzina
soils as spots in cracks of hard limestone; 10. Rendzina complexed with calci Mediterranean brown soils; 11. Rendzina complxed with
calcic brown Mediterranean and with brown Mediterranean soils with traces of CaCO3 (after Melidonis and Konstantidinis, 1979)
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1.4.4. Vegetation

A large number of visitors to Syros have studied its plants and vegetation. One of the oldest
references we have is from Tournefort, who as a botanist and antiquarian travelled in the Cyclades
and on Crete between 1700 and 1701 and  who identified more than 1,300 new species. On Syros
he identified a rare and endemic variety of the crocus, which was later named after him (Crocus
tournefortii). Important contributions to our knowledge of the plants of the Aegean came from the
Austrian botanist Karl Rechlinger and his followers at the University of Lund in Sweden.94 The
Cycladic islands lie in the Mediterranean vegetation zones which is characterised by evergreens, and
thickly leaved, wooded growth. This vegetation zone is divided into two ecological, botanical, and
physiognomic subzones. The first, named Quercion ilicis (or ilex) is found in the moist areas of Greece
(northern and western Peloponnese, western Mainland and Ionian Islands). On some of the islands
of the Aegean it may be found in the sub-montane parts. The second subzone (Oleo ceratonion, olive
and carob) comprises most of the southern and eastern areas of Greece (coastal areas of southern
and eastern Peloponnese, Attica, parts of the Ionian Islands, Cyclades and Crete). It extends in the
north up to the Pelion mountains and the northern Sporades. The climate of long, dry summers and
short, rainy winters favours the development of xeromorph, ‘warmth-loving’, ‘frost-sensitive’
vegetation. In the Cyclades a strong degeneration of the wood vegetation is noticeable. The almost
complete absence of thickly leaved trees and shrubs is characteristic of Syros as well of most of the
other islands. It has been described as a degenerative vegetation, consisting predominantly of
phrygana95 (or garigue) vegetation, sometimes further degraded to Felsheide. Only in a few locations can
a development towards true macchie be observed. The lack of perennial water sources and streams
prevents the development of the hydrophilic macchie plants. Phrygana vegetation, as found on Syros,
consists of xeromorphic, small shrubbery, mostly spheric in growth with reduced leave dimensions
and thorny shoots. Depending on the relative density of the shrubbery, aromatic herbs and various
grasses are usually found in between. These plants are mostly geophytes and theriophytes, which
flower during the moist periods of the year and dry out almost completely in the hot summer
months. The phrygana vegetation is both the result of the dry, stony hard surface of the terrain and
of human actions, such as intensive grazing by sheep and goats. Characteristic species of the phrygana
on Syros include: Poterietum spinosae (especially Rosaceae), Coridothumus capitatus, Genista
acanthoclada, Satureia thymbra, Anthyllis hermanniae, Euphorbia acanthothamnus. Additional small
shrubs include: Fumana arabica, Fumana thymifolia, Calicotome villosa, Salvia officinalis, Salvia
trilobia, Teucrium divaricatum, Ballota acetabulosa, Micromeria nervosa, Phlomis fructicosa,
Asteraceae Helichrysum stoechas ssp. italicum. Regenerative developments are sometimes observed
when citrus, junipers and pistacia lentiscus are able to grow into higher shrubs or small trees creating
a macchie vegetation. Nearly all vegetation on present-day Syros is secondary. Endemic species are
sometimes found along the roads and paths, on deserted fields, or the ruderal areas especially in the
northern part of the island.
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1.4.5. Geography

Syros (86 km2) consists of a hilly northern part (above the line Ermoupolis-Kini) and a more gentle
southern part. The distance between the northernmost point (Cape Tremisos) and the southernmost
point (Velostasi) measures 17 km. The distance between points east and west varies. In the centre
(roughly between Ermoupolis and Kini) this measures 5 km. Further south the distance between the
easternmost point (Phokotrypes) and the westernmost point (Atsinganokastro) is about 10 km (see
fig. 7). The mountainous northern part, or Ano Meria, has a marked relief with several summits:
Palos, Panavlies, Schizomenes, Syringas (447 m), Stonychas, and Pyrgos (442 m). The relief consists
of an elevated backbone which lies more to the east than to the west, arranged in concentric curving
ranges. The higher parts lie close to the coast on the eastern side, while the western slopes are in
general less steep and more gentle and terminate into numerous rugged promontories which enclose
bays and coves. These bays along the western coast are much smaller in the northern part,
approximately 500 m in width (e.g. Grammata, Megas Lakkos, Aëtos, Barbarousa, Delphini, Kini),
while in the southern part they are roughly 1 km wide  (Galissas, Poseidonia/Phinikas). All of these
bays are connected through ravines with the higher areas in the centre of the island. The northern
part of Syros is more or less asymmetrical in morphology. In the northwest plateaus and gentle
slopes with steep cliff-like shores can be found, while in the northeast there are many ravines and
deep crevices. The coast on the north and northeast curves erratically from Cape Tremisos to
Ermoupolis. Only a few small bays are found along this stretch of coast (e.g. Kleisoura, Loula). The
western coast, down from Cape Trimeson, is broken into a series of small sandy bays by headlands.
The southern part of the island, Messaria, has a more gentle terrain and a few mountain ridges,
mostly along the southern coast and in the southwest (e.g. Glarontas, Volakas, Charassonas,
Gerousia, Nites). Plains in this part include both coastal (Galissas, Phinikas, Poseidonia, Vari) and
inland plains (Manna). The southeast coast has only one natural harbour (Ermoupolis) while further
south lies the bay of Azolimnos. Along the southern coast we find some smaller bays and
promontories (Achladi, Megas Gialos). 

Sheltered, deep bays (between 40 and 70 m), safe for anchoring a boat or ship, are primarily
located along the western coast, like in many other Cycladic islands.96 On the east coast, the only safe
haven is the bay of Ermoupolis. This wide natural harbour is protected by two small islets (called
Didyma), the largest of which (Giadaros) has a lighthouse. The bay measures roughly 1 by 1.5 km
and has a depth of 38 m at the mouth. A sandy beach lies on the southwestern side. The southern
coast has a few other small haven (Vari, Megas Gialos, Tria Lankonia). The main harbour of the
island is that of Ermoupolis. Ships have been dropping anchor here ever since Classical times. The
ancient town of Syros was located on the shore of this harbour. Two other harbours were also used
in ancient times. The bay of Grammata was used as a shelter from fierce northerly storms during
the Late Roman and Early Byzantine periods. Numerous inscriptions seeking divine
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Figure 7. The modern-day geography of Syros: relief, settlements and communication
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protection attest to this on the exposed rock surfaces.97 The wide and sheltered bay of Phinikas in
the southwest, bears indications of ancient harbour facilities which may have once existed here.98

The bay of Galissas may also have been an important natural harbour in ancient and medieval
periods.99 The sandy beach and the fertile plain behind it were probably settled from prehistoric
times onwards. Several small islets, rocks and shoals on the western and southern coast make this
sea dangerous for sailing, as attested by several shipwrecks, especially near the Aspronisi (southeast
of the island) and near Nata (7 km ESE of the main island). 

Due to the different geological structure and geomorphology, the two parts of Syros have a
different landscape. The northern landscape is characterised by an almost absence of plains and
valleys (fig. 8 above). The area consists of steep slopes, high plateaus and few natural lines of
communication. Many coastal areas are difficult to reach over land. Dry streambeds dissect the land,
creating deep ravines and slopes, and making communications over land difficult. Few roads have
been constructed. There are several mule paths following the contours of the terrain. Most are in
poor condition nowadays and are not maintained. Prior to the construction of the asphalt roads,
these paths were the only means of access to this northern part of the island, unless one travelled
by boat along the coast. Most villages and hamlets are located near one of these paths. Although the
landscape looks barren, it is not completely deserted. In many parts traces of human occupation can
be found (e.g. field walls, terracing, bee hives, mandras or sheep folds, wells). These indicate that most
if not all of the countryside is, even nowadays, still used for some purpose or another. On several
higher summits chapels have been built which serve as markers in this rough landscape and which
are used annually during Saints feast days. 

In the southern part of Syros the landscape is quite different (fig. 8 below). Here there are gently
rolling hills, large fertile valleys, and occasionally higher summits. Alluvial plains are found near the
coast at various locations. Communication is relatively easy in this part, and an extensive network
of asphalt and unmetalled roads connect the many villages. Settlements are much larger here and
more densely distributed. On most of the higher places chapels and churches have been built that
can be seen far and wide. The relief of the southern part creates some natural subregions. Clockwise
there are the plains and valleys of Manna, Ateliou, Episkopiou, Chroussa, Galissas, Phinikas, and
Poseidonia. Due to its exposed character the southern part was probably less extensively inhabited
during times of widespread political and social unrest in the Aegean history. During such times the
sheltered and more difficult to traverse areas in the northern part of Syros offered better protection.
Evidence of extensive older terraces in the northern part may be the remains of such medieval and
early modern refuges from the exposed coastal settlements. The modern period (i.e. after the 1820s)
favoured settlements in the southern part, which were more easily reached. Their larger tracts of
arable lands could be cultivated more easily. At the same time the northern part grew depopulated,
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Figure 8. Characteristic views of the landscape in northern Syros towards the Bay of Grammata in the northwest from Syringas
(above) and in southern Syros towards the west from Parakopi (below)
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Figure 9. Hillslope terraces in northern Syros with (above) white washed chapels and small farmsteads surrounded by fieldwalls near
Kyperousa and (below) on the northern slope of the promontory of Chalandriani seen towards the east
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terraces were no longer maintained and the network of paths was abandoned. It is quite clear from
the archaeological and historical evidence that the present day situation in Syros is in no way
representative of older periods. The whole island seems to have been settled during most periods,
instead of the concentration of habitation in the southern part that we see today.

1.4.6. Land Use and Agriculture

The differences in terrain between the northern and the southern part have a marked effect on both
the traditional and modern land use patterns. Modern land use and their effects on the landscape
and relief has been studied by team of geographers from the University of Salzburg in 1981. Central
to these investigations were agricultural geographical, geomorphological and urban geographical
studies.100 Another geographical study, carried out by Eggerling in the 1980s, dealt with the modern
communication network and the changes in the landscape during the modern period.101  Both
studies present clear evidence of the changes in the rural settlement and land use patterns on Syros
during the modern period. 

In the northern part many terraces have been constructed, used for vines and fruitbearing trees,
and small patches of grain (fig. 9), while in the southern part more extensive cultivation of larger
tracts of land is possible. Cultivated fields in the northern part lie approximately 200-300 m higher
than those in the southern part. This has an effect on the time of harvest. In the northern part vines
and other products ripen about two to three weeks later than in the south. Cultivation in the
northern part is confined to narrow terraced plots. These small fields are worked extensively with
fallow periods of several years. The dimensions of the cultivated fields show a marked variation
between the north and the south. Fields in the south may be as large as 5000 m2, while the northern
terraced plots rarely exceed 10 m2. No regular arrangement of fields can be observed in the south,
and fields of varying dimension and slope lie scattered around the settlements. The terraced slopes
in the north show some organising principle, with alternating terraces of different kinds and various
other structural facilities constructed in between (e.g. outhouses, stables, sheds, wells). 

Taking the island as a whole we can observe several stages in the manner of agricultural
exploitation along a vertical axis, stretching from the lowest parts of the landscape up to the higher
summits. Irrigated fields and greenhouse cultivation are found on the lower and more level parts of
the landscape. Along the foothills of the lower hills, non-irrigated cultivation and some terraces can
be found with vines and other tree crops. Higher up the hills and mountainous slopes, where the
soil cover is extremely thin and vegetation more dispersed, herds of goats and sheep are grazed.
Today large flocks are no longer kept and small groups of only a few animals are seen grazing in the
northern area. Extensive cultivation of vines, cereals (barley and wheat) and figs are found on the
middle and upper terraces. In areas of approximately 100 m in altitude many small vineyards can also
be observed. These are not cultivated for commercial purposes, but only for domestic or local
production. The higher landscapes are covered with phrygana-vegetation. Due to the abandonment
of several fields, the phrygana-covered grazing grounds are slowly supplanting the areas of extensive
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Land use Stremmata Percentage 

Irrigated 2,500 14.9 %
Thermokipia 450 2.7 %
Open air/aboriculture 1,300 7.7 %
Barley and Avenum 7,000 41.8 %
Various other crops 2,500 14.9 %
Fallow land 3,000 17.9 %

Total cultivated 16,750

Total land surface 86,000
Percentage cultivated 19.47 %

Table 2. Modern land use on Syros (after Sarlis 1994, 99)

cultivation on the middle and upper terraces. In contrast to these areas, the flat coastal terrains and
the connected valleys are characterised by large and intensively cultivated fields, partly irrigated, with
cash crops. Especially cucumbers and tomatoes are increasingly produced in thermokipia (greenhouses
covered with transparent sheets of plastics). Such makeshift greenhouses are mostly found in the
coastal areas of Galissas, Phinika, Mega Gialos, Vari and Manna. The widespread use of irrigation,
together with a growing tourist industry and the use of irrigation of grasslands for animal fodder,
has put strong demands on the local  water supply, which has resulted in the gradual salination of
the soils in these coastal areas. The animal fodder (i.e. hay) taken from the irrigated grasslands is used
for feeding larger animals kept in stables, such as Frisian milk cows. Thus we see a marked contrast
between the lower terrains with intensive agricultural exploitation in southern Syros on the one
hand, and the extensive use of the higher lying terrains of the southern and northern parts of the
island. The cultivation of olives is of minor importance in the south, but is  much more prevalent
on small terraces in the north. In table 2 the total areas used for certain agricultural practices are
presented and the percentages of different agricultural land uses are calculated.

The cultivation of crops, mostly cereals (Hordeum and Avena), take up more than 40 percent of
the available arable land. These are found for the most part in the southern half of the island.
Horticulture is confined to the flat and well-watered coastal areas in the south. Extensive grazing
on fallow land takes 17.9 percent of the total land use and is found in areas above approximately 200
m. Also vines and the cultivation of olives and figs (arboriculture, 7.7 %) is located on higher
grounds, mostly in the north. Of all the land used for agriculture, more than 14.9 per cent is subject
to irrigation. This practice is only found in the south, specifically in the coastal areas in the
southwest. Of the total land surface of the island (86,000 stremmata) nearly 20 per cent is brought
under cultivation. The remaining land is occupied by wastelands, settlements, roads, rocky areas,
beaches or shores, and wooded areas. Of the total population of about 20,000, nearly 750 families
are involved in agriculture, 60 % of which depend upon the land for their income. Nearly 80 percent
of the annual gross produce from agriculture comes from the cultivation of crops and trees, the
remainder (20 %) from husbandry. On Syros there are about 600 cattle and more than 4,000 heads
of sheep and goat. Together these animals produce 1,800 tons of cow milk, 60 tons of goat milk,
and 40 tons of sheep milk. All dairy products (pasteurised milk and cheese) are processed through
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the agricultural corporation BIOSYR. Meat production on Syros amounts to 200 tons of beef and
pork, and 90 tons from sheep and goat.102

These variations in land use and agricultural production should not be viewed in terms of higher
or lower economic values, but rather as interrelated and complementary parts of an insular land use
system, wherein the combined use of different aspects of the terrain result in a variegated
production. The modern techniques of cultivation and the production of crops largely for an
external market (Athens, EU), together with the development of motorised irrigation and the use
of artificial fertilizers has changed agricultural practices radically in the south compared to the more
traditional patterns. In the north these changes are far less noticeable and the countryside still
presents a more or less traditional Cycladic system of settlement and land use. 

1.4.7. Settlements and Population

The northern part of Syros is characterized by remaining settlement structures and patterns of
monospitia (isolated farmsteads and houses), usually built in vernacular architectural styles of local
building material (e.g. stones and wood) and second-hand parts, such as windows, doors etc. These
monospitia generally consist of scattered buildings around an open court with low walls around. A
dove house, threshing floor, oven, stable, living quarters and a toolshed make up this traditional
agricultural compound. These agricultural compounds are grouped in a loose arrangement into small
settlements, which lie scattered across the landscape of northern Syros, called Ano Meria. Few roads
or paths exist and only a few of the settlements are inhabited all year round. Most are what has been
called Aussensiedlungen (or exochae).103 The inhabitants only live in these monospitia during the summer
months. Most are residents of the village of Ano Syros, where they live during the winter months.104

The habitation and cultivated terrain of northern Syros is concentrated in and around seven
hamlets, each with its own system of terraced fields and outlying grazing lands. All lie between 200
and 350 m above sea level, and consist of several traditional agricultural compounds spread over a
wide territory: Platos, Plati Vouni, Chalandriani, Kambos, San Michalis, Kiperousa, and Mitikas. This
northern part of the island shows a carefully conserved traditional Kulturlandschaft. Although many
inhabitants have left for Ermoupolis or Athens, the terrace walls are generally still maintained in
good condition, and several fields are cultivated. At many locations within this landscape we can see
white-washed chapels, mostly belonging to the Roman Catholic rite. Access between these rural
areas is limited to only a handful of paths and a main metalled road leading from Ano Syros to
Kampos. 
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Date Population Source

1424 400 Chr. Buondelmonti (Legrand 1897)
1494 400 Fransesco Lupazzolo (Sathas 1884, VI, 241; Slot 1982, 281)
ca. 1500 550 I Diarii de Marino Sanuto (1496-1533) (Fulin et al.1897-1903)
1535 500 Capitulations between Francois I of France and Sultan Soulaiman

(Drakakis 1990, 3)
1563 deserted Eggeling (1984), 329
1616 3,000 Eggeling (1984), 329
1624 4,000 Eggeling (1984), 329
1630 3,100 Eggeling (1984), 329
1638 3,000 Francesco Lupazzolo (Hasluck 1910-11, 153-54)
1667 4,100 Eggeling (1984), 329
1687 ca. 5,100 Eggeling (1984), 329
1700 2,981 Eggeling (1984), 329
1702 2,980 Kolodny (1970), 255
early 18th c. 6,000 abbé Della Rocca (1790)
1771 1,000 Pasch van Krienen (Ross 1840, 7, note 9)
1808 6,000 Aynés (1808)
1828 20,197 Kolodny (1970), 255
1834 16,943 Kolodny (1970), 255
1848 24,502 Kolodny (1970), 255
1853 24,652 Kolodny (1970), 255
1856 20,974 Kolodny (1970), 255
1861 23,078 Kolodny (1970), 255
1870 26,480 Kolodny (1970), 255
1879 26,946 Kolodny (1970), 255
1889 31,573 Kolodny (1970), 255
1896 27,756 Kolodny (1970), 255
1907 27,325 Kolodny (1970), 255
1920 24,596 Kolodny (1970), 255
1920/22 24,388 Eggeling (1984), 329
1928 28,664 Kolodny (1970), 255
1928 27,663 Eggeling (1984), 329
1931 29,043 Eggeling (1984), 329
1940 25,921 Kolodny (1970), 255
1951 23,130 Kolodny (1970), 255
1961 19,573 Kolodny (1970), 255
1971 17,982 Eggeling (1984), 329
1978 ca. 20,500 Eggeling (1984), 329
1981 ca. 20,900 Eggeling (1984), 329

Table 3. Population history of Syros

In the south part the settlement pattern may be compared with the polis-model in antiquity.105

It is characterized by an almost complete concentration of all functions (industrial, commercial,
recreational, administrative, ecclesiastical) inside the town of Ermoupolis. The town is connected
to most of the outlying rural settlements through a network of asphalted and unmetalled roads.
These settlements in the south are characterised by extensive scatterings of houses, sometimes 
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arranged loosely around a church, such as at Phinika, but more generally with no apparent
concentration at all (e.g. Mega Gialos). The villages are surrounded by isolated compounds (exochae).
Shops and kafeneions are absent in many of the villages and hamlets in Syros. Residents must go
to Ermoupolis for practically everything they need. Products are brought to and bought at the
market or shops in the main town, which functions a central place within the island economy.

This settlement pattern is reflected in the spread of the present-day population on Syros. Most
people live in the town of Ermoupolis and the nearby medieval village of Ano Syros. Coastal villages
on the southern and southwestern coast have a population of a few hundred people, while the
hamlets in northern Syros have an almost exclusively seasonal population who reside there only
during the summer months.The area of Poseidonia/Dellagrazia has a large number of summer
homes of the more wealthier inhabitants of Ermoupolis. This modern pattern of  population spread
is the result of an urbanisation process, starting in the second quarter of the nineteenth century.
During the final years of the war of Independence, large numbers of refugees from islands in the
eastern Aegean arrived on Syros. At first many lived in huts and temporary constructions near the
coast below the medieval village of Ano Syros. After a few years a new and large town, Ermoupolis,
was built in this area. The town was called after the ship Hermes which brought many of the refugees
from Chios and Psara to Syros.106 It was during this periode, the first half of the nineteenth century,
that Syros reached its zenith of economic and cultural life, when its harbour was the foremost in
Greece. The port of Ermoupolis was a major trading market in the Eastern Mediterranean world,
lying at the maritime crossroads of east-west trading routes.107 Before 1820 the population of Syros
varied, according to local and external circumstances, between 3,000 and 5,000 people. In the middle
of the nineteenth century, this number had grown to 25,000 (see table 3). When divided according
to religious affiliation we see that the new arrivals on Syros were all Greek Orthodox, while the
number of Roman Catholics remained more or less stable. Recent figures of population numbers
on Syros are therefore not suitable for comparisons with antiquity. Only pre-1820 numbers form
a base on which suggestions regarding the number of inhabitants during prehistoric and Classical
to Roman periods can be founded.

Syros played a key role in the trade relations between the West and the Levant. Its harbour
facilities, such as the quarantine station, telegraph office and thriving commercial and banking
houses, made it a regular port of call for nearly all ships sailing to the eastern Mediterranean. With
the arrival of coal steamers, Ermoupolis became a principal bunker place to load coals before
continuing the voyage through the newly opened Suez Canal to the Far East. In the second half of
the nineteenth century, Ermoupolis became the first harbour in Greece. The opening of the Corinth
Canal in 1893 was to become the downfall of the harbour of Ermoupolis. Within a few years, the
harbour of Piraeus took over the prominent position in Greek shipping and trade. Quarantine
regulations were less strict, allowing people and goods to move more freely between East and West.
Quarantine stations like Syros became obsolete. Until the Second World War, Ermoupolis could still
be seen as a prosperous and industrial town. After the 1950s things changed rapidly in Greece. The
growing importance of the port of Piraeus, at the expense of Ermopoulis and other places, resulted
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in the loss of much shipping activities and associated industry. The depopulation of the Greek
countryside and the pull of the cosmopolitan life in Athens accelerated the process of desertion in
many rural areas. On Syros this process has been much less devastating than in other islands,
possibly because of its regular ferry service to Piraeus, and the fact that the town of Ermoupolis, as
capital of the nome of the Cyclades, houses various government offices.



Chapter two

THE CEMETERY AT CHALANDRIANI

The details presented below concerning the prehistoric cemetery at Chalandriani in general
and the individual tombs in specific are based on several sources. Reports and other
publications about field work carried out at the cemetery form the most important group

of sources. These publications have, up to now, never been subjected to an integrated and
thorough analysis regarding the topographical setting of the cemetery and the archaeological
remains that have been found at Chalandriani. The information in these studies constitutes the
basis for an historical survey of archaeological research at Chalandriani, starting in the middle of
the nineteenth century. Besides the excavations at Chalandriani executed by a number of
archaeologists, additonal information is presented here resulting from a topographical survey
conducted by the author at Chalandriani in the summer of 1991. 

Due to its relatively early discovery and the investigations carried out at Chalandriani in the
nineteenth century, its artefacts were formative in identifying and describing the Early Cycladic
culture. Unfortunately, this early discovery is also the reason that much of the information
regarding the original spatial organisation of this key site for modern archaeological research is
now lost. These first investigations were carried out at a time when the science of archaeology
and more specifically prehistory was still in its infancy. Methods of excavation and publication
formats were still in the process of being developed. The arrival of Tsountas at Chalandriani in
1898 brought a more rigorous approach to the investigation and study of these prehistoric
remains. It is to his credit that much important evidence from many prehistoric sites in the
Aegean and on the Mainland have been saved for future archaeologists to study. The excavations
carried out at Chalandriani were well ahead of the standards of the time and Tsountas
meticulously recorded innumerable details of the cemetery, the graves, and the artefacts found
inside them. Today, only a few remains are left of the immense prehistoric cemetery located on
the plateau of Chalandriani. Nevertheless, enough information has been published to carry out
detailed analyses of the tomb inventories and to gain insights into the prehistoric society which
made use of this cemetery. 
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Figure 10. Northern Syros with the location of archaeological sites (in italics)

2.1. Landscape and topography 

The modern village of Chalandriani can be reached following the modern asphalt road which
curves along the western slopes of the hills north of Ermoupolis, the main town on Syros (fig.
10). The village lies 5 km north of Ermoupolis as the crow flies. Travelling towards it, one passes
the small settlements of Phinikia, Lichopo, Mutikas, Kyperousa and Papori. At a point close to
the chapel of Ayios Georgis, an unmetalled road branches off to the east from the main road.
The main road continues further to the northwest, to the villages of San Michalis and Kampos.
The unpaved road to Chalandriani follows the contours of the slopes at circa 300 meters asl. A
short path turns left and leads to the chapel of the Ayioi Anargyroi. This Roman Catholic chapel
is located on a hilltop and forms a characteristic landmark that can be seen from many places in
northeast Syros. The unpaved road continues to the northeast and ends at the western side of the
plateau of Chalandriani, below the hilltop of the Ayioi Anargyroi. From here a footpath
continues through the village and further to the north, ending on the southern slope of the ravine
which separates the plateau of Chalandriani from the hill of Kastri. Another unpaved road
connects Chalandriani with the village of Plati Vouni, lying further to the south on the next
plateau. Looking down from the point where the unpaved road ends at the western side of the
plateau one can observe the scattered houses, other buildings and small cultivated plots that make
up the modern village of Chalandriani (figs. 11-12). On the northwestern side of the village
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Figure 11. View on the headland of Chalandriani from the east (above) and view of the bay of Kleisoura from the southwest (below)
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Figure 12. The area of Chalandriani with the fortified hilltop settlement of Kastri on the right seen from the east (above) and the
headland of Chalandriani with the remains of the prehistoric cemetery from the west (below)
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stands the small white washed chapel dedicated to the Panagia Koimiseis. Walled fields and
terraces can be seen further down the plateau towards the east. The village of Chalandriani is
composed of about 20 houses scattered along the western side of the plateau, stretching in a
semi-circle between 200 and 300 meters below the hilltop with chapel of the Ayioi Anargyroi.

The main bedrock types of the area of Chalandriani consist of limestone, schists and marble in
an alternating sequence. The terrain gradually slopes down towards the east.109 Near the coast the
terrain drops sharply to a rugged clifflike seashore. The plateau of Chalandriani is bordered on
the northern and southern sides by steep ravines with dry streambeds. The northern ravine
separates the plateau from the hill on which lie the remains of the fortified prehistoric settlement
of Kastri (fig. 12 above). This deep gulley ends in the bay of Kleisousa. This bay has a mixed
sand and gravel shore. On the southern side of the plateau lies another deep ravine which ends in
the small bay of Loula. The surface of the terrain of Chalandriani consists of exposed limestone
with very few patches of soil. The soil of the area is part of a long narrow formation consisting of
Mediterranean brown soils, stretching roughly from the northeast to the southwest of the
island.110 The dominant natural vegetation in northeastern Syros at the present is characterised by
thorny low shrubbery, grasses, and various fragrant herbs, generally known as phrygana. On the
plots lying in the centre of the plateau the vegetation is sparse, whereas the vegetation on the
steep slopes near the coast is more continuous. This situation is the result of the difference in
modern land use. The steeper slopes on the eastern side, towards the coast, are much less used
than the upper parts of the plateau. On the slopes of the two ravines, terraces have been
constructed which are more intensively cultivated. Many of these are planted with vines and figs.
The terraces are nowadays in poor condition. Walls are tumbling down and repairs are scarce. On
the centre of the plateau larger fields can be observed surrounded by dry stone field walls. These
walls are in better condition, and new field walls are still being constructed. Some of these fields
are also cultivated with corn or vines, but more extensively. The rocky condition of the plots
does not allow an intensive use of these lands. Most fields are used as grazing grounds for sheep
and goats, although large herds are no longer kept here. Further down the plateau, towards the
coast, the plots are not used as much as higher up. Here there are several field walls of some
length dividing the terrain according to ownership. No agricultural structures are found save a
few wooden boxes or terracotta pots for bee-keeping on the upper slopes of the southern ravine.
On the basis of the observations made by Tsountas in 1898111 and from the information gathered
during the survey in 1991 it is clear that the terrain has heavily been disturbed by natural pro-
cesses and by human interference. Tsountas states that terrain was rocky and barren at the top
but that towards the streams was covered with soil, where most of the graves were found. At the
northwestern part of the cemetery site, only a few graves were found by Tsountas, probably on
account of disturbances due to the planting of vines on the terraces. This situation has not
changed much since the time Tsountas excavated here.

Remains of older habitation can be observed on the lower slopes of the southern ravine near
the bay of Loula. Here ruins of houses and other buildings are located on either side of the
ravine. Together with traces of terracing and field walls, these remains were once part of a small
settlement probably dating from the early twentieth century. Further along the coast lies the
lower part of a lime kiln, now sometimes used as a shelter for grazing sheep. Another deserted
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habitation site from the beginning of the twentieth century lies on the higher slopes and near the
top of the hill with the chapel of the Ayioi Anargyroi. Here the remains of houses and small
agricultural structures, such as field walls, huts, and a well, indicate the location of a small
community. There is evidence suggesting that settlement at Chalandriani goes back several
centuries. The toponym of Chalandriani is mentioned in tax registers dating from the seventeenth
century.112 This indicates the existence of habitation or at least taxable agricultural property in this
area. The present houses at Chalandriani are of more recent date. Most were built in the
twentieth century. Nearly all the inhabitants live in Chalandriani only during the summer months,
as with most of the other hamlets and settlements in Ano Meria (northern part of the island).
During the winter months many reside in the medieval hilltop village of Ano Syros. 

2.2. History of excavations and studies

The archaeological remains at Chalandriani remained unknown to antiquarians and travellers until
the middle of the nineteenth century. Since then it has witnessed a large number of visitors and
researchers up to the present. The first reference we have of the existence of ancient remains at
Chalandriani is found in a small booklet on the history of Syros written by the Syriote historian P.
Zolontas.113 He mentions that ancient tombs were found in the area north of the chapel of Ayios
Georgis. Skeletons were observed inside the tombs, sometimes with objects in their hands. Also,
the tombs had small entrances at one side. Zolontas excavated a number of tombs, and probably
removed some of the objects found inside the tombs. He associated these burials with the cave
of Pherekydes. This cave, which is named after the famous Archaic philosopher Pherekydes of
Syros, is located at about 15 minutes walking distance south of the spot with the tombs.114

Zolontas also mentions the existence of an ancient settlement on a hilltop. Here he is probably
referring to the prehistoric settlement at Kastri. Finally, Zolontas remarks that the area where the
ancient remains were found used to be much more wooded than in his time, and that a local
toponym, Xilokopi, attested to this situation.

The next person to visit the site and publish a report on the finds from this cemetery was the
Greek antiquarian Grigorios Papadopoulos.115 In 1861 he stayed on Syros for a few days, and
investigated several ancient remains at various locations. Among them was a large group of
antiquities from the area of Phinika in the southwestern part of Syros. He also travelled to the site
at Chalandriani after receiving reports that ancient vases had been found in tombs. In his article
on the antiquities of Syros he presents the first description of the location and extent of the
cemetery and of the tombs. The tombs were situated on the plateau below the village of
Chalandriani and along the slopes of the two ravines. Tombs were also observed on the steep
slopes along the shore, some of which were submerged by the sea. Papadopoulos estimated the
original number of tombs of this cemetery at about 1,000.116 He investigated a group of about
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lieux, et on y a trouvé nombre de vases.” (Papadopoulos, 1862, 225).
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100 tombs that were found more or less intact with either rectangular or circular ground plans.
Inside the tombs he found no skeletal remains. From these investigations Papadopoulos took 30
vases back with him to Athens and deposited them in the collection of the Museum of the
Archaeological Society at Athens. These vases were mostly jugs, plain bowls with round base,
pyxides, some with a lid, and jars. His dating of the tombs, however, was erroneous. Papado-
poulos connected these tombs with exiled people living on the island of Gyaros. This small
deserted island, a few miles northeast of Syros, was a place of exile during the Roman imperial
period. According to Papadopoulos, the exiles were cremated and buried with little ceremony on
the northeast coast of Syros. At a time when knowledge about the prehistoric periods in Greece
was almost non-existent it was hardly surprising he dated the cemetery to a period around the
beginning of the Christian era. He based his dating on the fact that the tombs were coarsely
constructed, with few or no grave gifts, and that no inscriptions were present. Furthermore, no
settlement was known in the area of the cemetery. Papadopoulos did not believe that the tombs
belonged to the Classical and Roman town, over which the modern town of Ermoupolis was
later built, because of the large distance between the two places. 

In the 1870s a medical doctor from Ermoupolis, Klon Stephanos, with a family tradition of
interest in the history of Syros, wrote two reports on the antiquities, and especially on the
epigraphical finds in Syros.117 In these reports he also briefly mentions his investigations carried
out at the cemetery of Chalandriani, and more importantly corrects the wrong dates  proposed by
Papadopoulos. According to Stephanos, the cemetery should be dated to a prehistoric period
before the Mycenaean civilisation. Unfortunately no further reports were published by Stephanos
concerning his excavations and finds.118 

In the summer of 1894 a German archaeologist, Ludwig Pollack, visited Syros.119 One of the
main purposes of his stay was an investigation of the pre-Classical cemetery near the chapel of
the Panagia at Chalandriani. His visit to the site of Chalandriani did not result in any new dis-
coveries, but a large number of graves could still be seen, although the contents had
disappeared.120 All of the tombs studied by Pollack had a rectangular ground plan. Some of the
objects from the tombs were in private collections in Ermoupolis. Among these he mentions a
marble goblet (height 0.055 m) and a ‘frying pan’ with a decorated base (length 0.28; diameter
0.21 m).121

In May 1894, while waiting for a ship to continue his journey in the Aegean, the British
archaeologist, Robert C. Bosanquet, travelled to the prehistoric cemetery in the northeast of the
island.122 His journey, on a donkey, started in the medieval village of Ano Syros, and took him in
an hour and a half along an old monopati on the eastern slopes of the hills north of Ermoupolis.
The cemetery lay at a distance of about three miles from the agora of Ermoupolis. The foot-path
he used still exists today, and on the way one passes the so-called ‘Cave of Pherekydes’.
According to Bosanquet, the graves lay scattered on a headland called Krokidas, which is
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enclosed by two small bays. On the “east shoulder of the hill” he examined and described only
one tomb of which the capstone was already removed, but still intact otherwise. Inside the tomb
he found fragments of bone and a conical cup with a mat impression on the base.123 The tomb
was found partly sunk into the soil and next to a small cultivated area. The tomb had a
rectangular ground plan. Just as Pollack before him, he did not find any graves with a circular
ground plan, as were mentioned by Papadopoulos. He also mentions that the local inhabitants of
Chalandriani had opened several tombs and removed objects. Bosanquet placed the tombs at
Chalandriani in the so-called Amorgos-period, a period predating the Mycenaean civilisation.
Here he followed a suggestion made several years earlier by Ferdinand Dümmler.124 Although
Bosanquet locates the cemetery at a site he called Krokidas, it is almost certain that he refers to
the same cemetery at Chalandriani as described by previous scholars. On a map published in
1892 by the historian Kotsovillis we can see that the toponym of Krokidas is associated with a
plateau directly south of Chalandriani.125 There is no other reference of any graves being
observed in that area. Probably Bosanquet erroneously mistook that toponym of an adjacent area
for that with the site of the cemetery of Chalandriani.

The year 1898 marks the beginning of a more rigorous scientific investigation of the cemetery
at Chalandriani. During this year the Greek archaeologist Christos Tsountas made his second
tour in the Cycladic islands on behalf of the Archaeological Society of Athens, and excavated a
number of sites on the islands of Siphnos and Syros.126 While on Syros, Tsountas excavated
approximately 640 graves containing many clay vases, some of which were decorated with incised
motifs, while others had painted decorations. Furthermore, he found marble vases, marble
figurines, many copper needles, pins and pairs of tweezers, and other objects. The graves were
found to be either rectangular or circular in shape. He further investigated the prehistoric
acropolis at Kastri, which he dated to the same period as the cemetery at Chalandriani. The
following year, 1899, he published a substantial report on the excavations at Chalandriani,
although a complete account of all the results never followed. 

In the twentieth century, a number of archaeologists have visited and written on the tombs or
finds at Chalandriani. In 1953 K. Scholes investigated the remains of the Middle Bronze Age in
the Cyclades.127 While on Syros she visited the area of Chalandriani, where she acquired a
prehistoric plain bowl with rounded base. The bowl was deposited in the collection of the British
School at Athens.128 Its precise provenance remains unknown. The American archaeologist, J.L.
Caskey, visited the site in 1960 and was presented a ‘frying pan’, in fragments, by one of the local
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inhabitants of Chalandriani. It had been found in a disturbed grave.129 Graves were still being
found by farmers on the slopes of the plateau of Chalandriani. Caskey furthermore reported walls
in the area of the cemetery probably belonging to the prehistoric settlement, and potsherds lying
near these walls. He dated the cemetery to the Early Cycladic II period and suggested parallels
with Early Helladic II objects from the Mainland. The fortified settlement at Kastri was probably
built towards the end of this period, when raiding and piracy was a growing threat. 

Important contributions regarding the dating of the finds from Chalandriani and especially the
settlement at Kastri, were made by E.-M. Fischer-Bossert. The fortified settlement located on the
hilltop of Kastri was first investigated by Tsountas the same year he excavated at the cemetery at
Chalandriani. In the summer of 1962, Bossert excavated a large part of the settlement and
fortifications at Kastri. She subsequently published a plan of the site together with descriptions of
a selection of finds from several rooms of the houses.130 
 In 1962, the epimelete of antiquities in the Cyclades at the time, Christos Doumas, excavated
another eight graves at Chalandriani which had partly been destroyed by illegal ‘excavations’, and
only one of which still contained objects.131 The eight tombs were lying on a narrow flat stretch
of terrain with very little soil. The tombs were partly dug into the relatively soft rock and were
lying close to each other in a row. Due to unfavourable weather conditions, not all of the
information could be documented during this rescue-excavation. Dimensions and drawings of
the individual graves and their exact topographical location were not recorded. Doumas
attributed these eight graves to the western group of graves, as described by Tsountas. 

In 1963, Colin Renfrew visited the site of Chalandriani and the neighbouring settlement at
Kastri. He mentions the possibility that a settlement contemporary with the cemetery at
Chalandriani may be found to the west of the cemetery. A number of sherds were presented to
Renfrew, which he delivered to the Archaeological Museum in Ermoupolis.132 

The importance of the finds from Chalandriani, as published by Tsountas, was soon
recognized by various international scholars. Many publications from the first half of the
twentieth century on the prehistoric Aegean referred to the finds from the cemetery. No attempt
has been made to present a complete review of all the archaeological publications in which
material from Chalandriani is illustrated or discussed. In nearly all these studies the chronological
position of the cemetery was discussed. The material from the tombs played an important role in
the definition of prehistoric cultures in the Cyclades, and in establishing the relations between
Cycladic cultures and their counterparts on the Mainland and in Crete. Instead of such an
exhaustive survey of the archaeological literature, those publications are mentioned below which
included new material from the cemetery that was not published by the excavators. 

In an article published in 1913, the German archaeologist U. Kahrstedt presented a study of
the Cycladic culture based on the results of several excavations carried out in the previous
decades.133 Among the objects he described and illustrated are many from Chalandriani in the
National Archaeological Museum in Athens which had not been previously published. He
especially included a large number of the curious ‘frying pans’ from Chalandriani in his study. 

On the basis of the evidence available in the first quarter of the twentieth century, the French
archaeologists Charles Dugas presented a comprehensive account of the ceramic developments
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in the Cyclades from the earliest times up to the Geometric and Orientalizing periods.134 Again
the material from Syros played an important role in his distinction of styles and decorations, and
chronological developments in prehistoric ceramic material from the Cyclades. Dugas believed
that this material derived from a mature phase in the Early Bronze Age. 

The material from the graves at Chalandriani was also carefully studied and published by the
Swedish archaeologist N. Åberg.135 He distinguished two main cultural groups within the Early
Cycladic culture on the basis of associations between different pottery types, and the manufacture
and decoration of the pottery: the Pelos-group, named after the cemetery excavated on Melos,
and the Syros-group, named after the finds from Chalandriani. The Pelos group was dated by
Åberg before the Syros group, much on the same lines as Dugas. The definition of these two
groups formed an important foundation upon which many scholars later elaborated. 

In a study discussing the curious ‘frying pans’ found on several Cycladic islands, the German
archaeologist W. Zschietzschmann included a large group of these objects from Chalandriani.136

Many were illustrated for the first time. The typical decorations, both incised and stamped motifs,
and especially the depictions of ships on some of them invited much comment. Zschietschmann
connected the various specific motifs on these pans and the objects themselves with the
prehistoric worship of a female goddess. 

In 1972 one of the most influential studies appeared in which the material from Chalandriani
is included.137 In his book The Emergence of Civilization, C. Renfrew presented the cultural history of
the Early Cycladic period, consisting of several local groups of material regularly found in
association. Three main cultural assemblages or cultures are identified and designated with a
combined label. Each culture is named after both a settlement-complex and a cemetery-complex
bearing characteristic types. The material from Chalandriani is grouped with similar finds from
other islands within the so-called Syros-group. Material from the Syros-group is combined with
characteristic finds from the settlement of Daskalio on the island of Keros, in the Keros-Syros
culture. Although not strictly defined as chronological phases, these three cultures are generally
tied to the three phases in the Early Cycladic chronology (I, II, III). Debates on the meaning and
chronological range of these cultures and groups has obscured the basic fact that in this fashion
insular variability in material culture can be explained and traced through time and space. 

2.3. Topographical survey

Although much about the prehistoric cemetery could be learned from the numerous publications
mentioned above, a number of aspects regarding the exact location and the spatial organization
were still obscure when I began my research in 1990. Until 1991 the report published by
Tsountas in 1899 had been the main source of information on the topography of the cemetery.
Although this report described the contents of a selection of 32 tombs, it gave few details of their
location and spatial organization. Unfortunately, no map was included of the site, nor were there
scale drawings of the tombs (e.g. ground plans, sections, frontal views). A re-examination of the
site was considered imperative. A previous visit to the site had already revealed that most of the
cemetery was no longer apparent on the terrain. Hence a small scale field survey was considered
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Figure 13. The area of Chalandriani with the location of the remains of the prehistoric cemetery

the most appropriate research method to collect as much information as possible on the tombs
and their spatial distribution. Thus, armed with the information gathered from the various
sources mentioned above, such a topographical survey was carried out in 1991 at the site of the
cemetery of Chalandriani. The purpose was to investigate and record all extant remains of the
cemetery, to describe the particulars of individual tombs and to further document their present
condition. From the evidence collected during the survey the spatial layout of the cemetery could
be reconstructed. The examination of the remaining tombs would lead to a better understanding
of their construction and other architectural characteristics. 

The research area was located below the present village of Chalandriani, and roughly
comprised the fields on the headland east of the hill (382 meters asl) with the chapel of the Ayioi
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Anargyroi. Two dry streambeds demarcate the area on the north and south. The eastern side of
the area is bordered by the shore (figs. 12 below, 13). The surveyed area measured approximately
24 hectares. It is subdivided into agricultural plots of varying sizes. The fields are often
surrounded by dry-stone walls. These boundaries were used to divide the research area into
smaller survey units. The slopes of the northern and southern sides are mostly terraced, also
creating operational survey tracts. Each of the individual fields was surveyed separately and any
architectural part of the cemetery was registered in relation to these fields. All possible remains of
the cemetery were recorded and plotted on small-scale topographical maps.138 

The actual survey was carried out between July 8 and July 20 in 1991 by a team of five
persons. The fields were surveyed by two teams of two and three members each. The members
of each team would walk a field side by side in tracts about two meters apart and parallel to each
other. The orientations of these tracts could vary and were relative to the slope of the terrain and
the orientation of the field walls. Possible remains of the cemetery were described and their exact
location plotted on maps. Also, scale drawings were made and photographs were taken of clearly
recognizable tombs and tomb ruins, and of other characteristic aspects of the terrain. The whole
research area was thus subjected to an intensive study. 

It became clear during the survey that only the more outer areas of headland showed evidence
of prehistoric funerary structures. These marginal parts were the steep slopes towards the coast
and along the dry streambeds. The central area was cleared of practically all stones and cultivated
more intensively. The building and maintenance of the field walls has undoubtedly caused the
destruction of large numbers of graves and possible settlement traces. Much of the layout of the
cemetery could be reconstructed on the basis of careful mapping of individual remains of
funerary structures. The results of these investigations combined with those from previous
researches by others are described below.

2.4. Spatial organisation of the cemetery

By the time Tsountas arrived at Chalandriani in 1898, the location of the prehistoric cemetery
was already generally known in the archaeological literature. Scholars before him had investigated
small groups of tombs at various locations, unfortunately, however, without much attention to
detail. Nothing was recorded at that time of any spatial arrangement of the cemetery as a whole.
Besides excavating a large number of tombs, Tsountas took careful notice of their distribution
over the terrain at Chalandriani. Some confusion remains concerning the exact number tombs
that were excavated by Tsountas in 1898. In various reports different figures are given. In table 4
all the tombs mentioned in the final publication by Tsountas are presented together with the
tombs excavated or investigated by others. The total number of tombs excavated at Chalandriani
amounts to 649. Unfortunately only a selection of these have received the scholarly attention they
deserve. The tombs investigated by Papadopoulos were never published and most of their
contents are probably lost.

Tsountas described the layout of the cemetery only in general terms, no map or sketch
accompanied his observations.139 He found tombs in two parts of the headland below the village
of Chalandriani. From this he concluded that the cemetery was divided in a western and an
eastern part (see table 4). The western part was located near the northern ravine and yielded only
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Location, excavator Total   Type of ground plan

                    circular rectangular unknown

Western group
Papadopoulos 1861 100 — — 100
Tsountas 1898 50 12 22 16
Doumas 1962 8 5 3 0

Eastern group
Tsountas 1898:
1e cluster 108 54 54 0
2e cluster 65 5 55 5
3e cluster 242 143 79 20
4e cluster 75 44 4 27

Unknown location
Zolontas 1842 ?
Stephanos 1870 ?
Bosanquet 1894 1 0 1 0

Total 649 263 218 168

Table 4. Number of tombs excavated at Chalandriani and type of ground plan

50 tombs. This area had been heavily disturbed by agricultural exploitation. The planting of vines
on terraced fields had resulted in the loss of many tombs. To this figure Tsountas added the circa
100 tombs opened by Papadopoulos in 1861. Doumas also assigned the eight tombs he
investigated in 1962 to the western group of the cemetery.140 In a wide area near the southeastern
ravine, Tsountas excavated another group consisting of 490 tombs. These were not evenly
distributed over the terrain, but were divided into four clusters. The arrangement followed,
according to Tsountas, the rocky conditions of the terrain. He furthermore postulated that this
wide distribution of the four clusters was probably not only the result of the physical situation of
the site. The clustering of tombs at different locations could also be based on certain clan or
kinship rules.141 

Spatial distributions of graves within cemeteries are in general not solely explained by the
physical characteristics of the burial terrain. At least four factors influence cemetery layouts. First
are topographical aspects, such as the morphology and the conditions of the terrain (e.g. steepness
and direction of the slope, and rock type). Second, tombs may be placed at certain locations
where they are protected from natural processes, mainly erosion through torrential streams of
rainwater. Third, the social structure of society may affect locational choices in the organisation
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Ground plan Diameter Length Width Height Entrance Posture
Bosanquet 1895

T 1 R — 130 97 85 — —

Tsountas 1898
T 157 C 100-130 — — — — right side
T 166 R — 135 100 70 — right side
T 172 C 105-115 — — — — left side
T 174 C 130-145 — — 90 — left side
T 179 R — 122 68 — — —
T 186 R — 122 82 60 — left side
T 192 C 135-158 — — — — —
T 205 C 82-122 — — — — —
T 242 — — — — — — —
T 262 — — — — — — —
T 264 C 95-118 — — — — —
T 268 C — — — — — —
T 271 C 105-133 — — — — —
T 292 C 100-130 — — — — —
T 307 C 100-153 — — — — —
T 322 C 90-102 — — — — left side
T 338 — — — — — — left side
T 345 — — — — — — left side
T 347 C 90-122 — — — — —
T 351 — — — — — — left side
T 355 — — — — — — left side
T 356 — — — — — — left side
T 359 R — 120 85 — — —
T 361 C 100-125 — — — — —
T 371 — — — — — — left side
T 374 C — — — — — —
T 408 R — 127 80 — — —
T 415 R — 56 56 — — —
T 447 R — 140 105 — — —
T 468 R — 138 82 — — —
T 469 R — 152 88 — — —
T 472 R — 160 100 — — —

Doumas 1962
T 1 C 120 — — 80 NE —
T 2 — — — — — NE —
T 3 C 120 — — — NE —
T 4 C 150 — — 90 NE —
T 5 — — — — — NE —
T 6 C 110 — — 80 NE —
T 7 C 90 — — 90 NE —
T 8 — — — — — NE —

Survey 1991
T A C 90 — — 70 NNE —
T B C 75-148 — — 60 N —
T C C 80-110 — — — — —
T D C 140-150 — — — NNW —

Table 5. Type of ground plan, dimensions, entrance orientation and burial posture at Chalandriani
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Figure 14. Remains of a collapsed tomb at Chalandriani

of the cemetery. The arrangement of graves in groups sometimes represents certain social units in
that society. And finally, the social status of the buried individual may result in particular choices
in the construction and the location of a grave.142 Clustering of small groups of tombs is observed
in several other Early Cycladic cemeteries.143 The dispersion of the groups and clusters at
Chalandriani was probably not simply the result of the physical situation of the terrain. A
conscious clustering based on social and/or ideological customs seems a more likely explanation. 

The four clusters of tombs excavated by Tsountas in the eastern part of the cemetery each
comprised varying numbers of tombs. The first cluster consisted of 108 tombs, the second 65,
the third 242, and the fourth 75. Tsountas did not record the spatial distribution of these four
clusters over the terrain. We do not know where exactly each cluster was located, nor how the
tombs were arranged within each cluster. The single tomb investigated by Bosanquet in 1894
cannot be assigned with certainty to either of the two main groups of tombs. It is therefore
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placed under the heading of location unknown in table 4. Also unknown are the locations and the
number of tombs investigated by Zolontas in 1842 and by Stephanos in 1870. 

Remains of prehistoric tombs were found at several places spread over the area of Chalandri-
ani during the survey of 1991. Based on the location of these remains, a reconstruction can be
made of the original layout of the cemetery. These remains consisted of numerous ruined tombs
and four more or less intact tombs, which are described in detail below. The location of the four
clearly recognizable tombs is given in fig. 13 (marked with the letters A-D).144 They were found
divided into two pairs. One pair was found on the southern slope of the ravine separating the
plateau of Chalandriani from the hill of Kastri. The other two tombs are lying on the upper slope
of the last field on the eastern side of the plateau, near the coast. These two pairs of tombs lie at
the eastern and western ends of an imaginary line drawn between them, spanning a distance of
circa 550 m. No other remains were encountered in the area between these tombs. This suggests
that they belonged to two separate groups of tombs. The fact that the two locations of intact
tombs are widely spaced and are found on the western and eastern side of the terrain indicates
that these are the remains of the two main groups of tombs mentioned by Tsountas in his report.
Thus we may have evidence of the spatial organization within the cemetery as described by
Tsountas: a western group and an eastern group of tombs. Tombs A and B belonged to the
eastern group, while tombs C and D were once part of the western group. 

Besides the four more or less intact tombs, numerous heaps of stones were found scattered
over the terrain during the survey of 1991. Many of these heaps of stones can be interpreted as
collapsed tomb ruins. Small clusters of such remains were found at three locations on the eastern
part of the plateau of Chalandriani. From the distribution of scattered remains of collapsed ruins
of tombs a plan could be drawn of the original layout of the cemetery (fig. 13). 

The identification of these scattered stone heaps as the remains of prehistoric tombs was
made on the basis of the general shape of the stones, the fact that they were found close together,
and the presence of a large flat rectangular slab of green schist (fig. 14). These green schist slabs
formed the lintel over the entrance of the two intact tombs found in this area during the survey
(described in detail below). Both materials, green schists and limestone are found on the terrain
of the cemetery. The specific use of this material for the lintel, in contrast to the grey-weathered
limestone used for the rest of the construction, indicates a purposeful act on the part of the
builders of the tombs. Although the green schist breaks relatively easy into such large flat slabs,
and can thus be used to span the opening of the doorway, an aesthetic preference for this stone
may also be postulated. Unfortunately, these same green-schist slabs were used by local farmers
for their terraces and field walls. Many can be seen in such walls in areas where ruins of collapsed
tombs are found, indicating the general presence of clusters of prehistoric tombs at that
particular spot. 

During the survey of 1991, much of the original layout of the cemetery could be reconstructed
through the spatial distribution and clustering of tomb ruins at several locations. Three of the
four clusters mentioned by Tsountas as comprising the eastern group were recognized in the
field. A fourth remained elusive and has probably completely been destroyed. The first cluster of
collapsed tombs was observed near the two remaining intact tombs (A and B). A group of circa
ten of such structures lie scattered to the northwest of these tombs. Nearly all the heaps of stones
included a large rectangular green-schist slab, which once formed the lintel over the entrance.
Two of these slabs measured 80x50x8 cm and 60x40x5 cm. The ruins stand at approximately the
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Figure 15. Drawings of the tomb investigated by Bosanquet (after
Bosanquet 1894)

same height above sea level as the two intact
tombs A and B. The terrain in front of these
ruins drops sharply to the northeast, causing
heavy erosion processes. The construction and
maintenance of field walls to the west and
south of this area have also caused the removal
of many of the larger stones from the tomb
ruins. The second large group of stone heaps
identified as tomb ruins lies south of the first
cluster. Many of these also include large green-
schist lintel slabs. This cluster lies approxi-
mately at the same elevation as the first one,
but nearly 100 m further southwest, on the
other side of an rocky outcrop. A third cluster
of tomb ruins was identified northeast of the
first cluster in a relatively flat area on a small
promontory south of the bay of Kleisoura.
Here, approximately 20 tomb ruins could be
observed at both dispersed and close distances
over the terrain. Some included a large green-
schist lintel slab. 

Combining the description by Tsountas
with the observations gathered during the
survey of 1991, we are able to present a partial
reconstruction of the layout and spatial
organization of the cemetery. The two main
groups of tombs (the eastern and western one)
are represented by the  two pairs of partly or

entirely preserved tombs (A-D). Of the four clusters that comprised the eastern group three were
recognized during the survey (indicated in fig. 13 with I-III).

2.5. Description of the tombs

The tombs found at Chalandriani are of a particular type. Similarly constructed tombs are found
only in a few other sites in the Aegean. Although several previous studies have contributed to our
knowledge of these tombs, careful descriptions and detailed illustrations of individual tombs were
lacking. During the survey of 1991 special attention was directed towards the meticulous
investigation of the few remaining examples of this type of tomb at Chalandriani. The
observations gathered during the survey help to clarify some details regarding the construction
and design of these tombs. Some general aspects of this type of tomb had already been published
by previous scholars visiting Chalandriani. 

The first investigator to leave us with a description of the tombs found at Chalandriani is
Papadopoulos.145 Although he examined about one hundred tombs, which had already been
opened up by local farmers, he only briefly describes their construction. No detailed descriptions
are given of individual tombs, only their general characteristics. The tombs were built with dry-
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stone masonry and have the shape of pits (“puits”) with a diameter of circa 1.50 m and a height
inside the tombs a little of slightly less. The tombs are closed with flat stones (“dalles”) and can
be entered through an entrance built from two upright slabs or pillars with a third lying on top of
these creating a lintel. Usually one or two other slabs also lie above the entrance and sometimes
the lintel is slightly displaced. The dimensions of the entrance are circa 0.60 to 0.80 m. Some of
the tombs have a rectangular ground plan and many times one finds in the walls of the tombs
one or more niches in which offerings are placed. Papadopoulos found only one rectangular
tomb which was larger than the circular ones. No skeletal remains were observed by him.146

The next visitor at Chalandriani to leave a description of one of the tombs found there was
the British archaeologist Robert C. Bosanquet, who stayed on Syros in 1894. He was able to
make a “minute examination of one [tomb] which had been uncovered but not completely
excavated” (fig. 15).147 The burial structure was not in pristine condition. Its covering slab was
removed and placed beside the tomb. Since the top was only a few inches below the surface of
the ground, the tomb was further excavated and measurements were taken. The tomb was
rectangular in ground plan and built of dry stone walls, with the upper courses of the longer sides
placed with each course more towards the middle, thus creating a ‘false arch’. The dimensions of
the tomb were 1.30 by 0.97 and 0.85 m. Inside a step or narrow ledge of two stones next to each
other was found against the north wall, possibly serving as a pillow or support for the head or
serving as a prop for the back. The dimensions suggest that the body was in a contracted posi-
tion. Some heavily decomposed fragments of bone were found inside this tomb, which may have
been part of the human burial. In the fill of the tomb which was removed by Bosanquet, a
“round hand-made bowl of dull, red ware, black in the break” was found. It stood in one corner
of the tomb and originally contained a liquid which had solidified with the soil inside the bowl.
Bosanquet dated this tomb to the third millennium BC on account of comparable tombs found
in Antiparos, Amorgos and in Egypt.

Tsountas described 32 tombs in detail. Of these tombs he presented dimensions and the
number and location of objects found inside. In several instances he also described the position
and articulation of the interred body. The ground plan of ten tombs is illustrated (see fig. 16), but
only four of these ground plans are mentioned in the text by their specific tomb number. The
other six only serve as illustrations of the various shapes of ground plans observed at
Chalandriani. Section drawings are presented of only two of the tombs: Tombs 260 and 345 (fig.
18). Two black-and-white photographs of these same two tombs are also included (fig. 17).148

Below are the descriptions of each tomb based on the details published by Tsountas in 1899.149

Tomb 157
Roughly ellipsoidal in shape, with a diameter of 100 to 130 cm. The body was lying on its right
side. In front of the skull lay a footed bowl with painted decoration and a bowl of common type.

Tomb 166
The lower part of the tomb had a rectangular ground plan up to a height of 0.25 or 0.30 m, the
upper part was circular; dimensions of the lower part were 135 by 100 cm and the depth 70 cm.
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Figure 16. Ground plan of tombs excavated by Tsountas (after
Tsountas (1899)

The body was lying on its right side. A flat
stone was found by the hands, another by the
side. By the head was a jug with painted
decoration similar to pl. 8:10, a pyxis much like
pl. 8:7 without handles, and a stone lid, and
another brown spherical pyxis. 

Tomb 205 (see fig. 16)
Circular to elongated in shape with a diameter
of 82 to 122 cm and a depth of 72 cm. Behind
the skull lay a small broken vase, a little further
on a jug with a bronze pair of tweezers close
by. On the throat was the bronze pin of pl.
10:17, and covering the face was another small
clay vase and some shells of the species detalium
elephantinum. Five other vases were found, one
of which lay by the left hand, the others by the
legs.

Tomb 242
Destroyed. At one side in the tomb lay a
marble palette with some seashells on top of it,
a bronze awl, a bronze scraper and fragments
of blue pigment. Nearby was another marble
palette with seashells, a bronze scraper, and
bronze pair of tweezers. A little further lay a
clay jar with incisions.

Tomb 262
Shape not specified. To the left of the entrance
were two clay bowls, the one inside the other,
and to the right a frying pan (some of the
spirals can be seen in fig. 15) with a bronze
scraper and a stone plug inside (see pl. 10:4).
Near the frying pan lay a black clay bowl.

Tomb 264
Circular in shape with a diameter of 95 to 118
cm. To the right of the entrance was the pyxis
of pl. 8:12, the bronze scraper of pl. 10:29, the
chisel of pl. 10:44, three stones used as
grinders, two fragments of red pigment, and a
clay cup.

Tomb 268
Circular in shape, but destroyed. In the tomb two frying pans, a large stone palette, the grinder of
fig. 31, and a clay bowl  were found.
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Figure 17. Views of tomb 260 (above) and 345 (below), after Tsountas 1899, pl. 7: 3-4
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Figure 18. Ground plan and section of Tombs 260 and 345 (after Tsountas, 1899, figs. 5 and 10)

Tomb 271
Circular in shape with a diameter of 105 to 133 cm. At the right side in the tomb were fragments
of the skull, by it the pyxis of pl. 8:11, nearby a carved bone tube, and an obsidian blade near the
feet of the deceased. 

Tomb 292
Roughly semi-circular in shape with dimensions of 100 by 150 cm. In the right front corner was a
clay spherical pyxis with incised decoration, a clay bowl, and a frying pan with another clay bowl
inside. The pyxis has two worn protuberances as handles, the decoration consists of a pattern of
interwoven incised and impressed triangular [Kerbschnitt] and parallel lines (see pl. 8:7); more
incised lines are on the inside of the rim.
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Tomb 307
Roughly semi-circular with dimensions of 100 by 153 cm. At the right side in the tomb were
fragments of the skull. By it were three stone cups and two marble female figurines. Behind the
head lay a frying pan with another marble cup inside and a clay bowl. Inside the cup was a carved
bone tube, while another like it was inside a third cup; a third bone tube was near the centre of
the tomb, to the right of the lekane.

Tomb 322
Circular in shape with a diameter of 90 to 102 centimerters. The tomb was partly destroyed.
Apparently there was no entrance. The body was lying on its left side. By the head lay a frying
pan, on which were the bones of the ringfinger of the hand. By the feet lay a stone palette, a
grinder, a marble spouted cup (comp. fig. 27), a clay bowl, a bronze scraper and two fragments of
an obsidian blade.

Tomb 338
Rectangular in shape. The body was lying on its left side. By the head lay two frying pans and a
spherical pyxis, with a marble bowl nearby. Between the lower legs and to the left side of the
tomb were three other marble bowls, a bronze pair of tweezers pl. 10:40, a bronze scraper, two
carved bone tubes, a small broken clay vase and two small stone pestles, see [Tsountas 1899] pl.
10:35, 36. By the entrance of the tomb was found a jar with incised decoration.

Tomb 345 (see figs. 17-18 below)
Rectangular in shape. The floor is by way of exception covered with a slab, upon which the
deceased lay on its left side, not facing the doorway of the tomb, but rather the opposite, back
wall. Behind the head were the jar with incised and impressed decoration of pl. 8:1, sherds of
another jar, but smaller and without decoration, a marble bowl, a marble female figurine and a
deep stone bowl. The doorway of the tomb measured 0.66 m high, the width below is 0.56 m,
and above only 0.36 m.

Tomb 347
Almost circular in shape with dimensions of 122 to 90 cm. An entrance was not found. At the
right back corner was a spouted jug of pl. 9:29, on which was a green stone spouted bowl
(possibly a lamp, see Tsountas 1899, 99); further a frying pan, and nearby a marble cup. At the
right front corner was a stone palette and a stone grinder.

Tomb 351 (see fig. 16)
Rectangular in shape. Near the entrance was a slab similar to the one near tomb 345. In the back
wall was a rectangular niche at the height of 0.40 m from the floor, measuring 0.27 m in height,
0.32 m in width, and 0.23 m in depth. The body was lying on its left side. By the head lay a cup
with stamped decoration on the base and a clay bowl nearby. Behind the head was a clay jar with
incised and impressed decoration and near the knees was an obsidian blade. Inside the niche was
a frying pan bearing the incised ship of fig. 16; seashells, two bronze pins, a bronze scraper and a
carved bone tube were  found inside the frying pan.

Tomb 355
Rectangular in shape. The dimensions were not recorded. The body was lying on its left side. By
the head lay two clay jars, one was decorated and had a foot; other objects close to the head
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included a frying pan, three marble bowls, one of which contained fragments of blue pigment, a
marble cup, seashells, a bronze pair of tweezers, a bronze scraper, a bone pin with the bird-head
of pl. 10:13, a bone tube, an obsidian blade, and finally fragments of another clay vessel, probably
another decorated jar.

Tomb 356 (see fig. 16)
Rectangular in shape. The dimensions were not recorded. Near the entrance was a slab marking
the beginning of a dromos. The body was lying on its left side. By the head lay a clay jar with
incised and impressed decoration, a marble bowl and an obsidian blade. Behind the head was a
clay bowl, a frying pan with incised ship of fig. 21, a stone palette and a stone grinder. Near the
feet was a marble bowl with traces of red pigment inside, seashells, a bronze pair of tweezers, the
straight bone tube of pl. 10:5, a bronze scraper and beside it a bone pin with bird-head, two
fragments of another bone pin, and two pieces of red pigment.

Tomb 359
Rectangular in shape with a length of 120 cm and a width of 85 cm. In the right front corner lay a
jar with incised and impressed decoration and a marble bowl. In the right back corner was a
carved bone tube, fragments of a bone pin with bird-head, seashells and a bronze scraper of pl.
10:33, with a preserved bone handle.

Tomb 361
Circular but irregular in shape, with dimensions of about 125 by 100 cm. To the right of the
entrance were a deep spouted clay bowl (the shape is like Arch.Ephem. 1898, pl. 9:7 [Tsountas
1898]) and two cups with leaf impressions on the base. To the left of the entrance lay a bronze
pin of pl. 10:19 with a knotted head, similar to the pins of pl. 10:18, 21, and fragments of a
carved bone tube. In the centre of the tomb lay an obsidian blade. Besides these finds were many
dispersed fragments of vases of brown and red clay, possibly broken during the burial.

Tomb 371
Circular in shape, but destroyed. Found inside were a dark brown jug broken in pieces, a clay
bowl with painted decoration consisting of curved lines at the base and lines inside and outside at
the rim, an obsidian blade, snails and seashells.

Tomb 374
Circular in shape. To the left of the entrance lay a clay jar without decoration, and to the right of
it three stone bowls, one of which was of green stone and carried a spout (possibly a lamp), a
stone spherical pyxis with lid, a marble cup, a small clay bowl on ring foot (comp. pl. 9:28),
another small broken clay vase, and finally, a jug with painted decoration.

Tomb 408
Rectangular in shape with dimensions of 127 by 80 cm. At the right side in the tomb lay a pyxis
bearing the painted decoration of pl. 8:7, a frying pan, a broken dark brown jug, two marble
bowls, a small marble cup, a stone vase with the incised decoration of pl. 8:2, a bronze pair of
tweezers, a bronze scraper, seashells and an obsidian blade.
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Tomb 415
Roughly square in shape with a width of 56 cm. On the left side in the tomb lay a brown
spherical pyxis and a marble schematic figurine.

Tomb 447
Rectangular in shape with dimensions of 105 to 140 cm. Parts of the skull lay in the right front
corner and several fragments of a large clay bowl were nearby. In the right back corner was
another clay bowl, a spherical clay vase, a bronze scraper of pl. 10:32 and a marble female
figurine, similar to the one published in Arch.Ephem. 1898, pl. 10:1[Tsountas 1898].

Tomb 468
Rectangular in shape with dimensions of 138 to 82 cm. In the right front corner lay a bronze awl
(comp. pl. 10:9), a stone palette and a cup with leaf impression at the base. In the wall on the
right side of the tomb was a niche, measuring 0.40 cm. in height and 0.20 cm. in width
approximately, in which a clay jar was hidden with impressed and incised decoration, two
seashells, three bronze spatulas, a bronze pin of pl. 10:15, another pin with a complex head of
knotted wire of pl. 10:18, three bronze needles, two bronze awls, six stone beads (four of which
are illustrated in pl. 10:23-26), fragments of a bone fingerring, a fragment of another ring,
fragments of a bone tube, ten worn shells (some purple) and finally a marble figurine of fig. 29.

Tomb 469
Rectangular in shape with a length of 152 cm and a width of 88 cm. In the right front corner lay a
cup with a leaf impression upon the base. In the right back corner a stone palette, a stone used
for grinding, a clay jar, seashells, the bronze scraper of pl. 10:31, the bronze pin of pl. 10:16, a
bronze needle, and the bronze awl of pl. 10:9.

Tomb 472
Rectangular in shape with a length of 160 and a width of 100 cm. The body was lying on its left
side. By the skull lay the marble vase of fig. 25, with a bronze pair of tweezers inside. Nearby
were three other pairs of tweezers, one illustrated in pl. 10:42, and a bronze scraper. A little
further away were two obsidian blades. By the chest was a clay jar with no decoration and
containing seashells. Another clay jar lay near the back, and by the feet lay a clay cup, two bronze
pins and an obsidian blade.

All eight tombs excavated by C. Doumas in 1962 had been partly destroyed, and only one tomb
was found unplundered.150 Extremely bad weather conditions prevented careful recording of the
characteristics of each individual tomb and their relationship to the cemetery-site as a whole.
Enough of the lower structure was preserved to identify them and compare them with
descriptions of the tombs given by Tsountas. Both circular and rectangular ground plans were
encountered by Doumas. The diameter of the circular tombs varied between 0.90 to 1.50 m. The
walls were preserved up to a height of approximately 0.80 to 0.90 m, and were built of dry-stone
masonry. No evidence of pavement inside the tombs was found. All eight tombs had an entrance
on the northeast side, facing the dry stream bed. No skeletal remains were found in the tombs,
but the size of the tombs indicates that the buried persons were placed in a contracted position,
comparable to the photographs in Tsountas’ publication.
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Tomb 1
Circular with a diameter of 1.20 m and a preserved depth of 0.80 m. The tomb had been
plundered, with the upper part of the tomb destroyed. No finds were observed inside or near the
tomb.

Tomb 2
Rectangular (no dimensions recorded). The tomb had been plundered, with the lower part of the
tomb partly preserved. No finds were observed inside or near the tomb. 

Tomb 3 
Circular with a diameter of 1.20 m (no depth recorded). The tomb was found more or less intact.
Only the upper part was damaged. No skeletal remains were found inside. Five objects were
found in the northeast corner of the tomb. These consisted of a small bowl, a marble stemmed
cup, a marble bowl, a copper spatula and a bone tube in several pieces. The objects are kept in
the Archaeological Museum in Ermoupolis. 

Tomb 4
Circular with a diameter of 1.50 m and a preserved depth of 0.90 m. The tomb had been
plundered, with much of upper part destroyed. No finds were observed inside or near the tomb. 

Tomb 5
Rectangular (no dimensions recorded). The tomb had been plundered, with only part of the
upright stones on either side of the entrance still in situ. The entrance measured 0.57 m in width
and was filled with dry-stone walling. No finds were observed inside or near the tomb. 

Tomb 6
Rectangular, measuring 1.10 m in length and 0.80 in width (no depth recorded). The tomb had
been plundered, with much of the upper part destroyed. The entrance was filled with dry-stone
walling. No finds were observed inside or near the tomb. 

Tomb 7
Circular with a diameter of 0.90 m (no depth recorded). The tomb had been plundered, with
much of the upper part destroyed. No finds were observed inside or near the tomb. 

Tomb 8
Circular (no dimensions recorded). The tomb had been plundered, with much of the upper part
destroyed. No finds were observed inside the tomb. An obsidian blade was found nearby and is
thought to originate from it.

The results of this unfortunately incomplete rescue excavation match very well with other
sources of information regarding the construction and shape of tombs at Chalandriani. The most
important of these sources are the publication by Tsountas and the results of the topographical
survey conducted in 1991. Since at least one of the eight tombs excavated by Doumas still
contained artefacts, it can be safely assumed that this group of eight tombs had not previously
been excavated by Tsountas in 1898. 
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Figure 19. Drawings of the front of Tombs A (above) and B (below)
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Figure 20. Front views of Tombs A (above) and B (below)
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Figure 22. View of Tombs A and B set against the sloping terrain

Figure 21. Section drawings of Tombs A and B
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Figure 23. Ground plan of tombs A and B
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Figure 24. Views of Tomb C (above) and Tomb D (below)
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Figure 25. Ground plan of Tombs C (left)  and D (right)

The four tombs investigated during the survey of 1991 were most likely among the tombs
excavated by Tsountas in 1898. Two of these (A and B) are in mint condition and are probably
the only complete examples of this tomb type left in the Cyclades. Tombs A and B are both
situated at approximately 140 m above sea level. Two others were found to the northwest and
were only preserved in ground plan. These tombs, C and D, lie between 140 and 120 m above
sea level. As part of the survey in 1991 these four tombs were carefully described, measured and
drawn to scale. 

Tomb A
Tomb A has a circular ground plan of 0.90 m in diameter with a flat levelled floor (figs. 19, 20
above, 21 , 22, 23). It is built of concentric courses of dry-stone masonry using stones of various
shapes. The lowest courses up to about 0.50 m are vertically straight, after which each following
course reduces the diameter, thus creating a corbelled roof. A large polygonal capstone closes the
last opening on top. The height inside the tomb is circa 0.70 m. The rectangular opening faces
northeast, and measures 0.45 in width and 0.56 m in height. The entrance consists of two
rectangular slabs set upright on either side of the opening. Small irregular stones fill the space
between the upright slabs and the wall. A large slab of green schist forms the lintel above the
entrance. On top of this, three courses of rectangular stones create a kind of bulwark, giving the
façade a monumental impression. Above this bulwark a row of irregularly shaped stones lie
arranged in a semi-circle. On both sides of the entrance a line of larger stones make a short dromos
or prothyron and increase the monumental impression of the front. These curved rows of stones
probably served to protect the tomb, and especially the entrance, from loose rocks rolling against
the tomb and from rainwater streaming inside. Tomb A is in perfect condition and is completely
intact, except for some lost or loose stones in the dromos walls.
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Tomb B
Tomb B lies directly above and behind Tomb A, higher up the slope (figs. 19, 20 below, 21, 22,
23). Both tombs clearly form a unit. The entrance is at the same level as the roof of Tomb A. The
orientation of the entrance is slightly different, being to the north. The ground plan is ellipsoidal
with a maximum length of 1.48 m (E-W) and a width of 0.75 m (N-S). The present height inside
the tomb is 0.60 m. The floor was probably originally lower since a layer of thin soil has slipped
inside and partly filled the tomb. The walls are built in the same fashion as Tomb A with the
lowest courses vertically straight followed by a corbelled roof of increasingly reduced concentric
courses of stones. An irregularly shaped capstone closes the top. The entrance, placed left of the
centre of the longer side of the oval ground plan, consists of two rectangular slabs placed upright
on either side of the opening with a large lintel on top. Above the lintel, five courses of oblong
stones create an imposing bulwark. The green-schist lintel is larger than the one used in Tomb A.
In front of the entrance, two linear arrangements of stones create a sort of dromos with a third
row of stones, roughly lying in a north-south line to the east of the tomb. These stone rows
protected the tomb and the entrance from loose stones rolling downwards and other erosion
processes. Tomb B is not in as good condition as Tomb A. In the façade a large hole destroyed
part of the bulwark. Also, the entrance shows signs of decay. Both tombs A and B are partly shel-
tered by a rocky outcrop on their southern side against which their backs are resting. 

Taken together, this arrangement of two tombs built on a slope present a unique example of
Early Cycladic burial architecture. The tombs take optimum advantage of the natural condition of
the rocky terrain. With the protective walls in front of the entrance, their preservation has
succeeded through several millennia. The condition of Tomb B arouses concern as some
restorations are needed in order to preserve this unique funerary structure for future research.

The other two tombs, C and D, were found several hundred meters to the northwest on the
south side of the ravine separating the site of Chalandriani from the hill of Kastri. Tombs C and
D are more widely spaced: Tomb D is situated about 60 m northwest of tomb C and 10 m lower
down the slope. The area around these two tombs has been cultivated more intensively and is
divided into small plots by walls and terraces. Tomb C lies directly south of a footpath leading
from the village of Chalandriani towards the northern ravine. The path is indicated at several
places with red arrows painted on rock surfaces. At the spot where the path ends, within clear
view of Kastri, lie the remains of a circular tomb at about 0.25 m beneath the present surface and
close to a long stretch of dry-stone wall. The other tomb (D) lies to the northwest in a small
uncultivated field surrounded by stone walls.

Tomb C
Tomb C consists of the lower part of a nearly circular corbelled tomb (figs. 24 above, 25). About
three to four courses of dry-stone walling could be observed. The diameter varied between 0.80
and 1.00 m, the height could not be determined. It was partly built into the rock on the south
side. The northwestern side was probably built of stone courses from the floor to the roof. No
indication of an entrance could be recognized. It is possible that this tomb did not have a
doorway. Tsountas mentions in his report that he encountered some of these tombs at
Chalandriani. One example of this variety was Tomb 322.151 Of the eight excavated tombs by
Doumas in 1962 two did not show any clear signs of a doorway. All of these tombs without a
doorway have a circular ground plan. The scale drawing of Tomb C in Figure 25 is taken at the
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top of the preserved courses of dry-stone walling, probably just at the point where the corbelled
roof would have started. In the nearby terrace wall and field walls many stones can be observed
which could have been part of this or other similar tombs in the vicinity. 

Tomb D
The last tomb which was investigated at Chalandriani in 1991 was designated as Tomb D (figs. 24
below, 25). Only the lowest courses of dry-stone masonry have been preserved. The circular
ground plan has a diameter between 1.40 to 1.50 m. An entrance, 0.60 m wide and facing the
northwest, consisted of two upright rectangular slabs and was closed by a large rectangular slab
blocking the opening. The stones used in the walls were smaller than in the other three tombs
and more carefully placed. The tomb was partly cut into the relatively soft rock, especially at the
back. The floor was levelled but there were no traces of pavement. The general characteristics of
this tomb do not differ from the other examples investigated and described by Tsountas. 

In the area surrounding Tomb D some clustered stone heaps were observed. Their disturbed
state does not allow a positive identification as tomb ruins. However, nearby terraces include
many large green-schist slabs which may once have been the lintels of these possible tombs. Later
agricultural activities caused the destruction of practically all traces of tombs in this area.

2.6. Burial architecture

The tombs erected at Chalandriani belong to a distinct class of burial structures.152 They are
commonly defined as corbelled tombs.153 The origin of these tombs may be traced back to the
Final Neolithic cemetery at Kephala on Keos, where similarly constructed tombs have been
excavated.154 The largest group of built tombs of the Early Cycladic period are found in the
cemeteries on Syros. Other cemeteries with built tombs are Lionas on Naxos, Akrotiraki on
Siphnos, Ayios Kosmas in Attica, and possibly Diakoftis on Mykonos.155 

The tombs at Chalandriani were constructed by cutting a levelled floor, either circular or
rectangular in shape, into the relatively soft rock, thereby creating a low subterranean pit. The
tomb itself consists of several courses of dry-stone masonry with a roof of corbelled stonework
resembling a false dome. The upper structure consists of flat stones placed in courses of
upwardly decreasing diameter and closed by a flat slab on top or capstone. Both types of ground
plan show this technique of reducing the diameter of the upper courses of the roof with each
following course. The walls were constructed of selected stones carefully placed in horizontal
courses in dry-stone masonry. The floors were levelled in the rock and only a few tombs have a
kind of paving inside. Most tombs had at one side, usually facing the downward slope, an
entrance made from two upright slabs on the sides, a lintel over the doorway, and sometimes a
threshold. The lintel is usually of green schist, in contrast to the other stones used for the tomb,
which are of grey-weathered limestone. In some cases this doorway was closed by a large slab
filling the entrance (see tomb D, fig. 25). Some of the tombs have in front of the entrance an
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arrangement of stones which resembles a short dromos or prothyron. The ground plan of Tomb 345
as illustrated in Tsountas’ publication (fig. 16) shows such a construction. The two complete
tombs investigated during the survey of 1991 (figs. 19-23 ) had similar constructions in front of
the entrance. This part of the tomb architecture may have had both a functional and an aesthetic
purpose. It prevents loose stones, soil or rain water from entering the tomb. Furthermore, it
gives the front of the tomb a more monumental impression. Not all of the tombs had such a
doorway or entrance in one of the walls. Tsountas specifically states that two of the tombs
showed no evidence of an entrance (Tombs 322 and 347, see above). Also, during the survey of
1991 one of the four tombs investigated, Tomb C, lacked any indication of an entrance. 

The material used in the construction of the tombs was available at the site. The terrain
consists mainly of grey-weathered limestone, which at certain locations almost vertically breaks at
the surface. At some stretches of the terrain the softer green schist can be found. It is easier to
work and usually breaks into long flat slabs, such as those used for the lintel stones. The
limestone slabs and stones show no sings of being worked. They were gathered and selected by
the builders from the terrain of the cemetery. 

Besides the construction of the tombs, three other aspects of tomb architecture will be
discussed in more detail. These aspects are concerned with the type of ground plan of the tombs,
the variations in the dimensions, and the choices in the orientation of the doorway of the tombs.

2.6.1. Ground plan

The ground plans of the tombs vary from circular, ellipsoidal, polygonal, rectangular oblong to
nearly square. However, they may roughly be divided into two groups: rectangular-square or oval-
circular. Despite the variations in ground plan all tombs have a circular corbelled upper structure
or roof. The transition from rectangular ground plan and lower courses of the wall to circular
dome was not documented by Tsountas, nor could this be observed during the recent fieldwork
since no tombs were found with a rectangular ground plan. 

Tsountas presented general information concerning the ground plan of a large group of
tombs.156 In table 4 the variation in ground plans is specified and divided over the groups and
clusters of tombs within the cemetery. No clear-cut pattern is discernable, although there are in
absolute numbers more circular tombs than rectangular ones. Of the total number of tombs
(649) excavated at Chalandriani, 263 have a circular or oval ground plan, whereas 218 are
rectangular (including the one tomb found by Bosanquet). The ground plans of the remaining
tombs are unknown. There is no significant statistical evidence suggesting an association between
the type of ground plan and the two main spatial groups of tombs (see fig. 26, no. 1). In the west-
ern group, leaving out the tombs investigated by Papadopoulos, there are a few more rectangular
tombs (25) than circular (17), but also a large number (16) of which the ground plan is unknown. 

The four clusters in the eastern group show some variation in the ratio of types of ground
plans. The second cluster largely consists of rectangular tombs (5 circular to 55 rectangular),
whereas the third (143 to 79) and the fourth clusters (44 to 4) have mostly circular tombs. The
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Type of ground plan
Circular Rectangular Total

Western 17 25 42
group

cluster 1 54 54 108
Eastern cluster 2 5 55 60
group cluster 3 143 79 222

cluster 4 44 4 48

subtotal 246 192 438

Total 263 217 480

Chi-square tests of probablility of relation:

1. Between type of ground plan and the two main spatial group: P2 = 2.42, with one degree of
freedom. Level of rejection of the null hypothesis (i.e. no association) is larger than 10%, indicating
there is no strong statistical relation between the two variables.

2. Between type of ground plan and the four clusters of the eastern group: P2 = 88.37, with three
degrees of freedom. Level of rejection of the null hypothesis is smaller than 0.001%, indicating there is
significant evidence of an association between the two variables. The strength of the association can be
measured using the Cramer'V test: V = 0.45 (between 0 and 1).

3. Between type of ground plan of the western group of tombs and the four clusters of tombs in the
eastern group: P2 = 91.59, with four degrees of freedom. Level of rejection of the null hypothesis is
smaller than  0.001 %, indicating a significant evidence for an association between the two variables. 

Figure 26. Summary of statistical relations between type of ground plan and the spatial distribution of tombs 

first cluster has an equal number of circular and rectangular ground plans (54 of each type). The
variation in the numbers of types of ground plans indicates that within three clusters (e.g. the
second, third, and fourth) a preference can be observed for either the circular of the rectangular
ground plan. The association between ground plan and spatial cluster is statistically significant
enough to suggest that within certain clusters of the eastern group a preference for a particular
type of ground plan may be evident (see fig. 26, nos. 2-3).

Besides the type of ground plan, Tsountas presented specific details about the shape and
dimensions of 32 individual tombs (see table 5). Here we also see a slight preference for circular
ground plans (14 examples) over rectangular ones (10). The other eight tombs were either too
disturbed or destroyed to allow the ground plan or dimensions to be recorded. Of the eight
tombs in the western group excavated by Doumas in 1962, five have a circular ground plan and
three are rectangular. The two tombs found in this western part during the survey of 1991 have
circular ground plans. It seems that the variation between these two types of ground plans was
less marked in the western group than in the eastern group. Also, the fact that during the survey
of 1991 no rectangular tombs were encountered may suggest that circular to oval shaped ground
plans were more predominant than the rectangular ground plans.
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2.6.2. Dimensions

Besides the general shape of the ground plan, Tsountas also provided information concerning the
specific dimensions of 22 of the 32 tombs at Chalandriani described in his published report.157

Doumas’ measurements158 and those taken during the survey of 1991 are listed in table 5 above.
Here we see that there is a considerable variation in the dimensions of individual tombs. Tombs
with a circular or oval ground plan almost never have a pure and regular shape. In most cases two
measurements are given for the diameter, indicating that the shape varied between a maximum
and a minimum value. The maximum figures of the diameter have an average of 127.24 cm
(varying between 90 and 158 cm, σ 18.75), while the minimum figures have an average of 102.67
cm (varying between 82 and 135 cm, σ 13.92). The height inside these circular tombs lies between
60 and 90 cm with an average of 86 cm (σ 4.89). The four tombs investigated during the survey
of 1991 are all circular in shape. Their dimensions have an average maximum diameter of 123.0
cm (varying between 90 and 150, σ 24.23) and an average minimum diameter of 98.33 cm
(varying between 75 and 140 cm, σ 29.53). The average height is 65 cm. These figures closely
resemble the figures calculated from the sample of previously excavated tombs. 

The tombs with rectangular ground plans have an average length of 127.45 cm (varying
between 56 and 160 cm, σ 25.61) and an average width of 85.73 cm (varying between 56 and 105
cm, σ 14.05). Excluding the exceptionally small dimensions of Tomb 415, the averages of these
tombs are 134.60 cm (σ 12.64) in length and 80.70 (σ 10.95) in width. The interior height is
known of only three tombs with rectangular ground plan, giving an average height of 81.67 cm
(varying between 70 and 90, σ 14.72). 

2.6.3. Orientation

Early Cycladic tombs are, in general, not orientated towards any standard map reference.
Distinction must be made between those cemeteries on relatively flat surfaces and those on
sloping grounds. The former may have larger variation in the orientations of individual tombs
than the latter, where choices are restricted by the direction of the slope of the terrain. The
orientation of the entrances could only be established of three of the four tombs investigated in
1991. Tombs A and B, on sloping ground, have their entrances to the northeast and north
respectively, facing the downward slope of the terrain towards the sea. With regard to the other
two tombs, C and D, the first one does not have an entrance, while the other (D) was oriented
towards the downward slope towards the north-northwest. Six of the eight tombs investigated by
Doumas in 1962 show an apparent orientation to the northeast, facing the valley and the
downwards direction of the slope. Taken together, the evidence from Chalandriani, although
small, does seem to indicate a preferred orientation of the tomb entrances. In all known cases the
tombs are placed with their entrance to a map reference lying between the northwest and the
northeast.
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2.7. Burial arrangements and furnishings

After the construction of the burial facility, which would become the final resting place of the
deceased, various arrangements and furnishings were sometimes added to the tomb or grave.
These aspects are closely associated with the burial program or ritual. Details regarding the
funerary customs that may have been practised at Chalandriani can be found in the publication
by Tsountas.159 In general, these aspects can be divided into three groups. The first consists of
those activities and arrangements that are mainly structural or architectural in nature. They are the
final preparations of and additions to the burial facility before it can receive the body that is to be
buried. These tomb furnishings are associated with the burial facility itself. The second group of
burial arrangements are related to the body that is buried. These include aspects such as the
position and posture of the body when it was laid out in the tomb, the orientation of the head or
face, and the attire in which the body is buried. The third group of burial arrangements consist of
the placement and arrangement of the material offerings that accompany the deceased in the
tomb.

2.7.1. Tomb furnishings

There is no evidence at Chalandriani of constructions outside the tombs, such as platforms or
walls, as seen in other cemeteries in the Cyclades or the Aegean in general.160 Several of the tombs
at Chalandriani possess features which can be considered as tomb furnishings which are
additional to the standard tomb contruction. They serve to embellish the construction or
facilitate the subsequent burial arrangements. In three tombs excavated by Tsountas, stones had
been placed inside which were not part of the tomb structure. In Tomb 345 a large stone slab
formed a floor on which the deceased was laid out. In two other tombs (Tomb 166 and 174, see
above), loose stones were placed near the head, hands or body of the deceased. The purpose of
these stones is unknown. Another such stone was found under the skull in Tomb 174. It clearly
served as a pillow upon which the head of the deceased was placed.161 Another feature of some
of the tombs at Chalandriani, are the small niches in the wall. Tomb 351 had such a niche in the
back wall in which a group of offerings was placed. A similar niche with offerings was found in
the right wall of Tomb 468. Finally, one last architectural feature is the stone slab that was placed
in the doorway of Tomb D, investigated during the survey of 1991. It seems probable that similar
stone slabs were also placed in other tombs with such doorways. It would serve to close the tomb
off and prevent the interference of the burials by animals or other agents.

2.7.2. Body posture and position

Virtually all the tombs consisted of single burials, while only nine tombs contained two or three
burials.162 According to Tsountas these tombs were not differentiated by dimension or shape
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from the tombs with single burials. Unfortunately the exaact location of these tombs, and their
relationship to the cemetery, is unknown. From the few illustrated tomb contents published in
Tsountas and his descriptions of the skeletal remains found in many of the  tombs, we may
observe that secondary burial was not widely practised at Chalandriani. 

The posture of the body buried in the tombs at Chalandriani shows both differences and
similarities with contemporary graves in the Cyclades. As in most graves during the Early Bronze
Age, persons buried in the Cycladic cemeteries are generally placed in a contracted or flexed
position. The knees are drawn up towards the abdomen or the chest, and the hands are brought
in front of the face. Although undoubtedly associated with a foetal position it may also have a
more pragmatic reason. Soils and rock surfaces of most cemetery sites were generally difficult to
dig into. Large graves, as would be needed for persons buried in full extended position, would
involve a high investment in energy. Burying people in a flexed and contracted position required
smaller grave pits and consequently less energy and building material. 

Another factor in the burials is the side the body was lying upon. Whereas in many of these
graves in the Early Bronze Age Cyclades the bodies were placed on their right side, at
Chalandriani the body was usually lying on its left side.163 Only two examples are known from
Chalandriani where the body was on its right side. Although the sample of tombs from which
this information is gathered is rather small, there seems to be a preference for placing the
deceased on the left side (see table 5). The choice of laying a body on either side was probably
deliberate, and may be related to gender, age, and status of the deceased. For the Neolithic period
in Europe Ian Hodder suggests a relationship between sex and the side the body was lying upon.
He argues that males were generally lying on their right side, while females were on their left side.
Similarly, in Neolithic graves in central and southern Italy such a relationship has been postulated
between categories of buried persons and their gender and age. Adult males were, in general,
lying on their right side, whereas all other persons (females and juveniles) were on their left side.
A distinction was possibly made between those persons who had passed a certain ritual threshold
(adult males) and other unmarked individuals.164 

Although not specifically stated by Tsountas in his publication we may assume that most if
not all bodies were lying with their backs against the wall and their face towards the entrance. On
one occasion Tsountas explicitly describes the body of the deceased lying with its face towards
the back wall (Tomb 345, see above). 

2.7.3. Placement of offerings

Most, but not all, of the tombs in Chalandriani contained offerings. As will be discussed in the
next chapter, a large number of tomb inventories have been reconstructed from the museum
documents that are available. The most common artefacts buried with the deceased in the tombs
were usually ceramic and stone vases. Other artefacts, such as metal artefacts, bone tools,
obsidian blades, shells, or marble figurines were also deposited in a number of these tomb
inventories. The objects found inside a tomb may be divided into three categories. Some objects
may be part of the attire or clothing the deceased was wearing during the burial proceedings.
When placed in their final resting place, the deceased was sometimes provided with food and
beverages, usually placed in appropriate ceramic vessels. Finally, objects of social and/or ritual
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meanings could be added to the contents of the tombs. Among these kinds of objects we can
distinguish personal belongings, tools or toolkits, status markers, or symbols. One of the criteria
by which objects may be attributed to one of these categories is the precise location of the
objects in the tomb. Objects were placed at or around the body: by the feet, the knees, between
the lower legs, or behind the head or body, or at different locations inside the tomb: the inside
corners of the tomb, either in the front or the back. In some tombs at Chalandriani a separate
group of offerings was placed in a special niche in one of the walls of the tombs. 

Tsountas mentions the fact that in four tombs bronze pins were found on the body, usually
near the shoulders. In Tomb 207 a bronze pin with a solid ball-head was found on the throat,
while in Tomb 247 a similar pin lay on one of the shoulder bones.165 This clearly indicates that
the deceased was buried wearing some kind of dress that was held together at the shoulder by a
pin. Other pins, either of bronze or bone, may have had similar functions. The various beads of
stone or shell found in a number of tombs were probably necklaces worn by the deceased. Tomb
468 contained two curious bone rings, one of which carries what looks like a seal. Both objects
are very worn, but they may have served as finger rings. It appears that at least some of the
persons buried at Chalandriani were dressed possibly in robes with various kinds of jewellery.

Objects accompanying the burial in the tomb were usually placed near the head and/or
around the body. In a number of cases objects were found by the hands and in front of the face.
Sometimes, as in Tomb 322, one of the hands of the deceased was found on the object. These
usually consisted of bowls and cups, either of clay or stone, which probably contained food or a
beverage. Bosanquet reported that the conical cup he found inside the tomb he investigated
probably contained some liquid. The soil was caked together inside the cup.166 

Finally, a large number of objects were placed inside the tombs as offerings to accompany the
deceased. Some of these objects were tools, usually of metal or bone, others were probably
associated with daily life. These may have been personal possessions. Other kinds of objects are
more enigmatic in their fuction or meaning. Various types of elaborate pottery, such as frying
pans, collared jars, and pyxides, were too fine in manufacture and decoration to have been made
for every day use.

2.7.4. Human remains

Although no skeletal remains have been preserved or described in the published reports of the
investigations at Chalandriani, we have a few scraps of information regarding the bodies that
were buried in the tombs at Chalandriani. Four excavated tombs are depicted in black-and-white
photographs in the article by Tsountas. These show skeletal remains and offerings lying in situ
(figs. 27-28). In an article on the skeletal material from Attica, the anthropologist Lawrence
Angel mentions the existence of nine skulls from Syros in the collection of the Anthropological
Museum in Athens.167 It is more than probable that these skulls originated from the excavations
by Tsountas or Stephanos.168 
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Figure 27. Views inside two different tombs at Chalandriani (after Tsountas, 1899, pls.1-2)

Three skulls from Syros are included in a study by N.I. Xirotiris on the population dynamics
and biological variation of the people living in Bronze Age Greece.169 His main objective in this
study is to investigate the supposed northern origins of the Indo-European population of Greece
in this period. To this end he analyzed a group of 80 male skulls from various sites in Greece. It
is, however, not a representative cross-section of the Bronze Age population in Greece, but only
a random sample taken from the few published studies that are available. In his research, Xirotiris
only analyzed male skeletons, on the basis of an ill-formed hypothesis taken from Gimbutas that
of the ‘Kurgan people’ nearly all of the burials were of males. Without going into details about
these hypotheses we will extract some details regarding Xirotiris’ analyses which include the three
male skulls from Early Bronze Age Syros. 

Xirotiris presents four figures depicting dendrograms of the calculated multidimensional
distances of ten factors taken from 38 measurements of the 80 male skulls. Within the group
from the Early Bronze Age the three skulls from Syros fell into two clusters. The first cluster, A1,
comprises ten individuals including one from Syros, and others from Ayios Kosmas (Attica),
Gortys (Crete), Thermi (Lesbos), and Paros. This cluster shows strong phenotypic similarities and
probably represents the common Mediterranean racial stock. The second cluster, A2, contains
three individuals of which two are from Syros, with a third from Ayios Kosmas. 

When skulls from both the Early and the Middle Bronze Age were compared, four clusters
were recognized. Two of these clusters include skulls from Syros. Cluster A4 is composed of four
individuals, two of which are from Syros and another two from the Middle Helladic site of Asini
in the Argolid. The third skull from Syros is part of cluster A6 together with six others from
Asini, Ayios Kosmas, Eleusis, and Vorou (Crete). All clusters in this second analysis show a
remarkable homogeneity and also a mixture of Early Bronze Age island with Middle Bronze Age
Mainland individuals. 

Several peculiarities can be observed from these analyses by Xirotiris. Although three skulls
from Syros is an extremely small sample for establishing their biological relations, there does
appear to be a connection between the males from Syros and those from Ayios Kosmas. This
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Figure 28. View inside Tomb 205 and another tomb at Chalandriani (after Tsountas, 1899, pls. 3-4)

enforces the cultural similarities many have observed between these two sites.170 The variability
between individuals from one site (e.g. Ayios Kosmas) is probably more likely the result of local
factors (such as being a harbour site) than from migrations of new populations into the Aegean.
Other sites and regions associated with the male skulls from Syros are Paros and Naxos in the
Cyclades, Gortys in Crete, and Thermi on Lesbos. Here also a common Aegean biological stock
or group seems to be present. 

2.8. Prehistoric habitation at Chalandriani

Cemeteries dating to the Early Bronze Age period have been found on a large number of
Cycladic islands. In many cases these cemeteries are accompanied by settlements lying in their
immediate vicinity.171 Unfortunately only a few of these settlements have been excavated and
published.

The existence of a cemetery at Chalandriani implies that a related settlement may be expected
nearby. Tsountas mentioned in his publication observing traces of prehistoric walls near the
chapel of the Panayia at Chalandriani as well as several fragments of large pithoi which were
clearly not associated with the tombs.172 These remains lay scattered over the terrain to the west
of the cemetery, in the area of the modern village of Chalandriani. Similar observations were
published by Caskey in 1964, who states that traces of prehistoric walls could be seen lying to the
west of the cemetery. Early Bronze Age pottery sherds of a sauceboat and an incised pyxis,
together with some other fragments, were handed to Colin Renfrew in 1963 by a local farmer.
They were found in an area about one kilometre southwest of the fortified settlement on the hill
of Kastri. This probably corresponds to the location of the principal settlement as suggested by
Tsountas and Caskey. Sherds belonging to the Syros-Keros culture together with large quantities
of obsidian (specially blades) have been reported by F. Aron for the whole plateau of
Chalandriani.173 In 1998 Ephoria of the Cyclades initiated a renewed search for the location of
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the settlement near and associated with the cemetery at Chalandriani. The results were published
in a preliminary publication which included a photograph of the remains of an Early Bronze Age
wall found in the courtyard of a house in the village at Chalandriani. It is suggested that the
prehistoric settlement, now lying under the present village of Chalandriani, may have extended
over one hectare. Among the finds were wall remains and various finds.174



175 See for an estimation of the number of tombs without objects, chapter 5, section 5.4.

Chapter three

THE FINDS

Alarge number of tomb inventories could be reconstructed from the various museum
catalogues keeping material from the cemetery at Chalandriani. In Appendix I a complete
description is presented of all the objects from these reconstructed tomb inventories.

Here a critical investigation is given of the way the finds from the excavations at Chalandriani
were handed down to the present day. Although somewhat tedious it is essential that we are
aware of the fact that in the hunderd years or more since their excavation many finds were part
of a complex post-excavational history. This history affects the status of artefacts and the way we
may use them for further analyses. 

As will be discussed later on, a number of tombs did probably not contain any artefacts at all
at the time they were excavated.175 However, it is possible that some of these so-called empty
burials included offerings made from less durable materials, such as foodstuffs and objects of
organic materials. It is also quite likely that a number of offerings were made of perishable
materials, such as wood, textile, leather, rope, reeds and unfired clay. Although clearly  no
examples were recorded during the excavations we may infer the use of some of these materials
from other items. For instance, techniques of wickerwork and basketry were known in the
Cyclades as is indicated by impressions found on the base of several ceramic vessels. Such
techniques may have been used for the manufacture of various baskets and other artefacts. De-
pictions of boats on the frying pans suggest that woodworking was certainly practiced at a very
high standard. Natural processes of decay caused items of less durable materials, which were
probably also used as grave gifts, to be lost. 

Furthermore, a number of tombs may have been empty when they were found due to various
post-depositional processes, either cultural or natural. Streams of rainwater, frost, and slope
erosions may have damaged the tombs resulting in the loss of artefacts. Moreover, in the course
of the hundreds of years following the use of the cemetery, various tombs may have been
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destroyed and their contents may have disappeared. Agricultural practices and building activities
in the area of Chalandriani are documented at least from the seventeenth century onwards. As a
result it may be inferred that the total number of objects known today from this cemetery is
almost certainly less than the original amount  buried in the tombs. Hence besides the fact that
the total number of tombs that originally made up this cemetery cannot be derived with any
precision from the reports discussed in the previous chapter, it is probable that we do not
possess all the objects that were originally interred in the tombs. Nevertheless, the present
available collection of finds from the tombs is considered large enough to be regarded as a
representative sample of the original amount and sufficient for drawing inferences regarding the
social and cultural background of the burial practices.

The total group of artefacts from the cemetery can be divided into two groups. The first
group are those objects which are registered in various documents, such as inventory books of
museum collections, as belonging to specific individual excavated tombs. They are described in
Appendix 1. It was the practice of Tsountas to designate each tomb with an arabic numeral,
probably starting from 1 up to a figure between 500 and 600. It is possible that Tsountas started
numbering the tombs he himself excavated from 100, following on the one hundred tombs that
were previously opened by Papadopoulos in 1861. Nowhere in his published report does
Tsountas ever refer to a tomb inventory with a number below 100. The only exception is a bowl
which is described in the inventory of the museum in Syros as coming from Tomb 3. 

The second group of objects are those which are certain to have been excavated at Chalan-
driani, but about which information regarding the exact tomb number and individual burial
context is no longer available. As will be discussed below, since the time of their excavations
many objects have been transferred between various museum collections, sometimes resulting in
the loss of particular information regarding the exact provenance of individual objects. The
objects in this category are described in Appendix 2.

3.1. Excavations at Chalandriani other than by Tsountas

The first three excavators at Chalandriani (Zolontas, Papadopoulos and Stephanos) did not
record details of the contexts of individual burials nor did they specify the finds. Their investi-
gations were discussed in the previous chapter. In 1842 Zolontas opened an unknown number of
tombs and probably found objects inside them, but we have no knowledge of any of the finds.
Some of these finds, and probably also from other Syriote visitors to Chalandriani, may have
ended up in private collections in Syros. The German archaeologist Pollack mentions in his
report a visit to Syros during which he saw several archaeological finds in such collections.
Among these were two objects (a pan and a marble footed bowl) which possibly came from
tombs at Chalandriani.176 Papadopoulos investigated one hundred tombs and brought a selection
of about 30 pottery vases to Athens. These were placed in the collection of the Archaeological
Society in Athens. In 1889 this collection was incorporated into the newly opened National
Archaeological Museum. No information was available among the inventory records of the
National Archaeological Museum regarding these objects found by Papadopoulos. These objects
without clear contextual information should perhaps be regarded as lost.
 In 1870 the anthropologist Klon Stephanos also excavated an unknown number of tombs at
Chalandriani. Stephanos illustrated only one prehistoric find in his report on the researches in
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177 Stephanos (1875), pl. A, lower right corner.
178 See Collignon (1878) for the finds from Chalandriani (or Khalandri as it is called in this catalogue), 
see p. 2: “no. 2 (591) - Vase à une anse trouvé à Syros dans la nécropole de Khalandri [sic] F. 2. H. 0,16; périphérie
à la parte le plus large, 0,44. Terre d'un blanc jaunêtre. Les peintures sont tracées à la coulour brun rouge. Elles ont
un aspect terne, et paraissent avoir été tracées avec de la couleur très-délayées. Elles sont très effacées. On distingue
des feuillages et de longues tiges enroulées.”; p. 5: “no. 27 (du No 173 au no 403). - Deux cent trente et un vases de
différentes grandeurs  trouvés en Attique, à Cyrène, à Smyrne et dans la nécropole de Khalandri, à Syros.”
179 In the current inventory records of the Prehistoric Collection of the National Archaeological Museum these are
listed as inventory nos. 6141 to 6194.
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Syros: a marble female figurine.177 Stephanos also deposited a selection of his finds in the
collection of the Archaeological Society in Athens, which later went to the National Museum in
Athens. We know of 73 objects in the collections of the museums in Athens and Ermoupolis
which came from his excavations. In 1878 the French archaeologist Collignon published a
catalogue of the collection of painted vases in the museum of the Archaeological Society.178 This
catalogue was based on an earlier, unpublished inventory compiled by Mr Koumanoudis. Among
the objects described in his catalogue, Collignon mentions a vase à une anse (a one-handled cup,
probably the same as no. 784 in Appendix 2) from the cemetery at Chalandriani, and other
unspecified vases from the same cemetery within a group of 231 different vases from several
sites. These vases from Syros probably stem from the excavations by Papadopoulos or by
Stephanos. The latest inventory book of the National Archaeological Museum lists a large group
of objects excavated by Stephanos at Chalandriani, successively numbered as one group, and
listed in that catalogue following the finds from the excavations by Tsountas.179 This means that
the numbering in the current inventory book probably underwent a change in which entries were
re-grouped and no longer entered in the chronological order of their excavation or their arrival in
the museum. The ordening of the finds from Chalandriani (and from other prehistoric sites in
the Cyclades) is probably the work of Tsountas during his period as ephore of the Archaeological
Service (1883-1904). 

Robert Bosanquet found only one object, a plain bowl, in the tomb he examined in 1896. This
bowl is now part of the collection of the British School at Athens. Christos Doumas investigated
several tombs in 1962 after reports that grave robbers had visited Chalandriani. One tomb was
found more or less intact with five objects inside. They are since part of the collection of the
museum in Ermoupolis. 

One object, an obsidian blade, was found by Doumas near one of the tombs which he
excavated in 1962 and is listed in table 6 among the surface finds. Three other objects were
found on the surface of the cemetery by three different visitors. These items are kept in
collections in Cambridge and Athens. These surface finds from the area of the cemetery are
presented in Appendix 2, section 3).

3.2. Excavations by Tsountas

The finds from the investigations by Tsountas demonstrate a complex history from the time of
their excavation to the present. Based on the information in the different inventory records, their
specific numbering as well as the descriptions of the individual objects themselves, much of this
complex post-excavation history can be reconstructed. In a sense this part of my research
consists of an archaeology of archaeology. Unfortunately it has become clear that in the time that
has transpired between their excavation and the writing of this study, information has been lost
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180 The current inventory book of the museum in Ermoupolis begins in 1961 and was compiled by J.
Thomopoulos. The first 150 numbers are used for finds from other Cycladic islands (mainly inscriptions from
Amorgos, and finds from Paros, Aegina, Giaros, Keos, Melos, Naxos, Ios, Thera, Andros). From 151 onwards the
inventory consists of renumbered finds from Syros (up to no. 848). An earlier inventory book was closed on
September 5, 1911, and was compiled, among others, by A. Frangidis. It is stored in the library and archives of the
Archaeological Museum in Mykonos. Finds placed in the museum between 1911 and 1961 were kept in the
storerooms and were mostly without details of provenance. Doumas made a catalogue of these objects which are
entered in the latest inventory designated with the letter E in front of each number. (See also Mantzoulinou-
Richards 1991; 1992). 
181 The existence of such a list could not be confirmed in the archives of the National Museum in Athens or the
Archaeological Society of Athens.
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regarding the exact context of a number of the finds. Details were not always completely or
faithfully copied in new versions of inventory books. Inevitably mistakes in numbering were
made resulting in doublures and blanks. Several objects carry more than one inventory number,
sometimes up to three different numbers in addition to a tomb number, due to their movements
between different museum collections. In some cases there is a conflict in the number of objects
from a particular tomb between the description given by Tsountas in his published report and
the entries in the inventory books of the museums in Athens and Ermoupolis.180 Tsountas no
doubt based his descriptions on observations made during the excavations at Chalandriani and
later when he studied the finds in the National Archaeological Museum. Any discrepancy
between his descriptions and later documents are probably due to mistakes in the updating of
older versions of the museum inventories into new versions. The history of the finds following
their excavation by Tsountas can be reconstructed in a broad outline and is described below.

All the finds from the Tsountas’ excavations were brought to the National Archaeological
Museum in Athens following the closure of his excavations at Chalandriani and other sites (i.e.
Kastri, Ayios Loukas, Pidima) in the summer of 1898. In Athens the finds from Chalandriani
were typologically sorted and labelled with their first number. This consisted of a sigma (standing
for Syros no doubt) and an arabic numeral. These numbers are probably assigned by Tsountas
himself. When the sigma numbers are listed in their natural numerical order it appears that, for
example, all the plain bowls and conical cups are grouped together.181 It seems likely that
Tsountas used such a list when he wrote his article for the Archaiologiki Ephemeris of 1899
reporting on his excavations in Siphnos and Syros. In that report we can read the total number of
certain types of objects that were found at Chalandriani and the number of tombs in which
certain types were encountered. Such information could be easily extracted from a ‘sigma-list’. 

3.3. Current location of finds from Chalandriani

As stated above all finds from the excavations by Tsountas and others at Chalandriani, and other
sites, were initially transferred to the National Museum in Athens. In later years a number of
these finds were transferred to other collections in Greece and abroad. 

The current inventory of the Prehistoric Collection of the National Archaeological Museum
contains four clusters of inventory numbers with finds from Chalandriani. The first cluster, nos.
4964 to 5233, is only interrupted by three numbers (nos. 5226-5228) from the cemetery of Ayios
Loukas, which was also excavated by Tsountas on Syros. The second cluster, nos. 5257 to 5322
and nos. 5368 to 5372, consists of another group of objects which Tsountas excavated in 1898 at
Chalandriani. The objects in each of these clusters are ordered by tomb number. In the third
cluster, nos. 6141 to 6194, we find objects from the excavations by Stephanos. The fourth cluster
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182 Personal communication Dr M. Mathari, November 1994.
183 This second group of objects arrived in Syros on April 23, 1971, see a note in the catalogue of the
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arranging this transfer, coded BE/18a-id 1969.
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Year No. objects Destination

1901 ca. 45 Archaeological Museum, Ermoupolis
1902-03 5 Museo Archeologico, Florence
1905 6 Museo Archeologico, Florence
1912 12 British Museum, London
1923 3 Ashmolean Museum, Oxford
1923 7 Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge
1923 2 National Museum, Copenhagen
1923 7 University Collection, Heidelberg
1971 ca. 234 Archaeological Museum, Ermoupolis

Table 6. Destination of objects from Chalandriani transferred from the National Archaeological Museum in
Athens

of finds from Chalandriani consists of small groups or individual items listed as nos. 11606 to
12500. The objects described in this cluster are all from various excavations carried out by
Tsountas in the Cyclades, including at Chalandriani, but also from Paros, Antiparos and Siphnos.
In many instances these museum catalogue numbers point to more than one object. In these
cases the catalogue numbers are followed by an additional number, such as 4981.1 and 4981.2.
Objects with similar catalogue numbers are not always from the same tomb, and in a few
occassions they came from different excavations. 

In 1901, a small selection of objects went from the National Museum in Athens to the
Archaeological Museum in Ermoupolis on Syros. Many persons in Syros were of the opinion
that the finds from Chalandriani and other archaeological sites on Syros should be put on display
in the local museum, not in Athens. Several letters kept in the municipal archives in Ermoupolis
express this widespread feeling. When on the 5th of May, 1901 a small sample of objects from
Chalandriani arrived back on Syros they were placed in the Archaeological Museum which was
housed in a suite of rooms in the magnificent town hall in the centre of Ermoupolis. From the
documents in both museums it appears that this group of objects consisted of about 45 pieces.182

In the most recent inventory book of the museum in Ermoupolis they are registered in addition
to their current inventory number by a letter A and an arabic numeral (A 1 to 45). Their entries
in the latest most current inventory (from 151 to 190, and 201 to 204) start with a reference to
the fact that they came from the excavations by Tsountas at Chalandriani. The present inventory
book in the museum in Athens, however, only mentions of 15 objects that they were transferred
to Syros in 1901. In the following years several other small groups of objects from Chalandriani
were transferred from Athens to museum collections in Europe (see table 6). These were partly
in exchange for archaeological objects which were missing in the National Museum in Athens,
and partly as donations from the Greek government. Finally, in 1971 a second and much larger
group of finds from Chalandriani (and also from Kastri) was transferred from the National
Museum in Athens to the museum in Syros.183 A summary of these various movements involving
finds from the excavations at Chalandriani is presented in table 6. 
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Tsountas (1899), 85-115 No. of objects
Material/type of object No. of tombs No. of objects in museums 

A. Pottery
Plain medium-coarse ware

Bowl 224 224 1311

Conical cup 121 1292 76
Tankard — 2 5

Incised ware
Footed collared jar — 48 27
'Pan' 30 32 30

Painted ware 24 26
Footed bowl/cup — 10 9
Footed carinated bowl — 1 1
Footed one-handled cup — 2 2
Spherical pyxis — 9 7
Cylindrical pyxis (spool-shaped pyxis) — 1 1
Beaked jug — 2 2
Footed pyxis — 1 1

B. Stone objects
Marble figurine 5 6 6
Stone beads 1 6 6
Stone plug — 3 4

C. Bone objects
Finger-ring 1 1 2
Tube 30 35 39
Pin (with decorated top) 4 4 4

D. Metal objects
AG pin — 2 2
AE pin (decorated) — 8 10
AE pin (plain) — 8 21
AE scraper 26 29 25
AE tweezer 11 15 19
AE spatula 1 1 8
AE fish-hook 1 2 2

E. Obsidian objects
Blade 50 53+ 29

F. Terracotta objects
Spindle whorl 2 2 3

1 This number includes also saucers and deep bowls.
2 Among these conical cups 62 have a leaf impression on the base, 49 a mat impression, 10 have a plain

base and 8 are unknown.

Table 7. Number of objects excavated by Tsountas at Chalandriani and in the museum collections
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3.4. Estimation of the number of finds from Chalandriani

Tsountas described in his published report the contents of 32 tombs excavated at Chalandriani
(see Chapter 2). The large remainder of tombs are not described individually, although he gives
counts of the total number of many types of objects which he excavated. Additionally, he
mentions in several instances the number of tombs in which certain types of objects were found
(see table 7). He did not present counts for every type of object found in the tombs. Among the
types he left out in his numerical summery are some less frequent ceramic vases (e.g. sauce boats),
all stone and marble vases, which were also quite numerous, some stone objects (e.g. grinders,
pestles) and shells. Of all objects discussed by Tsountas more than two thirds are ceramic vases
(more than 461 pieces). The remainder consists of stone objects (15 pieces), bone objects (40
pieces), metal objects (65 pieces), and obsidian tools (at least 53 pieces). The pottery is divided by
Tsountas into three categories: plain medium-coarse ware, incised dark burnished ware, and
painted ware. Not all the types that are found at Chalandriani were included in this numerical
summary, consequently the figures should not be read as absolute numbers of different kinds of
wares. It is clear, however, that plain pottery is the most numerous category with more that 355
pieces (more than three fourths of the total ceramic vases listed in table 7). It is followed by the
incised dark burnished ware with 80 pieces and the painted ware with 26 pieces. 

In general, the figures given by Tsountas of various types of objects match the number of
objects kept in the various museum collections with finds from his excavations. For some types,
however, there are fewer objects in the museums than the total numbers published by Tsountas.
When we compare the figures taken from Tsountas’ report with the numbers of similar types as
found in the various museum collections we are left with some discrepancies. We must take into
consideration the fact that there may be differences of opinion between Tsountas and modern
scholarship in assigning objects to certain types. On the whole the types defined by Tsountas are
easily recognized among the finds from Chalandriani. Only in a few instances do we see
differences: bowls, conical cups, biconical footed jars and obsidian blades are present in
considerably lesser numbers in the museum collections than expected from the figures
mentioned by Tsountas. It may have been the case for the two most frequent pottery shapes,
such as the bowls and the conical cups, that many of these were not listed individually in the
inventory of the National Archaeological Museum. Possibly objects which we now define as
saucers were put by Tsountas among the group of bowls. However, the seventeen saucers are by
no means enough to fill the gap between the number of bowls mentioned by Tsountas and the
number of bowls listed in museum inventories (in excess of 224 bowls are mentioned by
Tsountas against 117 bowls in the museum collections, see table 7). 

Unfortunately we have no record of any kind that would indicate why not all objects from the
excavations by Tsountas are registered in the inventory of the National Museum in Athens. Nor
do we know if any objects are kept separately from the listed items. What we may conclude from
these figures is that in all probability the total number of finds made by Tsountas during his
excavations at Chalandriani was much higher than the number of objects presently known in the
various museum collections. 

A second observation concerns those types of objects found at Chalandriani for which
Tsountas did not present total numbers in his report. This concerns mainly all marble and stone
vessels, several types of stone objects, shells, some metal and bone types and a few less frequent
pottery types. In the case of the metal objects we must take into consideration that there are
differences in identifying certain types, especially regarding spatulae, scrapers, plain pins, awls and
chisels. Considering the fact that Tsountas omitted in his list whole categories of artefacts
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(especially marble and stone vessels and shells) we may postulate that his excavations resulted in
a considerably larger number of finds than mentioned in his published report.

A total of 883 different objects are located in various museum collections. These objects are
from the excavations carried out at Chalandriani by Stephanos, Tsountas, Bosanquet and
Doumas, as well as a few surface finds from the area of the cemetery (see table 8). Some of the
figures presented in table 8 require further explanation. Although a large number of objects from
the excavations by Tsountas are registered in the various museum catalogues with their
respective tomb provenance, there is still a substantial group of items for which the provenance
is not recorded. In table 8 these two groups are separately listed in the first two columns. In the
first column all the objects are listed which are recorded with the tomb number from which they
originate. Some objects could be assigned to individual tombs from information published by
Kahrstedt and Åberg.184  The second column lists all the other items which are certain to have
been excavated by Tsountas at Chalandriani, but for which no tomb number is recorded.

 Tsountas described 32 tomb inventories in detail in his published report and nearly all of the
finds from these tombs could be found in the museums in Athens and Ermoupolis. A group of
68 objects from 24 of these published tomb inventories could not be found in any one of the
studied museum collections. We know, however, that all the finds were brought to the National
Museum following the closure of the excavations at Chalandriani. Although they positively came
from the excavations by Tsountas, no details are known regarding their past or current location.
Tsountas also discussed a terracotta spindle whorl, which is illustrated in his report on plate 10,
no. 6. He describes it as coming from Tomb 467. Unfortunately it could also not be recognized
in the catalogue of the National Museum in Athens nor the Archaeological Museum in Ermou-
polis. The contents of Tomb 190 were not published by Tsountas in his report, but are given by
Åberg.185 One of these objects from tomb 190, a pan, could not be found in the catalogue or
collection of the National Museum in Athens.Another eight objects from six tombs are listed in
the catalogue of the National Museum in Athens, with the additional comment that they were
transferred to the museum in Ermoupolis in 1971. Unfortunately these objects could not be
recognized in the catalogue of the receiving museum. Together these various objects amount to
78 items of which we know they were excavated by Tsountas and which can be assigned to
certain tomb inventories, but which could not be studied due to their unknown current location. 

In 26 cases it was possible to identify objects, based on specific information, which were
transferred from the museum in Athens to Ermoupolis, but not registered there and with no
tomb provenance. Although the identification is not absolute, it can be viewed as more than
probable. In each case such an object is discussed in the description of the tomb inventories
below. 

Several finds from the excavations at Chalandriani have ended up in various museum
collections outside Greece. These 39 objects are all unfortunately without exact tomb
provenance. They were exchanged or donated from the collection of the National Museum in
Athens (see table 6). The inventory records in the National Museum in Athens have not yielded
sufficient information for us to link the objects in the European collections to the original
inventory (and tomb) numbers in the museum in Athens. These objects are therefore included in
Appendix 2 describing all the finds from the cemetery for which no specific tomb number is
recorded.

We can now attempt to estimate the total number of objects which were found by Tsountas
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Tsountas (1899)    Stephanos Bosanquet Doumas Surface Total
Museum Tombs1 Cemetery2 c. 1870 1894 1962 finds

Nat. Museum, Athens 4273 214 59 - - - 507
Arch. Museum, Ermoupolis 1305 1526 42 - 5 1 330
British Museum, London - 12 - - - - 12
Museo Arch. Florence - 11 - - - - 11
Fitzwilliam Mus., Cambridge - 7 - - - 1 8
Univ. Coll., Heidelberg - 7 - - - - 7
Ashmolean Mus., Oxford - 3 - - - - 3
Nat. Museum, Copenhagen - 2 - - - - 2
British School, Athens - - - 1 - 1 2
Am. School, Athens - - - - - 1 1
Total 557 215 101 1 5 4 883

1
These are the tomb inventories as published by Tsountas in his report together with the tomb
inventories which are reconstructed from the catalogue of the Prehistoric Collection of the National
Museum in Athens.

2 This column consists of finds from the excavations carried out by Tsountas, but for which no tomb
provenance is recorded in the various museum catalogues.

3 Including 71 objects which are mentioned in the report published by Tsountas, but not listed with these
tomb numbers in the catalogue of the National Museum in Athens. Another object, published by
Åberg, is similarly not recorded with its tomb number in the catalogue of the same museum. 

4
Two objects were listed with the qualification chomata nekrotafeio and one qualified as ek tafou.

5 Including 8 objects which were transferred from the National Museum in Athens to the Archaeological
Museum in Ermoupolis, but not registered in the catalogue of that museum with their tomb numbers.
This figure also includes the 26 objects which could be assigned to various tomb inventories of the
bases of matching characteristics.

6 Among these objects ten are qualified as ek tafou.

Table 8. Provenance and current museum collection of finds from Chalandriani

during his excavations at Chalandriani. There are however two problems in dealing with these
figures. In the first place we have seen that there are discrepancies between the numbers of
certain finds given by Tsountas in his published report and the current inventories of the
museums in Athens and Ermoupolis. Especially the pottery bowls, conical cups, biconical footed
jars and obsidian blades registered in these museum catalogues are in considerably lesser
numbers than expected from the information in the Tsountas report. 

Secondly, among the 557 objects in the museums in Athens and Ermoupolis, I have included
80 objects which we know came from certain tomb inventories as described by Tsountas, but
which could not be found in these museum collections. Eight of these are recorded as
transferred from the museum in Athens to Ermoupolis in one of the two shipments, but not
found among the objects listed with their tomb provenance in the catalogue of the receiving
museum. The remaining seventy-two objects are probably still in the museum in Athens, among
the items from Chalandriani without recorded tomb provenance, or else also partly transferred to
Syros, but not recorded as such in either museum catalogue. The descriptions in either the
Tsountas report or the museum catalogue in Athens is too general to identify these objects
among the large group of objects in both museum for which no tomb provenance is recorded.
Nevertheless it seems probable that many if not all of these 80 objects are to be found among the
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238 objects from Tsountas’ excavations at Chalandriani in the museums in Athens and
Ermoupolis for which no tomb origin is recorded. This suggests that we cannot simply add up
the total numbers of the first two columns in table 8 to arrive at the number of finds from the
excavations by Tsountas. 

Without additional information regarding the post-excavational history of the finds from the
excavations by Tsountas at Chalandriani we can only give an estimation of the total number of
objects he found in the cemetery. A total of 557 objects are known to have come from various
tomb inventories. If we subtract the 80 objects among these which are not registered in the
catalogues of the museums in Athens or Ermoupolis from the 215 objects which are not
recorded in both museums with individual tomb provenances, we are left with 135 objects.
Added to the 557 objects we already have, this means that we know of at least 692 objects kept
in various museums to be from the excavations by Tsountas at Chalandriani. As discussed earlier
there is a discrepancy between the total number of certain types of objects as published by
Tsountas and those in the various museum collections (see table 7). This difference can be
estimated at about 190 objects. Added to the 692 objects we already had we now arrive at 882
objects. This may be regarded as a rough estimation of the total number of finds made by
Tsountas during his excavations carried out at Chalandriani.

3.5. Finds out of context

Besides the objects which are recorded with their tomb provenance there are a large number of
objects from the excavations by Tsountas and by Stephanos for which no such provenance is
recorded. All objects which are from the the excavations by Tsountas and Stephanos, but which
cannot be assigned to any individual tomb, are described in the first and second sections of
Appendix 2. A small number of objects excavated by Tsountas are listed in the inventories of the
museums in Athens and Ermoupolis as coming from the terrain of the cemetery (chomata
nekrotafeion) or simply from tombs (ek tafou). In these cases Tsountas probably suggests that the
objects were found in the area of the cemetery and most likely came from disturbed tombs, but
that they could no longer be assigned to any particular tomb group. Possibly Tsountas also
collected surface finds during his excavation at Chalandriani. These stray finds were probably
found scattered over the terrain of the cemetery due to agricultural activities by local inhabitants.
Another group of objects from Chalandriani in the National Archaeological Museum and the
Archaeological Museum in Ermoupolis is listed as originating from the investigations carried out
by Klon Stephanos. Since Stephanos did not publish any report of his excavations at Chalan-
driani, or indeed any other of the excavations he undertook on Syros, these objects cannot be
sorted into tomb groups. This is certainly a great loss for our studies of the cemetery since the
finds made by Stephanos include a large number of marble figurines, which are thus without
exact context and association. All the finds from the excavations by Stephanos in the museum in
Athens are recorded from under catalogue numbers ranging from 6141 to 6194. Objects num-
bered from 6195 onwards are from excavations by Stephanos in Naxos.186

With the transfer of groups of excavated objects from Chalandriani to the museum in Ermou-
polis in 1901 and again in 1971, some information has been lost. The original inventory number
of the museum in Athens is not always listed in the inventory of the museum in Ermoupolis for
every object. This means that in some cases we cannot instances match the information recorded
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in the inventory of the museum in Athens with that recorded in Ermoupolis. For this reason
there is a large group of objects in the museum in Ermoupolis for which we know no tomb
number. These are described in Appendix 2. The objects which were transferred from Athens to
various European museums at the beginning of this century all came from the excavations by
Tsountas. Unfortunately, no reference is recorded in the current inventory in Athens which
specifies which object went to which museum. The  objects in these museums outside Greece
therefore also lack information regarding their original tomb groups.

The third part in Appendix 2 deals with another category of objects from Chalandriani. This
group consists of surface finds that were gathered from the terrain of the cemetery at Chalan-
driani. Three visitors have published details of objects they found at the terrain. These objects are
probably from disturbed tombs that were destroyed as a result of agricultural and building
activities. 

The objects described in Appendices 1 and 2 are arranged according to the excavations from
which they originate and the museum collections to which they currently belong. The
arrangement of museums is in alphabetical order of the towns in which they are housed. The
objects are first arranged according to the materials used and subsequently according to their
museum inventory numbers. 





187 See Adams and Adams (1986); Adams  (1988), 40-56; Neff (1993), 23-44.

Chapter four

TYPOLOGY AND CHRONOLOGY

Having described all the objects from the cemetery in the previous two chapters, both from
reconstructed tomb inventories and from the cemetery in general, we will now order them
into different typological groups. Based on observed similarities and differences in both the

composition of the object, the shape and other characteristics, individual objects are assigned to
particular type groups. In some cases these type groups can further be subdivided into varieties
based on distinctive characteristics. The purpose of this analysis is threefold. In the first place, by
sorting the numerous individual items into a typological classification we will be able to compare
different tomb inventories on the basis of the presence or absence of certain types of artefacts.
Analysis of the variation in the presence or absence of certain types in tomb inventories may inform
us about the social aspects of the burial practices at Chalandriani. These considerations are the
subject of the next chapter. Secondly, by recognizing certain type classes, we become better aware
of the range of variation in the material culture of the people who used the cemetery at Chalandriani.
Furthermore, it may give us clues about functional categories within this material culture and insights
into the technological skills used in manufacturing and decorating the objects. Finally, this
classification is aimed at distinguishing certain types of objects which may give us chronological
details concerning the period of time the cemetery was in use. These chronological observations
form the final part of this chapter.

The main group of objects consists of pottery, followed in decreasing order by metal objects,
stone vessels, bone objects, stone objects, shells, obsidian blades, stone figurines, pigments and
terracotta objects (see table 9). The attribution of individual objects to type groups is based on a
combined set of criteria, mainly technological and morphological. The actual sorting process is to
a large extent based on what might be called an intuitive approach.187 The first step consists of
sorting the objects according to the materials from which the object was made, in this case clay,
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Tsountas 1898 Stephanos Bosanquet Doumas Surface Total Percentage
tombs cemetery 1870 1892 1965 finds

Pottery 224 154 57 1 1 3 440 50.0 %
Metal objects 103 23 3 - 1 - 130 14.7 %
Stone vessels 75 22 23 - 2 - 122 13.8 %
Bone objects 50 1 - - 1 - 52 5.9 %
Stone objects 38 3 1 - - - 42 4.7 %
Shells 27 11 1 - - - 39 4.4 %
Obsidian 28 1 - - - 1 30 3.4 %
Figurines 6 - 16 - - - 22 2.5 %
Pigments 3 - - - - - 3 0.3 %
Terracotta 3 - - - - - 3 0.3 %

Total 557 215 101 1 5 4 883 100 %

Table 9. Numbers of objects for each material category and provenance

stone and marble, metal, obsidian, bone, and shell. Next, within each material category we can
distinguish a varying number of types, sometimes with several variations. These types are based on
general morphological charateristics and details related to the techniques of production or the
finishing treatment. 

The total figures for each material category in table 9 are based on the total numbers of objects
which originate from Chalandriani kept in various museum collections. Nearly 90 percent of all the
883 objects from Chalandriani came from the excavations carried out by Tsountas (see tables 8 and
9). Fifty percent of all the finds from the cemetery are pottery vessels, of which 226 are recorded
with a tomb provenance. The remaining 443 items are divided over the other material categories.
The second largest group consists of 130 metal objects, of which 103 are from known tombs,
followed by 122 stone vessels with 77 from known tombs. These two groups account for
approximately 30 percent of the total number of finds. Finally, the last 20 percent of objects are
spread over the other categories: 30 pieces of obsidian with 28 from known tombs; 52 various bone
objects, all but one from known tombs; 42 different stone objects, of which 38 came from known
tombs; 39 shells with 27 from known tombs; and 22 figurines with 6 from known tombs. The two
smallest groups are the lumps of red or blue pigments and the terracotta spindle whorls, each with
only three items. From these figures it becomes apparent that for an analysis of the variations
between the tomb inventories the three most numerous categories (pottery, stone vessels, and metal
objects) are the most important. 

The remainder of this chapter is concerned with the detailed presentation of the different types
of objects identified within each material category. The first category consists of the ceramic vessels,
followed by stone vessels, stone objects and figurines, metal objects, bone objects, obsidian tools,
shells, pigments and terracotta objects. The typological classification of objects for each material
category is preceeded by general observations regarding the characteristics of the materials from
which the objects are made, references to general studies of the same kind of materials from other
areas, and other particular features. Individual objects mentioned in the typological classification
appear in boldface. These figures correspond to the description of objects in Appendices 1 and 2.
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are found in Lacy (1967); Renfrew (1972); Doumas (1972); Treuil (1983) and Karantzali (1996). 
189 Recent investigations at Early Cycladic sites such as at Skardos on Ios, Cave Zas on Naxos, and on Keros, may
help clarify this problem of connecting funerary and domestic assemblages and wares.
190 See for instance Barber (1987) and Dickinson (1994).
191 See Rice (1987); Adams and Adams (1991).
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4.1. Pottery

An exhaustive account of the complete range of Early Bronze Age pottery wares, especially its
shapes and styles from the Aegean as a whole, has yet to appear. Only a number of regional pottery
groups have received the kind of detailed and analytical attention sufficient to distinguish wares and
styles.188 In most cases these studies discuss only a specific period or phase, a class of pottery shapes,
a particular site, or inferred relationships between different areas on account of similarities in
pottery. Although the definition of regional and temporal groups in the material record of the
prehistoric Cyclades is predominantly based on pottery finds, discussions generally centre on a
selection of the full range of shapes, fabrics, and styles of decoration. Moreover, these discussions
of Early Cycladic pottery are often focused on the finer, decorated vessels. This situation is partly
due to the over-representation of funerary contexts in the provenance of most of the finds. Only
a few Early Bronze Age settlements are known and fewer still have been adequately investigated or
published.189 General studies of Early Cycladic pottery tend to be dominated by funerary finds,
which are more than likely to represent a different range of shapes and styles compared to domestic
pottery found at settlements.190 If any progress is to be expected in refining Early Cycladic
chronology and culture (and by extension the Aegean chronology in general) a much more detailed
account of the complete range of pottery finds from all the sites is needed. In particular fabric
studies with the aid of technological ceramic analyses are essential. It lies beyond the scope and
intention of this research to present such an integrated account. This section deals with an extensive
analysis of the typological aspects of the pottery from Chalandriani only. Because of the large
number of pottery finds and the fact that save for a few exceptions all the pots are intact, much of
their variations can be analysed. This full account of the pottery typology of Chalandriani gives us
a better understanding of the competence, skill, and inventiveness of the potters of Northern Syros
in the Early Bronze Age. Furthermore, the pottery may help us identify its place within the complex
networks of interregional contacts between the various areas in the Aegean world in general. It may
also help us to establish with more precision the chronological position of the cemetery within the
Aegean Early Bronze Age. 

The ceramic vessels from Chalandriani are handmade, there is no evidence of the use of a
throwing wheel. The shapes are generally well-defined and show a wide variety in forms, ranging
from plain bowls and cups to more complex shapes. Four aspects of the pottery from Chalandriani
is presented below: fabric; surface treatment; styles of decoration; and shapes. Together these four
aspects enable us to identify a number of different pottery wares.191 Of the 440 different pottery
vessels in various collections, 94 objects were, for various reasons, not available for study. 
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FABRICS

Pottery types 1A 1B 2A 2B 3A 3B 4 Subtotal % N.a. Total

Bowl 25 50 4 2 2 7 1 91 26.3 % 27 118
Conical cup 28 49 2 5 2 3 - 89 25.7 % 6 95
Spherical jar 4 1 16 - 11 - - 32 9.2 % 7 39
Footed biconical jar 7 2 10 3 1 - - 23 6.6 % 10 33
Pan 5 - 15 1 - - - 21 6.1 % 17 38
Saucer 6 - 1 1 - - 13 21 6.0 % 2 23
Jug 4 - 3 - 2 - - 9 2.6 % 7 16
Footed cup 2 - - - 6 - - 8 2.3 % 1 9
Footed bowl 4 - - - 3 - - 7 2.0 % - 7
Sauceboat 3 1 - - 3 - - 7 2.0 % 1 8
Goblet - 1 3 - 2 - - 6 1.7 % - 6
One-handled tankard 1 - 1 - 2 - 1 5 1.4 % - 5
Biconical jar - - 4 - - - - 4 1.2 % 1 5
Lid 2 - 1 - 1 - - 4 1.2 % - 4
Footed one-handled cup - - - 2 - - 2 0.6 % 1 3
Bottle 1 - 2 - - - - 3 0.6 % - 3
Footed spherical jar - - 1 - 1 - - 2 0.6 % - 2
Spouted spherical jar - - 1 - 1 - - 2 0.6 % - 2
Composite vase 1 - 1 - - - - 2 0.6 % - 2
Deep bowl - 1 - - - 1 - 2 0.6 % - 2
Small footed jar - - 1 - - - - 1 0.3 % - 1
Spool-like pyxis - - - - 1 - - 1 0.3 % - 1
Zoomorphic vase - - - - 1 - - 1 0.3 % - 1
Uncommon bowl - - - - 1 - - 1 0.3 % - 1
Uncommon cup - 1 - - - - - 1 0.3 % - 1
Uncommon jug - - - 1 - - - 1 0.3 % - 1
Triple-spouted footed vase - - - - - - - - - 1 1
Unknown type - - - - - - - - - 13 13

           
Total 93 106 66 13 42 11 15 346 100 % 94 440

N.a. not available

Table 10. Distribution of fabrics and pottery types

4.1.1. Fabrics

Fabric is defined as the particular choice, at a certain place and time, of raw materials for making
pots. The main ingredient is of course clay, usually taken from a selected source which has a certain
quality. Various other materials are added to this clay in order to render it more workable and
succesful in the firing process. Added materials include water and various types of inclusions, such
as sand, stone or straw. These inclusions are added to the different impurities already present in the
natural clay matrix. The inclusions, called temper, modify the clay to a mixture which has certain
desirable characteristics, such as reducing shrinkage, decreasing porosity and drying time, improving
firing conditions among other things. This mixture of natural clay with added inclusions is called a
paste. A fired paste results in a pot made in a certain fabric. 
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The identification of fabrics in the overall corpus of of pottery from Chalandriani is based on the
general impression of the clay from macroscopic examinations and close visual observation of all
the described pottery finds together with several variables: colour, tempering, texture, manufacture
and surface treatment. For the description of the colours of the pottery, the values and hues were
taken from the Munsell Color codes. These colour codes were noted for each pottery vase and
helped to distinguish the range of variations within fabrics. Based on these technological and
compositional aspects, four fabrics could be identified. The variations in texture, manufacture and
surface treatment  show that all fabrics but one were found to comprise both a finer and coarser
variety. 

Reddish-brown fabric (Fabric 1)
The colour of this fabric ranges from various shades of red to darker reddish-brown fired clay, with
either a similarly coloured or a grey core. The highly micaceous clay is tempered in most cases,
especially the coarse variety, with calcareous and occasional dark gritty inclusions. Surfaces are
generally smoothed with blunt instruments and are sometimes covered with a light greyish-yellow
to white slip or thin wash. This fabric is occasionally difficult to distinguish from Fabric 2, but is
generally characterized by a more reddish appearance.

1A Fine variety
The finer variety has fewer and smaller inclusions. Its surfaces are always smoothed, sometimes with
a polished finish. In many cases the pots are covered with a pale white or reddish slip, but in a
number of rare occasions they are given a semi-lustrous brown burnished surface treatment. Most
shapes are carefully made with relatively thin walls and are fired better than the coarse variety. In
nearly every case the vessels are left undecorated except for the special surface treatments. A wide
variety of shapes are common for this fabric, the plain bowl and the conical cup being the most
frequent. 

1B Coarse variety
The coarse variety has distinctly rougher surfaces, is generally not made as well, in many cases
imperfectly fired causing dark blackened patches on the surfaces. The surfaces are less finished than
the fine variety, with only occasional smoothing. All examples are left undecorated. This coarse
variety is used almost exclusively for plain bowls and conical cups, and only for a few other shapes,
mostly other types of bowls and jars.

This fabric is by far the most common. Nearly 50 percent of all the pottery from Chalandriani was
made in this fabric and it is most likely local in origin. Similar reddish-brown fabrics are also found
in many other parts of the Aegean and it was probably the main fabric for making domestic or
cooking pottery.192 Decorations on pots made in this fabric are rare and consist only of incised and
impressed motifs which, with the exception of one example, are only found in the fine ware. None
of the vessels was decorated with painted motifs or with plastic decorations.

Brown-grey to dark grey fabric (Fabric 2)
This fabric consists of a dark fired reddish-brown to dark grey clay with a grey to reddish-brown
core. The paste is generally tempered with micaceous and calcareous inclusions, sometimes also with
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distinct dark grit. Surfaces are in many cases smoothed or polished/burnished. Both a coarse and
a fine variety exists.

2A Fine variety
Generally covered with a dark slipped and burnished surface treatment, resulting in a lustrous dark
brown or sometimes black surface colour.  Covered in rare cases with a thin yellowish-white wash.
The surfaces are sometimes carefully smoothed. More than half of the vessels in this fabric are
decorated with incised and impressed motifs on the exterior. One of the two pots with plastic
decoration was made of this fabric. Typical shapes made in this fabric include various types of jars,
jugs and a large number of pans. Occasionally the fabric was used for a few of the other types of
pottery. This fabric was almost never used for plain bowls or conical cups.

2B Coarse variety
The coarse variety of this fabric has more numerous inclusions which are generally greater in size.
In most cases the surfaces are only smoothed, but on occasion they are covered with dark brown
burnished slip. Only three vessels in this fabric are decorated with incised or impressed motifs, all
others are left undecorated. Shapes made in this fabric include plain bowls, conical cups, one saucer
and various incised/impressed jars. 

This fabric is used for a variety of shapes, with the most numerous being the pan, footed biconical
jar, footless biconical jar, small jar and jug. The two most frequent shapes, plain bowl and conical
cup, were rarely executed in this fabric. The fabric is probably local in origin, and may be closely
related to Fabric 1. The coarse variety is considerably less frequent than the fine variety. 

Light reddish-yellow to yellowish-brown fabric (Fabric 3)
A fabric with a distinct range of colours, differing from the previous two fabrics. The overall tone
is much more yellow and brown, mostly with a similarly coloured core, but also with grey cores. In
general the clay is well levigated and usually tempered with small micaceous and calcareous
inclusions. Surfaces are in many cases smoothed. A coarse and a fine variety can be recognized.

3A Fine variety
Well levigated clay with almost no inclusions visible, regularly covered with matt white-yellow slip
and in many cases decorated with a dark reddish-brown pattern of painted motifs. Only rarely was
the surface treated to a dark brown or black burnish. Nearly all pottery with painted decorations was
made of this fine fabric. Shapes made in this fabric include nearly all types of pottery, of which the
spherical jar (pyxis) and various footed bowls or cups are the most frequent, but also some of the
miscellaneous individual shapes. This fabric was rarely used for shapes such as the plain bowl or the
conical cup. 

3B Coarse variety
This is a much coarser clay with larger sized inclusions, a similar colour range, and in several
instances with dark patches due to imperfect firing. In general, only with smoothed surface
treatment, but some are covered with slip. Nearly all vessels are left undecorated. Shapes associated
with this fabric comprise mostly plain bowls and conical cups, both footed one-handled painted
cups. 
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Orange to light reddish-brown fabric (Fabric 4)
This last fabric is made of a well levigated clay with carefully smoothed surfaces, rarely with traces
of darker burnish or slip, but sometimes covered with thin reddish-brown greasy slip. It is the least
frequent of all the fabrics and has a distinct orange-red colour, usually with a similar core, but
occasionally grey to dark grey. It is tempered with micaceous and calcereous inclusions. In most
cases the surface is smoothed or polished and only rarely covered with slip fired in a different
colour. This fabric is predominantly produced in a fine texture. Only one vessel exhibits a relatively
coarser texture tempered with much larger inclusions.

None of the vessels in this fabric are decorated. The shapes associated with this fabric are almost
only saucers with only two other shapes, a plain bowl and a one-handled tankard. 

Because of its strong association with the saucer and the relatively lesser frequency of this fabric
in comparison with some of the other fabrics, it may well be an imported fabric.

The total numbers and percentages of pottery vessels for each of the discussed fabrics are specified
in table 10. The pottery types are vertically presented in decreasing frequency. The result shows the
total number of individual vessels for pottery types distributed over the seven fabric varieties. The
most prolific fabric used for pottery at Chalandriani is clearly the reddish-brown fired clay of Fabric
1. It accounts for more than 57 percent of the pottery from the cemetery available for study. Both
the coarse and the fine variety are represented in large numbers. The plain bowl and the conical cup
are the most common shape made in this fabric. The second fabric is found in over 22 percent of
the pottery shapes, predominantly in the fine variety. The pan, the footed biconical jar, the footless
biconical jar and the small jar are the most frequent shapes. This fabric is less frequently used for
different shapes. The third fabric also exists almost exclusively as a fine variety, but with a different
range of associated shapes: the footed cup; the small jar; the jug; the footed bowl and the sauceboat.
Pottery made from this fabric accounts for more than 15 percent of the total amount of ceramics.
Many of the vessels made in this fabric have a light slipped surface on which decorations are painted
in a darker reddish-brown slip. The rarest fabric, Fabric 4, is used for slightly over 4 percent of the
pottery. It is almost exclusively used for saucers, with only two other shapes (plain bowl and one-
handled tankard). On account of this distinct shape association and the relative scarcity of this fabric,
it seems likely to suggest a possible non-local origin for these saucers. Similar objects with a
comparable fabric are common at the Period II/III settlement at Ayia Irini on Keos, and these
saucers from Chalandriani may well have been imports (see below, saucers).

Fabrics 2, 3 and 4 are in a majority of cases fine to medium-fine in texture, well levigated and
tempered with small added inclusions of quartz and schist. The coarser variety is much more rare.
Two of these fabrics, 2 and 3, are each associated with a particular method of decoration. Incised
and impressed decorations are mainly seen on vessels of Fabric 2, while dark-on-light painted
decorations are closely associated with Fabric 3 (see below table 14). 

4.1.2. Shapes

The pottery has been grouped into four main classes: (A) bowls and related shapes; (B) jars and
related shapes; (C) jugs and related shapes; and (D) miscellaneous shapes. All divisions are further
subdivided into types (see table 11). A type may include a range of shapes which show some
individual variety or details not always shared by all specimens. The division of types within these
four major categories has both a morphological and functional origin. Group A, bowls and related
shapes, consists of open vessels with a rim diameter generally larger or equal to their height. In
footed examples the stem is considered to be an additional feature. 
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A. Bowls and related shapes C. Jugs and related shapes
Bowl Jug
Spouted bowl Bottle
Saucer Sauceboat
Conical cup One-handled tankard
Footed bowl Footed one-handled cup
Footed cup
Goblet D. Miscellaneous shapes
Deep bowl Pan

Composite vessel (kernos)
B. Jars and related shapes Spool-like pyxis

Footed biconical jar Triple-spouted footed vase
Biconical jar Zoomorphic vase
Spherical jar Isolated lid
Spouted spherical jar
Footed spherical jar

Table 11. Classification of main pottery types from Chalandriani

The jar and related shapes (Group B) consists of vessels which show some kind of narrowing neck
or a mouth in addition to a generally spherical or globular body. A number of such jars are set on
the flaring hollow foot. Others have separate lids to close off the mouth. Jugs and related shapes
(Group C) are in some aspects similar to jars, but were used for pouring liquids. The addition of a
spout, either elaborate or modest, sets them apart from the other types. To this group is added the
one-handled tankard and the footed one-handled cup, which although they have no spouts, are
considered more at home with the liquid containers. A fourth, miscellaneous group (Group D)
consists of various individual shapes which are not easily placed within the three preceeding groups.
Moreover, their function is much less clear, and could include particular ceremonial uses in addition
to domestic uses. 

The classification as presented in table 11  is based on both morphological and functional criteria.
Although interpretations of possible functions or even combinations of different functions are a
notoriously difficult subject in archaeological studies, some overall observations seem valid.
Generally speaking, objects found in cemeteries should be interpreted differently in terms of
meanings and even functions than finds from settlements. 

Several specific types of objects are found almost exclusively in funerary contexts, and rarely in
domestic contexts (e.g. pans, figurines). Other types, such as bowls and cups, and jugs are found in
both kinds of contexts. The shapes are sometimes very similar, and yet these identical pots may carry
very different meanings in each context. Although a specific funerary repertoire of forms may have
existed, a large proportion of the finds from Early Cycladic cemeteries are closely related at least in
terms of morphology to finds from settlements. The typological classification used in this study is
partly based on this observation. The first three main groups of types, bowls, jars and jugs, comprise
pottery types which are also found in many settlement contexts. The bowls and related shapes
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MAIN SURFACE TREATMENT

None Slipped Black Brown Smoothed Not Total
Fabrics burnished burnished         available

    
1A 16 20 5 18 21 13 93
1B 18 18 - 4 35 31 106
2A 1 5 6 49 5 - 66
2B 2 2 - 5 2 2 13
3A 1 30 1 5 3 2 42
3B 2 4 - - 4 1 11
4 1 4 - 1 7 2 15
unknown - 1 6 10 1 76 94

    
Total 41 84 18 92 78 127 440

Table 12. Distribution of surface treatment and fabrics

includes those types which have a wide opening or rim diameter. Some types have additional features
such as stems and pedestals, but the body is generally quite similar in shape. These objects are
probably associated with functions such as consuming (presenting and serving) foodstuffs, either
solid or liquid. Jars and related shapes usually have a narrowing of the upper part of the body and
a smaller rim diameter. Several types in this class have lids to close off the contents kept inside.
These objects are most likely to have served as containers for storage of either solid or liquid
foodstuffs or other kinds of products. The jugs and related shapes include types which have a facility
for pouring liquids, such as spouts. Two specific types, the tankard and one-handled cup, are
grouped with this typological class on account of the fact that their particular shape suggest that they
were used for consuming or pouring liquids. Types grouped under the fourth main typological class
are in many cases found exclusively in cemeteries.

4.1.3. Surface treatment

A large number of pottery vessels could be studied with regard to their specific surface treatments
(see table 12). After the forming process during which the vessel acquired its basic shape, several
finishing techniques were employed to affect the surface appearance and the decoration of the
vessel. Furthermore, such treatment of the vessel surface served to enhance the hardness and
suppress the porosity of the clay. 

Many pots were smoothed or brushed while still wet or were rewet with a soft tool, such as a
piece of cloth, leather or the potter’s hand. Traces of such actions are visible on a number of vessels.
The effect of this is a matt, non-glossy appearance. On open shapes, both the interior and exterior
surfaces were treated in this manner. Darkened patches on the surface suggest that the firing
condition were not always optimal and are probably caused by the use of open fires for baking the
pots. The figures presented in table 12 for the number of vessels showing evidence of smoothing
include only those pots which were not otherwise treated. 
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DECORATION

Incised Painted Plastic Total
Shapes impressed

Pan 38 - - 38
Footed biconical jar 25 - - 25
Jug, short neck 8 - - 8
Bowl 2 - - 2
Bottle 2 - - 2
Spouted bowl 1 - - 1
Small footed jar 1 - - 1
Footed spherical jar 1 - - 1
Biconical jar 1 - - 1
Spherical jar 10 7 - 17
Composite vessel 1 1 - 2
Footed cup - 6 - 6
Footed bowl - 3 - 3
Footed one-handled cup - 3 - 3
Jug, high neck - 3 - 3
Zoomorphic vase - 1 - 1
Spool-like pyxis - 1 - 1
Spouted spherical jar - - 2 2

Total 90 26 2 118

Table 13. Distribution of styles of decoration and shapes

A more elaborate finishing technique was the hard and prolonged rubbing of the leatherhard
surface of dark slipped  vessels with a smooth, hard object, such as a pebble or a piece of bone or
horn. This produced a lustrous dark brown or black uniformly coloured glossy surface. In most
cases these burnished vessels carry incised decoration. 

A small group of vessels were covered with a thin light coloured slip on which, in most cases,
painted decorations were applied before firing. The slip was probably applied either by means of a
brush of some sort or by dipping the vase into a bowl of levigated clay mixed with water. Marks on
some of the pots indicate that the slip was applied with some kind of brush. In most cases the slip
was left dull. One vase, a sauceboat, no. 188, was covered with a blue-grey slip applied with a brush
to give it a dull metallic appearance. 

4.1.4. Decoration

A decoration of some kind was applied to about one quarter of the vessels during the process of
finishing the vase before firing (see table 13). A much larger group of vessels carried no surface
decoration at all, while 51 vessels were in too poor a state to determine the presence of decoration.
The decorations found on the pottery consist of incised and impressed motifs, painted decorations
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and, though rarely, plastic decoration. At least 180 vessels were left undecorated save for the
application of a special surface treatment. 

Incised and impressed decorations are in most cases restricted to the exterior surfaces. Only
rarely are they found on other parts, such as the flattened lip of two bowls (nos. 9 and 687). Various
combinations of rectilinear motifs are generally arranged in horizontal bands, mostly on the upper
part of the body of footed biconical jars and small jars. Pans carry in all cases incised and impressed
decoration on the base with motifs arranged in a circular pattern surrounding a central composition
of more freely placed motifs. In a number of cases the incised grooves are filled with a white
substance, creating a sharp contrast with the dark burnished surface of the vase. The motifs used
in the incised and impressed style of decoration include a range of rectilinear and isolated geometric
designs, usually in horizontal bands around the body.

Only on the pans do we see representational designs, including fishes, oared boats and pubic
triangles. Borders and certain areas are mostly filled with single or double rows of small triangular
impressions with their apices facing each other forming a Kerbschnitt pattern. The incised designs
were probably made with a pointed tool or a piece of wood or bone, or in the case of parallel lines
with a comb. The impressed designs could be made with bone or wooden tools.

Painted decoration consists in every case of dark painted designs on a light slipped background.
Both rectilinear and curvilinear geometric motifs occur in horizontal bands, usually in a reserved
style on certain zones of the vase, such as the upper body, base, rim and upper side of lids.193 The
colour of the painted decorations may vary between light reddish-brown and dark brown. Bands of
geometric designs are usually flanked by composite linear designs. Most decorations show a
repetitive arrangement of similar motifs in a concentric horizontal band placed on the outside of the
vessel. 

Only two pots show clear examples of plastic relief decorations. Both spouted small jars, or
thelastra (392, 796) have horizontally placed concentric raised bands with oblique incisions at regular
intervals applied to the upper body, possibly imitating ropes. These two spouted jars both have a
black burnished surface. On one sauceboat (467) short raised bands with incised strokes are placed
on either side of the handle, imitating a piece of rope. On a few other vessels, mainly bowls (e.g. 687)
and conical cups (628, 662), small straps of clay are attached to the surface of the body or bent
across the rim; no clear functional origin can be assigned to this.

As can be seen in table 13 the three styles of decoration are very much associated with particular
shapes of pottery. Incised and impressed decorations are mainly found on bowls and various types
of jars as well as with the pans. Painted decorations are on the other hand found on various footed
vessels, high-necked jugs and rare objects such as the zoomorphic vase and the spool-like pyxis.
Two types of pottery share both styles of decoration: the spherical jar or pyxides and the composite
vessels or kernoi. Plastic relief decorations are only found on the two spouted spherical jars or
thelastra. 

The group of conical cups with either leaf or woven mat impressions on the base are discussed
below. Because both kinds of impressions are exclusively found on this type of pottery it may be a
functional feature instead of a decorative one. Possibly these cups stood on a woven mat or a large
leaf when they were formed, leaving impressed designs on the base. One conical cup (501) shows
a unique example of a sealing or stamp pressed in the outside wall.194 It seems likely this impression
was made from a stamp which was also used in some other types of pottery, such as pans. 
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DECORATION

None Incised/ Painted Plastic Leaf Mat N.a.      Total
Fabrics impressed

1A 52 14 - - 11 16 - 93
1B 56 1 - - 31 18 - 106
2A 24 38 1 1 1 1 - 66
2B 5 4 - - 2 2 - 13
3A 15 1 23 1 1 1 - 42
3B 8 - - - 3 - - 11
4 15 - - - - - - 15
unknown 5 32 2 - 2 2 51 94

Total 180 90 26 2 51 40 51 440

Table 14. Distribution of styles of decorations and fabrics

4.1.5. The pottery from Chalandriani

From the various aspects of the pottery from Chalandriani, as discussed above, we can identify a
number of different pottery wares. A ware is generally considered to be a group of ceramic vessels
sharing a number of physical, morphological and typological characteristics: selected fabrics,
methods of construction, surface treatment, a range of vessel forms and methods and styles of
decorations.195 At a further taxonomic stage we may identify ware groups, in which the ceramic
vessels share a common fabric and range of colours, and a method and  style of decoration. The
central idea behind this rather formalized system of ceramic classification is the fact that close
relationships between pots reflect in some degree social and cultural relationships between potters.
Similar pots were most likely made by people who were in close contact, using similar clays, methods
of construction, range of shapes and styles of decoration. Differences between wares can be
interpreted as differences between people. The origin of such differences can be temporal,
geographical or cultural or a combination of these three. Wares can be locally made or imported
from other areas. Different cultural meanings may also cause the presence of different pottery wares
in certain contexts. This seems especially valid in analysing ceramic assemblages from funerary sites,
where cultural meaning is a crucial element in constituting grave inventories. The inclusion of
ceramic vessels of a certain pottery ware may carry specific meanings in the burial practices. New
pottery wares may come into use at a time when other wares were still being manufactured. This
creates a difference between pottery wares on a temporal scale. At the same time these new wares
may carry a particular meaning in a society. 

In regard to the pottery from Chalandriani we are able to identify several different pottery wares.
Tsountas already spoke of different pottery wares in his published report. He distinguished between
three major wares: plain medium-coarse ware; incised dark burnished ware; and painted ware (see
also above table 6). 
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Reddish-brown, undecorated ware (Ware I)
The most numerous pottery ware consists of a reddish-brown medium-coarse undecorated ware.
It is similar to the plain medium-coarse ware as identified by Tsountas. The pottery in this ware is
made of a medium-coarse fabric ranging in colour from red to reddish-brown, sometimes yellowish-
brown, occasionally with a grey core (Fabric 1). The clay was tempered with micaceous and
calcareous inclusions. The surface is generally smoothed and only rarely covered with a light greyish-
yellow or white slip or wash. Both a fine and a course variety exists, of which the fine variety is
generally more carefully made, has finer inclusions and was  fired better. The vessels in this ware are
not decorated. The range of shapes in this ware is quite broad, but several types are much more
frequent, such as the plain bowl and the conical cup. More than 80 percent of all the pottery in these
two shapes belong to this ware (see table 10). The finer variety has the greatest range of shapes in
this ware, including the footed biconical jar, spherical jar, saucer, jug, footed bowl and cup,
sauceboat and one-handled tankard. The range of shapes in the coarser variety are narrowed down
to the plain bowl and the conical cup, with very few other types. On account of the fact that this
ware is clearly the most numerous at Chalandriani and includes a wide variety of shapes it seems
probable that is a locally produced pottery ware. Similar wares can be found on various other islands,
where it is generally considered to be a domestic ware used mainly for household pottery. It may be
regarded as part of a dominant Bronze Age domestic pottery ware found throughout the Aegean.
It is impossible to suggest a temporal range for this pottery ware, since similar wares are found at
a great many other sites in the Aegean.

Red-orange, undecorated ware (Ware II)
This second undecorated ware is much less frequent at Chalandriani. It consists of the particular
light reddish-orange to orange fabric (Fabric 4), sometimes with a grey core. It is tempered with fine
micaceous and calcareous inclusions to create a well levigated fine paste. The surface is generally
smoothed. The main shape in this ware consists of the saucer with two rare examples of a plain bowl
and a tankard. Its distinctive fabric sets this ware apart from other wares at Chalandriani and it is
probably not locally produced. The combination of a particular fabric and a distinctive shape
suggests that this ware may have been imported from elsewhere. An origin on Mainland Greece,
probably in the eastern part of the Peloponnese, seems a most likely candidate (see also below in the
section dealing with saucers). This ware may well be dated to the late phase of the Early Cycladic II.

Dark brown burnished, incised ware (Ware III)
This distinct pottery ware is characterised by the application of a dark brown burnishing of the
surface of the vessels. The fabric is most commonly in a dark fired reddish-brown to sometimes
dark grey  (Fabric 1A and 2A) with a reddish-brown core. It is generally tempered with micaceous
and calcareous inclusions, sometimes also with a distinct dark grit. A few vessels were made in more
uncommon fabrics, i.e. 1B, 2B and 3A, and only rarely in Fabric 4. The surface is burnished to a dark
brown lustrous finish, although sometimes the surface is very weathered with only a few traces of
the original surface treatment. Many of the vessels in this ware are decorated with incised and/or
stamped motifs, sometimes filled with a white substance to create a stark contrast between the dark
vessel surface and the decorations. The most frequent shapes in this ware are the pan, the footed
biconical jar and the spherical jar. Less common shapes are the footless biconical jar, the goblet, the
footed bowl, the short-neck jug, the bottle and the plain bowl. Rare shapes made in this ware are a
footed cup, a sauceboat, a footed spherical pyxis, a small footed jar and two tankards. The
combination of the types of shapes, the elaborate finishing techniques and the decorations
distinguish this ware from the others found at Chalandriani, with the exception of Ware IV, black
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burnished, incised ware. These combined characteristics suggest that this ware was probably not
used in a domestic context, but more specifically made for ceremonial and funerary use. The
burnished wares are typically at home in the Aegean Early Bronze Age 2 period.

Black burnished, incised ware (Ware IV)
A variation of the previous ware, this pottery is characterized by a black burnished surface. Vessels
in this ware are generally made of a reddish-brown fabric (Fabric 2A and 1A), sometimes with a grey
core. The dark slipped vessels are burnished with a black lustrous surface. Many have incised
decorations generally consisting of vertically placed bands of parallel lines on the body surface. In
some cases remains of a white substance filling the motifs is still visible. The two spherical spouted
jars (or thelastra) with plastic relief decorations can also be assigned to this ware. The most common
shape in this ware is the incised short-neck jug (nine examples), and less frequently the spherical jar
together with singular examples of a spouted bowl, a bottle and a footed bowl. 

Black burnished ware probably developed out of the dark brown burnished ware, but with several
distinct pottery shapes. It is generally considered to be part of the Kastri-group of pottery which
came into use during the later part of the Early Cycladic Age II period and possibly continued to be
made in the following phase.196 

Yellow-brown, dark-on-light painted ware (Ware V)
This is the only ware with painted decorations in a dark-on-light style. Vessels are generally made
of a light reddish-yellow to yellowish-brown or buff fabric which is usually well levigated (Fabric
3A);  a reddish-brown fabric (Fabric 2A) occurs only rarely. The surfaces are generally smoothed and
covered with a matt yellow-white slip. Decorations are painted in a dark reddish-brown slip on top
of this surface. These decorations are nearly always found on the finer variety of the fabric. The
motifs used in this painted decoration are completely different from the motifs used in the incised
and impressed wares, and include various curvilineair designs. Characteristic shapes in this ware are
the spherical jar or pyxis, the footed cup and footed bowl, the high-neck jug and the footed one-
handled cup. Less frequent shapes are the spool-like pyxis, the zoomorphic vase and the composite
vessel or kernos, and two undecorated one-handled tankards. The usually thin-walled vessels are well
made and seem too fragile for heavy daily use. The vessels in this ware were probably more
ceremonial in function, although many shapes are closely related to similar examples made in other
wares (e.g. spherical jars, footed bowls and cups). Some of the shapes in this ware seem to indicate
a period of use for this ware in the later part of the Early Bronze Age (e.g. footed one-handled cup,
tankard, spool-like pyxis). 

If we view these different pottery wares from a functional perspective, it appears that particular
ceramic services were placed in the tombs at Chalandriani. The first ware (Ware I) seems to clearly
comprise the standard household pottery of a common Cycladic, or in general Aegean, community.
Both open and closed shapes were manufactured in the ware, while none carried any kind of
decoration. The shapes are also found in settlement contexts and many have close parallels in other
Cycladic islands as well as beyond. It would be natural to expect parts of the standard household
pottery ware to be encountered in tomb inventories. These vessels were probably not  placed in
tombs at face value, but as containers or accesories of foodstuffs and drinks accompanying the dead,
much in the same manner as they would have been used during the everyday life of the deceased.
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The second pottery ware (Ware II) is closely related in function and use to the first one. Its
distinctive features, such as colour and limited range of shapes, set it apart from the standard
household pottery ware. The relatively rare and unusual fabric may be an indication that these vessels
were not locally produced, but imported or brought from elsewhere. The saucer, which is
particularly associated with this ware, may possibly be related to a specific usage or it may simply be
a stylish item treasured for its rarety. In general this ware is closely linked to the first pottery ware.

The dark bown burnished and incised ware (Ware III) has a particular range of shapes, fabric and
style of decoration. Shapes made in the dark brown burnished incised ware include a variety of jars
and the enigmatic pan. Many of the vessels made in this ware are decorated with incised and
impressed geometric designs often filled with a white paste. 

Although in some ways similar to the brown burnished and incised ware, the black burnished
incised ware (Ware IV) has a number of distinctive features. Studies of similar pottery found
elsewhere in the Cyclades indicate this black-burnished pottery belongs to a particular phase in the
Early Cycladic Bronze Age, probably the intermediate period connecting EC II and EC III.
Although not found in large quantities this black-burnished ware suggests that the cemetery at
Chalandriani continued to be used for burials into the transitional phase of the Kastri-group. 

The painted pottery shares some shapes with other wares, but is made of a completely different
fabric and with a distinctive surface treatment. The decoration is also different from the burnished
and incised wares. The carefully constructed shapes, usually thin-walled, suggest it was not for
everyday use, but most likely ceremonial, perhaps specifically funeral. 

Furthermore, it is important to note that, contrary to the opinion of Renfrew and endorsed by
Cosmopoulos, the two main styles of decoration (painted and incised) are almost never found
together in the same tomb inventory. Only two tombs (Tombs 292 and 408) have pottery with both
kinds of decoration.197 Also the two examples of pottery decorated with plastic relief decoration are
each from tombs which have no pottery with the other decoration styles.198 There are 45 tombs at
Chalandriani with brown-burnished pottery decorated with incised or impressed motifs, one tomb
with black-burnished incised pottery and 20 tombs with painted pottery. Of these 66 tombs with
painted or incised and impressed decorated pottery, only two share both decoration styles. Each
decorated ware is sometimes accompanied by pottery in one or more of the undecorated wares. This
clear division of pottery styles suggests that the choice of including decorated pottery in the tomb
inventories was probably a deliberate action. Each decorated ware may have carried a specific
meaning to the people using the cemetery at Chalandriani. It could also point to a chronological
difference between the two main kinds of pottery decoration, in which case I would argue that the
painted pottery is a somewhat later development, mainly on account of the finer quality of the
vessels and the particular range of shapes, which include carefully made high-necked jugs, footed
one-handled cups, footed bowls and cups and spherical jars and several of the more rare shapes,
such as the zoomorphic vase, the spool-like pyxis and a kernos or composite vessel. Such shapes
indicate a higher level of ceramic expertise with carefully chosen clays, slip and firing techniques. 
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4.1.6. Typological classification of pottery shapes

The description of the shapes, presented below, includes all objects known both from individual
tombs and from the cemetery. For each type the variation in fabric, surface treatment, and
decoration is described. In most cases comparable objects are presented which came from other
more or less contemporary dated contexts.

A. Bowls and related shapes

Bowl
A total of 118 bowls from the cemetery are recorded in the various museum collections, 23 of which
were unavailable for study. Bowls account for 26 percent of the total pottery finds from the
cemetery. Tsountas stated in his published report that he found 224 bowls during his excavations,
with several tombs containing more than one bowl (see above table 6). The 109 bowls which we
only know as a reference in Tsountas were not registered in any of the museum collections with
material from Chalandriani. Among the investigated bowls, five main varieties can be observed,
although their differences are only slight. The type of base is the principal criterium which
distinguishes these five different varieties of bowls. Four main kinds of bases can be observed:
rounded; indented; low ring foot; and flat. In addition there is one rare example of a concave base.
Within the group of bowls with a rounded base a further distinction can be made between shallow
bowls and deeper or hemispherical bowls. The main types also include a small number of
uncommon bowls. The fifth variety consists of three spouted bowls. Some bowls possess features
which closely parallel similar types made in marble. 

Variety 1: bowl with rounded base (fig. 29)
The most numerous type, with 72 examples, is a rounded bowl on a rounded base with an
outcurving wall and rim profile and usually a rounded lip, although several examples exhibit
outwardly extending lips or incurving lips. Due to its rounded base, these bowls wobble on flat
surfaces. Two sub-classes can be recognized: a deeper hemispherical bowl and a more shallow and
wider bowl. The walls of the hemispherical bowl on a rounded base have a more rounded profile
curving outwards from the rounded base and ending almost vertically in a thin rounded lip; the
shallow bowl with rounded base is not as high and has a proportionally wider rim diameter. The
bowls on a rounded base are predominantly made in the reddish-brown fabric (Fabric 1A: 17 and
Fabric 1B: 45). Other fabrics are much rarer: Fabric 2B: 1; Fabric 3A: 1; Fabric 3B: 5, Fabric 4: 1;
unknown fabric: 3. Several bowls have smoothed surfaces, while a small number were covered with
a reddish-brown slip. None carry any sign of decoration, either with incised or painted designs. 

Examples of this type of bowl have been found at many other sites in the Aegean. Given the fact
that these bowls are probably among the standard shapes of any archaeological context, both
domestic and funerary, and the fact that they generally do not possess distinctive features such as
decorations or characteristic wall profiles which would enable us to associate them with a specific
period of use, these bowls are of much less importance for establishing the chronological range of
the tombs of the cemetery than other types of pottery. Similar bowls have been found in numerous
contexts on many of the Cycladic islands and the adjacent coastal areas of Mainland Greece (in
particular Attica and the western part of the Peloponnese).199 Examples from Early Bronze Age 2
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Figure 29. Bows and related shapes (1). Bowls: variety 1 (cat.no. 4); variety 2 (cat.no. 214); variety 3 (cat.nos. 462, 9 and 376);
variety 4 (cat.no. 306); Saucer (cat.no. 135); Conical cups: variety 1 (cat.nos. 39 and 501); variety 2 (cat.no. 76).
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sites are found at: Ayia Irini on Keos, associated with Period III200; Grave 3 in the Lakkoudes A
cemetery on Naxos201; Grave 1 in the cemetery at Avdeli on Naxos202; the Fifth City at Aegina203;
House G and H and other contexts in the settlement at Ayios Kosmas in Attica204; Grave 7 and 11
of the first group in the cemetery at Manika in Euboea205 and more recent excavations in the same
cemetery206; Raphina in East Attica207; Zygouries208; Asine209; Korakou210; Tiryns211; the Early Helladic
settlement at Lithares in Boeotia212;  and Phases IV and V at the settlement at Sitagroi in Northern
Greece.213

Catalogue numbers: 4, 15, 16, 29, 30, 31, 38, 44, 47, 64, 75, 100, 108, 138, 140, 149, 172, 217, 246, 313, 371, 416, 419, 437,
559, 593, 595,  606,  607, 608, 609, 614, 616, 617, 633, 642, 643, 663, 664, 665, 666, 667, 668, 669, 670, 671, 672, 673,
674, 675, 676, 677, 678, 679, 680, 681, 682, 683, 684, 685, 686, 749, 764, 767, 768, 778, 847, 866, 867, 868, 869, 881.

Variety 2: bowl with indented base (fig. 29)
The presence of a small depression or indented base sets these bowls apart from the previous
variety. Twelve examples of this variety were found at Chalandriani. Both a deeper, almost
hemispherical and a more shallow spreading version exists. The rims are generally simply extensions
from the walls and end in rounded, sometimes slightly thinner lips. The most common fabric of
these bowls is Fabric 1 (Fabric 1A: 6; Fabric 1B: 3). Less frequent fabrics include Fabric 2A: 1;
Fabric 2B: 1; and Fabric 3B: 1. 

Although not a common type of bowl in the Aegean, a similar bowl was found at Mt. Kynthos
in Delos.214 Generally all are dated to a slightly later phase in the Early Bronze 2 period, continuing
well into the Early Cycladic II late phase at Mount Kynthos on Delos.

Catalogue numbers: 1, 56, 146, 214, 228, 250, 418, 424, 624, 626, 741, 766.

Variety 3: Uncommon bowls (fig. 29)
The seven bowls grouped under this heading are each different from the varieties of bowls
previously discussed. Each of these uncommon bowls is a unique example having particular features
which are not found among any of the other bowls. Two of these uncommon bowls have a flat rim
decorated with Kerbschnitt. The first bowl (9) has an irregularly shaped depression at the base, while
the second bowl (687) is characterized by a low raised foot with either flat or indented base, an
outcurving or outflaring wall and rounded lip, and an outwardly thickened flat rim with a band of
Kerbschnitt decorations. No clear parallels could be recognized among the finds at contemporary
Early Bronze 2 sites in the Cyclades or the Greek Mainland.
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Figure 30. Bowls and related shapes (2). Deep bowls (cat.nos. 453 and 470); Footed bowls (cat.nos. 6 and 226); Footed cup 
(cat.no. 49); Goblet (cat.no. 24); Uncommon footed bowl (cat.no. 269); Uncommon cup (cat.no. 192).
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Another bowl (676) has a flat or flattened base and a straight spreading wall and an inturned rim
ending in a thin pointed lip. Only one example is recognized at Chalandriani and the bowl seems to
be closely related to the bowls with rounded base. Because of their flat base they are better suited
to an even surface. Similar bowls were found at sites dating to the Early Bronze Age 2 period,
among them were: Panormos on Naxos; Ayia Irini on Keos; Delos; Zygouries; Tiryns; Manika;
Ayios Kosmas; Lerna; and Aegina.215

One other uncommon variety is a bowl (376) which is a perfect example of a kind of bowl that
is frequently found in marble. It has a flat base and straight, spreading walls with a rounded lip and
four rectangular lugs set horizontally at the rim at opposite sides. Another uncommon variety of
bowl (462) also has more similarities with certain bowls made of marble. It has a concave hollow
base, flaring outcurving walls and a rounded lip. One bowl (391) with flat base, flaring concave walls
and a thin lip has two solid knobs extending from the wall downwards. Only one such bowl was
found at Chalandriani. And, finally, one bowl (616) with a flat base and short raised solid foot,
outcurving wall and rounded lip, has no clear parallels either at Chalandriani or elsewhere.

Catalogue numbers: 9, 376, 391, 462, 616, 676, 687.

Variety 4: spouted bowl (fig. 29)
Three bowls may be separated from the other bowls on account of the presence of a spout. This
clearly indicates a different function for these objects, the pouring of liquids. Suggestions that these
spouted bowls were used as lamps seems most unlikely. One of these bowls (787) has a
hemispherical shape with two pierced small handles placed horizontally at opposite sides and a spout
extending from the rim. It was black burnished with white-filled incised decorations. The two others
are each different in shape. A more shallow bowl (249) has a flat base, spreading wall ending in a
rounded lip. The spout starts halfway from the wall and extends from the rim. It has a straight edged
front. The third spouted bowl (306) stands on a low raised ring foot, has a thick outcurving wall
which at one side extends into a horizontal spout with a straight edged front. At the opposite side
of the bowl traces of probably a handle or lug are visible. 

Catalogue numbers: 249, 306, 787.

Saucer (fig. 29)
This kind of bowl on a low, flaring ring foot is generally known as a saucer.216 At Chalandriani
twenty-three examples were found, nine of which were from known and reconstructed tombs, while
two were not available for study (688, 763). In terms of shape and function, these saucers are closely
related to the bowls discussed above. However, the saucers have a different kind of fabric and the
surface treatment is in most cases of a higher quality. The most common fabric used for these
saucers is Fabric 4 with thirteen examples. Other fabrics used are Fabric 1A: 6; Fabric 2A: 1; Fabric
2B: 1; and one fabric which could not be determined. The general shape consists of a hollow
concave base, flaring spreading foot with tapering edge, a spreading convex curved wall with
incurving or sometimes upright to inturning rim ending in an unmarked rounded lip. The addition
of a low ring foot and the wall with inturning rim set them distinctly apart from the plain, common
bowls. 
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Museum collections Tsountas (1899)
Number Percentage Number Percentage

Leaf impressions 51 53.7 % 49 37.9 %
Mat or textile impressions 40 42.1 % 62 48.0 %
Plain bases 2 2.1 % 10 7.7 %
Unknown 2 2.1 % 8 6.2 %

Total 95 100 % 129 100 %

Table 15. Decorated bases of conical cups

Similar bowls or saucers have been found in many Aegean sites dating to the Early Bronze Age
2 and 3 periods. Close parallels were found at: Ayia Irini on Keos217; Mt. Kynthos on Delos218; the
Third City in Aegina219; the Early Helladic II settlement at Ayios Kosmas and Grave 3 at the same
site220; the cemetery at Manika in Euboea221; several EH II sites in Attica; and at various sites in the
Peloponnese.222 The distribution of this type suggests it was a mainland type of pottery which has
been found in several Cycladic contexts as well. In the Cyclades the type was found mostly in graves,
whereas on the mainland it is found in settlement contexts. 

One example stands apart form the other twenty-two saucers through its unusually large
dimensions (689). The overall features, the particular wall profile and the raised hollow foot place
it clearly in this group of pottery, instead of any other type. 

Catalogue numbers: 41, 135, 137, 139, 162, 210, 267, 423, 436, 594, 596, 615, 619, 637, 638, 641, 688, 689, 690, 740, 750,
763, 777.

Conical cup
Tsountas mentioned in his published report having found 129 examples of this type in 121 tombs
(see table 6 above and table 15 below). With the exception of a few tombs, most of these tombs
contained one cup.223  A total of 95 conical cups from Chalandriani are listed in the records of
various museums from the excavations by Tsountas and Stephanos, four  of which were unavailable
for study (22, 534, 546, 621). One other similar cup was found by Bosanquet in his investigations
at Chalandriani.

This distinct category consists of more or less identical cups with straight sides on flat bases.
Together with the bowls it is the most prolific type of pottery found in the tombs. Although to some
degree related both functionally and typologically to the bowls, these conical cups are arranged into
a separate type for several reasons. First, the relationship between the rim diameter and the height
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of the cups is generally different. Cups usually have a rim diameter which is more or less equal to
the height of the vase, whereas bowls generally have a rim diameter much larger than the height.
Secondly, these cups have in many cases either leaf or woven mat impression on the base. In fact
such impressions are only found on these conical cups. Thirdly, conical cups are more crudely
manufactured, having thicker walls and bases. 

The cups are usually left undecorated and have no distinct surface treatment. The main fabric
used for the conical cups was Fabric 1 (Fabric 1A: 28 items; Fabric 1B: 49). Other less frequent
fabrics include Fabric 2A: 2; Fabric 2B: 5; Fabric 3A: 2; and Fabric 3B: 3. Many of these conical cups
have a ‘decorated’ base, i.e. either an impression of a mat or of a leaf. Tsountas mentions that 62
cups had a leaf impression of the base, while 49 had a mat impression. A group of ten had plain
bases (eight cups are left unaccounted for by Tsountas). In our studies we have found that 51 cups
have leaf impressions, 39 cups have mat impressions and 5 have plain bases (see table 15).224 
 The conical cups can be divided into two varieties on account of the differences in the base of
the cup. The largest quantity of cups have a plain flat base, while other cups have a small raised solid
foot. Information regarding the base of four cups could not be ascertained.

Variety 1: cup with flat base (fig. 29)
The largest group (59 examples) consists of cups with flat bases and the straight spreading walls
starting at the edge of the base and ending in rounded, sometimes pointed, lips.

Catalogue numbers: 3, 5, 39, 76, 82, 92, 117, 245, 247, 314, 322, 475, 478, 500, 501, 502, 558, 588, 589, 591, 601, 602, 603,
605, 610, 611, 613,  622, 623, 625, 628, 634, 635, 636, 639, 648, 649, 651, 652, 654, 659, 660, 661, 745, 751, 769, 770, 771,
772, 846, 848, 857, 858, 859, 860, 861, 862, 863, 864.

Variety 2: cup with solid raised foot (fig. 29)
The second group of cups (32 examples) is characterized by a low solid raised foot on a flat base.
The sides of the raised foot are generally curved. The walls start at the narrow inflection point at the
top of the foot and end in a rounded or sometimes pointed lip.

Catalogue numbers: 46, 223, 364, 365, 497, 505, 590, 598, 599, 600, 604, 612, 632, 646, 647, 650, 653, 655, 656, 657, 662,
742, 746, 773, 779, 844, 852, 853, 854, 855, 856, 865.

On a small number of conical cups we can recognize certain special features. On one cup a circular
impression can be seen on the exterior wall (501). The mark consists of four concentric circles and
a central dot. Similar designs are found on the decorated bases of several pans, and it may therefor
be just a decorative feature rather than a true sealing. One other cup carries incised, curved grooves
on the exterior body (863). Two other cups have thin strips folded over the rim on four or two sides.
These are not handles and serve no obvious purpose. They may be just decorative (628, 662). 

Within the large group of conical cups three kinds of bases can be distinguished. Besides cups
with bases decorated with either a leaf or a woven mat impression, a small group of cups have plain
bases. Examples of similar cups with leaf impressions on the base have been found at various
Aegean sites, including: Mt. Kynthos on Delos225; Phylakopi on Melos226; Naxos227; Grave 139 at the
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228 Sampson (1988), fig. 84:139.5780.
229 Mylonas 91959), fig. 54:S6.
230 Blegen (1928), fig. 109, 91:2.
231 Warren (1972), pl. 38:D.
232 Dawkins (1909/10), pl. 3.
233 tiny fragments of conical cups with mat impressions at the base found at site C11 - Magoula Efstratiou/Mases,

see Runnels et al. (1995), 184, nos. 165, 616, figs. 34, 122.
234 Zervow (1957), figs. 89-91.
235 Tsountas (1898), 174, 182, comp. pl. 9:39.
236 Tsountas (1898), 154.
237 Tsountas (1898), 167, 182-83.
238 Atkinson et al. (1904), 94-96, pl. VI and CVA Copenhague, pl. 34: 5; see also J.M. Renfrew in Renfrew and  

Wagstaff, eds. (1982), 157-58. 
239 Sotirakopoulou (1993), 15.
240 Warren (1972), 316, pl. 83D; J.M. Renfrew in Renfrew and Wagstaff, eds. (1982), 156-60; Jameson et al. (1994),

262, note 2; U. Willerding in Tiryns VI, 221-40 and Tiryns XI, fig. 22.
241 For examples of reconstructed woven mats from bases of similar cups found at Tiryns see Tiryns XI, fig. 22.
242 Holmberg (1944), 81, fig. 82 j-k (two base fragments).
243 Tzavella-Evjen (1984), 159, pl 54.
244 Doumas (1977), pl. 64e.
245 Papathansopoulos (1961/62), pl. 67β.
246 Hood (1981), 175, fig. 198, no. 6; see also, Blegen et al. (1950), 62, fig. 263: shape A 16 (Troy I-II).
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Manika cemetery in Euboea228; the settlement at Ayios Kosmas in Attica229; Zygouries in Corinthia230;
the EM II settlement at Myrtos in Crete231; and the Menelaion near Sparta.232 Conical cups with mat
impressed bases were found at a site during the Southern Argolid Survey, dating to the Early
Helladic II period.233 Other similar cups were found: on Naxos234; the Early Cycladic II settlement
at Pyrgos on Paros235; Tomb 13 at Dokathismata on Naxos236; Kato Akrotiri on Amorgos237;  and
Phylakopi on Melos.238 At Ayia Irini on Keos similar cups occur in Periods II and III.239 Conical
cups were among the common items of the pottery traditions in many parts of the Aegean and occur
throughout the Early Cycladic II period. 

The kinds of leaves impressed on the base were identified in only a few cases. At Myrtos, Melos
and Tiryns the impressions were of vine leaves.240 The impressed mats and textiles on other cups
have not yet been studied by specialists on prehistoric weaving and matting or basketry techniques.241

Conical cups with mat impressions on the base were also found at Asea242 in the Peloponnese and
at Lithares in Boeotia.243 It is important to note that nearly all conical cups have a ‘decorated’ base
and that this kind of decoration or treatment was ristricted only to these conical cups. Clearly this
feature signified some hidden meaning, since it was not used on any other type of pottery. 

Deep bowl (fig. 30)
Only two examples of this type were found among the ceramic objects from the tombs. Although
they are not completely identical they share a number of characteristics which set them apart from
any other type of pottery from the cemetery. Both have a flat base and wide curving, thick walls.
Both are of a medium to coarse fabric (1B and 3B) and have a slipped, undecorated surface. One
bowl (470) has three horizontally placed semi-circular handles at three sides and a spout extending
from the upper wall on the fourth side. The other bowl has none of these features.

Bowls similar to the plain deep bowl were found at the cemetery of Ayioi Anargyroi on Naxos244

and a similar bowl of marble came from the rich tomb at Louros on Naxos.245 Another comparable
bowl was found at the site of Emporio on Chios and in Troy.246

Catalogue numbers: 453, 470.
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247 MacGillivray (1980b), fig. 4, no. 417: dark brown burnished ware.
248 Tsountas (1898), pl. 9:15.
249 Caskey (1972), fig. 3, nos. B25, B27, from Period II.
250 Wilson (1985), 229, fig. 11:38, undecorated; Warren andTzedakis (1974), 326-27, fig. 20:P20; Karantzali (1996),
114.
251 Wilson (1985), 229, fig. 11:43; Sampson (1985), 264, fig. 61:40; Sapouna-Sakellarakis (1986), 254; Parlama
(1984), pl. 52i, c; Karantzali (1996), 114-15.
252 Karantzali (1996), 115.
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Footed bowl (fig. 30)
This type of footed bowl is found seven times at Chalandriani. Its high-stemmed foot with spreading
base is easily recognized. A wide rounded bowl with rounded lip stands on a low cylindrical stem
ending in a hollow flaring foot spreading towards the base. The dimensions of these bowls are fairly
consistent, on the average their height is 10.9 cm with a rim diameter of 14.1 cm. This separates
them from the footed cups, as described below, which are on the average not as high and with a
smaller rim diameter. Three of these bowls are decorated with painted geometric designs on the
interior wall of the bowl (6, 415, 587). Three other bowls are covered with a dark brown burnished
surface, while one example is burnished in  black. All are made of fine to medium clays (Fabrics 1
and 3). 

Similar examples were found at Mt.Kynthos in Delos247, at Pyrgos in Paros248 and at Ayia Irini in
Keos249, by Stephanos in his excavations at Naxos, and in two sites in Crete, Knossos and Debla.250

Catalogue numbers: 6, 187, 226, 415, 587, 592, 738.

Footed cup (fig. 30)
Nine examples of this footed cup were found in the tombs at Chalandriani: seven from the
excavations by Tsountas, and two found by Stephanos. These last two examples were not available
for study. This type of cup is easily distinguished from the footed bowl. Its stem is much shorter and
the cup has spreading walls which are generally very thin. The height of the footed cup almost equals
the rim diameter. All footed cups from the cemetery except one (454) have painted decorations.
Two cups from the Stephanos’ excavations were not studied in detail (793, 814). The cups are made
of fine to medium fabrics (1A and 3A). 

Other similar footed cups were found at Knossos in an EMIIA context, Manika on Euboea and
Skyros.251

Catalogue numbers: 49, 65, 67, 72, 386, 454, 456, 783, 804.

Goblet (fig. 30)
The goblet resembles the footed cup in some ways, but has a different wall profile. It has straight
to concave spreading walls, a low cylindrical stem and a spreading foot with hollow base. The rim
diameter is roughly similar to the height. This type is also found in marble (see below). Four of the
six examples found at Chalandriani are large, while two are small in size; one may even be termed
a miniature vase (20). The other small goblet (91) is less carefully made and is of a much coarser
fabric (Fabric 1B). It also lacks a distinct stem between the bowl and the foot. Except this last small
goblet, all the goblets are made of fine to medium clays (Fabrics 2A: 3 and 3A: 2). None have any
kind of decoration, but three have a dark brown burnished surface treatment. This type of cup is
also found in marble.252

Catalogue numbers: 20, 24, 91, 150, 406, 457.

Uncommon footed bowl (fig. 30)
Both because of its size and the peculiar angular profile this unique footed bowl is separated from
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253 Soles (1992), 110, fig. 51, pl. 37 (Siteia Museum M Θ-1); see also Warren (1972), 102-103 (Myrtos) and Wilson
(1985), 297-99 (Knossos, EM IIA).
254 Karantzali (1996), 106-107.
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the other kinds of footed bowls and cups. It is represented at Chalandriani with only one example,
from a tomb which contained only this one bowl (269). The bowl has practically straight, spreading
walls with two solid knobs at the side. It stands on a hollow flaring foot. The angular wall profile
sets this footed bowl apart from other footed bowls. It is made of a fine to medium fabric (3A) with
a slipped but otherwise undecorated surface treatment. 

A similar footed bowl was found at Mochlos (Crete) from an Early Minoan II context.253

Uncommon cup (fig. 30)
This one example of a cup is shaped with a relatively thick wall ending in a rounded lip (no. 192).
It stands on a low hollow flaring foot, equally thick in profile. It may be regarded as a transitional
shape between a bowl on flaring foot and a cup.

B. Jars and related shapes

Footed biconical jar
Tsountas mentions in his published report to have found 48 examples of this type of pottery, 33 of
which are listed in various museum catalogues; ten of these jars could not be studied (32, 535, 758,
759, 761, 782, 792, 800, 805, 806). The other fifteen jars counted by Tsountas were probably only
fragments and may have been discarded after the excavation or stored away from the main
collections of finds. 

The footed biconical jars can be divided into two varieties based on size. All eleven larger jars are
decorated with incised and/or stamped geometric designs. Among the twelve smaller examples there
are six without such decoration. The decoration generally consists of a wide concentric band on the
upper part of the body with alternating rows of incised or stamped repeating motifs. Several jars
have similar compositions, with some minor variations. Among the smaller jars several are not
decorated. Nearly all the jars are made of a fine-medium or medium coarse fabric (Fabrics 1A: 7;
Fabric 1B: 2; Fabric 2A: 10; Fabric 2B: 3; Fabric 3A: 1; unknown fabric: 8) and many have a dark
brown burnished surface. In several cases this burnished surface is worn or shows signs of being
fired imperfectly. A small group has a slipped surface, generally with no further decorations. 

This type is one of the characteristic vessel forms from Chalandriani. Its shape and the style of
decoration on most of these jars is highly consistent. 

This type of vase is also found at several sites in the Cyclades and elsewhere in the Aegean,
although the majority of examples are from the cemetery at Chalandriani.254

Variety 1: small footed biconical jar (fig. 31)
The jar stands on a hollow flaring foot, has a wide biconical body with an outcurving neck and rim
ending in a rounded and thickened lip. Usually it has two small horizontal lugs set at the widest
diameter on opposite sides. The decoration is generally on the upper part of the body continuing
to the neck. The average height of these small jars is 12.9 cm. (smallest: 9.9 cm., largest: 16.8 cm.).

Catalogue numbers: 70, 71, 93, 179, 193, 222, 375, 585, 747, 748, 752, 753.
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Variety 2: large footed biconical jar (fig. 31)
The larger variety is similar in shape and features to the smaller one, except that its average height
is considerably greater: 20.1 cm. (smallest: 18.1 cm., largest: 23.3 cm.).

Catalogue numbers: 52, 107, 177, 300, 311, 323, 339, 357, 463, 479, 799.

Biconical jar (fig. 31)
Fourof these jars were studied in the museum collections. A fifth was not available for study. These
jars are closely related in form to the footed biconical jars except for the flaring trumpet-shaped foot.
The general shape of the jar is exactly similar to the upper part of the footed type. These jars have
two types of handles: two horizontal semi-circular handles at the widest diameter, or four solid lugs
at opposite sides at the widest diameter. Only one jar carries incised decoration on the upper part
of the body in the same manner as the footed jars. The fabric used in the four studied jars was all
the same medium fabric (2A) and all were burnished dark brown. 

Catalogue numbers: 171, 324, 658, 794, 843.

Spherical jar
A total of 39 ceramic vessels from the cemetery could be classified under the heading spherical jar.
Seven jars were unavailable for study in the various museum collections (14, 275, 298, 421, 564, 760,
790).

Several varieties can be identified among these shapes, of which the spherical pyxis is the most
common (25 examples). The majority of these pyxides are undecorated. Several are decorated with
either incised (9) or painted (7) geometric designs. Three kinds of handles can be observed. The first
variety has no handles or lugs, the second variety has two solid or pierced lugs on the widest
diameter of the belly at opposite sides; the third variety has two pairs of vertical tubular lugs set at
opposite sides at the widest diameter of the belly.

Variety 1: spherical pyxis (fig. 31)
This is the most common variety with 25 examples. In size the pyxides in the groups differ greatly.
There are very small examples, almost miniatures, and some very large jars. All have a flat base with
a wide spherical body, a flat shoulder and an outcurving or upright collar-like rim. The body
diamater is larger than the height. A large group of these jars was made in Fabric 2A with a
burnished dark brown surface, five of which are decorated with incised and impressed motiefs. Nine
jars were made in Fabric 3A of which five have painted decorations. Four jars were made in Fabric
1 (Fabric 1A: 3; Fabric 1B: 1). Several jars still have a lid, while those of others are probably lost. 

Several similar examples have been found at different sites in the Aegean, e.g. Phylakopi, Ayios
Kosmas, and at Lerna, Eutresis and Manika.255 All date from the ECII/EHII period.

Catalogue numbers: 11, 21, 28, 40, 48, 124, 161, 213, 270, 407, 413, 414, 417, 439, 452, 460, 473, 474, 482, 645, 691, 739,
765, 845, 851.
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Figure 31. Jars and related shapes. Footed biconical jars: variety 1 (cat.no. 70); variety 2 (cat.no. 52); Biconical jar (cat.no. 171);
Spherical jars: variety 1 (cat.no. 11); variety 2 (cat.no. 81); variety 3 (cat.no. 203); Spouted spherical jar (cat.no. 392);
 Footed spherical jar (cat.no. 43); Small footed jar (cat.no. 412). 
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Figure 32. Jugs and related shapes. Jugs: variety 1 (cat.no. 80); variety 2 (cat.no. 12); Bottle (cat.no. 25); Sauceboats: variety 1
(cat.no. 191); variety 2 (cat.no. 467); variety 3 (cat.no. 50); One-handled tankard (cat.no. 321); Footed one-handled cup 
(cat.no. 438).
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256 Karantzali (1996), 99; MacGillivray (1980b), 18-19, fig. 5-6, 418; Wilson and Eliot (1984), 78-79, 19-20, fig. 1f, 5;
Sampson (1988), 18-19, fig. 5, 6; Blegen (1928), 88, fig. 77; Tzavela-Evjen (1984), pls. 40-41.
257 Siedentopf (1973), 12-13, Abb. 10.
258 Marangou, ed. (1990),  no. 187.
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Variety 2: spherical jar (fig. 31)
These four examples differ in several aspects from the spherical pyxis discussed above. Generally,
the height of the jar is roughly equal to the widest diameter of the body, which is more globular in
shape. Three jars are undecorated and made of medium fabric (Fabric 1A: 1 and Fabric 2A: 2). One
jar is covered with a black burnished surface with white-filled incised lines on the body. The shape
is closely similar to the spouted spherical jar or teapot, but without the spout. 

The resemblance of this jar to the spouted spherical jar or teapot (see below) and the occurence
of black burnishing in both types suggets a date for this type of jar in the later phase of the Early
Bronze 2 period, Early Cycladic II late. Such spherical jars have been found at: Aplomate on Naxos;
on Kouphonisi; Mt. Kynthos on Delos; Ayia Irini on Keos; Manika on Euboea; Zygouries in
Corinthia; and Lithares in Boeotia.256 

A fourth jar (628) differs from the other three jars in two aspects. Its body is set on a low ring
base and it is much smaller than the others, almost a miniature shape. In all other respects it is very
similar to the larger spherical jars. 

Catalogue numbers: 77, 81, 219, 618.

Variety 3: squat jar (fig. 31)
This small group of three jars has a highly characteristic form consisting of a flat or slightly concave
base with a low, very squat, biconical body with a marked edge or inflection point at the widest
diameter, and an outcurving collar-like rim. A distinguishing feature may be the fact that the widest
diameter of the body is almost twice the height of the vase. Two of these pyxides carry painted
decorations. 

A similar type of pyxis was found at Tiryns and dated to the early phase of the Early Helladic II
period.257

Catalogue numbers: 66, 203, 262.

Spouted spherical jar (fig. 31)
Although its general appearance is closely related to the spherical pyxides described above, the two
spouted jars are treated separately because of their specific chronological associations. The two
examples from Chalandriani have a black burnished surface, and are decorated with horizontal
plastic rope bands and groups of vertical incised lines.

An almost identical example of this type was found on Naxos258, dating to the Early Cycladic II
late phase or ‘Kastri-group’. It also had a black burnished surface decorated with six horizontal
plastic rope bands on the upper body and eight groups of vertical white-filled incised lines on the
lower body.

Catalogue numbers: 392, 786.

Footed spherical jar (fig. 31)
Two spherical jars are set on a hollow, flaring foot. The shape of the body, the collar-like rim and
the type of handles are similar to the spherical pyxides with a flat base. These two footed jars are
each of a different fabric (3A and 4A) and have a different surface finishing. One jar (19) is covered
with a dark brown burnish with incised and stamped decorations on the upper part of the body. The
other jar (43) has a slipped surface with dark painted decorations on the upper body and the rim of
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the base. This last vase also has a flat lid with painted decorations on the top.

Small footed jar (fig. 31)
One jar (412) stands a little apart from the main group. It shares many characteristics, such as
spreading foot, biconical body and collar-shaped rim, but has a different height:maximal diameter
ratio (being nearly equal). Furthermore, it is covered with incised and stamped decorations all across
the exterior surface.The shape falls between the footed biconical jars and the spherical jars and
pyxides.

C. Jugs and related shapes

Jug
This type of ceramic vessel is both typologically and functionally different from the previous two
pottery classes. Sixteen examples are known from the cemetery of which three were not available
for study (83, 387, 441). Within this group of jugs two varieties can be distinguished. 

The first variety has a short beak or spout, while the second variety has a longer tapering neck.
Besides a few undecorated examples, most of these beaked jugs are decorated either with incised or
painted designs, usually on the upper part of the body and the neck. 

Variety 1: short-necked jug (fig. 32)
The most common variety of jug (11 examples) is this small juglet with a short neck and pointed
spout. One example is somewhat larger than the others, but is very similar in shape. Eight of these
jugs are decorated with incised decorations on a generally black but sometimes dark brown
burnished surface. All are made of a fine-medium to medium fabric (Fabrics 1A and 2A). 

Many similar examples have been found at various sites in the Aegean, all dating to the Early
Bronze 2 period continuing into the late phase of the Early Cycladic II period, and are generally
associated with the Kastri-group.259

Catalogue numbers: 2, 8, 17, 80, 204, 780, 788, 789, 849, 850.

Variety 2: high-necked jug (fig. 32)
Only two examples of the elegant and carefully made jug were found, in two different tombs. A
third example is only preserved as a fragment in the Collection of the University of Heidelberg (762)
They are clear testimonies of the craftsmanship of the Syriote potters. Both are decorated with dark,
painted geometric motifs on a light, slipped exterior surface. The jugs are made of the same fine-
medium fabric (Fabric 3A).

Close parallels can be found at sites in the Eastern Aegean and some Cycladic islands.260

Catalogue numbers: 12, 396, 762.

Bottle (fig. 32)
This vessel closely resembles the short-neck jug discussed above except for the absence of two
features. These bottles have no pointed or beaked spout, nor do they have a handle. Two of these
bottles have white-filled incised decoration on the body, similar to the short-neck jugs. These
decorations usually consist of groups of parallel incised lines running from the shoulder to the base.
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On one example  the area between these groups of vertical lines is filled with lozenges consisting
of closely set parallel lines filled with small dots. All three bottles are made of a medium fabric
(Fabrics 1A: 1; Fabric 2A: 2), and two are burnished dark brown, while a third is burnished black.

Catalogue numbers: 25, 78, 629.

Uncommon jug (fig. 32)
Only a few aspects of one crudely shaped vase (455) resemble the short-necked jugs discussed
above. Instead of a vertical handle this jug has three small pierced lugs just above the widest
diameter of the body. It is made of a medium-coarse fabric (2B) and is burnished dark brown.

Sauceboat (fig. 32)
Although not a large group of objects at Chalandriani (eight examples, one of which was unavailable
for study) the sauceboats are an important and characteristic type of vessel in the Early Bronze Age
2 period. Caskey identified four main types at the Lerna III settlement in the Argolis, and this
classification is probably valid for the Aegean as a whole in this period, although there will be minor
differences.261 Of these four types, three are also present at Chalandriani: Types I, III and IV, here
variety 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Four sauceboats from the cemetery are very similar to examples of
Type I from Lerna (191, 420, 627, 774). One, however, has much smaller dimensions and may be
regarded as an miniature sauceboat (627). One of the other three has a different type of handle. This
vase has a vertical handle instead of a horizontal one (420). One other sauceboat (467) has a close
parallel in the examples of Type III from Lerna, with its high pointed beak. The handle is, however,
different: instead of horizontal this one has a vertical handle. One sauceboat (50) may be regarded
as a close parallel to Type IV. Its mouth is smaller and there is no handle attached at the rear. Finally,
one sauceboat shares (363) only a few characteristics with the Lernean examples. It has a flat base
instead of the usual low ring base. and a rather plump body with extending open spout and small
solid handle at the rear.

Except for one, all the sauceboats are made of a fine to medium fabric (Fabrics 1A and 3A). Only
the unusual shape of 363 is made of a medium-coarse fabric (1B) with a smoothed surface. None
of the sauceboats carries any decoration. Only one example (467) has two short plastic bands with
oblique strokes placed vertically on each side of the handle, imitating a rope. 

On account of the particular fabric (resembling a yellow-mottled ware) of one of these sauceboats
(420), it is possily an import from the mainland.262 The other sauceboats are more likely to be locally
produced. The shape is generally dated to the Early Bronze 2 period continuing into the Early
Bronze 3 period. 

Catalogue numbers: 50, 191, 363, 420, 467, 627, 774, 803.

One-handled tankard (fig. 32)
Three of the five examples of this highly characteristic vessel form are from reconstructed tomb
inventories. The shape of all five examples is very similar with only minor variations in height, wall
thickness, and the shape of the handle. One example is incompletely preserved (644). Two are made
of a similar fabric (Fabric 3A: 597, 644), the other three are each of a different fabric (1A, 2A, 4A).
There are also differences in surface treatment: three are slipped, while two others are burnished
dark brown. None of the tankards bears any decoration. Although the shape indicates these tankards
are related, the use of different fabrics and surface treatments suggest they may have came from
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263 Compare similar finds from Troy (Blegen et al., 1950, shape no. A39), Samos (Milocjic 1961, pls. 15: 6, 21: 1, 47:
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264 Tsountas (1899), pl. 9: 11.
265 Compare for instance two marble pans from the cemetery at Aplomata on Naxos (Kontoleon, 1972, pl. 140;
Lambrinoudakis, 1976, pl. 196γ-δ). A third marble pan with rectangular handle is kept in Karlsruhe (Thimme, ed.,
1977, no. 364). 
266 For a comprehensive discussion of these pans and a large collection of examples from the Aegean world, see
Coleman (1985). 
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different sources. Possibly some of these tankards are imports from other areas in the Aegean.
This type has a wide distribution over many sites in the Aegean and is generally considered to be

Anatolian or Eastern Aegean in origin, with the Cyclades as intermediaries in its dispersal to
mainland Greece and possibly Crete.263 The tankards are associated with the Kastri-group of pottery
and date from the later phase of the Early Cycladic II period.

Catalogue numbers: 148, 321, 393, 597, 644.

Footed one-handled cup (fig. 32)
This characteristic cup has a wide conical body with an outcurving rim standing on a hollow flaring
foot with a vertical handle with rectangular section on one side. Three examples are known from
Chalandriani, one of which came from the reconstructed tomb inventory. Only one of the two other
cups was available for study. The two studied cups are made of a similar fine-medium fabric (Fabric
3A) with a slipped surface and decorated on the exterior surface with dark painted geometric
designs, consisting of crossed solid lines. 

An almost identical example of this vessel form was found by Tsountas in Tomb 142 at the
cemetery of Akrotiraki on Siphnos.264

Catalogue numbers: 438, 586, 784.

D. Miscellaneous shapes

Pan (fig. 33)
This large group contains one of the most characteristic and peculiar shapes from the cemetery at
Chalandriani. Based on the information in the published report by Tsountas, studies by other
scholars and details in the inventory books of the museum collections, at least 38 pans have been
found at Chalandriani. The majority came from the excavations carried out by Tsountas (30 pieces,
nine of which are known only from references in the report published by Tsountas; they could not
be located in the  museum documents). Six pans are recorded in the inventory book of the museum
in Athens as coming from the excavations by Stephanos (781, 793, 795, 796, 797, 801). Two others
were found by visitors to the site of the cemetery and have no precise provenance (880 and 882).

The shape of these pans is more or less standard with variations only in size and in decoration
patterns. One pan (118) has an unusual solid rectangular handle. Similar handles are also seen in pans
made of marble.265 The most common fabrics are 1A (5 pieces) and 2A (15 pieces). One other pan
was made of Fabric 2B. All pans are burnished in a dark brown semi-lustrous surface and are
decorated on the base with incised and/or stamped motifs, usually arranged in patterns which fill
the whole space. Several pans are further decorated in a similar fashion on the handle. The
compositions generally consist of stamped spirals or concentric circles and bands and areas filled
with Kerbschnitt. Many pans have additional motifs, such as a boat with oars, a pubic triangle, or
spoked stars. Occasionally these incised lines and cut-out triangles are filled with white paste.266

Catalogue numbers: 18, 23, 53, 55, 118, 123, 151, 181, 182, 197, 209, 215, 220, 227, 248, 273, 274, 305, 312, 326, 338, 372,
408, 411, 425, 429, 440, 565, 566, 754, 781, 793, 795, 796, 797, 801, 880, 882.
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Figure 33. Miscellaneoous shapes. Pans (cat.nos. 23 and 118); Kernos (cat.no. 802); Spool-like pyxis (cat.no. 188); Zoomorphic
vessel (cat.no. 798); Lid (cat.no. 13).
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268 Höckmann (1976), 49; Coleman (1977b), 109; Thimme, ed. (1977), nos. 310 and 422-24.
269 Marangou, ed. (1990), no. 43.
270 Melos Museum, inv.no. 87; Berlin Museum 824/825, from Troy II or III settlements; see Karantzali (1996), 95.
271 Karantzali (1996), 95. 
272 Walter and Felten (1981), fig. 92.
273 See for stone examples of zoomorphic vases, Thimme, ed. (1977), 523-24.
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Composite vessel (kernos) (fig. 33)
Two examples are preserved from Chalandriani of this unusual vessel consisting of several small jars
connected to each other in a circular arrangement around a central jar. Only one of the two
examples is completely preserved, but unfortunately from the excavations by Stephanos and thus
without tomb provenance or associations (802). The other example is partly preserved, consisting
of one small spherical jar with two attachments to at least two other similar jars (258).

A similar composite vessel consisting of seven small spherical jars on a high flaring foot was
found on Naxos.267 Other parallels are known in stone and marble.268

Spool-like pyxis (fig. 33)
This unique ceramic object (188) has an exceptional form which sets it apart from other types. It
consists of two almost similar parts which neatly fit over each other. Both have a flat circular disk
on which an upright wall stands. The upper part has a wider diameter than the lower part which
makes it possible to place the upper part over the upright cylindrical wall of the lower part. The
pyxis is covered on the exterior with dark-on-light painted geometric designs.

Similar pyxides made of marble with horizontal incised grooves around the cylindrical body have
been found at the cemetery at Spedos on Naxos,269 and another one reportedly from Syros (see
Appendix A, no. 22). Clay examples are known from Phylakopi on Melos and from Troy,270 from
Keros and the Aplomata cemetery on Naxos, and from Pyrgos and Lebena on Crete. 271

Triple-spouted footed vase
One other unique object (785) which is without parallel either in the cemetery at Chalandriani or
elsewhere is this vase with three spouts on a high hollow flaring foot. It is related to the sauceboat.
This triple-spouted vase may be considered as a composite vessel form, in which three sauceboats
are combined into one vase and set on a high pedestal. The records in the National Museum in
Athens indicate that it was found by Stephanos during his investigations at Chalandriani.
Unfortunately it cannot be linked to a particular tomb inventory and thus remains without clear
provenance. A similar object was found at the EB settlement at Kolonna on Aegina.272

Zoomorphic vessel (fig. 33)
This last vase (798) is one of the most famous among the pottery from Chalandriani found by
Stephanos. It is the only example of a vase shaped in the form of an animal. It is generally
interpreted as a hedgehog (Erinaceus concolor), an animal which can still be found on several Cycladic
islands. The back is decorated with a netted pattern of crossing lines, perhaps representing the
spikes. In its paws it holds a common conical cup which is connected through an opening to the
hollow body of the animal. 

An almost identical object was found at the settlement of Ayia Irini on Keos during excavations.
Although no other animal-shaped vessels were found at Chalandriani, many such forms carved in
the shape of animals, usually quadrupeds (sheep, pig, hedgehog) or birds have been found in other
areas in the Aegean.273
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274 A thorough discussion of the technology of stone carving during the Aegean prehistoric periods can be found
in Warren (1969), 157-65; see also Getz-Preziosi (1977); (1987); Barber (1987), 96-99; Bossert (1983); Devetzi
(1990), 117-18.
275 Getz-Preziosi (1977), 98.
276 See Oustinoff (1984), 38-47.
277 See Devetzi (1990), 118.
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Lid (fig. 33)
Besides the lids found together with the vessels to which they belonged, four lids were found
without the associated vase. These lids probably belonged to the spherical jars. All four isolated lids
are of a similar type, consisting of a flat top with straight upright sides and four holes through the
top. One is oval in shape with extensions with holes on two sides to be attached to corresponding
parts of the missing jar or pyxis (630).

Nine other lids are known from the cemetery which were found together with the spherical jars.
Six are very similar in type to the four mentioned above (40, 43, 287, 386, 408, 433). Three other lids
have vertical semi-circular handles on top of the lid (66, 161, 326). 

Catalogue numbers: 13, 630, 631, 870.

4.2. Stone vessels

The third largest group of artefacts from the cemetery consists of stone vessels or stoneware in
various sizes and shapes. With 122 objects, these stone vessels account for almost 14 percent of the
total number of artefacts from the cemetery (see above table 9). Of these stone vessels, 79 are
recorded in various museum collections from the excavations carried out by Tsountas and include
the tomb number from which they originate. Another 18 stone vessels were excavated by Tsountas,
but no tomb number was recorded. Two vessels were excavated by Doumas, while the remaining
23 came from the excavations by Stephanos. Thirteen stone vessels were not available for study and
are classified as unknown types. Three of these bowls are from tombs excavated by Tsountas, while
six others were found by Stephanos. 

Both in terms of technique and materials used in their manufacture and in terms of shape, the
stone vessels of the Early Cycladic II period developed from the stoneware of the preceding
period.274 However, during the Keros-Syros phase the range of different shapes increased
considerably. Several new types were manufactured for the first time and several basic types, such
as bowls, received additional features in the form of pedestals, spouts and rim lugs. The suggestion
that this “new-found rigour” and “new vitality and expressiveness”275 was related to the introduction
of the use of metal tools is not substantiated.276 Techniques of manufacturing stone vessels probably
remained unchanged during much of the Bronze Age. Nevertheless, increasing mastery of material
and techniques can be observed together with the introduction of several new shapes or variations
of existing types. Possibly the same stonecutters were manufacturing both  figurines and  vessels in
stone, since both kinds of objects involve the same range of carving and finishing techniques. 

Although studies of the wear patterns of stone vessels are not yet available, general opinion seems
to regard most stone vessels as too precious for daily domestic use. Possibly they were made
specifically for placement in graves.277 Only the stone palettes and several bowls give any indication
of their original usage. Several show signs of having been used as containers or mortars for grinding
colouring materials in preparing pigments for body decorations. Many stone vessels have close
parallels in clay which are much more frequent and probably better suitable for domestic use. It
seems likely that the stone vessels were only for ceremonial use in rituals and funerary rites. A large
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278 This situation may be observed on Naxos and elsewhere in the Aegean, such as at Manika on Euboea, see
Sampson (1985); (1987) and possibly on Skyros, see Parlama (1984).
279 See Thimme, ed. (1977), 106, fig. 87.
280 The nearest source of marble is located at the hill with the prehistoric settlement of Kastri, only several tens of
metres away from the cemetery. This marble was quarried for a short period in the 20th century as is witnessed by
the existence of limekilns and a marble quarry, see Bossert (1967), 55.
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proportion of the stones vessels from the Early Aegean Bronze Age presently known in various
collections were found in graves. This overrepresentation of funerary contexts is partly due to the
fact that excavations of cemeteries far exceed those of settlements. Morevover, depositional
conditions are very different for both types of contexts. Abandonment of settlements usually
involves the removal and taking away of the more precious items of the material culture. Cemeteries
on the other hand are more or less intentionally constituted contexts in which various kinds of items
were deposited and left to stay. This situation may account in part for the differences between the
material repertoire of cemeteries as opposed to settlements. In cases where both kinds of contexts
from a contemporary phase are known on an island or region, there seems to be a larger proportion
of stone vessels found in funerary contexts than in domestic contexts.278 

Different types of stone were used to make these stone vessels. Most vessels are made of white
fine-grained marble. In a few instances other types of stone were also used, such as chlorite schists,
grey and blue banded marble or limestone, and greenish-black steatite or soapstone. Each of these
stones possesses characteristics which were sought out by the stonecutters. The chlorite schists were
much easier to work and polish, and were especially used for more complex vessels, such as the
intricate pyxides in the shape of huts, granaries, and composite vessels.279 Horizontally banded blue
and grey limestone or marble was clearly chosen for its effect of creating stone vessls with
alternating bands in different colours. Sometimes the stone chosen resulted in creating a greyish-
white vessel with the darker veined rim or base. Finally, black or dark green steatite was used for one
of the vessels from Chalandriani. Due to its relative scarcity within the group of stone vessels from
the cemetery, it may have been an import, possibly originating from Crete. The majority of the stone
vessels were made of pure crystaline white marble. Although marble is found at certain locations in
northern Syros, it is not yet clear whether the stone used for the stone vessels is local in origin.280

But considering the large quantity of vessels and the relatively consistent range of forms it seems
more than likely that they were locally made from locally available stone. The chlorite schist and
blue-grey banded limestone or marble may also be local in origin, and may have been quarried in
northern Syros. Steatite on the other hand was probably imported, and since only one vessel of this
type of stone was found at Chalandriani, it may well have been imported in its finished state.

Among the 122 stone vessels, three main types can be recognized: bowls, footed bowls, and jars.
Several varieties exist among the group of bowls, with the most numerous variety being a bowl with
a flat base, spreading walls and either with or without rim lugs. Several bowls carry additional
features, such as spouts or various kinds of lugs. The footed bowls are essentially common bowls
set on a flaring foot. The shape of these bowls is akin to the varieties that are found among the
bowls without foot. A less common bowl or cup with outflaring walls is quite popular with a flaring
foot. A distinct shape are the spherical jars made of stone. Only two examples were found at
Chalandriani. The plain small jar or pyxis is commonly found in many other islands. The other, a
steatite small footed jar is much rarer in Cycladic contexts.

Except for the small footed jar, none of the stone vessels carries any traces of decorations, either
incised or painted. On several stone bowls, grooves can be observed below the rim on the inside.

The stone vessels from the cemetery at Chalandriani are somewhat meagre compared to the
stoneworking traditions that existed in contemporary areas, especially on Crete. Both in the kinds
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281 See Thimme, ed. (1977), nos. 296-304; for stone bowls in American collections, see Getz-Preziosi (1987b), nos.
122-127; for a typological classification, see Bossert (1983) and Getz-Gentle (1996), 99-120.
282 Ayioi Anargyroi: Grave 16 - Naxos Museum 1910, see Doumas (1977), pl. 36e; Grave 21 - NM 1916, 1917,
1918, Doumas (1977), pl. 37e-f. Avdeli: Grave 2 - NM 2020, Doumas (1977), pl. 49n.
283 Grave 21: Mylonas (1959), fig. 97, no. 109; grave 24A: Mylonas (1959), fig. 165, no. 110.
284 Manika on Euboea, tombs with stone bowls with rounded base: Tomb 81 - Sampson (1985), fig. 69:5553, pl. 36;
Tomb 139 - Sampson (1988), fig. 73:5824, 5825; Tomb 145 - Sampson (1988), fig. 73:5727, pl. 120γ; Tomb 157 -
Sampson (1988), pls. 112, 114; Tomb 168 - Sampson (1988), fig. 73:5736, 5737, 5739; Tomb I - Sampson (1985),
fig. 71:63, pl. 103ß; Tomb Phrangou area - Sampson (1985), fig. 68γ:76, 77; fig. 68δ:81.
285 Naxos Museum 4762/6124.1: Papathanasopoulos (1961/62), 128, pl. 60a-b; Marangou, ed. (1990), no. 48; from
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of chosen materials and in the range and varieties of forms the stonecutters on Syros were less
innovative and manufactured mainly open shapes, such as the different types of bowls. These stone
vessels probaly served very particular functions which did not allow for many experiments with new
forms and new materials. Possibly the relative poverty of locally available stone of different colours
and texture may also have inhibited the Syriote stonecutters from developing new shapes and uses.

Bowl
Two main varieties can be distinguished among the large group of plain undecorated bowls: those
with a rounded base and those with a flat base. Besides the base, the wall profile is also different in
both varieties. The bowls with a rounded base have a more curved flaring wall, while the bowls with
the flat base have much more straight spreading walls. Different types of rims are found in both
varieties. Rims can be thickened or rolled on the inside, or simply rounded at the top. A large group
of the bowls with flat bases also have four horizontal rim lugs set at the rim. Not all were made of
white marble; examples made of greyish banded marble and blue-grey banded marble or limestone
are also quite common. 

Both varieties have been found in large numbers in many Cycladic islands and in other Aegean
regions. Unfortunately, many examples in various collections have no exact provenance.281 

Variety 1: rounded base (fig. 34)
This variety is present with six examples, four of which are from reconstructed tomb inventories.
Generally these bowls have a rounded or convex base, which sometimes makes it quite difficult to
stand them firmly on a flat surface. In most bowls the rim is thickened on the inside, sometimes with
a groove below the rim on the interior wall. The walls are generally equal in thickness, and are quite
thin. One bowl is hemispherically shaped with walls curving from the rounded base to an almost
upright rim with rounded lip (259). All other bowls are shallow with widespread walls and a rim
diameter in some cases twice the height of the bowl.

Similar bowls with rounded bases were found in graves at the cemeteries of Ayioi Anargyroi and
Avdeli in Naxos.282 Two bowls with rounded bases came from graves excavated by Mylonas at Ayios
Kosmas in Attica.283 Other examples have been excavated at the cemetery at Manika in Euboea.284

Catalogue numbers: 263, 403, 427, 432, 700, 757.

Variety 2: flat base (fig. 34)
Nineteen stone bowls have a distinctly flat base; fourteen of these bowls came from recorded tomb
inventories. The bowls have a flat base with a sharp edge to the spreading walls. The walls can be
either straight or outcurving. The rims are rarely rounded, usually they have a so-called rolled rim,
thickened at the inside, sometimes with a groove below the the rim on the interior. 

Similar examples from dated Early Bronze Age 2 contexts were found at the cemeteries of
Spedos285 and Aplomata286 on Naxos and at Manika in Euboea.. On Crete close parallels to this form
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grave 10, NAM 6135.5: Papathanasopoulos (1961/6)2, 115, pl. 47a; Marangou, ed. (1990), no. 124.
286 From Grave 23: NM 5802, Kontoleon (1972), 151-52, pl. 139a; Marangou, ed. (1990), no. 122; from Grave 1:
NM 4847, Kontoleon (1972), 151, pl. 139b3; Marangou, ed. (1990), no. 123.
287 See Warren (1969), 76-78, Type 31 plain bowls, group A.
288 For a general discussion of this type of stone bowl, see Getz-Gentle (1996), 113-20, Checklist G.
289 See Getz-Gentle (1996), 118.
290 See Warren (1969), 27-28, Type 10 bowls with rim lugs or handles, listing 49 bowls of this type, two thirds of
which are of marble with the remaining third made of chlorite and steatite.
291 Mylonas (1959), fig. 169, no. 48.
292 See Zervos (1957), fig. 21-22; Crouwel (1975), figs. 40-41; Thimme, ed. (1977), nos. 306, 307, 309; Getz-Preziosi
(1987b), no. 128 and Getz-Gentle (1996), 113-20, Checklist G.
293 For a general discussion of this type, see Getz-Gentle (1996), 109-112, Checklist F; see also Warren (1969), 93-
95, who lists 54 spouted bowls from Early Minoan contexts in Crete.
294 See Warren (1969), 94, note 1.
295 See for instance Tsountas (1899), 94, 99; Renfrew (1972), 286.
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have been found at various sites in the northern part and in the Mesara plain. At two sites, Knossos
and Trapeza, white marble bowls clearly of Cycladic origin were found indicating that exchanges
between these areas took place and objects from the Cycladic area reached different parts of Crete
during the Early Bronze 2 period.287 The plain bowls made in Crete were all with flat bases, and most
are associated with EM II to MM I pottery finds.

Catalogue numbers: 10, 42, 57, 126, 180, 196, 225, 260, 302, 342, 402, 428, 476, 560, 699, 703, 871, 872, 875.

Variety 3: bowl with rim lugs (fig. 34)
By far the largest number (42 specimens of which five were unavailable for study) of stone vessels
are bowls with a flat base and straight or slightly curving walls, usually with four solid rectangular
lugs set off the rim. They closely resemble the plain bowls with flat base (see above). One such bowl
(178) stands on a low solid raised foot. All other bowls are with flat bases.288 

Similar bowls have been found on various Cycladic islands, such as Siphnos, Antiparos, Naxos,
Amorgos, Melos and Keros.289 Bowls with rim lugs were found at several sites in Crete, mostly from
the northern part. Thirteen were found in tombs excavated at Mochlos. Most contexts are dated to
the later part of the EM II and the EM III periods. Another group came from sites in the Mesara
area, and are dated between EM II and MM I periods.290 At the cemetery of Ayios Kosmas in Attica
one such bowl was found in Grave 12, dating to the EH II-III period.291 Numerous examples in
various collections are from unknown contexts.292 

Catalogue numbers: 73, 109, 127, 157, 178, 198, 242, 244, 272, 278, 279, 280, 281, 288, 303, 327, 330, 331, 341, 358, 374,
377, 378, 382, 383, 443, 444, 464, 503, 695, 705, 706, 743, 756, 776, 808, 811, 812, 812, 825, 873, 874.

Spouted bowl (fig. 34)
The eight stone bowls with a spout off the rim are treated separately, because they probably served
a distinct function. Four of these bowls came from reconstructed tomb inventories. In some cases
these bowls also have a small solid lug set below the rim, usually opposite the spout. Generally they
are rather low and shallow with spreading, slightly outcurving walls. The height is usually smaller
than the rim diameter.293 Their general shape and wall profile is similar to the plain stone bowl (see
above). One of the spouted bowls, made of chlorite schist (307) has a spout of Minoan type294 and
a Cycladic lug. 

Although several scholars have interpreted these spouted bowls as lamps295, they may have served
more simply for the pouring of liquids. 

Similar spouted bowls have been found in other Cycladic and Cretan contexts. This form seems
to be widespread in the southern Aegean. Two similar bowls were excavated at the Spedos cemetery
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296 Papathanasopoulos (1961/62), 121, pl. 53a; both are illustrated in Marangou, ed.  (1990), nos. 119-20.
297 See Warren (1969), 94.
298 See Buchholz and Karageorgis (1973), 91, no. 1133; Evans (1921), 90, fig. 58.
299 Tombs I, VI and XI associated with EM II pottery, and Tombs V and VIII with pottery no later than EM III,
see Seager (1912), pl. 6, nos. 3, 12, 17; pl. 11, no. 1; pl. If-g,j; see also Warren (1969), 94;
results of the recently resumed excavations at Mochlos are described in Soles (1992).
300 Warren (1969), 94.
301 For a general discussion of this type, see Getz-Gentle (1996), 120-23, Checklist H, pl. 70.
302 Marangou, ed. (1990), no. 131; see also Zervos (1957), pl. 12; Getz-Preziosi (1987), no. 113 (EC I period,
reputedly found on Paros).
303 Zapheiropoulou (1970), pl. 373, lower right (Naxos Museum 4549).
304 Kontoleon (1972), 151, pl. 133b; Marangou, ed. (1990), no. 130.
305 Warren (1969), 44-45.
306 For a general discussion of these footed bowls, see Getz-Gentle (1996), 157-67.
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in Naxos.296 At Keos a bowl in steatite may have been a Minoan import.297 In Crete this form is
found at several Early Minoan sites.298 A large number came from several of the tombs at
Mochlos299, others were found at various sites in northern Crete, e.g. Khamaizi (in a MMI context),
Krasi, Mirsine, Sphoungaras (in a EMIII-MMI context), and at Trapeza. Another group came from
sites in the Mesara plain, including Platanos and Koumasa. Warren sets the beginning of this form
in the latter part of the EM II period. It continues to be made into the MM I period.300 Some similar
examples have been found in later contexts: such as at Knossos (MM III), Karphi, and Zakro
(Geometric period). 

A unique deep bowl with a spout set below the rim (547) of an unusual shape was found in tomb
472. It consists of a flat base with a deep outcurving wall and a rounded lip. At one side below the
rim a circular spout is attached to the upper body. Three small horizontal lugs are set just below the
rim.

Catalogue numbers: 268, 307, 401, 547, 817, 818, 819, 823.

Flaring cup (fig. 34)
These three bowls, or rather cups, have flat bases and outflaring walls ending in thin pointed lips.
The shape of these cups is similar to that of the footed bowls with a flaring wall (see below). No
indications were observed on the base of these examples which would suggest that the flaring foot
is broken off. They appear to be complete. Similar bowls are found in clay (see above).301

A similar stone cup was found in Naxos at the Aplomata cemetery302 and at Kato Kouphonisi.303

It resembles another stone cup or beaker also from the Aplomata cemetery, Grave 14a.304 No clear
parallels are found in Crete, except perhaps some of the small jars with incurved or flaring sides
found mainly in the Mesara region and at Mallia, and further at Ayia Traida, Chania, Koumasa,
Mochlos, Pseira, and others. Warren dates this form between EM III and MM I.305 However, the
Cretan forms are quite distinct as a group from the Cycladic ones, and probably represent two
separate traditions.

Catalogue numbers: 426, 692, 702.

Footed bowl 
Two examples are only known from entries in museum catalogues and are without specific details
regarding the shape or form (308 and 815). The remaining bowls set on a pedestal are divided into
three varieties, each with some characteristic features.306
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Figure 34. Stone vessels. Bowls: variety 1 (cat.no. 263); variety 2 (cat.no. 126); variety 3 (cat.no. 178); Spouted bowl (cat.no. 307);
Flaring cup (cat.no. 426); Footed bowls: variety 1 (cat.no. 74); variety 2 (cat.no. 26); variety 3 (cat.no. 259); Spherical jar (cat.no.
400); Small footed jar (cat.no. 442).
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307 Getz-Gentle (1996), 161, Checklist K.
308 See Warren (1969), 101, fig. D306, pl. P569; Seager (1912), fig. 7IIq, pl. III.
309 For a discussion of these footed cups, see in general, Getz-Gentle (1996), 164-67, Checklist L.
310 Kontoleon (1972), 151, pl. 138a and Marangou, ed. (1990), no. 132; Lambrinoudakis (1976), 298, pl. 196a.
311 Theocharis (1955), fig. d.
312 Kontoleon (1972), 151, pl. 138b; Marangou, ed. (1990), 54, no. 19.
313 For a dsicussion of these spouted footed bowls, see in general Getz-Gentle (1996), 162-64, Checklist K.
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Variety 1: footed hemispherical bowl (fig. 34)
Each of the three examples of this variety of footed bowl have features which are not shared with
the others. Their general shape is nevertheless quite distinct from the other type of footed bowl. A
hollow flaring foot narrowing towards a cylindircal stem on which stands a hemispherical bowl with
outcurving wall ending in an upright rim with a rounded lip.

Other footed hemispherical bowls were found in tomb 13 at Aplomata on Naxos, in tomb A in
Dokathismata on Amorgos and on Paros.307 This type of footed bowl has close parallels in clay (see
above). One example has a horizontal lug set below the rim (74). A similar bowl was found in Tomb
II at Mochlos dating to EM-MM period.308

Catalogue numbers: 74, 292, 698.

Variety 2: footed flaring cup (fig. 34)
Sometimes also called a kylix, this type of footed bowl is quite numerous at Chalandriani, with 24
recorded of which 14 came from reconstructed tomb inventories.309 These footed cups show a wide
range of sizes. On a hollow concave or flat base with a flaring foot is the spreading flat base of the
bowl with outflaring walls ending in rounded lips. In several cases the short stem of the foot in
hollowed out. Some of the small examples may be termed miniatures (141, 205, 445). 

Similar footed cups have been found in Tombs 15 and 27 at Aplomata on Naxos,310 Keros,
Kouphonisi and Paros, and a fragment on the island of Makronisos near Attica.311 

Catalogue numbers: 26, 120, 141, 205, 229, 230, 231, 232, 328, 329, 404, 410, 445, 561, 693, 694, 696, 697, 701, 744, 755,
775, 816, 821.

Variety 3: spouted footed bowl (fig. 34)
This group consists of three almost intact examples and one from which the flaring foot is broken
off (251). All four are from reconstructed tomb inventories. Three are made of white marble and
are apart from the spout similar to the footed bowls of variety 2. These three bowls have a short low
stem with spreading base, curving walls ending in rounded lips and at one side an open spout
horizontally extending off the rim. Comparable examples were found in Grave 23 of the Aplomata
cemetery in Naxos.312 

A fourth spouted footed bowl was made of blue-grey horizontally banded stone. One other
footed bowl of a different type also stands on a high stem with spreading foot. It is made of blue-
grey banded marble. This bowl is also with curving walls ending in an upright rim with rounded lip.
A semi-circular open spout extends from the rim and three retangular lugs are set just below the
rim.313

Catalogue numbers: 251, 259, 264, 459.

Spherical jar (pyxis) (fig. 34)
Although represented at Chalandriani by only one example (400), this form is very different from
any of the other types discussed. It is made of fine white chrystaline marble. The shape resembles
similar jars made in clay. It has a flat base, a globular, slightly squat body and an everting collar-like
rim ending in a rounded lip. At its widest diameter two double pierced lugs are set. The opening is
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314 For a discussion of these stone pyxides, see Getz-Gentle (1996), 129-30, Checklist I.
315 Kontoleon (1970), 151, pl. 192ß; Marangou, ed. (1990), nos. 47 and 140 (grave 5).
316 Getz-Gentle (1996), 136.
317 Sampson (1985), drawing 70: 56 and Sampson (1988), fig. 95a.
318 Thimme, ed. (1977), nos. 345-49; Getz-Preziosi (1977), 104, fig. 85:20; Getz-Preziosi (1987b), nos. 136-139.
319 Warren (1969), 92: from Tomb II at Mochlos, see Seager (1912), fig. 7.II.d and pl. II (dating to EM II/III-MM
I); a similar shape from Tholos B at Platanos, Mesara, see Warren (1969), 81, fig. D 247, pl. P 454; Xanthoudides
(1924), 102, pl. XI.
320 Unpublished wall fragment with parts of the rim, from Kastri (on display in the Archaeological Museum in
Syros).
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closed by a disk-shaped lid with a flat top.314

Similar marble jars have been found at the cemetery of Aplomata on Naxos.315 Other jars are
known from Keros, Antiparos, Thera and possibly Marathon in Attica,316 from Tomb 147 in the
Euboean cemetery at Manika317 as well as others without a clear provenance.318 On Crete this type
of jar was found in the cemetery at Mochlos and in Tholos B at Platanos.319

Small footed jar (fig. 34)
The only example of this small globular vessel was found in Tomb 408 (442). It stands on a low
flaring ring foot, has a collar-like rim and two double vertical pierced lugs at the widest diameter of
the body. It is made of a greenish coloured steatite or soapstone and carries incised geometric
decorations on the upper part of the body: three bands of hatched triangles with their apices turned
up. Both form and material are unusual within the context of finds from Chalandriani. The motifs
of decorations are on the other hand quite commonly found on pottery from the cemetery, both
incised and painted (see above).

A fragment of a similar shape in the same material is kept in the Archaeological Museum in Syros
and is probably from the settlement at Kastri.320 

4.3. Stone figurines (fig. 35)

One of the greatest disappointments in studying the material remains of the cemetery at
Chalandriani as excavated by Tsountas and others is the fact that of all the known stone figurines
from this site only six are from secure contexts. These six figurines, two abstract-schematic and four
folded-arm types, were found by Tsountas in five tombs. One tomb at Chalandriani (Tomb 307)
contained two figurines. In addition to these six figurines, there are another sixteen figurines kept
in the National Archaeological Museum in Athens which are from the excavations carried out by
Klon Stephanos. 

In addition to these two groups of figurines which are undisputedly from the cemetery at
Chalandriani, there are also figurines which probably coming from this cemetery. Two grave groups
reportedly from Syros are kept in the collections of the Staatliche Museen in Berlin and in the
Zemaljski Museum in Serajewo. Each was acquired towards the end of the nineteenth century in
Athens from a local art dealer. In Berlin three figurines of the folded-arm type are among a group
of objects which also include a stone hut-pyxis, a frying pan, and various stone vessels (see Appendix
3, A13-A15). The three figurines are of the Spedos variety. Although their precise origins will never
be completely clear, it is certainly possible that this grave group came from a disturbed tomb at
Chalandriani. Another grave group purchased by the Zemaljski Museum in Serajewo in 1899
includes three marble figurines and two stone vessels (see Appendix 3, A27-A29). 
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Figure 35. Stone figurines from the tombs excavated by Tsountas. 

This group was first published by Bogdan Rutkowski in 1974. The figurines are Late Spedos and
Chalandriani types of the folded-arm variety. Finally, there are two other stone figurines in the
British Museum in London and one in the National Archaeological Museum in Athens which are
reportedly from Syros. No further details are available regarding their provenance. The figurine in
Athens is a male of the Chalandriani variety (see Appendix 3, A1), while the two in London are
female folded-armfigurines of the Spedos variety (see Appendix 3, A24-A25). Although other Early
Bronze Age sites are known in Syros, it is possible that at least some of these figurines may have
come from the cemetery at Chalandriani. A fragment (torso) of a seventh schematic-abstract figurine
was found among the remains of tombs at the cemetery of Ayios Loukas in northwest Syros.321 

Thus, the number of stone figurines from the tombs at Chalandriani may be larger than the six
excavated by Tsountas. However, nothing is known of the artefact associations of the other
figurines. The six stone figurines found by Tsountas during his excavations account for 0.7 percent
of all objects that were excavated by him (see above, table 9). Together with the sixteen other
figurines from the cemetery the percentage of this class of objects still remains low, 2.5 percent.

All figurines from the tombs and the cemetery are made of fine chrystaline, white marble. None
show any traces of painted details, as are found on some other figurines. Most of the figurines were
found intact in the tombs. Only one figurine from Tomb 307 was not intact, consisting of only the
lower half (its location is presently unknown). It is unknown whether the other part was also in the
tomb and overlooked during the excavation or whether this fragment was deposited as it was inside
the tomb. Considering the way Tsountas meticulously recorded and published details of a selection
of the tombs he excavated, it may be hypothesized that this figurine was intentionally placed
incomplete in the tomb. It is also found in the only tomb at Chalandriani which contained two
figurines instead of the usual one.
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The uncanningly modernist appearance combined with the almost transparent whiteness of the
marble has attracted much attention of collectors and scholars worldwide. Unfortunately many
figurines which are kept in various private and public collections have no provenance and large
numbers are from illicit excavations of prehistoric graves in the Cyclades. This has presented a
serious drawback for studies of the chronological development and distribution of the different
types of figurines in these islands. Only a small percentage comes from securely dated contexts.
Following Renfrew, who in 1969 proposed a typological and chronological development of these
Cycladic figurines, many scholars distinguish between a schematic-abstract group and a naturalistic-
realistic group. The latter group consists of figurines which have the arms folded across the belly.322

Recent approaches in identifying different hands of master sculptors in this group have met with
scepticism.323 Most important, however, is the observation by Renfrew and others that the
naturalistic-realistic figurines are not to be seen as developing out of the schematic-abstract ones:
both evolved concurrently. In some Early Cycladic graves both types were found together. For
instance, Grave 5 of the cemetery at Akrotiri in Naxos excavated by Christos Doumas in 1962
contained both a Violin-shaped schematic figurine and a Plastiras-type naturalistic figurine. The
grave can be dated to a later phase of the Early Cycladic I period or Grotta-Pelos culture.324 The fact
that at Chalandriani both schematic-abstract and naturalistic-realistic figurines are found is in itself
no chronological indication. Only the chronological extent of each particular type may present clues
regarding the chronology of the cemetery at Chalandriani.325 

Abstract-schematic variety: Apeiranthos type
The only schematic-abstract type of figurines found in contexts dating to the Early Cycladic II
period is named after a village in Naxos where many examples have been found: Apeiranthos. It may
be regarded as a development and possibly amalgamation of the different types of schematic-abstract
figurines of the preceding period. Instead of the headless figurines of the Grotta-Pelos period, these
Apeiranthos figurines have some indication of a head, although generally no more than a prong. 

Tsountas reported to have found two examples of this type in excavated tombs: Tomb 415 (461)
and Tomb 468 (507). They are similar in their basic form, but very different in size. The first one
measures only five centimeters in height, while the second one is just over twice as high. The smaller
example differs from the larger one in having a rounded spade-shaped body, instead of a more usual
rectangular or square body. The upper part of both figurines consists of a narrowing ‘shoulder’ and
‘neck’ and a ‘head’ widening towards the top. This upper part slightly inclines backwards, while the
body is straight in profile. The contexts in which both schematic figurines were found at
Chalandriani differ widely. The smaller figurine comes from a tomb which further included an
undecorated clay spherical jar or pyxis. The larger figurine, however, came from a tomb with a large
number of objects. 
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Among the figurines found by Stephanos at Chalandriani at least six are of the Apeiranthos type
(nos. 829, 831-835). Three other figurines which could not be located may also belong to this variety
(nos. 836-838).

Catalogue numbers: 461, 507, 829, 831 832, 833, 834, 835.

Folded-arm figurine: Dokathismata type
Only one example among the figurines found by Klon Stephanos (840) belongs to this variety of
the folded-arm figurines. The figurine has an angular body with pointed shoulders, the arms folded
above the slightly ptotruding belly, long slender legs with incised toes, a long neck and a backward
tilted spade-shaped head with a prominent nose. It is one of the best preserved examples of its type.
Unfortunately, it is unknown whether this figurine was found in a tomb with other artefacts. 

Folded-arm figurine: Spedos type
Only one figurine, from Tomb 345 (304) of this type was found by Tsountas at Chalandriani. It is
a complete example which shows all the characteristics of the type: a lyre-shape head with long nose,
long neck and sloping shoulders; the modeled arms bent across the waist, the left below the right;
modeled breasts; a narrow waist and separated legs ending in tilted feet with no toes marked. The
head inclines backwards. The spine is indicated with a vertical incision and the legs are separated at
the back also. 

Of the figurines found by Klon Stephanos, two can be assigned to the Spedos variety (839, 841
and 842). Among the finds reported as coming from Syros are seven Spedos-type figurines. Three
are among the finds from a grave group from Syros, now in Berlin (see Appendix 3, A13, A14, A15),
two others are part of a grave group in Serajewo (Appendix 3, A27, A29), while the British Museum
in London houses another two Spedos-type figurines said to have come from Syros (Appendix 3,
A24, A25). Unfortunately all are without clear provenance and they cannot be firmly linked to the
cemetery at Chalandriani.

Catalogue numbers: 304, 839, 841, 842

Folded-arm figurine: Chalandriani type
Although this type of folded-arm figurine is named after the site of Chalandriani, only three
examples are recorded with the number of the tomb in which they were found. Both figurines from
Tomb 307 were probably of the Chalandriani variety as can be inferred from the details published
by Tsountas (233 and 234, their present location is unknown). The third example came from tomb
447 (486) and was found intact, save for a break just below the head. Three other figurines of this
variety are among the group which came from the excavations by Stephanos (827, 828, 830).
 All are characterized by a rather angular body shape with short legs and a triangular almond-
shaped head. Anatomical details are generally present and are used to indicate the legs, the pubic
triangle, the arms folded horizontally across the waist. Occasionally, as with no. 486, the
arrangement of the arms differs from the usual, in this case the left arm is set below the right.326

A large fragment of a Chalandriani-type figurine is among the three figurines from Syros in the
museum in Serajewo (see Appendix 3, A28). Several rare male figurines are associated with this type.
One of these, reportedly from Syros (see Appendix 3, A1), is in the National Archaeological Museum
in Athens. 

Catalogue numbers: 233, 234, 486, 827, 828, 830.
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Three figurines in the National Archaeological Museum in Athens from the excavations by Klon
Stephanos could not be located (836, 837, 838).327 It is not certain which type of figurine these
examples represent. 

It is especially disappointing to have sixteen figurines of different types and sizes from the
cemetery without any clue regarding their original associations or context. There appears to be a
major difference between the number of figurines found by Tsountas and by Stephanos in relation
to other kinds of artefacts. Tsountas found only six stone figurines among the 772  objects from his
excavation of 540 tombs, while Stephanos several years earlier found sixteen figurines from an
unknown number of tombs. In the inventory book of the Prehistoric Collection of the National
Archaeological Museum in Athens, 101 objects are described as coming from the investigations by
Stephanos at Chalandriani. The sixteen figurines account for nearly 16 per cent of his finds, but still
the total number of figurines is not comparable with that found on some other islands, such as
Naxos and Paros. The group of stone figurines from the cemetery at Chalandriani is remarkable
small in comparison to the several hunderds of other finds. This clearly indicates that stone figurines
are not part of a standard burial set of artefacts. 

4.4. Stone objects (fig. 36)

Besides vessels and figurines, stone was also used as the base material for a heterogenous group of
objects. Most of these are tools, associated with several domestic activities, and made from different
kinds of stone. A total of 42 objects from the cemetery at Chalandriani are classified as stone
objects, accounting for 4.7 percent of the total assemblage of artefacts (see above, table 9).

Palette (fig. 36)
Three examples are only mentioned in the published report by Tsountas in the descriptions of three
tomb inventories. They could not be located in any of the museums in which finds from
Chalandriani are kept. The remaining nine palettes were found in seven tombs; one tomb, T 192,
contained two palettes. One other palette kept in the Archaeological Museum in Syros is not
recorded with a tomb number (707). Six of these palettes came from tombs which also included
various kinds of pestles and grinders.

Three of these twelve palettes were made of white or greyish marble. Six others are of different
kinds of stone, greyish-green schist, greyish-blue limestone and coarse black speckled white schist.
All have carefully smoothed surfaces and a deeper cut-out depression on the top surrounded by a
rim with rounded edges. They are not always exactly rectangular, many have curved sides which
meet at sharp angles at the vertical edges. The base is usually flattened, but sometimes slightly
convex. Its basic shape is clearly a development of similar objects of the preceding period, however,
without cut-through holes in the corners seen in many Early Cycladic I palettes.328

Comparable examples were found at various sites in the Cyclades, among them the cemetery at
Leivadi on Despotikon, the cemetery at Kapros on Amorgos, in the lower burial of Tomb 143 at
Akrotiraki on Siphnos, in two graves at different sites on Ano Kouphonisi, in Tomb 5 at Akrotiri
on Naxos, and on the islands of Keros and Delos.329 All date from the Early Cycladic II period.
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334 Cosmopoulos (1991), 80, fig. 6.7; following Banks (1967), 113-15.
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Catalogue numbers: 59, 62, 119, 184, 235, 253, 309, 343, 492, 514, 537, 707.

Pestle (fig. 36)
The four small cylindrical or spool-like stone objects are called pestles and came from three different
tombs. The material is white-greyish limestone, white marble, and greenish soapstone. These stone
pestles are associated in every case with one or several stone palettes or stone bowls and in one case
also with three larger stone grinders.

According to Holmberg330 these stone tools were used for grinding colouring materials in stone
bowls or on stone palettes. Some were made of clay, most however are of stone. Cosmopoulos331

distinguishes between three types: with concave sides, with cylindrical sides and with convex sides.
The first is found mainly in Mainland and Cycladic sites, the second in the eastern Aegean and in
Crete, while the convex type is associated with the later Early Bronze Age 2 phase in Mainland and
Cycladic sites. The use of greenstone is also mostly resticted to this later phase. Similar examples
have been found at a large number of sites throughout the Aegean. Cosmopoulos332 lists more than
129 pestles from 26 different Early Bronze Age 2 sites. Close parallels have also been found at
Keros.333

Catalogue numbers: 58, 282, 283, 433.

Grinder (fig. 36)
Five variations can be distinguished among this group of ten stone tools, one of which, found by
Stephanos, was not available for study (826). The most common shape is conical with a flattened,
convex and polished round or oval base and a narrowing rounded top. Most are made of white
marble or coarser limestone, other materials are various coloured stones; the surfaces are carefully
smoothed or polished. One example (236) is much more slender and elongated with a pointed top.
Two grinders are ovoid in shape with an oval, flattened polished base (60, 63). One cylindrical
grinder, made of brownish-red stone, has a round section with straight sides and a flattened top and
base (709). 

Similar stone grinders are regularly found at various Neolithic and Early Bronze Age sites in the
Aegean. Cosmopoulos334 distinguished seven types mainly based on the section or shape of the
objects. He lists more than 62 examples from twelve different Early Bronze Age 2 sites. 

 Catalogue numbers: 60, 61, 63, 236, 252, 344, 491, 515, 708, 709, 826.

Pounder (fig. 36)
Although functionally perhaps difficult to separate from the grinders as described above, pounders
are generally much more heavy and less elegantly shaped. The three stone objects classified here as
pounders are all different from each other. The first is a large bell-shaped granite grinder with a
convex, round base, regular tapering sides, and a widening head with convex top (165). Of the two
other pounders, one is heavy and irregularly shaped with a flat, round base and a rounded hat (310),
while the other is irregularly shaped or perhaps an unfinished piece of stone with several unworked
surfaces (185). Each object was found in a different tomb in a different context. 
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Figure 36. Stone objects. Palette (cat.no. 62); Pestles (cat.nos. 282-283); Grinder (cat.no. 63); Pounder (cat.no. 185); Hammer
(cat.no. 163); Polisher (cat.n.o. 164); Plug (cat.no. 154); Weight (cat.no. 469); Celt (cat.no. 536); Beads (cat.nos. 508-513)
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Pounders are not well studied in general handbooks. The partly unworked aspect of these tools
may make identification  difficult in some cases. Cosmopoulos335 lists almost 100 similar objects
from seventeen Early Bronze Age 2 sites in the Aegean, most of which are from the settlements of
Lerna and Zygouries in the Peloponnese. Very few were found in burials. No clear parallels exist for
the three pounders described here.

Catalogue numbers: 165, 185, 310.

Hammer (fig. 36)
This one large and heavy piece has a tongue-shaped form with a flattened upper and lower side and
rounded edges (163). The upper side has a flattened, polished surface with sloping sides. The
narrowing end has an easy grip and the object may have been used as a kind of hammer or pounder,
the widening upper end has flat surfaces on both sides. Its shape however also resembles axe-
hammers with holes bored through that have been found at various Early Bronze Age sites in the
Aegean. The stone object listed here may be regarded as an unfinished tool, possibly an axe-hammer.
Two other unworked or unfinished pieces of stone were found in the same tomb (Tomb 264).

Polisher (fig. 36)
A piece of unworked or possibly unfinished stone from one tomb (164) may have been a kind of
stone polisher used for burnishing the surface of unbaked pottery. Possibly this object may also have
been a grinder/rubber/pounder. Its association in the same tomb with two other unfinished or
partly worked stone ojects is further discussed in the next chapter. Together these items may have
been part of a stonecutters’ toolkit.

Plug or stopper (fig. 36)
Most of the bone tubes (see below) were originally closed at one end with small stone stoppers or
circular lids. Such small items were found only in a few tombs. The associated bone tube may in
several cases have been wrongly interpreted as part of the buried skeleton, or the bone tube may
have been decomposed. Two of the four known stone plugs were found with a bone tube, the two
other examples do not have an associated bone tube found in the tomb inventory. The stone used
for two of the lids was a greenish-blue stone, while in a third it was steatite. 

These plugs are difficult to date in themselves. The bone tubes to which they belong will be
discussed below.

Catalogue numbers: 154, 430.

Weight (fig. 36)
Only one stone object of this type was found in a tomb (469), unfortunately with no other objects.
The circular object made of greenish stone with red speckles is irregularly shaped with two
depressions in the middle. Its function is difficult to ascertain, but it may well be an unfinished stone
weight. The depressions on both sides could be the beginnings of a hole that was supposed to be
bored through the stone.

A similar unfinished example was found at Manika.336

Celt (fig. 36)
Made of finely polished, hard greenish stone (possibly some kind of flint), this celt is a rarety at
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Chalandriani, and indeed in the Cyclades as a whole. It was found in Tomb 469 (536). The celt has
a trapezoidal shape with an oval section and one broader, whetted cutting edge and a smaller straight
neck. The shape does not fit easily into any of the four types defined by Tsountas for Neolithic
celts,337 but the best fit would be his Type A celt. The best suited typological parallel is the Type C
(trapezoidal) celt from Lerna III.338 Although most celts are found in Neolithic contexts, mainly on
the Mainland and in the East Aegean, the type continues into the Early Bronze Age period. A similar
example was found at Asea in an unclear Early Helladic to Middle Helladic context.339

Bead (fig. 36)
These six small circular, globular or barrel-shapes beads are all from one tomb, Tomb 468, and were
probably part of a single necklace (508-513). Various kinds of stone were used in making these
beads. The four globular beads are of a light green stone, while the other two cylindrical beads are
of a dark blue-black stone. Another collection of beads made of shells was found in the same tomb,
possibly part of the same necklace, or forming another one. 

Although similar beads were found at many sites in the Aegean no clear chronological horizon
can be attached to either of the two shapes or kinds of stone. Beads are not only found in
cemeteries, many have come from settlements. These six beads from Tomb 468 have close parallels
in several other Early Cycladic burial contexts.340

4.5. Metal objects

Metal objects are the second largest class of objects found at Chalandriani. The 130 metal items
account for nearly 15 percent of all the objects from the cemetery. Three main categories are
recognized within the large collection of metal objects from Chalandriani. An additional category
is created to accomodate the one unidentified fragment of copper-based alloy. The three main
categories within the collection of metal objects are: tools; cosmetic utensils; and objects of personal
adornment or jewellery. These categories are comparable to the main groups as found in
classifications of various large corpora of metal objects from the Aegean earlier Bronze Age.341 

The metal objects from Chalandriani clearly fall into a limited range of types. The tombs
contained no objects that can be described as weapons. Furthermore, only a small range of tools or
implements were placed in the tombs and practically no jewellery, except for a large group of pins,
some with elaborately decorated heads. Also absent in the tombs are metal vessels and figurines of
copper, lead or silver such as occasionally found in other Cycladic and Aegean contemporary
contexts. The total absence of weapons is remarkable, since such objects are well attested in many
other Cycladic contemporary contexts. Moreover, metal weapons, spearheads and daggers have been
found at the nearby settlement of Kastri.342 Equally remarkable is the lack of other types of jewellery
or ornaments besides pins. 

Although accounting for less than 15 percent of the total number of finds from Chalandriani, in
relation to other Early Bronze Age 2 contexts in the Cyclades and elsewhere in the Aegean the
number of metal objects from Chalandriani is exceptionally large. Based on the total numbers of
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Copper-based alloy
486 punch (Syros 201) Cu 97.09; Sn 0.05; As 2.81; Pb 0.07; Fe 0.05; Ni 0.05; Sb 0.06; Bi 0.01;

Ag 0.07 (Stuttgart 16125) 
290 tweezers (Syros 203) Cu 95.4; Sn 0.5; As 4.1; Pb 0.28; Fe 0.16; Ni <0.1 (Stuttgart 16157)

Silver
391 pin (NAM 5144) Ag 97.8; Au 0.2; Cu 1.0; Pb 1.0  (Oxford)

Table 16. Chemical composition of metal objects from Chalandriani

metal finds from Aegean Early Bronze Age 2 sites as published by Cosmopoulos, we can see that
with 130 items Chalandriani has left us with more metal objects than all other Cycladic sites of that
period put together. Their number also exceeds the total number of metal finds from Crete. Only
from Mainland and Eastern Aegean sites do we have more metal artefacts left (265 and 1,740
respectively). In table 16 the number of metal objects are presented for each region and for each
main typological class. Jewellery is recalculated leaving the enormous amounts of metal beads out.
Cosmopoulos (and others) counted every bead as an individual object, although in most cases
groups of beads clearly represent necklaces which should be counted as one item. For instance, the
200 small silver disks found in a grave at Louros on Naxos are counted individually in the group of
jewellery from the Cyclades. Excluding this exceptional find from Louros, we are left with 17 items
of metal jewellery from the Cyclades, besides the finds from Chalandriani, during the Early Bronze
Age 2 period. On similar lines the number of jewellery is recalculated for the eastern Aegean region.
With the new data at our disposal in this study we can recalculate the percentage of the Cycladic
metal finds of the total from the Early Bronze Age 2 Aegean to 9.5 percent (again leaving the metal
beads out). This is a slight increase compared to the 6.6 percent as was calculated by Cosmopoulos.
Of these Cycladic metal finds nearly 60 percent are from Chalandriani. Although these figures clearly
indicate the prominance of Chalandriani within the Early Cycladic culture as we know it, the four
main geographical areas in the comparison of the metal finds from Early Bronze Age 2 contexts are
of different sizes. 

Within the collection of metal objects only two are made of silver, both are pins with decorated
heads (nos. 294, 394). The remainder are of an unidentified copper-based alloy, probably arsenical
bronze. With the exception of three items no metallurgical analyses are yet executed on these metal
objects. The specific composition of the copper alloys are not identified and the general term
‘copper-based alloy’ is used for all these objects. The chemical composition of only three objects
from Chalandriani has been analysed, two of a copper-based alloy and one silver object. Two copper
objects were included in the chemical composition analyses carried out at Stuttgart on the metal
objects from Kastri found by Bossert.343 One silver object, a decorated pin (394), was analysed in
Oxford together with other silver objects from the settlement of Kastri. Lead-isotope analysis of the
silver pin suggest the silver ore came from Laurion in Attica.344 The chemical composition of these
objects is presented in table 17. 
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Category Mainland Cyclades1 Chalandriani Crete E.Aegean Total

Weapons 17 15 0 35 99 166
Tools 57 29 96 23 283 489
Jewellery2 161 17 33 47 1256 1512
Vessels 1 3 0 1 39 44
Figurines 0 1 0 2 4 7
Miscell. 29 30 1 4 59 123

Total 265 95 130 112 1740 2341

1 Recalculated without the metal objects from the cemetery at Chalandriani.
2 Excluding beads

Table 17. Distribution of EB 2 metal objects (based on Cosmopoulos 1991, table 5.1)

A. Tools

This first class of metal objects consist of items that clearly were used for tasks related to either
various kinds of handicraft or subsistence activities. 

Chisel (fig. 37)
Three metal objects can be identified as chisels or awls. It has a flattened butt with a square section,
the sides are more or less parallel ending in a sharp cutting edge which extends sideways. It looks
more like a bit that may have been hafted in a wooden or bone handle.
 Branigan placed this chisel in his Type V together with similar items from Thermi IV, Zygouries
and Naxos. These contexts suggest a chronological horizon for this type in the later part of the Early
Bronze Age 2 period.345 

Catalogue numbers: 167, 168, 169.

Punch (fig. 37)
Twenty-six metal tools, all thin, pointed objects, are defined as punches and have as a general
characteristic a square section.Two objects were not available for study (36, 136). Although other
investigators make no further distinctions between the punches, some variation is here identified.
Most punches are simple tools which very probably served to punch or drill holes in hard surfaces.
Some however are more carefully manufactured and would be attached to a haft of wood or bone.
The few very short punches are better defined as bits and would need additional hafting to be able
to be effective.

All punches are classified by Branigan under one type. He makes no further distinction between
subtypes or varieties in this group. However, the punches from Chalandriani may be divided into
two varieties based on particular characteristics of the form and finishing details.

Punches are found in various Early Bronze Age sites all across the Aegean. Numerous examples
came from Troy, Poliochni on Lemnos, Thermi on Lesbos and from the island of Crete. Punches
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were also found by Bossert in her excavations at Kastri on Syros.346 The chronological range of this
type of metal object comprises the Late Neolithic to Middel Bronze Age.

Variety 1: plain shaft
Seventeen examples of the punch have a square section, narrowing towards a sharp point, and with
a blunter butt at the other end. 

Catalogue numbers: 95, 96, 97, 99, 101, 112, 472, 481, 494, 539, 541, 714, 715, 716, 717, 723, 724, 729.

Variety 2: raised upper part
This group of six punches shares most characteristics of the previous type, but they are more
carefully made with a raised straight area with a square section below the narrowing butt. One
example (488) has a flattened butt with rounded top. 

Catalogue numbers: 102, 111, 488, 517, 518, 519.

Needle (fig. 37)
Needles are easily distinguished from the nearly identical pins by the fact that they posses a small
hole through the upper end of the shaft. Nine such needles are present among the finds from
Chalandriani. The needles are made of a piece of thin metal with a circular section, such a a wire.
One of the tips is pointed, while the upper tip has a small eye for a thread. Based on differences in
the way these holes are formed we can identify three varieties. The eyes are either bored through the
tip of the pin, or are made by bending the upper tip over, or by flattening the upper part of the pin
and making a hole through the flat disk. The three varieties recognized by Branigan are also present
at Chalandriani. 

Similar types of needles have been found at various Early Bronze Age sites in the Aegean, mainly
Eastern Aegean, Cyclades, Crete, and at Zygouries on the Mainland. Most date to the Early Bronze
Age 1 and 2 periods, and come from both domestic and funarary contexts. On Crete comparable
needles are found in MM contexts. The third variety has also been found at Kastri.347

Variety 1: bored hole (Branigan type I)
The six examples of this variety are made of circular-section wire, pointed at the lower end with a
hole bored through to pin at the upper end. In some cases the top was slightly flattened in order to
allow a somewhat larger eye. 

Catalogue numbers: 113, 480, 495, 540, 712, 727.

Variety 2: bend top (Branigan type II)
The only one example of this variety (471) is made of circular-section wire, pointed at one end,
rounded and bent at the top creating a small eye-hole.

Variety 3: disc-shaped head (Branigan type III)
Two examples of this last variety (110, 115) are made of circular-section wire, pointed at one end,
with a broadening to a flat oval or rounded circular head with a hole through the centre.
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Figure 37. Metal objects (1). Chisel (cat.no. 167); Punches (cat.nos. 541 and 112); Needles (cat.nos. 480, 471 and 110 ); Fish-
hook (cat.no. 498); Scraper (cat.nos. 384 and 487); Spatulas (cat.nos. 458, 94 and 166); Pair of tweezers (cat.nos. 285 and 143) 
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Fish-hook (fig. 37)
Based on similarities with modern fish-hooks these objects are identified as such. They probably
served the same function. Both fish-hooks came from the same tomb (Tomb 453, 498 and 499).
Both are made of a circular-section wire, bent at the lower end to form a hook. The upper part
shows remains of windings of rope or small narrowing to allow more secure attachments. 

Branigan348 divides these fish-hooks into two separate subtypes. However, except for their size
the differences in appearance and manufacture are not very marked and such a precise typological
distinction does not seem to be useful. The two examples from Chalandriani are therefore treated
as one type. 

These two fish-hooks are the only known examples from the Cyclades. Similar objects have been
found at various other sites in the Aegean. The larger one has parallels mainly in Eastern Aegean
Early Bronze Age sites, in a few sites on the Mainland and on Crete.349 Together with one example
from Levkas and one from Lebena, the two fish-hooks from Chalandrian are the only ones that have
been found in graves. The smaller one (Branigan type Ia) has only one parallel: from a tomb at
Lebena, but without clear chronology.

B. Cosmetic utensils

This class of metal objects is connected with activities directed at beautification or adorning the
human body. In particular, these items are associated with the preparation and application of body
decorations by means of painting and/or tattooing. Contextually these metal objects are closely
associated with various other types of objects, such as stone bowls, bone tubes, colouring materials
and stone pestles. This class of metal objects is first witnessed in the Early Bronze Age 2 period.350

Scraper (fig. 37)
The various rectangular, trapezoidal or oblong, thin, bronze blades are best described as scrapers.
Some other researchers have used different terms, such as trowels, razors, spatulae or plates. None
of these terms is sufficiently precise and each implies a specific function inferred from more recent
objects. The particular shape of the object indicates that it was probably used to cut or scrape.
Probably these objects were part a toolkit which was used for preparing the human skin before the
application of decorations or tattoos. 

The scrapers have a rectangular, flat, thin blade with straight sides sometimes slightly concave;
a straight cutting edge sometimes slightly convex; a straight top, but also cut-out with two raised
sides. The twenty-nine scrapers from Chalandriani may be divided into five groups according to the
number of rivets found on the blades, ranging from none to four, either placed in one line
downwards or in pairs. Branigan divides these scraper into three sub-types I, Ia, and Ib. The blades
may have been attached to either a wooden or bone haft with rivets placed through the haft and the
blade. The scrapers with no indications of rivets were probably attached to hafts with ropes tied
around the part where the blade was set into a cut-out notch in the haft. One scraper without rivets
was found with the original bone haft still attached to the blade (350). 

Scrapers are comparatively rare in other Aegean contexts. Few similar objects have been found,
nearly all in graves. Their dates suggest a relatively brief period of use, mainly Early Bronze Age 2.
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Catalogue numbers:  98, 116, 129, 130, 155, 174, 195, 254, 284, 289, 317, 332, 346, 350, 384, 447, 465, 487, 523, 524, 552,
562, 577, 711, 722, 728, 877, 878.

Spatula (fig. 37)
Two varieties are observed within this group of seven similar objects, generally called spatulae. The
variation is found in the way the top has been decorated or constructed. The spatulae have long
blades widening towards a, usually convex, cutting edge, used for slicing, cutting or scraping. The
top is either bent creating a suspension loop, or worked into knotted loops. One spatula (34) could
not be located in the museum collections studied. Although differing in shape, these spatulas may
be related functionally to the scrapers discribed above. The main difference is the way these metal
blades are either attached to a haft or are finished products. 

Both varieties are grouped together in the classification by Branigan under Type VI in the
category of scrapers.351 However, this type of object is distinctly different from the scrapers (see
above). The decorated tops of the spatulas indicate that they were not attached to wooden or bone
hafts, but were complete objects. Similar objects were found at various funerary contexts on Crete,
all without clear chronology, and at a few sites in the Cyclades. The period of use for this type of
object lies in the Early Bronze Age 2 period.

Variety 1: bend suspension loop
Four spatulas have as a distinctive mark a bent end at the top of the utensil.

Catalogue numbers: 175, 458, 525, 542.

Variety 2: knotted head
Two spatulas are decorated with a head of knotted wire.

Catalogue numbers: 94, 493.

Although typologically classified by Branigan as a long dagger, one spatula (166) from tomb 264 at
Chalandriani clearly never had such a function or use.352 The blade is very thin and bend; the sides
are smoothly curved (see fig. 37). There are no indications which suggest the blade was in any way
hafted or attached to a handle with rivets. 

If it is to be classed within the group of long daggers, as Branigan suggests, it seems more likely
to have served as a ‘weapon’ in a symbolic way as a status marker or a symbol of authority, rather
than as an actual weapon. More likely it was a tool of some kind. The spatula was found in a tomb
in which other tools of stone and metal were also found. Together these items may have belonged
to a toolkit of a sculptor or other craftsman.

Pair of Tweezers (fig. 37)
These twenty metal objects are generally designated as pairs of tweezers on account of their obvious
similarity to modern parallels. The prehistoric objects probably had an identical function. Mylonas
describes their use as depilatory tools for removing hair of the human body.353 Together with other
tools and implements they were probably part of cosmetic toolkits. 

Based on the two ways the top of these tweezers is formed we can identify two basic types of
tweezers at Chalandriani. Tripathi divides the tweezers into ‘open-spring types’ and ‘pinched-spring
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types’.354 One tweezers is of unknown type  because it could not be located in the museum
collections studied (89).

Nearly all tweezers found in Aegean contexts are from graves, and most date to the Early Bronze
Age 2 period. Cosmopoulos355 suggests that the use of these implements starts in the later phase of
this period.

Variety 1: open-spring (Branigan type I)
Fifteen examples are made of a U-shaped piece of sheet bronze, with arms widening towards the
convex tips.

Catalogue numbers: 128, 173, 243, 285, 293, 333, 345, 446, 449, 477, 548, 549, 550, 719, 876.

Variety 2: pinched spring (Branigan type III)
Two examples are made of a U-shaped piece of sheet bronze, arms widening towards the convex
tips and a top formed by pinched loop.

Catalogue numbers: 143, 551.

C. Objects of personal adornment

The only objects which can be placed in this category are the pins. These objects probably
functioned as dress pins holding together pieces of clothing, such as cloaks or mantles. The two
silver specimens were probably conspiciously placed on the garments. In the absence of knowledge
about the gender of the buried persons, associations with either male or female usage are not
possible. Such pins are sometimes described as dress pins indicating that they were worn on
garments as pieces of jewellery. Since no evidence is left of the clothing of Early Bronze Age people,
we have no knowledge of the way these pins were used. However, one pin with a solid spherical
head was found lying on the throat of a buried person (Tomb 205, 88) suggesting that it did in fact
serve as a dress pin. Certainly the more elaborately decorated pins were used as markers of wealth
both within the living community as well as in the burial ritual. Possibly the body of the deceased
was laid out in state and buried with certain valuable possesions attached to the garments. The fact
that no evidence of garments, clothing, leather belts or other perishable materials was found in the
tombs does not mean that these pins were placed in tombs simply as metal objects. They are strong
indications that some of the buried bodies in the tombs were clothed with mantles or other loosely
hanging garments held together with such metal dress pins. The undecorated plain pins and possibly
also some of the decorated ones may have been used in the application of tattoos on human skin.

Pin (fig. 38)
Thirty-two pins were found in many graves at Chalandriani. Several varieties can be observed. The
variation is mainly found in the way the top of these pins are either decorated or left unworked. Two
pins (35, 368) are only known from a reference in the report by Tsountas, they could not be located
in the museum collections studied. One other pin (Tomb 370) is clearly not prehistoric, and may be
an intrusive find not recognized as such by Tsountas at the time of excavation. It is, however,
described in the inventory of the museum in Syros as being from Tomb 370. 

On the bases of the variations in which the heads of these pins are formed, six varieties may be
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Figure 38. Metal objects (2). Pins: variety 1 (cat.nos. 51, 315 and 316); variety 2 (cat.no. 395); variety 3 (Cat.no. 394); variety 4
(cat.no. 367); variety 5 (cat.no. 538); variety 6 (cat.no. 294 and 296) 

identified. The decorations range from simple terminals, double spirals of bronze wire to more
elaborately executed terminal with knotted pieces of bronze wire or solid shapes such as solid
pyramids, jugs or balls.

Variety 1: plain head (Branigan type I)
Nineteen pins have a circular shaft of thin wire with a plain terminal or rounded top and a sharp
lower point. The shaft in sometimes bend in one or two places, on occasion forming a sort of hook.

Catalogue numbers: 51, 114, 194, 315, 316, 373, 468, 520, 521, 522, 553, 554, 710, 713, 718, 720, 721, 725, 726.

Variety 2: knotted loops (Branigan no. III)
Five pins have a circular shaft with multiple knotted looped head. One example has four rows of
multiple loops (395)

Catalogue numbers: 79, 103, 295, 395, 448.

Variety 3: ball (Branigan no. IVa)
Two pins have a circular shaft with a spherical solid head at the top. One pin of this variety (394)
was made of silver.

Catalogue numbers: 88, 394.

Variety 4: pyramid (Branigan no. VI)
Only one pin (367) has a circular shaft ending in a pyramidal solid head, with grooves below the
head.
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Variety 5: double spiral (Branigan no. XI)
Two pins have a circular shaft ending in a double spiral head.

Catalogue numbers: 516, 538.

Variety 6: vase (Branigan nos. XIII, XIIIa)
Two pins have a circular shaft with a terminal consisting of a vase-shaped solid head. One pin of
this variety is made of silver (294)

Catalogue numbers: 294, 296.

D. Miscellaneous

A piece of unidentified sheet metal (526), possibly a scrap fragment, was found in T 468. Its shape
could not be connected with any of the types of metal objects described above.

4.6. Bone objects 

With 52 items, bone objects rank as the fourth largest group of artefacts from the cemetery at
Chalandriani, nearly 6 percent of the total number of finds. The majority of bone objects are tubes
made of worked fragments of hollowed long bones. Other types of bone objects include pins, a
needle and two small rings. Objects made of animal bones are found at many sites in the Aegean
Early Bronze Age. Cosmopoulos lists 524 bone objects from Early Bronze Age 2 contexts in the
Aegean.356 Two thirds of the items are from the eastern Aegean, especially the settlements at Troy,
Poliochni and Thermi. The remaining one third is unequally divided over the other regions. With
126 items or 24 percent, the Mainland is the second largest group. Only 6 items came from Crete,
while 46 are recorded from the Cyclades. This last group consists almost completely of finds from
Chalandriani (40 items). The other six objects came from the cemeteries at Ayioi Anargyroi, Spedos
and Aplomata on Naxos and Dokathismata on Amorgos. Again the cemetery at Chalandriani figures
prominently within this class of material. With the evidence availably from this study we can adjust
the figures given in Cosmopoulos. Six bone objects are recorded by Cosmopoulos from the
Cyclades excluding Chalandriani. We can now add to this figure the 51 objects from Chalandriani,
making a total of 57 bone objects from Cycladic Early Bronze Age 2 contexts. 

Bone objects are more subject to processes of natural decay than other kinds of material, such
as stone vessels or pottery. However, by working and decorating these parts of animal bones they
were better resistent to these processes than the human skeletons buried in the same tombs.
Moreover, the fact that human bones were not systematically gathered during the exacavations at
Chalandriani, or at other sites, suggests that some bone objects may not have been recognized as
artefacts and thus not saved for further study.357 The fact that in two tombs only the small stone
stoppers were found without any reference to the associated bone tubes may indicate that not all
bone objects from Chalandriani are at our disposal. The same bias may be inferred for various kinds
of simple or plain bone pins or other small tools. The group of bone objects available in the
museum collections studied are therefore only a sample of the possibly much larger group of objects
originally placed in the tombs.
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Figure 39. Bone objects: Tubes (cat.nos. 27, 54 and 206); Pin, variety 1 (cat.no. 160); Pin, variety 2 (cat.no. 334); Needle (cat.no.
104); Ring (cat.no. 527); Handle (cat.no. 359) 

Tube (fig. 39)
Tsountas reported to have found 35 bone tubes in 30 tombs at Chalandriani.358 The inventories of
the museum collections studied record a total of 36 bone tubes from various tombs. Four other
tubes which are mentioned by Tsountas in his description of tomb inventories could not be located
in these museums (189, 286, 287, 489).

Many are in a very fragmented state, while a few are in pristine condition. The bone used for
these tubes probably came from the tibia or femurs of sheep or goats.359 Several of the bone tubes are
decorated with incised designs arranged in concentric bands around the exterior surface. Few were
found together with a stone stopper. On account of the presence of small holes drilled in the upper
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361 For Aplomata, see Marangou, ed. (1990), 69, pl. 51; for Ayios Kosmas, see Mylonas (1959), 30, 148; for
Eutresis, see Caskey and Caskey (1960), 156, pl. 53: viii.62; for Lithares, see Tzavella-Evjen (1984), 174-75, pl. 93;
for Aegina, see Walter and Felten (1981), 179: 525; for Lerna, see Banks (1967), 437-38, nos. 1135-39; for Troy, see
Schliemann (1880), 426, no. 526, Blegen et al. (1950), pl. 365; for Skyros, see Parlama (1984), 112-14, pl. 54; for
Tomb 4 at Nidri on Lefkas, see Dörpfeld (1927), fig. 66b.
362 For Spedos, see Papathansopoulos (1961/62), 126-27, pl. 578;7γ; Marangou, ed. (1990), 52, pl. 16; for Manika,
see Sakellarakis (1987), pl. 41c-d, Sampson (1985), 314-15, fig. 71, Sampson (1988), Table 12; for Poliochni, see
Bernabo-Brea (1964), 457, 666, pl. CLXXVIII, 12; for Thermi, see Lamb (1936), 22: 30.26.
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end on several tubes it can be assumed that most if not all of these tubes were originally closed off
with such a stone stopper that could be fixed into the opening. In several tubes traces of blue or red
colouring material are still present. Although not yet analysed scientifically, this pigment probably
consisted of a mixture of a grinded mineral ore and a liquid (e.g. animal fat, olive oil). The function
of these bone tubes was probably a container of the colouring material. Traces of these pigments
were also found on some of the stone or marble bowls. Together these items were probably part of
a cosmetic toolkit used for preparing and applying painted or tattooed decorations to human skin.360

Similar bone tubes with incised decoration have been found on several Early Bronze Age 2 sites
in the Aegean, both settlements and cemeteries. Plain undecorated tubes have been found at House
2 at Ayios Kosmas, House L at Eutresis, Lithares, Aegina, Lerna, Troy, Lefkas and Skyros.361 Tubes
with incised decorations were found at grave 18 at Spedos (Naxos), Tombs IV, XII, XIII and
Tombs 71, 82, 110 at Manika on Euboea, Poliochni on Lemnos, Thermi on Lesbos and Tiryns in
the Peloponnesos.362 

Catalogue numbers: 27, 54, 68, 105, 121, 142, 156, 158, 189, 206, 211, 221, 237, 238, 239, 240, 241, 255, 265, 266, 286,
287, 318, 335, 347, 348, 355, 356, 361, 369, 405, 409, 422, 431, 434, 435, 466, 489, 529, 563.

Pin (fig. 39)
Two varieties can be distinguished among this group of eight bone pins, a plain and a decorated
variety. One pin (35) is only known from its mentioning in the description by Tsountas of the tomb
inventory in which it was found, it could not be located in the museum collections studied. Although
we do not know its shape, it is probably of the plain variety; if it had been decorated with a bird-
head, such as the other pins, it would more than likely to have been mentioned by Tsountas. 

Variety 1: plain pin
All three have plain shafts with circular sections and pointed tips.

Catalogue numbers: 159, 160, 530.

Variety 2: bird head
These four pins resemble the plain pins save for the addition of the carved bird on the top. 

Catalogue numbers: 131, 334, 349, 360.

Needle (fig. 39)
Only one pin (104) with a small hole through the top can be described as a needle. Its shape
resembles in all other respects the bone pins. It may be compared with the metal pins discusssed
above.
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Figure 40. Obsidian blades (cat.nos. 144, 290, 291); Shells (cat.nos. 297, 218, 261, 385, 730) and terracotta spindle whorl
(cat.no. 496)

Bone needles are very rarely found at Early Bronze Age contexts. Similar items are known from
Manika in Euboea.363

 
Ring (fig. 39)
These two curious and rare items (527, 528) are most likely to have served as finger-rings. Although
one is only partly preserved it caries parallel and concentric, incised grooves on the outside, and had
a diameter of circa 2 centimeter which would fit on a human finger. The better preserved example
has a smaller diameter and caries a small thin disk on top. On the upper surface irregular scratchings
can be seen which do not, however, suggest any intentional design. Both rings came from the same
tomb (Tomb 468) which is one of the  richest in terms of both the number of artefacts and the
variety of types. 

Handle (fig. 39)
This piece of worked bone, probably part of a long bone or rib of sheep/goat, was made to fit as
a handle or haft for a metal scraper (359). 

Unworked bone
Finally, one unworked piece of bone (580) is most likely to have come from the horn core of a goat
or sheep. These kinds of unworked bone are known from several other Early Bronze Age sites in
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Cassis glauca L., Arca Noae L. and Triton tritonis L. 
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the Aegean, mostly settlements. This piece of unworken animal bone may have been used as some
kind of grinder or pounder, or possibly it was to be worken into a pendant or other kind of
jewellery. 

4.7. Obsidian (fig. 40)

The only pieces of chipped stone found in the tombs at Chalandriani consisted of small blades of
worked obsidian. No cores were found. Tsountas364 reports to have found obsidian blades in circa
fifty tombs, and generally measuring between 0.05 and 0.09 m in length. In his descriptions of a
selection of tomb inventories, Tsountas lists eleven obsidian blades from eight tombs, two contained
respectively two and three blades. This suggests that the number of obsidian blades from the
cemetery is probably higher than the number of tombs which contained them. Unfortunately we
have no other source which would allow us to calculate the total number more accurately. The
estimated total of obsidian blades found by Tsountas at the cemetery may thus be set at more than
53. Thirty obsidian blades (or fragments thereof) excavated by Tsountas are recorded in the
inventories of the museum collections with material from Chalandriani. One of these obsidian
blades (581) is recorded without a tomb provenance. Two pieces mentioned in the tomb descriptions
by Tsountas were no longer traceable (190, 319). Five obsidian blades (122, 200, 201, 202, 271) were
transferred from the National Museum in Athens to the Archaeological Museum in Syros, where
they unfortunately are not recorded in the inventory. This leaves nineteen obsidian blades that were
available for study. In addition, one obsidian blade was found close to a tomb during the excavations
by Doumas. 

All obsidian objects are blades of more or less similar shape. These tools are commonly found
in numerous prehistoric contexts in the Cyclades and elsewhere in the Aegean. This type of parallel
sided blade with an uplifted proximinal end, a dorsal ridge and trangular in section can generally be
dated to the Early Bronze Age.365 It seems more than likely, although it is not analysed, that the
obsidian used in these blades came from one of the sources on the island of Melos.366

Catalogue numbers: 69, 122, 144, 147, 186, 190, 199, 200, 201, 202, 212, 224, 256, 257, 271, 290, 291, 319, 336, 351, 352,
370, 388, 450, 490, 555, 556, 557, 581, 883.

4.8. Shells

Marine molluscan remains were found in several tombs. Tsountas describes finding shells in several
tombs and presents a summary of the various species among them. He records to have found
various edible shells in nine different tombs.367 In six tombs remains of limpets were found,
sometimes inside clay bowls or cups. Three other tombs each contained another, different species.
Unfortunately he does not present us with further informations regarding the other finds from these
tombs, nor the tomb numbers. 
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Besides these shells placed in tombs as food, there are also shells placed in tombs for other
reasons. A large number of shells were special containers belonging to cosmetic assemblages, while
a smaller group of shells were worked into beads and formed necklaces. A few other shells may have
been put in tombs for other unknown reasons, possibly as rare or valuable objects in themselves.

The first step in classifying the moluscan remains involves a separation of the shells into either
gasteropods or bivalves. This last category consists of shell species which possess two parts
connected at the apex. Both parts of such species are not always found together. In several tombs
only one valve was encountered during excavation. The Pecten jacobeus L. is the only species of the
bivalvia found in the tombs. It is also the most numerous group, with 19 examples. Of the
gasteropods several species were found, including two Patellae (218 and 389), Charonia variegata Phil.
(261 and probably 582 and 584), while the three necklaces are of Cyclope neritea L. (297), Dentalium
elephanitnum L. (90) and of Murex brandaris L. (531) Two other necklaces in the museum in Athens
have not been studied in detail, but are probably each of five examples of the genus Cassididae. Two
conch shells were also not available for study. Finally, one of the seashells mentioned by Tsountas
in Tomb 371 could not be located in the inventories of the museums studied. 

In the description below the shells are divided into worked and unworked examples. The first
category consists of shells worked into beads for necklaces. The second category consists of
complete or parts of shells placed in tombs for various reasons.

Bead (fig. 40)
Three groups of shells worked into beads were found in three different tombs. Each group consists
of a different species. In Tomb 205 is a group of many small beads of the species Dentalium
elephantinum L. (90). As can be seen on the black and white photographs in Tsountas (see plate XII
above), these beads were lying in front of the face of the deceased and suggest they were probably
a necklace hung around the neck.368  A second group of worked shells was found inside Tomb 343.
These 45 small shells of the species Cyclope neritea L. (297) were also likely to have been strung into
a necklace. The tomb contents are not described by Tsountas in detail, nor is their any other
information available on how they were found in the tomb. The third group of worked shells was
lying in Tomb 468. These ten beads were worked parts (opercula) of the species Murex bandaris L.
(531). 

Shell necklaces have been found in other funerary contexts in the Aegean, e.g. in Grave 3 at the
cemetery Akrotiri on Naxos.369 

Catalogue numbers: 90, 297, 531.

Unworked shell (fig. 40)
In addition to the small shells which mentioned above, many unworked examples were found in
several tombs. Nine shells which are listed in the descriptions of the tomb inventories published by
Tsountas, but could not be located in the museum collections (37, 133, 337, 353, 389, 390, 532, 533,
543). Another group of twelve shells were excavated by Tsountas, but are registered in the museum
inventories without a tomb provenance. The remaining fifteen shells are from reconstructed tomb
inventories, five of whichwere unavailable for study. 

The majority of these shells are scallops, Pecten jacobeus L. The two species are much less frequent:
two limpet shells, Patella caerulla L. (218, 389) and probably three triton or conch shells, Charonia
variegata Phil. (261, 582, 584). 
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The scallops were probably used as containers for colouring materials or small metal and bone
tools. The shells are generally associated in tomb inventories with other items belonging to a
cosmetic toolkit. 

Catalogue numbers: 37, 106, 132, 133, 145, 176, 207, 208, 218, 261, 320, 337, 353, 362, 379, 380, 381, 385, 389, 390, 451,
532, 533, 543, 582, 583, 584, 730, 731, 732, 733, 734, 735, 736, 737, 879.

4.8. Terracotta objects (fig. 40)

Tsountas mentions having found three terracotta spindle whorls during his investigations on Syros.
One at the settlement of Kastri and two others from the cemetery at Chalandriani.370 The two from
Chalandriani were found in two tombs. One of these whorls from Tomb 467, decorated with incised
lines, is illustrated in Tsountas.371 The other whorl was undecorated. The inventory of the museum
in Athens, however, lists two whorls from two different tombs excavated by Tsountas, Tombs 344
and 452. The whorl listed as coming from Tomb 452 is described as having similar incised designs
as the one illustrated in Tsountas pl. 10:6. This whorl was studied during one of my visits to the
museum in Athens. The whorl from Tomb 344 was transferred to the museum in Syros in 1971,
according to a reference in the inventory in Athens. Unfortunately, it is not listed in the inventory
of the museum in Syros, nor has it been studied. The whorl from Tomb 467 is not listed in the
museum inventories of both Athens and Syros, and is therefore described only from the illustration
given in Tsountas. Based on the information from these different sources, the total number of
terracotta spindle whorls can be set at three examples from three different tombs. 

The decorated terracotta whorls have close parallels in similar objects from eastern Aegean sites,
such as Troy II, Poliochni and Thermi. Decorated biconical spindle whorls are relatively rarer in the
Aegean Early Bronze Age. 

Catalogue numbers: 299, 496, 504.

4.9. Colouring material

Three fragments or lumps of colouring material were found in three different tombs. Two of the
fragments were red colouring material, while the third was blue. Traces of similar material are found
in a small number of stone vessels, or still inside some of the bone tubes.372 The use of this material
was most likely connected with various kinds of body decorations. Although not preserved from the
excavations it may be possible that lumps of charcoal were also used as a similar colouring material.

The material was not analysed, but both kinds of pigment were probably obtained from two
different copper ores, hematite and azurite. No indications are at present available to suggets that
either or both of these ores are found on Syros. Colouring material, such as these lumps of powdery
stone, may well have been brought home from sea voyages to areas with more evidence of metallic
exploitation. 

Catalogue numbers: 134, 170, 354.
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Final Neolithic II Attic-Kephala culture later fourth millennium BC

Early Cycladic I Grotta-Pelos culture ca. 3100/3000-2650/2600 BC

transitional phase Kampos group ca. 2750/2700-2650/2600 BC

Early Cycladic II early Keros-Syros culture ca. 2650/2600-2450/2300 BC

Early Cycladic II late Lefkandi I-Kastri group ca. 2450/2300-2200/2150 BC

Early Cycladic III Phylakopi I culture ca. 2200/2150-2050/2000 BC

Table 18. Chronology of the Early Bronze Age in the Cyclades (after Manning 1995)

4.10. Chronology

Despite numerous scholarly studies and ingenious schematic reconstructions, the chronology of the
Early Bronze Age in the Cyclades is not yet beyond dispute. Much of the discussions are caused by
the absence of clear stratigraphic associations with ceramic finds from different parts of the Aegean.
The Cycladic prehistory is characterized by the predominence of sites with only one period of
occupation. The majority of these sites are cemeteries. Renfrew summarized the available sources
of information regarding the Early Cycladic chronology into strategraphic evidence, mainly from the
settlement of Phylakopi on Melos, the many cemeteries, and the comparative analyses of associations
of finds within individual graves.373 Much of the problem stems from the difficulty of combining
local sequences of individual sites into meaningful regional sequences. A large number of the sites
are one-component sites, which were occupied for only a relatively short period of time. A major
progress may be made through comparative studies of material assemblages from a large number
of sites, both settlements and cemeteries. The identification of certain diagnostic ceramic traits, in
the form of shapes and/or decorative styles, allow us to make propositions regarding connections
between different sites and their contemporaneity. Such chronological diagnostic ceramic complexes
are the chronological subdivisions or ceramic phases of a culture or a period. By ordening these
recognized phases within a particular region we create a sequence of phases, or a regional sequence.
The procedure of this ordening is based on chronologically arranging representative components
of these phases by means of stratigraphy, seriation, chronometric dating or some combination of
these.374 Additional information may be derived from correlation dating or cross-dating procedures.
Through establishing correlations between the specific components (artefacts) with other, better
understood regions we may identify some ‘fixed points’ within a regional chronology. Such hinges
are essential in relating regional chronologies to those of other areas. 

In the case of the Early Bronze Age Cyclades, the main handicap lies in the fact that the majority
of the archaeological remains and artefacts came from cemeteries which were mostly excavated at
the end of the nineteenth and the first decades of the twentieth century. Recent projects, which
include important settlement complexes, are yet to appear in print. Any further refinements of the
chronology will only be possible when major find complexes such as Ayia Irini on Keos, Keros, the
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settlement at Skardos on Ios and the cave of Zas on Naxos are known in more detail. It is essential,
however, that as much of the material finds are published as possible. Futhermore, one important
aspect which is only beginning to develop concerns the study of fabrics, and especially the coarser
ones, from various islands. Any advancement in our knowledge of exchanges of ceramics (the largest
catagory of artefacts in all complexes) can only be colloborated through examinations of the clays
used in making the pots. A full-scale program of analyzing fabrics from the Early Bronze Age
Cyclades is one of the most promising fields of research into the chronology and interconnections
of the different islands communities. At present the available information regarding fabrics is
inadequate for any detailed analysis of ceramic exchange pattern. 

With regard to the chronology of the prehistoric Cyclades, two traditions are in use, sometimes
employed in combination. The first is based on the definition of a more or less historic periodization
into distinct and successive phases. It is based on the tripartite chronological scheme of the Bronze
Age first set up by Arthur Evans for Minoan Crete and by Allan Wace and Carl Blegen for Mainland
Greece.375 These schemes consist of three main periods or phases, Early, Middle, and Late, each
subdivided into three or less sub-phases, generally designated with Roman numerals (I, II, III). In
some cases these subdivisions are again split into smaller units. The basis for discriminating between
distinct phases lies mainly in the recognistion of significant changes in the styles and forms of
pottery. A ceramic change is considered to be an indication of a change in the culture or social
structure in a given area. Overall this system creates a highly detailed chronological framework.
Furthermore, regional traditions are identified within this model: thus we have the Minoan
chronology on Crete, the Helladic in Mainland Greece, and the Cycladic on the Cyclades. In general,
corresponding periods and phases are more or less synchronous throughout the Aegean world,
although in several cases longer or shorter periods are recognized. 

A second tradition starts from the ‘bottom-up’, in stead of the ‘top-down’ structure of the other
tradition. This chronological model is based on the identification of homogenous artefact groups
with specific temporal and spatial boundaries. Individual archaeological contexts are systematically
compared and the nature and strength of typological similarities in the material remains is noted.
These geographical groups are generally placed in some sequential chronological order. Through
seriation of these various correlations between sites a sequence is developed which is considered to
be chronological in nature. At appropriate points major changes are recognized which indicate the
changing of one culture into another. Each of these cultures are regarded as more or less
homogeneous cultural systems. The basic work on this tradition was done by Colin Renfrew.376 His
detailed analyses of the cultural traits of many of the Cycladic prehistoric contexts formed the
foundation of another tripartite chronological system. It consists of three main cultures which are
at the same time chronological and geographical entities. The demarcation of these cultures in terms
of space and time is a matter of continuing debate. Some kind of overlap, both in time and space,
is considered a characteristic of this approach. The chronological scheme constructed in this
tradition is less rigorous and discrete than in the other tradition of successive periods and sub-
phases. Also, some discussion is centred around the labelling of the cultures and sub-phases. A
serious problem with this approach lies in the fact that it remains extremely difficult to establish the
origins and demise of such cultures. Studying cultural change usually involves placing these distinct
archaeological (material) cultures within a predefined regional chronological scheme. Both systems
of chronology are currently in use. However, most scholars use a combined chronology in which
ceramic groups are placed within the tripartite scheme of historic periodization. Nevertheless, the
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existence of these two traditions are the cause of much of the confusion found in many discussions
of the cultural developments during the prehistoric times in the Aegean world. The growing number
of chronometric dates, especially through the radiocarbon method, will eventually lead to a much
better understood chronology of the Aegean earlier prehistory. 

The recently published study by Sturt  Manning on The Absolute Chronology of the Aegean Early
Bronze Age summarizes the discussions and controversies which surround this issue of chronology.377

In addition he presents details of the implications of the various chronometric datings available for
the Aegean prehistory. Instead of repeating the exercise of summarizing the development of our
present state of knowledge we will base our discussion of the chronology in relation to the cemetery
at Chalandriani on his account. 

The results of studying the various kinds of artefacts from the tombs do not seem to contradict
earlier statements regarding the broad chronological setting of the cemetery. The cemetery at
Chalandriani comes into use somewhere after the start of the Early Bronze Age 2 period, as well as
the associated settlement. It remains in use during the early part of the Early Bronze Age 2 period
and continues, although probably on a lesser scale, into the Early Bronze Age 2 late phase,
contemporary with the occupation of the fortified settlement at Kastri.378 This fortified settlement
north of the cemetery at Chalandriani was abandonned probably at the end of the Early Bronze Age
2 late phase, around 2200/2150 BC. The total period of use of the cemetery may thus stretch
between ca. 2600-2200 BC, with the bulk of the tombs constructed during the earlier part, ca. 2600-
2400/2300 BC. The range of diagnostic pottery types confines the cemetery material to the EC IIA
period with an overflow into the EC IIB phase (Lefkandi I-Kastri group). The tombs do not contain
any material associated with the earlier Kampos or the later Amorgos-group; all material is
mainstream Keros-Syros material with a small number (but not the full range) of Kastri-group types.



Chapter five

SOCIETY AND DEATH

There are many riddles of the dead
that only the living can answer.

Ben Okri, The Famished Road (1991, 427)

WITH the reconstructed tomb groups, the descriptions of the artefacts from the cemetery,
their typology and chronology as discussed in the previous chapters, we can now look for
possible interpretations of the patterning in the burial remains. In general this section of

our investigation is part of what can be called the study of the social dimension of the observed
mortuary variability, or the social archaeology of death. By comparing individual burial assemblages
we may gain insight into the social configuration of the society which buried their dead at
Chalandriani. The dead do not speak for themselves and their entombment is surrounded by many
riddles. In contrast to the story told by Ben Okri in his novel The Famished Road, there are no living
members of the prehistoric Syriote society who can inform us on their social practices and magical
customs in dealing with death. We only have the material remains of objects that were placed with
the body in many of the tombs. Also the tomb itself may present us with information, for instance
its particular shape and location. However, all attempts to come up with descriptions or
reconstructions of the society using the cemetery at Chalandriani must rely on the quality and
resolution of the material remains. Fortunately, this area of research centers on one of the least
contested assertions in archaeology. Mortuary remains are to a certain degree a reflection of the
society of the living. However, it remains for us to demonstrate the degree of that reflection in each
and every case. Discussion in archaeology is not so much directed at this basic assumption, but at
the particular conditions and parameters of the material remains that are available for study. In the
case of the cemetery at Chalandriani we are handicapped (or challenged) in several aspects. Skeletal
remains of buried persons were not systematically recovered and curated. This prevents us from
establishing correlations between biological variables and culturally determined variables. In
particular it prevents us from establishing gender and age correlations in the material record,
although occasionally we may be able to suggest the gender of some burials on the basis of the
particular character of the associated combination of artefacts. A second handicap is our lack of
knowing the original spatial distribution of the tombs over the terrain. This rules out recognizing
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spatial clusters of related tombs within the cemetery as a whole. Closely related burials, biologically
or socially, may have been buried in reserved plots separated from others. Nevertheless these serious
disadvantages should not inhibit us from investigating the social background of the burials in this
cemetery. Both in number and in diversity, the available burial assemblages hold enough potential
information further pursue this. 

5.1. Mortuary variability

In this chapter we will search for patterns in the available data of the cemetery at Chalandriani with
the aim of establishing whether the manner of burial, the Ausstattung of the tomb, and the
composition of the tomb inventories is a reflection of certain social and cultural meanings. Secondly,
we will try to describe and interprete such underlying social and cultural meanings. To this end a
small number of analyses were executed with the available evidence. The evidence at hand is far
from complete or perfect. A number of important categories of data are lacking, such as data of the
skeletal remains from the tombs and the precise location of the tombs within the terrain of the
cemetery. Also, a number of tombs excavated by Tsountas in 1898 are recorded without inventories.
Of the 540 tombs excavated by Tsountas, 185 tomb inventories could be reconstructed. Although
a large section of the remaining tombs were probably fitted out only with artefacts made of non-
durable materials or with no items at all (see below) there are still a considerable number of tombs
for which we know no further details about content and composition. The analyses described in the
following pages are based in each case on these 185 tombs of which we know the inventories. 

Inspired by Paul Wason’s (1994)  book on the archaeological study of rank, I consider the analysis
of burial data as social archaeology. The archaeological record as we have it is therefore studied in
terms of social theory. The main question which guides further analyses of the mortuary remains
presented below focuses on the degree and configuration of social inequality within the society who
buried their dead at Chalandriani. Some form of inequality is inherent in all human societies, both
past and present. It is not the notion of social inequality itself that is fiercely debated in archaeology,
but its manifestation in differentiated access to power, wealth, knowledge and general life conditions
or well being in particular cases. Burials can be regarded as one of the main parts of the
archaeological record in which social inequality is particularly manifest. Individuals are treated
differently at death in accordance with existing rules of inequality. These rules govern social actions,
including burial practices, which generally have material consequences in leaving traces in the
archaeological record. Through fieldwork, e.g. excavation, information of these material residues of
social actions are retrieved and subsequently studied and analysed. These investigations lead to
inferences of the social actions and the cultural rules surrounding them, and thus to conclusions of
the differential treatment of individuals at death in a particular society. Although this chain of
reasoning may seem solid it does contain several weaker links. Between people and things stand
ideas, beliefs and meanings, which constrict any direct relationship between them. Secondly, the
archaeological record is not a straightforward or direct reflection of past dynamics. Distortions occur
due to depositional and post-depositional processes.379 Finally, mortuary remains may only partly
reflect the actual and complex framework of statusses and ranking, ideological programs may come
between the burial procedures and how people interpreted them.380 Thus, although direct
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relationships between burial and social structures are impossible to deduce, we can formulate general
observations, partly based on cross-cultural analyses and on informed conjectures, about the nature
of certain burial programs and their socio-ideological context. A full undertanding of any burial
program (even in the present day) will never be possible, but we may try to recognize and identify
certain governing, structuring principles regarding the relationship between an individual’s burial and
his/her place or position within society (at the time of death). These governing principles of burial
practices are what G. Gibbon calls the burial program, or “a reconstuction of mortuary activities that
is used in archaeology to identify the degree of social complexity of a past society”.381 

For our study of the burial programm at Chalandriani we may make use of several general
domains of variability in mortuary remains from past societies, as proposed by Wason.382 In each
case we will interprete the available information from Chalandriani in the light of these different
aspects of mortuary variability. Together these discussions may assist us in reconstructing some of
the particulars of the burial program at Chalandriani. 

The first aspect of variation among different graves concerns the tomb form, i.e. size,
construction, energy expenditure, design, elaborateness and associated structural features. Burial
facilities can range from a simple pit dug three feet below the surface to extensive stone buildings.
The variations between burial facilities may indicate differences between the buried persons inside
them. Even small variations between seemingly similar burial facilities may be the result of certain
social rules for the disposal of the dead. The second aspect focuses on the variations in the number
of burials found in graves. Graves can be divided into collective versus individual burials, or graves
with multiple or single burials. This aspect is closely related to the way a community regards the
individual and its corporeal body in funerary practices. A change from multiple to single burials is
generally associated with a change in emphasis from a person’s position within social units (e.g.
descent groups) to the individuality of that person or its social position in society. The third aspect
of mortuary variability investigates the variations in the quantity of grave associations. Although the
relationship between the quantity of goods in a tomb and the person’s social position is not always
straightforward, Wason found that from a study of ethnographic examples some conclusions
regarding personal status or rank can be inferred from the quantity of grave goods in tombs.383 His
examples reveal that the variations in the quantity of grave goods is hierarchical and associated with
the position a person held in society. The fourth domain of mortuary variability looks at the
variation of different types of goods included in tombs. Variations in the associations of types
between different burials that are not attributed to chronological changes may reflect differences in
status of the buried person. The fifth domain of variation in tombs relative to social status, as
discussed by Wason, investigates particular mortuary distinctions cross-cutting age and gender. This
involves indentifying status symbols or rank markers which reflect social positions of buried
persons. However, due to the absence of information regarding the biological details of the buried
persons, analyzing this aspect of mortuary variability will not be possible in the case of Chalandriani.
Finally, the last domain of mortuary variability analyses spatial relationships among burials. These
may be investigated at many levels, from the arrangement of objects in the tomb, the positioning
of the body in the grave to regional patterns of cemeteries in relation to other sites. Here we will
discuss the evidence we have regarding the arrangements of finds inside a small number of tombs
as indicators of possible functional and social meaningful associations of artefacts.
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In the following sections we will look into each of these aspects with regard to the available
evidence from Chalandriani. The quality and quantity of the information from the tombs will in each
case determine the strength of inferences drawn for each domain of variability. Although some of
these lines of investigations will be, by neccessity, less rigorous than one would wish, together they
may present us with reasonable reconstruction of the burial program at Chalandriani.

5.2. Tomb form

The architectural aspects of the tombs from Chalandriani were already discussed in chapter two. To
recapitulate, all tombs were built in dry-stone masonry with an entrance facing slope downwards to
the sea in the east. The ground plan is either rectangular or circular, but in both cases the upper
structure has a similar dome-shaped top. In total numbers, circular tombs are more frequent than
rectangular ones. Also in chapter two we have analyzed the distribution of these two tomb forms
within the spatial organization of the cemetery plot at Chalandriani. The cemetery was divided into
a western group and an eastern group of tombs. The eastern group was again divided into four
different clusters of tombs. A statistically significant correlation between tomb form and location
suggests that the choice of tomb form may not have been entirely left to chance. One or more
unknown reasons for choosing either a rectangular of a circular tomb seems to underlay the
observed pattern. The dimensions of both types of ground plan are more or less standard. Only a
few are exceptionally large or small in size. The number of tombs of which the dimensions are
known is unfortunately too small to allow further conclusions. Finally, the orientation of the
entrances, and thus of the tombs, shows a regular pattern. All face slope downwards, generally
ranging between northwest and northeast. This pattern seems certainly dictated by the characteristics
of the terrain, probably not by any other reason. Although the sample of tombs with information
on shape, size and orientation is rather limited, we may in this section investigate whether there is
any relation between these tomb aspects and the artefacts included with the burial. In other words
whether there is a relation between type of ground plan and the artefact associations in the tomb
inventories. The choice of either a rectangular or a circular tomb was almost certainly not accidental,
but would be governed by factors unknown to us. Without the evidence from the skeletal remains
we cannot confirm, at this stage, whether these two types of ground plan are associated with the
gender of the buried person, but perhaps the particulars of the type of finds in tombs of each type
can support such a suggestion. Other possible reasons may be related to clan or descent groups
within the community of Chalandriani, occupational groups, or other types of social groups.

We have information regarding the shape and the particulars of the contents of the 24 tombs
described more fully by Tsountas in his published report, of which ten tombs have rectangular
ground plans, while 14 are circular.384 Regarding the inventories of these two groups, there are a
number of differences. For one thing, tombs with circular ground plans have fewer metal objects,
but frequently a pan. Stone vessels and other stone objects are also generally more common in these
circular tombs. Tombs with a rectangular ground plan in several cases have  large numbers of metal
tools and shells. The number of items of different kinds of materials found in either of the two tomb
types are listed in table 19. The counted frequencies are however too low to allow them to be
typologically categorized. The application of a chi-square test to this table indicates there is an
association between the type of ground plan and the inclusion of certain material categories in tombs
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Rectangular   Circular Total
No. items Percentage No. items Percentage

Pottery 22 32.3% 46 67.6% 68
Stone vessels 8 36.3% 14 63.6% 22
Stone objects 10 37.0% 17 62.9% 27
Stone figurines 3 60.0% 2 40.0% 5
Metal objects 32 78.0% 9 21.9% 41
Bone objects 6 40.0% 9 60.0% 15
Obsidian 4 44.4% 5 55.5% 9
Shells 7 87.5% 1 12.5% 8
Pigments - 1 1

Total 92 104 196

Number of tombs 10 14 24

Table 19. Distribution of material categories in the sample of 24 tombs with known type of ground plan, as
described in Tsountas (1899).

inventories. The resulting χ2 value of 33.0 is well above the 0.01 level of rejection with 8 degrees of
freedom. However, using Craner’s V statistic, testing the strength of the association gives a value
of 0.42, suggesting the association is not strong. In both cases the category of pigments is left out
of the calculations as it is too small. This leaves us  with the question of what the significance of
these two types of ground plans was to the people burying their dead at Chalandriani. Two variables
which could assist us here are unfortunately not at our disposal: biological data (gender and age of
the buried person) and spatial data, i.e. the location of the tomb in either one of the groups or
clusters as found at the cemetery terrain. 

Besides the 32 tombs published in detail by Tsountas in his report, he also gives general figures
regarding the shape of the tombs he excavated (see above table 4). Among the tombs excavated by
Tsountas, 258 were with a circular ground plan, 214 had a rectangular ground plan, while 68 tombs
could not be determined, probably due to severe disturbances or erosion. If we take only the two
groups of tomb types which are certain, we have a total of 472 tombs with an identifiable ground
plan. Put into percentages, this total breaks down into 45.3 percent rectangular tombs and 54.7
percent circular tombs. These figures indicate that the sample is nearly split into two halves. Several
criteria may lie behind such a division. It seems that given the composition of human societies in
general the most likely basis for such a distribution of tomb forms into two almost equal groups is
to be found in the gender of the deceased. Age is unlikely to be a the basis for such a division. It
would be highly irregular to have only two classes, e.g. adult and sub-adult, or if all burials are of
adults only two almost equally large age-classes. A temporal or chronological division into two
groups of tomb forms also seems implausible since the typological content of the tomb inventories
cannot be divided into two exclusive parts. A change in the fashion of tomb form may have occured,
but given the typological consistency of the artefacts found in the tombs, a radical change from one
type of tomb to another without an accompanying change in the assemblage does not seem
probable. The division is also not connected with a division of tombs into ‘rich’ and ‘poor’ tombs.
As we have seen in table 19 both types of tombs have an almost equal number of finds, albeit with
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Types exclusively found in
rectangular tombs

Pottery
Footed cup
Footed biconical jar
Lid

Stone vessels
Footed jar

Stone objects
Celt
Bead

Metal objects
Punch
Needle
Tweezers

Organic material
Bone pin
Bone ring
Shell

Types found in both tomb
forms

Pottery
Bowl ->
Pan ->
Conical cup
Spherical jar
Jug

Stone vessels
Footed cup/bowl ->

Stone figurine

Stone objects
Palette ->

Metal objects
<- Scraper
<- Spatula
<- Pin
Chisel/awl

Obsidian blade

Organic material
Bone tube ->
Shell necklace

Types found exclusively in
circular tombs

Pottery
Saucer
Footed bowl
Goblet
Footed spherical pyxis
Bottle
Sauceboat
Spool-like pyxis

Stone vessels
Spherical jar

Stone objects
Pestle
Grinder
Pounder
Hammer
Polisher

Colouring material

* The arrows in the central column indicate that these types are twice as numerous in one of the two
tomb forms.

* The types listed are based on the classification presented in chapter 4.

Table 20. Distribution of types according to strongest association with tomb form (based on the sample of 24
tomb inventories described by Tsountas in 1899 with known ground plan) 

differences in the kinds of used materials. Finally, a twofold social division into two ‘classes’, each
with a different tomb form may be possible. We may imagine a society divided into two units, such
as descent groups or clans, each expressing its difference from the other by using a different tomb
form.However, in such cases these social groups generally use exclusive spatial plots within the
cemetery. This does not seem the case at Chalandriani, where if such associations would have existed
between tomb shape and cemetery plots they would certainly have been observed by Tsountas. The
proposed option of a gender related division into two types of tomb forms does seem the most
likely iterpretation. Within each tomb group we can seen both ‘poorer’ and ‘richer’ burial
assemblages suggesting a further subdivision of individuals according to particular social status
criteria. In the absence of biological data we are left only with the artefact associations. When we
specify the material categories from table 19 into particular artefact types we see some of these types
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more strongly associated with either of the two tomb types (see table 20). Although the sample of
24 tombs is very small, perhaps it can give us some clues regarding the hidden meaning of the two
types of ground plan. The left and the right column in table 20 list the artefact types which are
exclusively found in either of the two tomb types. The types listed in the central column are shared
by both types of tombs, but a number of these artefact types are twice as frequent in one of the two,
as indicated by an arrow pointing to the left of right column. 

Evidence from the excavated Early Bronze Age cemeteries at Manika in Euboea may be used as
a parallel.385 The excavator Adamantios Sampson found several types of artefacts closely associated
with either female or male burials. Female burials were frequently accompanied by pottery such as
pyxides, beak-spouted ewers, one-handled cups and two-handled cups as well as bone tubes, stone
rubbers and jewellery. Male burials on the other hand often included small closed vessels, figurines
and pans. Sampson furthermore distinguished between ‘rich’ grave goods and ‘poor’ grave goods.
The first category includes marble vessels and figurines, bronze daggers and brooches, beaked jugs
one- and two-handled cups and pans. Poor grave goods were bowls and miniature vases. 

In the case of the cemetery at Chalandriani we do not have enough tombs available with
associated burial assemblages and known ground plans to be able to link certain artefacts with
gender. We can only try to suggest a relation between either tomb form and certain artefacts
frequently found in them. Rectangular tombs tend to include more metal objects and shells next to
small numbers of pottery and stone vases and stone objects. Circular tombs, on the other hand,
generally include a larger number of pottery vessels as well as stone vases and objects, but only a few
metal objects. Bone objects, obsidian blades and figurines are found in both tomb types. The
particular distribution of artefact types over both tomb types at Chalandriani is not comparable with
the two groups of gender related artefacts, as found in the cemetery in Manika. We cannot therefore
use this latter cemetery as a direct parallel. But perhaps we can suggest a similar interpretation of the
two tomb types in terms of the associations of artefacts. 

Rectangular tombs: larger storage vessels, footed drinking cups, metal tools (punch, needle, tweezers,
scrapers and spatulas), jewellery (stone beads, bone and metal pin, bone ring) and shells.

Circular tombs: ceramic and stone (footed) bowls and smaller jars, pan, stone tools (pestle, grinder,
pounder, hammer, polisher), stone palette, bone tube, pigment.  

This binary division into tomb types with associated artefacts is not a random outcome from a small
sample, but almost certainly a reflection of a social division in the society at Chalandriani. Without
additional independent data this division seems most likely to be based on either the gender of the
buried person or membership of a certain social group. At this point we have no clear preference
for either option. We may conclude however, that there does seem to be a relation between the
shape of the tomb and the composition of its artefact assemblage. Several categories in the material
culture from the cemetery are more frequent in one of the two tomb types. Metal objects and bone
objects are predominantly found in rectangular tombs. Pottery, stone vessels and stone objects are
more frequent in circular tombs. None of the other categories are found in sufficient numbers to
suggest a relation with one of the tomb types. A chronological origin for the observed differences
between the two groups of artefacts seems unlikely. A biological and/or social basis for
discriminating between the material content of the tombs remains the most viable option. 
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5.3. Collective versus individual burial

From the report of his excavations published by Tsountas in 1899 we learn that nearly all the tombs
were used for a single burial. Only nine tombs were used for two or three multiple burials, according
to Tsountas.386 Unfortunately we do not know if any of the tombs whose artefact associations are
known contained multiple burials. However, given the meticulous recording of the excavation, we
may assume that all the tombs presented by Tsountas in his published report were single burials, or
he would certainly have remarked otherwise. The difference between collective or multiple burials
and individual or single burials has received much attention in the archaeological literature. Many
scholars hold the opinion that the change from collective to individual burial should be regarded as
a change in the social organization of society. From a situation in which a society buries its dead
through rituals reflecting a person’s position and affiliation within social units or descent groups,
individual burial places more stress on a person’s individuality and especially the corporeal body.387

Also the emphasis on the individual and its body reflects, according to Hodder, a change in the
ideological and social structure from what he calls the domus to the agrios structure.388 Wason regards
the change to individual burials as a movement to a greater emphasis placed by society on the
personal achievements of an individual.389 Although in the cemetery at Chalandriani we do not see
such a change from collective to individual burial, the arguments stressing the growing importance
of the individual and its body do seem valid in this case. If we return to the spatial arrangement of
the cemetery into two main groups, one of which is further subdivided into four clusters, we may
be viewing a combination of both principles of burial. People were buried in single tombs, but these
tombs were spatially arranged into close groups separated from the others. These spatial divisions
may be a reflection of certain social divisions within the society. We must recall that cross-cutting
these spatial clusters is the binary system of tomb forms, i.e. rectangular versus circular. Whether the
choice of tomb form was based on the gender of the deceased or on some other criterium, the
spatial distribution of these two tomb forms is a further domain of variability in the mortuary data
from Chalandriani. Absent from the published report by Tsountas is any reference to the location
of the tombs he published. It is therefore not possible to analyse the relation between the contents
of the tombs and their location within the area of the cemetery. Since each tomb was only used for
one burial the artefacts found inside the excavated tombs are related in each case to a single
individual. As such these artefact associations from different tombs are a particular kind of reflection
of the social role or position of the individual buried in that tomb. Comparisons between the
different artefact associations is thus equivalent to comparisons between individuals. Patterns found
in the composition of the different artefact associations will thus reflect certain social rules of the
burial program. 

5.4. Quantative variation in tomb inventories

This third aspect of mortuary variability focuses on the numerical variations in the size of individual
tomb inventories. Such variation in the number of objects found in different tombs may be regarded
as an indicator of social inequality between the buried members of a society. The size of the tomb
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Number Status Percentage Number of Percentage Average
of tombs objects found in tombs

32 published by 5.9 % 279 35.5 % 8.7
Tsountas

153 reconstructed 28.3 % 278 35.3 % 1.8
tomb inventories

355 tombs without 65.7 % 215 29.1 % 0.6
known inventory

540 excavated by Tsountas 772 1.4

Table 21. Average number of objects in tombs at Chalandriani from the excavations by Tsountas (1899)

inventory may indicate the status of the deceased which she or he held in the community. We must
however emphasize that this numerical variation can only be a rough indicator. Not only the number
of objects that accompany a person in the grave reflect their status, but also the quality and rarity
of certain items and the raw materials they were made of. One tomb containing a gold sceptre
probably indicates a much higher status than another tomb with 20 ceramic cups. 

Before we can start analyzing the quantity variations in assemblages, we must determine how
many assemblages we have available. The obvious starting point is the number of tombs excavated
at Chalandriani. Among the various researchers carried out excavations at Chalandriani, those by
Tsountas are the most important. Other investigators generally found only a few tombs and most
of these were not recorded with any grave goods. The large number of tombs excavated and
published by Tsountas will therefore be our basis for the comparable analysis of size variations
between different burial assemblages. In all Tsountas excavated 540 different tombs, 32 of which
he published in detail with regard to shape and contents. A total of 772 different objects are
recorded in various museum collections as coming from the excavations carried out by Tsountas.
A group of 215 objects were recorded in different museum catalogues but without precise tomb
provenance. This leaves us with 557 objects which are recorded with their tomb provenance. From
these different figures, we can calculate the average number of objects in the tombs at Chalandriani
excavated by Tsountas (see table 21). 

Several observations can be made on the basis of these figures. First, the overall average number
of objects found in the tombs amounts to 1.4 item per tomb. However, we can also see that the
selection made by Tsountas of the 32 tombs, which he described individually in his report, accounts
for one third of all the objects found. This selection of tombs probably served as a sample for his
discussion of the typological variation and chronology of the total amount of artefacts in the
cemetery as a whole. The group of 32 published tombs includes all the tombs which have
exceptionally large numbers of grave goods found in them. The remaining tombs excavated by
Tsountas were not treated with the same attention for detail. The objects from these tombs were,
for the most part, registered in the museum catalogues with their tomb provenances. 

The second observation which we can make from these figures in table 21 regards the number
of tombs which did not contain any objects. A total of 215 objects were not recorded with a specific
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Size of tomb Number of Number of Percentage Cumulative
inventory tombs objects of tombs percentage

1 96 96 51.9 % 51.9 %
2 28 56 15.1 % 67.0 %
3 15 45 8.1 % 75.1 %
4 9 36 4.9 % 80.0 %
5 10 50 5.4 % 85.4 %
6 8 48 4.3 % 89.7 %
7 3 21 1.6 % 91.3 %
8 1 8 0.5 % 91.8 %
9 1 9 0.5 % 92.3 %

10 6 60 3.2 % 95.7 %
11 1 11 0.5 % 96.2 %
13 1 13 0.5 % 96.7 %
14 2 28 1.1 % 97.8 %
15 2 30 1.1 % 98.9 %
17 1 17 0.5 % 99.4 %
29 1 29 0.5 % 100 %

total  185 557 100 %

Table 22. Breakdown of the inventory size of the 185 reconstructed tombs from the
excavations by Tsountas (1899)

tomb provenance. These were found in 355 different tombs for which we do not possess any
information regarding the composition of the tomb inventory. The total number of tombs excavated
by Tsountas was calculated at 540 (see above table 4). These figures make it quite clear that even if
each of the 215 objects came from a different tomb it still leaves us with 140 tombs for which no
objects are available. We may therefore assume that at least 140 tombs excavated by Tsountas did
not contain any of the objects as found in the other tombs. Whether these tombs were completely
empty we cannot known. Items of perishable materials, such as wood, leather or straw, may have
been placed in these tombs, but they did not leave any trace, or their traces were not recognized as
such. 

Besides the average number of objects found in the tombs we can also determine the variation
in the number of items in different tombs. For this we need to count the number of objects found
in each of the 185 tombs for which the inventory is known (see table 22). Tombs with only one
object found in them account for more than 50 percent of the total number of objects from all
tombs. Another 25 percent of the tombs have two to three objects, while the remaining 25 percent
of the tombs have more than three and up to 29 objects. The majority of the tomb inventories is
rather modest in size, while only a small sample of tombs have much larger assemblages. Two of
these with 17 and 29 objects can be described as exceptionally large. 

We can translate these differences in the size of the tomb inventories in terms of social inequality
between the buried persons. It seems that for more than 75 percent of the burials a modest one to
three items were included in the tomb as grave goods. The remaining 25 percent show a much larger
variation between different tomb inventories. Nearly 15 percent of this group has between 4 and
6 objects, a further 9 percent have between 7 and 15 objects, while the final 1 percent has 17 and
29 objects found inside the tombs. Seventy five percent of the tombs, with one to three objects,
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Bowl 50
Stone bowl 48
Bone tube 39
Spherical jar 29
Obsidian blade 28
Pan 27
Metal pin 26

plain head 14
decorated head 12

Conical cup 25
Shell 24
Metal scraper 21
Stone footed bowl 20
Footed biconical jar 19
Metal punch 19
Metal tweezers 16
Jug 10

Short-neck jug 8
high-neck jug 2

Stone palette 11
Saucer 9
Metal spatula 8
Stone grinder 8
Bone pin 8

plain head 4
decorated head 4

Footed cup 7
Metal needle 7
Marble figurine 6
Goblet 6
Stone bead 6
Sauceboat 5
Footed bowl 4
Stone spouted bowl 4
Stone pestle 4

One-handled tankard 3
Stone pounder 3
Metal chisel 3
Shell necklace 3
Terracotta spindle whorl 3
Colouring material 3
Deep bowl 2
Biconical jar 2
Footed spherical jar 2
Bottle 2
Stone plug 2
Metal fish-hook 2
Bone ring 2
Spouted spherical jar 1
Kernos 1
Uncommon bowl 1
Uncommon cup 1
Small footed jar 1
Uncommon jug 1
Footed one-handled cup 1
Spool-like pyxis 1
Lid 1
Stone flaring cup 1
Stone spherical jar 1
Stone small footed jar 1
Stone hammer 1
Stone polisher 1
Stone weight 1
Stone celt 1
Bone needle 1
Unidentified metal object 1
Unknown type of pottery 13

Total 557

Table 23. Frequencies of types from the 185 reconstructed tombs inventories (Tsountas,1899).

account for 197 or 35.4 percent of the total number of objects. The 25 percent of the tombs with
more than three items found in them share between them the remaining two thirds of the objects
(360 items, 64.6 %). This suggests a division between a large group of ‘poorer’ or average tombs and
a small group of ‘richer’ tombs. 

These figures of the variations in the size of the different tomb assemblages suggest that the
community at Chalandriani did not treat its deceased members on an equal basis in the funeral
practices in each and every case. A few persons were accompanied with more items in the tombs
than most others. The top 25 percent of the tombs with more than three objects had an unequal
share of the total number of objects found in all the tombs together. 

Differential treatment with regard to the number of items placed in the tombs at death is only a
rough indicator that not all members of the community are equal. Variations in the size of the
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1 type *********************************************** / **********************(101)
2 types **************************** (28)
3 types ******************* (19)
4 types ********* (9)
5 types ****** (6)
6 types ******** (8)
7 types *** (3)
8 types ***** (5)
9 types ** (2)
10 types (0)
11 types * (1)
12 types * (1)
13 types * (1)
16 types * (1)

Figure 41. Histogram of tomb inventories with increasing numbers of different types of artefacts

accompanying assemblage of artefacts indicate that people were treated differently during the burial
practices in accordance with certain social rules. Although we will probably never know the content
and meaning of such rules, their existence is manifest in the variations between different tomb
assemblages.

5.5. Typological variation of tombs inventories

After analysing the burial assemblages in terms of the variations in the quantity of objects between
different tombs we will now turn to the variations in the typological composition of tomb
inventories. Again the primary aim is to determine whether typological variation in tomb
assemblages holds information regarding the social structure of the community at Chalandriani. Just
as the total number of items placed in a burial may be read as a statement of the status of the buried
individual within the community, so the typological variation between different tomb inventories
may also express social meanings. 

Although each tomb and assemblage is unique in its composition, we may detect similarities
between different tombs through careful comparison of each tomb assemblage with all the others.
These similarities may suggest relationships between any two burials in terms of similarly held social
positions in the community by the individuals buried in the tombs. By analyzing all available burials
we may identify certain groups of burials which may direct us at the social composition of the
community at Chalandriani. 

In order to be able to make comparisons between individual tombs and to place them into groups
we need to transform the tombs and/or their inventories according to a particular set of attributes.
One of the methods to do this is by compiling a typological classification of all the items found
inside the tombs and to subsequently encode each tomb according to the presence or absence of
these types. Next we can compare the tombs and put tombs with similar inventories together into
groups with the underlaying idea that similar inventories indicate similar social meanings. 
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The starting point for this section must be the 185 tombs excavated by Tsountas of which the
contents are known. Following the typological classification in the previous chapter, we can identify
61 different types of artefacts from these 185 tombs. A few types are split into two varieties. Metal
and bone pins are found with and without decorated tops and each is treated as an individual type.
The same applies to the ceramic jugs. The two main varieties, short-neck jugs and high-neck jugs,
are here each considered as a separate type, especially because each type also carries a distinct
manner of decoration. Many short-neck jugs have incised decorations, while the high-neck jugs are
decorated with painted motifs. Two types of artefacts are put together into one type: ceramic plain
bowls and spouted bowls. The total number of artefacts from these 185 reconstructed tombs
amounts to 557 objects. The frequencies for each of the 61 types are given in table 23.

The variation in the number of different types in the 185 tomb inventories is considerable and
ranges from 101 tombs with only one type to one tomb with fourteen different types (see fig. 41).
A small number of the tombs contain more than one object of the same type. Among the types of
artefacts found in single-object tombs are five types which are not found in tombs with two or more
different types (one-handled footed cup, small footed jar, stone weight, uncommon bowl and
uncommon cup). The numbers of tombs with more than one different type decreases significantly:
from 28 tombs with two different types of artefacts to one tomb with sixteen different artefact types.
In the next section we will see whether we can establish a relation between the size of the tomb
inventory and the exclusive presence of certain artefact types. 

5.5.1. Typological variation and the size of tomb inventories

As we have seen in section 5.4, the size of the tomb inventories varies from one object up to 29
objects. The number of tombs with only one object accounts for more than half the total number
of tomb inventories avaliable (see above table 22). Tomb inventories with more than one object
decrease in number with the size of the inventory. The underlying question in this section is whether
large tomb inventories include artefact types which are not found in the smaller tomb inventories,
or in other words whether large inventories are not only differentiated from the smaller ones by the
number of artefacts included, but also by their typological composition. If this be the case we may
identify certain artefact types belonging more or less exclusively to the larger tomb inventories and
by extension likely to be associated with burials of higher status persons. In the same way other types
of artefacts may be strongly associated with the smaller tomb inventories or even avoided in larger
inventories. This aspect of the analysis follows a similar question discussed by Colin Renfrew in his
book on the Cycladic Early Bronze Age culture (1972,  pp. 373-75). Renfrew argues that specific
types of artefacts “tend to be concentrated predominantly in the hands of the rich.” (his italics). He comes
to this conclusion on the basis of an analysis of the available evidence from the cemetery  at
Chalandriani from the publication by Tsountas in 1899. As discussed above in chapter 2 and 3
Tsountas published details of the inventories of 32 tombs, as well as presenting total figures for
many types of artefacts. With these data Renfrew examined the possible variation in types between
socalled rich and poor tombs, or in other words tombs with large and those with small inventories.
When we investigate the same question with the data now available from the 185 recontructed tomb
inventories we can to some degree confirm the conclusions drawn by Renfrew, but also observe that
in few cases his interpretation is not correct. The difference between the two analyses lies partly in
the fact that Renfrew erronously took the 32 tombs published by Tsountas as a sample of the richest
 tombs, whereas in fact they are a cross section made by Tsountas of the various tombs and
inventories found at Chalandriani. They include large inventories, such as tomb 468, but also small
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185 reconstructed selected 46 richest % rich % other % of total
tombs tombs tombs tombs type in 46

containing containing richest
type type tombs

No. Types A B C D
(C/46)*100 ((A-C)/139)*100 (D/B)*100

36 Stone grinder 8 8 8 8 17.4 0.0 100.0
49 Metal spatula 8 8 8 8 17.4 0.0 100.0
35 Stone pestle 3 4 3 4 6.5 0.0 100.0
37 Stone pounder 3 3 3 3 6.5 0.0 100.0
59 Shell necklace 3 3 3 3 6.5 0.0 100.0
61 Pigment 3 3 3 3 6.5 0.0 100.0
44 Metal chisel 1 3 1 3 2.2 0.0 100.0
34 Stone palette 10 11 9 10 19.6 0.7 90.9
48 Metal scraper 19 21 17 19 37.0 1.4 90.5
58 Shell 18 24 15 21 32.6 2.2 87.5
33 Stone figurine 5 6 4 5 8.7 0.7 83.3
51 Metal pin 17 26 12 21 26.1 3.6 80.8
50 Metal tweezers 12 16 8 12 17.4 2.9 75.0
46 Metal needle 5 7 3 5 6.5 1.4 71.4
45 Metal punch 13 19 7 13 15.2 4.3 68.4
1 Bowl 41 50 17 34 37.0 17.3 68.0
6 Goblet 6 6 4 4 8.7 1.4 66.7
27 Stone bowl 35 48 18 31 39.1 12.2 64.6
23 Pan 25 27 15 17 32.6 7.2 63.0
16 Short-neck jug 7 8 4 5 8.7 2.2 62.5
53 Bone tube 31 39 18 24 39.1 9.4 61.5
30 Stone footed cup 16 20 8 12 17.4 5.8 60.0
57 Obsidian blade 21 28 11 16 23.9 7.2 57.1
5 Footed cup 6 7 3 4 6.5 2.2 57.1
10 Footed biconical jar18 19 10 10 21.7 5.8 52.6
12 Spherical jar 29 27 9 11 19.6 14.4 40.7
3 Conical cup 17 23 7 8 15.2 7.2 34.8
60 Spindle whorl 3 3 1 1 2.2 1.4 33.3
21 Tankard 3 3 1 1 2.2 1.4 33.3
4 Footed bowl 4 4 1 1 2.2 2.2 25.0
2 Saucer 7 9 2 2 4.3 3.6 22.2
20 Sauceboat 5 5 1 1 2.2 2.9 20.0

Table 24. Analysis of the typological variation of the 185 reconstructed tomb inventories and a selection of 46
richest tombs.

inventories, such as tomb 157 with only two objects. Besides with these 32 tombs Tsountas could
present variations in the construction of the tombs and the arrangement of finds inside them. These
32 tombs are not to be regarded as a sample of the richest tombs from Chalandriani. Secondly,
Renfrew used in his calculations for the total number of tombs from Chalandriani the figure of 490
tombs. As we have demonstrated above in table 4 above the total number of tombs excavated by
Tsountas was 540, 490 tombs from the eastern part and another 50 from the western part of the
cemetery. These two facts can now be corrected with evidence available from the present study. The
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analysis of the variation in typological composition and size of tomb inventories gives a rather
different result. For this we need to compare the figures presented in table 24 with those given by
Renfrew.390 Renfrew calculated the variation of eleven types of artefacts in the total cemetery (490
tombs in his case) and in the group of 32 socalles richest tombs (indicated in table 24 by boldface
type). In table 24 the figures of each type of artefact are calculated in the same manner. However,
instead of taking the totals of each type of artefact as published in the report by Tsountas we use
the figures from the 185 recontructed tomb inventories as  a sample for the cemetery as a whole.
Within these 185 tomb inventories a group of 46 tombs are selected as the richest component of
the cemetery (see table 22 above).391 These 46 tombs are the 25 per cent group of tombs with
inventories of four up to 29 artefacts. Together these 46 tombs share between them more than two
thirds of the total finds (360 objects, or 64.6 per cent). 

The results of these calculations are presented in table 24. The types along the left are vertically
arranged according to their percentage in the 46 richest tombs and range from 100 to 20 per cent.
For reasons of clarity a total of 32 artefact types are listed in table 24. Artefact types with less than
three specimens have been omitted from the calculations for reasons of the rarity. Seven artefact
types are found exclusively in group of 46 rich tombs, among which we find the stone grinder, the
metal spatula, the stone pestle, the stone pounder, the shell necklace, the lumps of pigment and the
metal chisel. All are relatively rare in the cemetery as a whole. A large group of artefact types are
more frequently found in the rich tombs and include types like the shell, various metal objects,
marble figurines, stone vessels and objects, the pan, short-neck jug, goblet and footed cup, bone
tube, obsidian blade and the plain pottery bowl. Artefact types occuring less than fifty per cent in
the rich tombs include pottery types of more complex shape, e.g. spherical jars, one-handled
tankards, sauceboats as well as saucers and conical cups. 

The two most common types, the plain bowl and conical cup, are in the analysis by Renfrew only
present at very low percentages his selection of rich tombs, whereas in our analysis the bowls are
much more frequently found in richer tombs. Here lies a major difference between the two analyses.
Renfrew continues in his interpretation of his results by stating that these two common ceramic
types, bowls and conical cups, were “actually avoided by the rich.” This suggests to him the
emergence of snobbery and a clear indication of the concept of wealth held at the time. It seems that
this interpretation should be adjusted. Common bowls are perhaps even more found in the rich
tombs than in poorer tombs, 37 per cent of the rich tombs contained a plain bowl against 17,3 per
cent of the tombs with one to three objects. The same cannot be said of the conical cups, which
were found in 7.2 per cent of the rich tombs. The difference between the two analyses can partly
be explained by the fact that Renfrew used the totals given by Tsountas for these and other artefact
types. Tsountas claims to have found over 227 bowls and 129 conical cups in the cemetery as a
whole. In our sample of 185 reconstructed tomb inventories these figures are much lower, 50 bowls
and 25 conical cups. From the discussion of all the objects from the cemetery kept in various
museum collections in chapter 4 we have learned that there are 118 bowls and 95 conical cups
recorded from the cemetery at Chalandriani (see table 20 above). Especially a large number of bowls
seem to missing of not recorded. This may alter the results presented in table 24 to some degree.
However, if we take the 185 recontructed tomb inventories as a representative sample of the total
cemetery, we may still interpred the calculations in table 24 as an indication of the variation in the
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presence of artefact types between richer and poorer tombs. 
The top seven and the bottom seven artefact types in table 24 are either exclusively found in rich

tombs or more freqeuntly found in poorer tombs. Both groups include many rare types and are
therefor difficult to interpred. It is, however, curious that among the types occurring less frequently
in rich tombs there should complex and some decorated pottery types such as the spherical jar, one-
handled tankard and the sauceboat. In chronological terms  these types together with the saucer are
generally somewhat later then the main body of pottery types and this suggests that the typological
variation in tomb inventories could be to some degree a result of the chronological or depositional
development of the cemetery. The main body of the artefact types is composed of types which in
decreasing percentage are found in the richer tombs. Metal objects, shells, stone vessels, stone
palette, stone figurines, bone tubes, obsidian blades and various pottery shapes occur more
frequently in the 46 richer tombs than in the large number of tomb inventories  with up to three
objects. It appears that richer tomb inventories include a wide variety of artefact types with only few,
usually rare, types found exclusively in this selection of 46 richest tombs. Most importantly, the
calculations from table 24 suggest no indications particular artefact types were avoided by the
persons buried in richer tombs, as indicated by Renfrew. The data in table 24 indicate that we cannot
divide the artefact types from the cemetery into two sections on the basis of their association with
either richer or poorer tomb inventories. Richer tombs not only larger inventories by taking a bigger
share of the total number of artefacts found at the cemetery. As said before they take more than two
thirds of the finds. Taken as a whole the tomb inventories with one to three objects have a nearly
similar range of artefact types, but in much lesser numbers. Rare and exclusive objects, such as the
painted spool-like pyxis, are not even among the finds from the richer tombs. It seems that although
the size of a tomb inventory may reflect the importance and status of the buried person, in several
cases the inclusion of particular complex items may also have counted as indicators of high status.
There is no fixed system or model of simply adding objects to a tomb inventory to give it a high
status. The burial program is far more complex with regard to the typological variation and size of
the tomb inventories. Generally, richer or larger tomb inventories include much more frequently
objects and tools of metal and stone than smaller tomb inventories. Metal objects, stone figurines
and shells particularly seem to be the exclusive domain of the richer tombs. Among the pottery types
we see more flexibility. A few  pottery types which may be dated to the latest phase of the cemetery
(tankard, saucer and perhaps sauceboat) are found in large as well as in small inventories. Complex
pottery shapes, such as the pan and the footed biconical jar (both frequently decorated with incised
designs)  are not the exclusive domain of the richer tombs. Perhaps we can conclude that the
increase of objects in the richer/larger tombs is not caused by the inclusion of larger numbers of
pottery vessels, but by the inclusion of objects of metal, stone and shell. The richer tomb inventories
take a much bigger share of the non-ceramic artefacts, which may be termed luxury or elite objects.
Especially since in many cases these non-ceramic artefact types occur more than once in the same
inventory, e.g. four metal tweezers in tomb 472. 

5.5.2. Cluster analysis of types

A further step in analyzing the typological variation of the tomb inventories involves the
investigation of patterns in the associations between types in different tomb inventories. Again the
purpose will be to investigate whether such associations can direct us towards social differentiation
between tombs. One way of conducting such an analysis is by using a cluster analysis. Before any
further analyses are carried out we need to establish the goals we seek to achieve. Cluster analysis
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groups types based on the numerical associations or coefficients between pairs of types. Within the
total number of types cluster analysis calculates groups of closely related types, i.e. clusters. Types
in these clusters occur regularly together. Since the association between types is based on the
typological composition of the tomb inventories, it follows that the clusters of types from the
analysis are in effect clusters of tombs with more or less similar inventories. Such clusters of types
found in inventories may reflect social and/or biological groups within the buried population, e.g.
male/female/child, age categories, or rich/poor. Within each group of related types we can identify
several types which are more strongly related than others. Such types may be termed ‘key types’ or
markers. The presence of artefacts of these ‘key types’ in disturbed tomb inventories can be used
as a clue for associating that tomb with a particular group or cluster. Furthermore, we may infer
from these clusters possible functions or meanings for some groups of regularly associated types of
artefacts, e.g. clothing, jewellery, food and drinks or body decorations. 

To be able to analyse tombs in this way, only those tombs can be used which contain two or more
different types. The purpose of the exercise is after all to be able to detect patterns of associations
between types within the total group of tombs. All tombs are excluded from the analyses which
contain only one type or several items of the same type. Altogether, 89 tombs have two or more
objects. Five of these tombs, however, contain more than one item of the same type (Tombs 177,
184, 286, 358 and 455). This results in a selection of 84 tomb inventories with at least two different
types of artefacts. 

In the previous chapter we have seen that the artefacts from the cemetery can be classified into
61 different types. Eighteen of these types of artefacts were found only once in all the tombs. By
eliminating the types of artefacts which are found only in a single tomb inventory, some of the
tombs with at least two different types also need to be eliminated from the analyses (Tombs 410 and
428). Types of artefacts which are found only once in the total cemetery are not suited for analyses
presented below. The exclusion of such rare types serves on the one hand to simplify the
presentation and analysis of the data, and on the other hand to prevent the emerging patterns from
becoming fuzzy. Large numbers of rare types will overshadow the patterns in the more frequent
types. This kind of analysis is only a tool to detect possible patterns of associations between types.
For the interpretation of the emerging patterns we need to return to the level of the individual
tombs. Some of the rarer types may be interpreted in relation to the patterns that resulted from the
analysis of the frequent types. The analysis of pattern formations and clustering serves to identify
social rules in broad lines, not to recognize exceptional or rare status positions or ranks. 

One type or category of objects was left out of the calculations right from the beginning. The
category of pottery of unknown type or uncertain identification is not included in these analyses.
These items are only known to have been found in certain tombs from a reference in the report
published by Tsountas. They were not located in any of the museum collections and their precise
type could not be established with any certainty. 

From the  several trial runs of the particular cluster analysis used in this section, it became clear
that the best fit was found when types were selected which occur in at least three different tombs.
Therefore another eleven types of artefacts which are each found with only two specimens are also
left out of the analyses presented here.

In a number of instances types which only slightly differ and which probably have closely related
functions were joined into one new type so as to ensure these items reached the set criteria of
occurring in at least three different tomb inventories with two or more different types. The footed
bowl, footed cup and goblet (as defined in the previous chapter) were for this analysis grouped into
one larger type of footed bowl. The differences between them are only minor and all three probably
served closely related functions.
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Near Neighbour Clustering of tomb inventories
Similarity Coefficient: Jaccard
Number of Neighbours considered: 5

                              Number of shared near neighbours
                                                                      
                                   5     4     3     2     1     0    
Bowl                          ))))))))))),                        
Circular tombs                )))))))))))3))))))))))),            
Pan                           )))))))))))1           *            
Stone palette                 )))))0)))))-           *            
Stone pestle/grinder/pounder  )))))-                 *            
Saucer                        )))))))))))))))))))))))3))))),      
Footed biconical jar          ))))))))))))))))),     *     *      
Stone bowl/spouted            ))))))))))),     *     *     *      
Shell                         )))))))))))1     *     *     *      
Metal scraper                 )))))0)))))3)))))1     *     *      
Metal tweezers                )))))-     *     /)))))-     *      
Bone pin                      )))))))))))-     *           *      
Obsidian blade                )))))))))))))))))1           *      
Stone footed bowl             )))))))))))))))))1           *      
Bone tube                     )))))))))))))))))1           *      
Pigment                       )))))))))))))))))-           /)))))*))
Conical cup                   ))))))))))))))))))))))),     *      
Metal pin                     )))))))))))))))))0)))))1     *      
Rectangular tombs             )))))))))))))))))-     *     *      
Shell necklace                )))))))))))))))))))))))3)))))1      
Stone figurine                )))))))))))))))))))))))1     *      
Metal punch                   )))))0))))))))))),     *     *      
Metal needle                  )))))-           /)))))-     *      
Metal spatula                 )))))))))))))))))-           *      
Footed bowl/cup/goblet        )))))))))))))))))0))))),     *      
Spherical jar                 )))))))))))))))))-     /)))))-      
Jug/bottle                    )))))))))))))))))))))))-            

Figure 42. Dendrogram of a Single-Link Cluster Analysis of 25 artefact types from 80 tomb inventories

In the same manner the different kinds of stone tools used for grinding, pounding and
hammering, all stone bowls and metal punches and plain pins were in each case grouped into one
type. On the other hand similar types and varieties are not grouped together in cases where there
may be a chronological or cultural difference between them (e.g. short-neck and high-neck jugs).

As a result from these selection procedures, we are left with 25 different artefact types which each
occur in at least three of the 80 selected tomb inventories with two or more different artefact types.
The variation in the frequency of different objects between individual tombs ranges from the
minimal three to eighteen objects, while the number of different types ranges between two and
fourteen. Besides these 25 different types of artefacts, another variable was added to this analysis,
the shape of the ground plan of the tomb. We want to know not only what pattern may evolve from
the comparisons of the individual inventories, but also in what way the shape of tombs is related to
particular artefact types. In other words what is the relation between the shape of the tomb and its
artefactual content. 

The data as presented in the incidence matrix of table 2 in Appendix 4 was put to a Single-link
or nearest neighbour analysis program.392 The analysis was based on the Jaccard coefficient and
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carried out with six nearest neighbours considered. A dendrogram constructed from the calculations
shows the types arranged along the vertical axis according to the closest associated neighbour types
(see fig. 42).  

The dendrogram of fig. 42 shows us four distinctive clusters emerging from the calculations. All
artefact types, except for the saucer, fall more or less into one of four clusters, which we will discuss
in more detail. Starting at the top of the dendrogram the first cluster is formed by the following
types (cluster 1): bowl, pan, stone pestle or grinder, stone palette together with the circular type of
tomb ground plan. The next cluster is formed by the types (cluster 2): footed biconical jar, stone
(spouted) bowl, shell, metal scraper, metal tweezers, bone pin, obsidian blade, stone footed cup,
bone tube and red or blue pigment. The third cluster (cluster 3) contains the conical cup, metal pin,
shell necklace, stone figurine, metal punch, metal needle and metal spatula and the rectangular tomb
ground plan. The final cluster consists of the footed bowl/footed cup/goblet, the spherical jar and
the short-neck jug/bottle.
 We may hazard some tentative interpretations for some of these clusters of artefact types. A first
observation concerns the two clusters (cluster 1 and 3) each with a different type of tomb ground
plan. Both clusters also contain a specific set of closely associated artefacts. Among these are two
of the most frequent types: the bowl and the conical cup. These two types are each associated with
one of the two type ground plans: rectangular tombs with conical cups and circular tombs with
bowls. Furthermore, the rectangular tombs are associated with several metal types, while the circular
tombs are associated with pans and two stone types which are probably functionally related, the
palette and the pestle/grinder. If we return to an earlier section in this chapter (see above section
5.2.) where we discussed the possible meaning behind the two types of tomb ground plans, we may
add some new details from this cluster analysis. First, each tomb type is associated with one of the
two most frequent types of artefacts, the plain bowl and the conical cup. Second, the other types
associated with each tomb type are also very specific. Rectangular tombs are associated with metal
tools, the shell necklace and the stone figurine, while circular tombs are associated with pans and
sets of stone palettes and pestles/grinders. These associations are additional indications that tomb
shape is not an arbitrarily chosen feature, but probably associated with the gender and the status of
the buried person. Although purely from an intuitively perspective we may interpret these
associations with the gender of the deceased buried in the tombs: circular tombs : female burials,
rectangular tombs : male burials. This interpretation may be strenghtend by the observation that
pans regularly show incised female genitalia near the handle, clearly suggesting a female association.
The conical cups of the rectangular tombs suggests the presence of a small drinking set. Together
with the decorative necklace and the stone female figurine these items may have a more male
association. The absence of further data and especially the skeletal remains is now very acute. Again
we can not at present advance beyond this speculative interpretation. 

The third cluster (cluster 2) is not associated with the two types of tomb ground plan directly.
It consists of a group of artefact types which are very likely related to the practice of body
decorations and tattooing. By describing the process of tattooing it becomes possible to describe the
particular functions of each of these artefact types in this cluster. Colouring material (red or blue
pigments) is grinded in small stone (footed) bowls or cups and probably mixed with a liquid,
probably water of some kind of oil. These liquids were kept in larger ceramic containers, such as the
footed biconical jar. The actual grinding of the pigments and the mixing with liquids was done in
stone bowls. The shell may have served as some sort of painter’s palette. Remains of pigments have
been found in several stone bowls and shells. The mixed and prepared ‘paint’ is then applied to the
human skin through the use of the hollow bone tube. It is closed on one end by a stone stopper or
plug. The other end of the bone tubes usually has a pointed tip much like that of a modern day
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Figure 43. Examples of artefact types for three clusters from Cluster Analysis of figure 42
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fountain-pen which allows the person using this instrument to draw lines on the surface of the skin
with greater ease and arrange the colours in some sort of design. Before these colours can be applied
to the human skin it needs to be prepared by removing hair. This can be done easily with the aid of
the sharp-edged obsidian blade which can be used as a razor blade, or by pulling the hairs out with
the metal tweezers. Finally the designs painted on the skin could be tattooed by using the metal or
bone pin. Together the items associated in this cluster may be interpreted as a tattoo-set. Curiously
however, bronze pins are not associated with this cluster of artefact types, nor are the stone palette
and the stone pestle. Both types of bronze and silver pins are found with the types of cluster 3. The
stone palette and the stone pestle have strong associations with other artefact types in cluster 1,
which may be indicative of an altogether different function, possible grinding of cereals or other
foodstuffs.
 A fourth cluster, albeit small, is formed by the associated group of footed bowl/footed cup and
goblet, the spherical jar and the short-neck jug/bottle. No clear functional interpretation  is
suggested. Together with the more or less isolated saucer these types are probably chronologically
distinct from the other types.The reason the saucer is the most outspoken outlier not associated with
any cluster is probably chronological. From other excavated contexts we know that these saucers
date specifically from the later Early Bronze Age 2 period and continue into the Early Bronze Age
3 period in the Aegean (e.g. Ayia Irini on Keos). Nine tomb inventories contain saucers, six of which
include no other artefacts (Tombs 246, 249, 252, 290, 328, 403). The three tomb inventories with
other artefact types besides the saucer are all differently constituted and range from a tomb with one
other artefact to a tomb with seven other artefacts (Tombs 182, 264, 396). None of these three tomb
inventories show any similarities. One of these tombs with a saucer (Tomb 264) was decribed by
Tsountas and had a circular ground plan.393 It also contained four artefact types which are not found
in any other tomb inventory (stone hammer, stone polisher, metal chisel and a metal spatula
sometimes called a long dagger), besides a stone pounder, a spherical pyxis and a lump of red
colouring material. The combination of a saucer and a spherical pyxis with a number of rare tools
suggest this tomb does not belong to the mainstream burial program. It may well have belonged to
a particular craftsman, perhaps a stone mason or a stone figurine maker. The two other tomb
inventories with other artefacts besides the saucer contain a spherical pyxis and a stone bowl (Tomb
182)  and a bowl, a pan, two stone bowls and a astone flaring cup (Tomb 396). This last tomb may
tentatively be associated with the group of tombs with circular ground plans on account of the
presence of a plain bowl and a pan.

5.6. Spatial arrangements within burials

A final option in the case of the cemetery at Chalandriani for extracting meaning from the artefacts
placed with the burials in the tombs comes from the information we have about the particular
location of the artefacts inside a number of tombs. In the report published by Tsountas (1899) he
describes a number of tombs and especially mentions the locations and arrangements of artefacts
inside the tombs.394 In chapter two e have presented this evidence and a general interpretation of
these burial arrangements and furnishings. Here we will look into the matter in more detail. The
artefacts in the tombs described by Tsountas were found in a limited number of locations. In general
there are two major loci for the artefacts placed in the tombs to be found: around the body of the
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buried person and elsewhere in the tomb. Artefacts were found at various points around the body
in different tombs: near the head; by the hands; by the side or breast; by the legs or feet; and on the
throat. Elsewhere artefacts were found further away from the body, in the right and left front corner,
near the entrance, in the centre of the tomb, at the sides of the tomb, at the right back corner, near
the back of the tomb and in a specially constructed niche in the side or the back of the tomb. The
evidence from the descriptions by Tsountas are summarized in Appendix 4.3. Four aspects present
us with information on the location of artefacts and other features in this selection of tombs
described by Tsountas.

In the first place we can see that artefacts are either directly associated with the buried person,
and placed at various points near or on the body, or they were placed at particular locations inside
the tomb. The number of tombs for which we have such information is too small to allow more
detailed analyses. Nevertheless it appears that for some artefact types we can infer their general
function or meaning. The bronze pin (88) with a solid ball-shaped head found on the throat in
Tomb 205 clearly suggests its function as a kind of dress pin, probably holding a garment or piece
of clothing together. Unfortunately we have no other data regarding the location of such metal pins
inside the tombs, but it seems likely that similar pins also functioned as dress pins, since they were
decorated at one end with sometimes elaborate heads which would stay visible when the pins were
put through clothing. The two major loci for artefacts to be placed around the body are by the head
and by the legs and feet. No clear pattern emerges for the data available to allow us to link particular
artefact types to one of these two locations, although ceramics appear to be found much more
frequently by the head, especially pans. 

Secondly, several tombs had artefacts lying in more than one location. This seems not to have
been the result of post-depositional processes, but more likely to have been intentionally organized
by the people burying at Chalandriani. As can be observed in the four photographs published by
Tsountas in his published report (here figures 27-28 above), after opening the tombs the skeletal
remains and the artefacts were found lying in organized patterns. In several cases tombs with more
than one item buried with the body, these artefacts were found in different locations inside the
tomb. For example, seven of the thirteen tombs with artefacts lying near the head also had artefacts
in other locations, especially by the legs (Tombs 186, 205, 307, 338, 351, 356 and 472). Another
recurring combination consists of tombs with finds in the right back and front corner (Tombs 347,
359 and 447). We must, however, take into consideration that more than fifty percent of the tombs
for which we have reconstructed the inventories only had one object buried with the body. Hence,
only a small section of tombs with two or more artefacts may display such internal arrangements of
groups of artefacts at different locations inside the tombs. Again the sample of available tombs
described in detail is too small to make generalizations for the cemetery as a whole. We can only
present some tentative suggestions regarding the associations between artefacts as they were found
together in a number of tombs and their possible social relationships. 

Thirdly, in some tombs artefacts were found stacked together or placed on one larger item. This
can clearly be interpreted as a deliberate arrangement which carried a specific meaning for the people
burying at Chalandriani. Especially pans and marble bowls were used as containers of other artefacts,
as can be seen below:
T 192 pan with inside a stone grinder, a stone bowl with blue colouring material and a small

bowl.
T 242 marble bowl with inside a shells, a bronze scraper, a bronze awl and blue colouring

material; a second marble bowl with inside a shell, a bronze scraper and a bronze pair
of tweezers; both marble bowls with their contents were located at one side of the
tomb. 
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T 262 two small bowls one inside the other lying on the left side of the entrance; a fragment
of pan with a bronze scraper and a stone plug inside lying on the right side of the
entrance.

T 292 pan with a bowl inside (in the right front corner).
T 307 behind the head a pan with a marble cup inside, a bone tube was placed inside the cup.
T 347 a spouted bowl on which lay a stone spouted bowl (in the right back corner).

Perhaps this use of pans as containers of other artefacts suggests that these curious objects, for
which no clear interpretation has yet been put forward, were intended as a kind of (ceremonial)
serving plate or elaborate receptacle for presenting items which belonged to a tattoo-set, as discussed
in the previous section: marble bowls; bronze tools; shells; and colouring material. Curiously, the
pan is not associated with artefact types from this tattoo set in the cluster analysis presented above.
Instead, we have seen that pans are strongly associated with circular tombs and plain bowls.
Although pans are thus not part of tattoo sets, they were on occassion used as containers for placing
such implements together inside a tomb. 

Finally, other items besides artefacts were also found inside the tombs, particularly loose stones
and food remains. In Tomb 166, flat stones were found by Tsountas by the hands of the buried
person and by the side of the body. The skull inside Tomb 174 lay on a stone slab which probably
served as a kind of pillow stone. The floor of Tomb 345 was covered with a stone slab on which the
body was laid out. These limited examples of the use of unworked stones selected for particular
purposes clearly indicates that tombs were likely to have been furnished with other items besides
artefacts and the burial itself. Not only were unworked stones found inside the tombs, Tsountas also
recorded the presence of various remains of food.395 In twelve tombs he encounted such remains,
nine of which had various kinds of consumable sea shells, while in three tombs remains were found
of sheep and possibly other animals: a jaw bone of a sheep, the teeth of a sheep and the vertebra of
an unidentified animal. The sea shells were identified by Tsountas as Patella caerulla L., Ostrea edulis
L., Cassis, Arca and Triton (see also above, chapter 4, shells). 

5.7. Population

To interpret the burial analyses discussed above in terms of a living community at Chalandriani
during the Early Cycladic II period we must first establish the size of the living population. One
approach to estimate ancient and prehistoric populations is through extrapolation from burial
populations. The problem with this approach, however, is that excavated samples of human burials
are seldom fully representative of the entire population, either statistically or demographically. And,
even if they are, burial populations constitute the accumulation of dead persons over the period of
occupation of the settlement, not just a census of the living populace at one point in time.
Population numbers generally fluctuate. However, when these qualifications are kept in mind, burial
populations can provide valuable insights into ancient and prehistoric population size and structure.
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Using a fairly simple formula the potential living population can be estimated from the burial
population, as proposed by Howells:396 

P = (N x A)/L

Whereby P stands for the estimated living population; N is the number of burials; A the mean age
at death; and L is the length in time of the cemetery. Before calculating the estimated living
population several assumptions should be adressed: 
- All the burials of a cemetery must be known through excavation. 
- Both sexes should well represented in the burial population.
- All members of the community were buried in the same cemetery.
Furthermore, the length of time for which the cemetery was in use is difficult to estimate, let alone
calculate exactly. The average life expectancy at birth is unknown. However, the average age reached
at the time of death can also be used, although the two figures are not neccessarily the same. The
absence of human remains from the tombs makes this practically impossible to determine the age
at the time of death for each of the buried individuals, but we can use the average mean age at death
established elsewhere by demographic research for groups with a similar way of life. This varries
from 25 to 30 years.

As discussed above (see chapter 2, section 2.2) the cemetery probably comprised originally more
than 1,000 tombs. Given the fact that except for nine cases all tombs were used for one burial we
have a burial population of about 1,000 people. 

Although no skeletal material was studied by Tsountas or collected during the excavations we
assume for this instance that the burial population incudes all age groups and is fairly distributed
between the sexes. There are no indications that another cemetery was also in use during the time
people buried their dead at Chalandriani. If we follow the interpretation of the two main shapes of
tomb ground plans as belonging to two gender groups (female-male) their almost equal division  into
45.3 per cent rectangular tombs and 54.7 circular tombs (see above, section 5.2) suggests that both
sexes were well represented in the burial population. The dimensions of 22 tombs were described
by Tsountas in his report (see above, section 2.6.2). Both types of ground plan show some variation
in size. One tomb, T 415, has an exceptionally small size of 56 by 56 cm, while the average size of
circular tombs is 127.24 cm in diameter and 134.6 by 80.7 cm for the rectangular tombs. Tomb 415
may be interpreted as a sub-adult or infant burial. It suggests that if we take tomb size as an rough
indication of the age of the buried person various age groups are present in the burial population
of the cemetery. 

On the basis of the chrono-typological analysis of chapter 4 the cemetery can in general be dated
to the Early Cycladic II early period and extending with a small group of burials into the Early
Cycladic II late periode (or Kastri-phase). The origins of the community at Chalandriani are not yet
clear. There are indications of earlier human occupation on Syros from which the community at
Chalandriani may have originated, but these are not substantiated through archaeological
fieldwork.397 The location of the associated settlement has recently been confirmed below present
village of Chalandriani.398  It seems reasonable to assume  that at some early moment, but probably
not right at the beginning, in the Early Cycladic II early period people settled at Chalandriani and
started to bury their dead in tombs in a cemetery nearby. The cemetery continued to be in use for
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burials throughout the Early Cycladic II early period with a few tombs containing artefacts
characteristic of the following Early Cycladic II late period. This indicates that the period of use of
the cemetery may be set at about 300 to 400 years. 

Based on the probable number of tombs that originally made up the cemetery at Chalandriani
and the chronological parameters of the period of deposition in the tombs together with a probable
average age at death of 30 years, we can calculate an estimated potential living population of between
100 and 75 people which buried their dead in the cemetery at Chalandriani. 

Another approach in the estimation of the potential living population uses generally accepted
data based on ancient and medieval demographic statistics, as was used by J. Bintliff in the Early and
Middle Minoan Ayiofarango valley in Crete and C. Broodbank for the Early Bronze Age Cyclades.399

An average Early Bronze Age nuclear family of seven would contribute five bodies to the cemetery
in every generation of about 25 years. Over a century such a family generates about 20 bodies. The
100 to 75 people making up the potential living population can thus be divided into 14 to 10 nuclear
families living together in a community at any one time during the period the cemetery was in use.

5.8. Mortuary variability and social organisation

It is clear from the analyses discussed above that very few of the 185 different tomb inventories
share identical sets of artefact types. Nearly every tomb was furnished with a unique combination
of objects. Comparing tomb inventories according to the types and varieties as defined in the
typological classification of chapter 4 gives little room for identifying identical tomb inventories.
With few exceptions, all the tombs with more than one artefact have a different combination of
artefacts, and even most tombs with only one artefact are unlike any other. Since it would be highly
unlikely to assume that each of the 185 burials with artefacts represents a different social standing
or status we must therefore look at these tomb inventories from another angle than the individual
artefacts and types. The variation in numbers of artefacts between tombs, their differences in
typological composition and the variation in other aspects of tomb construction surely indicate some
kind of social differentiation underlying the evidence we have from the 185 reconstructed tomb
inventories. After death, people were buried in accordance with their social status, which was to
some degree expressed in the inclusion of a number of artefacts. The variation and the particular
combination of the artefacts placed in the tombs with the burial was highly flexible and could be
adapted to the particular moment or person. Burials were first associated with a specific set of
artefacts according to the gender of the deceased and buried in either circular of rectangular tombs.
Depending on the achieved status, such as age or social position in the community and wealth,
additional sets of artefacts may have been included in the burial. Tattoo-sets may have been one of
such additional sets of artefacts reflecting a persons’s status, probably also related to age, since
tattooing is generally associated with adults or persons’s crossing the threshold of juveniles to
adulthood.400 This interpretation of the association of types from the sample of burials analysed in
the cluster analysis suggests the existence of some kind of social hierarchical system expressed in a
burial program with several options for each individual burial according to gender and status.

There was no strict model of fixed artefact inventories to be buried with the deceased given his
or her social position, or that of the family or social group to which he/she belonged. Within such
an expedient burial program the individuality of the buried persons seems to have been a major
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Figure 44. A model of the binary hierarchical burial program at Chalandriani

factor. However, it seems likely that a kind of system with a few loosely defined sets of artefacts was
in existence; even though the variation between the tomb inventories is very large, some similarities
can be discerned. The results of the cluster analysis suggest that there were at least two sets of
artefacts from which to choose in a particular burial case, and that these two sets are associated with
the shape of the tomb’s groundplan. In fig. 44 these two variations in burial assemblages have been
put into a kind of model which breaks down the burial practices at Chalandriani into a binary
hierarchical burial program. In the first instance the gender of the deceased determined either one
of the two types of groundplan of the tomb itself (level 1). Closely associated with the groundplan
is either a plain ceramic bowl or a plain conical cup, which were found in a great many tomb
inventories and which exist moreover in various museum collections in very large numbers without
exact tomb provenance. Many of these unprovenanced bowls and conical cups probably came from
tombs in which no other finds were made. At a second level tombs could be furnished with
additional artefacts. Tombs with a circular groundplan have strong associations with pans, stone
pestles/grinders/pounders, and stone palettes, while tombs with a rectangular groundplan are
associated with a selection of metal tools (punches, needles and spatulas) and with shell necklaces
and marble figurines. Cross-cutting this binary system is a collection of artefact types closely
associated with the practices of tattooing or body decorations. These include footed biconical jars,
stone (spouted) bowls, stone footed bowls/cups, metal tweezers, metal scrapers, bone  pins, shells,
obsidian blades, bone tubes, and lumps of pigment. A fourth group of artefacts consists of types that
are not associated with any of these other three clusters ( footed bowls/cups/goblets, spherical
jars/pyxides and short-neck jugs/bottles). To this group can be added a number of rare artefact
types which in some cases were found in only one tomb inventory (spool-like pyxis, one-handled
footed bowls, tankards, kernos, stone beads, sauceboats, spouted spherical jars or thelastra’s,
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terracotta spindle whorls, metal chisel, metal fish-hooks, bone ring, stone celt, bone needle, and
several uncommon ceramic vessels, chiefly bowls and jugs). Among these types are probably several
specific status markers or artefacts expressing a particular high social position in society, e.g. stone
figurines, spool-like pyxis, kernos. Their rarety and complexity of manufacture suggest they were not
available to all the members of the society. Curiously these valuable artefacts are not always found
in the tomb inventories with the largest number of finds.The presence of for instance a stone
figurine would probably represent a much higher status than a collection of various plain ceramic
vessels. Many unique artefacts such as the fully decorated spool-like pyxis came from relatively small
tomb inventories. The spool-like pyxis from Tomb 271 was found with a bone tube and an obsidian
blade. The groundplan of this last tomb was described by Tsountas as circular, but none of the
artefact types which in the cluster analysis are closely associated with this particular type of
groundplan were found in this tomb. This suggests that, besides the binary system of tomb
assemblages associated with the two types of groundplans, items from another set of rare and
exclusive artefacts could be placed in the tombs in accordance with a particular status position of
the deceased or his/her relations. 

A small number of other rare artefact types are probably indicators of the chronological
discrepancy between the tomb inventories, e.g. sauceboats, tankards, one-handled footed cup, black
burnished incised spouted spherical jars or thelastra’s and saucers. In many cases these items were
found in tombs without any other artefacts accompanying them. We have to bear in mind that the
cemetery at Chalandriani was probably in use for a succession of generations stretching over several
hunderds of years. During the course of its existence, burial practices will have undergone changes
and modifications. Relatively rare items, such as sauceboats, tankards, one-handled footed cups,
thelastra’s and saucers, which first appeared in the latest phase of the Early Bronze Age 2 period, may
have been highly prized by the people of Chalandriani. Inclusions of such rare items may far
outweigh in status other tomb inventories with a large collection of various ceramic and stone
vessels and objects. Here we can also return to the study of pottery decoration styles, as discussed
in chapter 4. With the exception of two instances pottery with incised and stamped decorations does
not occur together with pottery types with painted decorations. This situation may be the result of
a difference in status of these two styles of decoration or a difference in chronology, or a
combination of both. A chronological difference between incised and painted pottery seems to be
contradicted by the dating of the black-burnished incised ware, which is generally placed at the latest
phase of the Early Cycladic II period or at the transition between Early Cycladic II and III. Here it
must be contemporary with pottery with painted decorations. Only further analyses of these pottery
wares from various other contexts, both settlements and cemeteries, may shed light on this problem.
From our analyses we may conclude that in addition to a probable chronological difference between
the two styles of pottery decoration, a difference in status may also well be considered. Pottery types
with painted decoration are much rarer that those with incised decorations. Moreover, the painted
pottery is generally not accompanied by large numbers of other finds. The inclusion of a pottery type
with painted decorations, and especially the more complex shapes, such as the spool-like pyxis, were
probably in themselves indicators of high status burials. 

Few tomb inventories contained an exceptionally large number of artefacts, probably indicating
a high status of the buried person, e.g. Tomb 468 with 29 artefacts being the largest inventory. As
dicussed in section 5.4 above, a small group of twenty-five percent of the tombs together contained
two-thirds of all the finds from the cemetery. The remaining seventy-five percent of the tombs
shared the other one-third of the finds. This is a crude but effective indicator that social
differentiation within the society at Chalandriani was expressed through the burial program in which
access to artefacts to be included in the tombs was regulated and to some extent restricted. 
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Many of the larger inventories contain artefact types that are present with more than one item.
This may be read as wealth or a status related indication. Two, three and occasionally four items of
the same artefact type are sometimes found in a single tomb inventory besides other artefacts. It also
suggests that in these cases of multiple presence of certain artefact types, their meaning as a tool or
implement accompanying the dead is not the only reason for including them in the tombs.
Additional items of the same type also indicate some form of hoarding. Why for instance include
three obsidian blades when one would be sufficient to signify a particaluar use or function. Larger
tomb inventories do not only have more artefacts of various types and materials, but also more
artefacts of the same type. This practice suggests that wealth played a role in the burial program. If
people could afford to include for example four marble bowls or four metal tweezers in one tomb
inventory, this indicates that such a number of valuable objects could be missed. Each composition
of certain artefact types in a tomb inventory probably carried a particular meaning, either as a group
of objects from the possession of the deceased or as a representation of his/her activities or
specialities. A tomb inventory consisting of a number of different metal tools may suggest that the
buried person had used these implements in daily life and would need them in the afterlife to
continue as before. Including more than one item of the same type in the tomb inventory would
seem unnecessary. If, however, the buried person was given several items of the same type of
artefact it suggests that those presiding over the burial rituals thought it important to express for
instance the wealth or prominence of the person to be buried by including more than one example
of a certain type of artefact. 

At this point we can also comment on the interpretation of the burials of Chalandriani by Colin
Renfrew in his book The Emergence of Civilisation (1972). The results of the various analyses described
above enable us to substantiate and clarify an argument made by  Renfrew  regarding the distribution
of artefact types in the tomb inventories at Chalandriani.401 On the basis of the typological variation
between a group of 32 ‘richer’ tombs and the total number of tombs Renfrew argued that some
common types of pottery types, the conical cup and the plain bowl, were rarely found in the richer
tombs. At the same time other types are more frequently found in the richer tombs.With the
evidence now available from 185 tomb inventories instead of the selection of 32 inventories
published by Tsountas, the typological variation between the inventories can now be more clearly
interpreted. The principal reason for the differences between Renfrew’s interpretation  and the one
presented here lies in the fact that he took the 32 tomb inventories published in detail by Tsountas
as a separate group of ‘richer’ tombs and compared the typological composition of these 32 tomb
inventories with the total number of artefacts found in the remaining 490 tombs excavated by
Tsountas (this number suggests Renfrew only used the tombs found in the eastern part of the
cemetery, see also above table 4). On closer inspection the 32 tombs published by Tsountas are not
the richer section of the tomb inventories, but merely a sample or cross-section of tombs with a
great number of different types of artefacts. In fact, Tsountas published these 32 tombs in detail as
examples of the variety of tomb inventories and tomb architecture he encountered at Chalandriani.
With the evidence available from the 185 reconstructed tomb inventories a somewhat different
picture emerges. The so-called ‘richer’ tombs, as suggested by Renfrew, do not have exclusive types
of artefacts, they do however generally contain  a much more varied collection of artefact types with
in many cases more than one specimen of the same type. 

Using only the sample of 32 tombs and totals of certain types of objects as described by
Tsountas in his published report, Renfrew sets out to demonstrate that some types of artefacts are
nearly exclusively associated with the ‘richer’ burials which he calls “almost aristocratic” in nature.
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In the light of the data from the tombs as presented above, we need to re-interpret the statements
made by Renfrew regarding the associations of types in different tombs with certain social groups.
Renfrew lays much stress on the distinction he observed between types associated mainly with
‘poorer’ burials and types associated mainly with ‘richer’ burials. Particularly the plain bowl and the
conical cup were seen by Renfrew as not belonging to the ‘richer’ burials, i.e. the elite part of the
community. Here we must make some observations. ‘Richer’ burials are not completely different
from ‘poorer’ burials, they have in addition to some standard types, a greater quantity of types
and/or a greater variety of types, some of rarer materials or better quality. Several ‘richer’ tombs do
have one of the two most common ceramic types (bowl and conical cup). It is not their absence
which identifies a burial as being a ‘rich’ burial, but the total assemblage of types. One important
aspect of these two most common ceramic types has emerged from the analyses presented above.
In practically all cases these two types never occur together in one tomb inventory. The only
exception to this rule are Tomb 205 and Tomb 351. Tomb 205 contains three bowls, a conical cup
and various other artefacts. Tomb 351 contains besides a bowl and a ceramic cup also eight other
items. In every other case burials have either a bowl(40 tombs) or a conical cup (23 tombs), or none
of the two. This leads us to a totally different interpretation, namely these two common types are
indicators or markers for a certain type of burial or individual, probably regardless of wealth. The
fact that in the cluster analysis each type is associated with one of the two types of tomb groundplan
further suggests that the bowl and the conical cup belong to a standard set of items which are related
to a class of burials. ‘Richer’ tombs distinguish themselves from ‘poorer’ ones beyond this standerd
set of criteria in having more and/or rarer types as well. These common ceramic types were not in
general“avoided by the rich” as Renfrew stated. It is not the quantity of ceramic bowls and conical
cups, but their single presence in burials, as they are probably related to the gender of the buried
person. In this line of reasoning, one item of either type would be sufficient to mark the gender of
the deceased. There would be no need to include more than one bowl or conical cup to emphasize
this. This is in fact the case at Chalandriani. Very rarely do we find tomb inventories with more than
one bowl or conical cup. A small number of tombs have two or more of each at the most (9 tombs).
A second argument which stresses the particular meaning of the ceramic bowl and the conical cup
lies in the fact that in the cluster analysis and dendrogram, each type is strongly associated with one
of the two types of tomb groundplan: bowls go with circular tombs, conical cups with rectangular
tombs. This further adds to our interpretation that these two ‘simple’ types of pottery are the bearers
of a particular meaning. The suggestion that these types are connected in some way  with the gender
or status of the deceased is quite strong. Based on these arguments is seems clear that these two
common items of household pottery carried a very different meaning in these funerary contexts than
in a domestic context. This also leads us to a more general statement that ‘simple’ objects can in
some cases be as important for the interpretation of tomb associations as elaborately manufactured
and costly objects or items made of rare exotic materials. 

The use of categories such as ‘ richer’, ‘almost aristocratic’, and ‘poorer’ tombs as used by
Renfrew is not without problems. We need to discuss what we mean by using such terms.
Specifically in this case we need to establish the quantitative and qualitative variation in the burial
associations. The 185 tombs for which we know or have recontructed the inventory had between
one and 29 items per tomb. The percentile breakdown of increasingly larger inventories (see table
22) showed that fifty percent of the tombs contained one object, a further twenty-five percent of
the tombs contained two or three objects, and the remaing twenty-five percent of the tombs had
from four up to 29 objects. This top twenty-five percent shared between them about two thirds of
all the objects found at the cemetery. The nineteen tombs with seven or more objects together had
226 items, or forty percent of the total number of objects from all the tombs. There is clearly room
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for the suggestion that we can speak of a ‘poorer’ section and a ‘richer’ section within the cemetery
at Chalandriani. ‘Richer’ tombs not only have more objects in each inventory, but also a greater
variety of artefact types and in several cases made of more costlier materials, such as metal, than
‘poorer’ tombs. However, it is also possible that the so-called richer tombs, or tombs with large
number of objects, were more carefully excavated and studied than the so-called poorer tombs. Not
all types of material used for the different types of artefacts were equally durable or easy to
recognize. Particularly, bone pins and other bone items, or stone objects may have been overlooked
during the exacavations, as they could be regarded as parts of the skeleton or the architecture of the
tomb. Whenever a tomb indicated that it may contain a large number of objects, the excavators
generally applied much greater care to their approach. 

As demonstrated above the average potential living population at Chalandriani contributing their
dead to the cemetery may be estimated at 75 to 100 people divided into 10 to 14 nuclear families.
If we assume an average generation length of 25 years the cemetery was used between 12 to 16
generations (roughly 300 to 400 years). In every generation a nuclear family of seven members buries
five bodies in the cemetery, among which would be a head of the family. We may suppose that these
heads of families possessed a higher status than the other members, which also included several
children and sub-adults, and were buried with higher status artefacts or in general had ‘richer’ tomb
inventories. With these figures we can estimate that the total number of burials of heads of families
would be around 168 if the cemetery remained 300 years in use, or 160 if the cemetery was 400 years
in use. We can translate these figures to the sample of 185 tombs with reconstructed inventories in
order to determine whether we can interpret the observed mortuary variability in terms of social
organisation. Among the sample of 185 tombs we would expect to find 31.1 burials of heads of
families (if the cemetery remained in use for 300 years) or 29.6 burials of heads of families (when
the cemetery was in use for 400 years). If we compare these figures with the result of the numerical
breakdown of the size of the inventories of the 185 tombs as presented in table 22 (above), we see
immediately that the burials with tomb inventories of four artefacts and more may well represent
burials of heads of families who received a higher funerary investment in terms of status artefacts
and perhaps other arrangments than other, common members of the families. 

A community such as at Chalandriani with an average potential living population of 75 to 100
people, divided into 10 to 14 nuclear families, would need a community leader. Perhaps not
continuously or at all times, but certainly in times of crisis or when particular activities needed a
communal approach, such as preparing and executing a trip by boat to other islands to procure
material goods or suitable partners. If we assume that at Chalandriani on average during each
generation one of the heads of families also acted as community chief of big man we may expect that
one burial in every generation would be more elaborate than any of the other burials of the same
generation. The tomb of a community leader would almost certainly be the one with the largest
tomb inventory and would include various high status items rarely seen in other tombs. From the
lenght of time the cemetery was probably in use, between 300 and 400 years or 12 to 16 generations,
we may expect a figure in the order of 12 to 16 high status burials of community chiefs for the entire
cemetery of 1,000 burials. If again we look within the sample of 185 burials for which the inventory
was reconstructed we can expect about 2 to 3 high status burials of community chiefs. The
exceptionally large tomb inventory of Tomb 468 with 29 artefacts, twelve more than the next one,
may thus be interpreted as belonging to such a community leader. 

The community at Chalandriani burying their dead in the cemetery may be set at the level of a
medium village comprising during its main period of occupation a population of about 75 to 100
people. They were divided into 10 to 14 residential groups or nuclear families living probably in
separate compounds that together made up the settlement located higher up from the cemetery
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below the present hamlet of Chalandriani. Each family buried their dead in the cemetery in either
of the two main groups of tombs. This division may be related to social groups, such as lineages. We
can perhaps interpreted the two main parts of the cemetery as seen in figure 13 in chapter 2,
representing two lineages who, among other aspects, used seperate burial plots to express their
distinction. Alternatively, the two main groups of tombs may represent a temporal division into an
earlier burial place and a later one. Possibly the the eastern and western parts of the cemetery may
represent such a chronological distribution. The smaller eastern group may thus perhaps be viewed
as a later burial plot associated with the settlement at Kastri, which is located at the opposite slope
and hilltop across a steep ravine. 

Burials accompanied with large inventories and with rare and complex artefacts may be regarded
as tombs of heads of families or in one case of the community leader or local big man. Because of
its long period continuous occupation and deposition in the cemetery the settlement at Chalandriani
should no be regarded as exceptionally large within the wider Early Cycladic context. Many other
contemporary sites were occupied for much shorter periods. For its social and biological
reproduction the community at Chalandriani needed to partake in the wider network of exogamous
communities that operated in the Cyclades during the Early Cycladic period. Through these channels
partners, raw materials, goods and occasionally prestige items would arrive at Chalandriani.
Appearantly the community at Chalandriani was succesful is maintaining its position for a long
succession of generations and thereby creating, in relative terms, a very large cemetery. The people
buried at Chalandriani were placed in individual tombs spread out on the lower slopes east of the
settlement in different plots. Many of these tombs included artefacts in varying numbers which are
related to their social position and status within the community. Among these we find several ‘richer’
tomb inventories of heads of families and occasionally of the local community leader. 
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Appendix 1

DESCRIPTION OF 
TOMB INVENTORIES

The tomb groups that are known from the Tsountas report and which could be recon-
structed from the information in the catalogues of the various museums are presented in
this chapter. Whenever available, details about the specific tomb is presented. Each of
the objects is described in detail so that full appreciation can be gained of the characteris-

tics of both the individual objects and their associations. The objects are arranged according to
the kinds of material used for their manufacture. Within each kind of material the individual
objects are arranged according to their inventory numbers with the objects in the National
Museum in Athens preceeding those in the Archaeological Museum in Ermoupolis. Objects
from Chalandriani in other museums have no exact provenance regarding the tomb group they
once belonged to. They are therefore described in the next appendix. In a few cases an object
could not be located in the collection of the National Archaeological Museum during my study
visits. Although their existence in the museum was assured through an entry in the inventory
book, their present location is unkown. Besides the information mentioned in the inventory
entry no further details are available at present for these items. Another group of objects are only
known from tomb inventories described by Tsountas in his published report. These objects
could not be firmly linked to any object listed in the entries of either museum. Unless additional
information is found no match will be possible between the Tsountas’ description and entries in
these museum inventories. In most cases these objects are vases of unspecified type, and were
probably plain bowls or conical cups of which more examples are counted by Tsountas in his
numerical summary than were found in reconstructed tomb inventories from museum inven-
tories. A large number of these two types of pottery were transferred to Syros in 1971. In a
number of cases, individual objects of this kind could however be linked to certain inventory
numbers on account of the fact that the description (especially the dimensions) in the entry of
the inventory matched the description of an object made during my visits to the museums.
Although a firm connection between object and current inventory number was not possible, it
seems more than likely several of these objects can thus be identified.
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The majority of the tomb inventories described below were excavated by Tsountas in the
summer of 1898. Unless stated otherwise the contents of tombs described below are from his
excavations. Details about the different tomb inventories are not available for the excavations by
Papadopoulos and Stephanos in 1861 and 1870. Two later excavators, Bosanquet and Doumas
have published their findings with details about the objects and their associations. These are
presented at the end of this chapter.

The format of the descriptions follows a fixed standard. The first line contains a catalogue
number of the object, followed by the inventory number and museum collection in parentheses
and a general description of the kind of object. The different museums are indicated by abbrevi-
ations: Syros stands for the Archaeological Museum in Ermoupolis (Syros), NAM stands for the
National Archaeological Museum in Athens. The second line in the description format mentions
the dimensions (in meters) of the objects. The third line contains information on the material of
which the object was made. For pottery, Munsell color codes are mentioned between parenthe-
ses. Following this is a description of the shape, and if present the character, technique and
arrangement of the decorations. When the object was published in previous studies these are
mentioned at the end.

1.1. Exacavtions Tsountas

TOMB 3

1 (Syros 506) BOWL (fig. 45)
H 0.058; Diam rim 0.133; Diam base 0.009
Medium, reddish-yellow fabric (7.5 YR 6/6) with
similar core, smoothed surface. Intact, with few
chips at the rim. Body slightly off-centred. 
Small circular depression at base, hemispherical body
with straight upright upper wall and rim, rounded lip.
Undecorated.

TOMB 126

2 (NAM 11852) JUG (fig. 45)
Diam base 0.04; L handle 0.059
Medium-fine, dark grey to black fabric (10 YR 4/1-
2/1) with grey core (10 YR 5/1), dark burnished
semi-lustrous surface. Incomplete, mended from
various fragments.
Base fragment of most likely a beaked jug, and 
separate fragment of a vertical handle with circular 
section, probably from shoulder to neck. 
Undecorated.

TOMB 135

3 (Syros 712) CONICAL CUP (fig. 45)
H 0.061; Diam rim recon. 0.09; Diam base 0.04
Coarse-medium, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/3)
with slightly darker core (2.5 YR 5/4). Incomplete,
nearly half of cup missing.
Flat base, straight spreading wall, thin rounded lip.
Leaf impression on the base.

TOMB 153

4 (Syros 537) BOWL (fig. 45)
H 0.042; Diam rim 0.108; Diam max 0.1085
Coarse-medium, light reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR
6/6-6/4) with light reddish core (2.5 YR 6/6). 
Unevenly fired with several dark patches. Brush
marks inside. Intact.
Convex base, hemispherical body, spreading rim with
rounded lip.
Undecorated.

TOMB 154

5 (Syros 566) CONICAL CUP (fig. 45)
H 0.055; Diam rim 0.109; Diam base 0.048
Medium, reddish-yellow fabric (5 YR 6/6) with 
similar core. Smoothed surface. Intact, with some
chips at the rim.
Flat base, straight spreading wall, spreading rim with
rounded lip.
Leaf impression at the base. 

TOMB 157

The contents of this tomb are described in the report
published by Tsountas. The tomb has an 
ellipsoidal ground plan. The body was on its right
side with the two vases in front of the face. The
inventory consisted according to Tsountas of a 
painted footed bowl and a bowl of common type,
probably a plain bowl. The bowl is not identified in
the inventories of the museum collection in Athens.
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Possibly this bowl is one of a group of bowls with no
tomb numbers listed in the inventory in Athens (nos.
11869 to 11878, see next chapter). 
Publ. Tsountas (1899), 109.

6 (NAM 4964) FOOTED BOWL (fig. 45)
H 0.095; Diam rim 0.136; Diam base 0.048
Medium-fine, light brown fabric (7.5 YR 7/4) with
grey core (5 YR 5/1). Smoothed surface. Intact.
Hollow flaring foot, cylindrical stem tapering 
upwards to hemispherical bowl with spreading rim
and rounded lip. 
Decorated on the interior with dark painted 
geometric motifs in a horizontal band consisting of
zigzags along the inside of the rim.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 8:6; Kavvadias (1914), fig.
515; Åberg (1933), fig. 158; Zervos (1957), pl. 102.

7 (NAM, unknown inv. no.) BOWL 
No further details available.

TOMB 158

8 (Syros 457) JUG (fig. 45)
H 0.109; Diam rim 0.036; Diam max 0.089; Diam
base 0.039
Medium, reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 5/3) with iden-
tical core. Black burnished surface. Incomplete, 
restored, very worn surface.
Flat base, globular body, high neck with outturned
rim; vertical handle with round section from shoul-
der to below the rim. Undecorated.

TOMB 159

9 (NAM 4966) BOWL (fig. 45)
H 0.029; Diam rim 0.097; Diam base 0.026
Medium-fine, dark greyish-brown fabric (5 YR 3/1)
with grey core (5 YR 5/1). Burnished surface all
over. Intact.
Shallow depression at the base, curving spreading
wll, flattened lip bevelled outwards.
Decorated on the rim with a concentric band of
impressed Kerbschitt.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 9:26.

TOMB 165

The only object in this tomb, a marble bowl, was
transferred from the museum in Athens to Syros in
1971.

10 (Syros 381) STONE BOWL (fig. 45)
White marble. Intact.
Diam rim 0.12
Flat base, straight spreading thick wall with rounded
lip.

TOMB 166

This tomb is described by Tsountas in his published
report. The tomb has a rectangular ground plan. The
body was on its right side. A flat stone was lying near
the head and another one near the side. By the head
lay a painted jug, a painted pyxis, and a stone lid. In
addition Tsountas mentions another clay pyxis from
this tomb for which no information is presently
available regarding its current location. Åberg 
mentions only two objects in this tomb group, a
pyxis and a beaked jug. The painted pyxis which is
listed in the museum in Athens from this tomb has
four lugs, although Tsountas stated that this pyxis
had no handles. The stone lid is not recognized
among the museum collections. Instead an undecora-
ted clay lid in the museum in Athens is listed as being
from this tomb. Possibly after cleaning the lid in the
museum it appeared to be not of stone but of clay.
The lid does not fit onto the spherical pyxis.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), 109; Åberg (1933), 101, no. 1.

11 (NAM 4968) SPHERICAL JAR (fig. 45)
H 0.074; Diam rim 0.063; Diam max 0.135; Diam
base 0.063
Medium-fine, yellow-white fabric (10 YR 7/6) with
light brown core (7.5 YR 6/4). Worn yellow slipped
surface with dark reddish-brown painted decoration.
Incomplete, one lug missing.
Flat base, lentoid or biconical body, upright collar-
shaped rim with rounded lip. Four oblique semi-
circular pierced lugs placed just above the widest
diameter at opposite sides.
Decorated on the exterior with painted geometric
motifs in a horizontal zone on the upper half of the
body and on the four lugs. Motifs consist of 
alternating hatched triangles at each side with solid
crosses above the four lugs. 
Publ. Åberg (1933), fig. 149; Zervos (1957), pl. 235. 

12 (NAM 4969) JUG (fig. 45)
H 0.182; Diam rim 0.034; Diam max 0.127; Diam
base 0.047
Medium-fine, reddish-yellow fabric (7.5 YR 8/6)
with reddish-brown to grey core (5 YR 5/4-7.5 YR
5/0). Dark grey to reddish-brown painted decoration
(7.5 YR 4/0-2.5 YR 4/4) on yellow-white slip. Intact.
Flat slightly concave base, globular body, high 
cylindrical neck tapering upwards with rounded lip
and oval mouth, one tip pointed upwards; vertical
handle with round section from shoulder to neck
below the rim.
Decorated on the exterior with painted geometric
motifs in a horizontal zone on the upper part of the
body and neck. Along the rim, in the middle and at
the base of the neck is a solid concentric line, on the
upper part of the body is a zone with hatched 
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triangles above a solid line with a wavy line beneath. 
Publ. Åberg (1933), fig. 160; Zervos (1957), pl. 231;
Renfrew (1972), pl. 7, 3; Sapouna-Sakellaraki (1973),
pl. 45 top right. 

13 (NAM 11853) LID (fig. 45)
H 0.014; Diam rim 0.083
Medium-fine, dark red to grey fabric (7.5 YR 3/0)
with grey core (7.5 YR 5/0). Grey-black slip, very
worn. Intact.
Flattened convex top with rounded edges, straight
sides with flattened ends. Four holes grouped two by
two through the top.
Undecorated.
Publ. Hekman (1990), fig. 3.

14 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) SPHERICAL JAR 
“Spherical shape, made of brown clay” (Tsountas
1899, 109), probably covered with a dark brown or
black burnished surface. No further details available.

TOMB 167

15 (Syros 489) BOWL (fig. 46)
H 0.035; Diam rim 0.098
Medium, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/4) with
similar core. Smoothed interior and exterior surface.
Intact, with minor chips at the rim.
Convex base, hemispherical body with thick wall,
nearly straight rim with rounded lip.
Undecorated.

TOMB 168

16 (Syros 771)  BOWL (fig. 46)
H 0.045; Diam rim 0.115
Coarse-medium, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/4)
with greyish core (not clearly visible). Greyish-white
slipped surface with clear brush marks inside. Intact,
surface cracked and ruptured.
Convex base, hemispherical body with rounded lip.
Undecorated.

TOMB 169

17 (NAM 4970) JUG (fig. 46)
H 0.158; H max 0.171; Diam base 0.04
Medium, reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 5/3) with grey
core (5 YR 5/1). Dark brown to black burnished
surface (5 YR 3/1). Incomplete, large part of the
base restored.
Flat base, globular body with inwards tapering neck,
cylindrical upright mouth and spout; vertical handle
from shoulder to below the mouth.
Decorated on the body with groups of five to six
parallel vertical incised lines.

Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 9:2; Kavvadias (1914),
 fig. 521; Montelius (1924), fig. 90,3.

TOMB 172

The contents if this tomb are described by Tsountas
in his published report. Åberg also gave a list of its
content. The tomb has a circular ground plan. The
body was on its left side. All the finds were found
lying together by the head. They include a pan, a jar,
a small clay cup with painted decoration, a small
spherical pyxis and a cup with a mat impression on
the base. This last item was unfortunately not availa-
ble for study.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), 109; Åberg (1933), 101, no. 2.

18 (NAM 4971) PAN (fig. 46)
H 0.034; Diam rim 0.21; Diam base 0.22
Medium, dark reddish-grey fabric (5 YR 4/2) with
light red core (10 YR 5/4). Dark brown burnished
surface. Intact, one knob of handle restored.
Flat convex base, rounded edge to flaring concave
wall with rounded lip; forked handle with two prongs
ending in knobs with circular section. 
Decorated on the exterior of the base with 
impressed and incised geometric patterns. In the
centre a four-spoked star or wheel surrounded by a
concentric line and filled with chevrons or
Kerbschnitt. Around this central motif runs a 
concentric band of obliquely incised short strokes
and a band of impressed concentric circles with hori-
zontal lines in between. Along the outside is a band
of double Kerbschnitt and a thirteen-spoked star
with the areas at the outside filled with Kerbschnitt.
Near the handle a simple incised pubic triangle. 
Publ. Zschietzschmann (1935), fig. 5; Zervos (1934),
fig. 20; Zervos (1957), fig. 210; Bossert (1960), fig. 8,
no. 4; Vermeule (1964), pl. 8,c; Müller-Karpe (1974),
fig. 362,8; Thimme (1975), pl. 12; Coleman (1985),
no. 6, pl. 33,3.

19 (NAM 4972) FOOTED SPHERICAL JAR
(fig. 46)
H 0.098; Diam rim 0.051; Diam max 0.104; Diam
base 0.063
Medium, dark reddish-grey fabric (5 YR 4/2) with
light reddish-brown core (5 YR 6/4). Dark 
burnished surface. Incomplete, large part of the body
restored including one handle.
Hollow flaring foot, biconical body, upright collar-
shaped rim with rounded lip. Two vertical pierced
semi-circular handles placed at the widest diameter at
opposite sides.
Decorated on the exterior with incised geometric
motifs in horizontal bands. On the upper half of the
body two bands of connected concentric circles
between incised lines; on the shoulder a band of
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Kerbschnitt. Below the two handles are three 
chevrons pointed upwards.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 9:19; Kahrstedt (1913), fig.
8,3; Montelius (1924), fig. 9,16; Åberg (1933), fig.
151; Bossert (1937), fig. 436; Zervos (1957), pl. 199);
Bossert (1960), fig. 7,4; Buchholz &Karageorgis
(1971), pl. 849; Müller-Karpe (1974), fig. 362,17.

20 (NAM 5257) GOBLET (fig. 46)
H 0.044; Diam rim 0.075; Diam base 0.029
Medium, dark grey fabric (5 YR 4/1) with reddish-
brown core (5 YR 4/3). Smoothed surface. 
Incomplete, large part of the body restored.
Hollow flaring foot, straight spreading wall, 
spreading rim with rounded lip. Inside base flat.
Undecorated.

21 (NAM 5258) SPHERICAL JAR (fig. 46)
H 0.059-0.064; Diam rim 0.06; Diam base 0.047
Medium, dark greyish-brown fabric with small white
calcareous inclusions (5 YR 4/1) and dark grey 
reddish core (5 YR 4/2). Dark, burnished lustrous
surface. Intact. Body slightly off-centred.
Flat base, conical body, upright collar-shaped rim
with rounded lip.
Undecorated.

22 (NAM 5259) CONICAL CUP
H 0.055; Diam rim 0.115.
Mat impression on the base. 
No further details available.

TOMB 174

The contents of this tomb are described by Tsountas
in his published report. The contents are also listed
by Åberg. The tomb has a circular ground plan. The
body was on its left side. Near the head lay a marble
cup. Behind the head a pan, a clay cup, a broken jug,
and a bone tube. The head rested on a pillow stone,
two other stones lay near the hands and the side. All
objects could be identified among the entries in the
inventory of the museum in Athens. The bone tube
described below is mentioned twice by Tsountas in
his report. On page 104 he refers to this tube as
originating from Tomb 228 and illustrated on pl.
10:2, while on page 109 in his description of Tomb
174 he refers to this same tube as illustrated in pl.
10:3. The inventory in Athens describes this tube as
from Tomb 174, which considering the other inven-
tory numbers of this tomb, is clearly correct.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), 109; Åberg (1933), 102, no. 3.

23 (NAM 4974) PAN (fig. 46)
H 0.036; Diam rim 0.20; Diam base 0.207
Medium-fine, dark grey-brown fabric (5 YR 3/1-4/4)
with reddish-brown core (5 YR 5/3). Dark burnished

lustrous surface. Intact.
Flat base, rounded edge to flaring wall with 
outcurving rim and rounded lip; forked handle with
two prongs ending in knobs with round section.
Decorated on the base are white-filled impressed and
incised motifs in concentric bands. Along the edge a
double Kerbschnitt, enclosed on the inside by a thin
incised line. In the centre regularly spaced impressed
interconnected concentric circles and a 
representation of a boat with a high prow to the left.
On both sides of the boat short incised lines indica-
ting the oars (14 above and 15 below). On the prow
a fish and two lines with a forked end. The area near
the handle is separated by a horizontal zone consis-
ting of Kerbschnitt between lines. Beneath this band
an incised representation of a pubic triangle. The
shape and the decorations are carefully crafted.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), fig. 11-11a; Kavvadias (1914),
fig. 509-509a; Montelius (1924), fig. 90,13a-b; Dugas
(1925), fig. 70; Åberg (1933), fig. 140; 
Zschietzschmann (1935), fig. 4; Bossert (1937), fig.
433; Matz (1956), fig. 12; Zervos (1957), fig. 221-223;
Demagne (1964), fig. 49; Buchholz & Karageorgis
(1971), pl. 362,5; Greek Art of the Aegean Islands
(1979), pl. 8; Reden & Best (1981), fig. 2; Papathana-
sopoulos (1981), pl. 95-97; Coleman (1985), no. 17,
pl. 33,6; Ekschmitt (1986), fig. 35, pl. 21; Renfrew
(1991), fig. 35.

24 (NAM 5260) GOBLET (fig. 46)
H 0.067; Diam rim 0.102; Diam base 0.043
Medium, dark grey to dark brown fabric (7.5 YR
3/0-3/2) with grey core (7.5 YR 5/0). Dark 
burnished surface. Many root imprints on the 
exterior. Incomplete, restored for about one third.
Hollow flaring foot, short stem widening towards
upper bowl, flaring wall, outcurving rim with 
rounded lip.
Undecorated.
Publ. Zervos 91957), pl. 187.

25 (NAM 5261) BOTTLE (fig. 46)
H 0.125; Diam rim recon. 0.0325; Diam max 0.124;
Diam base 0.048
Medium, brown fabric (7.5 YR 5/3) with light grey
core (7.5 YR 6/2). Dark burnished surface (7.5 YR
3/2) with many root imprints on the exterior. 
Incomplete, restored for about one third, including
much of the rim, partly worn surface.
Flat base, spherical body narrowing towards 
cylindrical neck tapering upwards. Rim and lip 
unknown. Undecorated.

26 (NAM 4973) STONE FOOTED BOWL 
(fig. 46)
H 0.06; Diam rim 0.081; Diam base 0.035
White marble. Intact.
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Concave base, solid flaring foot with sharp 
outturning edge, concave flaring walls with rounded
rim.
Publ. Åberg (1933), fig. 180.

27 (NAM 4975) BONE TUBE (fig. 46)
L 0.086; Diam max 0.015
Hollow tube with at one end flattened edge and two
opposite holes through the surface. Incomplete.
Decorated with incised patterns consisting of 
concentric bands surrounding hatched lozenges.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10:3; Åberg (1933), fig.
182.

TOMB 175

28 (Syros 156) SPHERICAL JAR (fig. 47)
H 0.068; Diam rim 0.058; Diam base 0.036
Medium, reddish-brown to very dark grey fabric (5
YR 5/4-3/1) with grey core (10 YR 5/1). Dark 
burnished surface, very worn. Intact.
Flat base, hemispherical body with nearly horizontal
shoulder, short upright collar-shaped rim with 
rounded lip. 
Decorated on the exterior with incised white-filled
geometric motifs in horizontal band. On the
shoulder a band of connected concentric circles.

29 (Syros 562) BOWL (fig. 47)
H 0.039; Diam rim 0.11
Medium, red fabric (2.5 YR 4/6) with similar core.
Smoothed surface. Intact.
Convex base, hemispherical body, inturned low rim
with slightly flattened top.
Undecorated.

TOMB 177

30 (Syros 737) BOWL (fig. 47)
H 0.036-0.025; Diam rim 0.129-0.115
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown to light reddish-
brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/3-6/4) with slightly darker
core (2.5 YR 4/4). Smoothed surface. Intact, small
hole through the wall.
Convex base, flaring wall with rounded lip; groove
incised along the inside rim. Oval-shaped rim due to
pressing inwards of two sides.
Undecorated.

31 (Syros 758) BOWL (fig. 47)
H 0.034; Diam rim 0.12
Medium-coarse, light red to light reddish-brown
fabric (2.5 YR 6/6-6/3) with grey core (2.5 YR 6/0).
Smoothed and slipped surface. Intact, two small
chips of the rim missing.
Convex base, flaring wall with pointed lip.

TOMB 179

The tomb is described by Tsountas in his published
report. It was constructed with a rectangular ground
plan. The inventory is also described in Tsountas’
report. All the finds were in the right front corner. In
none of the documents that were consulted for this
research did I find any entry mentioning this tomb
number. Nor are there drawings or photographs of
any of these objects. The descriptions of each of the
objects as mentioned by Tsountas must therefore
remain incomplete. Nevertheless it is possible that
the objects mentioned here belong to the large group
of objects lacking any specific details regarding their
original tomb number, discussed in the next chapter. 
Publ. Tsountas (1899), 109.

32 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) JAR
Probably a biconical footed jar (doxeion), with incised
decoration. No further details available.

33 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) STONE BOWL
Marble. No further details available.

34 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) METAL SPATULA
Copper-based alloy. No further details available.

35 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) METAL PIN
Copper-based alloy. No further details available.

36 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) METAL PUNCH
Copper-based alloy. No further details available.

37 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) SHELL
No further details available.

TOMB 180

38 (Syros 770) BOWL (fig. 47)
H 0.034; Diam rim 0.121
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/4)
with grey core (2.5 YR 5/0), surface coated with light
yellowish slip (5 YR 7.4). Intact, one part of rim
missing.
Convex base, convex hemispherical body with 
rounded lip. Undecorated.

TOMB 181

39 (Syros 721) CONICAL CUP (fig. 47)
H 0.084; Diam rim 0.127; Diam base 0.051
Medium-coarse, red to light red fabric (2.5 YR 5/6-
5/2) with reddish-brown core (2.5 YR 4/4). Intact,
small fragment of the rim missing.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with rounded lip.
Mat impression on the base.
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TOMB 182

40 (NAM 4977) SPHERICAL JAR (fig. 47)
H 0.095; Diam rim 0.061; Diam base 0.049; Diam lid
0.059
Fine, light reddish-yellow fabric with pinkish-white
surface (7.5 YR 8/2) and reddish-yellow core (7.5 YR
6/6). The same colours apply for the lid. White-slip-
ped surface with dark painted decoration. Intact.
Flat base, biconical body, outcurving collar-shaped
rim with rounded lip. Two double vertical tubular
pierced lugs at the widest diameter at opposite sides.
The lip is circular with a slightly convex top and
straight sides with rounded edges.
Decorated on the exterior with dark painted geome-
tric motifs in horizontal bands. On the upper half of
the body is a zone consisting of cross-hatched 
downwards pointed triangles between columns of
three thick ovals with central dots on either side
between the lugs. Surrounding the lugs are hatched
triangles on each side. The zone is bordered 
underneath by a solid concentric line with a wavy
line below. 
On the lid are irregularly painted thick circles with a
central dot.
Publ. Zervos (1957), pl. 230.

41 (NAM 11855) SAUCER (fig. 47)
H 0.028; Diam rim 0.098; Diam base 0.020
Medium, light reddish-brown fabric (no Munsell
codes available). Smoothed surface. Incomplete,
mended, two parts of the rim missing.
Small ring foot, spreading wall, incurving upper 
body, upright rim with rounded lip. 
Undecorated.
Publ. Hekman (1990), fig. 2.

42 (NAM 4976) STONE BOWL (fig. 47)
H 0.032; Diam rim 0.131; Diam base 0.033
White fine-grained marble. Intact.
Flat base, convex wall with rounded lip.

TOMB 183

43 (NAM 4978) FOOTED SPHERICAL JAR
(fig. 47)
H 0.077; Diam rim 0.043; Diam base 0.047; Diam
max 0.08
Fine-medium, light reddish-yellow fabric (5 YR 8/3)
with reddish-grey core (5 YR 5/2). Smoothed and
slipped with dark brown to black (5 YR 2.5/1)  
painted decoration. Intact, with two hole in the body,
one mended.
Flaring foot with hollow base, spherical body, 
outflaring rim with rounded thin lip; two pairs of
tubular lugs set at the widest diamater. Disk-shaped,
flat lid with four holes in the centre set in a square.

Decorated on the exterior body, foot and lid with
dark painted geometric motifs consisting of a band
of vertically placed elongated thick circles along the
widest diameter, above which are large cross-hatched
triangles pointing downwards around the upper part
of the body; along the edge of the base is a band of
two semi-circular lines one inside the other; on the
upper surface of the lid along the edge is a 
concentric band of seven elongated and pointed
circles with dots inside.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 9:21; Åberg (1933), fig.
152; Zervos (1957), pl. 229.

TOMB 184

The contents of this tomb are divided over two mu-
seums. The bowl was transferred to Syros in 1971.

44 (Syros 507) BOWL (fig. 47)
H 0.05; Diam rim 0.121
Medium-coarse, light red fabric (2.5 YR 6/6) with
some parts dark grey (2.5 YR 4/0), light red core.
Smoothed surface, brushed with blunt instrument.
Intact, some chips of the rim.
Convex base, convex hemispherical body, upright
rim with rounded rim. Inside an incised (potter’s)
mark consisting of two crossed lines.
Undecorated.

45 (NAM 11856) BOWL (fig. 47)
H 0.035; Diam rim 0.1215
Medium, reddish-brown fabric (no Munsell codes
available). White encrustation on the exterior.
Convex base, spreading wall, spreading rim with
rounded lip. 
Undecorated.
Publ. Hekman (1990), fig. 2.

TOMB 185

46 (Syros 723) CONICAL CUP (fig. 47)
H 0.106; Diam rim 0.148; Diam base 0.056
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/4)
with slightly darker core (2.5 YR 4/3). Incomplete,
two large parts of wall and rim missing.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with rounded lip.
Mat impression on the base.

TOMB 186

The tomb is described by Tsountas in his published
report. It had a rectangular ground plan. The body
was on its left side. Near the skull were a painted cup
and a brown spherical pyxis. Near the feet lay a clay
bowl. The clay bowl is listed in the inventory of the
museum in Ermoupolis as coming from this
tomb.This inventory gives a number for this object
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from the inventory in Athens which actually belongs
to a footed cup. The inventory in Athens mentions
that this cup was transferred to Syros in 1901. As
was generally the rule, only complete tomb groups
were transferred to Syros, not individual items taken
from tomb groups. It seems therefore reasonable to
assume this tomb group was transferred to Syros in
1901 as a whole. However, in the inventory in Syros
some information was mixed up resulting in the bowl
being confused  with the original Athens number of
the footed cup. This tomb group could be recon-
structed based on the information in the entries of
the inventories and from the description by Tsoun-
tas. 
Publ. Tsountas (1899), 109-110.

47 (Syros 769) BOWL (fig. 47)
H 0.045; Diam rim recon. 0.108
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 4/4)
with slightly lighter core (2.5 YR 4/3). Smoothed
surface. Intact, rim mostly chipped.
Convex base, convex hemispherical bowl with roun-
ded lip.
Undecorated.

48 (prob. Syros 160) SPHERICAL JAR (fig. 47)
“Spherical shape, made of brown clay” (Tsountas
1899, 110).
H 0.075; Diam rim 0.043; Diam max 0.10; Diam base
0.04
Medium, dark reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 3/2) with
pinkish-grey core (5 YR 6/2). Lustrous dark brown
burnished exterior surface. Intact.
Flat base, conical body with two vertically pierced
double lugs, ring-shaped rim with flattened lip.
Undecorated.

49 (Syros 174) FOOTED CUP (fig. 47)
“Painted decoration, comparable to pl. 8:13”
(Tsountas 1899, 110).
H 0.08; Diam rim 0.096; Diam base 0.056
Medium, very pale brown fabric (10 YR 7/4), core
not observable. Yellowish-white slipped surface with
black painted decoration. Incomplete, restored.
Hollow flaring foot, cylindrical stem, outcurving
spreading wall with rounded lip.
Decorated on the inside and outside rim and on the
exterior base with black painted geometric 
concentric motifs. Along the rim is a band of semi-
circles with a solid line over the lip. On the base a
concentric band of upwards semi-circles. Inside the
bowl in the centre is a large solid dot.

TOMB 188

The inventory in Athens lists only the bronze pin as
belonging to this tomb group. It was transferred to

Syros in 1971. The inventory in Syros mentions in
addition to the pin also a sauceboat as coming from
this tomb. Both entries mention the original Athens
number of 4981. 

50 (Syros 614) SAUCEBOAT (fig. 48)
H 0.194; Diam rim 0.114; Diam base 0.053
Medium-fine, yellowish-red fabric (5 YR 5/6) with
grey core (10 YR 6/1), covered with red slip. 
Burnished surface. Incomplete, mended and resto-
red, part of spout and body missing.
Low ring foot flaring outwards with hollow convex
base, convex lower body with high incurving 
shoulder and rim, rounded lip; high spout with semi-
circular vertical mouth. 
Undecorated.

51 (Syros 666) METAL PIN (fig. 48)
L 0.096; Th 0.0002
Copper-based alloy. Intact, corroded.
Thin pin with circular section and pointed at both
ends. 

TOMB 190

This tomb is not described by Tsountas in his report,
but Åberg lists as its contents a bone tube and a pan.
He does not mention the biconical footed jar which
is listed as coming from this tomb in the inventory of
the museum in Athens. On a handwritten note
(found inside the jar, probably by Tsountas) the
footed jar is said to belong to this tomb group. The
numbering also enforces this association. The pan
could not be identified among the museum 
collections.
Publ. Åberg (1933), 102, no. 4.

52 (NAM 4982) FOOTED BICONICAL JAR
(fig. 48)
H 0.205; Diam rim 0.090; Diam max 0.144; Diam
base 0.085
Medium, light yellowish-brown to very dark grey
fabric (10 YR 6/4-3/1) with grey-brown core (10 YR
5/1). Dark burnished surface. Complete, mended.
Hollow flaring foot, biconical body with outcurving
rim and rounded lip thickened on the outside. Three
horizontal arched lugs at the widest diameter at 
opposite sides.
Decorated on the exterior with white-filled incised
and impressed geometric motifs in horizontal bands.
On the body around the widest diameter a band of
connected concentric circles with a single
Kerbschnitt above and a double Kerbschnitt below.
Bordered by an incised line at both top and bottom.
Publ. Kahrstedt (1913), fig. 7,7; Montelius (1924), fig.
91,3; Åberg (1933), fig. 143; Bossert (1960), fig. 8,7.
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53 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) PAN
“Tonpfanne mit Kreismuster aus gleichmitt.
Kreisgruppen und Dreieckborte” (Pan with pattern
of concentric circles and Kerbschnitt, Åberg 1933,
102). No further details available.   

54 (NAM 4983) BONE TUBE (fig. 48)
L max 0.118; Diam max 0.025
Fragment of hollow bone tube with circular section.
Complete, mended.
Decorated on the exterior with incised concentric
and regularly spaced parallel lines.

TOMB 192

This tomb is described in the report published by
Tsountas. It has a circular ground plan. No human
remains were found inside. Three groups of finds
were identified in the tomb by Tsountas at three
different locations. To one side lay three rectangular
stone palettes with a stone grinder; a little further
away a pan with a second stone grinder inside, a
stone bowl with blue colouring substance, and a
small clay bowl; and finally on the opposite side a
third stone grinder. All items mentioned by Tsountas
are in the museum in Athens; however instead of
three mortars and three grinders we have two 
mortars and four pestles/grinders. Åberg mentions
only a stone palette and a marble palette and a pan
with spiral decoration.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), 110; Åberg (1933), 102, no. 5.

55 (NAM 4984) PAN (fig. 48)
H 0.035; Diam rim 0.188-0.19; Diam base 0.19
Medium, dark reddish-grey fabric (5 YR 4/2-2.5 YR
4/4) with reddish-brown core (5 YR 5/3). Dark
burnished surface, very worn. Incomplete, restored
from many fragments, part of the rim and the entire
handle are missing. 
Flat oval convex base, rounded edge to outcurving
wall, flattened lip. Flat inside with spreading wall.
Decorated on the exterior of the base with 
impressed and incised white-filled geometric motifs,
concentricly arranged. Along the edge is a band of
Kerbschnitt. On the inside a field of regularly spaced
impressed interconnected spirals. In the centre, a
concentric band of Kerbschnitt between incised lines
and an incised seven-pointed star. Near the handle is
a horizontal line and band of Kerbschnitt separating
a triangular area which probably once had an incised
representation of pubic triangle. 

Publ. Tsountas (1899), fig. 13; Kahrstedt (1913), 
fig. 9 below; Kavvadias (1914), fig. 510,1; Montelius
(1924), fig. 91,8; Åberg (1933), fig. 139;
Zschietzschmann (1935), fig. 8; Bossert (1960), fig. 7,
nos. 2, 5; Coleman (1985), no. 24, pl. 34,9.

56 (NAM 4987) BOWL (fig. 48)
H 0.029; Diam rim 0.088; Diam base 0.014
Medium, brown fabric (7.5 YR 5/4) with light brown
core (7.5 YR 6/4). Slipped and smoothed surface.
Intact.
Small circular depression at the base, hemispherical
body, flattened rim, bevelled on the inside.
Undecorated.

57 (NAM 4986) STONE BOWL (fig. 48)
H 0.040; Diam rim 0.135-0.140; Diam base 0.05
White marble. Intact.
Flat base, spreading wall, rounded lip flattened at the
inside and ridge along the inside below the rim. Re-
mains of pigments inside.

58 (NAM 4985) STONE PESTLE (fig. 48)
H 0.046; Diam base 0.021.
White limestone. Intact.
Cylindrical stone pestle with circular section and
rounded top.

59 (NAM 5262) STONE PALETTE (fig. 48)
H 0.045-0.055; L 0.284; W 0.229.
Grey-blue stone (schist). Intact.
Rectangular solid stone with irregular base, rounded
edge to upright wall and rectangular depression on
the surface with slightly raised rim.

60 (NAM 5263) STONE GRINDER (fig. 48)
H 0.110; W max 0.114.
White speckled stone. Intact.
Regularly shaped pestle with ellipsoidal section with
rounded top.

61 (NAM 5321.1) STONE GRINDER (fig. 48)
H 0.085; W max 0.06; W min 0.027
Green-grey stone (schist). Intact.
Square base, irregular pyramidal body to a rounded
top. Several parts of the surface highly polished.

62 (NAM 5322) STONE PALETTE (fig. 48)
L 0.225; W 0.223; Th 0.021
White marble. Intact.
Flat base, upright straight sides, irregular square
depression on the top with groove along the edge. 
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 268-69, no. E40, pl. 44e.

63 (NAM 5368) STONE GRINDER (fig. 48)
H 0.084; W max 0.098.
White speckled stone. Intact.
Conical-shaped pestle with oval diameter and roun-
ded top.
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TOMB 193

64 (Syros 763)  BOWL (fig. 49)
H 0.048; Diam rim 0.12
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown to light red fabric
(2.5 YR 5/4-6/6) with weak red core (2.5 YR 5/2).
Brush marks inside. Intact, few parts of the rim 
missing.
Convex base, convex hemispherical body with 
rounded lip. Undecorated.

TOMB 195

This tomb is not described by Tsountas, but some of
its contents are listed by Åberg. They include a pyxis,
and two footed painted cups or bowls. The 
inventory of the museum in Athens also lists a bone
tube and an obsidian blade.
Publ. Åberg (1933), 102, no. 6.

65 (NAM 4988) FOOTED CUP (fig. 49)
H 0.082; Diam rim 0.10; Diam base 0.052
Fine-medium, very pale brown fabric (10 YR 8/4)
with light brown core (7.5 YR 6/4). Whitish-yellow
slipped surface with painted decoration in very dark
grey (7.5 YR 3/0). Complete, mended, very worn
surface.
Hollow flaring foot, low stem, hemispherical body,
spreading rim with rounded lip. 
Decorated on the exterior and interior with painted
geometric motifs in horizontal bands. Wavy lines
along the base and rim, both inside and outside. A
concentric circle with a solid dot at the bottom insi-
de.
Publ. Sapouna-Sakellaraki (1973), pl. 12 below right;
Ekschmitt (1986), 4.

66 (NAM 4989) SPHERICAL JAR (fig. 49)
H 0.074; Diam rim 0.083; Diam max 0.18; H lid 0.02;
Diam lid 0.10
Fine-medium, brownish-grey fabric (10 YR 5/1) with
grey core (2.5 YR 5/0). Incomplete, mended and
restored. Light red encrustation at the base (2.5 YR
6/6).
Convex base, squat spherical body profile with 
outcurving lower part of the body with sharp edge to
incurving upper part. Collar-shaped upright rim with
rounded lip. Three horizontal semi-circular pierced
lugs at the widest diameter at opposite sides. Disc-
shaped lip with convex top and vertical semi-circular
handle at the top, straight sides. Undecorated.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 9:22; Åberg (1933), fig.
150.

67 (NAM 4990) FOOTED CUP (fig. 49)
H 0.075; Diam rim 0.099; Diam base 0.044
Fine-medium, very pale brown fabric (10 YR 7/4)

with light brown core (7.5 YR 6/4). Whitish-yellow
slip on exterior surface with black painted decoration
(7.5 YR 4/0). Incomplete, restored at the base.
Hollow flaring foot, low stem to wide hemispherical
body, spreading rim with rounded lip. 
Decorated on the exterior and interior with painted
geometric motifs in horizontal bands. On the base
and along the inside and outside of the rim are thick,
solid wavy lines. At the inside along the wall, a solid
line runs through a band of solid thick circles. At the
inside bottom of the cup is a solid circle with a 
central dot. 
Publ. Åberg (1933), fig. 157; Zervos (1957), pl. 240-
41; Renfrew (1972), pl. 7,5.

68 (NAM 11832) BONE TUBE (fig. 49)
L pres. 0.043; Diam max 0.014.
Round hollow tube preserved in three fragments.
Incomplete with no decoration.

69 (NAM 4991) OBSIDIAN BLADE (fig. 49)
L 0.066; W 0.009-0.0065
Very thin blade with wide convex dorsal ridge on top
and two parallel cutting edges along the longer sides.

 TOMB 196

This tomb is not described by Tsountas, but the
finds are listed by Åberg. They include a footed bowl
and two footed jars.
Publ. Åberg (1933), 102, no. 7.

70 (NAM 4992) FOOTED BICONICAL JAR 
(fig. 49)
H 0.113; Diam rim 0.06; Diam max 0.084; Diam base
0.06
Medium, dark reddish-grey fabric (5 YR 4/2) with
dark grey core (5 YR 4/1). Smoothed surface 
covered with dark slip. Intact.
Hollow flaring foot, biconical body, outcurving rim
with rounded lip. Undecorated.

71 (NAM 4993) FOOTED BICONICAL JAR
(fig. 49)
H 0.112; Diam rim 0.055; Diam max 0.08; Diam base
0.05
Medium, dark reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 3/4)
with light brown core (7.5 YR 6/4). Smoothed and
slipped surface. Incomplete, mended and restored,
large body fragment missing.
Hollow flaring foot, biconical body, outcurving rim
with rounded lip. Undecorated.

72 (NAM 5372) FOOTED CUP (fig. 49)
H 0.074-0.08; Diam base 0.052; Diam rim 0.106
Medium, pale reddish-brown, buff fabric (5 YR 7/4)
with slightly darker core (5 YR 6/4). Surface 
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smoothed and covered in light yellow slip. Intact.
Hollow base, spreading flaring wall, low stem, 
outcurving wall, spreading rim with thin pointed lip.
Decorated on the exterior and interior with 
geometric motifs painted in dark red, consisting of
solid horizontal bands with wavy lines on the rim
and foot, and an irregular circle with a dot on the
inside base.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 8:13.

TOMB 198

73 (Syros 390) STONE BOWL (fig. 49)
H 0.032; Diam rim 0.10; Diam base 0.039
White marble, fine-grained. Incomplete, mended and
restored.
Flat base, straight spreading wall, rounded lip; four
rectangular horizontal lugs placed at the rim at oppo-
site sides.

TOMB 200

74 (NAM 4995) STONE FOOTED CUP (fig. 49)
H 0.072-0.08; Diam rim 0.113; Diam base 0.039
Grey-blue banded stone (7.5 YR 7/0). Incomplete,
restored.
Bell-shaped foot with concave base tapering towards
a hemispherical bowl with flattened lip. One 
rectangular rounded horizontal lug at about one cm
below the rim.
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 288, no. K4, fig. 91b.

TOMB 202

75 (Syros 765) BOWL (fig. 49)
H 0.052; Diam rim 0.114
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 4/4)
with slightly lighter core (2.5 YR 5/4). Intact, few
parts of the rim missing.
Convex base, convex hemispherical body with 
rounded lip. Undecorated.

TOMB 203

76 (Syros 727) CONICAL CUP (fig. 49)
H 0.065; Diam rim 0.088; Diam base 0.048-0.044
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/4)
with similar core, smoothed surface. Intact, two
chips at the rim. 
Flat base, straight spreading wall with rounded lip.
Leaf impression on the base.

TOMB 204

This tomb group was, contrary to general practice,
broken up and divided among two museums. The
two ceramic vases were transferred to the museum in

Syros in 1971, while the bronze pin remained in
Athens. 

77 (Syros 451) SPHERICAL JAR (fig. 49)
H 0.0855; Diam rim 0.051; Diam max 0.11; Diam
base 0.038
Medium, dark grey fabric (7.5 YR 4/0) with grey
core (7.5 YR 5/0). Dark burnished surface. Very
worn exterior surface. Intact; very worn decoration.
Flat base, biconical body, flaring straight collar-like
rim with rounded lip. Four knob-like lugs at opposite
sides at the widest diameter.
Body decorated on the exterior with two incised
concentric lines above and below the lugs; the upper
body shows traces of a band of incised lines forming
triangles or vertical chevrons. 

78 (Syros 501) BOTTLE (fig. 49)
H 0.104; Diam rim ; Diam base 0.035; Diam max
0.112
Medium, very dark grey fabric (10 YR 3/1) with light
brown core (7.5 YR 6/4). Dark burnished surface.
Incomplete (mouth missing), mended and restored,
very worn surface, most of decoration worn off.
Small flat base, globular body with narrow neck.
Decorated with eight groups of vertical incised lines
from shoulder to the base; surface in between 
probably filled with lozenges and hatching.

79 (NAM 4996) METAL PIN (fig. 49)
L 0.045; Th 0.002; Diam head 0.011
Copper-based alloy.
Short pin, probably incomplete, with round section
and knotted head of several bent pieces of wire.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10:18; Zervos (1957), pl.
261 top middle; Higgins (1961), pl. 5,d; Branigan
(1974), no. 1621, pl. 18; Müller-Karpe (1974), pl.
357,6.

TOMB 205

The tomb is described and illustrated by Tsountas in
his published report (see fig. 28). It has a 
rectangular ground plan. The body was on its left
side in a contracted position facing the entrance with
its back against the wall. The finds were distributed
on and around the body. Behind the head lay a small
broken vase (no. 84), and a little further away a jug
(no. 80); near this, a bronze pair of tweezers (no. 89);
on the throat a bronze pin (no. 88); in front of the
face a small clay vase (no. 85) with several shells (no.
90). One other vase at the left hand (no. 82) and four
other along the lower legs (nos. 81, 83, 86, 87).  Four
ceramic items could not be identified in the museum
inventories (nos. 84-87), but from the photograph in
Tsountas (1899, pl. 3) is appears that the vessel in
front of the face was a plain bowl placed upside
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down, while the two vessels near the lower legs were
also probably plain bowls. The shells found near the
face were originally registered under the inventory
number 5001, but later renumbered as 12458 and
12459, as on display in case 60 in the Cycladic Room
of the National Museum in Athens.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), 88, 110, pl. 3.

80 (NAM 4998) JUG (fig. 50)
H max 0.132; Diam rim 0.028, Diam max 0.106;
Diam base 0.048
Medium, dark grey-black to brown fabric (7.5 YR
2/0) with dark grey core (7.5 YR 4/0). Lustrous
black burnished surface. Incomplete, restored, 
fragments of body and mouth missing, surface partly
worn.
Flat base, globular body, cylindrical neck tapering
upwards to oval mouth with upwards pointed tip,
round lip. Vertical handle with round section from
shoulder to neck below the rim.
Decorated on the exterior with white-filled incised
geometric motifs. On the body eight groups of seven
exactly parallel lines radiating from the neck to the
base. Below the handle an incised chevron. The lines
were probably made using a comb.

81 (NAM 4999) SPHERICAL JAR (fig. 50)
H 0.075; Diam rim 0.064; Diam max 0.095; Diam
base 0.043
Medium, dark grey to brown fabric (7.5 YR 2/0)
with dark grey core (7.5 YR 4/0). Black burnished
lustrous surface. Intact.
Flat base, biconical body, upright collar-shaped rim
with pointed lip. Two horizontal arched pierced lugs
at the widest diameter at opposite sides. 
Undecorated.

82 (NAM 5265) CONICAL CUP (fig. 50)
H 0.056; Diam rim 0.091; Diam base 0.039
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/3)
with reddish-brown core (2.5 YR 4/4). Smoothed
surface. Incomplete, restored.
Flat base, conical straight spreading wall, upright rim
with pointed lip. Mat impression on the base.

83 (NAM 5266) JUG
H 0.082
Decorated with vertical incised lines; handle and part
of the spout missing. No further details available.

84 (NAM, unknown inv.nos.) VESSEL
Broken. No further details available.

85 (NAM, unknown inv.nos.) BOWL
No further details available. 

86 (NAM, unknown inv.nos.) BOWL
No further details available.

87 (NAM, unknown inv.nos.) BOWL
No further details available. 

88 (NAM 5000) METAL PIN (fig. 50)
L 0.071; Th 0.0025-0.003; Diam head 0.0065
Copper-based alloy.
Thick bronze pin with round section, possibly lower
end missing. Head formed in shape of small globular
ball.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10:17; Schachermeyr
(1955), fig. 53,5; Branigan (1974), no. 1707, pl. 18;
Müller-Karpe (174), 357,17; Thimme (1976), fig.
95,4.

89 (NAM 11803) METAL TWEEZERS 
(fig. 50)
L 0.031, 0.019, 0.015, 0.013
Copper-based alloy. 
Arms widening towards the convex tips; top 
consisting of a pinched looped head. Broken into
four parts. Incomplete.

90 (NAM 5001) SHELL NECKLACE (fig. 50)
A group of circa 75 small shells of the species Denta-
lium elephantinum L., forming a necklace. No further
details; identification after Tsountas (1899, 105).
Publ. Sapouna-Sakellaraki (1973), pl. 24 top; Thimme
(1976), fig. 101.

TOMB 206

91 (NAM 5267) GOBLET (fig. 50)
H 0.062-0.066; Diam rim 0.098-0.10; Diam base
0.046
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric with 
micaceous and calcareous inclusion (5 YR 5/3) and
dark grey core (5 YR 4/1). Incomplete, restored.
Small flaring foot with hollow base, straight 
spreading wall and rim, rounded lip. Undecorated.

92 (NAM 11858) CONICAL CUP (fig. 50)
H 0.064; Diam rim 0.12; Diam max 0.12; Diam base
0.059
Medium, red-brown fabric with similar core (no
Munsell codes available). Intact, rim chips.
Flat base, straight spreading wall and rounded lip.
Mat impression at the base.
Publ. Hekman 1990, fig. 2.
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TOMB 207

93 (NAM 5268) FOOTED BICONICAL JAR
(fig. 50)
H 0.169; Diam base 0.068; Diam rim 0.053; Diam
max 0.122
Medium, very dark grey fabric (10 YR 3/1) with light
brownish-grey core (10 YR 6/2). Dark burnished
surface. Incomplete, restored and mended.
Hollow flaring trumpet-shaped foot, biconical body,
outcurving rim with flattened lip. Four rectangular
horizontal tubular lugs set at opposite sides of the
widest diameter.
Decorated on the exterior upper part of the body
with incised geometric motifs in horizontal bands.
Below the rim is a band of incised oblique short
strokes between concentric lines; followed by a band
of two rows of interconnected concentric circles;
bordered below by an incised line and a band of
Kerbschnitt.
Publ. Kahrstedt (1913), fig. 7,5; Montelius (1924), pl.
91,5; Bossert (1960), fig. 4; 8,6.

94 (NAM 5003) METAL SPATULA (fig. 50)
L 0.114; W 0.025; Th 0.0018
Copper-based alloy.
Flat blade with concave longer sides and convex
edge. Top bent in a loop with elaborate decorations
in the shape of a knot made from pieces of wire.
Intact.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10:30; Montelius (1924),
fig. 330; Zervos (1957), pl. 260 top; Branigan (1974),
no. 1447, pl. 16; Papathanasopoulos (1981), fig. 90..

95 (NAM 5004.1) METAL PUNCH (fig. 50)
L 0.124; W max 0.004
Copper-based alloy.
Thin pointed tool with square section. Short top.
Intact.

96 (NAM 5004.2) METAL PUNCH (fig. 50)
L 0.131; W max 0.003
Copper-based alloy
Long thin tool with square section. Pointed at both
ends. Intact.

97 (NAM 5004.3) METAL PUNCH (fig. 50)
L 0.10
Copper-based alloy
Thin with square section and both ends pointed.
Possibly incomplete. 

TOMB 208

98 (Syros 659) METAL SCRAPER (fig. 50)
L max 0,054; W max 0.0155; Th 0.001
Copper-based alloy.
Rectangular very thin blade, no rivet-holes, corroded
surface with fragments of sides missing. Incomplete.

99 (Syros 670) METAL PUNCH (fig. 50)
L pres. 0.094; Th 0.0003
Copper-based alloy.
Long thin bronze tool with square section and 
pointed tip. Top very corroded and probably broken
off. Incomplete.

TOMB 209

100 (Syros 741) BOWL (fig. 50)
H 0.038-0.032; Diam rim 0.138
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown to dark grey fabric
(2.5 YR 5/4-4/0), core not visible. Smoothed 
surface, irregular fired exterior surface. Intact.
Convex base, convex hemispherical bowl with 
rounded lip. Oval-shaped rim caused by two inwards
pressed sides. Undecorated.

TOMB 210

101 (Syros 664) METAL PUNCH (fig. 50)
L pres. 0.116; Th max 0.004
Copper-based alloy.
Square section, narrowing towards pointed tip, end
broken off, widest section at upper half of the punch
top narrowing towards rounded head.

TOMB 216

102 (Syros 662) METAL PUNCH (fig. 51)
L 0.121; Th max 0.0025
Copper-based alloy.
Well preserved bronze tool with near the top a raised
square area. Short top with pointed end, long lower
end towards sharp point. Intact.

103 (Syros 667) METAL PIN (fig. 51)
L pres. 0.085; Th 0.0015-0.003
Copper-based alloy.
Thin pin with round section, and knot-head. 
Incomplete, lower point missing.

104 (Syros 668) BONE NEEDLE (fig. 51)
L pres. 0.076; Diam 0.0025-0.003
Incomplete pin with round section; top probably
broken off, possibly flat disc-shaped head with hole.
Incomplete, lower point missing, mended.
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105 (Syros 667) BONE TUBE 
Found inside a small box together with metal pin
Syros 667, and small card labelled: “Ταφ 216 5007.2.”
Small piece of hollow bone. Incomplete; the frag-
ment was too small to allow measurement, or 
produce a description of its original shape. 

106 (Syros 822) SHELL (fig. 51)
L 0.098; W max 0.115
One valve of a scallop (Pecten jacobaeus L.). 

TOMB 218

107 (NAM 5008) FOOTED BICONICAL JAR
(fig. 51)
H 0.181; Diam rim 0.068; Diam base 0.068; Diam
max 0.133
Medium-coarse, dark brown fabric (7.5 YR 3/2) with
grey core (7.5 YR 5/0). Few traces of semi-lustrous
dark burnished surface. Complete, mended with few
restorations, one lug missing, surface very worn.
Flaring foot with hollow base, biconical body, 
outcurving rim with flattened lip. Four horizontal
rectangular lugs at the edge of the body.
Decorated on the exterior upper surface with 
concentric bands of incised and impressed geometric
morifs consisting of a band of double Kerbschnitt,
connected concentric circles, and oblique strokes set
between concentric lines.
Publ. Kahrstedt (1913), fig. 7,1; Zervos (1957) pl.
212.

TOMB 225

108 (Syros 762) BOWL (fig. 51)
H 0.036; Diam rim 0.124
Medium-coarse, red fabric (2.5 YR 5/6) with grey
core (2.5 YR 4/0), white encrustation on exterior
surface. Intact, few chips off the rim.
Convex base, convex hemispherical body with 
rounded lip. Incised groove below the rim on 
exterior. Undecorated.

TOMB 227

The only object listed from this tomb, a marble
bowl, was transferred from the museum in Athens to
Syros in 1971. Based on the description of the bowl
in the inventory in Athens the bowl could be 
identified among the stone bowls listed in the 
inventory in Syros without tomb numbers.

109 (prob. Syros 380) STONE BOWL (fig. 51)
H 0.039; Diam rim 0.103; Diam base 0.028
White marble. Intact.
Flat base, straight spreading wall, rounded lip; four

rectangular horizontal lugs set at the rim at opposite
sides.

TOMB 231

110 (Syros 513) METAL NEEDLE (fig. 51)
L 0.12; Th 0.003; Diam head 0.006
Copper-based alloy.
Shaft with circular section, pointed lower end and
circular discoid head, pierced in the centre. Intact,
corroded surface. 
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10,22; Zervos (1957), 
pl. 261, top left; Branigan (1974), pl. 15, 1230;
Müller-Karpe (1974), pl. 357,14.

111 (Syros 652) METAL PUNCH (fig. 51)
L 0.109; Th 0.0045-0.002
Copper-based alloy.
Shaft with square section narrowing towards pointed
tip, widest section at upper half with short narrow
upper part ending in rounded top. Intact.

112 (Syros 653) METAL PUNCH (fig. 51)
L 0.086; Th 0.004-0.002
Copper-based alloy.
Square section, irregular shaft, thin pointed lower
end bent sideways, upper half narrowing towards
small rounded top. Intact, corroded. 

113 (Syros 654) METAL NEEDLE (fig. 51)
L pres. 0.091; Th 0.002
Copper-based alloy.
Circular section, lower tip missing, upper tip pointed
with pierced hole. Incomplete.

114 (Syros 655) METAL PIN (fig. 51)
L 0.102; Th 0.002
Copper-based alloy.
Circular section, straight shaft, pointed at lower end,
top rounded. Intact. 

115 (Syros 656) METAL NEEDLE (fig. 51)
L pres. 0.114; Th 0.0025
Copper-based alloy.
Circular section, straight shaft, lower end bent 
sideways, pointed tip missing, circular flat discoid
head with hole in the centre. Incomplete.

116 (Syros 657) METAL SCRAPER (fig. 51)
L max 0.0635; W max 0..0215; Th 0.0018-0.001
Copper-based alloy.
Flat rectangular thin blade, one rivet-hole in centre
upper half, top with V-shaped cut-out with two
prongs, lower haft partly missing. Incomplete, 
corroded surface. 
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TOMB 232

117 (Syros 724) CONICAL CUP (fig. 52)
H 0.059; Diam rim recon. 0.12; Diam base 0.051
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 4/4)
with grey core (2.5 YR 4/0). Smoothed, flaked 
surface. Incomplete, large part of the rim missing.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with rounded lip.
Mat impression on the base.

TOMB 236

The tomb was not described by Tsountas, but its
contents are listed by Åberg. They include a pan and
a marble palette. 
Publ. Åberg (1933), 102, no. 8.

118 (NAM 5012) PAN (fig. 52)
H 0.04; Diam rim 0.241; Diam base 0.21; L max
0.318
Medium, dark reddish-grey to very dark grey fabric
(5 YR 4/2-7.5 YR 3/0) with reddish-brown core (5
YR 5/4). Dark burnished surface. Incomplete, 
restored and mended from three pieces.
Flat ellipsoidal base, rounded edge curving inwards
to wide flaring wall with rounded lip. Flat, 
rectangular handle with concave sides and convex
end. 
Decorated on the exterior base with impressed
Kerbschnitt motifs. Along the rim a concentric band,
in the centre a circle with two crossing lines and
filled in sections. From the central area radiating lines
of Kerbschnitt to the rim. One long row of
Kerbschnitt towards the handle top.
Publ. Zervos (1957), fig. 208; Coleman (1985), no.
20, ill. 2.

119 (NAM 5013) STONE PALETTE (fig. 52)
H 0.036; L 0.211; W 0.144
Greyish marble. Intact.
Rectangular shape with flattened base, rounded edge
to outturning walls and rounded corners; inside 
rectangular shallow depression with small ridge along
the inside rim. Much encrustation on the surface.
Traces of red pigment on the upper surface. 

TOMB 237

The contents of this tomb were transferred from the
museum in Athens to Syros in 1971. Only the bone
tube is listed in the inventory in Syros as coming
from this tomb. Based on the description of the
marble footed bowl in the museum catalogue in
Athens, it seems probable that this bowl is the same
as the one listed in Syros under no. 385. The 
obsidian blade could not be identified among similar
objects in the museum in Syros.

120  (prob. Syros 385) STONE FOOTED BOWL
(fig. 52)
H 0.055; Diam rim 0.086; Diam base 0.035
White marble. Incomplete, large part rim missing.
Flat base, solid raised foot, outcurving spreading thin
wall with rounded lip.  

121 (Syros 829) BONE TUBE (fig. 52)
L pres. 0.05; Diam 0.013
Greenish bone core with brittle white surface.
Fragment of bone tube, broken and mended from
many small pieces, both ends missing. Inside frag-
ment of blue pigment. Few faint traces of incised
decoration on the exterior, consisting of concentric
lines and hatching.

122 (Syros, unknown inv.no.) OBSIDIAN BLADE
No further details available.

TOMB 239

123 (Syros 151) PAN (fig. 52)
H 0.048; Diam rim 0.239; Diam base 0.287; L with
handle 0.287
Medium, dark grey to reddish-brown fabric (5 YR
4/1-2.5 YR 4/4) with dark grey core (2.5 YR 4/0).
Dark burnished lustrous surface. Some irregular
blackened areas on exterior. Incomplete, parts of the
wall and handle missing.
Flattened convex base, rounded edge to flaring wall
with rounded lip; Handle missing, but probably 
forked. Decorated on the exterior base with incised
and impressed geometric motifs. Along the side a
concentric band of Kerbschnitt; the centre is filled
with impressed interconnected spirals; near the
handle a horizontal incised line with Kerbschnitt on
each side, and at right angles a line downwards with
impressed interconnected spirals on either side.
Publ. Bossert (1960), fig. 7,13.

124 (Syros 154) SPHERICAL JAR (fig. 52)
H 0.129; Diam rim 0.11; Diam max 0.194; Diam base
0.06
Medium, very dark grey to dark greyish-brown fabric
(7.5 YR 3/0-10 YR 4/2) with dark grey core (10 YR
4/1). Dark black-brown burnished surface. Incom-
plete, rim partly missing.
Flat base, spherical body, upright collar-shaped rim
with rounded lip. Three semi-circular oblique pierced
lugs above the widest diameter.
Undecorated.
Publ. Renfrew (1972), pl. 8,14.
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TOMB 242

The tomb is described in the report published by
Tsountas. It was found destroyed. The finds were
distributed over three locations inside the tomb. On
one side of the tomb were two marble bowls each
with a collection of finds inside. The first bowl
contained a sea shell, a bronze scraper and blue
colouring substance; the second bowl had a sea shell,
a bronze scraper, and a bronze pair of tweezers. A
little further away stood an incised jar. Not all the
objects could be recognized in the inventory of the
museum in Athens, although it seems unlikely that
certain items from this tomb group were transferred
to other collections. The objects which Tsountas
described as palettes are in fact marble bowls. In
addition to the finds mentioned by Tsountas in his
report, the inventory of the museum in Athens lists a
decorated bone pin from this tomb. The separate
entry for the blue colouring substance indicates that
this is not the same as the material still found in the
marble bowl (no. 127), but probably a small lump of
pigment. Both shells, the tweezers and both scrapers
were not available for study.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), 110.

125 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) JAR
“Incised decoration” (Tsountas 1899, 110). Probably
a footed biconical jar. No further details available.

126 (NAM 5016) STONE BOWL (fig. 53)
H 0.052; Diam rim 0.156; Diam base 0.059
White marble. Intact with few chips off the rim.
Flat base, spreading wall, thickened rim and lip with
groove along the inside.

127 (NAM 5017) STONE BOWL (fig. 53)
H 0.042; Diam base 0.029; Diam rim 0.088
White, fine and translucent marble. Intact.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with rounded lip.
Four horizontal lugs at the rim.
The bowl is still half filled with a blue, powdery 
colouring substance, traces of this are also on the
interior wall.

128 (NAM 5018) METAL TWEEZERS 
L 0.066.
Copper-based alloy. No further details available.

129 (NAM 11804.1) METAL SCRAPER
L 0.049
Copper-based alloy. Flat rectangular blade with three
rivets.No further details available.

130 (NAM 11804.2) METAL SCRAPER
L 0.031
Copper-based alloy. Rectangular flat blade with one
rivet. No further details available.

131 (NAM 11846.1) BONE PIN (fig. 53)
L pres. 0.074; Th 0.004; H bird 0.015; L bird 0.01
Short pin with round section preserved in three pie-
ces, probably incomplete; top mounted with small
bird, possibly a dove. Encrustation of blue pigment
on the surface.

132 (NAM 5269) SHELL
Probably a scallop (Pecten jacobeus L.). 
No further details available.

133 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) SHELL
Probably a scallop (Pecten jacobeus L.). 
No further details available.

134 (NAM 11846.2) BLUE PIGMENT
No further details available.

TOMB 246

135 (Syros 557) SAUCER (fig. 53)
H 0.036; Diam rim 0.101; Diam base 0.023
Medium, reddish-yellow to dark grey fabric (5 YR
6/6-4/1) with light red core (2.5 YR 6/6). Smoothed
and slipped surface. Intact.
Small flaring ring-foot, spreading conical wall, 
inturned rim with rounded lip; groove along edge of
the rim and wall on the inside. Undecorated.

TOMB 247

The only object from this tomb, described as a
punch, was transferred in 1971 from the National
Museum in Athens to Syros. It could not be identi-
fied among the objects in Syros recorded without a
tomb number. Tsountas (1899, 102) mentions to
have found a bronze pin near the shoulder bone of
the burial.

136 (Syros, unknown inv.no.) METAL PUNCH
Copper-based alloy. No further details available.

TOMB 249

137 (Syros 456) SAUCER (fig. 53)
H 0.045; Diam rim 0.103; Diam base 0.029
Fine-medium, reddish-yellow fabric (5 YR 6/6) with
grey core (7.5 YR 5/0). Smoothed surface. Fired at
high temperature. Intact.
Small ring foot, spreading conical wall, inturning rim
with rounded lip. Undecorated.
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TOMB 250

138 (Syros 764) BOWL (fig. 53)
H 0.032; Diam rim 0.115
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 5/3)
with grey core (5 YR 5/1). Exterior surface covered
with yellow-white slip. Intact, few chips off the rim.
Convex base, convex hemispherical body with roun-
ded lip. Undecorated.

TOMB 252

139 (Syros 778) SAUCER (fig. 53)
H 0.046; Diam rim 0.102; Diam base 0.023
Medium-coarse, light reddish-brown fabric (5 YR
6/4) with reddish-grey core (5 YR 5/2). Smoothed
slipped pink surface (5 YR 7/4). Intact.
Small ring foot, convex base, flaring wall with roun-
ded lip. Undecorated.

TOMB 254

140 (NAM 5020) BOWL (fig. 53)
H 0.052; Diam rim 0.140
Fine-medium, light reddish-yellow fabric (5 YR 6/4)
with same core. Intact.
Convex base, convex hemispherical body, spreading
rim with rounded lip. Undecorated.

TOMB 255

The tomb is not described by Tsountas, but its con-
tents are listed by Åberg and consist of a marble
footed bowl and a bone tube.
Publ. Åberg (1933), 102, no. 9.

141 (NAM 5021) STONE FOOTED BOWL
(fig. 53)
H 0.04-0.045; Diam rim 0.065; Diam base 0.033
White marble. Incomplete, part of the base missing.
Trumpet-shaped flaring hollow foot, outwards cur-
ving wall, spreading rim with rounded lip.
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 291, no. L2, pl. 98a.

142 (NAM 5022) BONE TUBE (fig. 53)
L pres. 0.04; Diam 0.017
A fragment, broken into several pieces. Incomplete. 
Round hollow tube, two opposite holes at the top.
Decorated with incised motifs on the exterior, con-
sisting of hatched lozenges between parallel line
round the top of the tube.

TOMB 256

The metal pair of tweezers were identified on the
basis of the reference in the inventory book of the
museum in Athens to the illustration of another

similar pair of tweezers in Tsountas (1899), pl. 10,42.
It was the only pair of tweezers in Syros of this 
particular type.

143 (Syros 793) METAL TWEEZERS (fig. 53)
L 0.066; W 0.009-0.0035; Th 0.0012
Copper-based alloy. Intact.
Arms widening towards convex tips; top consisting
of pinched looped head, flat section. 
It is encrusted inside the shell (Syros 792).

144 (Syros 791) OBSIDIAN BLADE (fig. 53)
L 0.072; W 0.012-0.0095; Th 0.0035
Prismatic section, dorsal ridge, curved with uplifted
upper end. Complete.

145 (Syros 792) SHELL (fig. 53)
One valve of a scallop (Pecten jacobaeus L.). Bronze
tweezers found (inv.no. Syros 793) encrusted to the
inside of the shell.

TOMB 258

146 (NAM 5024) BOWL (fig. 53)
H 0.055; Diam rim 0.13
Medium, reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 5/4) with light
red core (10 YR 4/4). Intact.
Small circular depression at the base, hemispherical
body, spreading rim with rounded lip. Undecorated.

TOMB 259

The catalogue of the museum in Athens only lists an
obsidian blade from this tomb. It was transferred to
Syros in 1901. Among the group of objects arriving
at the museum in Ermoupolis in 1901, only two were
obsidian blades (inv.no. 202.1-2). One of these is
likely to have come from this tomb. Unfortunately
neither of the obsidian blades could be located 
during my studies in the museum in Syros. 

147 (prob. Syros 202.1) OBSIDIAN BLADE
L 0.056 (from museum inventory book)
No further details available.

TOMB 260

The circular to oval groundplan is illustrated in the
report published by Tsountas (see above figs. 17-18).
No further details are available regarding this tomb
or the location of the finds inside.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), fig. 5, pl. 7: 3.

148 (NAM 5026) ONE-HANDLED TANKARD
(fig. 53)
H 0.103; Diam base 0.06; Diam rim 0.152
Fine-medium, dark brown fabric (7.5 YR 4/2-4/3)
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with grey core. Surface dark burnished all over.
Complete, mended from three large fragments.
Flaring foot with hollow base, cylindrical stem, 
hemispherical bowl, upright rim with rounded lip.
Undecorated.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 9,5; Kavvadias (1914), 
fig. 512; Zervos (1957), pl. 184; Renfrew (1972), 
pl. 9,4.

TOMB 261

149 (Syros 766) BOWL (fig. 54)
H 0.04; Diam rim 0.116
Medium-coarse to coarse, reddish-brown fabric (ex-
terior 2.5 YR 5/4, interior 2.5 YR 4/3) with slightly
darker core (not clearly visible). Traces of slip on
exterior and interior surface. Intact, with alarge crack
from base to rim.
Convex base, convex hemispherical body with 
rounded lip. Undecorated.

TOMB 262

The tomb is described in the report published by
Tsountas. No details are mentioned about the tomb
itself. The finds were discovered in three different
locations inside the tomb. Left of the entrance were
two small clay bowls, one inside the other; on the
right side a pan with a bronze scraper and a stone
plug inside it; and nearby was a black clay bowl. Only
the black clay bowl (footed), the bronze scraper, and
the stone plug were identified among the entries in
the inventories of the museum in Athens and 
Ermoupolis. The scraper and the stone plug are,
however, probably wrongly registered as from tomb
263. The fragments of a bone tube, registered in the
museum in Athens as from tomb 262 are not 
mentioned in the report by Tsountas.  This tomb
group appears to have been dispersed over at least
two museum collections. 
Publ. Tsountas (1899), 110.

150 (Syros 155) GOBLET (fig. 54)
H 0.051; Diam base 0.022; Diam rim 0.069
Medium, very dark grey fabric (10 YR 3/1) with grey
core (10 YR 5/1). Dark burnished surface. Intact.
Flaring ring-foot, hollow base, low stem, flaring wall,
outcurving rim with rounded lip. Undecorated.

151 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) PAN
Only a fragment of a pan decorated with impressed
spirals and concentric circles connected with incised
tangential strokes. No further details available.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), fig. 15; Coleman (1985), 
no. 28.

152 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) BOWL
No further details available.

153 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) BOWL
No further details available.

154 (NAM 5027.2) STONE STOPPER (fig. 54)
H 0.008; Diam top 0.014; Diam base 0.01
Green-blue stone. Intact.
Cylindrical lid with disc-like extending top; hole
through the plug corresponding to holes in a bone
tube which was not preserved in this tomb.

155 (NAM 5027.1) METAL SCRAPER (fig. 54)
L 0.036; W 0.013; Th 0.002; L rivet 0.008
Copper-based alloy.
Rectangular thin blade with rivet at one small end;
two incised lines surrounding the rivet indicating the
area covered by the original haft (possible bone or
wood); upper end was probably the cutting edge.
Intact, corroded.

156 (NAM 5027.3) BONE TUBE 
Five small fragments. No further details available.

TOMB 263

157 (NAM 5028) STONE BOWL (fig. 54)
H 0.055; Diam rim 0.112; Diam base 0.042
White marble. Intact.
Flat base, straight spreading wall, rounded lip; four
rectangular horizontal lugs at right angles at the rim.
Publ. Hekman (1990), fig. 4.

158 (NAM 11836.1) BONE TUBE (fig. 54)
L pres. 0.082; Diam 0.016-0.013
Fragment of a round hollow tube widening towards
the straight cut top. Two opposite holes near the top.
Lower end pointed and partly broken off. Filled
inside with solid encrustation, possibly the remains
of colouring substance. 

159 (NAM 11836.2) BONE PIN (fig. 54)
L pres. 0.048; Th 0.003
Short pin with round section; broken into three pie-
ces. Incomplete.

160 (NAM 11836.3) BONE PIN (fig. 54)
L pres. 0.072; Th 0.004
Pin with round section; broken into three pieces.
Incomplete.

TOMB 264

This tomb is described in the report published by
Tsountas. It has a circular ground plan. The finds
were found together on the right side of the 
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entrance. These consisted of a pyxis, a bronze 
spatula, a fragment of a bronze chisel, three rocks
used as grinders or pounders, two lumps of red 
colouring substance, and a clay cup or bowl. Åberg
only lists a pyxis and a spatula among the finds from
this tomb. Two parts of a bronze pin and a second
spatula are registered in the museum in Athens from
this tomb, they are not mentioned in the report by
Tsountas.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), 110; Åberg (1933), 102, 
no. 10.

161 (NAM 5029) SPHERICAL JAR (fig. 54)
H 0.058; H with lid 0.07; Diam rim 0.049; Diam max
0.091; Diam base 0.025
Medium, very dark grey-brown fabric (10 YR 3/1)
with light brown core (7.5 YR 6/4). Dark brown
burnished surface. Intact.
Circular depression at base, conical body, collar-rim
with pointed lip bevelled on the inside. Three 
oblique pierced lugs at the widest diameter. Lid with
semi-circular vertical lug, straight sides.
Decorated on the upper half of the body and on top
of the lid with incised white-filled motifs. On the
shoulder a band of double Kerbschnitt followed by a
concentric line; above and below, a band of 
impressed connected concentric circles and a band
of double Kerbschnitt with incised lines. On the top
of the lid is a concentric band of Kerbschnitt along
the side, followed by a band of impressed connected
concentric circles and a band of Kerbschnitt around
the handle.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 8,12; Kahrstedt (1913), 
fig. 7,1; Montelius (1924), fig. 91,4; Åberg (1933), 
fig. 148; Zervos (1957), pl. 200; Bossert (1960), 
fig. 8,11; Schachermeyr (1967), fig. 27,b; Sapouna-
Sakellaraki (1973), pl. 4 top, 50 top left; Müller-Karpe
(1974), pl. 362,6; Papathanasopoulos (1981), pl. 75;
Ekschmitt (1986), pl. 5,b.

162 (NAM 5274) SAUCER (fig. 54)
H 0.026; Diam base 0.027; Diam rim 0.098
Medium, light red fabric (2.5 YR 6/6) with dark
reddish-grey core (5 YR 4/2). Intact.
Small ring foot, outcurving wall, upright rim with
rounded lip. Undecorated.

163 (NAM 5270) STONE HAMMER (fig. 54)
L 0.188; W max 0.072; W min 0.043; Th 0.035
Grey-blue stone. Intact.
Elongated stone with concave sides and rounded
top; lower end thinner and widening. Smoothed
surfaces.

164 (NAM 5271) STONE POLISHER (fig. 54)
L 0.104; W 0.054; Th 0.032
Green veined stone. Intact.

Irregular ovoid stone grinder with smoothed 
surfaces.

165 (NAM 5272) STONE POUNDER (fig. 54)
H 0.067; W 0.053; Th 0.079
Light greyish stone or marble. Intact.
Flat base, irregularly shaped stone with smoothed
surfaces.

166 (NAM 5030.1) METAL SPATULA (fig. 54)
L pres. 0.155; W max 0.027; Th 0.002
Copper-based alloy.
Long very thin blade with rounded top and pointed
tip, extreme point broken off. Corroded surface.
Intact.
Publ. Tsountas 1899, pl. 10:29; Branigan (1974), no.
104.

167 (NAM 5030.2) METAL CHISEL (fig. 54)
L 0.042
Copper-bases alloy. Square section with sharpened
edges at both ends. Corroded surface. Intact.

168 (NAM 5030.3) METAL CHISEL/AWL
L fragments 0.019 and 0.012
Copper-based alloy. 
Square section, upper part widening and flat with
bulbous protrusion. Incomplete.

169 (NAM 5031) METAL CHISEL 
L pres. 0.0335; W 0.006-0.009
Copper-based alloy.
Fragment of chisel or awl with square section, cut-
ting edge extending sideways in relation to the shaft.
Incomplete and very corroded.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10:44; Branigan (1974), 
no. 918; Müller-Karpe (1974), pl. 357,33.

170 (NAM 5273) RED PIGMENT
Twelve fragments of various sizes. No further details
available.

TOMB 265

171 (NAM 5033) COLLARED JAR (fig. 55)
H 0.162; Diam rim 0.071; Diam max 0.138; Diam
base 0.049
Medium, dark grey to reddish-brown fabric 
(5 YR 3/1-2.5 YR 4/3) with grey core (2.5 YR 5/0).
Dark burnished surface. Incomplete, mended and
restored.
Flat base, biconical body with four rectangular lugs
placed horizontally at the widest diameter. 
Outcurving rim with flattened lip. Undecorated.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 9,3.
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172 (NAM 5275) BOWL (fig. 11)
H 0.03; Diam rim 0.121-0.0125
Medium, light reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 6/4) with
light red core (2.5 YR 4/2). Intact, rim chipped.
Convex base, hemispherical body, spreading rim with
rounded lip; groove along the outside rim. Oval rim
diameter, two sides pressed inwards. 
Undecorated.

173 (NAM 5032.1) METAL TWEEZERS (fig. 55)
L 0.077; W 0.033-0.012; Th 0.008
Copper-based alloy.
Thin flat strap of bronze with rounded top and tips
ending in a widening convex. Intact, heavy 
corrosion.

174 (NAM 5032.2) METAL SCRAPER (fig. 55)
L 0.051; W 0.017; Th 0.007
Copper-based alloy.
Flat rectangular blade, broken off at the top; three
holes at the top with two rivets still in place; traces of
the haft attachment. Intact.

175 (NAM 5032.3) METAL SPATULA (fig. 55)
L 0.067; W 0.012-0.0055; Th 0.002-0.0045
Copper-based alloy.
Flat blade ending in wide convex edge; top bent
backwards creating an eye. Intact, heavy corrosion.

176 (NAM 5276) SHELL
L 0.084; W max 0.093; W min 0.044
Complete scallop (Pecten jacobaeus L.). 

TOMB 266

The tomb is not described by Tsountas, but the
contents of this tomb are listed by Åberg. They 
include a footed collared jar and a marble bowl.
Publ. Åberg (1933), 102, no. 11.

177 (NAM 5034) FOOTED BICONICAL JAR
(fig. 55)
H recon. 0.207; Diam rim 0.092; Diam max 0.155;
Diam base 0.08
Medium, light red to dark reddish-brown fabric (2.5
YR 4/2-5 YR 3/2) with similar core (no Munsell
code obtainable). Dark burnished surface. 
Incomplete, restored, large part of upper body and
rim missing. 
Hollow trumpet-shaped foot, biconical body 
outcurving rim with flattened lip; two small 
horizontal lugs above the widest diameter. 
Decorated on the upper half of the body with white-
filled incised and impressed geometric motifs. On
the shoulder between concentric lines a band of
impressed connected concentric circles, followed by
a band of vertical double zig-zags and another band

of connected concentric circles between incised lines.
Publ. Zervos (1957), pl. 214; Bossert (1960), fig. 8,10.

178 (NAM 5035) STONE BOWL (fig. 55)
H 0.055-0.059; Diam rim 0.104; Diam base 0.04
White marble. Intact.
Flat, slightly concave, base, low raised solid foot,
hemispherical bowl, upright rim with flattened lip;
four rectangular horizontal lugs at the rim.
Zervos (1957), pl. 21-22.

TOMB 267

The inventory of the museum in Athens lists two
objects from this tomb. Both were transferred to
Syros in 1901. Based on the information in the 
description of each object in the Athens catalogue it
was possible identify one of the objects among the
group of items which entered the museum in Syros
in 1901, with reasonable confidence. The footed
biconical jar described in the Athens inventory is
almost certainly the same as the one listed in Syros
under number 161. The identification of the marble
bowl is less certain, but nevertheless highly probable.

179 (prob. Syros 161) FOOTED BICONICAL JAR
(fig. 55)
H 0.144; Diam rim 0.068; Diam max 0.109; Diam
base 0.068
Medium, very dark grey-brown fabric (10 YR 3/1)
with greyish-brown core (10 YR 5/2). Dark 
burnished surface. Incomplete, mended and 
restored.
Trumpet-shaped foot flaring towards a hollow base,
biconical body with four horizontal lugs (two 
missing), outcurving rim with rounded lip.
Decorated on the upper half of the body with 
concentric bands of incised geometric motifs. Two
bands of Kerbschnitt and incised lines with a band of
connected concentric circles in between.
Publ. Bossert (1960), fig. 8,5; Renfrew (1972), 
fig. 11.1,1; Treuil (1983), fig. 98,1.

180 (prob. Syros 399) STONE BOWL (fig. 55)
H 0.032; Diam rim 0.10; Diam base 0.02
White veined marble with yellow encrustation. 
Intact.
Flat base, conical flaring wall with rounded rim.

TOMB 268

This tomb is described by Tsountas in his published
report. It has a circular ground plan, but was found
destroyed. No details are mentioned regarding the
distribution of the finds inside the tomb. Only one
of these objects was recognised among the entries of
the inventory of the museum in Athens. The 
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remaining finds (two pans, the stone palette, and a
clay bowl) are probably among the objects described
in the next chapter. In addition, the Athens 
inventory lists an obsidian blade from this tomb
which is not mentioned in the published report by
Tsountas.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), 110.

181 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) PAN
No further details available.

182 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) PAN
No further details available.

183 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) BOWL
No further details available.

184 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) STONE PALETTE
No further details available.

185 (NAM 5038) STONE POUNDER (fig. 55)
H 0.163; Diam base 0.093; Diam rim 0.061 
Red-white, black and grey-blue speckled stone (grani-
te) with fine crystaline structure.
Convex, highly polished base, tapering sides towards
extending edges of head with convex top. Intact with
few parts of the surface chipped. Smoothed polished
surface. 
Publ. Tsountas (1899), fig. 31; Zervos (1957), pl. 35.

186 (NAM 5039) OBSIDIAN BLADE (fig. 55)
L pres. 0.084; W 0.011; Th 0.003
Thin blade with prismatic section, long narrow 
dorsal ridge, head tilted upwards, lower end curved
downwards.

TOMB 269

187 (Syros 553) FOOTED BOWL (fig. 56)
H 0.098; Diam rim 0.154; Diam base 0.065
Medium, reddish-brown fabric (7.5 YR 5/6) with
dark grey core (2.5 YR N/4). Dark burnished 
surface. Incomplete, parts of the rim missing.
Flaring foot, thick cylindrical stem, conical wall,
hemispherical body, spreading rim with rounded lip
bevelled inwards. Undecorated.

TOMB 271

This tomb is described by Tsountas in his published
report. The tomb has a circular ground plan. At the
right side in the tomb, a fragment of the skull was
found together with a pyxis; nearby was a carved
bone tube; near the feet was an obsidian blade. Only
the pyxis is listed as coming from this tomb among
the finds from Chalandriani in the museum in
Athens.The other items were possibly transferred to

the museum in Syros.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), 110-111.

188 (NAM 5225) PYXIS (fig. 56)
H 0.05; Diam rim 0.072; Diam base 0.120; H lid
0.052; Diam base lid 0.087; Diam rim lid 0.122
Fine-medium, reddish-yellow surface (7.5 YR 7/6)
with greyish core (no Munsell colour code 
obtainable). Fine light slip on surface. Dark painted
decoration on exterior and interior. Intact.
Cylindrical pyxis with broadly extending base (base
and top of lid slightly convex), straight upright wall
with rounded lip; inside flat base with straight wall.
The lid has the same shape as the pyxis, fitting inside
the wall of the pyxis. Four holes through the top of
the lid.
Decorated with dark painted geometric motifs all
over the exterior surfaces, except the bottom of the
pyxis. Motifs consisting of thick chevrons and 
multiple zig-zags, with some areas filled with solid
dots. The lid is divided into four quarters by a cross
of parallel lines filled with row of dots, each quarter
containing superimposed chevrons and rows of solid
dots. On the exterior of the wall of the lid is a band
of thick connected circles with a dot in each circle.
Edges marked by broad lines.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 8,11-11a; Tsountas (1928),
fig. 17; Kavvadias (1914), fig. 516; Montelius (1924),
fig. 90, 1 a-b; Winter (1925), fig. 83,9; Åberg (1933),
fig. 155; Zervos (1957), pl. 234; Lacy (1967), 
fig. 100,a; Higgins (1967), fig. 55; 
Sapouna-Sakellaraki (1973), pl. 42; Müller-Karpe
(1974), pl. 363,11; Papathanasopoulos (1981), 
pl. 84-85; Ekschmitt (1986), pl. 4,b; Renfrew (1991),
fig. 37.

189 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) BONE TUBE
No further details available.

190 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) OBSIDIAN BLADE
No further details available.

TOMB 275

The only object from this tomb listed in the 
inventory in Athens is a sauceboat, which was
transferred to the museum in Syros in 1901. Among
the group of objects which arrived in Syros in that
year, only one was a sauceboat. The description in
the entry of the Athens inventory and the illustration
of this sauceboat in pl. 9: 8 of the report published
by Tsountas fits closely with the drawing made of the
sauceboat described below. Based on the informa-
tion in the entry of the Athens inventory, it seems
therefore most likely that the sauceboat 
described below is the same one mentioned in the
inventory in Athens from this tomb.
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191 (prob. Syros 175) SAUCEBOAT (fig. 56)
H 0.085-0.127; Diam rim 0.10; Diam base 0.061
Medium, blue-grey to light grey fabric (5 YR 7/0)
with yellowish-grey core (2.5 YR 7/2). Smoothed
and slipped surface with metallic appearance. Intact.
Hollow flaring foot, biconical wall with rounded thin
lip; one vertical handle with circular section opposite
high spout. Undecorated.

TOMB 276

Both the museum in Athens and in Syros mention a
conical cup from this tomb. The one in Athens could
not be located during my study visits. It seems there-
fore likely that it was transferred to Syros in 1971
together with many other objects from Chalandriani,
although this could not be confirmed by the Athens
inventory. A label stuck on the cup mentions Tomb
276, contrary to the entry in the inventory book in
Syros, which mentions tomb 296. The original inven-
tory number in Athens, 5041, puts this cup in a con-
secutive list of increasing tomb numbers and the
attribution to this tomb seems therefor the most
likely.

192 (Syros 731) CUP (fig. 56)
H 0.054; Diam rim 0.071; Diam base 0.036
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/3)
with slightly different core (2.5 YR 5/4). Incomplete,
large fragment of the rim and upper wall missing.
Hollow raised ring foot, outcurving wall, thick 
rounded lip; thick walled and crudely made.
Undecorated.

TOMB 278

193 (Syros 528) FOOTED BICONICAL JAR
(fig. 56)
H 0.132; Diam rim 0.073; Diam max 0.101; Diam
base 0.071
Medium, light-brown fabric (7.5 YR 7/4) with 
greyish core (7.5 YR 6/0). Dark burnished surface.
Incomplete, mended and restored; one lug missing
and chips at the rim and base.
Trumpet-shaped foot flaring towards hollow base,
biconical body with three horizontal rectangular lugs
places at the widest diameter at opposite sides (pro-
bably one missing). Outturned collar with rim flatte-
ned at the top.  Undecorated.

TOMB 279

194 (Syros 675.1) METAL PIN (fig. 56)
L pres. 0.055; Th 0.002
Copper-based alloy.
Broken into three pieces, pointed tips at two pieces,
third piece thicker, circular section. Incomplete.

195 (Syros 675.2) METAL SCRAPER (fig. 56)
L pres. 0.028; W 0.015; Th 0.001
Copper-based alloy. Incomplete, corroded surface.
Rectangular thin blade, both smaller sides broken
off; one rivet in place. Incomplete, corroded.

TOMB 282

This tomb only contained one marble bowl, 
according to the inventory of the museum in Athens.
It was transferred to the museum in Syros in 1901.
Based on the information in the Athens inventory,
the marble bowl could be identified with a 
reasonable degree of certainty among the different
marble bowls that have entered the museum in Syros
in 1901 and for which no tomb number was 
recorded.

196 (prob. Syros 180) STONE BOWL (fig. 56)
H 0.029; Diam rim 0.094; Diam base 0.014
White marble. Intact.
Flat base, spreading straight wall, thick rim with flat
lip rolled inside with groove along the inside rim.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), fig. 26; Kavvadias (1914), 
fig. 527; Renfrew (1972), fig. 11.1,6; Treuil (1986),
fig. 98,6; Getz-Gentle (1996), 276, no. G11.

TOMB 283

This tomb group is not published by Tsountas, but
the contents of this tomb are listed by Åberg, and
include a pan and a marble bowl.
Publ. Åberg (1933), 102, no. 12.

197 (NAM 5046) PAN (fig. 56)
Diam max 0.188
Medium, greyish-brown to dark grey brown fabric
(10 YR 5/2-4/1) with light grey brown core (10 YR
6/2). Dark burnished surface. Incomplete, only 
partially preserved, mended and restored. 
Flat oval concave base, sharp edge towards 
extending flaring wall with rounded lip; forked 
handle ending in two prongs with round knobs.
On the exterior of the base various patterns of 
incised and white-filled geometric motifs. From the
outside to the middle: along the edge a double
Kerbschnitt, a concentric line, and circular area in
the middle filled with interconnected concentric
circles. Near the handle a boat with oars and a fish
on the high prow; below an incised pubic triangle.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), fig. 19; Coleman (1985), 
no. 16, pl. 35, fig. 13, ill. 5.

198 (NAM 5045) STONE BOWL (fig. 56)
H 0.045; Diam rim 0.11; Diam base 0.042
White marble.
Flat base, outward curving convex wall ending in
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rounded rim; thickening of the lip at the inside. Four
horizontal lugs off the rim placed at right angles.
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 276, no. G17.

TOMB 284

The obsidian blade from this tomb could not be
located in the museum in Athens during my studies.
It may have been transferred to the museum in Syros
in 1971. The inventory of the museum in Syros,
however, does not include a reference to an obsidian
blade from this tomb.

199 (NAM 5047) OBSIDIAN BLADE
No further details available. 

TOMB 286

The three obsidian blades from this tomb were
transferred from the museum in Athens to Syros in
1971. Unfortunately the inventory in Syros does not
mention this tomb number for any of the obsidian
blades kept there.

200 (Syros, unknown inv.no.) OBSIDIAN BLADE
No further details available.

201 (Syros, unknown inv.no.) OBSIDIAN BLADE
No further details available.

202 (Syros, unknown inv.no.) OBSIDIAN BLADE
No further details available. 

TOMB 287

The only object mentioned in the inventory in
Athens from this tomb was a decorated pyxis with
lid, transferred to Syros in 1901. Based on the details
of the description in the entry of the Athens 
inventory the identification of this pyxis with the one
described below can be considered very likely. 

203 (prob. Syros 177) SPHERICAL JAR (fig. 57)
H 0.066; Diam rim 0.085; Diam max 0.172; Diam
base 0.088
Medium-fine almost pure paste, yellowish-brown
fabric (10 YR 7/6), with red core (2.5 YR 5/6). 
Slipped surface with very dark grey (black) painted
decoration (2.5 YR 3/0). Intact.
Flat base, biconical, squat body with flaring rim and
rounded lip. Two double tubular, vertically pierced
lugs placed diametrically above the widest diameter.
Circular disk-shaped lid with four holes.
Decorated on the upper part of the body with 
painted geometric motifs in concentric bands, 
consisting of a band of semi-circular solid curved
lines, thick horizontal concentric band, complex

band of hatched triangles pointing downwards with
pointed lines and rows of dots in between. The lid is
decorated with two broad solid lines crossing in the
centre and quarters filled with solid lines and rows of
dots.

TOMB 288

All objects from this tomb are in the museum in
Athens. The bone tube described below and 
illustrated by Tsountas in his report (pl. 10, 2) is
reported by him as coming from Tomb 228. The
inventory in Athens, however, has the same object
listed under number 5051 and shows 
Tomb 288 as the origin. In view of the fact that the
drawing of inv.no. 5051 is exactly similar to the bone
tube illustrated in pl. 10, 2, it seems plausable that
this is indeed the same object. No other bone tube in
the collections studied fits the illustration given by
Tsountas. It seems therefore likely that the reference
in the report by Tsountas to this bone tube (p. 104)
wrongly mentions Tomb 228 instead of 288. 
Furthermore, the particular inventory number of this
bone tube places it among a series of consequetive
numbers of other objects from the same tomb. The
two shells were not available for study.

204 (NAM 5052) JUG (fig. 57)
H max 0.077; Diam base 0.024; Diam rim 0.016.
Medium, brown fabric (7.5 YR 5/2) with grey core
(7.5 YR 4/0). Dark burnished surface treatment.
Intact.
Flat base, periform body, incurving neck, vertical
handle with circular section from the shoulder to
below the lip, spout at opposite side pointing up-
wards. Very small mouth opening. Undecorated.

205 (NAM 5049) STONE FOOTED BOWL
(fig. 57)
H 0.031-0.036; Diam base 0.036; Diam rim 0.052
White, fine marble. Intact with few chips off the rim.
Flat slightly concave base, solid flaring foot, low
cylindrical stem, base of the bowl is horizontally
extending, flaring thick wall. The bowl is not evenly
centred on the stem. Polished surface.

206 (NAM 5051) BONE TUBE (fig. 57)
L 0.117; Diam 0.02-0.016
Hollow round tube with straight-cut top and lower
pointed end. Two opposite hole at the top. 
Complete.
Decorated with five incised concentric lines near the
top, followed by five bands of hatched triangles
between lines placed in alternating order, and closed
near the lower end by a band of chevrons enclosed
by parallel lines.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), 104, pl. 10,2; Montelius
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(1924), fig. 329; Åberg (1932), fig. 290; Åberg (1933),
fig. 18; Schachermeyr (1955), fig. 53,2; Zervos
(1957), pl. 262 top left..

207 (NAM 5277) SHELL
Probably a scallop (Pecten jacobeus L.). No further
details available.

208 (NAM 5278) SHELL
Probably a scallop (Pecten jacobeus L.). No further
details available.

TOMB 289

209 (NAM 5053) PAN (fig. 57)
H 0.024; Diam base 0.198; Diam rim 0.188;
L max 0.27
Medium, reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 5/3) with
greyish-brown core (10 YR 5/2). Smoothed surface
with lustrous dark brown burnish all over (5 YR 3/2-
3/3). Incomplete, large fragments restored and 
mended.
Rounded convex base, extending rounded edge to
flaring wall, rounded lip; forked handle ending in two
knobs with circular section.
Decorated on the base with white-filled incised and
impressed motifs arranged in concentric bands.
Along the outer edge a band of double Kerbschnitt
closed off from the central area by a concentric line.
The central area is filled with regularly placed 
inpressed concentric circles connected with oblique,
incised stokes. In the lower part an incised boat to
the right with a fish and oblique strokes above and
below the hull. Further down an incised pubic 
triangle with short strokes on either sides.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), fig. 20; Bossert (1960), 
fig. 2;  8,15; Coleman (1985), no. 15, pl. 35.

TOMB 290

210 (Syros 776) SAUCER (fig. 57)
H 0.051; Diam rim 0.095; Diam base 0.03
Medium-coarse, greyish-brown fabric (10 YR 5/2)
with grey core (5 YR 5/1). Smoothed surface with
pinkish-white slip on exterior surface (7.5 YR 8/3).
Incomplete, with a large part of the foot missing.
Small ring foot, convex base, outflaring wall with
incurving rim and rounded lip. Undecorated.

TOMB 291

A handwritten note, probably by Tsountas, inside the
box containing the obsidian blade informs us that
inventory numbers 5054 and 5055 came from this
tomb. The bone tube was unfortunately not available
for study.

211 (NAM 5054) BONE TUBE (fig. 57)
L 0.11
Fragments. Comparable in shape to the one illustra-
ted in Tsountas (1899), pl. 10,2. No further details
available.

212 (NAM 5055) OBSIDIAN BLADE (fig. 57)
L 0.047; W 0.009; Th 0.0025
Small blade with parallel side, a dorsal ridge and
prismatic section, a pointed tip and the upper part
curving upwards. Intact.

TOMB 292

This tomb is described by Tsountas in his published
report. It has a semi-circular ground plan. All the
finds were found together in the right front corner.
One of the bowls was found inside the pan. The
contents of this tomb were dispersed over two 
museums. The pan was transferred to Syros in 1901
were it was registered as originating from Tomb 292.
The other objects remained in Athens. One bowl
could not be identified among the objects from
Chalandriani in the museums in Athens or Syros. 
Publ. Tsountas (1899), 111.

213 (NAM 5056) SPHERICAL JAR (fig. 57)
H 0.085-0.092; Diam rim 0.062; Diam max 0.125;
Diam base 0.044
Fine-medium, light brown fabric (10 YR 7/3) with
light grey core (10 YR 7/2). Pale yellow slipped 
surface with dark grey to black painted decoration
(7.5 YR 4/0). Surface very worn, few traces of 
painted decoration.
Flat base, spherical body, upright collar-shaped rim
ending in rounded lip. Two oblique triangular lugs,
vertically pierced, at opposite sides just above the
widest diameter.
Decorated on the exterior and interior with painted
geometric motifs in horizontal bands. On the body a
band of hatched triangles. Along the inside of the
collar-rim a zig-zag line.
Publ. Theocharis (1951), fig. 8,a.

214 (NAM 11828) BOWL (fig. 57)
H 0.033-0.036; Diam rim 0.109; Diam base 
(depression) 0.016
Medium-coarse with large inclusions, dark grey 
fabric (2.5 YR 4/0) with red core (2.5 YR 5/6).
Smoothed surface. White encrustation on the 
exterior surface, Intact.
Circular depression at rounded base, outcurving wall,
upright rim with rounded lip; slight exterior groove
along the rim. Undecorated.
Publ. Hekman (1990), fig. 2.
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215 (Syros 152) PAN (fig. 57)
H 0.04; Diam rim 0.197; Diam base 0.251
Medium, very dark grey to light reddish-brown fabric
(10 YR 3/1) with red core (2.5 YR 5/6). Dark 
burnished surface. Unevenly fired with black patches
in some areas. Incomplete, mended and restored.
Convex base, rounded edges to flaring wall with
rounded lip. Horizontal forked two-prong handle
ending in two round knobs with circular section. 
Decorated on the exterior of the base and on the
handle with concentric bands and free-field motifs.
Along the outside edge of the base a concentric band
of double Kerbschnitt and a concentric line. Central
area within filled with interconnected concentric
circles. At the base of the handle a straight line and
Kerbschnitt. At upper part of the handle a group of
three chevrons.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), fig. 12; Kavvadias (1914), 
fig. 510 right; Bossert (1960), fig. 1, fig. 7,12; 
Renfrew (1972), fig. 11.1,10; pl. 7,1; Treuil (1983), 
fig. 98,10; Zapheiropoulos (1988), p. 7 top; 
Coleman (1985), no. 8.

216 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) BOWL
No further details available.

TOMB 294

217 (Syros 767) BOWL (fig. 58)
H 0.047; Diam rim 0.123
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/4)
with slightly darker core (2.5 YR 4/3). Smoothed
exterior and interior surface, brush marks inside the
bowl. Intact, few chips off the rim.
Convex base, convex hemispherical bowl with 
rounded lip. Undecorated.

TOMB 296

218 (Syros 827) SHELL (fig. 58)
L 0.064; W 0.053
Limpet shell (Patella caerulla L.) with top broken off
creating a hole at the centre, possibly for using this
shell as a pendant.

TOMB 297

219 (NAM 5057) SPHERICAL JAR (fig. 58)
H 0.105; Diam rim 0.078; Diam max. 0.136; Diam
base 0.063
Medium, reddish fabric (2.5 YR 5/6) with greyish
core (2.5 YR 5/0). Smoothed surface. Incomplete,
restored.
Flat base, globular body with outflaring rim with
rounded lip; four horizontal handles vertically placed
at the shoulder. Undecorated.

220 (NAM 5058) PAN (fig. 58)
H 0.04; Diam rim 0.225; Diam base 0.186
Medium, reddish-brown to dark grey fabric (2.5 YR
5/4-5 YR 4/1) and light grey core (5 YR 6/2). Dark
burnished surface. Intact, rim partly restored. 
Convex oval base and rounded edge towards straight
flaring wall, inside concave; forked handle (restored)
ending in two knobs with circular section.
Decorated on the exterior base with white-filled
incised and impressed geometric motifs in 
concentric arrangements. Along the outer edge a
double Kerbschnitt and central area filled with 
impressed concentric circles. Area near the handle
separated by incised line with Kerbschnitt at either
side. Below probably incised pubic triangle.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), fig. 14; Kahrstedt (1913), 
fig. 9; Fimmen (1921), fig. 131; Montelius (1924), 
fig. 91,7; Zschietzschmann (1935), fig. 7; 
Bossert (1921), fig. 30; Zervos (1957), pl. 205; 
Bossert (1960), fig. 7, no. 10; Lacy (1967), fig. 100,c;
Schachermeyr (1967), pl. 27,c; Sapouna-Sakellaraki
(1973), pl. 49 below right; Müller-Karpe (1974), pl.
362,2; Coleman (1985), no. 12, pl. 36.

TOMB 300

221 (Syros 665) BONE TUBE (fig. 58)
L 0.099; Diam max 0.018
Round hollow tube with straight cut top with two
holes at opposite sides. Lower end cut to 
beak-shaped mouth. Remains of blue pigments.
Intact.

TOMB 302

222 (NAM 5060) FOOTED BICONICAL JAR
(fig. 58)
H 0.101; Diam rim 0.042; Diam max 0.071; Diam
base 0.046
Medium, dark grey brown fabric (7.5 YR 4/2) with
grey brown core (10 YR 5/2). Dark burnished 
surface, very worn. Incomplete, restored and 
mended, one lug missing.
Hollow flaring foot, biconical body with two 
rectangular lugs placed horizontally at the widest
diameter. Outcurving rim with rounded lip. 
Decorated on the exterior with white-filled incised
and impressed motifs in horizontal bands around the
upper part of the body. Two rows of connected
concentric circles between a band of double
Kerbschnitt and surrounded by incised lines.
Publ. Kahrstedt (1913), pl. VII,8.

223 (NAM 11854) CONICAL CUP (fig. 58)
H pres. 0.053; Diam base 0.038
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric with similar
core (no Munsell codes available). Incomplete, only
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base with part of the wall preserved.
Flat base with thickened edge, straight spreading,
slighly outcurving wall.
Leaf impression on the base.
Publ. Hekman (1990), fig. 2.

224 (NAM 5061) OBSIDIAN BLADE  (fig. 58)
L 0.061; W 0.0025
Prismatic blade with flattened dorsal ridge giving two
cutting edges on the long sides. Thickened and 
curved top.

TOMB 303

The inventory of the museum in Athens lists only
one object from this tomb, a marble bowl. It was
transferred to the museum in Syros in 1901. Based
on the information in the entry in the inventories in
both museums it is very probable this bowl is the
same as the one described below.

225 (prob. Syros 187) STONE BOWL (fig. 58)
H 0.048; Diam rim 0.159; Diam base 0.035
White marble with some veins. Intact. Black patches
at inside bowl.
Small flat base, flaring wall, rounded rolled rim.
Groove along the inside of the rim.

TOMB 306

226 (NAM 5063) FOOTED BOWL (fig. 58)
H 0.12; Diam base 0.058; Diam rim 0.104
Medium, dark brown fabric (7.5 YR 4/2) with dark
grey core (7.5 YR 4/0). Black burnished 
semi-lustrous surface (7.5 YR 2/0). Complete, 
mended from several fragments.
Flaring foot widening towards hollow base, tapering
stem, outcurving hemispherical body, incurving rim
with pointed thin lip. Undecorated.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 9,16.

TOMB 307

The tomb is described by Tsountas in his published
report. It has an ellipsoidal ground plan. Fragments
of a human skull were encountered on the right in
the tomb. Nearby were three stone cups and two
marble female figurines. Behind the head were a clay
bowl and pan with a marble cup inside; inside this
cup was a bone tube. Another bone tube was inside
another cup. The third bone tube lay in the centre of
the tomb to the right of a lekane or basin (probably
the marble palette described below). In addition to
the objects mentioned by Tsountas, the museum in
Athens also lists a stone pestle from this tomb.
Unfortunately one of the bone tubes and the two
marble figurines could not be located in the museum

in Athens. 
Publ. Tsountas (1899), 111; Åberg (1933), 102, 
no. 13.

227 (NAM 5064) PAN (fig. 59)
H 0.047; Diam rim 0.25; Diam base 0.252
Medium, dark grey brown fabric (5 YR 3/1) with
lighter grey core (5 YR 7/1). Dark burnished surface.
Partly worn on the inside. Intact.
Convex base with outstretched rounded edge, flaring
low wall and forked two-prong handle ending in
thickened knobs with circular section. Rounded lip
on flaring rim.
Decorated on the exterior base with white-filled
incised and impressed geometric motifs. Along the
edge a band of double Kerbschnitt separated from
the interior field by an incised line. The central area
is completely filled with interconnected concentric
circles, evenly placed over the area. Near the handle
this field is bordered by a band of double
Kerbschnitt between parallel lines. Below this lies an
anthropomorphic rendering of the female genitals
enclosed by a small band of parallel lines with 
oblique hatching in between.
Publ. Zervos (1957), pl. 220; Higgins (1967), pl. 54;
Hood (1967), fig. 31; Coleman (1985), no. 7, pl. 33.

228 (NAM 5280) BOWL (fig. 59)
H 0.046; Diam rim 0.137; Diam base 0.018
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 4/3)
with similar core. Smoothed surface. Intact.
Hemispherical bowl with small circular depression at
the base. Lip bevelled outwards. Undecorated. 

229 (NAM 5065) STONE FOOTED BOWL
(fig. 59)
H 0.045-0.048; Diam rim 0.094; Diam base 0.039
Grey-blue veined stone. Intact.
Flat base, flaring foot, very low stem horizontal 
edges of the bowl; straight spreading wall ending in
outwardly pointed lip. Inside concave base with fla-
ring wall.
Publ. Zervos (1957), pl. 23; Müller-Karpe (1974), 
pl. 363,5; Getz-Gentle (1996), 291, no. L5, pl. 99b.

230 (NAM 5066) STONE FOOTED BOWL
(fig. 59)
H 0.075; Diam rim 0.108; Diam base 0.05
White translucent marble. Intact with few chips at
rim and base.
Solid flaring foot with flat base on a low stem, flat
horizontal edges towards the bowl, flaring wall, out-
ward turned rim. Inside convex base of bowl with
flaring wall. Thin walls.
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996, 294, no. L34, pl. 99d.
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231 (NAM 5070) STONE FOOTED BOWL
(fig. 59)
H 0.047-0.05; Diam rim 0.084; Diam base 0.04
White marble. Intact with chips at the base.
Flat base, slightly concave; flaring foot with low
stem, flat horizontal edge towards base of the bowl,
flaring wall with outward turned rim and rounded lip.
Upper bowl slightly off-centred to the stemmed foot.
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 291, no. L4, pl. 99a.

232 (NAM 5281) STONE FOOTED BOWL
(fig. 59)
H 0.057-0.06; Diam rim 0.101; Diam base 0.042
White marble. Intact with rim and base edges 
chipped.
Solid flaring foot with slightly concave base, low
stem tapering upwards, horizontal widening towards
edge to flaring wall of the bowl, rounded lip. Inside,
flattened base with flaring wall.
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 292, no. L12, pl. 99c.

233 (NAM 5068) STONE FIGURINE
White marble. No further details available.

234 (NAM 5069) STONE FIGURINE, lower half
White marble. No further details available.

235 (NAM 5279) STONE PALETTE (fig. 59)
H 0.032; L 0.241; W 0.170-0.158
White marble. Intact.
Solid stone with flat rectangular base, slightly convex;
convex sides and rounded edges; straight 
spreading walls with convex upper ridge. Inside rec-
tangular depression. 

236 (NAM 5369) STONE GRINDER (fig. 59)
H 0.113; Diam base 0.05
White marble. Intact.
Conical shape with pointed top and convex base.

237 (NAM 5067) BONE TUBE (fig. 59)
L 0.09; Diam max 0.02
Brittle white bone. Intact.
Conical tube with straight cut top and curved lower
end. Two holes pierced at opposite sides near the
top.
Exterior surface decorated with incised geometric
motifs in concentric bands. Four separate bands of
hatched triangles, herringbone-motif and 
cross-hatching.
Publ. Zervos (1957), pl. 262 top middle.

238 (NAM 5071) BONE TUBE
No further details available.

239 (NAM 11825.1) BONE TUBE (fig. 59)
L not measurable; Diam top 0.016

White bone. Incomplete.
Hollow round piece of bone broken in many small
pieces. Two opposite holes near the top. Traces of
blue pigment inside.
Decorated on the exterior with incised geometric
motifs consisting of oblique hatching and 
cross-hatching between single and double parallel
concentric lines.

240 (NAM 11825.2)  BONE TUBE (fig. 59)
L not measurable; Diam top 0.015
Brittle white bone. Incomplete in many small 
fragments.
Hollow round piece of bone broken in many small
pieces. Incomplete. 
Decorated with incised geometric motifs on the
exterior. Oblique lines and hatching between single
parallel concentric lines.

TOMB 308

241 (NAM 11835) BONE TUBE          
L pres. 0.027; W pres. 0.015; Diam recon. 0.018-0.02
White bone, Incomplete, only small fragment preser-
ved (not illustrated).
One hole in the upper part; traces of blue colouring
substance on inside surface.

TOMB 310

242 (NAM 11606) STONE BOWL (fig. 60)
H 0.03; Diam rim 0.081; Diam base 0.034
White marble. Complete and mended, small piece
rim missing.
Flat base, spreading walls with flattened rim; Four
horizontal lugs placed off the rim at opposite sides.
Publ. Hekman (1990), fig. 4.

243 (Syros 658) METAL TWEEZERS (fig. 60)
H 0.075; W 0.0095; Th 0.001
Copper-based alloy.
Flat arms meeting in U-shape, towards convex tips.

TOMB 313

244 (Syros 389) STONE BOWL (fig. 60)
H 0.0455; Diam rim 0.106; Diam max. 0.106; Diam
base 0.040
White marble with a few horizontal dark veins. 
Intact.
Flat base, straight spreading walls. Four horizontal
rectangular lugs off the rim placed at opposite sides. 
Incised horizontal groove above each lug.
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TOMB 314

245 (Syros 708) CONICAL CUP (fig. 60)
H 0.08; Diam rim 0.118; Diam base 0.054
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/4)
with grey core (2.5 YR 5/0). Incomplete, large part
of wall and rim missing.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with rounded thin
lip. Leaf impression on the base.

TOMB 315

246 (Syros 772) BOWL (fig. 60)
H 0.042; Diam rim 0.103
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 4/4)
with dusky red core (2.5 YR 3/2). Some traces of
yellow-white slip. Intact, part of the rim broken off.
Convex base, convex hemispherical bowl with 
rounded lip. 
Undecorated.

TOMB 317

The only object from this tomb was a conical cup,
transferred from the museum in Athens to Syros in
1971. Based on the details in the description in the
inventory in Athens, the cup could be identified
among the objects which arrived in the museum in
Syros in 1971. Although not completely certain, it is
very likely this conical cup listed in Syros is the same
as the one described below.

247 (prob. Syros 498) CONICAL CUP (fig. 60)
H 0.078; Diam rim 0.148; Diam base 0.054
Medium, grey fabric (10 YR 5/1) with very dark grey
core (10 YR 3/1). Intact.
Flat base, straight flaring wall with outturned 
rounded lip. Rim diameter not completely circular. 
Mat impression at the base.

TOMB 322

The tomb is described by Tsountas in his published
report. It has a circular ground plan with no apparent
entrance. The finds were found grouped together in
two locations. Near the head was the pan with 
remains of one of the fingers of the deceased. By the
feet was a stone palette together with a stone grinder,
a marble spouted cup, a clay bowl, a bronze scraper,
and two obsidian blade fragments. The entries in the
inventory of the museum in Athens also assign a
bone tube with stone plug and a spouted bowl to this
tomb group. The bone tube may be wrongly inter-
preted by Tsountas as the remains of a human finger
on the pan. Except for the metal scraper and the
obsidian fragments, all objects could be located in
the museum in Athens.

Publ. Tsountas (1899), 111; Åberg (1933), 102, 
no. 14.

248 (NAM 5077) PAN (fig. 60)
H 0.04; Diam rim 0.210; Diam base 0.219; L max.
0.273
Medium, reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 5/4) with dark
reddish-grey core (5 YR 4/2). Dark burnished 
surface. Incomplete, mended and restored.
Convex base, upright walls with rounded rim. Heavy
forked handle ending in two knob-like lugs. 
Decorated on the exterior base and on the exterior
walls with white-filled incised geometric motifs in
concentric arrangements. On the outer edge of the
base a row of Kerbschnitt followed by a line, another
row of double Kerbschnitt and another line. In the
central area is a seven-spoked incised star, filled with
irregular Kerbschnitt. Near the handle is a band
consisting of two lines with hatching in between.
Along the exterior wall is a band of impressed ovals.
Publ. Zervos (1957), fig. 206; Müller-Karpe (1974),
pl. 362,1; Coleman, (1985), no. 2, pl. 33.

249 (NAM 5078) SPOUTED BOWL (fig. 60)
H 0.035; Diam rim 0.095; Diam base 0.023; L max
with spout 0.114
Medium-coarse, light reddish-brown to dark reddish-
grey fabric (5 YR 6/3-5 YR 4/2) with similar core,
imperfectly fired. Traces of white slip (5 YR 8/2).
Incomplete, mended and restored.
Small flat base; spreading walls with rounded lip.
Horizontal open spout extending from the rim with
semi-circular section.  Undecorated.

250 (NAM 5283) BOWL (fig. 60)
H 0.066; Diam rim 0.137; Diam base 0.02
Medium-coarse, red to very dark grey fabric (2.5 YR
5/6-5 YR 3/1) with reddish core (2.5 YR 5/6).
Smoothed and possibly burnished surface, imperfect-
ly fired with dark patches.
Small circular depression at the base, hemispherical
body, spreading rim with thin rounded lip.
Undecorated.

251 (NAM 5076) STONE SPOUTED BOWL
(fig. 60)
H 0.05; Diam rim 0.115; L spout 0.02; W max spout
0.034
White marble. Incomplete, original stemmed foot
missing. Complete, mended.
Hemispherical bowl with straight rim with rounded
lip.
Publ. Åberg (1933), fig. 178.

252 (NAM 5282) STONE GRINDER (fig. 60)
H 0.15; Diam max 0.086; Diam min 0.07
Grey-blue speckled schist with white encrustation on
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one side. Intact.
Small grinding stone with oval section at base and
conical body ending in a rounded top.

253 (NAM 5284) STONE PALETTE (fig. 60)
H 0.053; L base 0.291; W base 0.21; L rim 0.292; W
rim 0.21
Greenish-grey stone. Intact.
Solid stone with rectangular flat base with rounded
edges to straight walls and rounded rim. Rectangular
shallow depression in top surface.

254 (NAM 11801) METAL SCRAPER 
L 0.026
Copper-based alloy. 
Trapezoidal flat blade with rounded edge. Corroded.

255 (NAM 5079) BONE TUBE AND STONE
PLUG (fig. 60)
L max 0.047; Diam 0.012; Diam top stopper 0.014;
Diam bottom stopper 0.010; H stopper 0.014
Brittle white bone and blue-green stone (steatite). 
Incomplete.
Conical tube with both ends broken off. 
Decorated on the exterior with incised geometric
motifs in concentric bands consisting of two 
concentric lines filled with oblique lines.

256 (NAM 11802.1) OBSIDIAN BLADE 
L 0.015
Small blade with parallel sides and dorsal ridge and
prismatic section. Upper and lower part missing.
Incomplete.

257 (NAM 11802.2) OBSIDIAN BLADE
L 0.013
Small blade with parallel sides and dorsal ridge and
prismatic section. Upper and lower part missing.
Incomplete.

TOMB 324

258 (Syros 558) COMPOSITE VESSEL (KERNOS)
(fig. 61)
H pres. 0.046; D base 0.017; D max 0.064
Medium, reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 5/4) with grey
core (10 YR 5/1). Incomplete fragment, mended and
restored.
Small hollow concave base, globular body, rim 
missing. Horizontal lug placed at widest diameter
with two vertical holes. Opposite lug shows remains
of attachment to identical pyxides.
Decorated on the upper half of body with incised
geometric motifs consisting of horizontal band of
two lines filled with Kerbschnitt and above band of
hatched triangles.

TOMB 325

259 (NAM 5081) STONE FOOTED SPOUTED
BOWL (fig. 61)
H 0.068; Diam rim 0.116; Diam base 0.049
Whitish-yellow marble. Complete, mended; chips at
the rim.
Solid flaring foot with flat base, spreading walls with
lip bevelled outwards. Horizontal spout with raised
sides off the rim.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), fig. 27; Kavvadias (1914), 
fig. 528; Åberg (1933), fig. 179; Zervos (1957), 
fig. 17; Müller-Karpe (1974), pl. 363,1; Getz-Gentle
(1996), 290, no. K33.

260 (NAM 5082) STONE BOWL (fig. 61)
H 0.05; Diam rim 0.15; Diam base 0.032
Yellow-white marble. Intact.
Flat base, spreading walls with rounded lip. Incised
groove along interior of the rim.

261 (NAM 12500) SHELL (fig. 61)
H 0.04; L max 0.07
Completely preserved conch shell (Charonia variegata
Phil.).

TOMB 326

262 (NAM 5084) SPHERICAL JAR (fig. 61)
H 0.055; Diam rim 0.067; Diam max. 0.136; Diam
base 0.075; Diam lid 0.079; H lid 0.032
Fine-medium, light red brown fabric (5 YR 7/3) with
light reddish-brown core (5 YR 6/4) and 
matt-painted red (10 YR 5/8) decoration. Weathered
slipped surface. Incomplete, restored and mended. 
Flat, slightly concave base, biconical squat body with
collar-rim and rounded lip. Lid with upright sides,
convex top and horizontally pierced vertical handle.
Decorated on the exterior of the body and upper
surface and handle of the lid with geometric painted
motifs, not clearly visible on the body; on the lid this
consists of four groups of concentric lines.

263 (NAM 5083) STONE BOWL (fig. 61)
H 0.047; Diam rim 0.13
White marble. Intact.
Small flat base, hemispherical body with rounded lip.
Thick walls.

TOMB 327

264 (NAM 5085) STONE FOOTED SPOUTED
BOWL (fig. 61)
H 0.059; Diam rim 0.0855; Diam base 0.044
White-yellow marble. Incomplete, large part of the
base missing together with nearly all of the spout.
Solid flaring foot with concave base, short cylindrical
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stem, hemispherical bowl, spreading rim with 
rounded lip; spout extending horizontally off the rim.
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 290, no. K32.

265-266 (NAM 11833) TWO BONE TUBES
Many small pieces of two different bone tubes. The
first group of fragments is of a greenish coloured
smooth bone with traces of incised decorations
consisting of parallel lines on either side of 
cross-hatchings. Inside, traces of blue colouring
substance are visible. The second tube is of a white,
brittle bone, also decorated with incised bands of
parallel lines and different kinds of hatchings.

TOMB 328

267 (NAM 5086) SAUCER (fig. 61)
H 0.05; Diam rim 0.109; Diam base 0.021
Fine-medium, few large inclusions, orange-red fabric
with greyish core (no Munsell codes available).
Smoothed surface. Mended, with one fragment 
missing.
Small hollow ring foot, outcurving wall, upright
shoulder, incurving rim with rounded pointed lip.
Undecorated.

TOMB 329

The inventory of the museum in Athens lists only
one object from this tomb, a marble spouted bowl,
which was transferred to Syros in 1901. Among the
objects arriving in Syros in that year, only one marble
bowl fits the description given in the inventory in
Athens. It seems therefore very likely that this bowl
is the same as the one described below.

268 (prob. Syros 190) STONE SPOUTED BOWL
(fig. 61)
H 0.051; Diam rim 0.103; Diam base 0.019
White marble. Intact, spout damaged.
Small flattened, slightly convex base, spreading wall,
rounded lip. Spout extending from the rim.
Traces of dark, possibly blue, colouring  substance
inside.
Publ. Renfrew (1972), fig. 11.1,8; Treuil (1983), 
fig. 98,8.

TOMB 330

269 (NAM 5088) FOOTED BOWL (fig. 61)
H 0.128; Diam rim 0.163; Diam base 0.08
Fine, reddish-yellow fabric (5 YR 7/6) with gritty
greyish-yellow core and covered with light pinkish-
white slip (5 YR 7/3). Incomplete, mended and 
restored.
Flaring hollow foot, short stem, biconical carinated
body, straight rim with rounded thick lip. Two 

horizontal lugs set a each side of the middle of the
upper half of the body. Undecorated.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 9,10; Montelius (1924), 
pl. 90,12.

TOMB 331

270 (NAM 5089) SPHERICAL JAR (fig. 61)
H 0.071; Diam rim 0.065; Diam max 0.138; Diam
base 0.066
Fine-medium, light brown fabric (5 YR 7/3) with
grey core (5 YR 6/2). Slipped surface. Incomplete,
mended from 12 pieces. 
Flat base, lentoid body, upright collar-rim ending in
rounded lip. Four oblique semi-circular pierced
handles at opposite sides above widest diameter.
Undecorated.

TOMB 332

The only object from the tomb, a broken obsidian
blade, was transferred in 1971 from the National
Museum in Athens to Syros. Unfortunately it could
not be identified among the objects listed in the
catalogue of the receiving museum. 

271 (Syros, unknown inv.no.) OBSIDIAN BLADE
Two fragments. No further details available.

TOMB 333

272 (Syros 378) STONE BOWL (fig. 62)
H 0.34; Diam rim  0.084; Diam base 0.042
White marble with horizontal darker veins. Intact,
part of the rim missing.
Flat base, straight flaring wall with flattened lip. Four
small horizontal rectangular lugs set at the rim. Irre-
gularly shaped, clumsily formed, lugs not at right
angles and very thick base.

TOMB 338

The tomb is described by Tsountas in his published
report. Its ground plan was rectangular and the body
was on its left side. The finds were discovered at
three locations inside the tomb. Near the head were
two pans and a spherical pyxis, with a marble bowl
nearby. Between the lower legs and to the left side of
the tomb were three marble bowls, a bronze pair of
tweezers, a bronze scraper, two carved bone tubes, a
broken clay vase, and two small stone pestles. Near
the entrance stood an incised jar. The two pans, the
pyxis, the incised jar, the broken vase, the bone tubes
and the stone pestles could not be identified in the
inventory of the museum in Athens or Ermoupolis. 
Publ. Tsountas (1899), 111.
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273 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) PAN
“Incised decoration on the base” (Tsountas 1899,
111). No further details available.

274 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) PAN
“Incised decoration on the base” (Tsountas 1899,
111). No further details available.

275 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) SPHERICAL JAR
“Spherical shape” (Tsountas 1899, 111). No further
details available.

276 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) JAR
“Incised decoration” (Tsountas 1899, 111). No 
further details available.

277 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) VESSEL
“Broken” (Tsountas 1899, 111). No further details
available.

278 (NAM 5092) STONE BOWL (fig. 62)
H 0.035; Diam rim 0.089; Diam base 0.028
White marble. Intact, encrustation on the exterior.
Flat base, spreading wall, rounded lip. Four 
horizontal rectangular lugs set at right angles off the
rim.
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 276, no. G8, pl. 65a.

279 (NAM 5093) STONE BOWL (fig. 62)
H 0.038; Diam rim 0.116; Diam base 0.05
White marble. Intact, encrustation on the exterior.
Flat base, spreading curving wall, sharp edge at 
outside of the rim, rounded lip, upright inner rim.
Four horizontal rectangular lugs set at right angles
off the rim. Groove above the lugs.
A fragment of unworked metal (ironoxide) together
with red pigment traces  was found inside the bowl.
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 276, no. G20, pl. 65d.

280 (NAM 5094) STONE BOWL (fig. 62)
H 0.037; Diam rim 0.098; Diam base 0.028
White greyish-marble. Intact.
Flat base, spreading wall, rounded lip. Four 
horizontal rectangular lugs set at right angles off the
rim.
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 276, no. G9, pl. 65b.

281 (NAM 5095) STONE BOWL (fig. 62)
H 0.045; Diam rim (with lugs) 0.137; Diam base
0.045
White marble. Intact.
Flat base, spreading curving wall, rounded lip. Four
horizontal rectangular lugs set at right angles off the
rim.
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 277, no. G29, pl. 65c.

282 (NAM 5098.1) STONE PESTLE (fig. 62)
H 0.02; Diam max. 0.011; Diam min. 0.009
White marble. Intact.
Convex base and top, concave sides.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10,36; Müller-Karpe
(1974), pl. 357,26.

283 (NAM 5098.2) STONE PESTLE (fig. 62)
H 0.026; Diam max. 0.017; Diam min. 0.015
Greenstone. Intact.
Convex base and top; concave sides with raised cen-
tre.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10,35; Müller-Karpe
(1974), pl. 357, 29.

284 (NAM 5096) METAL SCRAPER (fig. 62)
L 0.045; W 0.019; Th 0.001
Copper-based alloy.
Thin flat rectangular blade with convex cutting edge
and concave top. Small rivet through hole near the
top of the blade for attachment to handle.

285 (NAM 5097) METAL TWEEZERS (fig. 62)
L 0.077; W max 0.032; W min 0.02
Copper-based alloy.
Thin bent bronze wire, circular section; U-shaped
with rounded top with arms meeting at the flattened
tips. 
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10,40; Montelius (1924),
pl. 17,15; Zervos (1957), pl. 261,1 below; Branigan
(1974), pl. 15, 1291; Müller-Karpe (1974), pl. 357,16.

286 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) BONE TUBE
No further details available.

287 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) BONE TUBE
No further details available.

TOMB 339

Part of the contents of this tomb were transferred
from the museum in Athens to Syros in 1901 and
again 1971. The marble bowl (in 1901) and the two
obsidian blades (in 1971) were not registered in the
Syros inventory with the tomb number. However,
details in the descriptions of these objects in the
inventory in Athens made it possible to identify these
objects, with a small margin of doubt, among the
entries in the inventory of the museum in Syros.

288 (prob. Syros 183) STONE BOWL
H 0.026; Diam rim 0.077; Diam base 0.029
White marble. Intact.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with rounded lip;
four horizontal rectangular lugs set at the rim at
opposite sides.
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289 (Syros 671) METAL SCRAPER (fig. 62)
L 0.057; W 0.018; Th 0.001
Copper-based alloy.
Flat rectangular blade with concave top, one rivet at
the top through the surface. Lower end irregular,
possibly broken off.

290 (prob. Syros 680) OBSIDIAN BLADE (fig. 62)
L 0.064; W 0.012
Prismatic blade with dorsal ridge. Complete.

291 (prob. Syros 681) OBSIDIAN BLADE (fig. 62)
L 0.056; W 0.008
Prismatic blade with dorsal ridge. Complete.

TOMB 340

292 (NAM 5101) STONE FOOTED BOWL
(fig. 62)
H 0.072; Diam rim 0.112; Diam base 0.047
White marble. Complete, mended; thick encrustation
on base and exterior body.
Solid flaring foot with flat base, low stem tapering
upwards, horizontally widened base of bowl, flaring
wall, straight rim with rounded lip. 
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 293, no. L30.

TOMB 342

The inventory of the museum in Athens lists only a
pair of bronze tweezers for this tomb. It was 
transferred to the museum in Syros in 1901. Only
one bronze pair of tweezers was part of the group of
objects from Chalandriani which went to Syros in
1901. It is considered very probable this item is the
same as the one listed in the Athens inventory.

293 (prob. Syros 203) METAL TWEEZERS
(fig. 63)
L 0.081; W 0.028; W arms 0.011-0.005; Th 0.001
Arsenic-bronze.
U-shaped with round top and two arms meeting at
the convex tips. Mended and corroded. Complete. 
The object was analysed for its chemical 
composition (Bossert 1967, 76).
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10:40; Branigan (1974), 
no. 1291, pl. 15.

TOMB 343

294 (Syros 649) METAL PIN (fig. 63)
L pres. 0.054; Th 0.002-0.008
Silver. Incomplete, broken and mended.
Thick silver pin with round section, only partly 
preserved, with small beaked jug at the top. 
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10,10; Montelius (1924),
fig. 324; Higgins (1961), fig. 5,c; Higgins (1967), 

fig. 69; Branigan (1974), no. 2090, pl. 19; 
Müller-Karpe (1974), pl. 357,7; Hood (1978), 
fig. 187,B.

295 (Syros 650) METAL PIN (fig. 63)
L pres. 0.031; L head 0.013; Th 0.002
Copper-based alloy. Incomplete.
Circular section, knotted head formed with thin bent
wire. 

296 (Syros 663) METAL PIN (fig. 63)
L pres. 0.079; Th 0.002
Copper-based alloy. Incomplete, lower pointed tip
broken off.
Circular section, incompletely preserved pin with
solid head shaped as a vase or ball with crown. 
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10,14; Montelius (1924),
fig. 317; Schachermeyr (1955), fig. 53,9; Branigan
(1974), no. 2091, pl. 19; Müller-Karpe (1974), 
pl. 357,11.

297 (Syros 660) NECKLACE OF SHELLS (fig. 63)
A group of 45 small shells (Cyclope neritea L./Littorina
littorea L.), probably originally part of a necklace
strung on a thin wire. Shells measuring on the 
average 0.006. Together they make a string of circa
14 cm in length.

TOMB 344

Although being a rare object, the spindle whorl 
reported from this tomb could unfortunately not be
located among the items from Chalandriani in the
museum in Syros, to where it was transferred from
the museum in Athens in 1971. The spherical jar
mentioned in Tsountas (1899, 93, note 1) could not
be identified in the museum in Athens, nor in Syros.

298 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) SPHERICAL JAR
No further details. Comparable in shape to
Furtwängler & Löschke (1886), pl. 44,33-34.

299 (Syros, unknown inv.no.) SPINDLE WHORL
Undecorated (Tsountas 1899, 105). No further 
details available.

TOMB 345

The tomb is described by Tsountas in his published
report with a drawing of the rectangular ground plan
and section, and a photograph of the front(see above
figs. 17-18). The body was on its left side facing the
back wall. Near the head were found five objects,
four of which are recorded with this tomb number in
the inventory of the museum in Athens. The fifth
object, fragments of a jar, could not be located.
Åberg, however, gave as the contents of the tomb
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only the footed biconical jar, the marble bowl, and
the marble figurine.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), 80, 81 note 1, fig. 10, pl. 4;
111-112, pl. 7, 4; Åberg (1933), 102, no. 15.

300 (NAM 5285) FOOTED BICONICAL JAR 
(fig. 63)
H 0.202; Diam rim 0.098; Diam max 0.156; Diam
base 0.097
Medium, reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 5/4) with
brown core (10 YR 5/3). Dark reddish-brown 
burnished surface (5 YR 3/2). Incomplete, mended
and restored.
Flaring hollow foot, low stem tapering upwards,
biconical body, outcurving rim with flattened lip.
Four rectangular lugs placed horizontally at the 
widest diameter at opposite sides.
Decorated on the exterior with white-filled incised
and impressed motifs in horizontal bands. A row of
Kerbschnitt and connected concentric circles 
between incised horizontal lines. The lowest band
bordered at the bottom with incised line.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 8,1; Kahrstedt (1913), 
pl. 7,6; Zervos (1957), pl. 203; Demagne (1964), 
fig. 46; Higgins (1967), fig. 52..

301 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) JAR, fragments
“Undecorated and smaller than other jar” (Tsountas
1899, 112). No further details available.

302 (NAM 5108) STONE BOWL (fig. 63)
H 0.094; Diam rim 0.205; Diam base 0.08
Blue-grey banded stone. Intact, part of wall missing.
Flat base, spreading wall with inturned rim and 
rounded top and pointed lip. 

303 (NAM 5109) STONE BOWL (fig. 63)
H 0.035; Diam rim 0.076; Diam base 0.015
White marble. Intact, thick encrustation on surface.
Small flat base, curving spreading wall, straight rim
with rounded lip. Four rectangular horizontal lugs at
the rim at right angles. Faint traces of greenish 
pigment on the inside.
Publ. Åberg (1933), fig. 175; Getz-Gentle (1996),
275, no. G4, pl. 66a, fig. 62a.

304 (NAM 5107) STONE FIGURINE (fig. 63)
H 0.205; W max 0.059
White marble. Intact, right foot broken off, one
breast damaged.
Female figurine of the folded arm type, and 
belonging to the Late Spedos variety. 
Publ. Zervos (1957), fig. 255; Renfrew (1969), 12, 
no. φ 19.

TOMB 347

The tomb is described by Tsountas in his published
report. Its ground plan is circular. In the right back
corner were a spouted jug (or bowl) and a stone
spouted bowl. On top of these two spouted vessels a
pan and nearby a marble cup (kupellon), both are not
identified among the entries in the inventory of the
museum in Athens. In the right front corner were a
stone palette and a stone grinder or pounder.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), 112

305 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) PAN
No further details available.

306 (NAM 5111) SPOUTED BOWL (fig. 63)
H 0.053; Diam rim 0.105; Diam base 0.044; 
L max 0.132
Medium-coarse with large inclusions, reddish-brown
to very dark grey fabric (5 YR 5/4 - 5 YR 3/1) with
dark reddish-grey core (5 YR 4/2). Dark burnished
surface. Unevenly fired with blackened patches.
Complete, mended with small pieces of spout and
rim missing.
Convex base, small ring foot, spreading outcurving
wall, rounded lip. Small spout extending from the
rim. Part of vertical handle opposite the spout.  
Undecorated.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 9,29.

307 (NAM 5110) STONE SPOUTED BOWL
(fig. 63)
H 0.026-0.03; Diam rim 0.096; Diam base 0.033; L
max 0.125
Blue-grey stone. Intact, with chips at the rim and
encrustation at the exterior.
Flat base, spreading wall, rounded lip. Long semi-
circular spout extending from the rim. Horizontal lug
below the rim opposite the spout.

308 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) STONE FOOTED
CUP
No further details available.

309 (NAM 5112) STONE PALETTE (fig. 63)
H 0.044; L max 0.298; W max 0.191
Grey-blue stone. Intact.
Rectangular convex flattened base, sides on the 
longer sides straight upright, at the shorter sides
convex, rounded corners. Raised edge along the rim.
Rectangular flat depression inside.

310 (NAM 5370) STONE POUNDER (fig. 63)
H max 0.067; Diam base 0.062-0.072
Grey-speckled stone. Intact.
Flat oval base, straight inturning sides with raised
knob on top.
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TOMB 351

The tomb is described by Tsountas in his published
report with a drawing of its rectangular ground plan.
The body was on its left side. The objects inside the
tomb were located around the body and inside a
small niche in the back wall above the floor. By the
head was a conical cup and nearby a clay bowl; 
behind the head stood the incised jar. Near the knees
was the obsidian blade. Inside the niche was a pan
with a sea shell, two bronze pins, a bronze scraper,
and a bone tube. All objects except the obsidian
blade were recognised among the entries of the 
inventory of the museum in Athens.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), 112, fig. 8; Åberg (1933), 102,
no. 16.

311 (NAM 5113) FOOTED BICONICAL JAR
(fig. 64)
H 0.182; Diam base 0.069; Diam rim 0.075; Diam
max 0.14
Medium, reddish-brown fabric with similar core (7.5
YR 5/2). Very dark brown burnished surface (7.5 YR
2/0-3/2). Incomplete, mended and restored.
Flaring foot with hollow base, short cyclindrical
stem, biconical body, flaring and outcurving rim with
flattened lip; four horizontal rectangular lugs set at
the widest diameter.
Decorated on the upper part of the body with 
incised and impressed motifs arranged in concentric
bands, consisting of impressed Kerbschnitt, 
connected concentric circles, and a band of herring-
bone.
Publ. Kahrstedt (1913), pl. 7,4; Fimmen (1921), 
fig. 130; Montelius (1924), pl. 91,1; Åberg (1933), 
fig. 144; Bossert (1937), fig. 435; Greek Art of the
Aegean Island (1979), 52 no. 9.

312 (NAM 5114) PAN (fig. 64)
H 0.034; Diam base 0.222; Diam rim 0.212; L max
0.30
Medium, very dark greyish-brown fabric (10 YR 3/2)
with light brownish-grey core (10 YR 6/2). Dark
burnished surface. Incomplete, large fragments 
restored.
Concave base, rounded extending edge, flaring wall
with rounded rim; forked handle ending in two
knobs with circular section.
Decorated on the base with incised and impressed
motifs, consisting of a single band of Kerbschnitt
along the outer edge and a concentric line; in the
central area is a boat to the right with a fish on the
bow and oblique short strokes above and below the
hull; the arear surrounding the boat is filled with
regularly spaced concentric circles of different size
connected with oblique strokes.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), fig. 16; Bossert (1960), fig. 8,

no. 14; Coleman (1985), no. 13, pl. 34.

313 (NAM 5286) BOWL (fig. 64)
H 0.031; Diam rim 0.124
Medium-coarse, yellowish-brown fabric (10 YR 5/4)
with light brown core (10 YR 6/3). Smoothed 
surface both inside and outside, some darker patches
on the surface. Intact.
Round base, curving wall with rounded thin lip.
Groove along in the rim on the outside.
Undecorated.

314 (NAM 5287) CONICAL CUP (fig. 64)
H 0.066; Diam rim 0.125; D base 0.053
Medium, red-brown fabric. Restored, large part rim
missing. White encrustation on both exterior and
interior surface.
Flat base, straight spreading wall, rounded lip. 
Mat impression at the base.
Publ. Hekman (1990), fig. 2.

315 (NAM 11821.1) METAL PIN (fig. 64)
L 0.126; Th 0.002
Copper-based alloy.
Thin pin with round section, ending in sharp point.
Corroded surface, broken into three pieces.

316 (NAM 11821.2) METAL PIN (fig. 64)
L 0.118; Th 0.002
Copper-based alloy.
Thin pin with round section, ending in sharp point.
Corroded and broken into three pieces.

317 (NAM 11821.3) METAL SCRAPER (fig. 64)
L 0.048; W 0.02; Th 0.002
Copper-based alloy.
Rectangular blade with concave top, straight sides
and slightly concave end. One part broken off, 
corroded.

318 (NAM 11824) BONE TUBE (fig. 64)
L pres. 0.105; Diam 0.024-0.016
Hollow round tube with straight cut top and two
opposite holes. Lower end broken off. Worn surface
with traces of incised decoration in concentric lines.

319 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) OBSIDIAN BLADE
No further details available.

320 (NAM 5288) SHELL
Complete example of a scallop (Pecten jacobaeus L.).
No further details available.
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TOMB 353

321 (NAM 5115) ONE-HANDLED TANKARD
(fig. 64)
H 0.112; Diam rim 0.076; Diam max 0.09; Diam base
0.046
Fine-medium, reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 5/4) with
similar core. Light red-brown lustrous slip on 
exterior. Incomplete, mended and restored.
Flat base, short globular body, spreading high neck
with pointed lip. One vertical handle with circular
section from widest diameter of body to just below
the rim. Undecorated.

TOMB 354

322 (Syros 532) CONICAL CUP (fig. 64)
H 0.076; Diam rim 0.118; Diam base 0.052
Medium, light reddish-brown to red fabric (5 YR
6/3-10 R 5/6) with light red core (10 R 4/4).
Incomplete.
Flat base, rounded edge to flaring straight wall with
rounded lip. Mat impression at the base.

TOMB 355

The tomb is described in the report published by
Tsountas. Its contents consist according to him of at
least 14 objects: two clay jars of which one was 
footed and decorated, a pan, three marble bowls of
which one contained traces of blue colouring 
substance, a marble cup, sea shell, a bronze pair of
tweezers, a bronze scraper, a bone pin with bird-
head, a bone tube, an obsidian blade, and fragments
of a clay vase, probably a decorated jar. All objects
were found by the head of the deceased. Only three
objects, the pan, the fragments of a collared jar, and
the shell, are not identified from the entries in the
inventories of the museums in Athens and 
Ermoupolis. The inventory in Athens lists one other
marble bowl as belonging to this tomb group.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), 112; Åberg (1933), 102, 
no. 17; Bossert (1965), 93-94, fig. 3.

323 (NAM 5116) FOOTED BICONICAL JAR
(fig. 65)
H pres. 0.128; Diam rim 0.072; Diam max 0.141
Medium, light reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 6/4) with
grey core (10 YR 5/1). Traces of dark brown to red
burnishing on the exterior surface. Incomplete, 
mended and rim partly restored. Only the upper part
of the body and the rim are preserved. 
Biconical body, outflaring rim with flattened lip.
Decorated on the exterior upper part of the body
with impressed and incised white-filled geometric
motifs in horizontal bands, consisting of concentric
circles.

Publ. Bossert (1960), fig. 3,1.

324 (NAM 5292) BICONICAL JAR (fig. 65)
H 0.145; Diam rim 0.071; Diam max 0.13; Diam base
(restored) 0.049
Medium, very dark grey to very dark greyish-brown
fabric (10 YR 3/1-10 YR 3/2 with grey core (10 YR
5/1). Dark burnished surface. Incomplete, restored
and mended.
Flat base, biconical body, outflaring rim with 
flattened lip. Two horizontal semi-circular with 
rectangular section handles at opposite sides placed
at widest diameter body. Undecorated.
Publ. Bossert (1960), fig. 3,2.

325 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) JAR
Broken, possibly incomplete; probably decorated
with incised motifs. No further details available.

326 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) PAN
No further details available.

327 (NAM 5117) STONE BOWL (fig. 65)
H 0.037-0.033; Diam rim 0.102; Diam base 0.035; L
max 0.11
White marble. Intact.
Flat base, spreading wall, rounded lip. Four 
horizontal lugs placed at right angles off the rim.
Publ. Bossert (1965), fig. 3, 5; Getz-Gentle (1996),
276, no. G15, pl. 64f.

328 (NAM 5118) STONE FOOTED BOWL (fig. 65)
H 0.06; Diam rim 0.11; Diam base 0.046
White marble. Intact with small piece of rim missing.
Trumpet-shaped foot flaring towards hollow base,
outward flaring wall with rounded rim.
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 292, no. L18, pl. 98b.

329 (NAM 5119) STONE FOOTED BOWL
(fig. 65)
H 0.065-0.062; Diam rim 0.11; Diam base 0.04
White marble. Intact.
Trumpet-shaped foot flaring towards hollow base,
conical stem, outcurving wall, flattened lip.
Publ. Bossert (1965), fig. 3, 3; Getz-Gentle (1996),
292, no. L20.

330 (NAM 5290) STONE BOWL (fig. 65)
H 0.047; Diam rim 0.12; Diam base 0.04; L max
0.126
White marble. Intact.
Flat base, spreading straight wall with rounded lip.
Four horizontal rectangular lugs set at right angles
off the rim.
Publ. Bossert (1965), fi.g 3, 4; Getz-Gentle (1996),
277, no. G27, pl. 64g.
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331 (NAM 5291) STONE BOWL (fig. 65)
H 0.032-0.028; Diam rim 0.084; Diam base 0.028; 
L max 0.09
White marble. Intact.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with rounded lip.
Four horizontal rectangular lugs at opposite sides off
the rim.
Publ. Bossert (1965), fig. 3, 6; Getz-Gentle (1996),
275, no. G6, pl. 64e.

332 (NAM 5121.1) METAL SCRAPER (fig. 65)
L 0.058; W 0.019-0.017; Th 0.0015
Copper-based alloy, “tin-poor bronze” (Bossert
1965, 93).
Trapezoidal thin blade with two holes for attachment
to a handle. Corroded.
Publ. Bossert (1960), fig. 3,9.

333 (NAM 5121.2) METAL TWEEZERS (fig. 65)
L 0.067; W max 0.035; W arms 0.011; Th 0.0015
Copper-based alloy, “tin-poor bronze” (Bossert
1965, 93).
U-shaped bent thin strap of bronze; arms meeting
towards tips with convex ends. Corroded.
Publ. Bossert (1960), fig. 3,8.

334 (NAM 5120) BONE PIN (fig. 65)
L 0.113; Diam 0.003-0.005; L head 0.019
Yellow-white bone, probably of sheep or goat. 
Broken into three pieces, mended.
Thin brittle bone pin with small bird at the top. 
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10,13; Montelius (1924),
fig. 323; Åberg (1933), fig. 185; Schachermeyr (1955),
fig. 53,1; Zervos (1957), pl. 256; Higgins (1961), 
fig. 5,a; Higgins (1967), fig. 69,1; Vermeule (1964),
fig. 8,a; Bossert (1965), fig. 3,7; Sapouna-Sakellaraki
(1973), pl. 26 below middle; Müller-Karpe (1974), 
pl. 357,4; Thimme (1976), fig. 97; Papathanasopoulos
(1981), pl. 62,3.

335 (NAM 5289) BONE TUBE (fig. 65)
L largest piece 0.044; Diam pres. 0.013
Seven large pieces of a hollow round tube with no
apparent traces of decoration. Incomplete.

336 (NAM 5121.3) OBSIDIAN BLADE (fig. 65)
L 0.067; W 0.009; Th 0.004
Thin prismatic curved blade with pointed dorsal
ridge.
Publ. Bossert (1960), fig. 3,10.

337 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) SHELL
Probably a scallop (Pecten jacobeus L.). No further
details available.

TOMB 356

The tomb is described by Tsountas in his published
report, with a drawing of the rectangular ground
plan. The body was on its left side. The finds were
distributed over three locations around the body. By
the head were a clay jar, a marble bowl, and an 
obsidian blade. A clay bowl, a pan, a stone palette,
and a stone grinder were found behind the head.
Near the feet lay together a marble bowl, sea shells, a
bronze pair of tweezers, a bone tube with traces of
blue colouring material, another bone tube, a bronze
scraper, a bone pin, two other fragments of bone
pins, and two pieces of red colouring substance.
Three of these objects listed by Tsountas (the clay
bowl, the sea shell, and the second bone pin) find no
match with descriptions of objects in the inventory
of the museum in Athens. In the inventory in Athens
a second obsidian blade is listed as coming from this
tomb in addition to the objects specified by Tsoun-
tas.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), fig. 7, 113; Åberg (1933), 102,
no. 18.

338 (NAM 5122) PAN (fig. 66)
H 0.021; Diam base 0.223; Diam rim 0.206; 
L max 0.294
Medium, very dark brown fabric (2.5 YR 3/0) with
reddish-brown to light red core (2.5 YR 5/4-4/2).
Dark burnished surface. Incomplete, mended and
restored.
Flat base, extending rounded edge and flaring wall
with rounded rim; forked handle ending in two
knobs with circular section.
Decorated on the base with incised and impressed
motifs, consiting of a concentric band of double
Kerbschnitt along the outer edge; in the centre a
representation of a boat to the right with a fish 
above the bow and oblique short strokes below and
above the hull; the hull is also filled with oblique
strokes; the lower area towards the handle displays
an incised pubic triangle with zig-zag lines and short
strokes.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), fig. 21; Bossert (1960), fig. 8,
9; Coleman (1985), no. 19, pl. 35.

339 (NAM 5293) FOOTED BICONICAL JAR
(fig. 66)
H recon. 0.233; Diam base 0.084; Diam rim recon.
0.088; Diam max 0.184
Medium, reddish-brown to very dark greyish-brown
fabric (5 YR 4/4-3/1) with light reddish-brown core
(5 YR 6/4). Dark burnished surface with brush
marks and irregular colouring from brown-red to
dark black-brown. Incomplete, upper half restored.
Flaring foot with hollow base, biconical body; four
horizontal rectangular lugs set at the widest diameter.
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Decorated on the upper part of the body with white-
filled incised and impressed designs, consisting of
regularly spaced connected concentric circles and a
band of Kerbschnitt.

340 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) BOWL
No further details available.

341 (NAM 5123) STONE BOWL (fig. 66)
H 0.045-0.052; Diam base 0.044; Diam rim 0.123
White, fine marble. Intact.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with rounded rim;
four rectangular horizontal lugs set the the rim.
Height varies around the bowl and rim diameter is
not exactly circular. Faint traces of red pigment 
inside. 
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 277, no. G28, pl. 67b.

342 (NAM 5124) STONE BOWL (fig. 66)
H 0.036; Diam base 0.034; Diam rim 0.083
White marble. Intact.
Flat  base, straight spreading wall with flattened lip.
Traces of blue colouring substance on the inside
wall.

343 (NAM 5295) STONE PALETTE (fig. 66)
L 0.37; W 0.26.
Trapezoidal shape. No further details available.

344 (NAM 5296) STONE GRINDER (fig. 66)
H max 0.084; W 0.059-0.045
Greyish-white limestone or coarse marble. Intact.
Flat polished base with oval diamater, conical body
with rounded top.

345 (NAM 5126.1) METAL TWEEZERS (fig. 66)
L 0.079; W max 0.037-0.011; Th 0.0015
Copper-based alloy.
A strap of thin bronze with bent top and widening
tips. Intact.

346 (NAM 5126.2) METAL SCRAPER (fig. 66)
L 0.048; W 0.016-0.018
Copper-based alloy.
Thin rectangular sheet with concave upper end and
corroded lower part with widening edge; one rivet
near the top. Intact.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10,41.

347 (NAM 5125) BONE TUBE (fig. 66)
L pres. 0.059; Diam 0.018-0.015
Circular tube of thin hollowed bone, incomplete; two
holes on opposite sides near the top.
Decorated on the exterior surface with geometric
incised motifs, consisting of bands of cross-
hatchings and lozenges between parallel lines. Traces
of blue colouring substance inside.

348 (NAM 5128) BONE TUBE (fig. 66)
L 0.052; Diam 0.012; Diam inside 0.005
Hollow tube with thick wall decorated on the 
exterior with concentric bands of incised motifs, 
consisting of parallel lines.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10,5; Montelius (1924), 
fig. 327; Schachermeyr (1955), fig. 53,4; 
Müller-Karpe (1974), pl. 357,30.

349 (NAM 5294) BONE PIN (fig. 66)
L 0.10; Diam 0.002-0.005; W bird 0.012
Long thin pin with circular section narrowing 
towards a pointed tip; the head mounted with carved
bird. Complete, mended from several fragments.
Publ. Thimme (1976), fig. 97.

350 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) BONE PIN
“Two fragments” (Tsountas 1899, 113). 
No further details available.

351 (NAM 5127) OBSIDIAN BLADE (fig. 66)
L pres. 0.056; W max 0.018
Fragment of a blade with triangular or prismatic
section, wide dorsal ridge. Lower end missing.

352 (NAM 11886) OBSIDIAN BLADE (fig. 66)
L 0.05
Triangular section with parallel narrowing sides,
small dorsal ridge.

353 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) SHELL
Probably a scallop (Pecten jacobeus L.). 
No further details available.

354 (NAM 5129) RED PIGMENT
L 0.02 and 0.016
Two lumps of red colouring substance. 
No further details available.

TOMB 358

355 (NAM 11819.1) BONE TUBE (fig. 66)
L 0.093; Diam 0.021
White brittle bone. Complete.
Circular section, filled with soil; surface too much
encrusted to identify decorations. 

 
356 (NAM 11819.2) BONE TUBE (fig. 66)
L 0.104; Diam 0.018
White bone, Complete.
Curved bone with circular section, one ending with
cut-way tip. Undecorated.

TOMB 359

This tomb is described by Tsountas in his published
report. It has a rectangular ground plan. The finds
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were discovered at two locations. In the right front
corner were an incised jar and a marble bowl. In the
right back corner a bone tube, fragments of a bone
pin with bird head, a sea shell, and a bronze scraper
were found together.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), 113; Åberg (1933), 102, 
no. 19.

357 (NAM 5130) FOOTED BICONICAL JAR
(fig. 67)
H 0.200-0.203; Diam rim (restored) 0.072; Diam max
0.135; Diam base 0.074
Medium, very dark grey to reddish-brown fabric (10
YR 3/1-5 YR 5/4) with grey core (10 YR 6/1). Dark
burnished surface. Incomplete, mended and restored.
Hollow flaring foot, low stem, biconical body with
outcurving rim and flattened lip bevelled outwards.
Four horizontal rectangular lugs placed at the widest
diameter of the body.
Decorated on the exterior upper part of the body
with incised white-filled geometric motifs in 
geometric patterns. Arrangements of Kerbschnitt
and connected concentric circles.
Publ. Kahstedt (1913), pl. 7,2; Zervos (1957), pl. 216.

358 (NAM 5297) STONE BOWL (fig. 67)
H 0.052; Diam rim 0.11; Diam base 0.037
White marble. Intact, rim chipped.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with rounded lip.
Four horizontal lugs placed off the rim at opposite
sides. 
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 276-77, no. G21.

359 (NAM 5131) METAL SCRAPER (fig. 67)
L 0.053; W 0.018-0.02; Th 0.0008
Copper-based alloy.
Rectangular blade with parallel sides and straight top.
Bone handle preserved, circular section.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10,33; Montelius (1924),
fig. 332; Åberg (1933), fig. 186; Branigan (1974), 
pl. 16, 1369.

360 (NAM 5132) BONE PIN (fig. 67)
L 0.061; Diam 0.004; L bird 0/012
Thin pin with circular section, and a small bird on
the head. Mended.
Publ. Thimme (1976), fig. 97 middle.

361 (NAM 11820) BONE TUBE (fig. 67)
L 0.105; Diam 0.019
Hollow round tube with lower pointed end. Straight
cut top with two opposite holes. Traces of blue and
black pigment inside. Mended, large part of pointed
tip missing.

362 (NAM 5298) SHELL (fig. 67)
W min 0.052, W max 0.12; L 0.101

Both valves of a scallop (Pecten jacobaeus L.).

TOMB 361

The tomb is described by Tsountas in his published
report. It has a irregular circular ground plan. The
finds were distributed over three locations inside the
tomb. On the right side of the entrance were a deep
spouted bowl and two conical cups with leaf 
impressions at the base. On the left side of the 
entrance lay two bronze pins and a bone tube. In the
centre of the tomb was an obsidian blade. Many frag-
ments of red and brown pottery lay strewn on the
floor.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), 113.

363 (NAM 5133) SAUCEBOAT (fig. 67)
H max 0.165; H min 0.11; Diam rim 0.117; Diam
max 0.141; Diam base 0.07
Medium-coarse with large white calcareous inclusi-
ons, reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 5/4) with dark grey
core (5 YR 4/1), smoothed surface. Intact, restored
at the rim and spout.
Flat base, globular body, inturning rim, rounded lip.
One horizontal lug at the shoulder; beaked spout.
Undecorated.

364 (NAM 5299) CONICAL CUP (fig. 67)
H 0.058; Diam rim 0.082; Diam base 0.039
Medium-coarse with large inclusions, red to dark
brown fabric and similar core (2.5 YR 4/6-7.5 YR
4/2). Traces of black burnishing inside. Incomplete,
mended and rim partly restored.
Flat base, rounded edge towards flaring wall, upright
rim with rounded lip thickening at the outside. 
Leaf impression at the base.

365 (NAM 5300) CONICAL CUP (fig. 67)
H 0.05; Diam rim 0.082; Diam base 0.04
Medium-coarse with large white calcareous inclusi-
ons, red to brown fabrice and similar core (2.5 YR
5/6-7.5 YR 5/4). Intact, rim partly restored.
Flat base, upright edge towards spreading wall, con-
vex shoulder, upright rim with rounded lip. 
Leaf impression at the base.

366 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) SHERDS OF 
POTTERY
Unknown type, no further details available.

367 (NAM 5134) METAL PIN (fig. 67)
L 0.103; Th 0.001-0.003; W head 0.0065
Copper-based alloy.
Pin with round section narrowing towards a sharp
point. Below the head two concentric depressions.
Head formed by a square-based pyramid with 
rounded edges. Small chips off the pin.
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Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10,19; Montelius (1924),
fig. 319; Zervos 91957) pl. 260 second from below;
Higgins (1961), pl. 5,e; Higgins (1967), pl. 69 right;
Sapouna-Sakellaraki (1973), pl. 26 top row first item;
Branigan (1974), no. 1874, pl. 19;Müller-Karpe
(1974), pl. 357,12; Thimme (1976), fig. 95, first on
the right; Papathanasopoulos (1981), pl. 62,2.

368 (NAM 11800) METAL PIN (fig. 67)
“Knot-headed” (Tsountas 1899, 113). 
Copper-based alloy.
Eighteen fragments. No further details available.

369 (NAM 11826) BONE TUBE (fig. 67)
L pres. 0.035; Diam 0.011
Fragment of hollow round tube, partly mended from
three parts and many loose small fragments. 
Incomplete.
Decorated with incised parallel concentric lines on
the exterior.

370 (NAM 11823) OBSIDIAN BLADE (fig. 67)
L 0.057; W 0.012; Th 0.003
Prismatic blade with pointed dorsal ridge creating
two cutting edges along the longer sides. Raised top;
tip broken off. Covered with heavy encrustation.

TOMB 363

371 (Syros 534) BOWL (fig. 68)
H 0.032; Diam rim 0.115
Medium-coarse with large mica inclusions, light
reddish-brown fabric and similar core (5 YR 6/4).
Brush marks inside. Intact, rim chipped.
Rounded base, hemispherical body, short upright rim
with rounded lip. Undecorated.

TOMB 364

372 (NAM 5135) PAN (fig. 68)
H 0.026; Diam rim 0.261; Diam base 0.271
Medium, reddish-brown to dark reddish-brown fa-
bric (2.5 YR 4/4-5/4), with light grey core 
(5 YR 6/4). Dark burnished surface. Incomplete,
mended and restored, handle missing.
Flat base, rounded edge, outcurving wall with
rounded lip. 
Decorated on the exterior base with incised and
impressed white-filled geometric motifs in various
bands of lines and Kerbschitt. In the central area two
boats are depicted with high prows and fishes; the
boats are surrounded by regularly placed concentric
circles connected with double parallel lines filled with
oblique lines. A band along the border consists of
short oblique lines between concentric lines and a
band of double Kerbschnitt.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), figs. 17-18; Zervos (1957), 

fig. 219; Bossert (1960), fig. 8,18; Müller-Karpe
(1974), pl. 362,6; Coleman (1985), no. 27, pl. 35.

373 (NAM 11849) METAL PIN (fig. 68)
L 0.149; Th 0.0018
Copper-based alloy.
Thin pin with round section; bent over and both
ends pointed. Complete, corroded.

TOMB 366

374 (NAM 5136) STONE BOWL 
H 0.045; Diam rim 0.10
White marble. Four horizontal lugs at the rim. No
further details available.

TOMB 369

This tomb is not described by Tsountas. Part of the
inventory is listed in Åberg. He mentions among the
finds a footed biconical jar and two marble bowls.
The inventory of the museum in Athens lists some
additional objects from this tomb.
Publ. Åberg (1933), 103, no. 20.

375 (NAM 5137) FOOTED BICONICAL JAR
(fig. 68)
H 0.168; Diam base (restored)  0.065; Diam rim
0.062; Diam max 0.122
Medium, reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 5/4) with red-
yellow core (5 YR 6/6). Slipped surface with root
imprints on the exterior. Half of the body and flaring
hollow foot restored, mended.
Biconical body, outcurving rim with flattened lip,
pointed outwards. Inside base concave.
Decorated on the exterior with white-filled incised
and impressed motifs in horizontal bands. Below the
rim incised chevrons between incised lines, followed
by two rows of impressed interconnected concentric
circles, an incised line and a band of Kerbschnitt.
Publ. Kahrstedt (1913), pl. 7,3.

376 (NAM 5138) BOWL (fig. 68)
H 04.06-0.055; Diam base 0.052; Diam rim 0.154
Medium, dark brown fabric (too worn to take 
Munsell colour code) with yellow-red core (5 YR
5/6). Traces of dark burnishing on the surface. Very
worn, complete.
Flat base, spreading straight wall, straight rim with
outwards pointed lip. Four rectangular lugs placed
horizontally at right angles at the rim. 
Small incised lines on the bottom of the lugs.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 9,12; Montelius (1924), 
pl. 90,10.

377 (NAM 5301) STONE BOWL (fig. 68)
H 0.026; Diam rim 0.074; Diam base 0.026
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White marble. Intact.
Flat base, straight spreading wall, rounded lip, Four
horizontal rectangular lugs off the rim set at opposite
sides. Faint traces of blue pigment inside.
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 275, no. G1, pl. 64c.

378 (NAM 5302) STONE BOWL (fig. 68)
H 0.026; Diam rim 0.075; Diam base 0.027
White marble. Intact.
Flat base, straight spreading wall, rounded lip. Four
horizontal rectangular lugs set at opposite sides off
the rim. Traces of blue pigment inside.
Publ. Sapouna-Sakellarakis (1973), fig. 22 top left;
Getz-Gentle (1996), 275, no. G2, pl. VIIc, 64d.

379 (NAM 5303.1) SHELL (fig. 68)
Complete example of a scallop (Pecten jacobaeus L.).
No further details available.
Publ. Sapouna-Sakellaraki (1973), pl. 25 top.

380 (NAM 5303.2) SHELL
Complete example of a scallop (Pecten jacobaeus L.).
No further details available.

381 (NAM 5303.3) SHELL
Complete example of a scallop (Pecten jacobaeus L.).
No further details available.

TOMB 370

The contents of this tomb were transferred from the
museum in Athens to Syros in 1971. Not all objects
registered in the Syros inventory included the tomb
number. One marble bowl in Syros with no tomb
number closely fits the description given in the 
inventory in Athens, and furthermore preceeds the
other marble bowl from this tomb which does have
its tomb number recorded. The identification of the
shell is less certain, but it may have been either this
one or another one quite similar. The metal pin
(inv.no. Syros 807) is clearly not of prehistoric date.
It is registered in the inventory of the museum in
Syros as belonging to this tomb. However, 
considering the fact that it is of a much later date, it
seems unlikely it originally belonged to this tomb
group.

382 (prob. Syros 391) STONE BOWL (fig. 69)
H 0.036; Diam rim 0.082; Diam base 0.027
White marble with yellow veins. Intact.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with rounded rim.
Four horizontal rectangular lugs with pointed edges
set at the rim at opposite sides.

383 (Syros 392) STONE BOWL (fig. 69)
H 0.042; Diam rim 0.091; Diam base 0.03
White marble. Intact.

Flat base, straight spreading wall, rounded lip. Four
horizontal rectangular lugs placed at opposite sides
off the rim.

384 (Syros 673) METAL SCRAPER (fig. 69)
L 0.058; W 0.015; Th 0.00075
Copper-based alloy.
Flat thin rectangular blade with concave top, 
irregular sides and lower end; three rivets through
the surface at the top.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10,34; Montelius (1924),
fig. 328; Branigan (1974), pl. 16, no. 1372.

385 (prob. Syros 819) SHELL (fig. 69)
Both valves of a scallop (Pecten jacobaeus L.).

TOMB 371

The tomb is described by Tsountas in his published
report. It has a circular ground plan. Inside a dark
brown jug, a painted bowl (or cup), an obsidian 
blade, and two sea shells were found. The inventory
of the museum in Athens lists only two objects
which can be attributed to this tomb group.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), 113.

386 (NAM 5141) FOOTED CUP (fig. 69)
H 0.071-0.074; Diam rim 0.102; Diam base 0.044
Fine, light brown-yellow fabric (7.5 YR 7/4) with
grey core (7.5 YR 5/0). Smoothed surface with traces
of brush marks. Intact with few parts of the rim
missing.
Hollow base, flaring spreading foot, low cylindrical
stem, outcurving thin wall, spreading straight rim
with thin pointed lip.
Decorated on the exterior and interior rim with black
painted geometric motifs; four parallel horizontal
lines with oblique strokes in between on the outside,
and a solid horizontal line below the rim on the insi-
de.
Publ. Zervos (1957), pl. 189, right.

387 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) JUG
Probably dark brown burnished. No further details
available.

388 (NAM 5142) OBSIDIAN BLADE
(fig. 11)
L 0.065; W 0.013-0.009; Th 0.003
Parallel sided blade with prismatic section and 
narrow dorsal ridge. Intact.

389 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) SHELL
A limpet (Patella, unknown species). No further 
details available.
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390 (NAM, unknown inv. no.) SHELL
No further details avaialable.

TOMB 372

The tomb was not described by Tsountas in his pu-
blished report. Some of the finds from this tomb are
mentioned by Åberg. He lists a one-handled cup, a
spouted pyxis, and two bronze pins. One of the pins
was made of silver, however, not bronze.
Publ. Åberg (1933), 103, no. 21.

391 (NAM 5143) BOWL (fig. 69)
H 0.043; Diam rim 0.124; Diam base 0.048
Medium-fine, reddish fabric with lustrous slip (10 R
4/6) and red core (10 R 5/6). Intact, with few chips
at the rim.
Low ring-foot with convex base, flaring outcurving
wall, spreading rim with rounded pointed lip. Two
solid oblique semi-circular pierced lugs at middle of
the body, pointing downwards. Undecorated.
Publ. Zervos (1957), pl. 188.

392 (NAM 5146) SPOUTED SPHERICAL JAR
(fig. 69)
H 0.107; Diam rim 0.069; Diam max 0.136; Diam
base 0.047
Medium, light brown fabric, with dark brown-black
burnished lustrous surface (no Munsell codes 
available). Intact, chipped rim.
Flat base, hemispherical body with upright collar-
shaped rim and rounded lip. Two small semicircular
horizontal handles set at the widest diameter of the
body. Spout from the shoulder upwards  with oval
mouth.
Decorated on the exterior lower half of the body
with groups of horizontal plastic concentric bands
and groups of incised lines radiating straight down
from the lowest horizontal plastic band.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 9,14; Montelius (1924), 
pl. 90,5; Åberg (1933), fig. 167; Hekman (1990), 
fig. 3.

393 (NAM 5306) ONE-HANDLED TANKARD
(fig. 69)
H 0.115; Diam rim 0.093; Diam base 0.047
Medium, reddish-yellow fabric (5 YR 6/6) with same
core. Smoothed and slipped surface. Traces of very
dark brown to black burnishing (7.5 YR 3/0). Intact,
handle mended.
Flat base, globular lower body, high convex wide
spreading neck and rim with pointed lip. One handle
with round section from the shoulder to the neck
below the rim in a wide arch. Undecorated.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 9,7; Åberg (1933), fig. 172.

394 (NAM 5144) METAL PIN (fig. 69)
L 0.05; Th 0.0015-0.002; Diam head 0.005
Silver. Incomplete, mended from three pieces. Cor-
roded and crackling surface.
Thin pin with round section, lower end missing.
Globular head. 
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10,11; Montelius (1924),
fig. 316; Sapouna-Sakellaraki (1973), pl. 26; Branigan
(1974), no. 1706, pl. 18; Müller-Karpe (1974), 
pl. 357,18; Papathanasopoulos (1981), pl. 62,4; 
Pernicka & Wagner (1985), 203, Table 1-2.

395 (NAM 5145) METAL PIN (fig. 69)
L 0.115; Th 0.0015; W head 0.008; H head 0.015
Copper-based alloy.
Thin pin with round section, head of bent wire for-
ming a complicated knot. Heavy corrosion.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10,21; Montelius (1924),
fig. 321; Åberg (1933), fig. 184; Schachermeyr (1955),
fig. 53,10; Branigan (1974), no. 1622, pl. 18; 
Müller-Karpe (1974), pl. 357,5; Thimme (1976), fig.
95 third from tight; Papathanasopoulos (1981), 
pl. 62,1.

TOMB 374

The tomb is described by Tsountas in his published
report. Its ground plan is circular. The finds were
distributed in two locations. On the right side of the
entrance was an undecorated jar. On the left side of
the entrance were three stone bowls, one of 
greenstone with a spout, and further a stone 
spherical pyxis with lid, a marble cup, a small bowl
on a ring foot, a small broken vase, and a painted jug.
Most of the objects could be identified among the
entries in the inventory of the museum in Athens,
except the undecorated jar (possibly a footed colla-
red jar), the bowl on a ring foot, and the small bro-
ken vase (possibly a conical cup). In addition to the
finds mentioned in the report by Tsountas, the in-
ventory in Athens also lists a bone tube as 
belonging to this tomb group. 
Publ. Tsountas (1899), 114; Åberg (1933), 103, 
no. 22.

396 (NAM 5147) JUG (fig. 70)
H 0.154; Diam base 0.053; Diam rim 0.034; Diam
max 0.126
Fine-medium, light brown yellowish surface (10 YR
8/4) with light brown-red core (7.5 YR 7/4). Yellow-
white slip with painted decoration in black, largely
faded (5 YR 3/1-6/6). Surface partly worn, top of
beak broken off. Complete.
Flat base, globular body, cylindrical neck tapering
upwards and ending in outcurving rim with rounded
lip, one end pointed upwards creating an oval mouth.
Vertical handle with round section from shoulder to
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neck below the rim.
Decorated on the exterior and interior with painted
geometric motifs in horizontal bands. On the upper
half of the body a band of hatched triangles between
solid horizontal lines; along the middle of the neck is
a solid line and along the lip a solid concentric line
and a wavy line. Along the inside of the mouth is a
solid line and a wavy line. Over the outside of the
handle are three vertical parallel lines ending above
and below near attachments in short horizontal lines
with a solid dot at either end.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 8,10; Kavvadias (1914), 
fig. 523; Fimmen (1921), fig. 129; Montelius (1924),
pl. 91,2; Tsountas (1928), fig. 18; Bossert (1937), 
fig. 440, b; Zervos (1957), pl. 232; Ekschmitt (1986),
pl. 6 below right.

397 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) JAR
“Undecorated” (Tsountas 1899, 114). No further
details available.

398 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) BOWL or SAUCER
“On a ring foot” (Tsountas 1899, 114). 
No further detail available.

399 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) VESSEL
“small size, broken” (Tsountas 1899, 114). No 
further details available.

400 (NAM 5148) STONE SPHERICAL JAR WITH
LID (fig. 70)
H 0.065; Diam base 0.025; Diam rim 0.066; Diam
max 0.102; H lid 0.012; Diam lid top 0.062; Diam lid
below 0.045
White marble. Intact.
Flat base, outcurving and incurving wall, collar-like
rim, rounded lip; two pairs of horizontal lugs set at
the widest diameter.
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 282-83, no. I24, 
pl. 70c.

401 (NAM 5149) STONE SPOUTED BOWL
(fig. 70)
H 0.043; Diam rim 0.10; L max 0.125
Blue-green stone (granite). Intact.
Rounded base, outcurving flaring thick wall, pointed
lip; spout extending horizontally off the rim.

402 (NAM 5150) STONE BOWL (fig. 70)
H 0.075; Diam rim 0.192; Diam base 0.082
White marble. Intact.
Flat base, straight spreading wall, flattened rim.
Groove inside below the rim. One rectangular 
horizontal lug below the rim.
Publ. Hekman (1990), fig. 3.

403 (NAM 5307) STONE BOWL (fig. 70)
H 0.045; Diam rim 0.136
Green-blue stone. Complete, mended, chipped rim.
Flattened base, spreading wall with rounded lip.
Groove inside below the rim. Four ancient repair
holes at either side of old break.
Publ. Hekman (1990), fig. 4.

404 (NAM 5308) STONE FOOTED BOWL
(fig. 70)
H 0.064-0.07; Diam rim 0.112; Diam base 0.042
White marble. Incomplete, mended and restored;
encrustation on many parts of the exterior surface.
Solid flaring foot with flat base, low stem with 
horizontally extending base of bowl, sharp edge to
flaring wall, outcurving rim with rounded lip. 
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 193, no. L27.

405 (NAM 11844) BONE TUBE (fig. 70)
L 0.058; Diam 0.022
White brittle bone.
Hollow round piece of bone with straight cut ends.
Undecorated.

TOMB 375

406 (NAM 5151) GOBLET (fig. 70)
H 0.114; Diam rim 0.135; Diam base 0.059
Medium, light reddish-yellow fabric (5 YR 7/4) with
dark grey core (5 YR 4/1). Dark brown to black
burnished surface (5 YR 2.5/1).
Hollow base, flaring foot, short cylindrical stem,
horizontally extending base of bowl, flaring 
spreading wall, rounded lip; flat base inside the bowl.
Undecorated.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 9,13; Montelius (1924), 
pl. 90,11; Zervos (1957), pl. 189.

TOMB 376

407 (NAM 5152) SPHERICAL JAR (fig. 70)
H 0.075; Diam base 0.023; Diam rim recon. 0.058;
Diam max 0.109
Medium, reddish-yellow fabric (5 YR 6/8) with grey
core (5 YR 5/1). Dark brown lustrous burnished
surface (5 YR 3/1). Incomplete, lid and part of the
wall missing; very worn surface.
Shallow depression at the base, spreading wall, 
incurving shoulder, straight spreading collar-like rim
with rounded lip. Three oblique semi-circular lugs at
the widest diameter.
Decorated on the shoulder with incised motifs 
consisting of a double Kerbschnitt, parallel lines and
a band impressed spirals connected with incised
strokes.
Publ. Kahrstedt (1913), pl. 8,2; Bossert (1960), 
fig. 3,7 1.
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TOMB 377

408 (NAM 5153) PAN (fig. 70)
H 0.049; Diam rim 0.255; Diam base 0.225
Medium-coarse with mica/quartz inclusions, light
reddish-brown, in many gradations, fabric and red
brown core (5 YR 6/3). Burnished surface. Intact,
one part of rim restored, inside very worn.
Convex base, rounded edge towards flaring wall with
rounded lip. Inside convex. Forked prong-like handle
ending in two knobs with round section.
Decorated on the exterior base with incised and
impressed white-filled geometric motifs. Along the
outside concentric patterns of large deeply pressed
Kerbschnitt, surrounded by a concentric line. Inside
is a band of inwardly pointing triangles filled with
Kerbschnitt and in the centre are two circles of
Kerbschnitt. On the lower surface of the handle is a
circle of Kerbschnitt with double row towards the
end.
Publ. Zschietzschmann (1935), fig. 9; Bossert (1937),
fig. 434; Mellink (1956), pl. 4, fig. 4; Zervos (1957),
pl. 209; Sapouna-Sakellaraki (1973), pl. 49 below
right; Coleman (1985), no. 4, pl. 33.

409 (NAM 11837) BONE TUBE (fig. 70)
L largest piece 0.047; Diam 0.017
Six fragments of hollow round tube. Incomplete.

TOMB 378

410 (NAM 5002) STONE FOOTED BOWL
(fig. 70)
H 0.054; Diam rim 0.108; Diam base 0.042
White marble. Intact.
Flaring solid foot with concave base, hemispherical
body, lip bevelled outwards.
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 288, no. K13.

TOMB 382

411 (NAM 5154) PAN (fig. 70)
H 0.017; Diam base 0.14; Diam rim 0.126; L max
0.189
Fine-medium, dark brown fabric (7.5 YR 3/2) with
dark grey core (7.5 YR 4/0). Burnished 
semi-lustrous surface. Incomplete, mended and res-
tored, part of the handle missing.
Flat base, extending rounded edge, flaring wall with
rounded rim, inside concave; forked handle ending in
two knobs with circular section.
Decorated on the base with incised and impressed
motifs, consisting of double Kerbschnitt along the
outer edge; central area filled with regularly spaced
impressed concentric circles conected with incised
strokes.
Publ. Coleman (1985), no. 11.

TOMB 384

412 (NAM 5155) FOOTED JAR (fig. 71)
H 0.106; Diam rim 0.049; Diam max 0.099; Diam
base 0.053
Medium, brown to very dark greyish-brown fabric
and core (10 YR 5/3-10 YR 3/2). Intact. Dark
brown burnished surface.
Hollow flaring foot, low stem, biconical body with
four horizontal rectangular lugs at widest diameter,
outcurving rim with flattened lip.
Decorated on the exterior surface with incised white-
filled geometric motifs consisting of bands of
Kerbschnitt, triangles and concentric circles.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 8,9; Kahrstedt (1913), 
pl. 8,4; Kavvadias (1914), fig. 522; Bossert (1937), 
fig. 437; Zervos (1957), pl. 202; Bossert (1960), 
fig. 8,2; Buchholz & Karageorgis (1971), pl. 850.

TOMB 386

413 (NAM 5156) SPHERICAL JAR (fig. 71)
H 0.093; Diam base 0.044; Diam rim 0.077; Diam
max 0.149; Diam lid top 0.077; Diam lid below
0.052; H lid 0.021
Medium, light reddish-yellow fabric (7.5 YR 8/6-
7/6) with light brown core (7.5 YR 6/4). Smoothed
and slipped surface all over with black (7.5 YR 3/0)
painted decoration. Few brush marks on the surface.
Intact.
Flat base, flaring spreading wall, incurving shoulder,
outflaring collar-like rim with pointed lip; two verti-
cal tubular lugs set at the widest diameter. Circular lid
with four holes in square arrangement.
Decorated on the upper half of the body, rim, lugs,
and on the lid with black painted motifs, consisting
of hatched triangles pointing downwards, a solid
horizontal line with semi-circles below. On the lid is
a cross of two parallel lines with dots and in the four
corners elongated circles with a dot.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 8,8; Montelius (1924), 
pl. 90,6; Åberg (1933), fig. 146; Schachermeyr (1955),
fig. 54; Zervos (1957), pl. 233; Sapouna-Sakellaraki
(1973), 12 below lift; Ekschmitt (1986), pl. 4 top left.

TOMB 387

414 (NAM 5157) SPHERICAL JAR (fig. 71)
H 0.075; Diam rim 0.058; Diam max 0.111; Diam
base 0.038
Fine-medium with black-speckled inclusions, brown
fabric (7.5 YR 5/4) with dark grey core (5 YR 4/1).
Dark burnished surface. Intact, weathered surface.
Small flat base, globular body, collar-like upright rim
with outflaring lip. Three horizontal rounded
crescent-shaped lugs placed the widest diameter of
the body. Undecorated.
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415 (NAM 5158) FOOTED BOWL (fig. 71)
H 0.101; Diam rim 0.141; Diam base 0.059
Medium with few large inclusions, light red-brown
fabric (7.5 YR 7/4) with greyish core (no Munsell
colour code obtainable). Incomplete, mended and
restored; worn surface.
Flaring hollow foot, low cylindrical stem, 
hemispherical body, upright rim ending in rounded
lip.
Decorated on the interior with painted geometric
motifs. From the rim downwards various interwoven
thick lines and chevrons.

416 (NAM 5309) BOWL (fig. 71)
H 0.048; Diam rim 0.118
Medium-coarse with large inclusions, reddish-yellow
fabric (10 YR 5/6-5 YR 6/6) with similar core.
Convex base, hemispherical body, straight rim en-
ding in rounded lip. Undecorated.

417 (NAM 5310) SPHERICAL JAR (fig. 71)
H 0.065; Diam rim 0.062; Diam base 0.042
Medium, yellowish-grey fabric and core (no Munsell
codes available). Smoothed surface covered with
greyish-brown slip. Intact, weathered surface, parts
of body chipped.
Small flat base, spherical slightly squat body, upright
collared rim with rounded lip. Undecorated.
Publ. Hekman (1990), fig. 3.

418 (NAM 5311) BOWL (fig. 71)
H 0.040; Diam rim 0.11
Medium, reddish-brown fabric (no Munsell codes
available). Smoothed surface. Intact.
Small circular depression at the base, hemispherical
body with flaring rim and rounded lip.  Undecorated.
Publ. Hekman (1990), fig. 2.

419 (NAM 5312) BOWL (fig. 71)
H 0.040; Diam rim 0.114
Medium-coarse, reddish fabric (no Munsell codes
available). Intact, rim chipped, weathered surface
with encrustation.
Round base, hemispherical body with outturning rim
and pointed lip. Undecorated.
Publ. Hekman (1990), fig. 2.

TOMB 389

420 (NAM 5159) SAUCEBOAT (fig. 71)
H 0.098-0.132; Diam bas 0.06; Diam rim 0.124; 
Diam max 0.189
Fine, light reddish-yellow fabric (5 YR 7/4) with
darker core (5 YR 6/4). White slipped all over (5 YR
8/2) applied with brush. Intact, one fragment of the
wall restored; very thin wall.
Hollow ring base, flaring foot, spreading outcurving

wall, upright inturned rim with pointed thin lip;
spout extending from shoulder high above the rim;
vertical lugs with rectangular section on opposite side
from rim down. Undecorated.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 9,8; Montelius (1924), 
pl. 90,9; Zervos (1957), pl. 190.

TOMB 394

The spherical jar from this tomb was unfortunately
not available for study.

421 (NAM 5160) SPHERICAL JAR
No further details available.

422 (NAM 11845) BONE TUBE (fig. 71)
L pres. 0.083; Diam 0.019-0.021
Brittle yellowish-brown to white bone. Incomplete.
Fragment of hollowed bone with straight side.
Undecorated.

TOMB 396

423 (NAM 5313) SAUCER (fig. 72)
H 0.035-0.04; Diam base 0.023; Diam rim 0.097
Medium, red fabric (2.5 YR 5/6) with red core (5 YR
5/6). Smoothed surface with reddish slip, some 
places with black patches from firing. Intact.
Low concave ring base, wide spreading wall, upright
rim with rounded lip and edge along the inside of the
rim.
Circular markings on the inside; body slightly 
off-centre. Undecorated.

424 (NAM 5314) BOWL (fig. 72)
H 0.055; Diam base 0.012; Diam rim 0.115
Medium-coarse, red-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/4) with
greyish core (no Munsell colour code obtainable).
Smoothed with sharp object leaving irregular marks
on the exterior surface. Intact.
Small circular depression on the base, hemispherical
body, spreading rim with rounded lip. Undecorated.

425 (NAM 5315) PAN (fig. 72)
H pres. 0.04; Diam rim ca. 0.02; Diam base ca. 0.022
Medium, light brown to dark grey-brown fabric (10
YR 6/3-4/2) with dark grey core (10 YR 4/1). Dark
burnished surface. Irregularly fired with black 
patches. Fragment of pan without handle and circa
one third of body missing. Mended.
Convex base, extending rounded edge to flaring wall.
Decorated on the exterior base with white-filled
incised and impressed motifs. Along the side a con-
centric zone of Kerbschnitt. The area within is filled
with impressed interconnected concentric spirals.
Near the missing handle a horizontal incised line
with Kerbschnitt bordering a probably separate 
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decoration near the handle.
Publ. Bossert (1960), fig. 7,11; Coleman (1985), 
no. 23, pl. 34.

426 (NAM 5161) STONE CUP (fig. 72)
H 0.047; Diam rim 0.085; Diam base 0.049
White fine-grained marble. Intact.
Flat base, sharp edge to flaring wall with spreading
rim ending in rounded lip.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), fig. 23; Kavvadias (1914), 
fig. 529; Zervos 91957), pl. 12; Getz-Gentle (1996,
278, no. H2, pl. 70b.

427 (NAM 5162) STONE BOWL (fig. 72)
H 0.031; Diam rim 0.105
White, fine marble. Intact, two rim fragments 
mended.
Rounded base, spreading wall and rounded rim; four
small rectangular lugs set below the rim at opposite
sides; groove along the inside rim.

428 (NAM 5163) STONE BOWL (fig. 72)
H 0.033-0.036; Diam rim 0.136
White marble. Intact.
Flattened convex base, spreading convex wall, 
spreading rim with rounded lip.
Groove along the inside of the rim.

TOMB 398

The tomb and its contents were not described by
Tsountas. Åberg only mentions a pan with 
impressed and incised decoration from this tomb.
The other two objects are listed in the inventory of
the museum in Athens. The stone stopper or plug
and the bone tube are treated here as separate items.
The stone plug or stopper does not fit onto the bone
tube, and probably belonged to another bone tube
which was not preserved or included in this tomb.
Tsountas may have counted them as one, which
would explain why in the numerical summary in his
published report he mentions only three stone 
stoppers, whereas the various museum collections
together posses four of these items. 
Publ. Åberg (1933), 103, no. 23.

429 (NAM 5164) PAN (fig. 72)
H 0.032; Diam rim 0.207; Diam base 0.195; L with
handle 0.272
Medium, red-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/4) with very
dark grey core (10 YR 3/1). Dark red-brown 
burnished surface (2.5 YR 4/3). Intact, rim chipped,
inside very worn.
Flattened convex base, rounded edge to flaring wall
with rounded lip. Forked handle ending in two round
knobs with circular section.
Decorated on the exterior base with white-filled

incised and impressed motifs. Triangles, pointed
towards the centre, filled with Kerbschnitt along the
side. In the centre are two concentric circles with a
zone in between filled with Kerbschnitt. Near the
handle a large incised pubic triangle, at one side ac-
companied by Kerbschnitt.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 9,4; Kavvadias (1914), 
fig. 511; Åberg (1933), fig. 138; Zschietzschmann
(1935), fig. 6; Zervos (1957), fig. 211; 
Sapouna-Sakellaraki (1973), pl. 49 top left; 
Müller-Karpe (1974), pl. 362,3; Papathanasopoulos
(1981), pl. 94; Coleman (1985), no. 1; Ekschmitt
(1986), pl. 20.

430 (NAM 5165) STONE STOPPER 
(fig. 72)
H 0.014; Diam top 0.016; Diam base 0.012
Steatite. Intact.
Cylindrical plug with disc-like top extending on all
sides. Hole through the plug.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10,4; Müller-Karpe (1974),
pl. 357,23.

431 (NAM 11834) BONE TUBE (fig. 72)
L largest piece 0.028; Diam 0.017
Four fragments of hollow round tube with circular
section. Incomplete. 

TOMB 399

The inventory of the museum in Athens lists as the
contents of this tomb a marble bowl and two bone
tubes. They were transferred to the museum in Syros
in 1971. The marble bowl is recorded with its tomb
number. When I studied the bowl in the museum a
small marble pestle was found lying inside. It did not
carry any inventory number, but its association with
the marble bowl suggested that it also came from this
tomb. The two bone tubes are not recorded with the
tomb number, but they are probably the same ones
registered as nos. 816 and 830 in the Syros inventory.

432 (Syros 379.1) STONE BOWL (fig. 72)
H 0.04; Diam rim 0.014
White marble. Intact.
Convex base, flaring outcurving wall, rounded lip.
Groove along the inside below the rim.

433 (Syros 379.2) STONE PESTLE (fig. 72)
L 0.028; Diam max 0.012
White marble. Intact.
Concave body with convex top and bottom.

434 (prob. Syros 816) BONE TUBE (fig. 72)
L pres. 0.045; Diam top 0.018
Brittle white bone. Incomplete, lower end missing.
Hollow tube, diameter decreasing towards lower end.
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Two holes at the top at opposite sides.
Decorated with incised geometric motifs, consisting
of two concentric bands of parallel lines with her-
ringbone and cross-hatching in between.

435 (prob. Syros 830) BONE TUBE (fig. 72)
L 0.036; Diam top 0.018
Brittle white bone. Incomplete, very worn surface.
Hollow tube with straight cut top.
Traces of incised concentric decoration on the 
exterior. Few remains of blue pigment inside.

TOMB 403

436 (NAM 5168) SAUCER (fig. 72)
H 0.095-0.104; Diam base 0.069; Diam rim 0.169;
Diam max 0.179
Medium, yellowish-red to dark grey fabric (5 YR
5/6-4/1) with reddish-brown core (5 YR 5/4).
Smoothed surface with brush marks. Complete,
mended with a few parts of the rim missing. Upper
part of the wall covered with darker red slip. 
Hollow concave base, flaring spreading foot, 
outcurving wall, rounded lip. Inside circular 
depression at the base. Undecorated.

TOMB 404

437 (Syros 488) BOWL (fig. 72)
H 0.03; Diam rim 0.116
Medium, reddish fabric (2.5 YR 5/8) with very dark
grey core (5 YR 3/1). Intact.
Flat base, flaring outcurving wall, rounded lip.
Undecorated.

TOMB 407

438 (NAM 5169) FOOTED ONE-HANDLED
CUP (fig. 73)
H 0.148; Diam base 0.074; Diam rim 0.121; Diam
max 0.137
Fine-medium, light yellowish-brown fabric (5 YR
7/3) with light reddish-yellow core (5 YR 7/6). 
Lower part of the body slipped very dark grey (5 YR
3/1). Smoothed and slipped surface all over both
inside and outside. Incomplete, mended with two
fragments missing.
Hollow base, flaring foot, spreading outcurving wall,
incurving upper body , spreading rim with rounded
lip; one vertical strap band handle from the rim
down.
Decorated on the upper wall with dark painted lines
arranged in netted motif.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 8,4; Kavvadias (1914), 
fig. 519; Zervos (1957), pl. 126; Renfrew (1972), 
pl. 7,4; Müller-Karpe (1974), pl. 363,12.

TOMB 408

The tomb is described by Tsountas in his published
report. It has a rectangular ground plan. All the finds
were located at the right side in the tomb. Tsountas
lists as the objects in this tomb group a painted
pyxis, a pan, a broken dark brown jug, two marble
bowls, a small marble cup, an incised stone vessel, a
bronze pair of tweezers, a bronze scraper, a sea shell,
and an obsidian blade. Except for the pan, the 
broken jug  and the small marble cup, all the objects
can be identified among the entries in the inventory
of the museum in Athens. The inventory lists two
other objects to this tomb group in addition to the
objects mentioned by Tsountas: a bronze pin and a
second bronze pair of tweezers. The bronze pin is
included in the summary of the contents of this
tomb by Åberg.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), 113; Åberg (1933), 103, 
no. 24.

439 (NAM 5170) SPHERICAL JAR (fig. 73)
H 0.088-0.092; Diam rim 0.06; Diam max 0.123;
Diam base 0.048
Fine-medium, light brown fabric (10 YR 7/4) with
light brown core (10 YR 8/4). Dull yellowish slip
with dark brown to black painted decoration (10 YR
3/1). Intact; one pair of lugs damaged, body surface
partly worn on one side.
Flat, slightly concave, base, spreading lower body
and spherical upper body, incurving shoulder,
upright collar-rim with lip bevelled on the inside; two
pairs of vertical pierced tubular concave lugs placed
at the widest diameter at opposite sides. Circular lid
with convex top and straight sides, four holes
through the top.
Decorated on the upper body, lugs and top of the lid
with painted geometric motifs. Along the rim is a
solid line, both inside and outside; below this and
between the lugs a zone of superimposed chevrons
with a hatched triangle on each side. The area above
the lugs has a solid cross. The lugs have each three
vertical lines between horizontal short strokes with
dots at each end. The top of the lid has four groups
of superimposed chevrons meeting in the centre.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 8,7; Kavvadias (1914), 
fig. 518; Montelius (1924), pl. 90,2; Åberg (1933), 
fig. 147; Bossert (1937), fig. 440,a; Zervos (1957), 
pl. 237; Renfrew (1972), pl. 7,2.

440 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) PAN
No further details available.

441 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) JUG
“Dark brown clay, broken” (Tsountas 1899, 113).
No further details available.
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442 (NAM 5171) STONE FOOTED JAR (fig. 73)
H 0.05; Diam rim 0.033; Diam max 0.055; Diam base
0.023
Black-green steatite. 
Flaring foot with concave base, spherical body,
upright collar-rim with rounded lip bevelled on the
inside, two pairs of vertical pierced tubular lugs at
the widest diameter at opposite sides. Intact.
Decorated on the exterior upper body with white-
filled incised motifs, consisting of three horizontal
bands of hatched triangles separated by concentric
lines.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 8:2.

443 (NAM 5172) STONE BOWL (fig. 73)
H 0.054; Diam rim 0.124; Diam base 0.046
White marble. Intact.
Flat base, flaring wall, spreading rim with rounded
lip. Four rectangular lugs placed horizontally at right
angles at the rim. 
Encrustation of blue pigment inside.
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 277, no. G23.

444 (NAM 5173) STONE BOWL (fig. 73)
H 0.036; Diam rim 0.083; Diam base 0.018
White-grey marble. Intact.
Small flat base, convex wall, upright rim with
rounded lip. Four rectangular lugs placed 
horizontally at right angles at the rim.
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 275, no. G5.

445 (NAM 5174) STONE FOOTED BOWL
(fig. 73)
H 0.034; Diam rim 0.051; Diam base 0.023
White marble. Intact.
Solids flaring foot with flat base, low stem, 
horizontally widening to flaring wall, spreading rim
with rounded lip.
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 291, no. L1.

446 (NAM 5175.1) METAL TWEEZERS
H 0.073; W 0.038; Th 0.0015; W hands 0.014
Copper-based alloy.
Thin bent strap of copper with hands widening 
towards convex ends; rectangular section, rounded
top. Intact.

447 (NAM 5175.2) METAL SCRAPER 
(fig. 73)
L 0.031; W 0.015-0.013; Th 0.001; H rivet 0.005
Copper-based alloy.
Rectangular thin blade with concave sides and 
convex end. One vertical round rivet through the
middle near the top. Corroded, intact.

448 (NAM 5175.3) METAL PIN (fig. 73)
L 0.087; Th 0.003-0.002; W head 0.013; H head

0.012
Copper-based alloy.
Thin pin with round section. Head formed from
several pieces of bent wire creating a complicated
knot. Mended from several fragments.
Publ. Sakellariou-Papathanasopoulos (1964), 
pl. 18,a; Thimme (1976), fig. 95, second from the
right.

449 (NAM 5176) METAL TWEEZERS
No dimensions available.
Copper-based alloy.
Thin bent strap of bronze with rectangular section,
hands widening towards tips.

450 (NAM 5175.4) OBSIDIAN BLADE
L 0.073; W 0.01; H 0.003
Parallel blade with trapezoidal section and central
dorsal ridge converging to distal end. Proximal end
tilted upwards with triangular striking platform; 
convex lower point.

451 (NAM 12449) SHELL
Probably a scallop (Pecten jacobeus L.). 
No further details available.

TOMB 409

452 (Syros 539) SPHERICAL JAR (fig. 73)
H 0.076; Diam rim 0.06; Diam max 0.132; Diam base
0.03
Medium, dark greyish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 4/2)
with reddish-brown core (5 YR 5/4). Dark 
burnished surface. Intact.
Concave base, spherical body with outturned collar
rim and rounded lip. Two double vertical tubular
vertically pierced lugs placed at opposite sides at the
widest diameter of the body. Undecorated.

TOMB 410

453 (NAM 5178) BOWL (fig. 73)
H 0.094; Diam base 0.069; Diam rim 0.136; Diam
max 0.148
Medium-coarse, light brown fabric (7.5 YR 6/4-6/3)
with brown core (7.5 YR 5/4). Smoothed surface
with few traces of lighter slip. Complete, mended.
Flat base, outcurving-incurving wall, incurving rim
with rounded lip. Undecorated.

TOMB 411

454 (NAM 5179) FOOTED CUP (fig. 73)
H 0.071; Diam base 0.049; Diam rim 0.109
Medium with some large calcareous inclusions, light
yellow fabric (10 YR 7/4) with greyish-brown to
yellow core (no Munsell code obtainable). Slipped
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surface. Mended and damaged, with a hole in the
wall probably caused during excavation.
Hollow base, flaring foot, outcurving flaring wall,
spreading rim with rounded thin lip.
Decorated on the exterior and interior with red on
light; a solid line over the lip with curved lines both
inside and outside, and similarly on the base; inside
the bowl a solid dot at the base.
Publ. Zapheiropoulou (1988), 6 plate below.

TOMB 412

455 (NAM 5180) JAR (fig. 74)
H 0.071; Diam rim 0.019; Diam max 0.07-0.064;
Diam base 0.016
Medium-coarse, grey-brown fabric (10 YR 5/2) with
same core. Traces of lustrous dark grey-red 
burnished surface (5 YR 4/2). Crudely shaped. 
Intact.
Flat base, globular barrel-shaped body with oval
horizontal diameter, incurving shoulder to cylindrical
neck, outcurving rim with one side pointed upwards,
oval mouth. Three vertical semi-circular pierced lugs
above the widest diameter. Neck off-centre.
Undecorated.

456 (NAM 5181) FOOTED CUP (fig. 74)
H 0.084; Diam rim 0.106; Diam base 0.053
Fine-medium, light reddish-brown to orange fabric
(5 YR 6/6) with same core. Grey-brown slipped
surface (10 YR 6/2). Incomplete, mended and 
restored.
Hollow flaring foot, low stem, convex body, 
spreading rim with rounded lip. Undecorated.

457 (NAM 5182) GOBLET (fig. 74)
H 0.06; Diam rim 0.095; Diam base 0.043
Medium, light brown fabric (10 YR 6/3) with grey
core (2.5 YR 5/0). Traces of lustrous dark brown
burnishing (2.5 YR 2.5/0). Complete, mended.
Hollow flaring foot, low cylindrical stem, 
horizontally widened edge to flaring wall, outcurving
rim with rounded lip. Inside base of bowl flat.
Undecorated.

458 (NAM 5183) METAL SPATULA (fig. 74)
L 0.112; W 0.022-0.01; Th 0.0015; H head 0.007
Copper-based alloy. Intact, corroded.
Flat trapezoidal blade with convex end. Head formed
by narrowed top bent forwards creating a hole. 
Publ. Zervos (1957), pl. 260, below.

TOMB 414

459 (NAM 5184) STONE FOOTED SPOUTED
CUP (fig. 74)
H 0.095; Diam base 0.049; Diam rim 0.09

Blue-grey stone, horizontally veined (carefully 
selected stone with alternating horizontal veins of
different colours, darker towards the base and lighter
towards the rim). Complete, mended with part of the
spout missing.
Solid foot flaring towards concave base, cylindrical
short stem, convex hemispherical bowl with straight
inturning rim and flattened lip; three rectangular
horizontal lugs below the rim, spout extending
horizontally from the rim.
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 291, no. K37, 
pl. VIIIb.

TOMB 415

The tomb is described by Tsountas in his published
report. It is a small size tomb with an almost square
ground plan. The two finds were located on the left
side in the tomb.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), 113.

460 (NAM 5185) SPHERICAL JAR (fig. 74)
H 0.078; Diam rim 0.055; Diam max 0.115; Diam
base 0.028
Medium, dark reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 4/4-
3/0) with red-brown core (2.5 YR 4/4). Light
yellow-brown slipped surface. Intact, worn surface.
Depressed shallow convex base, lentoid squat
spherical body, upright collar-rim with rounded lip;
two pairs of vertical tubular pierced lugs at widest
diameter at opposite sides. Undecorated.

461 (NAM 5186) STONE FIGURINE
(fig. 74)
H 0.051; W head 0.013; W body 0.035; 
Th 0.0105
White marble. Intact, encrustation on the back.
Schematic figurine, short flat neck with concave sides
and edge at top. Semicircular body.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), fig. 30; Kavvadias (1914), 
fig. 526; Renfrew (1969), no. VI.2.

TOMB 416

The bowl from this tomb was transferred in 1901
from the museum in Athens to Syros. It could be
identified among the objects that arrived in the 
museum in Syros in that year on the basis of the
description in the inventory of the museum in
Athens. The only object to fit the description was the
bowl with the inventory no. 176 in the museum in
Syros.

462 (prob. Syros 176) BOWL (fig. 74)
H 0.034; Diam rim 0.089; Diam base 0.042
Medium, dark brown to dark grey fabric (5 YR 5/6-
4/1) with same core. Some areas fired black; 
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burnished surface. Intact.
Concave base with sharp edge towards flaring wall,
rounded lip. Inside convex. Undecorated.

TOMB 417

The tomb is not described by Tsountas. Åberg men-
tions three objects from this tomb: a footed collared
jar, a marble bowl and a bone tube. In addition the
bronze scraper is listed in the inventory of the 
museum in Athens as belonging to this tomb group.
Publ. Åberg (1933), 103, no. 25.

463 (NAM 5188) FOOTED BICONICAL JAR
(fig. 74)
H 0.189; Diam rim 0.088; Diam max 0.134; Diam
base 0.082
Medium, grey to red-brown fabric (5 YR 6/6-10 YR
5/2) with red-yellow core (5 YR 6/6). Dark grey-
brown burnished surface (10 YR 3/1). Very worn
surface. Complete, foot mended.
Hollow flaring foot, biconical body, outcurving rim
with flattened lip. Four rectangular horizontal lugs at
the widest diameter at opposite sides. 
Decorated on the exterior with white-filled incised
and impressed motifs in horizontal zones. On the
body two zones of double Kerbschnitt between lines
surrounding a zone of two rows of impressed 
connected concentric circles.
Crudely executed shape and decorations, irregularly
placed, incised and impressed motifs.
Publ. Zervos (1957), pl. 201; Bossert (1960), fig. 8,6;
Müller-Karpe (1974), pl. 362,14.

464 (NAM 5189) STONE BOWL (fig. 74)
H 0.048; Diam rim 0.12; Diam base 0.052
White marble with blue-grey horizontal veins near
the top. Intact.
Flat base, convex wall, spreading rim with flattened
lip and sharp edge along the inside. Four rectangular
horizontal lugs at the rim.
Carefully executed. Stone probably especially chosen
for the effect of creating a white marble bowl with
dark-blue rim.
Publ.Getz-Gentle (1996),  277, no. G25.

465 (NAM 11848) METAL SCRAPER 
(fig. 74)
L 0.035; W 0.013; Th 0.0015; L rivet 0.008
Copper-based alloy.
Flat thin blade with rounded corners; one rivet at the
middle near the top. Corroded surface.

466 (NAM 5190) BONE TUBE (fig. 74)
L pres. 0.102; Diam 0.015
Hollow tube with circular section, widening towards
the straight cut top, with two opposite holes; pointed

lower tip with oval mouth. Large remains of solid
blue pigment inside. 
Decorated with incised motifs in three concentric
bands, consisting of hatched oblique lines between
parallel lines.
Publ. Zervos (1957), pl. 262, below.

TOMB 418

467 (NAM 5191) SAUCEBOAT (fig. 75)
H 0.138; Diam  base 0.06; H max 0.247
Medium, reddish-yellow to reddish-grey fabric (5 YR
6/6-5/2) with grey core (5 YR 5/1). Smoothed 
surface covered with white slip (5 YR 8/1), mostly
worn off; irregularly fired with several dark patches
(5 YR 5/1) on one side. Complete, mended, tips of
spout restored.
Hollow base, low flaring foot, outcurving wall 
incurving upper body and rim; high vertical spout
extending from the rim, elaborately accentuated with
pointed tips curved upwards creating a horse-shoe
like front; vertical handle with oval section set below
the rim and extending above it; remains of two 
vertical plastic rope bands on either side of the 
handle. Undecorated.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 9:1; Kavvadias (1914), 
fig. 520; Montelius (1924), fig. 90,7; Åberg (1933),
fig. 164; Zervos (1957), pl. 179-81; Lacy (1967), 
fig. 98,f; Renfrew (1972), pl. 19,4.

TOMB 419

468 (Syros 519) METAL PIN (fig. 75)
L 0.133; Th 0.0015
Copper-based alloy.
Circular section, pointed at the lower bent tip with
rounded top. Intact.

TOMB 423

469 (Syros 550) STONE WEIGHT (fig. 75)
L 0.071; W 0.062; H 0.04-0.025
Green-red speckled granite. Intact.
Irregularly shaped stone with two depressions in the
middle, probably unfinished.

TOMB 428

470 (NAM 5195) SPOUTED BOWL (fig. 75)
H 0.122; Diam base 0.091; Diam rim 0.198; L max
0.224
Medium-coarse, brown fabric and similar core (7.5
YR 5/3). Covered with light yellow slip (7.5 YR 8/3).
Complete, mended with fragments of the rim and tip
of the spout missing.
Flat base, outcurving wall, upright slightly incurving
upper wall and rim with thickened rounded lip; spout
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extending from the rim; two horizontal band handles
at the widest diameter and a third rectagular lug 
opposite the spout. Undecorated.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 9:9.

471 (NAM 5194) METAL NEEDLE (fig. 75)
L 0.142; Th 0.0015
Copper-based alloy.
Thin pin with round section. Top bent backwards
creating a small eye.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10,20; Branigan (1974), 
no. 1198; Müller-Karpe (1974), pl. 357,21.

TOMB 428A

Unfortunately we have no information why this
tomb is differentiated from the preceeding tomb
428. 

472 (NAM 11850) METAL PUNCH (fig. 75)
L 0.105; Th 0.004. 
Copper-based alloy. Intact.
Thin tool with square section, pointed tip short 
upper part after widening; flattened top with sharp
cutting edge.

TOMB 432

473 (NAM 5196) SPHERICAL JAR (fig. 75)
H 0.067-0.073; Diam base 0.032; Diam rim 0.053;
Diam max 0.096
Fine, black-brown fabric (7.5 YR 2/0) with brown
core (7.5 YR 5/2-5/3). Dark burnished lustrous
surface all over. Incomplete, large fragments of wall
and rim restored.
Flat base, glonular spherical body, straight inturning
shoulder, upright collar-like rim with thin rounded
lip. Lid probably missing. Undecorated.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 9,:0; Renfrew (1972), 
pl. 9,3.

TOMB 433

474 (NAM 5197) SPHERICAL JAR (fig. 75)
H 0.064; Diam base 0.033; Diam rim 0.058; Diam
max 0.113; H lid 0.013; Diam lid 0.059
Medium, very dark brown to reddish-brown fabric (5
YR 3/1) with grey core (5 YR 5/1). Semi-lustrous
dark burnished surface. Brush marks horizontally
over body surface. Intact, save for a restored hole in
the body.
Flat base, spreading outcurving wall, incurving 
almost flat shoulder, upright collar-like rim with
flattened lip; two pairs of vertical tubular lugs set at
the widest diameter. Circular lid with upright sides
and flat top with four holes. Undecorated.

TOMB 434

475 (Syros 484) CONICAL CUP (fig. 76)
H4 0.072; Diam rim 0.12; Diam base 0.052
Medium, red fabric (2.5 YR 5/6) with dark grey core
(2.5 YR 4/0). Smoothed surface with brush marks
inside. Complete, mended, few parts missing. Small
solid raised foot, straight spreading wall, rounded
rim. Leaf impression at the base.

TOMB 439

476 (NAM 5198) STONE BOWL (fig. 76)
H 0.036-0.04; Diam base 0.035; Diam rim 0.126
Blue to grey-white stone with horizontal veins. 
Intact.
Flat base, spreading wall with rounded lip.

477 (NAM 11884) METAL TWEEZERS
(fig. 76)
L 0.067; W max 0.025; Th 0.002; W tips 0.012
Copper-based alloy.
Bent strap of flat metal with rounded top and 
widening tips. Intact.

TOMB 442

478 (Syros 774) CONICAL CUP (fig. 76)
H 0.88; Diam rim 0.139; Diam base 0.067
Medium-coarse, greyish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/0)
with reddish-brown core (2.5 YR 5/4). Incomplete,
large fragment of the wall with base and rim missing.
Flat base, straight flaring wall with rounded lip.
Mat impression on the base.

TOMB 445

The contents of this tomb were on two occassions
transferred to the museum in Syros. The footed jar
arrived in 1901, and was registered in the inventory
as coming from this tomb. The two metal objects
were transferred in 1971. The tomb number of the
bronze needle was also recorded in the inventory in
Syros. That of the bronze punch, however, was not.
Based on the description in the inventory of the
museum in Athens it is probable that this punch is
the same as the one listed under no. 648, although
this is not completely certain.

479 (Syros 153) FOOTED BICONICAL JAR
(fig. 76)
H 0.205; Diam rim 0.083; Diam base 0.075
Medium, dark greyish-brown to very dark grey fabric
(10 YR 4/2-3/1) with dark grey core. 
(5 YR 4/1). Dark burnished surface. Complete, 
mended.
Flaring foot with hollow base, conical lower body
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with concave upper body, outturnig rim with 
flattened top. Four horizontal rectangular lugs placed
at opposite sides at widest diameter.
Decorated on the exterior upper part with incised
geometric motifs consisting of bands of Kerbschnitt,
concentric lines, two bands of interconnected 
concentric circles and band of herring-bone motif.

480 (Syros 518) METAL NEEDLE (fig. 76)
L 0.106; Th 0.0002
Copper-based alloy. Intact.
Thin shaft with round section and small eye in the
top.

481 (prob. Syros 648) METAL PUNCH (fig. 76)
L 0.084; Th 0.003-0.002
Copper-based alloy. Incomplete.
Square section, top shorter than lower pointed end,
pointed lower tip broken off.

TOMB 446

482 (NAM 5200) SPHERICAL JAR (fig. 76)
H 0.051; Diam rim 0.042; Diam max 0.075; Diam
base 0.033
Medium, greyish-brown fabric (10 YR 5/2) with grey
core (2.5 YR 6/0). Burnished surface. Intact.
Flat base, globular body, collar-shaped rim with
rounded lip.
Decorated on the exterior shoulder with incised
white-filled geometric motifs, consisting of
Kerbschnitt above and below concentric incised line.

TOMB 447

The tomb is described by Tsountas in his published
report. It has a rectangular ground plan. Parts of the
skull were found in the right front corner and nearby
were fragments of a large bowl. In the right back
corner lay a bowl, a spherical vase, a bronze scraper,
and a marble female figurine. Except for the large
bowl and the spherical vase, all the other finds were
among the entries in the inventory of the museum in
Athens. However, the stone bowl (no. 485) listed in
Athens is not mentioned in the report by Tsountas,
but it may be very possible this stone bowl is the
bowl found in the right back corner of the tomb.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), 114; Åberg (1933), 103, 
no. 26.

483 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) BOWL
“Large size, fragments” (Tsountas 1899, 114). No
further details available.

484 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) SPHERICAL 
VESSEL
No further details available.

485 (NAM 5201.1) STONE BOWL
No further details available.

486 (NAM 5201.2) STONE FIGURINE (fig. 76)
H 0.155; W head 0.034; W body 0.065; W feet 0.031;
Th 0.014
White marble. Complete, neck mended a two places.
Triangular head tilting backwards, vertical ridge on
the head forming a prominent nose, cylindrical neck
widening towards broad horizontal shoulders, upper
arms straight down and bending at the elbows, lower
arms left over right on front of the belly, on the
torso two raised breasts, below the folded arms
disproportional large pubic triangle made by three
incised lines; incision continuing downwards 
separating the legs; no indication of knees; feet 
pointed downwards and sideways. Head and neck
slightly off-centre to the left. Backside completely
flat and at the top of the head a narrow flat ridge. 
Publ. Zervos (1957), fig. 245; Renfrew (1969), 
no. IV.C.3.

487 (NAM 5202) METAL SCRAPER (fig. 76)
L 0.059; W 0.022; Th 0.001
Copper-based alloy.
Thin rectangular blade with cut-out top for 
attachment to handle. One vertical rivet through the
surface, and traces of area covered by handle.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10,32; Montelius (1924),
fig. 331; Branigan (1974), pl. 16, 1368.

TOMB 448

Both objects from this tomb were transferred to the
museum in Syros in 1901. Among the group of 
objects which arrived in Syros in that year one item is
a bronze punch and it therefore seems probable that
it is the same one mentioned in the inventory in
Athens. The bone tube was recorded in the 
catalogue of the museum in Athens under the same
inventory number as the metal punch. It could not
be located in the inventory in Syros, nor were there
any similar items with no recorded tomb number
that could be identified with it.

488 (prob. Syros 201) METAL PUNCH (fig. 76)
L 0.107; Th 0.004-0.002
Arsenic-bronze.
Square section, straight regular shaft narrowing 
towards pointed lower tip, widening upper part,
narrowing head to rounded top, widest section near
the upper top, afterwards concave narrowing 
towards rounded raised head. Intact, three small
holes drilled in upper part for metallurgical analysis.
The object was analyzed for its chemical 
composition (Bossert 1967, 76; Stos-Gale et al. 1984,
30, 42 table 3).
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Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10:12; Branigan (1974), 
no. 1056.

489 (Syros, unknown inv.no.) BONE TUBE
No further details available.

TOMB 450

The inventory of the museum in Athens only menti-
ons this obsidian blade as coming from Tomb 450. It
was transferred to the museum in Syros in 1901.
Although not completely certain, it seems probable
this obsidian blade is one of the two obsidian blades
listed under no. 202.1-2 in the Syros inventory.

490 (prob. Syros 202.2) OBSIDIAN BLADE
L 0.056 (from museum inventory book)
No further details available.

TOMB 452

491 (NAM 5208) STONE GRINDER (fig. 77)
H 0.072; W 0.052; L base 0.065
Blue-green stone. Intact, encrustation on parts of the
surface.
Convex polished smoothed base, oval diameter,
convex incurving sides and flattened round top.

492 (NAM 5316) STONE PALETTE (fig. 77)
L 0.243; W 0.195; H 0.052-0.048
Speckled greyish schist. Intact.
Flattened convex base, low sides spreading upwards,
raised rim along the top, rectangular depression
slightly concave at the centre.

493 (NAM 5205) METAL SPATULA (fig. 77)
L 0.078; Th 0.001; Diam head 0.009
Copper-based alloy.
Thin flat blade with concave sides, convex cutting
edge. Head bent forming small circle. Intact.

494 (NAM 5206.1) METAL PUNCH (fig. 77)
L 0.075; W max 0.0025
Copper-based alloy.
Long pointed tip, square section with short raised
upper part towards pointed top (haft). Intact.

495 (NAM 5206.2) METAL NEEDLE (fig. 77)
L 0.124; Th 0.0015
Copper-based alloy.
Thin shaft with round section, small eye at the top;
sharp point at lower tip. Intact.

496 (NAM 5207) SPINDLE WHORL (fig. 77)
H 0.0175; Diam max 0.029; Diam hole 0.0075
Fine-medium, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 4/4)
with reddish-brown core (no Munsell code 

obtainable). Smoothed grey brown slipped surface
(10 YR 4/1). Intact.
Biconical object with vertical hole through body.
Decorated with four groups of incised and white-
filled chevrons.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10,6; Zervos (1957), pl.
265; Müller-Karpe (1974), pl. 357,25.

TOMB 453

497 (NAM 5317) CONICAL CUP (fig. 77)
H 0.078; Diam base 0.051; Diam rim 0.112
Coarse with large inclusions, yellowish-brown fabric
(10 YR 5/6) with lighter brownish-yellow core (10
YR 6/8). Incomplete, large part of the wall and rim
restored.
Raised solid low foot, striaght spreading wall with
rounded lip; inside concave.
Leaf impression on the base.

498 (NAM 5209.1) METAL FISH-HOOK (fig. 77)
L 0.051; W 0.022; Th 0.004
Copper-based alloy.
Round section. flattened top; lower end bent 
upwards with sharp point. Traces of rope windings
on surface encrustation. Intact.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10,38; Montelius (1924),
fig. 314; Zervos (1957), pl. 260, second row from
below; Sapouna-Sakellaraki (1973), pl. 54 below;
Branigan (1974), no. 1174; Müller-Karpe (1974), 
pl. 357,10; Papathanasopoulos (1981), pl. 57; Treuil
(1983), fig, 37.

499 (NAM 5209.2) METAL FISH-HOOK (fig. 77)
L 0.024; W 0.012; Th 0.003
Copper-based alloy.
Round section, flattened top, lower end bent 
upwards ending in sharp point. Rope windings in
encrustation. Intact.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10,39; Branigan (1974), no.
1177; Müller-Karpe (1974), pl. 357,15; see also
cat.no. 498.

TOMB 454

500 (Syros 703) CONICAL CUP (fig. 77)
H 0.053; Diam rim 0.089; Diam base 0.039
Medioum-coarse, greyish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/0)
with reddish-brown core (2.5 YR 5/4). 
Complete, mended.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with pointed lip.
Leaf impression on the base.
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TOMB 455

501 (NAM 5318) CONICAL CUP (fig. 77)
H 0.089-0.086; Diam rim 0.127-0.129; Diam base
0.052
Medium, coarse, red to reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR
5/6-5/4) with similar core. Horizontal band which
was coloured grey during firing (10 YR 5/1). Incom-
plete, mended and restored.
Flat base, straight spreading wall, straight rim with
rounded lip.
Mat impression on the base; one impressed sealing,
consisting five concentric circles, on the body.
Publ. Bossert (1960, fig. 2,2.

502 (NAM 11857) CONICAL CUP (fig. 77)
H 0.063; Diam base 0.047; Diam rim 0.112
Coarse-medium, light red fabric (2.5 YR 5/2) with
slightly darker core (2.5 YR 5/4). Smoothed 
surface. Intact.
Flat base, straight spreading wall, flattened lip; base
flat inside.
Unrecognizable traces of possibly mat impression on
the base.

TOMB 464

503 (Syros 393) STONE BOWL (fig. 78)
H 0.039; D rim 0.099; D base 0.026
Blue-grey veined marble. Intact.
Flat base, straight spreading wall, rounded lip. Four
horizontal rectangular lugs set at opposite sides of
the rim.

TOMB 467

504 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) SPINDLE WHORL
No dimensions available.
Terracotta. Intact.
Biconical shape with large hole through the centre;
decorated with band of incised open triangles 
pointed upwards.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), 105, pl. 10:6.

TOMB 468

The tomb is described by Tsountas in his published
report. It has a rectangular ground plan. The finds
were distributed over two locations. In the right
front corner were a bronze awl, a stone palette, a
stone pestle and a conical cup with leaf impression
on the base. Found together in a niche inside the
right wall were: an incised jar, two sea shells, three
bronze spatulas, two bronze pins, three bronze need-
les, two bronze awls, six stone beads, two bone rings,
fragments of a bone tube, ten shell beads, and a
marble figurine. Three objects (the incised jar and

the two sea shells) are not identified among the en-
tries in the inventory of the museum in Athens. In
addition the inventory lists a bone pin as belonging
to this tomb group.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), 114.

505 (NAM 5319) CONICAL CUP (fig. 78)
H 0.066; Diam base 0.042; Diam rim 0.116
Medium-coarse, red to reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR
5/6-5 YR 5/3) with grey core (2.5 YR 5/0). Few
traces of slip or smoothing on the surface. Intact.
Flat base, upright edge to flaring conical wall, 
spreading rim with rounded lip. 
Leaf impression on the base.

506 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) JAR
“Incised decoration” (Tsountas 1899, 114). No fur-
ther details available.

507 (NAM 5211) STONE FIGURINE (fig. 78)
H 0.108; W head 0.024; W body 0.053; Th 0.02
White fine-grained marble. Intact, chipped at the
surface.
Schematic figurine of Apeiranthos type. Flat head or
neck with concave sides and convex top, tilting back-
wards but not beyond thickness of the body; rectang-
ular flat body with rounded corners.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), fig. 29; Kavvadias (1914), fig.
524; Zervos (1957), fig. 45a; Höckmann (1968), pl.
4,6; Müller-Karpe (1974), pl. 360,22; Renfrew (1969),
14, no. VI.1.

508-513 (NAM 5216) SIX STONE BEADS
(fig. 78)
1: Diam 0.011; L 0.019. 2: Diam 0.013; Th 0.007. 3:
Diam 0.01; Th 0.005. 4: Diam 0.01; Th 0.003. 5:
Diam 0.007; Th 0.008. 6: Diam 0.006; Th 0.005
Four light green stone beads, one globular (1) with
attached pierced lug; three circular with pierced hole
(2-4). Two dark blue-black stone beads, 
cylindrical with vertically pierced holes (5-6).
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10:23-26; Montelius
(1924), fig. 313; Müller-Karpe (1974), pl. 357, 13. 28.
31-32.

514 (NAM 5320) STONE PALETTE (fig. 78)
L 0.223; W 0.171; H 0.036-0.031
Coarse speckled greyish-white stone. Intact.
Convex base, rounded incurving convex sides, raised
rim along the top, rectangular depression on top.

515 (NAM 5321.2) STONE GRINDER (fig. 78)
H 0.085; W max 0.06; W min 0.027
Green-grey stone (schist). Intact.
Square base, irregular pyramidal body to a 
rounded top. Several surfaces are highly polished.
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516 (NAM 5212) METAL PIN (fig. 78)
L 0.111; Th 0.002; W head 0.028
Copper-based alloy.
Pin with round section ending in sharp tip; top
mounted by flat double bent spiral. Intact.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10,15; Montelius (1924),
fig. 318; Åberg (1933), fig. 183; 
Schachermeyr (1955), fig. 53,3; Higgins (1961), 
fig. 5,b; Higgins (1967), fig. 69; Branigan (1974), no.
2066, pl. 19; Müller-Karpe (1974), pl. 357,9; Hood
(1978), fig. 187,a.

517 (NAM 5213.1) METAL PUNCH (fig. 78)
L 0.147; W max 0.0035; Th 0.002
Copper-based alloy.
Thin shaft with square section, ending in sharp tip;
thickening near short pointed top. Intact.

518 (NAM 5213.2) METAL PUNCH (fig. 78)
L 0.115; W 0.003-0.002
Copper-based alloy.
Thin shaft with square section, ending in sharp tip;
thickening towards short pointed top. Intact.

519 (NAM 5213.3) METAL PUNCH (fig. 78)
L 0.102; W 0.003-0.001
Copper-based alloy.
Thin shaft with square section, ending in sharp tip;
thickening towards short pointed top. Intact.

520 (NAM 5213.4) METAL PIN (fig. 78)
L 0.158; Th 0.002
Copper-based alloy.
Thin bent pin with round section; sharp points at
both ends. Intact.

521 (NAM 5213.5) METAL PIN (fig. 78)
L 0.156; Th 0.002
Copper-based alloy.
Thin slightly bent pin with round section; sharp
points at both ends. Intact.

522 (NAM 5213.6) METAL PIN (fig. 78)
L 0.098; Th 0.002
Copper-based alloy.
Thin pin with round section; sharp pointed tip; lower
end broken off. Incomplete.

523 (NAM 5214.1) METAL SCRAPER (fig. 78)
L 0.085; W 0.02; Th 0.001; L rivet 0.009
Copper-based alloy.
Thin flat rectangular blade with concave sides and
concave top; one vertical rivet in the middle near the
top. Intact, corroded.

524 (NAM 5214.2) METAL SCRAPER (fig. 78)
L 0.063; W 0.02; Th 0.001; L rivet 0.008

Copper-based alloy.
Thin flat rectangular blade with concave top and
concave sides; one rivet in the middle near the top.
Intact, corroded.

525 (NAM 5214.3) METAL SPATULA (fig. 78)
L 0.056; W 0.013-0.006; Th 0.001-0.003
Copper-based alloy.
Flat rectangular blade narrowing towards the top; top
bent forwards on the blade creating small 
opening. Intact.

526 (NAM 5217.2) METAL FRAGMENT (fig. 78)
No dimensions available.
Copper-based alloy.
Thin rectangular fragment of copper, probably 
fragment of tool. Heavy encrustation on the surface.

527 (NAM 5215.1) BONE SEAL-RING (fig. 78)
Very brittle bone. Incomplete.
Diam ring 0.014; Diam seal 0.01
Fragment of small finger-ring with carved circular
seal. The seal shows no apparent motif, but consists
of irregular crossing lines. 
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10,8; Müller-Karpe (1974),
pl. 357,22.

528 (NAM 5215.2) BONE FINGER-RING (fig. 78)
Diam 0.02
Fragment of finger-ring with three parallel incised
lines on the exterior. Incomplete.

529 (NAM 11822.1) BONE TUBE (fig. 78)
L pres. 0.04; Diam pres. 0.01
Hollow tube with circular section, broken into six
pieces, incomplete.
Decorated with at least one concentric incised line.

530 (NAM 11822.2) BONE PIN (fig. 78)
L pres. 0.038; Th 0.0025
One fragment of pin with round section, both ends
missing.

531 (NAM 5217.1) NECKLACE OF SHELLS
(fig. 78)
Diam 0.016-0.01; Th 0.005-0.002
Ten small flat shells with pierced holes, in diminis-
hing diameters. The beads are made of the operculae
of the Murex bandaris L.

532 (unknown inv.no.) SHELL
Probably a scallop (Pecten jacobeus L.). 
No further details available.

533 (unknown inv.no.) SHELL
Probably a scallop (Pecten jacobeus L.). No further
details available.
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TOMB 469

The tomb is described by Tsountas in his published
report. It has a rectangular ground plan. In the right
front corner lay a conical cup with leaf impression on
the base. Found together in the right back corner
were: a stone palette, a stone grinder, a jar, a sea
shell, a bronze scraper, a bronze pin, a bronze
needle, and a bronze awl. Four objects (conical cup,
jar, stone mortar, and shells) could not be identified
among the entries in the inventory of the museums
in Athens or Ermoupolis. The stone celt is 
registered in the inventory of the museum in Athens
as coming from this tomb, although it is not as such
listed in the report by Tsountas, it seems likely that
this was what Tsountas referred to as a grinder or
pestle.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), 115.

534 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) CONICAL CUP
“Leaf impression on the base” (Tsountas 1899, 115).
No further details available.

535 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) JAR
probably a footed biconical jar (doxeion). No further
details available.

536 (NAM 5371) STONE CELT (fig. 79)
L 0.054; W 0.04; Th 0.017. 
Greenish-grey stone. Intact.
Polished surface, sharpened wetted cutting edge,
rounded top, oval section.

537 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) STONE PALETTE
No further details available.

538 (Syros 510) METAL PIN (fig. 79)
L 0.101; Diam spiral head 0.01; Th 0.001-0.002
Copper-based alloy.
Metal shaft with circular section and double spiral
head. Complete.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10:16; Montelius (1924),
fig. 322; Zervos (1957), pl. 261, top right; Branigan
(1974), no. 2065, pl. 19; Müller-Karpe (1974), 
pl. 357,8.

539 (Syros 511) METAL PUNCH (fig. 79)
L 0.125; W 0.0025-0.003
Copper-based alloy.
Square section, bent heavy punch or awl. Intact,
corroded.

540 (Syros 512) METAL NEEDLE (fig. 79)
L 0.132; Th 0.0015
Copper-based alloy.
Long thin shaft with circular section, lower tip bent
sideways, hole pierced through the top. Intact.

541 (Syros 514) METAL PUNCH (fig. 79)
L 0.13; Th 0.001-0.003
Copper-based alloy.
Square section, both ends pointed. Intact, corroded.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10:9; Müller-Karpe (1974),
pl. 357,20.

542 (Syros 672) METAL SPATULA (fig. 79)
L 0.087; W 0.021-0.011; Th 0.0015
Copper-based alloy. Incomplete, corroded.
Trapezoidal thin blade with rolled top and rounded
sharp edge; centre blade filled with modern lead
repairs.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10:31; Branigan (1974), pl.
16,1446.

543 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) SHELL
Probably a scallop (Pecten jacobeus L.). 
No further details available.

TOMB 472

The tomb is described by Tsountas in his published
report. It has a rectangular ground plan. The body
was on its right side. The finds were distributed at
different locations around the body. A marble bowl
with a pair of tweezers inside was found near the
head. Three other tweezers were lying nearby with a
bronze scraper. A little further away was an obsidian
blade. Near the breast stood an undecorated clay jar
with sea shells below it. Near the back was another
clay jar. A clay cup, two bronze pins, and an obsidian
blade were found by the feet. Most of the finds could
be identified among the entries in the 
inventory of the museum in Athens, except for the
two jars and bowl. In addition the inventory lists a
third obsidian blade as belonging to this tomb group.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), 115.

544 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) JAR
“Undecorated” (Tsountas 1899, 115). No further
details available.

545 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) JAR
No further details available.

546 (NAM, unknown inv.no.) CONICAL CUP
No further details available.

547 (NAM 5221) STONE SPOUTED BOWL
(fig. 79)
H 0.071; Diam rim 0.118; Diam base 0.039; 
L spout 0.035
White marble. Intact.
Flat base, spreading convex wall, spreading rim cur-
ving inwards at the top, rounded lip bevelled on the
inside. Three horizontal rectangular lugs below the
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rim; one beaked spout from below the rim extending
upwards.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), fig. 25; Kavvadias (1914), 
fig. 531; Zervos (1957), pl. 14.

548 (NAM 5222.1) METAL TWEEZERS (fig. 79)
L 0.077; W 0.033-0.01; Th 0.001
Copper-based alloy.
Thin bent strap of copper, round top, widening
hands. Intact.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), pl. 10:42; Montelius (1924),
pl. 17,20; Branigan (1974), pl. 16, 1344.

549 (NAM 5222.2) METAL TWEEZERS (fig. 79)
L 0.084; W 0.034-0.009; Th 0.001
Copper-based alloy.
Thin bent strap of copper with rounded top and
widening convex ending hands. Intact.

550 (NAM 5222.3) METAL TWEEZERS (fig. 79)
L 0.082; W 0.032-0.01; Th 0.001
Copper-based alloy.
Thin strap of copper with rounded top and widening
convex ending hands. Intact.

551 (NAM 5222.4) METAL TWEEZERS (fig. 79)
L 0.08; W 0.027-0.011; Th 0.001
Copper-based alloy.
Thin bent strap of copper, top with loop, widening
convex ending hands. Intact.

552 (NAM 5223.1) METAL SCRAPER (fig. 79)
L 0.067; W 0.019; Th 0.001
Copper-based alloy.
Flat thin rectangular blade with concave cut-out head
and one rivet through the middle; slightly concave
sides and chiselled sharp cutting edge at top.

553 (NAM 5223.2) METAL PIN (fig. 79)
L 0.139; Th 0.0015
Copper-based alloy.
Thin pin, bent at two places, with round section, one
sharp point. Incomplete.

554 (NAM 5223.3) METAL PIN (fig. 79)
L 0.082; Th 0.001
Copper-based alloy.
Thin pin with round section, one sharp point, top
broken off. Incomplete.

555 (NAM 5224.1) OBSIDIAN BLADE (fig. 79)
L 0.109; W 0.012-0.006; H 0.004
Parallel blade with triangular section and narrow
dorsal ridge; raised head with triangular striking 
platform; narrowing lower end. Mended.

556 (NAM 5224.2) OBSIDIAN BLADE (fig. 79)
L pres. 0.073; W 0.014-0.008; H 0.004
Parallel blade with triangular section and narrow
dorsal ridge; raised head with triangular striking 
platform. Incomplete.

557 (NAM 5224.3) OBSIDIAN BLADE (fig. 79)
L 0.049; W 0.007-0.004; H 0.002
Small parallel blade with triangular section and small
dorsal ridge; raised head with triangular striking 
platform. Intact.
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1.2. Excavation Bosanquet

TOMB B1

Investigated by Robert Bosanquet in 1892. The 
conical cup was found about mid-way in the filling of
the tomb. Although Bosanquet referred to the site as
Krokidas it can now be identified with 
Chalandriani.

558 (BSA A.161) CONICAL CUP
H 0.062; Diam rim 0.13; Diam base 0.06
Medium, reddish-brown fabric with dark red slip (no
Munsell codes available), fired black-brown in places.
Intact with restoration at the rim.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with rounded lip.
Mat impression at the base.
Publ. Bosanquet (1895-96), 142; Bosanquet (1896-
97), 61-63.

1.3. Excavations Doumas

TOMB D3

The contents of this tomb are from the only tomb
that was not found plundered during the rescue
excavations carried out by C. Doumas in the area of
Chalandriani in 1962.
Publ. Doumas (1977), 129-30.

559 (Syros 402) BOWL (fig. 79)
H 0.04; Diam rim 0.13
Medium, brown gritty fabric, imperfectly fired. 
Incomplete, part of the rim missing.
Shallow depression at the base, flaring wall, rim 
bevelled inwards, rounded lip. 
Undecorated.
Publ. Doumas (1977), pl. L:f.

560 (Syros 400) STONE BOWL (fig. 79)
H 0.028; Diam rim 0.096; Diam base 0.025
Greyish-white veined marble. Intact.
Flattened convex base, spreading flaring wall, 
inturned rim with rounded lip.
Publ. Doumas (1977), pl. L:h.

561 (Syros 401) STONE FOOTED BOWL
(fig. 79)
H 0.08; Diam rim 0.122; Diam base 0.055
White yellowish marble. Incomplete, large part of
upper body missing.
Flat disc-like base with central depression, concave
stem, bowl with straight horizontal base, flaring con-
cave wall, outturned rim with rounded lip.
Publ. Doumas (1977), pl. L: g; Getz-Gentle (1996),
294, no. L37.

562 (Syros 403) METAL SCRAPER (fig. 79)
L 0.039; W 0.018-0.014; Th 0.001
Copper-based alloy.
Flat trapezoidal blade with one rivet hole at the 
widest width near the top. Surface and edges 
corroded. 
Publ. Doumas (1977), pl. L:j.

563 (Syros 405) BONE TUBE WITH STONE
STOPPER (fig. 79)
No dimensions available.
Brittle white bone. Incomplete, broken in several
small pieces. 
Hollow tube with two holes at the top at opposite
sides. Stone stopper well preserved with cylindrical
lower part and extending disc-like upper part with
horizonal hole through lower end corresponding to
the two holes in the tube. Traces of blue pigment
preserved in the tube.
Publ. Doumas (1977), pl. L:i.
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FINDS OUT OF CONTEXT 
AND SURFACE FINDS

1. Excavations by Tsountas

This first group of objects lacking individual tomb provenances from the cemetery at Chalandri-
ani came from the excavations carried out by Tsountas in 1898. More details about his work on
the island of Syros are to be found in chapter 3 above. The items described below fall into three
categories, two of which are based on specific qualifications written in the catalogue of the
Prehistoric Collection of the National Museum in Athens. As discussed above, the expression
chomata nekrotafeio probably means that these objects were found by Tsountas on the terrain of
the cemetery at Chalandriani. They are not recorded with individual tomb numbers and are
therefore probably from disturbed tombs. The other expression used for a number of objects, ek
tafou, is less clear. Literally it means they are from tombs, but again no tomb numbers are
recorded for these items. It seems probable that these objects also came from disturbed tombs
of which the tomb inventory was no longer intact. The objects were therefore not assigned to
individual tomb groups, but generally listed as from tombs.

1.1. National Archaological Museum,
Athens

1.1.1. chomata nekrotafeio

Pottery

564 (NAM 5229) SPHERICAL JAR
No further details available.

565 (NAM 5230) PAN
Diam rim ca. 0.30. 

Handle and part of the pan missing; broken and
mended.
Flaring wall. Decorated on the base with a band of
single Kerbschnitt along the edge; central area filled
with regularly arranged stamped concentric circles
connected with short incised strokes; in the lower
part is a ship with a high end to the right, and a fish
emblem filled with herringbone connected through a
short line with the high end; cross-hatched banner
descends from line connecting fish and ship; 25
short strokes above and 29 below the hull indicating
the oars, these may have originally numbered 30 and
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36. No further details available.
Publ. Tsountas (1899), fig. 22; Zervos (1957), fig.
218; Bossert (1960), fig. 8, no. 20; Coleman (1985),
no. 26, pl. 35, fig. 17.

1.1.2. ek tafou

Pottery

566 (NAM 5231) PAN
Slightly convex base, forked splaying handle, pierced
with stringhole. Decorated on the base with a band
along the edge of broad short incised strokes 
followed by a band of double Kerbschnitt between
concentric lines, and a six-spoked star filled with
Kerbschnitt in the central area. Small triangular
strokes on the outside wall. 
No further details available.
Publ. Zschietzschmann (1935), fig. 10; Zervos
(1957), fig. 207; Coleman (1985), no. 3.

1.1.3. Finds without tomb provenance

Pottery

567 (NAM 11869) BOWL
No further details available.

568 (NAM 11870) BOWL
No further details available.

569 (NAM 11871) BOWL
No further details available.

570 (NAM 11872) BOWL
No further details available.

571 (NAM 11873) BOWL
No further details available.

572 (NAM 11874) BOWL
No further details available.

573 (NAM 11875) BOWL
No further details available.

574 (NAM 11876) BOWL
No further details available.

575 (NAM 11877) BOWL
No further details available.

576 (NAM 11878) BOWL
No further details available

Metal objects

577 (NAM 11885) METAL SCRAPER
Copper-based alloy. No further details available.

578 (NAM 11891.1) METAL TWEEZERS
Copper-based alloy. No further details available.

579 (NAM 11891.2) METAL TWEEZERS
Copper-based alloy. No further details available.

Bone objects

580 (NAM 11847) ANIMAL BONE
No further details available. 
Reportedly coming from Tomb 521, although no
other objects are known from this tomb.

Obsidian

581 (NAM 11851) OBSIDIAN BLADES
Nine fragments. No further details available.

Shells

582 (NAM 12475) SHELL
Unidentified conch shell. No further details available.

583 (NAM 12498) SHELL
One valve of a scallop (Pecten jacobeus L.). No further
details available.

584 (NAM 12499) SHELL
Unidentified conch shell. No further details available.

1.2. Archaeological Museum,
Ermoupolis

A large collection of prehistoric objects from
Chalandriani are now part of the collection of the
Archaeological Museum in Ermoupolis. All objects
described in this section were first part of the
National Archaeological Museum in Athens. In 1901
and again in 1971 two collections of objects were
transferred to the museum in Syros (see chapter
three). The objects which are described in this
section could not be associateed with any tomb
group. The museum inventory in Ermoupolis does
not record any such details for these objects. Except
for the fact that they originate from the excavations
carried out by Tsountas and Stephanos at
Chalandriani, no further information is presently
available.
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1.2.1. Finds without tomb provenance

Pottery

585 (Syros 157) FOOTED BICONICAL JAR
(fig. 80)
H 0.13; Diam rim 0.07; Diam max 0.096; Diam base
0,065
Medium, very dark grey fabric (7.5 YR 3/0) with
light brown (7.5 YR 6/4) to grey (7.5 YR 5/0) core.
Dark slipped and burnished surface. Complete,
mended and restored. 
Flaring foot, hollow base, conical lower body,
concave upper body, sharp edge between two parts,
outcurving rim with rounded lip.
Undecorated.

586 (Syros 158) FOOTED ONE-HANDLED CUP
(fig. 80)
H 0.131; Diam rim 0.114; Diam base 0.06; Diam max
0.12
Medium, light yellowish-brown fabric (10 YR 6/2)
with grey core (10 YR 6/1). Red slip on exterior
surface (2.5 YR 5/6). Intact, handle mended and
partly restored, paint partly faded.
Hollow flaring foot, outcurving lower wall, incurving
upper wall, outcurving rim with flattened lip; one
vertical handle with rectangular section.
Decorated on the upper body with painted 
geometric motifs, a band of crossed double lines and
horizontal parallel lines.

587  (Syros 159) FOOTED BOWL (fig. 80)
H 0.115; Diam rim 0.141; Diam base 0.062
Medium, light pink fabric (7.5 YR 7/4) with identical
core. Slipped surface. Intact.
High flaring foot, hollow base, hemispherical bowl
with pointed lip.
Decorated on the inside of the bowl with painted
crossing black lines. 

588 (Syros 164) CONICAL CUP (fig. 80)
H 0.079; Diam rim 0.139; Diam base 0.053
Medium, reddish-yellow fabric (5 YR 6/6) with grey
core (7.5 YR 5/0). Intact.
Flat base, flaring straight wall with rounded lip.
Mat impression on the base.

589 (Syros 165) CONICAL CUP (fig. 80)
H 0.08; Diam rim 0.144; Diam base 0.057
Medium, reddish-yellow fabric and same core (7.5
YR 6/6). Intact.
Flat base, straight flaring wall with rounded lip.
Mat impression on the base.

590 (Syros 166) CONICAL CUP (fig. 80)
H 0.071; Diam rim 0.129; Diam base 0.054

Medium, yellowish-red fabric with same core (5 YR
5/6). Surface coated with thin light grey slip. Intact.
Short raised solid foot, straight spreading wall with
rounded lip.
Mat impression on the base.

591 (Syros 167) CONICAL CUP (fig. 80)
H 0.065; Diam rim 0.106; Diam base 0.048
Medium-coarse, light reddish-brown (5 YR 6/4) to
reddish-brown (5 YR 5/4) surface with dark grey
core (5 YR 4/1). Surface very worn. Intact.
Flat base, conical flaring wall with rounded lip.
Leaf impression on the base.

592 (Syros 168) FOOTED BOWL (fig. 80)
H 0.127; Diam rim 0.158; Diam base 0.065
Medium, red brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/6) with grey
core (5 YR 6/1). Smoothed and burnished surface,
unevenly fired. Intact with a few chips at the rim.
Bowl slightly off-centre with regard to the stem.
Trumpet-shaped hollow foot with outward flaring
base, hemispherical bowl with rounded lip.
Undecorated.

593 (Syros 169) BOWL (fig. 80)
H 0.048; Diam rim 0.122
Medium-coarse, red brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/6) with
same core. Smoothed, almost lustrous surface.
Intact.
Round convex base, hemispherical body with
rounded lip. Undecorated.

594 (Syros 170) SAUCER (fig. 80)
H 0.0285; Diam rim 0.095; Diam base 0.022
Medium, reddish-yellow fabric (5 YR 7/6) with same
core. Smoothed surface. Intact.
Small flaring ring foot, spreading convex wall,
upright rim with pointed lip. Undecorated.

595 (Syros 171) BOWL (fig. 80)
H 0.029; Diam rim 0.117
Medium with large quartz inclusions, reddish-yellow
fabric (2.5 YR 6/6-4/6) with same core, some
patches fired black. Intact.
Round convex base, hemispherical body, small
upright rim with rounded pointed lip, Irregular rim
diameter, slightly off-centre. Undecorated.

596 (Syros 172) SAUCER (fig. 80)
H 0.047; Diam rim 0.116; Diam base 0.028
Medium, reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 4/3) with
similar core. Smoothed, light slipped exterior,
concentric brush marks on inside surface.
Small flaring ring foot, hollow base, conical curving
wall, inturned rim with rounded lip. Undecorated.
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597 (Syros 173) ONE-HANDLED TANKARD 
(fig. 80)
H 0.098; Diam rim 0.086; Diam base 0.037
Medium, yellow brown fabric (10 YR 5/4) with
reddish-yellow core (7.5 YR 6/6). Smoothed and
slipped surface. Complete and mended.
Flat base, globular body with edge at the shoulder,
flaring outspreading rim-collar. One large vertical
handle with round section, from upper body to
middle of rim. Undecorated.

598 (Syros 462) CONICAL CUP (fig. 80)
H 0.078; Diam rim 0.126; 
Diam base 0.058
Medium, reddish-yellow fabric (7.5 YR 6/6) with
grey core (5 YR 5/1). Intact with a few chips at the
rim.
Raised solid foot, flat base, straight spreading wall
with rounded lip. Mat impression on the base.

599 (Syros 463) CONICAL CUP (fig. 80)
H 0.064; Diam rim 0.111; Diam base 0.056
Medium, reddish-yellow fabric (5 YR 6/6) with dark
grey core (5 YR 4/1). Smoothed surface. Incomplete,
large part of the rim missing.
Flat base, small raised solid foot, straight spreading
wall, rounded lip. Leaf impression on the base.

600 (Syros 464) CONICAL CUP (fig. 80)
H 0.065; Diam rim 0.097; Diam base 0.038
Medium, reddish-yellow fabric (5 YR 6/6) with
reddish-brown core (5 YR 5/4). Intact with few
chips at the rim.
Solid raised foot with flat base, straight spreading
wall, inturning rim. Leaf impression on the base.

601 (Syros 465) CONICAL CUP (fig. 81)
H 0.08; Diam rim 0.123; Diam base 0.042
Medium, grey fabric (10 YR 5/1) with lighter grey
core (10 YR 6/1). Coarse burnished grey-black
surface.
Flat base, straight spreading wall, rounded rim.
Leaf impression on the base.

602 (Syros 466) CONICAL CUP (fig. 81)
H 0.088; Diam rim 0.153; Diam base 0.07
Medium with clearly visible calcereous and
micaceous inclusions, red (10 R 5/6) to grey-brown
(10 YR 5/2) fabric with brown core (10 YR 5/3).
Smoothed surface with patches fired black. Brush
marks inside. Intact, with part of the rim missing.
Flat base, straight spreading wall, rounded lip.
Mat impression on the base.

603 (Syros 467) CONICAL CUP (fig. 81)
H 0.073; Diam rim 0.126; Diam base 0.041
Medium, with quartz and mica inclusions, reddish-

yellow (5 YR 6/6) to red (2.5 YR 5/6) fabric with red
core (52.5 YR 5/6). Light brown slipped surface.
Intact with a hole in the wall.
Flat base, straight spreading wall, rounded lip. 
Mat impression on the base.

604 (Syros 485) CONICAL CUP (fig. 81)
H 0.077; Diam rim 0.104; Diam base 0.04
Medium, light reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 6/4) with
same core. Intact with part of the rim missing.
Raised solid foot inside concave, flat base, flaring
wall with rounded lip. Foot slightly off-centre, one
side raised, on the other side the wall extends straight
from the base. Leaf impression on the base.

605 (Syros 486) CONICAL CUP (fig. 81)
H 0.088; Diam rim 0.128; Diam base 0.05
Medium-coarse, with large white quartz particles,
dark reddish-grey fabric (5 YR 4/2) with dark grey
core (5 YR 4/1). Intact.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with rounded lip.
Undecorated.

606 (Syros 487) BOWL (fig. 81)
H 0.053; Diam rim 0.132
Fine-medium, light reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 6/4)
with same core. Smoothed surface, brush marks
inside. Intact.
Pointed convex base, flaring wall with rounded rim,
lip bevelled outwards. Undecorated.

607 (Syros 490) BOWL (fig. 81)
H 0.029; Diam rim 0.121
Medium, light reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 6/4) with
pinkish core (7.5 YR 7/4). Smoothed surface, brush
marks on inside surface. Intact.
Round base, conical flaring wall with pointed round
lip. Undecorated.

608 (Syros 491) BOWL (fig. 81)
H 0.03; Diam rim 0.096
Medium, reddish-yellow fabric (5 YR 7/6) with same
core. Intact.
Round base, hemispherical bowl, upright rim with
pointed round lip. Undecorated.

609 (Syros 492) BOWL (fig. 81)
H 0.031; Diam rim 0.123
Fine-medium, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/4)
with same core. Smoothed surface with some
patches on exterior fired black. Brush marks inside.
Intact.
Rounded base, flaring wall, outturned rounded rim
with pointed lip. Groove along the inside of the rim.
Undecorated.
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610 (Syros 493) CONICAL CUP (fig. 81)
H 0.07; Diam rim 0.116; Diam base 0.04
Medium, light yellowish-brown (10 YR 6/4-5 YR
5/6) with yellowish-red core (5 YR 5/6). Slipped
fabric. Intact.
Flat base, rounded edge towards conical spreading
wall, rounded lip. Leaf impression on the base.

611 (Syros 494) CONICAL CUP (fig. 81)
H 0.063; Diam rim 0.124; Diam base 0.053
Medium, reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 5/4) with dark
grey (5 YR 4/1). Complete, large part of rim missing.
Flat base, edge towards straight spreading wall with
edge to upright rim with rounded lip.
Leaf impression on the base.

612 (Syros 496) CONICAL CUP (fig. 81)
H 0.068; Diam rim 0.101; Diam base 0.043
Medium, reddish-yellow fabric (5 YR 6/6) with pink
core (7.5 YR 7/4). complete, mended.
Solid raised foot with flat base, straight flaring wall
with round pointed lip.
Leaf impression on the base.

613 (Syros 497) CONICAL CUP (fig. 82)
H 0.071; Diam rim 0.134; Diam base 0.06
Medium, light reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 6/4) with
reddish-brown core (5 YR 4/3). Smoothed slipped
inside surface, outside more coarse. Intact, very
worn.
Flat base, straight flaring wall with rounded rim.
Mat impression on the base.

614 (Syros 499) BOWL (fig. 82)
H 0.0535; Diam rim 0.113
Medium, red to grey fabric (2.5 YR 5/6-7.5 YR 5/0)
with dark grey core (10 YR 4/0). Smoothed and
slipped exterior surface, very worn. Intact with chips
at the rim. 
Round base, hemispherical body ending in nearly
upright rim with rounded lip. Inside traces of
combing. Undecorated.

615 (Syros 500) SAUCER (fig. 82)
H 0.047; Diam rim 0.103; 
Diam base 0.029
Medium, reddish-yellow to grey fabric (5 YR 7/6-
5/1) with grey core (7.5 YR 5/0). Traces of
smoothed surface treatment on exterior with patches
fired black. Intact.
Small ring-foot with hollow concave base, outcurving
wall and inturning rim with rounded lip.
Undecorated.

616 (Syros 524) BOWL (fig. 82)
H 0.0425; Diam rim 0.11; Diam base 0.05
Fine, very pale brown fabric (10 YR 7/4) with same

core. Traces of cutting cord at the base. Brush marks
inside. Intact.
Flat base, flaring conical wall with rounded rim.
Undecorated.

617 (Syros 525) BOWL (fig. 82)
H 0.027; Diam rim 0.118
Medium, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/4) with
same core. Intact.
Round base, flaring wall with pointed round lip.
Undecorated.

618 (Syros 526) SPHERICAL JAR (fig. 82)
H 0.056; Diam rim 0.037; Diam max 0.065; Diam
base 0.035
Medium, dark grey fabric (10 YR 4/1) with reddish-
yellow core (7.5 YR 7/6). Dark slipped surface.
Incomplete, large piece of wall missing, mended.
Ring-foot with hollow base, globular body, collar-like
rim, outturning rounded lip; four knob-like lugs place
diametrically at the widest diameter.
Undecorated.

619 (Syros 527) SAUCER (fig. 82)
H 0.047; Diam rim 0.113; Diam base 0.028
Medium, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/6) with
same core. Some parts fired black. Smoothed
surface. Intact.
Small hollow base, ring-foot, flaring wall with conical
rim inturning at the top, rounded lip. Small
depression inside at the centre. Undecorated.

620 (Syros 529) BOWL
H 0.07; Diam 0.069 (from museum inventory book)
No further details available. 

621 (Syros 530) CONICAL CUP
H 0.128 (from museum inventory book)
No further details available. 

622 (Syros 531) CONICAL CUP (fig. 82)
H 0.075; Diam rim 0.119; Diam base 0.048
Medium, light reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 6/4) with
light red core (2.5 YR 6/8). Intact.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with round lip.
Mat impression on the base.

623 (Syros 533) CONICAL CUP (fig. 82)
H 0.077; Diam rim 0.139; Diam base 0.06
Medium, reddish-yellow fabric (5 YR 6/6) with grey
core (5 YR 5/1). Surface cracked and dried out prior
to firing. Intact.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with rounded lip.
Mat impression on the base.

624 (Syros 535) BOWL (fig. 82)
H 0.03; Diam rim 0.106
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Medium, light reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 6/4) with
pinkish-grey core (7.5 YR 6/2). Brush marks inside.
Intact with few chips at the rim.
Circular depression at the base, flaring hemispherical
wall, lip bevelled outwards. Undecorated.

625 (Syros 536) CONICAL CUP (fig. 82)
H 0.08; Diam rim 0.132; Diam base 0.053
Medium, reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 5/4) with same
core. Slipped surface with brown brush marks on
inside surface.
Flat base, straight flaring wall with rounded lip.
Mat impression on the base.

626 (Syros 541) BOWL (fig. 82)
H 0.061; Diam rim 0.15
Medium, red fabric (2.5 YR 5/6) with darker red
core (2.5 YR 4/6). Slipped and smoothed surface.
Complete and mended.
Convex base with small circular depression at centre,
hemispherical body with conical rim and rounded lip.
Undecorated.

627 (Syros 542) SAUCEBOAT (fig. 82)
H max 0.066; Diam rim 0.071; Diam base 0.033
Fine-medium, red fabric (2.5 YR 4/6) with reddish-
yellow core (7.5 YR 7/6). Dark red slip on surface.
Incomplete and mended.
Flaring ring foot, conical wall with rounded lip. One
vertical band handle off the rim; large semi-circular
spout opposite the handle. Undecorated.

628 (Syros 545) CONICAL CUP (fig. 82)
H 0.056; Diam rim 0.119; Diam base 0.06
Medium, reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 5/4) with
reddish-brown core (2.5 YR 5/4). Incomplete and
mended.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with rounded lip.
Two pieces of clay over the rim.
Mat impression on the base.

629 (Syros 554) BOTTLE (fig. 83)
H pres. 0.073; Diam base 0.041
Medium, brown fabric (10 YR 5/3) with reddish-
yellow core (7.5 YR 6/6). Dark brown slipped
decoration on the surface (7.5 YR 3/2). Incomplete,
rim missing, very worn surface.
Flat base, globular body.
Decorated on the body with five groups of parallel
incised lines from the shoulder to the base.

630 (Syros 555) LID (fig. 83)
H 0.014; Diam max 0.067
Medium, very pale brown fabric (10 YR 7/4) with
red core. Restored and mended.
Oval shaped, two extending sides with holes
corresponding to attached lugs of the cylindrical

pyxis. Straight sides, round convex top, inside
concave. Undecorated.

631 (Syros 556) LID (fig. 83)
H 0.014; Diam max 0.066
Medium, reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 5/4) with same
core. Black slipped and burnished surface. Intact.
Flat top, straight sides. No holes. Undecorated.

632 (Syros 559) CONICAL CUP (fig. 83)
H 0.116; Diam rim 0.146; Diam base 0.058
Medium, reddish-yellow fabric (5 YR 6/6) with very
dark grey core (7.5 YR 4/0). Intact.
Flat base, convex foot, straight flaring wall with
rounded lip. Undecorated.

633 (Syros 561) BOWL (fig. 83)
H 0.033; Diam rim 0.115
Medium, reddish-yellow fabric (7.5 YR 6/6) with
light red core (2.5 YR 6/6). Smoothed surface with
light yellow-brown slip. Intact.
Round base, flaring conical wall with rounded lip.
Undecorated.

634 (Syros 587) CONICAL CUP (fig. 83)
H 0.055; Diam rim 0.091; Diam base 0.036
Medium-coarse, light reddish-brown fabric (5 YR
6/4) with very dark grey core (5 YR 3/1). Smoothed
surface fired black in some parts. Intact.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with rounded lip.
Leaf impression on the base.

635 (Syros 589) CONICAL CUP (fig. 83)
H 0.065; Diam rim 0.101; Diam base 0.044
Medium, reddish-yellow fabric (5 YR 6/6) with grey
core. Coarse exterior surface, very worn. Intact.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with rounded lip.
Leaf impression on the base.

636 (Syros 590) CONICAL CUP (fig. 83)
H 0.054; Diam rim 0.084; Diam base 0.33
Medium, reddish-yellow (5 YR 6/6) with grey core.
Traces of greyish slip. Intact.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with rounded lip. 
Leaf impression on the base.

637 (Syros 591) SAUCER (fig. 83)
H 0.053; Diam rim 0.104; Diam base 0.035
Medium, light reddish-brown to dark grey fabric (5
YR 6/4-4/1) with light reddish-brown core (no
Munsell code obtainable.) Part of exterior fired black.
Intact with few chips at the rim.
Hollow concave base, low ring-foot, straight
spreading wall, conical shoulder, slightly inturned rim
with rounded lip. Undecorated.
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638 (Syros 592) SAUCER (fig. 83)
H 0.043; Diam rim 0.098; Diam base 0.03
Medium, red fabric (2.5 YR 5/6) with same core.
Intact.
Hollow ring-foot flaring outwards, low stem,
hemispherical body, upright rim with rounded lip.
Inside small circular depression in the middle. 

639 (Syros 593) CONICAL CUP (fig. 83)
H 0.076; Diam rim 0.121; Diam base 0.048
Medium, reddish-yellow fabric (5 YR 6/6 with dark
grey core (5 YR 4/1). Smoothed surface. Intact with
chips at the rim.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with rounded lip.
Leaf impression on the base.

640 (Syros 594) BOWL
H 0.068; Diam 0.17 (from museum inventory book)
No further details available. 

641 (Syros 596) SAUCER (fig. 83)
H 0.042; Diam rim 0.105; Diam base 0.024
Medium, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/6) with
similar core. Brush marks on exterior surface. Intact.
Small ring-foot, hollow base, flaring wall, incurving
rim with pointed round lip. Undecorated.

642 (Syros 608) BOWL (fig. 84)
H 0.032; Diam rim 0.111
Medium, red fabric (2.5 YR 5/8) with light reddish-
brown core (2.5 YR 6/4). Intact.
Round base, rounded flaring body, spreading rim
with rounded lip. Groove along the outside rim.
Undecorated.

643 (Syros 609) BOWL (fig. 84)
H 0.033; Diam rim 0.125
Medium, red fabric (5 YR 5/6) with pink- red core
(7.5 YR 8/4). Intact with two parts of the rim
missing.
Round base, flaring wall, upright rim with rounded
lip. Undecorated.

644 (Syros 616) ONE-HANDLED TANKARD
(fig. 84)
H 0.128; Diam rim 0.09; Diam max 0.010; Diam base
0.047
Medium-fine, reddish-yellow to pink fabric (5 YR
7/6-7.5 YR 7/4) with light grey core (7.5 YR 7/0).
Surface light orange-cream slip. Incomplete, handle
missing, and mended.
Flat base, globular body, high flaring neck to
rounded pointed lip. Attachment for vertical handle,
round section, from widest diameter body to below
the rim. Undecorated.

645 (Syros 636) SPHERICAL JAR (fig. 84)
H 0.101; Diam max 0.139; Diam base 0.045
Medium,, black-grey fabric (7.5 YR 2/0) with dark
grey core (10 YR 4/6). Smoothed and burnished
surface. Incomplete, mended and restored.
Flat base, spherical body with four knob-like lugs
placed diametrically at the widest diameter. Rim
missing.
Decorated on the exterior upper half of the body
with incised and stamped geometric motifs in
concentric bands. Decoration consisting of a
Kerbschnitt motifs creating a zigzag, between two
incised lines.

646 (Syros 696) CONICAL CUP (fig. 84)
H 0.053; Diam rim 0.107; Diam base 0.047
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 4/4)
with weak red core (2.5 YR 4/2). Intact.
Flat base, small raised foot, straight spreading wall
with rounded lip. Leaf impression on the base.

647 (Syros 699) CONICAL CUP (fig. 84)
H 0.063-0.068; Diam rim 0.098; Diam base 0.04
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/4)
with grey core (2.5 YR 5/0), smoothed surface.
Intact, few chips off the rim.
Flat base, solid raised foot, straight spreading wall
with rounded lip. Leaf impression on the base.

648 (Syros 700) CONICAL CUP (fig. 84)
H 0.06; Diam rim 0.094; Diam base 0.045
Medium-coarse, pink fabric (7.5 YR 7/4) with red
core (2.5 YR 5/6), slipped and smoothed surface.
Intact, few chips off the rim.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with rounded lip.
Leaf impression on the base.

649 (Syros 701) CONICAL CUP (fig. 84)
H 0.057; Diam rim 0.095; Diam base 0.04
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/4)
with red core (2.5 YR 5/6). Intact, few chips off the
rim.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with rounded lip.
Leaf impression on the base.

650 (Syros 704) CONICAL CUP (fig. 84)
H 0.054; Diam rim 0.102; Diam base 0.042
Medium-coarse, red to dark brown (2.5 YR 5/6-7.5
YR 4/2) fabric with grey core (2.5 YR 6/0),
smoothed surface, irregularly fired. Intact, cracked
surface, part of the base broken off.
Flat base, solid raised foot, straight spreading wall
with rounded lip. Leaf impression on the base.

651 (Syros 705) CONICAL CUP (fig. 84)
H 0.065-0.072; Diam rim 0.116; Diam base 0.044
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/4)
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with nearly similar core (2.5 YR 5/3), yellow
encrustation on the surfaces. Incomplete, large
fragment of rim and upper wall missing.
Flat base, slightly off-centre, outcurving spreading
wall, upright rim with rounded lip.
Leaf impression on the base.

652 (Syros 706) CONICAL CUP (fig. 84)
H 0.065; Diam rim 0.121; Diam base 0.052
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/3)
with dark grey core (2.5 YR 4/0). Incomplete, large
fragment of rim and upper wall missing.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with rounded
bevelled rim. Leaf impression on the base.

653 (Syros 709) CONICAL CUP (fig. 84)
H 0.072; Diam rim 0.121; Diam base 0.047
Medium-coarse, light reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR
4/2) with slightly darker core (2.5 YR 5/4). Incom-
plete, large fragment of rim and upper wall missing.
Flat base, solid raised foot, straight spreading wall
with rounded lip. Leaf decoration on the base.

654 (Syros 710) CONICAL CUP
H 0.078; Diam rim 0.113; Diam base 0.047
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/3)
with grey core (2.5 YR 5/0), coated with white
yellow slip (7.5 YR 7/2), Incomplete, two pieces not
mended, one fragment missing.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with pointed lip.
Leaf impression on the base.

655 (Syros 711) CONICAL CUP (fig. 84)
H 0.78; Diam rim 0.118; Diam base 0.056
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/3)
with weak red core (2.5 YR 4/2), smoothed surface.
Incomplete, large fragment of rim and upper wall
missing.
Flat base, solid raised foot, straight spreading wall
with rounded lip. Leaf impression on the base.

656 (Syros 713) CONICAL CUP (fig. 85)
H 0.056; Diam base 0.041
Coarse, dark yellowish-brown to yellowish-brown (10
YR 4/6-5/4) with nearly similar core (10 YR 5/4),
inside smoothed surface. Incomplete, upper part
missing; very brittle clay and very worn.
Flat base, solid raised foot, straight flaring wall.
Leaf impression on the base. Incised curved lines
inside cup from rim to base.

657 (Syros 714) CONICAL CUP (fig. 85)
H pres. 0.049; Diam base 0.047
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 4/4)
with similar core. Incomplete, only base fragment
preserved.
Flat base, solid raised foot, straight spreading wall.

Leaf impression on the base.

658 (Syros 715) BICONICAL JAR (fig. 85)
H 0.138; Diam rim 0.068; Diam max 0.133; Diam
base 0.046
Medium, dark grey brown fabric (10 YR 3/2) with
light brownish-grey core (2.5 YR 5/2). Smoothed
and burnished surface. Incomplete, about half of
vase is missing, mended.
Flat base, conical lower body, concave upper body,
sharp edge between two parts, outturned rim with
flattened top and pointed round lip. Two horizontal
band handles, vertically pierced, below the widest
diameter.
Decorated on the upper exterior body with incised
geometric motifs, consisting of a band of four
chevrons placed on top of each other, between a
concentric incised line.

659 (Syros 719) CONICAL CUP (fig. 85)
H 0.082; Diam rim 0.132-0.121; Diam base 0.048
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/3)
with grey core (2.5 YR 5/0), soil encrusted to
surfaces. Intact.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with rounded lip;
oval-shaped rim due to sides pressed inwards.
Mat impression on the base.

660 (Syros 722) CONICAL CUP (fig. 85)
H 0.094; Diam rim 0.149-0.122; Diam base 0.061
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/3)
with grey to reddish-brown core (2.5 YR 5/0-4/4).
Incomplete, large fragment of the rim and upper wall
missing.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with rounded lip;
oval-shape rim. Mat impression on the base.

661 (Syros 725) CONICAL CUP (fig. 85)
H 0.075; Diam rim recon. 0.12; Diam base 0.05
Medium-coarse, weak red fabric (2.5 YR 5/2) with
reddish-brown core (2.5 YR 4/4). Incomplete, large
part of the wall and rim missing; very brittle clay. 
Flat base, straight spreading wall with rounded lip.
Mat impression on the base.

662 (Syros 726) CONICAL CUP (fig. 85)
H 0.062; Diam rim 0.097; Diam base 0.052
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/4)
with reddish-brown core (2.5 YR 4/3-5 YR 5/3),
smoothed surface. Incomplete, large fragment of
wall and rim missing.
Flat base, solid raised foot, straight spreading wall
with thin flattened lip; two raised bands placed over
the rim. Mat impression on the base.

663 (Syros 732) BOWL (fig. 85)
H 0.048; Diam rim 0.132
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Medium-coarse, reddish-brown to light red fabric
(2.5 YR 5/3-6/6) with grey core (2.5 YR 5/0),
smoothed surface, small brush marks on the exterior.
Complete, mended from two parts.
Convex base, spreading flaring wall with rounded lip.
Undecorated.

664 (Syros 733) BOWL (fig. 85)
H 0.035; Diam rim 0.112
Medium-coarse, red fabric (2.5 YR 5/6) with greyish
core (not clearly visible). Intact, a few chips off the
rim.
Convex pointed base,flaring spreading wall with
rounded lip. Undecorated.

665 (Syros 734) BOWL (fig. 85)
H 0.035; Diam rim 0.108
medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/4)
with grey core (2.5 YR 5/0). Intact, a few chips off
the rim, cracks in surface.
Convex base, flaring spreading wall with rounded lip.
Undecorated.

666 (Syros 735) BOWL (fig. 85)
H 06.034; Diam rim 0.124
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 4/4)
with grey core (2.5 YR 5/0). Intact, a few chips off
the rim.
Convex base, flaring spreading wall with rounded lip.
Undecorated.

667 (Syros 736) BOWL (fig. 85)
H 0.031; Diam rim 0.131
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/3)
with similar core (2.5 YR 5/4), brush marks outside,
smoothed surface. Intact, a few chips off the rim.
Convex base, spreading flaring wall with rounded
thin lip. Undecorated.

668 (Syros 738) BOWL (fig. 85)
H 0.034; Diam rim 0.105
Medium-coarse, red fabric (2.5 YR 5/6) with similar
core. Drying cracks in surface. Complete, mended
from two parts.
Convex almost flat base, spreading flaring wall,
upright rim with pointed lip. Undecorated.

669 (Syros 739) BOWL (fig. 85)
H 0.053; Diam rim 0.11
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/4)
with similar core (not clearly visible), smoothed
surface. Intact, rim almost completely chipped.
Convex almost flat base, flaring wall, upright rim
with rounded lip. Undecorated.

670 (Syros 740) BOWL (fig. 86)
H 0.031; Diam rim 0.12

Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 4/3)
with grey core (2.5 YR 5/0). Intact, a few chips off
the rim.
Convex base, flaring wide spreading wall with
rounded lip. Undecorated.

671 (Syros 742) BOWL (fig. 86)
H 0.037; Diam rim 0.123
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/6)
with probably similar core (not clearly visible). Intact,
one fragment of the rim missing.
Convex, slightly pointed base, outcurving flaring wall
with rounded lip. Undecorated.

672 (Syros 743) BOWL (fig. 86)
H 02.037; Diam rim 0.116-0.11
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/4)
with similar core (2.5 YR 5/6), traces of greyish-
white slip. Intact, chips of larger fragment of the rim
missing.
Convex base, hemispherical bowl, upright rim with
rounded lip. Rim slightly oval-shaped due to two
sides pressed inwards. Undecorated.

673 (Syros 744) BOWL (fig. 86)
H 0.041; Diam rim 0.096
Medium-coarse, dark yellowish-brown to dark brown
fabric (10 YR 4/4-4/3) with similar core; smoothed
with deep brush marks inside. Intact, a few chips off
the rim.
Convex base, spreading flaring wall, upright rim with
rounded lip. Undecorated.

674 (Syros 745) BOWL (fig. 86)
H 0.044; Diam rim 0.124
Medium-coarse, grey fabric (5 YR 5/1) with dark
grey core (2.5 YR 4/0). Intact.
Convex pointed base, flaring wall, upright rim with
rounded lip. Undecorated.

675 (Syros 746) BOWL (fig. 86)
H 0.042; Diam rim 0.13
Medium-coarse, red fabric (2.5 YR 5/6) with
reddish-brown core (2.5 YR 5/4). Smoothed interior
surface. Intact.
Convex base, flaring nearly straight wall, flaring rim
with rounded lip. Undecorated.

676 (Syros 747) BOWL (fig. 86)
H 0.052; Diam rim 0.15; Diam base 0.059
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown to yellowish-brown
fabric (2.5 YR 5/4-10 YR 5/6) with grey core (2.5
YR 5/0). Smoothed surface with traces of slip.
Intact, large fragment of rim missing.
Flat base, straight lower wall, outcurving upper wall,
incurving rim with pointed lip. Undecorated.
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677 (Syros 748) BOWL (fig. 86)
H 0.038; Diam rim 0.104
Medium-coarse, yellowish-brown fabric (10 YR 5/4)
with brownish-yellow core (10 YR 6/6). Smoothed
surface with brush marks inside. Intact.
Convex base, hemispherical bowl, upright rim with
rounded lip. Undecorated.

678 (Syros 749) BOWL (fig. 86)
H 0.034; Diam rim 0.122
Medium-coarse, light red to reddish-brown fabric
(2.5 YR 6/6-5/4) with grey core (2.5 YR 5/0). Intact,
two fragments of the rim missing.
Convex pointed base, spreading flaring wall with
rounded lip. Undecorated.

679 (Syros 750) BOWL (fig. 86)
H 0.045; Diam rim 0.118
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown to light reddish-
brown (2.5 YR 4/4-6/4) with grey core (2.5 YR 5/0).
Smoothed, deep brush marks inside. Incomplete,
mended with large fragment of rim missing.
Convex nearly flat base, hemispherical bowl, upright
rim with rounded lip. Undecorated.

680 (Syros 751) BOWL (fig. 86)
H 0.037; Diam rim 0.128
Medium-coarse, red to reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR
4/6-5/4) with dark grey core (2.5 YR 4/0).
Smoothed surface with traces of slip. Incomplete,
mended with large fragment of the rim missing.
Convex base, spreading flaring wall with rounded lip.
Undecorated.

681 (Syros 752) BOWL (fig. 86)
H 0.029; Diam rim 0.112
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/4-
4/4) with similar core (2.5 YR 4/4). Smoothed
surface with traces of slip. Intact, part of the rim
missing.
Convex base, spreading wall with rounded thin lip.
Undecorated.

682 (Syros 753) BOWL (fig. 86)
H 0.046; Diam rim 0.104
Medium-coarse, red to reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR
5/6-5/4) with similar core (2.5 YR 5/6). Brush
marks inside. Intact, few chips off the rim.
Convex base, hemispherical bowl, upright rim with
rounded lip. Undecorated.

683 (Syros 754) BOWL (fig. 86)
H 0.052 Diam rim 0.122
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/4)
with weak red core (2.5 YR 4/2). Smoothed surface
with brush marks inside. Intact, large part of the rim
missing.

Convex base, spreading flaring wall with rounded
thin lip. Undecorated.

684 (Syros 755) BOWL (fig. 86)
H 0.06; Diam rim 0.138
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/4)
with grey core (2.5 YR 5/0). Smoothed surface,
traces of greyish-white slip on exterior. Complete,
mended from two large fragments.
Convex base, spreading flaring wall with rounded lip.
Undecorated.

685 (Syros 756) BOWL (fig. 86)
H 0.034; Diam rim 0.127
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 4/4)
with similar core (2.5 YR 4/3). Smoothed surface,
inside slipped. Intact, large fragment of rim missing.
Convex base, spreading wall with thin rounded lip.
Undecorated.

686 (Syros 757) BOWL (fig. 87)
H 0.032; Diam rim 0.128
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 5/3)
with grey core (5 YR 6/1). Smoothed surface. Intact,
large fragment of the rim missing.
Convex nearly flat base, spreading flaring wall with
rounded lip. Undecorated.

687 (Syros 773) BOWL (fig. 87)
H 0.032; Diam rim 0.113; Diam base 0.043
Medium, very dark grey surface (10 YR 3/1) with
grey core (10 YR 5/1). Burnished surface.
Incomplete, only one half preserved.
Low broad ring-foot, hollow centre, convex wall,
outturned rim and flattened top.
Decorated along the top of the rim with a band of
single Kerbschnitt.

688 (Syros 775) SAUCER (fig. 87)
H 0.031; Diam 0.095; Diam base 0.023
Medium, reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 5/3) with red
core (2.5 YR 5/6). Slipped surface. Intact.
Small ring-foot, outcurving wall, upright rim with
rounded lip. Undecorated.

689 (Syros 777) SAUCER (fig. 87)
H 0.045; Diam rim 0.107; Diam base 0.026
Medium, reddish-grey fabric (5 YR 5/2) with grey
core (10 YR 5/1). White slipped surface (5 YR 8/1).
Intact, part of the rim missing.
Small ring-foot, outcurving wall, upright rim with
rounded lip. Undecorated.

690 (Syros 779) SAUCER (fig. 87)
H 0.038-0.042; Diam rim 0.113-0.101; Diam base
0.036
Fine, light reddish-yellow fabric (7.5 YR 7/4) with
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similar core (not visible). Brush strokes in concentric
lines on the inside. Incomplete, mended and
restored.
Flat base, raised foot, outcurving thin wall, incurving
rim with rounded lip; rim oval-shaped. Inside traces
of blue pigment. Undecorated.

691 (Syros 818) SPHERICAL JAR (fig. 87)
H 0.087; Diam base 0.025; Diam max 0.141
Medium-coarse, light reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR
6/6) with grey core (2.5 YR 5/0). Traces of dark
brown lustrous burnished surface (2.5 YR 3/2).
Incomplete, most of upper part and rim missing.
Circular depression at base, spreading flaring wall,
incurving shoulder, upright rim; remains of two pairs
of vertical tubular lugs vertically pierced at widest
diameter at opposite sides.
Decorated with incised geometric motifs on upper
body, consisting of concentric lines surrounding a
band of Kerbschnitt, below a band of three zigzags,
a band of connected concentric circles and another
band of Kerbschnitt between incised lines.

Stone vessels

692 (Syros 178) STONE CUP (fig. 87)
H 0.032; Diam rim 0.101
White marble. Intact with some chips at the rim and
dark colouring at the inside (possible traces of
pigment).
Round convex base, flaring wall with rounded lip.

693 (Syros 179) STONE FOOTED CUP (fig. 87)
H 0.077; Diam rim 0.087; Diam base 0.046
White marble. Intact, smoothed exterior surface.
Solid flaring foot, flat base, cylindrical stem, base of
cup extending sideways horizontally, flaring
spreading thick wall with rounded lip.

694 (Syros 181) STONE FOOTED BOWL (fig. 87)
H pres. 0.044; Diam rim 0.114
White marble. Incomplete, foot and stem missing.
Flaring spreading thin wall with pointed lip. Remains
on the base of the bowl indicate attachment of the
missing flaring solid foot.

695 (Syros 182) STONE BOWL (fig. 87)
H 0.031; Diam rim 0.102; Diam base 0.037
White translucent marble. Intact.
Flat base, spreading slightly curved wall with
rounded lip; four horizontal rectangular lugs set at
the rim at opposite sides.

696 (Syros 184) STONE FOOTED BOWL (fig. 87)
H 0.052; Diam rim 0.081; Diam base 0.038
White marble. Intact with a few chips at the rim and
base.

Flat base, solid raised foot, short stem, base of bowl
extending horizontally, flaring outcurving wall with
thin pointed lip.

697 (Syros 185) STONE FOOTED BOWL (fig. 87)
H 0.052; Diam rim 0.096; Diam base 0.038
White marble. Intact with a few chips at the rim and
base. Outside very smooth, inside rough surface.
Flat base. Solid raised foot, short stem, base of bowl
extending horizontally, spreading flaring wall with
rounded lip.

698 (Syros 186) STONE FOOTED BOWL (fig. 87)
H 0.058; Diam rim 0.095; Diam base 0.042
White marble. Intact, chips at rim and base. Traces
of black substance inside bowl.
Concave base, solid raised foot, short stem,
outcurving wall with rounded lip, inside upright rim
with groove along the rim.

699 (Syros 188) STONE BOWL (fig. 87)
H 0.039; Diam rim 0.166
White marble. Intact.
Convex base, spreading wall, rounded rim. Groove
along the inside of the rim.

700 (Syros 189) STONE BOWL (fig. 87)
H 0.039; Diam rim 0.163
White marble. Intact.
Round, convex base, flaring wall, rounded lip.
Groove along the inside of the rim.

701 (Syros 384) STONE FOOTED BOWL (fig. 88)
H 0.051; Diam rim 0.091; Diam base 0.031
White-grey marble. Restored and mended, part of
the rim is missing.
Flat base, solid foot, outcurving spreading wall with
rounded lip.

702 (Syros 386) STONE CUP (fig. 88)
H 0.04; Diam rim 0.149; Diam base 0.085
White marble. Incomplete, mended.
Flat base, flaring wall, rounded lip. Two horizontal
rectangular lugs at opposite sides off the rim.

703 (Syros 387) STONE BOWL
H 0.024; Diam. rim 0.083; Diam base 0.024
Flat base, flaring wall with rounded lip.

704 (Syros 388) STONE BOWL (fig. 88)
H 0.041; Diam rim 0.151; Diam base 0.04
White marble. Incomplete and mended, rim
fragment missing.
Flat base, flaring wall, rounded rim; groove along the
inside of the rim.
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705 (Syros 396) STONE BOWL (fig. 88)
H 0.064; Diam rim 0.155; Diam base 0.042
White marble. Intact.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with rounded lip.

706 (Syros 397) STONE BOWL (fig. 88)
H 0.05; Diam rim 0.111; Diam base 0.048
Yellow-white marble. Intact.
Flat base, spreading flaring wall, flattened top rim;
four horizontal rectangular lugs set at the rim at
opposite sides; lugs have pointed ends.

Stone objects

707 (Syros 162) STONE PALETTE (fig. 88)
L 0.259; W 0.172; H 0.033
Blue-green stone. Intact.
Convex base, flaring sides, flat top with rounded
ridge along the sides forming a rectangular
depression at top.

708 (Syros 163) STONE GRINDER (fig. 88)
H 0.115; Diam max 0.081-0.054
Green-blue stone. Intact.
Rounded base with oval section, conical body with
rounded top. One side flattened.

709 (Syros 548) STONE GRINDER (fig. 88)
L 0.065; W 0.041; Diam 0.034-0.041
Brown-red stone. Intact.
Tubular shaped with round section, one side straight,
the other side smoothed round.

Metal objects

710 (Syros 515) METAL PIN (fig. 88)
L 0.118; Th 0.002
Copper-based alloy. Incomplete, corroded.
Circular section, straight round pin, both ends
broken off. 

711 (Syros 517) METAL SCRAPER (fig. 88)
L 0.055; W 0.018-0.013; Th 0.001
Rectangular thin blade with two rivet holes at the
top.  V-shaped corroded lines indicates the extent of
the original haft. Intact, corroded.

712 (Syros 520) METAL NEEDLE (fig. 88)
L 0.147; Th 0.0025
Copper-based alloy.
Circular section, straight shaft, lower pointed tip bent
sideways, rounded top with hole pierced through
shaft. Intact, heavily corroded.

713 (Syros 521) METAL PIN (fig. 88)
L 0.09; Th 0.002
Copper-based alloy. Intact, corroded.

Circular section, thin wire, pointed tip with rounded
thicker upper end.

714 (Syros 522) METAL PUNCH (fig. 88)
L 0.111; Th 0.0025
Copper-based alloy. Intact.
Square section at short pointed top, longer lower
part ending in thin point.

715 (Syros 523) METAL PUNCH (fig. 88)
L 0.13; W ; Th 0.0045
Copper-based alloy. Intact.
Square section, pointed tips and bent in the middle.

716 (Syros 647) METAL PUNCH (fig. 88)
L 0.115; Th 0.003
Copper-based alloy. Intact.
Square section, bent at lower end, pointed tip and
upper end.

717 (Syros 651) METAL PUNCH (fig. 88)
L 0.096; Th 0.002
Copper-based alloy. Incomplete.
Square section, upper part pointed, lower tip broken
off.

718 (Syros 661) METAL PIN (fig. 89)
L 0.126; Th 0.0025
Copper-based alloy. Intact, corroded.
Circular section, bent in the middle, pointed tip and
rounded upper end.

719 (Syros 802) METAL TWEEZERS
L pres. 0.05
Copper-bases alloy. Incomplete, broken into many
small pieces, corroded.

720 (Syros 803) METAL PIN (fig. 89)
L 0.095; Th 0.0015
Copper-based alloy. Incomplete, corroded.
Circular section, long thin pin with both ends broken
off.

721 (Syros 804) METAL PIN
L 0.10 (from museum inventory book)
Circular section, bent pin with pointed tips. 

722 (Syros 805) METAL SCRAPER (fig. 89)
L 0.051; W 0.019; Th 0.0015
Copper-based alloy. Intact, corroded.
Rectangular blade with four rivets in a row at the
top, two rivets still in place; V-shaped corrosion
indicating edge of former haft; blade curved.

723 (Syros 806) METAL PUNCH
L 0.102 (from museum inventory book)
Incomplete, upper end missing. No further details
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available. The punch was not available for study.

724 (Syros 808) METAL PUNCH
L 0.132 (from museum inventory book)
Complete, broken in two parts.
Both tips pointed, circular section. The punch was
not available for study.

725 (Syros 809) METAL PIN (fig. 89)
L 0.112; Th 0.0015
Copper-based alloy. Intact.
Long thin pin with round section and pointed tips.

726 (Syros 810) METAL PIN (fig. 89)
L 0.097; Th 0.002
Copper-based alloy. Intact.
Long bent pin with round section and pointed tips.

727 (Syros 811) METAL NEEDLE (fig. 89)
L 0.112; Th 0.002
Copper-based alloy. Intact.
Bent thin pin with round section, pointed top.

728 (Syros 813) METAL SCRAPER (fig. 89)
L 0.041; W 0.017-0.013; Th 0.001
Copper-based alloy. Incomplete, corroded.
Thin trapezoidal blade with rivet at the top, lower
end broken off. V-shaped corrosion marking area
covered by former haft. 

729 (Syros 817) METAL PUNCH (fig. 89)
L 0.094; Th 0.0045
Copper-based alloy. Intact, corroded.
Square section, rectangular blade, upper part pointed,
pointed tip, greatest width near upper point.

Shells

730 (Syros 204.1) SHELL (fig. 89)
L 0.099; W max 0.114; W min 0.051
Both valves of a scallop (Pecten jacobaeus L.).

731 (Syros 204.2) SHELL (fig. 89)
L 0.086; W max 0.101; W min 0.045
Both valves of a scallop (Pectus jacobaeus L.).

732 (Syros 821) SHELL (fig. 89)
One valve of a scallop (Pecten jacobaeus L.).

733 (Syros 823) SHELL (fig. 89)
One valve of a scallop (Pecten jacobaeus L.).

734 (Syros 824) SHELL (fig. 89)
L 0.078; W max 0.097; W min 0.043
One valve of a scallop (Pecten jacobaeus L.).

735 (Syros 825) SHELL (fig. 89)

One valve of a scallop (Pecten jacobaeus L.).

736 (Syros 826) SHELL (fig. 89)
One valve of a scallop (Pecten jacobaeus L.).

737 (Syros 828) SHELL (fig. 89)
One valve of a scallop (Pecten jacobaeus L.). 

1.3. Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge

These objects from Chalandriani were presented to
the Fitzwilliam Museum in 1923 by the Greek
Government. No further documents regarding this
gift are either in the archives of the Fitzwilliam
Museum in Cambridge or in the National
Archaeological Museum in Athens. In 1963 the
Fitzwilliam Museum acquired a pan which is
described as coming from Syros. Further details of
this object are presented in the final section.

Pottery

738 (GR.7c.1923) FOOTED BOWL (fig. 90)
H 0.110; Diam rim 0.151; Diam base 0.068
Medium, reddish fabric (2.5 YR 3/3) with reddish-
brown core (2.5 YR 5/4). Dark brown-red slipped
and burnished surface. 
Incomplete, mended with some missing parts of the
upper body and base restored. Root impressions at
the exterior surface. Intact.
Hollow trumpet-shaped foot, narrowing upwards,
hemispherical bowl, conical flaring wall, flaring rim
with rounded lip. Undecorated.
Publ. CVA Great Britain 11, Cambridge 2 (1936), pl.
1,8; Thimme (1977), no. 415.

739 (GR.7d.1923) SPHERICAL JAR (fig. 90)
H 0.072; Diam max 0.052; Diam base 0.034; Diam
max 0.102
Medium, black-brown fabric (2.5 YR 3/0) with dark
reddish-brown core (2.5 YR 5/3). Dark grey
burnishing, smoothed surface treatment. Root
impressions on the exterior surface. Incomplete,
about one quarter of the upper body is missing and
restored. Some dark patches on the exterior surface
due to uneven firing.
Flat base, biconical body, small upright collar-like
rim with rounded lip. Undecorated.
Publ. CVA Great Britain 11, Cambridge 2 (1936), pl.
1,3; Thimme (1977), no. 395.

740 (GR.7e.1923) SAUCER (fig. 90)
H 0.038; Diam rim 0.104; Diam base 0.024
Medium, reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 6/6-4/2) with
light red core (2.5 YR 6/6). Smoothed surface
treatment. Intact. Some dark patches on the exterior
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due to uneven firing.
Short conical ring foot, concave base, conical flaring
wall, incurving rim with pointed inverted lip.
Undecorated.
Publ. CVA Great Britain 11, Cambridge 2 (1936), pl.
1,5; Thimme (1977), no. 409.

741 (GR.7f.1923) BOWL (fig. 90)
H 0.037; Diam rim 0.122; Diam base 0.02
Medium, dark brown fabric (5 YR 5/3-3/1) with
dark brown core (5 YR 5/3), traces of smoothing
and polishing on exterior surface. Intact.
Small hollow circular depression at the base,
hemispherical body with flaring conical wall, upright
rim with rounded lip. Undecorated.
Publ. CVA Great Britain 11, Cambridge 2 (1936), pl.
1,5; Thimme (1977), no. 408.

742 (GR.7g.1923) CONICAL CUP (fig. 90)
H 0.075; Diam rim 0.117; Diam base 0.05
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2/5 YR 5/3)
with similar core (5 YR 5/3). Smoothed surface.
Complete, mended.
Flat base, solid low raised foot, straight spreading
wall, thickened rounded lip.
Leaf impression on the base.
Publ. CVA Great Britain 11, Cambridge 2 (1936), pl.
1,6; Thimme (1977), no. 414.

Stone vessels

743 (GR.7a.1923) STONE BOWL (fig. 90)
H 0.033; Diam rim 0.101; Diam base 0.0345
White marble. Complete, mended with small part of
the rim missing.
Flat base, conical flaring wall with rounded lip. Four
rectangular lugs set at right angles off the rim. 
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 276, no. G14, pl. 66c.

744 (GR.7b.1923) STONE FOOTED BOWL 
(fig. 90)
H 0.048; Diam rim 0.085; Diam base 0.0275
White marble. Incomplete, rim and most of the lip
broken off. 
Solid trumpet-shaped foot flaring towards a flat base;
base of the bowl extending horizontally, concave
flaring wall, outcurving rim with pointed lip.
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 292, no. L9, pl. 98d.

1.4. National Museum, Copenhagen

Only two objects, both conical cups, from
Chalandriani are in the possession of the National
Museum in Copenhagen. They were obtained in
1923 from the National Archaeological Museum in
Athens as part of an exchange. The circumstances of

their transfer from the National Archaeogical
Museum in Athens to Copenhagen are not known. 

Pottery

745 (6957) CONICAL CUP
H 0.052; Diam rim 0.085
Medium-coarse, brown-gray micaceous fabric. Intact.
Flat base, straight spreading wall and rounded lip. 
Leaf impression on the base.
Publ. CVA Danemark 1, Copenhague 1, Musée National,
31, pl. 37: 6.

746 (6958) CONICAL CUP
H 0.068; Diam rim 0.12
Medium-coarse, brown-red micaceous fabric. Intact,
with part of the rim missing.
Flat base, short raised foot, straight spreading wall.
Leaf impression on the base.
Publ. CVA Danemark 1, Copenhague 1, Musée National,
31, pl. 37: 7.

1.5. Museo Archeologico, Florence

The objects from Chalandriani in the Museo
Archeologico were obtained through an exchange
with the National Archaeological Musuem in Athens
1902-1903. In 1905 an additional group of objects
was donated by the Greek Government to the
musuem in Florence. All objects originally came
from the excavations by Tsountas at Chalandriani.
Lit. Milani (1912), 85, 177; Pecorella (1970).

Pottery

747 (4243, acquired 1902-03) FOOTED (fig. 91)
BICONICAL JAR
H 0.152; Diam max 0.104
Medium-coarse, blackish-grey fabric with dark
burnished, lustrous surface. Incomplete, almost half
of the vessel has been restored, a few chips at the
base.
Hollow foot flaring towards a broad base, spherical
biconical carinated body, concave neck, outturning
rim. Four horizontal lugs placed at right angles of
each other at the widest diameter of the body.
Decorated on the upper part of the body with
patterns of incised and stamped white-filled
geometric motifs concentricly arranged. Motifs
consist of running spirals (spirals connected with
tangent lines), with above and below these a band of
two incised lines with Kerbschnitt in between. 
Publ. Milani (1912), pl. CXXX,1; Pecorella (1970),
fig. 1.1, pl. 1.1; Thimme (1977), no. 386.
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748 (4244, acquired 1902-03) FOOTED
BICONICAL JAR (fig. 91)
H 0.101; Diam max 0.077
Medium-coarse, red-brown fabric, brown burnished,
lustrous surface. Intact.
Hollow flaring foot, broad base, biconical carinated
body, concave neck, outturned rim with rounded lip. 
Undecorated.
Publ. Pecorella (1970), fig. 1,3; pl. 1,3.

749 (4247, acquired 1902-03) BOWL (fig. 91)
H 0.027; Diam rim 0.121-0.115
Medium, brownish-red fabric, covered with dull
reddish slip. Intact.
Flat base, broad spreading wall, slightly oval
diameter. Undecorated.
Publ. Pecorella (1970), 158; fig. 1,7; pl. 3,3; Thimme
(1977), no. 407.

750 (4248, acquired 1902-03) SAUCER (fig. 91)
H 0.04; Diam rim 0.108
Medium, greyish-red fabric, reddish slip with large
inclusions. Intact.
Small flaring foot with concave base, hemispherical
body, upright wall, rounded lip. Elegantly curving
contour. Undecorated.
Publ. Pecorella (1970), 158; fig. 1,6; pl. 3,6; Thimme
(1977), no. 410.

751 (4249, acquired 1902-03) CONICAL CUP 
(fig. 91)
H 0.077; Diam rim 0.131
Medium-coarse, brown fabric with dark red slip.
Intact.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with rounded lip.
Leaf impression on the base.
Publ. Pecorella (1970), 159; pl. 3,8; Thimme (1977),
no. 413.

752 (4331, acquired 1905) FOOTED BICONICAL
JAR (fig. 91)
H 0.122; Diam max 0.09
Medium-coarse, black-brown fabric, burnished
surface. Intact. 
Hollow flaring foot towards broad base, spherical
biconical carinated body, concave neck, outturning
rim. Two small hand pressed horizontal lugs placed
diametrically on the widest part of the body.
Decorated on the upper half of the body with white-
filled incised and stamped geometric motifs in
concentric horizontal arrangement. Two bands of
Kerbschnitt between incised lines; in between a band
of running spirals.
Publ. Pecorella (1970), 155; fig. 1,2, pl. 1,2; Thimme
(1977), no. 387.

753 (4332, acquired 1905) FOOTED BICONICAL
JAR (fig. 91)
H 0.12; Diam max 0.087
Medium-coarse, red-brown fabric with dark brown
burnished surface. Intact.
Hollow flaring foot towards broad base; spherical
biconical crinated body, concave neck, outturning
rim. Two small horizontal lugs set at the widest
diameter. Undecorated.
Publ. Pecorella (1970), pl. 1,4; pl. 1,4.

754 (4333, acquired 1905) PAN (fig. 91)
H 0.032; Diam max 0.223; L max 0.294
Medium-coarse, greyish fabric, dark brown
burnished surface. Intact.
Oval flat base with slanting wall and rounded lip.
Forked handle with wide spaced prongs.
Decorated on the base with incised and stamped
geometric motifs concentricly arranged. Along the
outside is a concentric band of double Kerbschnitt,
followed by an incised line. Following this are five
concentric bands of interconnected running spirals.
A roughly triangular shaped wedge near the handle is
marked off by a band of Kerbschnitt with at the
lower point remains of incised female genitals in
oblique hatching. 
Publ. Milani (1912), pl. CXXX,1; Pecorella (1970),
156; fig. 2, pl. 2; Thimme (1977), no. 404.

Stone vessels

755 (4245, acquired 1905) STONE FOOTED
BOWL (fig. 91)
H 0.066; Diam rim 0.106
Fine-grained white marble. Intact.
Flat base, flaring solid foot, wide body with
outflaring wall, outturning rim and rounded lip.
Undecorated.
Publ. Milani (1912), pl. CXXX,3; Pecorella (1970),
fig. 4,9; pl. 3,9; Getz-Gentle (1996), 293, no. L23.

756 (4246, acquired 1905) STONE BOWL (fig. 91)
H 0.026; Diam rim 0.105
Fine-grained white marble. Intact.
Flat base, straight spreading wall, outturning rim with
rounded lip. Four horizontal rectangular lugs placed
diametrically off the rim.
Undecorated.
Publ. Pecorella (1970), fig. 4,10; pl. 3,10; Getz-Gentle
(1996), 276, no. G10.

757 (4336, acquired 1905) STONE BOWL (fig. 91)
H 0.044; Diam max 0.156
Fine-grained white marble. Intact.
Small flat base, hemispherical body and rounded
inturned rim. Undecorated.
Publ. Pecorella (1970), fig. 4,11, pl. 3, 11.
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1.6. University collection, Heidelberg 

The seven objects in the archaeological collection of
the University of Heidelberg in Germany are all
fragments of pottery. Three are of jars and the other
fragments are from a spherical jar or pyxis, a jug
(probably a high-neck painted jug), a saucer and a
bowl. The objects were from the collection of the
National Archaeological Museum in Athens. In 1923
they were part of an exchange.

Pottery

758 (K.1) FOOTED BICONICAL JAR
H pres. 0.136; Diam base 0.084
Medium, dark brown-red fabric with many
micaceous and calcaceous inclusions, surface dark
brown, burnished. Incomplete, upper body, neck and
rim missing.
Hollow flaring foot, biconical body with probably
two or four horizontal solid lugs set at opposite sides
(only one lug intact).
Decorated along the body with bands of impressed
connected concentric circles and a band of double
Kerbschnitt below. Traces of white paste in the
incised decorations.
Publ. CVA Deutschland, Heidelberg, Universität, 3, 11,
pl. 90: 1.

759 (K.2) FOOTED BICONICAL JAR
H 0.089; Diam base 0.124
Medium, dark brown reddish micaceous fabric, with
dark brown burnished surface. Incomplete, only the
fragment of the upper body with two lugs below the
decoration remaining.
Decorated with a band of impressed connected
concentric circles and a band of Kerbschnitt below. 
Publ. CVA Deutschland, Heidelberg, Universität, 3, 11,
pl. 90: 2.

760 (K.3) SPHERICAL JAR
H 0.041; Width 0.073
Medium, dark reddish-brown micaceous fabric, dark
brown burnished surface. Incomplete, only the
fragment of the shoulder remaining.
Decorated with two bands of impressed connected
concentric circles.
Publ. CVA Deutschland, Heidelberg, Universität, 3, 11,
pl. 90: 3.

761 (K.4) FOOTED BICONICAL JAR
Diam rim 0.075
Medium, reddish-brown micaceous fabric with dark
brown burnished surface. Incomplete, only part of
the neck and the rim remaining.
Decorated with a band of oblique incised strokes and
a band of impressed connected concentric circles

below.
Publ. CVA Deutschland, Heidelberg, Universität, 3, 11,
pl. 90: 4.

762 (K.31) JUG
Dimensions unknown.
Light brownish fabric with reddish surface. Wall
fragment. Painted with dark brown lines.

763 (K.32) SAUCER
Dimensions unknown.
Dark brown fabric with white slip or wash. Base
fragment. Undecorated.

764 (K.33) BOWL
Dimensions unknown.
No further details available.

1.7. The British Museum, London

These twelve objects from Chalandriani in the British
Museum were acquired as part of an exchange with
the Greek Government in 1912 in return for a cast
of the Caryatid from the Erechtheion. The objects
came from the collection of the National
Archaeological Museum in Athens. 

Pottery

765 (1912.6-26.1, A 317) SPHERICAL JAR (fig. 92)
H pres. 0.082; Diam rim 0.073; Diam base 0.03;
Diam max 0.158
Medium, reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 6/4) with same
core. Burnished, very dark grey surface (2.5 YR 3/0).
Incomplete, mended.
Small circular depression at the base; biconical body,
collar-like upright rim missing. Two pairs of
vertically pierced tubular lugs placed at the widest
diameter at opposite sides of the body. Undecorated.

766 (1912.6-26.2, A 329) BOWL (fig. 92)
H 0.048; Diam rim 0.138; Diam base 0.02
Medium-coarse, pinkish-red fabric (7.5 YR 7/4) with
dark brown core (7.5 YR 4/2). Traces of pinkish-
yellow slip on the exterior (7.5 YR 8/4) and
smoothed treatment in concentric circles. Intact, a
few parts of the rim are missing.
Small circular depression at the base, flaring conical
wall with flaring rim and rounded lip. Undecorated.

767 (1912.6-26.3, A 327) BOWL (fig. 92)
H 0.031; Diam rim 0.125-0.133
Medium-coarse, light reddish fabric (5 YR 6/4) with
grey core (5 YR 5/1). Some dark patches on the
exterior surface due to uneven firing. Root
impressions on the inside surface. Some chips two
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cracks down from the rim. Intact.
Rounded base, flaring wall, flaring rim and rounded
lip. Undecorated.
Publ. Forsdyke (1925), pl. 4; Thimme (1977), 
no. 411.

768 (1912.6-26.4, A 328) BOWL (fig. 92)
H 0.031; Diam rim 0.1275
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 5/4)
with reddish-yellow core (5 YR 7/6). Some dark
patches on the exterior surface due to uneven firing.
Intact.
Rounded base, flaring wall, flaring rim with rounded
lip, inside convex. Undecorated.

769 (1912.6-26.5, A 322) CONICAL CUP (fig. 92)
H 0.076; Diam rim 0.135; Diam base 0.06
Medium, reddish-yellow fabric (5 YR 6/6) with red
core (2.5 YR 5/6). Smoothed exterior and interior
surface. Incomplete, mended, chips off the rim, part
of the rim restored.
Flat base straight spreading wall, spreading rim with
rounded pointed lip.
Mat impression on the base.

770 (1912.6-26.6, A 328) CONICAL CUP (fig. 92)
H 0.067; Diam rim 0.102; Diam base 0.043
Medium-coarse, red fabric (2.5 YR 5/6) with
reddish-brown core (2.5 YR 4/4). Smoothed on the
interior surface, very few dark patches on exterior
surface due to uneven firing. Incomplete, some chips
off the rim, restored with large part of the rim
missing.
Flat base, solid raised foot, convex flaring wall,
straight spreading rim with rounded pointed lip. 
Leaf impression on the base.

771 (1912.6-26.7, A 325) CONICAL CUP (fig. 92)
H 0.059; Diam rim 0.098; Diam base 0.038
Medium-coarse, red fabric (2.5 YR 5/8) with similar
core. Smoothed white slipped exterior surface (5 YR
8/1) with smoothed interior. Intact, a few chips at
the rim, crack down the wall from the rim. 
Flat base, straight spreading wall, slightly incurving at
the top, spreading rim with rounded lip.
Leaf impression on the base.

772 (1912.6-26.8, A 326) CONICAL CUP (fig. 92)
H 0.06; Diam rim 0.092; Diam base 0.04
Medium-coarse, red fabric (2.5 YR 5/6) with light
red core (2.5 YR 6/6). Smoothed with traces of
white slipped exterior surface (5 YR 8/1), interior
surface smoothed. Intact, a few chips at the rim.
Flat base, conical spreading wall, nearly upright rim
with rounded pointed inturning lip.
Leaf impression on the base.

773 (1912.6-26.9, A 323) CONICAL CUP (fig. 92)
H 0.058; Diam rim 0.094; Diam base 0.032
Medium-coarse, reddish-yellow fabric (5 YR 6/6)
with dark grey core (7.5 YR 5/0). Smoothed surface
with some dark patches due to uneven firing. Intact,
a few chips at the rim. Root impression on the
interior surface.
Flat base, solid raised foot, straight flaring wall,
flaring rim, rounded pointed lip. 
Mat impression on the base.

774 (1912.6-26.10, A 263) SAUCEBOAT (fig. 92)
H 0.117; Diam rim 0.113; Diam base 0.063
Medium, pinkish-red fabric (5 YR 7/3) with similar
core. Dark grey-black burnished surface (5 YR 4/1),
some red-black patches on the exterior due to
uneven firing. Incomplete, about two thirds of the
body including the handle is missing, mended from
three parts; horizontal band handle restored.
Raised foot with concave base (restored), conical
flaring wall, upright rim with pointed lip, flaring
pinched spout pointed and extending sideways and
upwards. Undecorated.
Publ. Forsdyke (1925), fig. 49; Thimme (1977), 
no. 421.

Stone vessels

775 (1912.6-26.11) STONE FOOTED BOWL 
(fig. 92)
H 0.068; Diam rim 0.098; Diam base 0.043
White marble. Complete, mended, a few chips
missing from the rim.
Solid trumpet-shaped foot with flat base, base of the
bowl extending horizontally, outcurving flaring wall,
outcurving rim with pointed lip.
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 293, no. L24, pl. 100b,
figs. 90e, 95b.

776 (1912.6-26.12) STONE BOWL (fig. 92)
H 0.032; Diam rim 0.086; Diam base 0.03
White marble. Intact, with two parts of the rim
missing.
Flat base, conical flaring wall, flaring rim with
rounded lip. Four rectangular lugs extending from
the lip at right angles. Inside convex with rounded
base.
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 276, no. G7, pl. 66b.

1.8. Ashmolean Museum, Oxford 

The three objects from Chalandriani in the
Ashmolean Museum were donated by the Greek
Government in 1923. 
Lit. S. Sherratt, Catalogue of Aegean Bronze Age
objects in the Ashmolean Museum (2001)
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Pottery

777 (1923.203) SAUCER (fig. 92)
H 0.056; Diam rim 0.109; Diam base 0.0315
Medium, orange-red micaceous fabric (2.5 YR 5/6)
with light red core (2.5 YR 5/8). Smoothed and
slipped surface. Intact, a few chips and a small part
of the rim are missing.
Convex base, Low flaring ring-foot, flaring conical
wall, incurving rim with rounded pointed lip.
Undecorated.
Publ. Sherratt (2001), no. III.1.b.1.

778 (1923.204) BOWL (fig. 92)
H 0.046; Diam rim 0.117
Medium-coarse, light reddish-yellow (5 YR 7/3) to
weak red fabric (10 R 5/4) with reddish-brown core
(2.5 YR 4/4). Intact, a few chips at the rim, root im-
pressions inside.
Hemispherical bowl with convex base, curving wall,
upright rim with rounded lip. Slipped surface.
Undecorated.
Publ. Sherratt (2001), III.1.b.2.

779 (1923.205) CONICAL CUP (fig. 92)
H 0.071; Diam rim 0.125; Diam base 0.
Medium-coarse, red fabric (2.5 YR 5/6) with red
core (2.5 YR 4/6), thin dark grey core. Incomplete,
restored with large part of the rim missing.
Flat base, solid raised foot, straight spreading wall,
straight rim with rounded lip. Extended base at one
side absent with wall spreading straight from the flat
base. Leaf impression on the base.
Publ. Sherratt (2001), III.1.b.3.

2. Excavations by Stephanos

The second major group of objects from
Chalandriani in the National Archaeological Museum
in Athens and the Archaeological Museum in
Ermoupolis came from the excavations carried out in
about 1870 by the anthropologist Klon Stephanos
(1855-1915). Not much is known of his
investigations on Syros. His main interest was
epigraphical, and he copied a large number of
inscriptions from various sites on Syros, especially
from the Bay of Grammata. In two papers in the
periodical Athinaion, later published together,
Stephanos presented a large collection of hitherto
unpublished Syriote inscriptions from the Hellenistic,
Roman and Byzantine periods. In few places he
mentions other archaeological remains, among them
the prehistoric tombs at Chalandriani and the
settlement at Kastri. On a large plate published with
his book on Syriote inscriptions, he included a
drawing of a marble female figurine from
Chalandriani.

Many of the objects excavated by Stephanos in the
National Museum in Athens could not be studied in
detail. Most are displayed in the Cycladic Room.
Publ. Stephanos (1874; 1875a; 1875b); the reference
to Chalandriani is found in Stephanos (1875), 8, 
note 7.

2.1. National Archaeological Museum,
Athens

Pottery

780 (NAM 6143) JUG
Barrel-shaped body with short pointed beak. Black
burnished surface with incised decoration. No
further details available.

781 (NAM 6144) PAN
Fragment, only the lower part, with much of the rim
missing. Decorated with incised and stamped motifs
consisting of a central star surrounded by connected
concentric circles. No further details available.
Publ. Coleman (1985), no. 9, pl. 33, fig. 4.

782 (NAM 6145) FOOTED BICONICAL JAR
Incised decoration on the upper part of the body.
No further details available.

783 (NAM 6148) FOOTED CUP
Red-brown surface with grey core. No further details
available.

784 (NAM 6149) FOOTED ONE-HANDLED
CUP
Painted red decoration. No further details available.
This cup is probably the same as published by
Collignon in his catalogue of vases in the collection
of the Archaeological Society of Athens, Collignon
1878, 2, no. 2.

785 (NAM 6153) TRIPLE-SPOUTED FOOTED
VASE 
Undecorated. No further details available.

786 (NAM 6156.1) SPOUTED SPHERICAL JAR
(fig. 93)
H 0.109; Diam rim 0.077; Diam max 0.133; Diam
base 0.046
Fine-medium, dark brown-black fabric (7.5 YR 2/0)
with dark grey core (7.5 YR 4/0). Black lustrous 
burnished surface.  Complete, mended from many
small fragments.
Flat base, convex wall, spherical body, collar-shaped
rim with pointed lip. Two horizontal semi-circular
lugs below the widest diameter. Spout from shoulder
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pointing upwards, ending in oval horizontal mouth
with flattened rim.
Decorated on the exterior body with raised cord
decoration consisting of five horizontal concentric
bands around the body. Lugs decorated with small
vertical strokes.

787 (NAM 6156.2) SPOUTED BOWL
Spherical shape with spout extending from the rim;
two horizontal semi-circular pierced handles at sides.
Black burnished surface treatment with white-filled
incised decorations. No further details available.

788 (NAM 6158) JUG
Black burnished surface treatment with white-filled
incised decorations. No further details avaialble.

789 (NAM 6159) JUG
Black burnished surface treatment with white-filled
incised decorations. No further details available.

790 (NAM 6160) SPHERICAL JAR
Spherical shape. Black burnished surface treatment
with white-filled incised decorations. No further
details available.

791 (NAM 6163) BOWL
Reddish-brown surface with grey core. Flat base with
flaring spreading wall. Undecorated. No further
details available.

792 (NAM 6167.2) FOOTED BICONICAL JAR
Dark brown burnished surface treatment. Decorated
on the upper part of the body with white-filled
incised decorations. No further details available.

793 (NAM 6172) PAN
Small example; handle missing (restored). Decorated
on the base with stamped concentric circles and near
handle an incised pubic triangle. No further details
available.
Publ. Coleman (1985), no. 22.

794 (NAM 6173) COLLARED JAR
No further details available.

795 (NAM 6177.1) PAN
Part of the base surface eroded with large parts of
wall and handle missing. Decorated on the base with
regularly arranged stamped concentric circles in
concentric rings connected with short incised
strokes, near the handle an incised pubic triangle. No
further details available.
Publ. Bossert (1960), fig. 7, no. 11; Coleman (1985),
no. 21, pl. 34, fig. 8.

796 (NAM 6177.2) PAN
Large parts of the base surface eroded, mended;
handle restored. Decorated on the base with
regularly arranged stamped concentric circles in two
different sizes connected with short incised strokes;
in the centre a ship with the high end to the right
with fish, filled with herringbone, at the top; banner
with multiple chevrons descends from the high end;
above and below the hull are 9 and 14 incised strokes
(oars). No further details available.
Publ. Bossert (1960), fig. 8, no. 13; Coleman (1985),
no. 25, pl. 34, fig. 12.

797 (NAM 6177.3) PAN
No further details available.

798 (NAM 6178) ZOOMORPHIC VASE (fig. 93)
H 0.107; W body 0.062; Th body 0.05; W arms 0.083;
W head 0.039; L head 0.033; Diam base bowl 0.02;
Diam rim bowl 0.064
Fine-medium, light brown fabric (10 YR 7/4) with
similar core. Light yellow slipped surface with
painted decoration in dark grey-brown (10 YR 3/1).
Intact.
A sitting hedgehog with legs spread in front and
holding a conical cup between extended arms. Hole
through the back of the cup into hollow body of
animal.
Decorated on the exterior with painted patterned
geometric and theriomorph motifs. On the body are
vertical, horizontal and oblique lines; the head is
painted with anatomical details: eyes, nose and ears;
on the conical cup a solid line runs along the rim and
horizontal lines across the body.
The animal is probably a hedgehog of the species
Erinaceus concolar, which is still found in the Cyclades
(Getz-Gentle 1997, 140).
Publ. Zervos (1957), figs. 238-239; Demagne (1964),
fig. 50; Vermeule (1964), fig. 8a; Higgins (1967), 
fig. 56; Renfrew (1972), pl. 16:2; Thimme (1977), 
fig. 27.

799 (NAM 6180.1) FOOTED BICONICAL JAR
(fig. 93)
H 0.177; Diam rim 0.067; Diam max 0.15; Diam base
0.068
Fine-medium, reddish-brown to dusky red fabric (2.5
YR 4/4-2.5 YR 3/2) with dark grey core (2.5 YR
4/0). Dark burnished surface, imperfectly fired.
Flaring hollow foot, biconical body, outcurving rim
flattened at the top. Four horizontal rectangular lugs
placed at right angles at the widest diameter of the
body. Incomplete, restored and mended.
Decorated on the upper half of the body with incised
white-filled geometric motifs in concentric patterns,
consisting of single Kerbschnitt placed close to each
other forming a zig-zag band; surrounded by incised
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lines, and two bands of 
interconnected concentric circles.

800 (NAM 6180.2) FOOTED BICONICAL JAR
Brown burnished surface treatment with incised
decorations on the upper part of the body. No
further details available.

801 (NAM 6184) PAN
Decorated on the base with a concentric band of
Kerbschnitt along the edge; an incised pubic triangle
near the forked handle; field in the centre is filled
with regularly arranged stamped spirals connected
with short incised strokes; below centre is a ship with
the high end to the right; fish connected to the high
end by a short line, banner descending from
connecting line; sixteen short strokes above and
below the hull incidating oars. No further details
available.
Publ. Zervos (1957), fig. 204; Bossert (1960), fig. 7,
no. 3; Coleman (1985), no. 18, pl. 35, fig. 15.

802 (NAM 6185) COMPOSITE VESSEL
(KERNOS) (fig. 93)
H max 0.052; H smaller pyxides 0.037; Diam rim
central pyxis 0.044; Diam smaller pyxides 0.031;
Diam max central pyxis 0.079; Diam max smaller
pyxides 0.054; Diam total object 0.183
Fine-medium, reddish-grey fabric and similar core (5
YR 5/2). Covered with light yellow slip (7.5 YR 8/4).
Intact.
Composite vessel consisting of a central larger
spherical pyxis with seven smaller similar pyxides
arranged around it, each connected to the central
pyxis and with its neighbours. All eight pyxides have
a lid consisting of an upright side and curved top
with vertical band handle. The seven smaller pyxides
all have three small horizontal semi-circular lugs at
the widest diameter.
Decorated on the exterior surface with geometric
motifs painted in dark on light slip. Motifs are bands
of connected circles with dots concentrically placed
around the body of the pyxides and similarly on the
top of the lids.

803 (NAM 6187) SAUCEBOAT
Covered with yellowish-white slip. No further details
available.

804 (NAM 6189) FOOTED CUP
Reddish-bown burnished surface treatment. No
further details available.

805 (NAM 6190) FOOTED BICONICAL JAR
Brown burnished surface treatment with white-filled
incised decoration on the upper part of the body. No
further details available.

806 (NAM 6191) FOOTED BICONICAL JAR
Brown burnished surface treatment with incised
decoration on the upper part of the body. No further
details available.

807 (NAM 6194) BOWL
No further details available.

Stone vessels

808 (NAM 6147.1) STONE BOWL
H 0.036; Diam rim 0.101
Blue-grey banded stone. Four rectangular lugs set at
the rim. No further details available.
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 276, no. G13, pl. 68b.

809 (NAM 6147.2) STONE BOWL
No further details available.

810 (NAM 6147.3) STONE BOWL
No further details available.

811 (NAM 6154.1) STONE BOWL
H 0.082; Diam base 0.055; Diam rim 0.119
Blue-grey and white banded stone. Four rectangular
lugs set at the rim. No further details available.
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 290, no. K36, pls. 68a,
97d.

812 (NAM 6154.2) STONE BOWL
Blue-grey and white banded stone. Four rectangular
lugs set at rim. No further details available.

813 (NAM 6154.3) STONE BOWL
No further details available.

814 (NAM 6155) STONE BOWL
Blue-grey banded stone. No further details available.

815 (NAM 6161.1) STONE FOOTED BOWL
H 0.068; Diam base 0.052; Diam rim 0.12
Greenish-grey marble or stone. 
No further details available.
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 293, no. L28.

816 (NAM 6161.2) STONE FOOTED BOWL
H 0.067; Diam 0.041; Diam rim 0.11
White marble. Solid flaring foot, flat base, straight
horizontal base of bowl, flaring spreading wall. No
further details available.
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 293, no. L26.

817 (NAM 6166) STONE SPOUTED BOWL
H 0.044; Diam rim 0.074; Diam with spout 0.105
Grey-white banded marble. No further details
available.
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 273, no. F3.
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818 (NAM 6181.1) STONE SPOUTED BOWL
White marble. Bowl standing on a low ring foot. No
further details available.

819 (NAM 6181.2) STONE SPOUTED BOWL
White marble. No further details available.

820 (NAM 6183) STONE BOWL
White marble. Large example. No further details
available.

821 (NAM 6192.1) STONE FOOTED BOWL
White marble. Solid flaring foot, flat base, straight
horizontal base of bowl, flaring spreading wall. No
further details available.

822 (NAM 6192.2) STONE BOWL (fig. 93)
H 0.035; Diam base 0.021; Diam rim 0.073
White marble. Intact.
Concave base, spreading slightly outcurving wall with
rounded lip. Four rectangular lugs set at the rim.

823 (NAM 6192.3) STONE SPOUTED BOWL
White marble. No further details available.

824 (NAM 6192.4) STONE BOWL
H 0.06; Diam 0.112
White marble. No further details available.
Publ. Getz-Gentle (1996), 292, no. L19.

825 (NAM 6192.5) STONE BOWL (fig. 93)
H 0.057; Diam base 0.044; Diam rim 0.138
White marble. Intact.
Flat base, slightly concave, spreading outcurving wall
with rouneded lip. Four rectangular lugs set at the
rim.

Stone objects

826 (NAM 6170) STONE GRINDER
Conical shape. No further details available.

Stone figurines

827 (NAM 6164) FIGURINE
H 0.155. 
White marble. Intact.
Folded Arm type, Chalandriani variety.
Short legs without knees and with incised toes,
incision between the legs extends into the area of the
pubic triangle, no waist or lower body, arm directly
folded above the pubic triangle; square shaped upper
body with straight horizontal shoulders and arms
extending downwards and bent at the elbows,
modeled breasts; long thin neck ending in a back-
wards tilted lyre-shaped head with a prominent nose.

Publ. Zervos (1957), pl. 249; Renfrew (1969), 12, 
no. φ26, p. 17, no. IV.C.1.

828 (NAM 6165) FIGURINE
H 0.216. 
White marble. Intact.
Folded Arm type, Chalandriani variety.
Feet worn and possibly partly damaged; wide thick
legs with thin incised line separating them; knees
indicated by low bulge on upper legs; incised pubic
triangle just below the folded arms, no lower body;
angular, square upper body with horizontal shoulders
and arms extending downwards bend at the elbows;
widely spaced breasts indicated on upper body;
elongated cyclindrical neck on which a backward
tilted lyre-shaped head with long nose. Traces of red
colouring substance on the chest.
Publ. Zervos (1957), pl. 248; Renfrew (1969), 12, 
no. φ27, p. 17, no. IV.C.2.

829 (NAM 6167.1) FIGURINE
Dimensions unknown.
White marble.
Abstract-schematic type, Apeiranthos variety.
No further details available.
Publ. Renfrew (1969), 14, no. VI.8.

830 (NAM 6169.1) FIGURINE
H 0.125
Folded-arm type, Chalandriani variety.
Only the upper part of the figurine is preserved. 
Rounded lower part of the body with no indication
of legs, possibly unfinished figurine; short lower
body with narrow waist; widening upper body with
modeled breasts; sloping shoulder and sharp edges to
upper arms; lower arms bent at the elbow and folded
across the belly; cylindrical tapering neck and angular
lyre-shaped head with prominent nose.
Publ. Zervos (1957), pl. 244; Renfrew (1969) no. φ28.

831 (NAM 6169.2) FIGURINE
Dimensions unknown.
White marble.
Abstract-schematic type, Apeiranthos variety.
No further details available.
Publ. Renfrew (1969), p. 14, no. VI.5.

832 (NAM 6169.3) FIGURINE
Dimensions unknown.
White marble.
Abstract-schematic type, Apeiranthos variety.
No further details available.
Publ. Renfrew (1969), 14, no. VI.6.
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833 (NAM 6169.4) FIGURINE
H 0.075. 
White marble. Intact, worn surfaces.
Abstract-schematic type, Apeiranthos variety.
Flat, square lower body with rounded edges; tapering
neck ending in flattened top extending sideways.
Publ. Zervos (1957), pl. 45b; Renfrew (1969), 14, no.
VI.3, pl. 7b.

834 (NAM 6169.5) FIGURINE
Dimensions unknown.
White marble.
Abstract-schematic type, Apeiranthos variety.
No further details available.
Publ. Renfrew (1969), 14, no. VI.7.

835 (NAM 6169.6) FIGURINE
H 0.095.
White marble. Intact, worn surfaces.
Abstract-schematic type, Apeiranthos variety.
Flat, rectangular body with sloping shoulders, long
cylindrical neck ending with straight flat top.
Publ. Zervos (1957), pl. 45c; Renfrew (1969), 14, 
no. VI.4, pl. 7b.

836 (NAM 6169.7) FIGURINE
No further details available.

837 (NAM 6169.8) FIGURINE
No further details available.

838 (NAM 6169.9) FIGURINE
No further details available.

839 (NAM 6169.10) FIGURINE
H 0.13. 
White marble. Intact, only right foot partly broken
off.
Folded Arm type, Spedos variety.
Short legs with tilted feet separated by deep incised
cleft; incised pubic triangle and flat waist; arm bent in
front of belly below breasts; short upper body with
slightly sloping shoulders; cylindrical tapering neck
with backwards tilting lyre-shaped head with
prominent nose.
Publ. Zervos (1957), pl. 247; Renfrew (1969), 12,
 no. φ24.

840 (NAM 6174) FIGURINE
H 0.46.
White marble. Intact.
Folded Arm type, Dokathismata variety.
Classic example of this variety; incised toes and long
narrow legs separated by deep incised cleft; incised
pubic triangle and bulging belly below folded arm;
angular upper body with straight sloping shoulders
with pointed edges to upper arms; arms bent at

elbows and lower arms folded across belly; faintly
modeled breasts on upper body; cylindrical neck with
triangular head tilted backwards with prominent
nose.
Publ. Zervos (1957), pl. 251; Demagne (1964), fig.
71; Renfrew (1969), 12, no. φ25, 14, no. IV.B.3, pl.
5d; Sapouna-Sakellerakis (1973), pl. 38.

841 (NAM 6176) FIGURINE
H 0.224.
White marble. Intact.
Folded-arm type, Spedos variety.
Large feet with incised toes, bulging legs separate by
deep incised cleft; narrowing waist and lower body
with incised pubic triangle; short angular upper body
with modeled breasts; short shoulders and straight
upper arms; lower arms bent at the elbows and
folded across the front below the breasts; long
cylindrical neck with rounded head and prominent
nose.
Publ. Zervos (1957), pl. 246; Renfrew (1969), 
no. IV.F.22.

842 (NAM 6193) FIGURINE
H 0.192.
White marble. Intact.
Folded Arm type, Spedos variety.
Feet with incised toes bent slightly sideways and
obliquely to the legs, separated by a deeply incised
cleft; short lower body with faintly incised pubic
triangle; narrow waist; widening angular upper body
with modeled breasts; sloping shoulders with sharp
edges to straight upper arms; lower arms bent at the
elbows and folded across the belly; cylindrical
tapering neck with large lyre-shaped head with
prominent nose.
Publ. Zervos (1957), fig. 250; Renfrew (1969), 12, 
no. φ23.

2.2. Archaeological Museum,
Ermoupolis

A large group of objects from the excavations by
Stephanos at Chalandriani were transferred from the
National Museum in Athens to Ermoupolis in 1971.
They were part of a transfer which also included
many finds from the excavations by Tsountas at
Chalandriani and at Kastri.

Pottery

843 (Syros 408) COLLARED JAR (fig. 93)
H 0.125; Diam rim 0.065; Diam max 0.106; Diam
base 0.035
Medium, very dark grey fabric (7.5 YR 3/0) with
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same core. Dark burnished surface. Intact.
Flat base, conical lower body, concave upper body,
outcurving neck, lip slightly flattened at the top. Four
horizontal rectangular lugs placed diametrically at the
widest diameter. Undecorated.

844 (Syros 495) CONICAL CUP (fig. 93)
H 0.06; Diam rim 0.089; Diam base 0.046
Medium, red fabric (2.5 YR 5/6) with same core.
Traces of light reddish-yellow slip on surface (7.5 YR
7/6). Mended and restored.
Solid raised foot with flat base, inside concave,
straight flaring wall with pointed round lip.
Leaf impression on the base.

845 (Syros 503) SPHERICAL JAR (fig. 93)
H 0.066; Diam rim 0.06; Diam base 0.023; Diam max
0.112
Fine-medium, light reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 6/4)
with grey core (5 YR 5/1). Smoothed and slipped
surface with a few traces of dark reddish-grey
burnishing (5 YR 4/2). Incomplete, mended.
Circular depression at the base, outcurving lower
body, incurving upper body, straight spreading rim
with rounded lip; two pairs of vertical, pierced,
tubular lugs set at either side of the widest diameter.
Undecorated.
Found together with two metal scrapers (Syros
800.1-2).

846 (Syros 538) CONICAL CUP (fig. 93)
H 0.063; Diam rim 0.091; Diam base 0.037
Medium, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 4/4) with
same core. Smoothed surface. Complete and
mended.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with rounded lip.
Mat impression on the base.

847 (Syros 544) BOWL (fig. 93)
H 0.031; Diam rim 0.122
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 5/4)
with same core. Burnished lustrous surface, brush
marks inside. Intact.
Round base, flaring wall with rounded lip.
Undecorated.

848 (Syros 560) CONICAL CUP (fig. 93)
H 0.055; Diam rim 0.092; Diam base 0.047
Medium-coarse, red fabric (2.5 YR 4/6) with same
core. Smoothed surface, brush marks on surface
inside. Intact.
Flat base, rounded edge towards straight spreading
thick wall, upright rim with pointed round lip; inside
pointed concave. Leaf impression on the base.

849 (Syros 597) JUG (fig. 93)
H pres. 0.07; Diam base 0.03

Fine-medium, reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 5/4) with
core of the same. Traces of dark brown to black
burnished surface treatment visible only in incised
lines on the body. Incomplete, rim with spout and
handle missing.
Flat base, biconical body, vertical handle with round
section from rim to shoulder set opposite the high
spout.
Decorated on exterior body with groups of parallel
incised lines, radiating from the shoulder to the base.

850 (Syros 598) JUG (fig. 93)
H 0.096; Diam base 0.029
Medium, very dark grey to reddish-brown fabric (7.5
YR 4/0-5 YR 5/4) with grey core (10 YR 5/1).
Burnished surface. Incomplete, mended, with handle
restored.
Flat base, biconical body, outcurving neck, flattened
rim; one vertical handle with round section from rim
to shoulder opposite spout.
Decorated on the exterior with groups of incised
parallel lines from the shoulder to the base.

851 (Syros 635) SPHERICAL JAR (fig. 93)
H 0.06; Diam rim 0.052; Diam max 0.093; Diam base
0.035
Medium, dark grey fabric (10 YR 4/1) with grey core
(10 YR 5/1). Lustrous grey-brown burnished surface.
Incomplete, mended and restored.
Flat base, conical body with three vertically pierced,
oblique semicircular lugs; outturned straight rim with
rounded lip.
Decorated on the shoulder with incised and white-
filled geometric motifs in a concentric band,
consisting of  connected concentric circles.

852 (Syros 693) CONICAL CUP (fig. 93)
H 0.058; Diam rim 0.095; Diam base 0.04
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/4)
with similar core, surface covered with yellow white
encrustation. Intact.
Flat base, solid raised foot, straight spreading wall
with rounded lip. Leaf impression on the base.

853 (Syros 694) CONICAL CUP (fig. 93)
H 0.058; Diam rim 0.098; Diam base 0.043
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/4)
with probably similar core (not visible), yellow white
soil encrusted on surfaces. Intact, a few chips off the
rim.
Flat base, solid raised foot, straight spreading wall
with rounded lip. Leaf impression on the base.

854 (Syros 695) CONICAL CUP (fig. 93)
H 0.053; Diam rim 0.092; Diam base 0.041
Medium-coarse, weak red fabric (2.5 YR 5/2) with
dark grey core (2.5 YR 4/0), smoothed surface, white
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yellow soil encrustation on surfaces. Intact, most of
the rim is chipped.
Flat base, solid raised foot, straight spreading wall.
Leaf impression on the base.

855 (Syros 697) CONICAL CUP (fig. 93)
H 0.055; Diam rim 0.084; Diam base 0.032
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/3)
with light reddish-brown core (2.5 YR 6/3). Intact.
Flat base, solid raised foot, spreading outcurving fla-
ring wall with rounded thin lip.
Leaf impression on the base.

856 (Syros 698) CONICAL CUP (fig. 93)
H 0.059; Diam rim 0.088; Diam base 0.047
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/4)
with nearly similar core (2.5 YR 4/3). Intact.
Flat base, solid raised foot, straight spreading wall
with pointed lip; irregularly shaped.
Leaf impression on the base.

857 (Syros 702) CONICAL CUP (fig. 93)
H 0.054; Diam rim 0.091; Diam base 0.042
Medium-coarse, red fabric (2.5 YR 5/6) with
reddish-brown to weak red core (2.5 YR 5/3-4/2),
yellow encrustation on surfaces. Incomplete,
mended, large part of the rim missing.
Flat base, straight flaring wall, upright rim with roun-
ded lip. Mat impression on the base.

858 (Syros 707) CONICAL CUP (fig. 93)
H 0.066; Diam rim 0.103; Diam base 0.048
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5.4-
4/4) with similar core, white encrustation on
surfaces. Intact, small parts of the rim are missing.
Flat base, straight spreading wall, incurving upright
rim with pointed lip. Leaf impression on the base.

859 (Syros 716) CONICAL CUP (fig. 93)
H 0.082; Diam rim 0.13; Diam base 0.048
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/4)
with light red core (2.5 YR 6/6). Intact, a few chips
off the rim.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with rounded lip.
Mat impression on the base.

860 (Syros 717) CONICAL CUP (fig. 93)
H 0.084; Diam rim 0.143; Diam base 0.053
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/4)
with similar core, yellow white encrustation on the
surfaces. Intact.
Flat base, straight flaring wall with rounded lip.
Groove incised below the rim on the outside.
Undecorated 

861 (Syros 718) CONICAL CUP (fig. 93)
H 0.073; Diam rim 0.126; Diam base 0.051

Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/3)
with similar core, base blackened (2.5 YR 4/0), thick
yellow white encrustation on the surfaces. Intact,
small parts of the rim are missing.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with rounded lip.
Mat impression on the base.

862 (Syros 720) CONICAL CUP (fig. 94)
H 0.089-0.09; Diam rim 0.15; Diam base 0.05
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/4)
with similar core, yellow white encrustation on the
surfaces. Complete, mended.
Flat base, rounded edge to straight spreading wall
with rounded lip; groove incised below the rim on
the exterior. Mat impression on the base.

863 (Syros 728) CONICAL CUP (fig. 94)
H 0.085; Diam rim 0.152; Diam base 0.066
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/4)
with similar core (2.5 YR 4/4). Complete, mended,
with rim partly restored. Very heavy with thick walls.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with rounded lip;
part of horizontal lug below the rim on the exterior.
Vertical curved incised strokes on the exterior
surface at regular distances. Mat impression on the
base.

864 (Syros 729) CONICAL CUP (fig. 94)
H 0.059; Diam rim 0.091; Diam base 0.036
Medium-coarse, greyish-brown fabric (5 YR 6/1)
with dark reddish-grey core (5 YR 4/2), coated on
the exterior with yellow-white slip (5 YR 8/3). Intact,
a few chips off the rim.
Flat base, straight spreading wall with pointed lip.
Mat impression on the base.

865 (Syros 730) CONICAL CUP (fig. 94)
H 0.06; Diam rim 0.094; Diam base 0.033
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric (2.5 YR 5/4)
with similar core. Incomplete, mended and restored.
Flat base, solid raised foot, straight spreading wall
with rounded lip. Mat impression on the base.

866 (Syros 759) BOWL (fig. 94)
H 0.036; Diam rim 0.102
Medium-coarse, light reddish-brown fabric (5 YR
6/4) with probably similar core (not visible).
Complete, mended, two parts of the rim are missing.
Convex base, spreading flaring wall with rounded lip.
Undecorated.

867 (Syros 760) BOWL (fig. 94)
H 0.035; Diam rim 0.114
Medium-coarse, dark yellowish-brown fabric (10 YR
4/6) with yellowish-brown core (10 YR 5/6). Intact.
Convex base, outcurving wall, upright rim with
ounded lip. Undecorated.
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868 (Syros 761) BOWL (fig. 94)
H 0.039; Diam rim 0.132
Medium-coarse, reddish-brown fabric with similar
core (2.5 YR 4/4), yellowish crust (5 YR 7/4) on
inside and outside surface (weathered slip?). Intact,
one part of the rim missing.
Convex base, outcurving flaring wall, upright rim
with rounded lip. Undecorated.

 
869 (Syros 768) BOWL (fig. 94)
H 0.025-0.029; Diam rim 0.121-0.115
Medium, very pale brown fabric (10 YR 7/3) with
dark grey core (10 YR 4/1), encrusted slip on
surfaces. Intact.
Convex nearly flat base, spreading flaring wall with
rounded thin lip. Oval-shaped rim due to sides
pressed inwards. Undecorated.

870(Syros 794) LID (fig. 94)
H 0.017; Diam max 0.076
Medium, light reddish-brown fabric (5 YR 6/3) with
reddish-yellow core (7.5 YR 6/6). Complete, mended
and restored.
Round convex top, straight sides. Four holes
through top in square arrangement. Undecorated.

Stone vessels

871 (Syros 382) STONE BOWL (fig. 94)
H 0.04; Diam rim 0.152; Diam base 0.04
White-yellow marble. Intact.
Flat base, flaring conical wall, rounded lip. Inside
base concave; edge at inside rim towards concave
inside wall.

872 (Syros 383) STONE BOWL (fig. 94)
H 0.068; Diam rim 0.165; Diam base 0.027
White marble. Intact, chisel marks inside, outside
well polished.
Flattened convex base, spreading flaring thick wall
with rounded lip.

873 (Syros 394) STONE BOWL (fig. 94)
H 0.05-0.054; Diam rim 0.139; Diam base 0.058
White marble. Intact.
Flat base, straight spreading wall, rounded rim. Four
horizontal rectangular lugs placed diametrically off
the rim.

874 (Syros 395) STONE BOWL (fig. 94)
H 0.052; Diam rim 0.121; Diam base 0.028
Grey-blue stone. Intact.
Flat base, rounded edge towards straight spreading
wall, rounded lip; four rectangular horizontal lugs set
at the rim at opposite sides.

875 (Syros 398) STONE BOWL (fig. 94)
H 0.0395; Diam rim 0.098; Diam base 0.003
White marble. Intact.
Flattened convex base, straight spreading wall, rim
bevelled inwards.

Metal objects

876 (Syros 516) METAL TWEEZERS (fig. 94)
L 0.074; W max opening 0.025; Th 0.008
Copper-based alloy. Intact, corroded.
U-shaped with round top and arm meeting towards
tips. Arms widening towards rounded ends.

877 (Syros 800.1) METAL SCRAPER (fig. 94)
L 0.0245; W 0.017; Th 0.001
Copper-based alloy.
Rectangular thin blade with straight cutting edge, top
end broken off; three rivets. Incomplete, corroded.
Found together with a spherical jar and another
metal scraper (Syros 503 and Syros 800.2)

878 (Syros 800.2) METAL SCRAPER (fig. 94)
L 0.035; W 0.012; Th 0.001
Copper-based alloy.
Rectangular thin blade with straight cutting edge, top
end broken off; one rivet. Incomplete, corroded.
Found together with a spherical jar and another
metal scraper (Syros 503 and Syros 800.1). 

Shells

879 (Syros 820) SHELL (fig. 94)
One valve of a scallop (Pecten jacobaeus L.).

3. Surface finds from the cemetery

This third category of objects from Chalandriani
comprises objects that were found on the terrain of
the cemetery by different visitors. Eventually these
objects ended up in different archaeological collec-
tions. Most likely the objects came from disturbed
tombs. None of them, however, have any reliable
source of information regarding their original
context. 

3.1. American School of Classical
Studies, Athens

The one find from Syros in the collection of the
American School of Classical Studies at Athens was
donated to the collection by Prof J.L. Caskey, who
during a visit in 1963 to Chalandriani and the
settlement of Kastri was given fragments of a
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complete frying pan by a local inhabitant. Its exact
provenance remains unknown, but based on stylistic
and typological characteristics it is safe to assume an
origin from one of the probably many plundered or
destroyed tombs scattered around the site of
Chalandriani. No further documentation regarding
its origin is existent.398

880 (ASP 95) PAN (fig. 95)
H 0.044; Diam rim 0.268; Diam base 0.252
Medium, dark brown slipped and burnished surface.
Intact.
Flat base, slightly convex, straight spreading wall
with rounded lip. Forked handle.
Decorated on the base and along the exterior wall
with arrangements of white-filled incised geometric
motifs. On the base along the outer edge a double
Kerbschnitt followed by a concentric line, then a
concentric band of zigzag lines filled in with
Kerbschnitt and connected spirals; the inner area is
filled with small zigzags with Kerbschnitt and an
incised star with a stamped motif of concentric
circles. Along the outside of the wall is a zigzag filled
with Kerbschnitt. On the base of the handle is an
incised stylised representation of the female genitals.
The knob-like ends of the handle have stamped
concentric circles.
Publ. Caskey (1964), figs. 6-7.

3.2. British School at Athens

Besides the conical cup excavated by Bosanquet in
1894 at Krokidas (now identified with Chalandriani,
see chapter three), one other object in the collection
of the British School at Athens is from Chalandriani.
This plain bowl was found on the site in 1953 by Mrs
K. Scholes during her extensive visit to Syros. Its
exact provenance remains unknown, but on account
of fabric and shape it is safe to assume that it orig-
inated from one of the tombs at Chalandriani.399 The
bowl is not mentioned by her in the published report
on the Late Bronze Age finds from the Cyclades.

881 (A.469) BOWL
H 0.036; Diam rim ?; Diam base 0.122
Medium-coarse, reddish fabric with buff slip. Intact
with a few chips at the rim, encrustation at the
interior surface.
Rounded base, convex wall with slightly rolled rim.
Undecorated.

3.3. Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge

This pan was donated to the museum in 1963 by Dr
Winifred Lamb. Its provenance is given as Syros, but
it may well have originally come from the cemetery
at Chalandriani. The circumstances of the find and
its exact findspot were not recorded.400

882 (GR.18.1963) PAN (fig. 95)
H 0.028; L rest 0.373; Diam rim 0.267; Diam base
0.28
Medium, dark grey surface (10 YR 5/3) with dark
core (2.5 YR 4/0). Burnished surface treatment.
Incomplete, mended and restored from many pieces.
Surface very worn.
Flat base, slightly convex, outcurving flaring wall
with round pointed lip. Two-pronged forked handle
ending in two knobs with circular section. Inside
concave.
Decorated on the base with incised and stamped
geometric motifs in a circular arrangement. Along
the edge a band of single Kerbschnitt enclosed by an
incised line. Within an arrangement of
interconnected concentric circles around a rep-
resentation of a ship with a high bow towards the
right. On top of the bow is a fish with two lines
extending downwards, ending in smaller lines. Below
and above the hull are many oblique lines, represent-
ing the oars.
Publ. Nicholls (1965-66), 44-45, fig. 1.

3.4. Archaeological Museum, 
Ermoupolis

During a study visit to the site of Chalandriani in
1963, Colin Renfrew was given a number of
prehistoric pottery sherds by a local inhabitant.401

The sherds were placed in the collection of the
Archaeological Museum in Ermoupolis. It remains
uncertain whether these items came from disturbed

398The director at the time of the American School
of Classical Studies in Athens, Dr S. Miller,
kindly allowed me the study the pan on the
premises of the School in 1989. I thank also Dr R.
Bridges for making the arrangements on my visit
to the School. 
399I thank Mr R.Arnott for informing about this
bowl in the collection of the British School at
Athens.

400Mr R. Arnott kindly supplied me with a copy of
the museum report in which the pan is first
discussed. 
401 See Renfrew (1972), 176.
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tombs or whether they may have come from an area
near the cemetery where a contemporary settlement
was located. The sherds were not identified among
the entries in the inventory of the museum in Syros. 

During the rescue excavations carried out by
Doumas at the cemetery in 1965, an obsidian blade
was found in the vicinity of one of the tombs. Its
association with this or any other tomb is, however,
not certain. The tomb was was found heavily
disturbed and had probably been looted prior to the
excavations (Publ. Doumas (1977), 129-30).

883 (Syros 404) OBSIDIAN BLADE (fig. 95)
L 0.072; W max 0.009
Prismatic blade with dorsal ridge. One end turned
upwards, lower end pointed.
Publ. Doumas (1977), pl. L:k.
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OTHER PREHISTORIC FINDS 
FROM SYROS 

The objects listed in this appendix are all reported to have come from Syros, although
some with more certainty than others. A few are reported as having come from graves.
Based on the characteristics of some of the objects, a in the cemetery at Chalandriani
seems quite possible. During the more than 150 years that people have known of the

existence of this cemetery, many items from disturbed or destroyed tombs may have passed into
the hands of collectors and art dealers. Most of the objects mentioned below were purchased for
museum collections in the final years of the nineteenth or the early decades of the 20th century.
This suggests that it is unlikely that they are forgeries. At the time of their first appearance, the
material culture of these prehistoric periods was not yet in much demand with art collectors. 

Although details concerning the exact provenance are no longer available in most cases, it
seems highly probable that these objects came from excavations carried out at the cemetery or
else taken from disturbed tombs at Chalandriani. The materials used in the objects, their
techniques of manufacture, the shapes and character of the decorations clearly suggest an
association of these objects with the main corpus of objects from this cemetery. Among the
items in this category is the tomb group in Berlin. It was acquired together in 1892. Because of
the fact that this group was bought prior to the excavations carried by Tsountas, it may have
come from a private collector on Syros and probably originated from a disturbed tomb. Other
objects in this category are in the collection of the University of Athens, and the Archaeological
Museum in Ermoupolis. Unless further details regarding the provenance and find circumstances
becomes available, they cannot securely be linked to the other categories discussed in the
previous chapters. The large group of prehistoric objects from the excavated settlement at Kastri
on Syros are not discussed here. 
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NATIONAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL MUSEUM, ATHENS

A1 (NAM 5380) STONE FIGURINE
Unknown provenance, reportedly from Syros. 
White marble. 
H 0.0228. Intact, except for the head.
Folded-arm type, Chalandriani variety.
Short extending feet with incised toes; long legs separated by incised deep cleft; narrowing waist; modeled penis
sheath; modeled band across the waist; long upper body with modeled breasts, sloping shoulders and diagonal
shoulder strap running from left shoulder to the waist; upper arms attached to the upper body; lower arm bend at
the elbow and folded, left arm horizontally above the waist band, right arm raised diagonally across the body next to
the shoulder strap; neck and head missing.
Publ. Zervos (1957), pl. 253; Renfrew (1969), 12, no. φ21, 17-18, no. IV.C.17.

A2 (10541) POTSHERD WITH SEAL IMPRESSION
EC II.
H 0.0723; W 0.536; Th 0.36-74; Diam seal 0.09
Dark brown clay with reddish-brown slip.
Fragment was probably part of a spherical vase, possibly a pyxis, with one or two band handles on the body.
Part of the incised decoration is preserved, consisting of a corner of parallel lines. Around the handle are eight
impressions of the same seal. The seal consists of a cross with lines in the four sections parallel to the arms of the
cross.
Publ. Corpus der minoischen und mykenischen Siegel, I, Supplement (1982), no. 171.

BRITISH SCHOOL OF ARCHAEOLOGY, ATHENS

A3 (unknown inv.no.) STONE PYXIS
EC II.
White marble.
Spool-like vase with extending flat base, cylindrical wall with incised horizontal grooves, and flat extending lid.
Publ. Renfrew (1972), pl. 6,4.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL COLLECTION, UNIVERSITY OF ATHENS

A prehistoric vase described as being from Syros is kept in the pottery collection of the University of Athens. Is was
donated to the Universty study collection by the National Archaeological Museum. On account of the typological
characteristics and the fact that it came from the collection of the National Archaeological Museum it is very
probable that this pyxis was among the objects excavated at Chalandriani by Tsountas. No further documentation
regarding the origin or the transfer to the University collection exists.

A4 (P.M. 69) PYXIS
H 0.09; Diam rim 0.07
Medium-coarse, red-brown fabric with dark burnished surface, very weathered, rim partly missing, intact.
Flat base, spherical biconical body, upright collar-shaped rim with rounded lip. Two double vertically pierced
tubular lugs at opposite sides at the widest diameter on the shoulder.
Decorated with white-filled incised motifs on the body and shoulder in horizontal bands consisting of
interconnected concentric circles between two incised lines, a band of oblique incised short lines (herring-bone
motif) followed by another band of connected concentric circles between horizontal lines.
Publ. Kokkou-Viridi (1985), 37, pl. IZ:4.
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402 Brigitte Knittlmayer, who is currently studying these finds, kindly supplied me with the latest information 
regarding this grave group, which was apparently split up between museum collections in East and West Berlin. It
has recently been reunited. The bowl, however, was not mentioned in either Furtwängler (1893) or Thimme (1977). 
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STAATLICHE MUSEEN, ANTIKENSAMMLUNG, BERLIN

In 1892 the Berlin Museum acquired a group of prehistoric objects said to have been found on Syros, possibly from
a disturbed grave. In view of the kind of objects which compose this group of eight pieces, it seems very probable
they came from a tomb in the cemetery at Chalandriani. The only exceptional object is the hut-puxis for which no
parallels have been found at Chalandriani.402

Lit. Furtwängler (1893), 102.

A5 (8267) PYXIS
H 0.105. Intact.
Flat base, spherical body with upright collar-like rim; two tubular lugs set at opposite sides at the widest diameter. A
flat lid with cylindrical rim and four holes through the top.
Decorated with incised geometric designs consisting of a band of tangentially linked concentric circles bordered by
bands of Kerbschnitt. On the lid a reserved concentric circle at the centre and two rings of impressed concentric
circles at the rim, and bordered by Kerbschnitt.
Publ. Åberg (1933), fig. 145; Zschietzschmann (1935), fig. 2; Bossert (1937), pl. 248, no. 429; Thimme (1977), no.
399.

A6 (8267) PAN
Fragment of the base with part of the wall. Decorated with incised spirals surrounded by bands of Kerbschnitt. 
No further details available.

A7 (8267) STONE HUT PYXIS
H 0.059
Greenish-grey steatite. Complete, mended; some damage of the lid.
Conical pyxis with roof-like lid, three feet.
Exterior surface decorated with obliquely hatched triangles alternating with plain triangles.
Publ. Thimme (1977), no. 362.

A8 (8267) STONE FOOTED BOWL
Marble. Bowl with flaring wall on a solid trumpet-shaped foot with flat base. No further details available.

A9 (8267) STONE FOOTED BOWL
Marble. Bowl with flaring wall on a solid trumpet-shaped foot with flat base. No further details available.

A10 (8267) STONE BOWL
H 0.03; Diam rim 0.10
Marble. 
Bowl with curved wall. No further details available.

A11 (8267) STONE BOWL
H 0.03; Diam rim ca. 0.10
Marble. Bowl with curved wall. No further details available.

A12 (8267) STONE SPOUTED BOWL
Marble. Bowl with spreading rounded wall, one spout off the rim and a solid lug at the opposite side. No further
details available.

A13 (8267) STONE FIGURINE
H 0.255
White marble. Complete, breaks at the knees mended; small chip at upper left leg.
Folded-arm type, Spedos variety.
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Legs and long feet separated by deep cleft, incised toes; widening upper legs with narrow incised pubic triangle;
narrow waist and bulging lower body; narrow upper body with downwards sloping shoulders; upper arms indicated
by vertical incisions; lower arms bend at the elbows and folded across the front; cylindrical tapering neck and long
lyre-shaped head with prominent nose.
Publ. Müller (1929), pl. 10; Thimme (1977), pl. 165.

A14 (8267) STONE FIGURINE
H 0.25
White marble. Complete, break at the neck mended.
Folded-arm type, Spedos variety.
Large obliquely set feet with incised toes, straight widening legs separated by deep cleft; incised pubic triangle on
lower body; narrowing waist towards widening upper body; sloping shoulders with sharp edge towards inwards
sloping upper arms; lower arms bent at the elbows and folded across the front; long cylindrical tapering neck with
large lyre-shaped haead with rounded top and prominent nose.
Publ. Rohde (1975), 152, pl. 8, 1; Thimme (177), pl. 187.

A15 (8267) STONE FIGURINE
H 0.166
White marble. Complete, breaks at neck and right foot mended.
Folded-arm type, Spedos variety.
Long feet bent forwards with incised toes; short lower legs separated by deep cleft; long lower body with incised
pubic triangle and straight waist; short upper body with downwards sloping shoulders; short upper arms parallel to
upper body; lower arms bent at the elbow and folded across the front; long cylindrical tapering neck with lyre-
shaped head with rounded top and prominent nose.
Publ. Rohde (1975), 152, pl. 8, 2; Thimme (1977), pl. 189.

A16 (8267) METAL SPATULA
Copper-based alloy. No further details available.

A17 (8267) BOWL
Reddish fabric. Round base, rounded wall with incurving lip. No further details available.

ARCHÄOLOGISCHES SEMINAR, BERLIN

A18 (1445) PAN
Unknown provenance, reportedly from Syros. 
Incomplete.
Publ. Zschietzschmann (1935), fig. 1, 3; Coleman (1985), no. 29.

MUSEUM OF ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI, COLUMBIA

A19 (62.31) PAN 
Unknown provenance, reportedly from Syros.
Fine, reddish-brown fabric with burnished or polished dark red-brown slip. Intact.
Flat base with spreading walls; forked handle with two thickened knobs at the ends. 
Decorated on the base and the handle with incised geometric motifs consisting of a small eight-spoked star filled
with Kerbschnitt, and extending from it eight elongated triangles with Kerbschnitt; double curved lines with single
Kerbschnitt in between placed between the tips of the long triangles, along the bordering band of a double Kerb-
schnitt. The handle is covered with regularly placed Kerbschnitt.
Publ. Thimme (1977), pl. 406; Coleman (1985), no. 30.
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL MUSEUM, ERMOUPOLIS

One object listed in the inventory of the museum in Syros is probably from a private collection which was donated
to the museum in or before 1961. No specific details are available regarding the particular find context or its arrival
in the museum. The object, a marble footed bowl or cup, was formerly in the possession of Nikiphoros Printezis, a
Roman Catholic priest in Ermoupolis. The same collection also contained another object from Chalandriani, an
Attic black-figured lakythos depicting Heracles fighting the lion. One marble footed cup in the collection of the
museum in Hermoupolis is probably the same object that is mentioned by Ludwig Pollack in his article on the
prehistoric antiquities in the Cyclades. The inventory of museum mentions that this object was donated by Mich. G.
Printezis and came from Chalandriani. Although Pollack mentions another name as the owner than the name of the
person who donated the object to the museum, they both have the same surname. Possibly a relative of the first
owner handed the object over to the musuem in Ermoupolis. The typological characteristic of the object are con-
sistent with many similar objects which have a secure provenance from the cemetery. 
Publ. Pollack (1896).

A20 (191) STONE FOOTED SPOUTED CUP
H pres. 0.036; Diam rim 0.086; Diam max 0.108
White marble. Incomplete.
Foot and stem missing; straight spreading wall with rounded lip; spout horizontally extending from the rim.

FORMER PRIVATE COLLECTION, ERMOUPOLIS

The German archaeologist Ludwig Pollack mentioned in his published report of his travels in the Cyclades that he
was shown two objects in the collection of a certain Mr. Psychas of Ermoupolis which came, according to the
owner, from the prehistoric cemetery at Chalandriani. The first object was a frying pan of a type generally found at
Chalandriani. The second a plain marble bowl. Both were originally from the same tomb. Nothing is known of the
present whereabouts of these objects. 

A21 PAN
L max 0.28; Diam 0.21
Red-brown fabric. Incomplete.
Forked handle ending in two knobs. 
Decorated on the base with incised geometric designs consisting of a five spoked star in the central area surrounded
by regularly placed concentric circles which are connected with lines, and along the border a band of single
Kerbschnitt. The handle is decorated with bands of Kerbschnitt.
Publ. Pollack (1896), 189, fig. 5:14; Coleman (1985), no. 10.

A22 STONE BOWL
H 0.035; Diam rim 0.135
White marble. Condition unknown.
No further details available.
Publ. Pollack (1896), 189.

THE BRITISH MUSEUM, LONDON

A23 (TB 614) STONE PYXIS
Unknown provenance, reportedly from Syros.
Dimensions not available.
White marble.
Flat extended base, upright cylindrical wall with incised horizontal grooves, flat extending lid.
Publ. Renfrew (1964), pl. ST,4; Renfrew (1972), pl. 6,3.
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A24 (A 19, aquired in 1912) STONE FIGURINE
Unknown provenance, reportedly from Syros.
H 0.642
Limestone. Intact, grey weathered surface; minor breaks at the neck are mended.
Folded-arm type, Spedos variety.
Grey weathered surface; minor breaks at the neck are mended.
A broad figure with few anatomical details. The arms indicated with incised grooves and the legs separated by a
similar vertical groove. No sexual markings. The head tilts backwards and bears a prominent nose. Except for the
contour of the figurine, all anatomical details are indicated with shallow incisions.
Publ. Pryce (1928), 9f; fig. 8; Majewski (1935), no. 120, pl. 44; Thimme (1977), pl. 197.

A25 (A 24) STONE FIGURINE
Unknown provenance, reportedly from Syros.
Publ. Pryce (1928), pl. II, A24; Renfrew (1969), 20, no. IV.F.23.

MUSÉE DU LOUVRE, PARIS

A26 (CA 2991, purchase 1937) PAN 
EC I-II.
H 0.05; L max 0.21; Diam 0.198; Diam inside 0.182
Greyish-brown fabric with brunished or polished surface. Complete, mended with only a small part missing.
Rounded flat base with circular upright walls; double handle with cross-bar connecting the two parts. 
Decorated on the base and the handle with incised geometric motifs consisting of a nine-spoked star in the central
area surrounded by concentric bands of large impressed triangles, Kerbschnitt and spirals connected by double
lines; along the border another band of Kerbschnitt. The handle is covered with regularly placed Kerbschnitt.
The provenance is uncertain.
Publ. Zervos (1957), pls. 224-225; Bossert (1960), 4, fig. 6; Renfrew (1972), 153, pl. 4,1; Thimme (1977), pl. 400;
Greek Art of the Aegean Islands (1979), no. 7.

ZEMALJSKI MUSEUM, SERAJEWO

The three figurines and the two marble bowls in this collection were among the puchases for the museum by Karl
Patsch from the Athenian art dealer C. Gerojannis in 1899. The figurines are said to have come from a grave on
Syros, most likely together with the two marble bowls. The objects were first published by B. Rutkowski. The three
figurines and the two bowls can be dated to the Early Cycladic II period or the Keros-Syros culture.
Lit. Rutkowski (1973), Sztuka egejska (Aegean Art), Warszawa, figs. 69-70; (1974).

A27 (3) STONE FIGURINE
H pres. 0.10
White marble with greyish surface.
Folded-arm type, Spedos variety.
Only a fragment consisting of the torso, from the neck to below the folded arms; two wide-spaced modeled breasts
op the upper part of the torso.
Publ. Rutkowski (1974), figs. 6-7.

A28 (4) STONE FIGURINE
H pres. 0.077
White marble.
Folded-arm type, Chalandriani variety.
Figure only partly preserved with head, left leg and right leg below the knees missing. Legs separated by deep cleft;
straight sided waist with incised pubic triangle; thick wide upper body with straight shoulders and sharp edge to
vertical upper arms close to the body; lower arms bent at the elbow and folded across the front; modeled breasts on
upper part of the body; part of cylindrical tapering neck intact. 
Publ. Rutkowski (1974), figs. 8-10.
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A29 (5) STONE FIGURINE
H pres. 0.06
White marble with greyish surface.
Folded-arm type, Spedos variety.
Only the head is preserved of this figure. It is strongly bent backwards and has a prominent nose.
Publ. Rutkowski (1974), fig. 11.

A30 (1) STONE BOWL
No further details available.

A31 (2) STONE BOWL
No further details available.





Appendix 4

Tables 

1. Incidence matrix of the presence of 61 artefact types in the 185 reconstructed tomb
inventories (see chapter 5).

2. Artefact types occuring in at least three tomb inventories of the 80 tombs with two or more
different artefcat types (see chapter 5).

3. Location of artefacts found  in the tombs (see chapter 5).
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Types listed in table 1:

1 bowl
2 cinical cup
3 saucer
4 footed bowl
5 footed cup
6 goblet
7 deep bowl
8 uncommon bowl
9 uncommon cup
10 footed biconical jar
11 biconical jar
12 spherical jar
13 spouted spherical jar
14 footed spherical jar
15 small footed jar
16 short-necked jug
17 high-necked jug
18 bottle
19 uncommon jug
20 sauceboat
21 tankard
22 one-handled footed cup
23 pan
24 kernos
25 spool-like pyxis
26 isolated lid
27 stone bowl
28 stone spouted bowl
29 stone cup
30 stone footed cup/bowl
31 stone spherical jar

32 stone footed jar
33 figurine
34 stone palette
35 stone pestle
36 stone grinder
37 stone pounder
38 stone hammer
39 stone polisher
40 stone stopper
41 stone weight
42 stone celt
43 stone bead
44 metal chisel/awl
45 metal punch
46 metal needle
47 metal fish-hook
48 metal scraper
49 metal spatula
50 metal tweezers
51 metal pin
52 metal decorated pin
53 bone tube
54 bone pin
55 bone needle
56 bone ring
57 obsidian blade
58 shell
59 shell necklace
60 spindle whorl
61 colouring material
UTP unidentified type of pottery
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Types listed in table 2:

1 Bowl
2 Saucer
3 Conical cup
4 Footed bowl/footed cup/goblet
5 Footed biconical jar
6 Spherical jar/pyxis
7 Jug/bottle
8 Pan
9 Stone bowl/stone footed bow
10 Stone footed bowl
11 Stone figurine
12 Stone palette
13 Stone pestle/grinder/pounder
14 Metal punch
15 Metal needle
16 Metal scraper
17 Metal spatula
18 Metal tweezers
19 Metal decorated pin
20 Bone tube
21 Bone pin
22 Obsidian blade
23 Shell
24 Shell necklace
25 Colouring material
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3. Location of artefacts found inside the tombs

1. Groups of artefacts found together around the burial inside the tombs

By the head
T 157 footed painted bowl and a plain bowl.
T 166 painted high-neck jug, painted spherical jar, spherical jar and a painted lid.
T 172 pan, footed spherical incised jar and a goblet.
T 174 stone footed bowl, pan, bone tube and a bottle.
T 186 painted footed cup and a spherical jar.
T 205 (in front of the skull): a conical cup with several shells (Dentalium elephantinum L.); near or

behind the head a fragment of a small broken unidentified vessel, and a little further away a
short-neck incised jug and a bronze pair of tweezers; a bronze pin with ball-shaped head was
found lying on the throat.

T 307 (behind the head): bowl and a pan on which a stone footed bowl with bone tube inside.
T 322 pan with bone tube inside and stone plug.
T 338 two pans, a spherical jar and nearly a stone bowl.
T 345 (behind the head): an incised footed biconical jar, sherds of another undecorated jar, a stone

bowl and stone figurine and another stone bowl.
T 351 a conical cup and a plain bowl; (behind the head): an incised footed biconical jar.
T 355 an incised footed biconical jar and an undecorated biconical jar, a pan, three stone bowls of

which one contained blue colouring material, a stone footed bowl, a shell, a bronze pair of
tweezers, a bronze scraper, a bone decorated pin, a bone tube, an obsidian blade and
fragments of an unidentified jar. 

T 356 an incised footed biconical jar, a stone bowl and an obsidian blade; (behind the head): a bowl,
a pan, a stone palette and a stone grinder.

T 472 a stone bowl with a bronze pair of tweezers inside; nearby three other pair of tweezers with a
bronze scraper and a little further away an obsidian blade.

By the left hand
T 205 a plain bowl.

By the breast
T 472 an unidentified jar with shells below it.

By the legs and feet
T 186 a plain bowl.
T 205 two bowls and two unidentified vessels (one probably a bottle or jug, another probably a

spherical jar with two small lugs).
T 271 an obsidian blade.
T 322 a stone palette, a stone grinder, a stone spouted bowl, a plain bowl, a bronze scraper and two

fragments of one or two obsidian blades.
T 338 (between lower legs and to left side of the tomb) three stone bowls, a bronze pair of tweezers,

a bronze scraper, two bone tubes, an unidentified vessel and two stone pestles.
T 351 (near the knees): an obsidian blade.
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T 356 (by the feet): a stone bowl, shells, a bronze pair of tweezers, a bone tube with remains of blue
colouring material, another bone tube, a bronze scraper, a bone decorated pin, two fragments
of another pin and two pieces of red colouring material.

T 472 (by the feet): a cup, two bronze pins and an obsidian blade.

2. Groups of artefacts found together at various locations in tombs

By the entrance
T 338 an incised jar (unidentified, but probably a footed biconical jar).
In the right front corner
T 179 an incised footed biconical jar, a stone bowl, a bronze spatula or scraper, a bronze pin, a

bronze punch and a shell.
T 262 a pan with a bronze scraper and a stone plug inside; nearby a bowl.
T 264 a painted spherical jar, a saucer, a stone hammer, a stone polisher, a stone pounder, a bronze

spatula, a bronze chisel and two pieces of red colouring material.
T 292 a painted spherical jar, two bowls and a pan.
T 347 a stone palette and a stone pounder.
T 359 an incised footed biconical jar and a stone bowl.
T 361 a sauceboat and two conical cups.
T 374 an unidentified undecorated jar.
T 447 fragments of a large bowl (with fragments of the skull).
T 468 a bronze awl, a stone palette, a stone pestle and a conical cup.
T 469 a conical cup.

In the left front corner
T 262 two bowls (one inside the other).
T 361 two bronze decorated pins and fragments of a bone tube.
T 374 three stone bowls, a stone spherical jar with lid, a stone spouted bowl, a saucer, a small

broken unidentified vase and a painted jug.

In the centre of the tomb
T 307 a bone tube.
T 361 an obsidian blade, sherds of pottery.

At the sides of the tomb
T 192 three stone palettes with a stone grinder; a little further away a pan with inside another

grinder, a stone bowl containing blue colouring material and a bowl; on the opposite side a
third stone grinder.

T 242 a stone bowl with inside a shell, a bronze scraper and blue colouring material, a second stone
bowl contained a shell, another bronze scraper and a pair of bronze tweezers; an incised jar
stood a little further away.

T 271 (on the right side): a fragment of the skull and a painted pyxis; nearby lay a bone tube.
T 307 (on the right side): fragments of the skull with three stone footed bowls and two marble

figurines.
T 408 (on the right side): a painted spherical jar, a pan, a broken jug, a stone footed jar, a stone

footed bowl, two stone bowls, two pairs of bronze tweezers, a bronze scraper, a bronze pin
with twisted head, an obsidian blade and a shell.

T 415 (on the left side): a spherical jar and a marble figurine.
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Near the back of the tomb
T 472 an unidentified jar.

In the right back corner
T 347 a spouted bowl on which lay a stone spouted bowl and on top of these a pan and nearby a

stone footed cup.
T 359 a bone tube, fragments of a bone decorated pin, shells and a bronze scraper.
T 447 a bowl, an unidentified spherical jar, a bronze scraper and a stone figurine.
T 469 a stone palette, a stone grinder, an unidentified (prob. footed biconical) jar, shell, a bronze

scraper, a bronze pin, a bronze needle and a bronze punch.

3. Groups of artefacts found together in a niche in the wall

In the back wall 
T 351 a pan with inside a shell, two bronze plain pins, a bronze scraper and a bone tube.

In the right wall
T 468 an unidentified incised jar, two shells, three bronze spatulas or scrapers, two bronze plain

pins, three bronze needles, two bronze  punches, six stone beads, two bone rings, fragments
of a bone tube, ten small shells and a marble figurine. 
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SAMENVATTING
(Dutch summary)

In de zomer van 1898 leidde de Griekse prehistoricus Christos Tsountas een opgraving van
een omvangrijk grafveld uit de Vroege Bronstijd bij Chalandriani op het eiland Syros in
Griekenland. In een ongeveer twee maanden durende campagne groef Tsountas 540 graven

op en registreerde van een groot aantal daarvan gegevens omtrent grafbouw en de gevonden
voorwerpen. Nadat Christos Tsountas zijn opgravingen had beëindigd, publiceerde hij in het
daaropvolgende jaar een uitvoerig verslag. Van de 540 graven die hij heeft opgegraven publiceer-
de hij in detail 32 graven die te samen de variatie in grafbouw en grafinventaris vertegenwoordi-
gen. Enkele van die grafinventarissen behoren tot de rijkste uit de Vroeg-Cycladische periode (ca.
2650/2600-2200/2150 voor Chr.). Van de overige opgegraven voorwerpen werden de totalen
vermeld en enkele algemene gegevens. Naast de opgraving door Tsountas zijn  onderzoeken
uitgevoerd in het grafveld te Chalandriani door Gr. Papadopoulos in 1861, Kl. Stephanos in
1870, R.C. Bosanquet in 1894 en Chr. Doumas in 1962. De vondsten uit de opgraving van
Tsountas werden na de opgraving overgebracht naar het Nationaal Archeologisch Museum te
Athene, waar zij tot op heden deel uitmaken van de permanente opstelling in de Cycladische zaal.
In latere stadia zijn twee grote groepen voorwerpen naar het Archeologisch Museum in Ermou-
polis op Syros overgebracht en een klein aantal naar diverse musea in Engeland, Italië en
Duitsland.

Het hier gepresenteerde onderzoek had vier doelstellingen. Ten eerste het maken van een
reconstructie van de oorspronkelijke ligging en verspreiding van het grafveld. Ten tweede het zo
nauwkeurig mogelijk documenteren van de nog op het terrein bestaande graven. Ten derde het
uitvoeren van een typologische studie van alle opgegraven voorwerpen; en ten vierde het maken
van een analyse van de verschillen tussen de inventarissen van voorwerpen uit de graven en
vervolgens deze verschillen trachten te interpreteren.

De eerste twee doelstellingen zijn onderzocht door een veldonderzoek uitgevoerd op en rond
het terrein waar zich nog restanten bevinden van dit grafveld. Doel van dit veldonderzoek was
om door middel van een topografische survey inzicht te verkrijgen in de oorspronkelijke
ruimtelijke spreiding van het grafveld, haar ligging ten opzichte van de natuurlijke omgeving en
de wijze van constructie en huidige staat van preservatie van de graven. Gedurende twee weken
is met een team van vijf mensen het terrein intensief geïnventariseerd. Op grond van de survey is
een nauwkeurige topografische kaart vervaardigd met daarop ingetekend de ligging van de
huidige resten van het prehistorische grafveld bij Chalandriani. De oorspronkelijke ruimtelijke
spreiding in het grafveld was door Tsountas globaal beschreven. Hij concludeerde dat het
grafveld was verdeeld in een westelijk en een oostelijk deel. Het oostelijke deel was onderver-
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deeld in vier clusters van groepen graven. Gedurende de survey zijn delen teruggevonden van
deze groepen en clusters. De in dit voorliggende onderzoek gepresenteerde reconstructie van de
oorspronkelijke lay-out van het grafveld is gebaseerd op de ligging van vier graven die nog in
min of meer goede staat bleken te zijn, gecombineerd met de locatie van een groot aantal
grafruïnes die her en der verspreid over het terrein zijn aangetroffen. 

Naast aandacht voor het grafveld als geheel is ook onderzoek verricht naar kenmerken en
details van de graven die nog in goede staat verkeren. Deze graven hebben een cirkelvormig of
soms meer rechthoekig grondvlak met een doorsnede van circa 90 cm en een aangestreken of
geplaveide vloer. Zij zijn opgebouwd uit gestapelde onregelmatige kalkstenen in meerdere
horizontale lagen. Tot circa 50 cm staan de wanden verticaal waarna de volgende lagen ieder een
afnemende diameter hebben naar een koepeldak dat afgesloten is door middel van een grote
stenen plaat. De hoogte binnenin is ongeveer 70 cm. De ingang tot de graven ziet uit over de
afdalende helling en bestaat uit een rechthoekige opening met aan weerszijden een opstaande
steen en boven afgesloten door een stenen plaat van groene schist. Verspreid over het terrein
zijn dergelijke groene stenen platen in diverse ingestorte grafruïnes teruggevonden. In enkele
gevallen had een graf geen ingang in de wand. Vermoedelijk werd de overledene via het dak
bijgezet in het graf waarna de opening boven werd afgesloten door een stenen plaat. 

Met de gegevens verkregen uit de bestudering van de vondsten uit de graven zijn verdere
analyses uitgevoerd. In de eerste plaats zijn de diverse voorwerpen gegroepeerd over de
verschillende materialen waaruit ze zijn vervaardigd, te weten aardewerk, steen (en marmer),
metaal (brons en zilver), been, obsidiaan en schelpen. Vervolgens kunnen we 61 typen voorwer-
pen onderscheiden, in enkele gevallen onderverdeeld in meerdere variëteiten. Van de in totaal
883 voorwerpen afkomstig uit het grafveld is de helft aardewerk (440 stuks). De overige
voorwerpen zijn 130 metalen voorwerpen, 122 stenen vaatwerk,  30 obsidiaan mesjes, 52 benen
voorwerpen, 39 schelpen, 22 marmeren beeldjes, 3 stukken pigmentstenen en 3 spinklosjes. Op
basis van vergelijkend onderzoek van de voorwerpen uit Chalandriani met die uit andere
opgravingen in de Cycladen, Kreta  en het vasteland van Griekenland is het grafveld te dateren
binnen de Vroeg Cycladisch II-vroeg periode (ca. 2650/2600 - 2450/2300 voor Chr.) met een
uitloop van slechts enkele graven in de daaropvolgende fase, de Vroeg Cycladisch II-laat periode
(ca. 2450/2300 - 2200/2150 voor Chr.).

Met behulp van gegevens uit inventarisboeken en andere bronnen zijn de inventarissen van
185 graven gereconstrueerd. Gezamenlijk hadden deze 185 graven 557 voorwerpen. Het
onderzoek van de diversiteit tussen grafinventarissen leidde tot een interpretatie van de sociale
aspecten van de begravingen. Grafinventarissen zijn geen willekeurige samenvoeging van
voorwerpen, maar in de regel bewust gekozen op basis van voornamelijk  leeftijd, gender en
sociale status van de overledene. Uit een studie van de variaties in de samenstelling van de
grafinventarissen in Chalandriani blijkt een aantal kenmerken. Alle overledenen werden begraven
in een eigen graftombe. In de meeste graven waren voorwerpen meegegeven, zij het in wisselen-
de samenstelling en hoeveelheid. Veruit de grootste groep graven had slechts één voorwerp. Een
kleinere groep graven had tussen de twee en 29 voorwerpen, waarbij het aantal graven afneemt
naar mate de inventarissen groter worden. Alle graven hebben echter een unieke combinatie van
voorwerpen. Het totaal aantal voorwerpen uit de 185 gereconstrueerde grafinventarissen blijkt
niet evenredig over alle graven te zijn verdeeld. Een kleine groep graven met grote inventarissen
(ongeveer 25 % van het totaal aantal graven) had een verhoudingsgewijs onevenredig groot
aantal voorwerpen, namelijk ongeveer twee derde van het totaal aantal voorwerpen uit het hele
grafveld. Hiermee is duidelijk dat er verschillen bestaan tussen de personen die in de graven
werden begraven.
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Van 472 graven is het type grondvlak bekend, te weten rond of rechthoekig. Er blijkt een
ongeveer gelijke verdeling te bestaan tussen graven met een van beide typen grondvlakken,
namelijk 258 graven met een rond grondvlak en 215 graven met een rechthoekig grondvlak. De
twee typen graven kunnen elk met een min of meer bepaalde groep voorwerpen worden
geassocieerd. Door vergelijkend onderzoek naar overeenkomsten en verschillen in de typologi-
sche samenstelling van de grafinventarissen kunnen we enkele conclusies trekken. Gecombineerd
met de twee graftypen (rond of rechthoekig grondvlak) blijkt dat we drie clusters van typen
voorwerpen kunnen onderscheiden. Twee hiervan zijn nauw verbonden met een van de twee
graftypen. Daarbij is opvallend dat elk van de twee graftypen geassocieerd is met enerzijds een
aardewerk schaal (rond grondvlak) of met anderzijds een aardewerk beker (rechthoekig grond-
vlak), naast een aantal andere typen voorwerpen. In dit onderzoek worden deze twee clusters in
verband gebracht met de gender van de begraven persoon. Het derde cluster bevat diverse
voorwerpen die te maken hebben met het aanbrengen van lichaamsdecoraties en tatoeages.
Voorwerpen uit dit cluster zijn in veel graven gevonden. Vervolgens blijkt er geen verschil te
bestaan in de variatie van typen voorwerpen tussen graven met veel voorwerpen en graven met
weinig voorwerpen. De rijkere graven hebben doorgaans meer voorwerpen van metaal, steen en
been naast meerdere voorwerpen van hetzelfde type. Er zijn geen aanwijzingen dat in graven met
veel voorwerpen bepaalde typen bewust afwezig zouden zijn. 

De aanwijzingen verkregen uit de diverse analyses duiden op een samenleving in Chalandriani
die haar doden begroef in individuele graftombes. In de meeste gevallen werden de doden
vergezeld van een of meerdere voorwerpen. De keuze van die voorwerpen werd voornamelijk
bepaald door verschillen in gender van de overledene, naast aspecten als leeftijd en sociale status.
Naast een grote meerderheid van ‘modale’ grafinventarissen met een tot drie voorwerpen,
bestaat er een kleine groep graven die duidelijk als rijker beschouwd moeten worden. Deze ‘rijke’
graven bezaten gezamenlijk meer dan twee derde van het totaal aantal voorwerpen uit het gehele
grafveld. We kunnen hier de aanwezigheid van een sociale groep postuleren die een groter
beroep kon doen laten gelden op de beschikbare materiële cultuur dan de overige leden van de
samenleving. De hogere sociale status van deze groep overledenen werd onder andere tot
uitdrukking gebracht in de grotere hoeveelheid voorwerpen die werden meegegeven in de
graven. Het is aannemelijk dat deze ‘rijkere’ graven toebehoren aan de hoofden van de 10 à 14
kerngezinnen waaruit de samenleving te Chalandriani heeft bestaan. De nederzetting bij het
grafveld heeft waarschijnlijk gedurende een periode van 300 tot 400 jaar bestaan met een
populatie van 75 tot 100 mensen. Enkele uitzonderlijk rijke graven, waarvan er slechts weinig
zijn gevonden, zijn mogelijk begravingen van leiders van de gemeenschap, die hun hoge sociale
status weerspiegeld zagen in meer zeldzame en  grotere aantallen meebegraven voorwerpen. 
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Figure 45. Inventories of tombs 3, 126, 135, 153, 154, 157, 158, 159, 165 and 166
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Figure 46. Inventories of tombs 167, 168, 169, 172 and 174
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Figure 47. Inventories of tombs 175, 177, 180, 181, 182, 184, 185 and 186
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Figure 48. Inventories of tombs 188, 190 and 192
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Figure 49. Inventories of tombs 193, 195, 196, 198, 200, 202, 203 and 204
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Figure 50. Inventories of tombs 205, 206, 207, 208, 209 and 210
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Figure 49. Inventories of tombs 216, 218, 225, 227 and 231
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Figure 52. Inventories of tombs 232, 236, 237 and 239
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Figure 52. Inventories of tombs 242, 246, 249, 252, 254, 255, 256, 258 and 260
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Figure 54. Inventories of tombs 261, 262, 263 and 264
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Figure 55. Inventories of tombs 265, 266, 267 and 268
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Figure 56. Inventories of tombs 269, 271, 275, 276, 278, 279, 282 and 283
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Figure 57. Inventories of tombs 287, 288, 289, 290, 291 and 292
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Figure 58. Inventories of tombs 294, 296, 297, 300, 302, 303 and 306
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Figure 59. Inventory of tomb 307
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Figure 60. Inventories of tombs 310, 313, 314, 315, 317 and 322
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Figure 61. Inventories of tombs 324, 325, 326, 327, 328, 329, 330 and 331
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Figure 62. Inventories of tombs 333, 338, 339 and 340
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Figure 63. Inventories of tombs 342, 343, 345 and 347
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Figure 64. Inventories of tombs 351, 353 and 354
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Figure 65. Inventory of tomb 355
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Figure 66. Inventories of tombs 356 and 358
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Figure 67. Inventories of tombs 359 and 361
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Figure 68. Inventories of tombs 363, 364 and 369
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Figure 69. Inventories of tombs 370, 371 and 372
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Figure 70. Inventories of tombs 374, 375, 376, 377, 378 and 382
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Figure 71. Inventories of tombs 384, 386, 387, 389 and 394
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Figure 72. Inventories of tombs 396, 398, 399, 403 and 404
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Figure 73. Inventories of tombs 407, 408, 409, 410 and 411
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Figure 74. Inventories of tombs 412, 414, 415, 416 and 417
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Figure 75. Inventories of tombs 418, 419, 423, 428, 428A, 432 and 433
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Figure 76. Inventories of tombs 434, 439, 442, 445, 446, 447 and 448
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Figure 77. Inventories of tombs 452, 453, 454 and 455
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Figure 78. Inventories of tombs 464 and 468
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Figure 79. Inventories of tombs 469, 472 and D3
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Figure 80. Pottery from the cemetery without tomb provenance in the Archaeological Museum, Ermoupolis
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Figure 81. Pottery from the cemetery without tomb provenance in the Archaeological Museum, Ermoupolis
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Figure 82. Pottery from the cemetery without tomb provenance in the Archaeological Museum, Ermoupolis
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Figure 83 Pottery from the cemetery without tomb provenance in the Archaeological Museum, Ermoupolis
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Figure 84. Pottery from the cemetery without tomb provenance in the Archaeological Museum, Ermoupolis
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Figure 85. Pottery from the cemetery without tomb provenance in the Archaeological Museum, Ermoupolis
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Figure 86. Pottery from the cemetery without tomb provenance in the Archaeological Museum, Ermoupolis
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Figure 87. Pottery (above) and stone vessels (below) from the cemetery without tomb provenance in the Archaeological Museum,
Ermoupolis
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Figure 88. Stone vessels, stone objects and metal objects from the cemetery without tomb provenance in the Archaeological Museum,
Ermoupolis
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Figure 89. Metal objects and shells from the cemetery without tomb provenance in the Archaeological Museum, Ermoupolis
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Figure 90. Pottery and stone vessels in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge
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Figure 91. Pottery and stone vessels in the Museo Archeologico, Florence
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Figure 92. Pottery and stone vessels in the British Museum, London (above) and in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford (below)
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Figure 93. Excavations by Stephanos: pottery and stone vessels in the National Archaeological Museum, Athens (above) and in the
Archaeological Museum of Ermoupolis (below)
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Figure 94. Excavations by Stephanos: pottery, stone vessels, metal objects and shells in the Archaeological Museum of Ermoupolis
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Figure 95. Surface finds from Chalandriani
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